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I INTRODUCTION 

In this volume, we present a selected set of papers on, and/or in support of, anomalous mental phenom

ena. No section could possibly be complete; however, we have chosen papers that are representative of 

their particular sections. The sections, which are separated by blue sheets, are as follows: 

Section Numb~[ of fap~[s 
I Introduction 

II Meta-analyses of Anomalous Mental Phenomena 8 

III Main-stream Publications 7 

IV Anomalous-mental-phenomena Journal Publications 6 

V Magnetoencephalography 3 

VI Physics 6 
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II META-ANALYSES OF ANOMALOUS MENTAL 
PHENOMENA 

As in all behavioral sciences, replication of experiments in anomalous mental phenomena (AMP) is 

critical before any putative effects can be verified as part of nature. Because of the complex nature of 

most behavioral experiments, drawing conclusions from a body of similar experiments has been prob

lematical. Meta-analysis, however, is a relatively new statistical approach that has been specifically de

signed to address the particular difficulties inherent in the behavioral sciences. 

The papers in this section have been selected because they represent all such analyses of a substantial 

portion of the published AMP literature to date. Through replication and meta-analysis, the general 

scientific community will have tools with which to judge the claims of the AMP literature. 

The number that appears in the upper right- hand corner of the first page for each publication is keyed 

to the following descriptions: 

1. Utts, J., "Successful Replication Versus Statistical Significance," Journal of Parapsychology, Vol. 
52, pp. 305-320, (December, 1988). By defining, in statistical terms, the meaning of replication 
for few-a effects, Utts, a Professor of Statistics from the University of California at Davis, sets the 
statistical basis for meta-analysis. 

2. Honorton, C., "Error Some Place!" Journal of Communication, pp. 103-116, (Winter, 1975). This 
paper predates the development of formal meta-analysis, but Honorton provides a critical review 
of all the ESP card-guessing experiments from 1934 to 1939. The paper includes a description of 
the claims and counter-claims surrounding the controversy of the day. 

3. Honorton, C. and Ferrari, D. C., "'Future telling:' A meta-Analysis of Forced-Chaise Precognition 
Experiments, 1935-1987," Journal of Parapsychology, Vol. 53, pp. 282-308, (December, 1989). 
Using the full complement of meta-analytical tools, Honorton provides a critical review of all the 
ESP experiments during which the target material (i.e., usually ESP cards) is generated after the 
guess has been recorded. 

4. Honorton, C., Berger, R. E., Varvoglis, M. P., Quant, M., Derr, P., Schechter, E., I., and Ferrari, D. 
c., "Psi Communication in the Ganzfeld," Journal of Parapsychology, Vol. 54, pp. 99-137, (June, 
1990). This paper provides a meta-analysis of Ganzfeld experiments (i.e., a form of anomalous 
cognition). The database is comprised of 11 series for a total of 355 individual trials. 

5. Radin, D. I. and Nelson, R. D., "Evidence for Consciousness-Related Anomalies in Random 
Physical Systems," Foundations of Physics, Vol. 19, No. 12, pp. 1499-1514, (December, 1989). 
Radin and Nelson analyze over 800 experiments that claim evidence for mental human-machine 
interactions (Le., anomalous perturbation). After a careful analysis, which includes accounting 
for experiment flaws, they conclude that there is substantial statistical evidence to support the 
claim. 

6. Honorton, c., Ferrari, D. C., and Bern, D. J., "Extraversion and ESP Performance: Meta-Analysis 
and a New Confirmation," Proceedings of the Parapsychological Association 33rd Annual 
Convention, Chevy Chase, MD, (August, 1990). In an important link to traditional psychological 
experimentation, this paper provides a meta-analysis for the correlation of ESP performance and 
a traditional personality variable, extraversion. 
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7. Rosenthal, R., "Meta-Analytic Procedures and the Nature of Replicaltion: The Ganzfeld Debate," 
I 

Journal of Parapsychology, Vol. 50, pp. 319-336, (December, 1986)f Rosenthal, a professor of 
psychology at Harvard University, is one of the early developers of the meta-analysis techniques. 
In this paper, he comments about the Ganzfeld controversy. I 

8. Utts, J., "Replication and Meta-Analysis in Parapsychology," ~ccepted for publication in 
Statistical Sciences. In this paper, Utts, provides an independent amd objective overview of the 
AMP meta-analyses that follow. 
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SUCCESSFUL REPLICATION VERSUS 
STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE 

By JESSICA UTrs 

ABSTRACT: The aim of this paper is to show Utat successful replication in para
psychology should not be equated with the achievement of statistical significance,;. 
whether at the .05 or at any other level. The p value from a hypothesis test is 
closely related to the size of the sample used for the test; so a definition of suc
cessful replication based on a specific p value favors studies done with large sam
ples. Many "nonsignificant" studies may simply be ones for which the sample size 
was not large enough to detect the small magnitude effect that was operating. Con
versely, "significant" studies may result froin a small but conceptually insignificant 
bias, magnified by a very large sample. 

The paper traces the history of the definition of statistical significance in para
psychology and then outlines the problems with using hypothesis-testing results to 
define successful replications, especially when applied in a cookbOok fashion. Fi
nally, suggestions are given for alternative approaches to looking at experimental 
data. These include calculating statistical power before doing an experiment, using 
e~llmlllion Irulcl1d of, or In conJuncllon with, hypolhc"i" Ic"llng, Ilnd impl"",cnli,,!> 
some of the ideas from Bayesian statistics. 

Replication is a major issue in parapsychology. Arguments about 
whether a given research paradigm has been successful lend lO fo
cus on what the replication rate has been. For example, the recenl 
review of parapsychology by the National Research Council includes 
statements such as " ... of these 188 [RNG] experiments with some 
claim to scientific status, 58 reported statistically significant results 
(compared with the 9 or 10 experiments that would be expected by 
chance)" (Druckman & Swets, 1988, p. 185). In each section,.thc 
report critically evaluates "significant" experiments and ignores 
"nonsignificant" experiments. The extent to which nonsignificant 
experiments are ignored is exemplified by thc following ovcn;ight, 
in which the tqtal number of studies is equated with the number of 
"successful" studies: "Of the thirteen scientifically reported experi
ments [of remote viewing], nine are classified as successful in their 
outcomes by I-Jansen et a\. ... As it turns out, all but one of the nine 
scientifically reported studies of remote viewing su ffer from the nnw 
of sensory c\leing" (p. 183, cmphasis added). Apparently the au
thors decided that the [our experiments that did not attain a p value 
of .05 or less did not even warrant acknowledgment. 
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The practice of defining a successful replication as illl experi
ment that attains a p value of .05 or less is common in parapsychol
ogy, psychology, and some other disciplines that use statistics. How
ever, like many other conventions in science, it is based on a series 

-6" of h;storical events rather than on rational thought. In this paper, I 
~ will trace, some of the history leading to this definition of a "suc
~ cessful" experiment, outline some problems with this approach, a~d 
[ suggest some methods that parapsychologists should consider in aa.
"T1 dition to the usual hypothesis-testing regimen. Rao (1984) and Hon
~ orton (1984) have discussed similar problems and solutions in the 
~ context of psi experiments. 
CD 
I\) 
til 
CD 
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o 
o 

HISTORY 

~ It has not <).lways been the case among parapsychologists that an 
~ experiment was deemed successful if it reached a significance level 
~ ofp = .05. In 1917,john Edgar Coover, who was the Thomas Wel-

ton Stanford Psychical Research Fellow at Stanford University from 
Q 1912 to 193,7, published a book with the results from several exper
t=' iments he had conducted up to that time (Coover, 1917/1975). Al
~ though hypothesis testing as we know it today had not yet been for
~ malized, he essentially conducted tests on many facets of this data 
~ and found no evidence for psi that was convincing to him. His con
g elusions regarding these results are typified by an example he gave 
~ in which the hit rate for 518 trials was 30.1%, when 25% was ex
;g pee ted by chance (exact p value = .00476): 
o 
o 
w 

";;...;Ji; ..• -

o 
o 
o 
w 
o 
o 
o ...... 
J:.. 

We get 0.9938 [p-value = I - 0.9938 = 0.0062J for the probability that 
'-di';lnce-(fcviallo-ns 'wnl_noT-exce-eCl'Tii-is-Illl1It-[,ol"So.T"perce-nlj: -.:':-Siiice"--' 

this value, then, lies within the field of chance deviation, although the 
probability of its occurrence by chance is fairly low, it cannot be ac
cepted as a decisive indication of some cause beyond chance which op
erated in favor of success in guessing. (p. 82) 

He then rev~aled what level of evidence would convince him that 
nonchance factors were operating: " ... if we meet the requirement 
of a degree of accuracy usual in scientific work by making P =' 
0.9999779, when absolute certainty is P = I, then [there is] satisfac
LOry evidence for some cause ill addition to chance" (p. 83). III other 
words, he was defining significance with a I' value of 2.21 x IO-~. 

Coover was not alone in requiring that results conform to arbi
trarily stringent significance levels. In 1940, when Rhine et al. pub-

RI!/Jlicatio/l. TI.I'. SigllijiCUIICf! 307 

Iished Extra-Sens01Y Perception Afte1' Sixty Years, they included the fol
lowing definitions in the glossary: 

p-value probability of success in each trial 
~ 

SIGNIFICANCE: When the probability that chance factors alone prcig 
d\lccd a given deviation is sufficiently small to provide relative certaints 
that chance is not a reasonable expectation, the deviation is significantl!£:. 
above or below the chance level. Among ESP results, this is arbitraril! 
taken to mean a deviation in the expected direction such that the criticatn 
ratio is 2.5 times the standard deviation (or four times the probable erQ 
ror) or greater. (p. 423-424) ~ 

Thus, significance was defined by z ~ 2.5, or p ~ .0062. m 
Seventeen years later, in their book Parapsychology: Frontier Sci,g: 

mce of the Mind, Rhine and Pratt (1957) suggested that .0 I was theN 
appropriate threshold: g 

w -In order for such judgments to have the necessary objectivity, a criteri~ 
oJ significance is established by practice and general agreement amon/S 
the research workers in a particular field, ... Most workers in parapsy-. 
chology accept a probability of .01 as the criterion of significance. (p.Q 
186) t=' 

;;0, 
Finally, the Journal of Parapsychology has included a definition ofO 

signifi.cance in its glossary for many years, but the appropriate P~ 
value has fluctuated back and forth between .01 and .02, finally set-6 
tling at .02 in 1968, The following are excerpts f!"Om those glossar-~ 
ies: gg 

December 1949: "A numerical result is significant when it equals~ 
or surpasses some criterion of degree of chance improbabil-8 

-- "ify .'C6ffi-n1'6n'c-ilterla'-are :'-ap'roD~ioiIltyvaTue-oCOTo-r-less:f'~ 
, 0 

March 1950 to June 1957: "The criterion commonly used in this8 
journal is a probability value of .02 or less." g 

September 1957: "The criterion commonly used in this Journai ~ 
is P =.01." -Iloo 

December 1957 to December 1967: "The criterion c'Jmmonly 
used in parapsychology today is a probability value of .01 or 
less." 

March 1968 to December 1986: "The cl'itel'ioll commonly used 
in parapsychology today is a probability va!ue of .02 (odds of 
50 to 1 against chance) or less .... Odds of 20 to 1 (probability 
of .05) are regarded as strongly suggest!ve." 
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Mal'ch 1987: The term signiJicmu:r. 110 longer appears ill the glos
sary. 

By the mid-1980's, despite the value of .02 given in the Journal 
of Parapsychology, significance seemed to have been determined· to 

-6" con-espond to a p value of .05. For example, in their bibliography 
~ of remote-viewing research, Hansen, Schlitz, and Tart (1984) claim: 
~ "We have found that more than half (fifteen out of twenty-eight) of 
~ the published formal experiments have been successful, where only 
"T1 one in twenty would be expected by chance." As mentioned in my;. 
~ introduction, .05 was the value used by the National Research Coun
~ cil in their recent evaluation of parapsychology. Both Hyman (1985) 
CD and Honorton (1985) used .05 as the criterion for a successful ganz
~ feld study. In discussing the Schmidt REG experiments, Palmer 
~ (1985) implicitly used .05 as the cut-off for significance by observ
g ing: "Based on Z-tests ... 25 of the 33 (76%) were significant at the 
~ .05 level, two-tailed. In two of the seven non-significant studies .... " 
o 
-Iloo (p. 102). 
~ This definition of significance is obviously not unique to para-

psychology. A popular introductory textbook in psychology states 
Q that: 
~ 
I 

;::c Psychologists used a statistical inference procedure that gives them an 
S6 estimate of the probability that an observed difference could have oc-
CD curred by chance. This computation is based on the size of the differ-
0) 
6 ence and the spread of the scores. By common agreement. they accept 
~ a difference as "real" when the probability that it might be due to 
co chance is less than 5 in 100 (indicated by the notation p < .05). A sig-
;g nificant difference is one that meets this criterion .... With a statistically 
g significant difference, a researcher can draw a conc1u~ion about the be-
~ havior that was under investigation. (Zimbardo, 1988, p. 54) 
o g Given the weight that has been attached to .05 as the criterion 
~ for significance, one would think that it resulted from careful con
g sideration of the issue by statisticians and psychologists. Unfortu-
7' nately, such is not the case. Its roots apparently lie in the following 
-Iloo passage publishod in 1926 by one of the founders of modem statis-

tics, Sir Ronald A. Fisher: 

It is convenient to draw the line at about the level at which we can say: 
"Either there is something in the treatment, or a coincidence has oc
elll'red such as does not occur mOI'c than once in twenty trials." ... If 
one in twenty does not seem high enough odds. we may, if we prefer 
it, draw the line at one in fifty (the 2 per cent point), or one in '·a 
hundred (the I pCI' cent poim). Personally. the writer prefers to set a 

UrjJ/it:llliIJlt fI.I'. ,)'igllijicaIlCI! !HJD 

low stamlanl or significallcc al lhc 5 pel' ccnl puinl. ant! igl1ol'c cntirely 
all results which fail to reach that level. A scientific fact should be re
garded as experimentally established only if a properly designed exper
iment 1'(LTcly fails to give this level of significance. (Fisher. 1926. p. 504; 
also quoted in Savage, 1976. p. 471) 

Thus began the belief that an experiment is successful only if the -6" 
null hypothesis can be rejected using a = 0.05. As an immediate a 
consequence of this belief, Fisher and his followers created tables of < 
F statistics that included values only for tail areas of .05 and .01. ~ 
Since researchers did not have access to computer algorithms to de- ~ 
termine intermediate p values, sllccess came to be measured ii1 terms ., 
of these two values alone. ~ 

CD 
I\) 
til 
CD 

PROBLEMS WITH HYPOTHESIS TESTING ~ 
o 
w -Misconceptions about p Values g -...... . CO 

Most modern research reports include p values instead of simply 
discussing whether an experimental result is significant at ,1 pre- Q 
specified level. Although this is somewhat better than the old t=' 
method of "one star or two" (corresponding to a significant result ~ 
at .05 'or .01, respectively), it is still a misleading way to examine ~ 
experimental results. ~ 

The problem is that manYTesearchers interpret p values as being g 
related to the probability that the null hypothesis is true. Even some so- ~ 
phisticated researchers tend to think that an extremely small p value ;g 
must correspond to a very large effect in the population and that a g 
large p value (say > .10) means that there is no effect. I n other ~ 
words, the size of the p value is i71con'eclly interpreted as lhe size of lhe g 
effect. It should be interpreted as the probability of observing results 8 
as extreme or more so than those observed. if there is no effect. g 

To· see how arbitrary it is to base a decision about the truth or ~ 
falsity of a statement on a p value, consider a binomial study based ,J:.. 
on a sample of size n which results in z = 0.30, P value = .~8, one
tailed. One would probably abandon the hypothesis under study 
and decide not to pursue the given line of research. Now suppose 
that the study had been run with a sample of size 10011 instead and 
resulted in the exact same pmp0l'tion of hits. Then we would find 
Z = 3.00, fJ value = .0013. These results would be regarded as 
highly signiricant! 
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As another example, consider a chi square test for randomness 
based on a sequence of n numbers, each of which can take the val
ues 1, 2, ... 10. Suppose that the test results in a chi-square value of 
11.0, dJ = 9, P value = 0.28. Now suppose .tl:e sequ~nce was three 
timc:s as long but the proportions of each dIgIt remaIned. t~e same. 
Then each term in the numerator of the chi-square statistIc would 
be multiplied by 32

, whereas each term in the denominator would 
only be multiplied by 3. The degrees of freedom would not change, 
but the new result would be l = 33.0, df = 9, P value = .00013. 
In the first case, the conclusion would be that the sequence was suf
ficiently random, yet a sequence three times as long with the same 
pattern would be seen to deviate considerably from randomness! 

This problem was recognized more than 50 years ago by Berk- " 
son (1938): 

We may assume that it is practically certain that an,! series of real. 9b
servations does not actually follow a 1100'mal curve WIth absolute exactItude 
in all respects, and no maller how small the discrepanc~ between lI~e 

normal curve and the true curve of observations, the chI-square P WIll 
be small if the sample has a sufficiently large number of observations in 
it. 

If this be so, then we have something here that is apt to trouble the 
conscience of a reflective statistician using the chi-square test. For I sup-

ReJ)licatioll V.I'. SigniJicance 311 

respondents demonstrated that they were far more likely to believe 
results based on the large sample when the p values were the same. 
(For a discussion of this example and some other problems with hy
pothesis testing in psychology, see Bakan, 1967.) 

One consequence of this misunderstanding is that researchers 
misinterpret what constitutes a "successful replication" of an exper
iment. Tversky and Kahneman (1982) asked 84 members of the 
American Psychological Association or the Mathematical Psychology 
Group the following question: 

Suppose you have run an experiment on 20 subjects, and have obtained 
a significant result which confirms your theory (z = 2.23, P < .05, two
tailed). You now have cause to run an additional group of 10 subjects. 
What do you think the probability is that the results will be significant, 
by a one-tailed test, separately for this group? (p. 23) 

The median answer given was .85. Only 9 of the 84 respondents 
gave an answer between .40 and .60. Assuming that the value ob
tainedin the first test was close to the tme population value, the 
proba)Jility of achieving a p value ~ .05 on the second test is actually 
only about .47. This is because the sample size in the second study 
is so .small. The effect woulq have to be quite large in order to be 
detected with such a small sample. 

In ~he same survey, Tversky and Kahneman also asked: 

pose· it would be agreed by statisticians that a large sample) is alwa~s An investigator has reported a result that you consider implausible" He better than a small sample. If, then, we know in advance the I that WIll 
I ran 15 subjects, and reported. a significant value, t = 2.46. Another in-

result from an application of a chi-square test to a large samp~e, t1ere vestigator has attempted to duplicate his procedure, and he obtained a \yould seem to be no use in doing it on a smaller one, but SInce the 
7 nonsignificant value of t with the same number of subjects. The direc-

result of the former test is known, it is no test at all. (pp. 526-52 , tion was the same in both sets of data._X()t1.~!:.-t;_!_eyi_ewing_tb~Jit~I~tuX~L_ . 
.... .... . -.emphasis inorigina.I)... .. - - -. - -- ----- ~--- ---.-----.--.. -.-... ----.-.. -- ----WIlafis-·iFie-·highest-vafue-of-tln-ihesecond set of data that you would 

describe as a failure 1O replicate? (p. 28) 

Replication The m£Uority of respondents considered t = 1.70 as a failure to 
replicate. But if the results from both studies are combined, then 

Very often researchers simply do not understand the connection (assuming equal variances) the result is t = 2.94, df = 29, P value 
between the IJvalue and the size of the sample. For example, Ro- = .003. The paradox is that the new study decreases faith in the orig-
senthal and Gaito (1963) asked nine faculty members and ten gra~- ina I result if viewed separately but increases it when combined with 
uate students in a university psychology department to rate theIr the original datal 

degree of belief or confidence in results of hypothetical stu~ies with This misunderstanding about replication is quite prevalent in the 
various p values and with sample sizes of 10 an? 100. Glve~ the psi literature, as demonstrated by the emphasis on successful rep li-
same IJ value, one should have more confidence In a ~tudy WIth a .1 cation, where success is defined in terms of a specific.p value, re-
smaller sample because it would take a larger underlYIng effect to: gardless of sample size. As an example of how unnecessarily dis-

obtain the small p value for a small JtJr~r~vJ1cff6.s~~~llset~lf63/04/18 :. CIA.!R~&~600~Ot1Gl4ers, I have shown elsewhere (UllS, 
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1986) that ir the.: true.: hit rate.: in a binolllial study (such as a gallzldd 
experiment) is actually 33%, and 2.5% is expected by chance, then a 
study based on a sample of size 26 should be expected to be "suc
cessful" (p ~ .05) only about one fifth of the time. Even a study 

~ based on a sample of size 100 should be "successful" only about half 
~ of the time. It is no wondel' that there arc so many "unsuccessful" 
~ attempts at replication in psi. 
~ As another example of the paradoxical nature of this definition 
"T1 
o ., 
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of replication, consider the "unsuccessful" direct-hit ganzfeld studies 
covered by the meta-analyses of Hyman (1985) and Honorton 
(1985). Using those studies with P(hit) = .25, there were 13 out of 
24'that were nonsignificant, a = 0.05, one-tailed. (See Bononon, p. 
84, Table AI.) But when these 13 '''failures'' are combined, the re
sult is 106 hits out of 367 trials, Z = 1.66, f) = .0485! 

Problems with Point Null HY/}Olhr.scs 

A point nuIl hypothesis is one that specifies a partiCular value 
("point") as the one being tested. Most hypothesis testing is done 
with point null hypotheses. The problem with this approach is that 
any given hypothesis is bound to be false, even if just by a minuscule 
amount. For example, in a coin-tossing experiment, the null hy
pothesis is that the coin is fair, that is to say, Ho: P = .5000000. 
This is never precisely true in nature. All coins and coin-tossers in
troduce a slight bias into 'the experiment. This slight bias can pro
duce a very small/) value if the sample size is large enough. If, for 
example, the true probability of heads is .5001, and the observed 
propol"lion of heads falls right at this value, then the null hypothesis 
will be rejected at .05 if the sample size is at least 6.7 x 10'. As long 
as there is any bias at all, thc f) valuc can be made arbitrarily small 
by taking a large enough sample. 

In practice, this problem was' rarely serious before it became pos
sible to collect large amounts of data rapidly using computers. Stat
isticians have often used ESP as an example of one of the few cases 
where it really is possible to specify an exact value for the null hy
pothesis. But even this view is changing, as shown by this comment 
from a recent issue of a popular statistics journal: 

It is rare, and perhaps impossible, to have a null hypothesis that can be, 
exactly modeled as a = au' One might feel that hypotheses such as 

Hu: A subject has no ESP, or 

Hu: Talking to plants has no effect on their growth, ;' 

arc representable as exact (al1d belicvable) point l1ulls, bllt, cvc", hCI'C, 

n /: plica I ion vs. ,..,. ign ifi Cll/ICr. gIg 

lIlinor biases ill lhe experilllenls will usually pre"ent exact represenla
tions as points. (Berger & Delampady, 1987, p. 320) 

In summary, hypothesis testing as it is currently formulated 
tends to be a misleading approach to examining data. Small samples 
tend to lead to "nonsignificant" slUdies, whereas large samples can:t> 
lead to extremely small p values, even if the null hypothesis is onljg 
slightly wrong. Many researchers do not understand the meaning ofd 
a p value and do not understand how closely replication issues are~ 
tied to sample size. Arguments about replication should not bea. 

"T1 based on p values alone. 0 

SOLUTIONS 

Power Calculations 

., 
~ 
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If a hypothesis test is to be done at all, a researcher should a~ 
least determine in <ldvancc whether it is likely to be st!ccessful. Th~ 
statistical power of a test is the probability that the null hypothesi~ 
will be rejected. It obviously depends on what the true underlying' 
state of nature is. Because this information cannot be known (o~ 
there would be no point in doing the experiment), it is a good' ide~ 
to look at power for a variety of possibilities beJore conducting th<tJ 
expertmenL The results will tell you whether you are likely to b~ 
able to reject the null hypothesis, using the sample size you have;n 
planned, for specific values of the magnitude of the effect. g 

Statistical power is a. function of the sampl"e si7.e; the true under~ 
lying magnitude of the effect, the level of significance for which th~ 
experiment would be considered a success, and the method olg 
analysis used. It does not depend on the data. ~ 

As an example, suppose you are planning to conduct a test og 
the hypothesis Ho: P = .25 using a series of 10 independent trials8 
Power calculations would proceed as follows: g 

I. Find the cutoff point for the number of hits that would leace 
to rejection of Ho. In this case, the p value for 5 hits is .08, and forl::.. 
6 hits it is .02, so 6 hits would probably be required to reject the 
null hypothesis. 

2. Power for a specific alternative is the probability that the null 
hypothesis would be rejected if that alternative value is true. In this 
case, power = P(6 or more hits). This can be computed directly, 
using the binomial formula, for any specified hit rate. Here are 
sOllie exam pIes: 
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Hit rate 

0.30 
0.33 
0.40 
0.50 
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Power = P(6 or more hits) 

.047 

.073 

.166 

.377 ;. 

[ Notice that even if the true hit rate is 50% instead of the chance level 
"T1 of 25%, the chances of a "successful" replication are poor, that is, only 
~ 37.7%. In most psi applications, 30% or 33% is probably a morc rc
~ alisti~ approximation to the true hit rate, so there would be a very 
CD small chance of having this experiment succeed with only 10 trials. 
~ As a second example, suppose you are planning to run the same 
~ experiment with 100 trials and are planning to use the normal ap
g proximation instead of an exact test. Further, suppose you will re
~ ject the null hypothesis if z ~ 1.645, where z is the usual critical 
~ ratio, corrected for continuity: z = (number of hils - 0.5 -
~ 25) / V(100 x .25 x .75) = .23(number of hits - 25.5). Using 
.. simple algebra, note that z ~ 1.645 when the number of hits ~ 
Q 32.65. Thus, the null hypothesis will be rejected if there are 33 or 
t=' more hits, so power = P(33 or more hits). Computing this for the 
~ same hypothetical hit rates as in the previous example gives: 
"C 
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Hit rate 

0.30 
0.33 
0.40 
0.50 

Power = P(33 or more hits) 

.289 

.538 

.939 

.9998 
-~---. 

g Now there is a more reasonable chance for a successful study, al
~ though it is still only 29% even if the true hit rate is 30%. 
g For studies in which the null hypothesis does not involve a single 
7" value, it can be more difficult to compute power because it is not so 
-Iloo easy to spe.cify a .reasonable alternative. In these cases, it is still pos-

sible to look at the p value that can be expected if psychic function
ing were to occur at specified levels for the sample size planned. For 
example, McClenon and Hyman (1987) conducted a remote-viewing 
study with eight trials, one for each of eight subjects, and used the 
preferential-ranking method of Solfvin, Kelly, and Burdick (1978) 
on the subject rankings. Each subject was asked to rank-order eight 
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.~ choices of potential targets as' compared to the response he or she 
had produced. By chance, the average rank should be 4.5. If 
psychic functioning had reduced the average rank to 4.0, the p 
value would have been .298, not significant. Even if the average ~ 
rank had been reduced to 3.5, the study would still not have been"O 
significant, j) value = .126. The average nlllk would havc to be 3.0 ~ 
before this study would achieve a significant result. A parapsychol- ~ 
agist experienced in remote viewing should be able to determine in [ 
advance whether such a study would be likely to be successful with ~ 
such a small sample. ., 

The lesson here is that a "nonsignificant" study may be nothing ~ 
more than a study with low power. Before investing time and CD 
money in a new study, it should be determined whether it is likely ~ 
to succeed if psychic functioning is operating at a given level. ~ 

Estimation 
o 
o 
w -o 

An approach that avoids many of the problems with hypothesis j: 
testing is to construct a "confidence interval" or an "interval esti- co 
mate" for the magnitude of an effect. This is done by computing an () 
interval of values that almost certainly covers the true population 5> 
value. The degree of certainty is called· the confidence coefficient and :b 
is specified by the researcher. Common values are 95% and 99%. 0 

As.an example, consider a binomial study with 100 trials that ~ 
results in 35 hits~ Using the normal approximation, one would ex- 6 
pect the proportion of hits in the s~mple to be within 1.96 standard ~ 
deviations of the true hit rate 95% of the time. The appropriate gg 
standard deviation for the proportion P of hits is VP(I - P)!n. ;;0 

Thus, a 95% confidence interval for the true hit rate is found by g 
---------at:ldittg--and-subtracting--l-B6--of-these-standarci deviations-to-th-e·-pro:;---~---·---

portion of hits observed in the sample. The resulting interval in this g 
case is 0.35 - 0.09 to 0.35 + 0.09, or 0.26 to 0.44. This tells us that 8 
with a fair amount of certainty (95%), the true hit rate is covered g 
by the interval from 0.26 to Q.44: For the same proportion of hits ~ 
in a study with 1,000 trials, the interval would be from 0.32 to 0.38. -Iloo 

The larger the sample size, the shorter the width of the interval. 
Consider two studies designed to test Ho: P = .5: 

Study 1 Study 2 

z 3.60 2.40 
p value .0004 .0164 
n 1,000 100 
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Which study provides more convincing evidence that there is a 
strong effect? In keeping with the results of Rosenthal and Gaito 
(1963) discussed earlier, most people would say that the first study 
jllows a stronger effect, both because the f) value is smaller and be

'TJause it is based on a larger sample. In f~lCt, the opposite is true. 

ihe number of hits for the two studies are 557 (55.7%) and 62 
2%). respectively; the smaIler study had a higher hit rate. The 
% confidence intervals for the hit rates in the two studies are 

S'J.53 to 0.59) and (0.53 to 0.72), respectively, so in both studies we 
~e relatively sure that the hit rate is at least 53%. but in the second 
!\.udy jt could be as high as 72% whereas in the first it is probably 
180 higher than 59%. 
g: In studies with huge sample sizes. confidence intervals make it 
~ident that an infinitesimal fJ value cloes not correspond to an ef
C5:ct of large magnitude. For example, consider a study based on 
aioo,ooo trials and designed to test I-I,,: P == .50. Suppose there were 
~0,500 hits. Then z == 3.16, and the t, value is 7.9 X 10- 4

• ·But what 
Q!ioes this mean in practical terms? A 95% confidence interval for the 
true hit rate is from 0.5019 to 0.5081. Thus, it appears that the true 
)lit rate is indeed different from 0.50, but reporting the results in 
*pis way makes it clear that the magnitude 6f the difference is very 
~all. The reader can decide whether an effect of this size has any 
cmeaning in the context of the experiment. 
6 In summary, confidence intervals are preferable to hypothesis 
$sts for the following reasons: 
co ;g 1. They show the magnitude of the effect. 
o 2. They show that the accuracy of the conclusion is highly de
~endent on the sample size. 
g 3. They remove the focus from decision making, which is arbi-
3rary at best because of sample size problems. 
g 4. They highlight the distinction between statistical significance 
:lnd practical significance. 
,J:.. 5. They allow the reader of a research report to come to his or 
her own conclusion. 

M eta-A nalyses 

Meta-analytic techniques may be viewed by some parapsycholo
gists as the solution to studying the issue of replication. Even though 
these techniques can address the replication issue. in' useful ways, 

;. 
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they also contain some dangerous pitfalls. For example, both Hy
man (1985) and Honorton (1985) used "vote-counting" in their 
meta-analyses of the ganzfcld data base. In other words, they tallied 
the number of significant studies in the data base. This procedure 
inherits all of the problems associated with the original determina
tion of whether a study was "significant" in the first place. A series 
of sLUdies, each with low power, may all be determined LO be nOI1-
significant, when the combined data may lead to an extremely sig
nificant result. Conversely, a series of studies based on large samples 
may all be significant, but the magnitude of the effect may be very 
small. A vote-count showing that most studies are significant could 
mislead researchers into believing that there was a large effect. 

The concept of effect size was introduced to account for the fact 
that individual study results are highly d'ependent on sample si7.e. 

,Estimating the effect sizes for a sel'ies of studies and seeing whether 
; ··they are similar is a useful way of studying replication. However, 

examining only the effect size for an individual study does not give 
any indication of the accuracy of the result. This should be done in 
conjunction with some estimate of the accuracy of the result, such 
as a confidence interval. 

Bayesian Methods 

Many statisticians believe that the conceptual framework of hy~ 
pothesis testing and interval estimation is philosophically incorrect. 
Rathel', they start by assigning' prior probabilities, based on subjec
tive belief, to various hypotheses, and then combine these "priors" 
with the data to compute final or "posterior" probabilitie~ for the 
hypotheses. This is called the Bayesian approach to statistics. An in
troduction to the ideas of Bayesian analysis can be found in Berger 
and Berry (1988) or Edwards, Lindman, and Savage (1963). A more 
technical reference is Berger (1985). 

Berger and Berry (1988), in a recent article in American Scimtist, 
discussed the use of Bayesian methods instead of classical methods: 

The first step of this demonstration is to calculate the actual probability 
that the hypothesis is U'ue in light of the data. This is the domain of 
Bayesian statistics, which processes data to produce "final probabilities" 
... for hypotheses. Thus, the conclusion of a Bayesian analysis might be 
that the final probability of H is 0.30. 

The direct simplicity of such a statement compared with the convo
luted reasoning necessary to interpret a P-value is in itself a potent ar-
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gument for Bayesian methods. Nothing is free,. however, and the ele
gantly simple Bayesian com.lusion requires additional input. To obtain 
the final probability of a hypothesis in light of the experimental data, it 
is necessary.to specify the probability of the hypothesis before or apart 
fn)J]1 the expcl'illlclltal dala. 

Where does this initiai" probability come from? The answer is simple. 
It must be subjectively chosen by the person interpreting the data. A 
person who doubts the hypothesis initially might choose a probability of 
0.1; by contrast, someone who believes in it might choose 0.9. (p. 162) 

~ ~ 

~ They then provide an example of testing the hypothesis H: P = .5, 
;;0 where P is the proportion of hits expected in a binomial experi
is merit. Suppose that in 17 trials there are 13 successes (7G.5%). Then 
~ the p value is .049, two-tailed. Unless, of course, the experiment was 
CD designed to stop at the fourth failure instead of at the 17th trial. 
~ Then the p value, with the identical 'data, would only be .021. Such 
8 problems arise with classical methods, but not with Bayesian meth--gods. 
::.: Using the Bayesian approach, suppose that one's p'rior belief 
co that H is true is 50%. If H isn't true, the prior belief is that the true 
Q value of P is equally likely to be anywhere between 0.5 - c 'and 0.5 
t=' + c (where c is some constant), but could not possibly be fart.her 
;;0 than that from 0.5. The choice of c represents prior opinion about 
S6 the strength of the effect, if there is one. Choosing c = 0.1 (the 
~ effect isn't likely to be very strong even if it exists) results in a final 
6 probability of 0.41 for H (given that there were 13 successes in 17 
~ trials), whereas choosing c = 0.'1 results in a probability of 0.21 for 
gg H. In other words, the final degree of belief in H is dependent on 
~ one's prior belief about the strength of the effect. It also depends 
8 on prior opinion about the veracity of H, and on the observed data. 
~ ... ----One --re-aso'n-rnatB-a:yeslan-methocfs' cire--i1-ot'-more-wideIy'-usecrls ....... -~. -----
g that they are often difficult to apply. Another reason is that re-
~ searchers are uncomfortable" with having to specify subjective de-
g grees of belief in their hypotheses. This approach makes particular t sense for parapsychology, however, because most researchers have 

strong opinions about the probability that psi is real, and these opin
ions playa central role in how psi researchers and critics evaluate 
the evidence. Posterior probabilities in Bayesian analyses are a func
tion of both the prior probabilities and the strength of the evidence; 
it may be informative to formalize these opinions and to see how 
much evidence would be needed to increase the posterior pl'Obabil
ity of a psi hypothesis to a non-negligible level when the prior prob
ability was close to ZCI·O. 

.~ 
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Paranormal Communication 

"Error Sonle Place!" 

by Charles Honorton 

Rrokw of the ESP controversy 

traces debott! from statistical 

and f7Uthodol.ogical isnus to 

tlu! a priori critiqtu and the 
paradigm of "normal sci-eTta." 

Asked his opinion of ESP. a skeptical psychologist once retorted, "Error 
Some PlaceI" I believe he was right, but for the 'Wrong reasons. Western 
science has always been ambivalent toward the mental side of reality, and 
it is perhaps not surprising that the occurrence of "psychic" phenomena is 
one of the most controversial topics in the history of science. 

The first serious effort toward scientific examination of psi claims was 
undertaken by the Society for Psychical Research (SPR), foqnded in London 
in 1882 for the purpose of "making an organized and systematic attempt 
to investigate the large group of phenomena designated by such terms as 
mesmeric, psychical. and spiritualistic." The SPR leadership included many 
distinguished scholars of the period, and similar organizations quickly 
spread to other countries, including the American Society for Psychical Re
search, founded in New York in 1885 under the aegis of \Villiam James, 
who himself took an active role in early investigations of mediumistic 
communications. 

These turn-of.the-century investigators focused much of their attention 
on authenticating individual cases of spontaneous experiences suggestive 
of psi communication. While a great deal of provocative material was care
fully examined and reported (e.g., 13), the limitations inherent in the case 
study approach prohibited definitive conclusions. However thoroughly au
thenticated, spontaneous cases cannot provide adequate assessment of such 
potential sources of contamination as chance coincidence, unconscious in
ference and sensory leakage, retroactive falsification, or deliberate fraud. 

Charles HonorlOn is director of ~;uch in the Division of Parapsychology and 
Psychophysics; Depllnmenl of Psychiatry, Maimonides Medical Center, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
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Joumal 01 Communicalicn, H'inkr 1975 . I = 

E,dy"pe"m,,,,,1 'PI'"O"'''' P"t"IY Involv,d the "ttl'p"hl," "J" -
dllction of drawing~:lt a di~tancc (6~). While often striking rorrcsponcle"Les 
wcre obtaincd, the cxpcrimental c~nditions did not usually provicle or ~ 
random selection of t:1rgct (stimulus!) matcrial, and wcrc not always to:::;1I), . 
adeqll:1tc with rcspect to the possi~ility of sensory leakag-e, intel1tiol1~: or 
otherwisc. : 

Ncither the spontaneous case st~dies nor the early experimental ef.rts'" 
madc much impact IIpon the scienli~c communit)" though they dre\\' crit'l· c:lI 
comment from prominent period s~ientists. "Neither the testimony of JII 
the Fellows of the Royal Society, no'r even the evidence of my 0"'11 senT'''= 
proclaimed Helmholtz, "would lea1 me to believe in the transmissio:1of_ 
thought from one person to anothe~ independently of the recognized ch,.n
nels of sense." Thomas Huxley de:clined an invitation to participate I in~·· 
some of the early SPR investigationls, saying he would sooner listen to the 
idle gossip of old women.· -

i E; 

The rud~~ts ~f an experirru:ntal methodolrg)' 

i for testin~ psi were sugges~ed t~TU 
, centunes ago by Francu B1071.-

In Sylva Sylvamm, a wmk pU*l1'hed po>thumo",ly, Bawn dl"ui<d'" 
"experim~nts !n c.onsort. monitor)'i touching trans~ission of s~irits rd_ 
forces of Imagmallon." He suggeste!d that "the motions of shuffimg ca'lrcs,-
or casting of dice" could be used :to test the "binding of thoughts .... 
The experiment of binding of thoJghts should be diversified and trie~ to 
the full; and you are t'O note whetl}er it hit for the most part though I. noc-
always" (2). : ! 

The application of probability itheory to the assessment of deviations 
from theoretically expected chancel outcomes :was introduced to psychiia~ 
research in 1884 by the French Nopel laureate, Charles Richet, in eXEleri·
ments involving card-guessing. Th1 popularity of card-guessing as an; ex

perim~ntal ~ethodology was !p'eat~~ i~Auenced by the :,ork. of J. B. R~~~in~ 
and IllS assoCiates at Duke UOl\'eTSl~y m the early 19305. Rhme (50) denstc . 
a standard set of procedures aroulnd a simplified card deck contair~in; 
randomized ~e~nces of five geo+etric fonus (circle, cross, wav), li~nes. 

\;:IQ..- square, and~. These "ESP cands" were prepared in packs of 25.:an(-' 
c.j' veach "run"(hrough the pack was aslsociated with a constant binomial p:ro't 

. ability of 1/5. since subjects were ~ot given tri;l-by-trial feedback. Pr~'\'id
ing the experimental conditions wdre adequate to eliminate illicit sen~sor ' 
cubes, recording errors, and ration~l inference, statistically significantJ dt" 
partures from binom~al ~hance ex~ctation were interpreted as indicaj. ting 
extrasensory commUlllcallon. . j = 

Initially,. "tel~pathy" tests consisted o[ having a subject in one r~oor~ 
attempt to Identify the order of t~le cards as they were observed b'~r' all 
"agent" in another room. In "clairtoyance" tests, the subject attemple~d to 
"guess" the order of the cards direqtly, as they lay concealed in an Op~3.qL-

! I 
i 
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container or in another room, without an agent. "Precognition" tests, 
introduced somewhat later (59), required thc subjcct to makc anticipatory 
gucsses of the card order beforc the pack W<lS sll11mcd or otherwise random· 
ized. 

Rhine introduccd the term "ESP" in his first major report on the Duke 
University work in 1934 (50). Hc reportcd a total of R5,i24 card.guessing 
trials, carried out with a wide variety of subjects and under a wide range 
of test conditions. The results as a whole were astronomically significant, 
though informal exploratory trials were indiscriminately pooled with those 
carried Ollt under more carefully controlled conditions. The best-controlled 
work during this period was the Pearce-Pratt distance series of clairvoyance 
tests (58), in which the subject, Pearce, located in one building, "'ltcmptcd 
to identify the order of the cards as they were handled, but not viewed, by 
Pratt, the experimenter, located in another building. The level of aCCllracy 
obtained in this series of 1,850 trials was associated with a probability of 
10-2'2. 

As a stimulant to experimental research, Rhine's work had unprece· 
dented influence. For the first time a common methodology was ",dopted 
and employed on a large scale by a number of independent and widely 
separated investigators. For the first time, also, the scientific community 
was confronted with a body of data, collected through conventional meth· 
ods, which it could no longer ignore-nor too hastily accept. The wide
scale adoption of the card·guessing methodology was accompanied by a 
plethora of cri tical articles, challenging almost every aspect of the evalua· 
tive techniques and the experimental conditions. During the period be· 
tween 1934 and 1940, approximately 60 critical articles by 40 authors ap
peared, primarily in the psychological literature. 'VI'hile card-guessing j's 

no longer the primary methodology in experimental parapsychology, the 
questions which arose over its use are of equal relevance to the more 
sophisticated approaches used today. 

The first nw jar issue concerned the 

validity of the assumption that the 

probability of success in the card-guessing 

experiments was actually 1/5. 

If chance expectation is other than 1/5, the significance of the observed 
deviations would obviously be in doubt. This issue was quickly resolved 
by mathematical proof and through empirical "cross-checks," a form of 
contro) series in which responses (guesses) were deliberately compared with 
target orders for which they were not intended (e.g., responses on run n 1 

matched with the target sequence for run n~). Empirical cross-checks were 
reported for 24 separate experimental series involving a total or 12.228 
runs (305,700 individual trials). While the actual experimental run scores 
(e.g., guesses on run nl compared to targets for run nl) were highly sig
nificant and yielded a mean scoring rate of 7.23/25, the control'cross-check 
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scores were in "II cases nonsignifican~. with a mean scoring rate of 5.04 (4~). --
Several critics questioned the applicability of the binomi31 dis~ributi?n 

as a basis for ;\SSes~ing the statistical! significance of ESP card.guess1I1g data. 
\Villoughhy (7R) proposed the use ~f an empiric"l control series, but laGer ~ 
withdrew the suggestion after C'Omr~ring the two methods p9;. Alternati;ve 
methods of deriving the prob:lble !error and recommendations for lIsi~g 
the empirical standard deviation w~re also proposed a:ld later withclrafn ~ 
(21, 22). Concern over this issue di~inished and was g!nerally abandon,ed 
following the publication of a large chance control series invoh'ing h~lf 
a million tri;l1s and demonstrating: close approximation to the binomliill =-~. 

model (12). i i 

Another question arose about ~'hether the binomial model provi¢es 
sufficient approximiltion to the norrpal distribution to allow nse of norrtal_ 
probability integral tables for det~rmination of significance levels (1:7). 
Swan and Greenwood (is) showedi that when the nOmlal Gistributionl is 
used as an approximation to the binomial model. discrep?:1cies are im· 
portant only with cases of borderli~e significance and few tr:als. .",.., 

The use of the binomial criticallratio (z) to evaluat! the ~ignificance: of 
the ESP card.guessing deviations ~as generally approved b:' professional 
sta tisticians (6. 20). Fisher (10), ho:wever, commented that high levels' of 
statistical significance should not be;accepted as substitutes foc independent 
replication. In another vein, Huntington (20) asked, "If mathematics has 
successfully disposed of the hypoth¢sis of chance, wh2t has psychology to 
say about the hypothesis of ESP?" 

The mo~t freq'LUTttly exprwed 1Uthodologicat 
i concern was the possibility of S017U::':"'" 

fimn of "sensory leaF.age," giving the ESf 

subje4t enough information about tlu. targe~ 
to accFnt for significant, extrachana resultJ~' 

As early as 1895, two Danish, psychologists. Hansen and Lehman~ 
(16), reported that with the aid of parabolic reflectors'subjeC!5 could detec"
digits and other material silently ~ncentrated upon by an agent. In tres-
experiments, the subject and agen~ sat with their heads close to the foci 
of two concave mirrors. 'Vhile the :agent concentrated on the number, h--; 
made a special effort to keep his lIPS closed. Under Ihese conditions, th
subjects were frequently successful ir identifying the number. These results 
were interpreted by Hansen and ~hmann as supporting the hypothes~, 
of "involuntary whispering." The i utilization of subtle sensory cues w,--

I 
demonstrated in a careful in\'estigatiion by S. G. Soal 01 a stage "lelepat~ist 
(66). There were also reports, suc1;1 as the case of "Ilga K.," a menltalLY
retarded Latvian child who could r¢ad any texl, even in a foreign langyag --~ 
when someone stood behind her.: reading "silently." Experiments wit.. 
dict~phonc recordings revealed th~t "Ilga" was r.esponding to very s~igl! 
audl tory cues (3). ' .. 
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able to the ESP hypothesis made 71.5 percent more errors of commission 
(increasing ESP score~). while those who were unfavorable to the ESP 
hypothesis made 100 percent more errors of omission (decreasing ESP 
scores). Murphy (37) reported an analysis of 175.000 trials from experiments 
reporting positive evidence for ESP and found only 175 errors (0.10 per· -
cent). Green .... ·ood (12) reported only 90 recording errors in recheck.ing his 
SOO,OOO·trial control study, of which 76 were errors of omission. 

Some critics also alleged that improper selection of data could account 
for experimental successes. This could be done in several ways: (a) selection 
of subjects; (b) selection of particular blocks of data out of larger samples; 
(c) selection of one of several forms of analysis; and (d) selective reponing 
of particular studies. The questions raised have sometim~ been stated 
cynically in the form, "Para'psychologists must run 100 subjects before 
they find one with 'ESP'." As if in defense against this charge, a number 
of the reported studies specifically stated that all of the data collected were ~C 
included in the' analysis (see 43. pp. 118-124, Table 12). 

Concerning selection of subjects. Warner (76) suggested two cri teri a: 
first. results of "poor" subjects must be included up to the point when 
they are discontinued since it does not matter how many trials a giYen 
subjut makes as long as all of the trials (for all subjects) are included; 
second, exclude all preliminary trials (for both "good" and "poor" sub·~_ 
jects) and use preliminary screening studies to select "good" candidates for 
formal work. These criteria were generally endorsed by the chief critics of 
the period (e.g .. 23). 

The question of post hoc selection of analyses w?-s not a point of serious 
concern in the period between 1934 and 1940. though it is relevant to the 
assessment of some of the pr6cess-oriented investigations reported more 
recently. The question of whether nonsignificant studies were withheld ~ 
from publication involves an issue which is of great ton cern to the j:x:. 
havioral sciences as a whole (70, 81) and one which is difficul t to accurat~ly 
assess since there is no way of knowing how many studies may have bejen 
withheld from publication because their results failed to disconfirm qhe 
null hypothesis. .! 

Several studies of American Psychological Association publication ~li.~_ 
cies (4.70.81) indicate that experimental studies in general are more like1l y 
to be published if the null hypothesis is rejected at the conventional 05 
and .01 alpha levels than if it is not rejected. These studies also indi:f' te 
that a negligible proportion of published studies are replications. Boza th 
and Roberts (4). in a survey of 1,334 articles from psychological jomn. Is, 
found that 94 percent of the articles involving statistical tests of significa.Tce 
reported rejection of specific null hypotheses; only eight articles (less t(lan 
1 percent) involved replications of previously published studies. i 

With respect to the implications of such selection for the ESP hypotheisis. 
there are two partial answers. First. considering the degree of critical in~er.~.,. 

est which prevailed in the 19305, it seems unlikely that nonsignificant fird. 
ings would have been repressed during this perioc( second, the high le\els 

I 
I 
i 
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It is clear that at least some of the early exploratory series reponeci in 
Rhine's monograph were open to criticism for ;inadequate controls ag(linst 
sensoT)' cues. While Rhine did not base major !conclusions on such poorly 
controlled data. inclusion of them in his mono~aph provided a ready target 
for critical reviewers and sidetracked discussion away from the better con· 
trolled work, such as the Pearce·Pratt series, w~ich was not susceptible to 
explanation by sensory cues. 

Defects in an early commercial printing of ESP cards were reported by 
several investigators (18.25). It was found that ithe cards were warped and 
could under certain conditions be identified frqm the back. This discovery 
circulated widely for a time as an explanation iof all successful (i.e., statis
tically significan t) experimen ta I series. The pa~a psychologi sts retorted tha t 
defective cards had not been employed in any ~f the experiments reported 
in the literature and that. in any case, they cquld not account for results 
from studies involving adequate screening wi~h such devices as opRque 
envelopes, screens, distance, or work involving! the precognition paradigm 
in which the target sequences were not gener~ted until after the subject 
had made his responses (53, 54. 72). ! 

By 1940 nearly one million experimental tri~ls had been reported under 
conditions which precluded sensory leakage. These included five studies 
in which the target cards were enclosed in opa~ue sealed envelopes (41, 45, 
46,54,59). 16 studies employing opaque screen~ (7, 8, ] 1, 19,33, 34,35, 38, 
41, 42,44,45, 46, 59, 71), ten studies involving separ<ttion of subjects and 
targets in different buildings (50, 51, 52, 53, 34~ 32, 8, 77, 61, 60), and two 
studies involving precognition tasks (59, 75). T~ese data are summarized in 
Table I. The results were independently signi~cant in 27 of.·the 33 experi. 
ments. By the end of the] 930s there was gener~l agreement that the better
controlled ESP experiments could not be accbunted for on the basis of 
sensory leakage. ' 

The hypothesis that significant "extrachancJ" deviations in ESP eXPeri. 
ments might be attributable to motivated scori~g errors was investigated in 
several studies. In one investigation (26), 28 ob~rvers recorded 11,)25 mock 
ESP trials. Of these, 126 (1.13 percent) were m!isrecorded. Observers favor-

Table 1: ESP card-guessing experiments (19~-19~9) excluding ~nsory cues' 

Method Studies N (Trials) Me21n/25 p< 

"Clairvoyance" paradigm, 
stimuli In sealed, opaque 
envelopes 5 129.775 5.21 4.~'io-lI 

"Clairvoyance" paradigm, 
stimuli concealed by opaque 

2;.lyX10-1I screens 16 497.450 5.44 
Dlstanceb 10 164,475 5.37 .WII 
Precognition paradigm" 2 115,330 5:15 2.95,~ 10-' 

,/ 

• References given in text. 
• Includes work with both ''telepathy'' lind "clalrvoyahce" paradigms -
• Stimuli generated after subjects made their respon~es 
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Two rccent examplcs, onc inl'oll'ing cancer rcsearch (7'1) :lnd the oth 
inl'olving parapsychology (51), servc to remind liS of the impol'l~lIce -
cross·validation in thc assessment of 0/1)' experimental finding. In both 
cases, it should be addcd, thc fraudulent arts wcre dctectcd in.ho\l'c, L 

thc rescarchcrs themselves. Thc point is th:ll in the final allal~5is iln e*pe 
mcntal finding is of vaillc and is to bc takcll seriollsly only to the dxtcnf 
that it leilds to fllrther inquiry. To regard any experimellt as an dHI in 
itself is to remove it from thc domain of expcrimclltal sciencc. It is ob!l·io 
that hypothctical construct, sllch as ESP, cannot be validatcd b)l all) 
isolated expcriment, no matter how wcll controllcd it might be. Ilnde· 
pendent replica tion is a neccssilry prereq uisi te. 

, TJu cwim that psi phen,orTUna o~e~ale 
outside the framework of physu:al probafnl, 

has bern a major sour(~ of~ 

priori arguments against acceplarue oI!ES? 

It has been suggestcd lhat to ::lccept ESP requircs the rejectiqn 
physics. This is absurd, and it is worth noting that such ar~llmenl' have 
usually been ad\'anced and defended by psychologists rather than 1-.' 
physicists. 

The debate over the incompatibility of physics and ESP hilS been 
conducted almost exclusi\'cl), within the framework of nineteenth·centllrl' 
deterministic physics, wherein the ultimatc constituent of physicill reali 
was still believed to be solid matter. Inilsmuch as modern microphysics h,., 
exorcised the material Out of maller and de<lls with processes which on 
our macrophysical level of sensory perception are every bit as erratic: ar 
anomalous as ESP, the a priori claim that ESP violates specifiable la ..... 5 ~. 

physics can no longer be considered to be of more than historical interest. 
ESP and other psi phenomena, while rlO longer incompatible wi . 

physics. are not yet accounted for by physics; but then. neither are tie 
more familiar processes of memory and conscious experience. Indced. the 
transformation of "rav., feels" into conscious experience is no less a problc~' 
for the neurophysiologists of today than it was for the speculati\'e philc 
ophers of classical antiquity. Sir John Eccles, among others, has rcpe~tCdlY 
warned, "'\1e should not pretend that consciousness is not a mystery." 

The ESP controversy illustrates se\'eral features of the paradigrtJat._ 
view of science developed by Thomas Kuhn (28). Normal science. accoJdin?;, 
to Kuhn, is essentially a clean-up operation, constrained by a tiro; " 
theoretical framework, or paradigm, which defines the boundaries of I~gi. 
mate inquiry. Paradigms are scientific world views which provide cohe~ence 
and structure and detennine the types of questions to be posed of na'(!lr

as well as the man~cr in ~'hich .answers are sought. N?rmal sCicn:c i.\lthl"""" 
a process of paradIgm-articulation. rather than of dIscovery. \Vtthlri the 
paradigm structure of nonn'll science. ooserval:-ions which connict jwilh 
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, , Table 2: Breakdown p,~.experlmental ESP stu~d/c;,s (lH4-1939) 

. " , ., """, "'N' 
'.,.!"~ "(Stul:Jies),-

':. t-, '<'. ~ .' 'l • 

Duk,~'grqu6>L'" 17 
Non:Duke ,-J 33 

, Total' W'~ 

N studies reported 
s,ignilIc.ant (p < .01) 

15 
20 
35 

% signil. 

88 
61 
70 ;.. ',' ,~.,\T :":t,,l-, 

'~ 'Co .~'t~ '~j~., ", 

,: ";-t:ll'.,,,. """ .~. Includes all English·language stui:\ies Involving assessment of statistical significar. 
.. V·· ~~~'.!. ~9{data, 19Yr1939incl~siv~~,,,, :~:' , ' 

;,::~~~r~j,::~;; .... " (O,'k'" "ooO,k. X~'~lfI:~:1 ". ,,",;,,I!;,:,I)" :70 (1 dn 
·:",,~·,ti.~;li!"I.'~jil ,jft ,1 ~,; ;i"S(!q lIences ha';'e been ':doctor~d" prior to p~bHcati'~~ in order to, rcmo'~ 

~"'¥~) ,;:'. ,;,·.,;;.~jt~rtain nonrandom fe~'tu'res; this practicet;'3Cc;Cii4ipg '(0 Spencer Bro"'n, 
"/~;;,;,;·;·",;'lf,':t',,~l~'j mqkes such~sequences' nonran90m and i,?yaHdates the use of standa 
Tr·" ~~';, '~,,,, :;significance'~esis; (by the'source of some ranrlom,numb'e:rsequences invoh_, 

"+ .. randomiZing machines wfiich utilize the unpredictability of human ~. 
'~ r'~ havior when~'ex'amined for 'microscopicvariati'0n;' sllch variation, S2'" 

>Spencer 13ro,,"'n: ma)i, be predictable enough to accOunt fOr observed ano: 
'7',j'a:lies in random sequences, as well as some of t.he significant results rcporteli 

, } 'il) ESP guessing experiments; (c) Spencer Brow~produces evidence to show 
that anomalous (significant) departures from probability theory can ~ 
'obtained by matching colu'mns of random numbers (39). 

" 
;A;detail(id examination of these points''wil.s undertaken by Scott (64). 

\'Vilh respect to "doctored" sequences, Scott showed that the maximu 
error due to rejected (edit~d),sequences would not affect interpretatio~_ 

of results which are mOre ih~{n marginally significant and could, in fact, 
increase the likelihood of JTlaking a Type II error. On the hypothesis th 
ESP resuJts are due tOsOl'J:1e kind of hyper.regularitY affecting both t 
target; sequence, and ,the .res'jxmse (guess) sequence simultaneously ana 

"similarly, Scott makes~thepoint that this would lead to the expectation "f 
similar r,esults from' 'mal¢h'ing any set of humanly produced random 
quences, The Cross-check type 'of control series and the Greenwood chanL\:: 
control. series described earlier' demonstrate that this is not the case, The 

,-anomarre~ r~port~'cfby Spencer B~own (68), obtained by arbitrarily matchi ; 
columns:t>£ random numl?ers, have been ctiticized on the basis of post h _.-

.,,,- - ';se~ect.ion (40) and illustrate not that there a're fundamental defects in prob. 
"'ability thoory,"'but i'a'ther ,that significant deviations from chance c I 

:.,',occuriri any data wher~ hypotheses and analyses are not specified in ad\'an~_. 
',' "'Themo~t recent phase of the ESP controversy centers on the hypothesis 

.. ,\,:~': :, of itl\'e~tigator rrau'drThis argument was most forcefully presented ir 1 

""lead art\ck in Science;' enti,tled "Science and the Supernatural," by G. 

",:'.·.'",~,~~.;,i:,i,:",',,·~,r:":':':'~';'~L:':':,:," ':;'~':"':""~"'~""'!"li."~,.,',,o~:,.~:,,~.~.·~,'"",:,,~.:: ";~)~~~; IE~~A~:~t},;~;:;~~:;~~.:~~;,h:~;t:;~, ~h~~:_ ; 
",;_ ' ~ .. '~~ ." .. ' '': .. ,.'~ of,(Jb.'.i,~.)~~~Jvta·m(nm!, of careful exp~rir;tentation and iTltdli,f!,(nt 

argum~iitation.: ,. Against all this evidence, almost the only def" ~ 
I • ..\-". ~ . ; . 
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of significance attached to some of the reported iESP investigations wo:.:lo 
necessitate postulating astronomical numbers of! "chance" trials in orecr 
to dilute the overall de"iations to chance. To taike one example, consi':cr 
thc Pearcc·Pratt scries of I,R50 tri<lls which yielded f> = IO-~2. As Soal 2:1d 

I 

Bateman (fiG) pointed out, it is difficult to belie~e that 1010 (ten IhoUS2:1d 
mi 11 ion) sets of I,R50 tri a Is could have possi bl)' been carried out bet ween 
1934 and 1940 (or, for that matter, since 1940). But, as Soal and BateIT..1n 
suggest. " ... if we posit this absurd estimate as a~ upper limit [with ove:-all 
chance totals], that would Slill give us odds of 1010 ... against the sUPfXlsi. 
tion that the Pearce·Pratt results were a run of p}lTe luck." 

The possibility of obtaining significant "extrac}lance" results by stopp:ng 
an experimental scries at "favorable" points wasi also raised (9, 31). While 
this "optional stopping" hypothesis was generally ~greed to be ()fsignifica~ce 
only in cases of marginally significant results, ~t led to the adoption of 
several procedural modifications: specification of !the total number of trials 
in advance of data collection, or accumulation lof data in blocks of pre· 
determined size. I 

The possibility was raised b)' several critics th~t hand-shuffled cards r..ay 
display a tendency to stick together or otherwisf produce patterns wh:ch 
could produce spurious results (24, 82). While t* cross-check type of con
trol series, described earlier, failed to reveal an!y evidence of pa:terni:1g, 
there was a general trend away from hand shuffirng in the later publis:-:ed 
studies, which utilized tables of prepared random numbers as a basis for 
generating target sequences. ' 

There was-and is (e.g., 15)-a rather widesr.read .i;>elief that most of 
the evidence supporting the ESP hypothesis orilPnated in the Duke l'ni· 
versit), studies and that most independent replicat~ons by other investigators 
were nonconfirmatory. A survey of the publishep literature between 1934 
and 1940 fails to support this claim. Table 2 sho~s all the publis~ed ex~ri. 
mental reports during this period which providfd statistical treatment of 
the data. Inspection of this table reveals that ~ majority (61 percent) of 
the outside replications report significant result~ (p < .01) and that the 
proportion of significant studies was not signific~ntly greater for the Duke 
University group &..2 = 1.70, 1 df). i 

By 1940,1 the active methodological 
controversy was tn'e?". 

The issues raised were, for the most part, legitimate, and investigators 
modified their procedures to safeguard their re1ults from methodological 
criticism. The major issues raised since 1940 centf!r on alleged anomalies in 
probability theory and the hypothesis of widesp!read investigator fraud. 

Spencer Brown (68, 69) has suggested that st~tistically significant card· 
guessing studies provide evidence, not of extrasenisory modes of communica
tion, .but of fundamental defects in probabi1it~ theory. He I]lakes three 
criticisms of random number sequences: (a) ppblished random number 
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the paradigm ;lre selciom macie: anom:liic~ :1Te ignored. ''''hen the :lnom;llics 
become sufficiently persistcnt tll;lt they GIn no longer bc ignored. they 
;]re hotly disputed. Evcntually. 'a new pal';Jdigm is tcnt<ltivcly ercncci 
"'hich' ;ltti-;l[(~ <l group of <ldhercnts, <lnd a period of crisis ensues which 
Kuhn calls ;J p<lradigm clash. 

1 n th~s review I have focused :l tWine lcngt h 011 the perioo of the 
1930s. no't because it pro\'ides the hc~t a\'aibhle evidence for ESP or 
the best underst:mding of the proces5{'~ underlying its operation-it does 
neither, ,but rather hecause it was cturilig this period that the major 
sllb.lfanti~c methodological issues were raised and to a large extent con
sensually resolved. Since 1940, well ol'er 10,000 journal p:lges devoted to 
par:lps)'chological research have been puhlished. tlnd at least 250 experi. 
mental s.tudies ha\'e been reported. The methodological foundations of 
the research havc gradually diversified, enlarging and enriching thc scope 
of inquiry and providing a basis for more sophistic:lted study. Automaterl 
testing equipment has repl:lcect card·guessing in forced·choice ESP tasks, 
and quantitative methods have been developed for the objective assessment 
of psi interactions in nonguessing tasks. Psychophysiological techniques, 
permitting determination of psi-optim:ll organismic states, have been in
troduced and utilized in conjunction' with experimental methods more 
closely approximating the conditions 'under which psi interactions occur 
in vivo. More important, parapsychological investigators have to a large 
extent shifted their' attention away from the "proof·oriented" approach, 
which can only reaffirm the presence of anom:lly, toward systematic at· 
tempts to identify the antecedent conditions necessary for the occurrence 
and dttection of psi interactions, the delineation of positive attributes, 
and the' study of individual differences. Only through the pursuit of such 
"process.oriented" research can we ever hope to achieve the goals of control, 
assured replicability (or at least predictability), and eventual understanding. 
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Journal of Parapsychology, Vol. 53, December 1989 

"FUTURE TELLING": A META-ANALYSIS OF 
FORCED-CHOICE PRECOGNITION 

EXPERIMENTS, 1935-1987 

By CIIARLES 11oNORTON AND DIANE C. 'FERRARI 

ABSTRACT: We report a meta-analysis of forced-choice precognition experiments 
published in the English-language parapsychological literature between 1935 and 
1987. These studies involve attempts by subjects to predict the identity of target 
stimuli selected randomly over intervals ranging from several hundred milli
seconds to one year following the subjects' responses. We retrieved 309 studies 
reported by 62 investigators. Nearly two million individual trials were contributed 
by more than 50,000 subjects. Study outcomes are assessed by overall level of sta
tistical significance and effect size. There is a small, but reliable overall effect (z 
= 11041, P = 6.3 x 10-25

). Thirty percent of the studies (by 40 investigators) are 
significant at the 5% significance level. Assessment of vulnerability to selective re
porting indicates that a ratio of 46 unreported studies averaging null results would 
be required for each reported study in order to reduce the overall result to nonsig
nificance. No systematic relationship was found between study outcomes and eight 
indices of research quality. Effect size has remained essentially constant over the 
survey period, whereas research quality has improved substantially. Four moder
ating variables appear to covary significantly.with study outcome: Studies using 
subjects selected On the basis of prior testing performance show significantly larger 
effects than studies using unselected subjects. Subjects tested individually by an 
experimenter show significantly larger effects than those tested in groups. Studies 
in which subjects are given trial-by-trial or run-score feedback have significantly 
larger effects than those with delayed or no subject feedback. Studies with brief 
intervals between subjects' responses and target generation show significantly 
stronger effects than studies involving longer intervals. The combined impact of 
these moderating variables appears to be very strong. Independently significant 
outcomes are observed in seven of the eight studies using selected subjects, wbo 
were tested individually and received trial-by-trial feedback. 

Precognition refers to the noninferential prediction of future 
events. Anecdotal claims of "future telling" have occurred through
Out human history in virtually evel'y cuiwre and period. Today such 

This work was funded by SRI International and the John E. Fetzer Foundation. 
We wish to thank our PRL colleague Ceorge P. Hansen, who is primarily responsible 
for retrieving the slIIdies uscd in the meta-analysis. We arc grateful to Edwin C. May, 
Jessica UIlS, alld to live allollYlllOlIS reviewers at SRI /i)r valuable conllllelllS on an 
earlier draft oj' this report. Valuahle comments were also made by Ephraim Schechter 
and by three anonymous I'cfCl"ees. The division of authorship responsibility is as fol
lows: Honorton is responsible for the design of the meta-analysis, definition of study 
coding criteria. the aClIIal analyses. and the report itself. Ferrari coded the individual 
resean:h n:l'0rts ill cOllsultatioll with [[OllortOIl alld!or [Iallsell. 
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claims are generally believed 10 be based on Elclors slleh as d('hlsiOl~, !aled. Sllldies Ils~ng olllconH: variables olh~'~' Ihan dir~'ci hitling. slIe.h. 
irrationality, and superstitious thinking. The concepl. 01 precoglll- as run-score varIance and dl~pl~lceme~ll e1fect~, are l.ncl~lded only If 
lion runs counter to accepted notions of causality and appears to the report provides releva~~ mforma~lOn ~n direct hIts (I.e., num~er 
c~flict with current scientific theory. Nevertheless, over the past of trials, hits, and probabilIty of a hit). Fmally, we exclude studl<):50 
hif-century a substantial number of experiments have been re- conducted by two investigators, S. C. Soal and Walter J. Levy, whoi 
p~ted claiming empirical support for the hypothe.sis of precogni- work has been unreliable.. . (3 
ti~. Subjects in forced-choice experiments, accordmg to many re- Many published reports contam more than .one. expenm:,:t ~ 
p6hs, have correctly predicted to a statistically significant degree the experimental unit. In experiments involving multIple cond,~,?n~ 
i~tity (or order) of target stimuli randomly selected at a later significance levels and effect sizes are calculated for each condlt!o~ . ., 
tll~e. . ., . . . ;;0 

!lVe performed a meta-analYSIS of forced-chOICe precogI1ltlon ex- Outcome Measures ~ 
pcm'iments published in the English-language research literature be- m 
t\~en 1935 and 1987. Four major questi()n~ were .addressee! Significance level. Significance levels (z sc?res) ~ere calculated.~~ 
th);l)Ugh this meta-analysis: (1) Is there overall eVIdence lor accurate each study from the reported number of trIals, hIts, and probabIlIl~ 
t(~iJet iden.lificCllion (ab(~ve-chance I.lilting.) .. in expel~.mcl1~al. prc.c~)g- of success using .the. normal approxi~a.tion to the ?in~mial dist~ 
nISJn studIes? (2) What IS the magnItude ot the ?V~I all pI ecogmuon bution with contmUlty correctIOn. PosItIve z scores mdlCate a~ov~ 
ef~ct? (3) Is the observed effect related to v~natIOns m m~th~do- chance scoring, and negative z scores reflect below-chance sconng_::.: 
lOgical quality that could allow a l1Jore cOllvellllC~llal exp.lanallollr' \/1) l!,jlect size. Because most parapsychological experiments, partif.' 
Dffs precogniti~)!1 performance .v.<~ry systel:1atIcal~y WIth pote.ntlal ularly those in the older literature, have used the tria.! ra~her thall> 
lll~lel'atjllg v:II.·labks, sHe.1i as dIi kr~:llccs III slll~JeCl .p~)I!ltla.II~)lIS, the subject as the sampling unit, we use a tri~t!-based estIma:o.r ~ 
stI;-J1Ulus conciIuons, experImental seumg, knowledge of I e.su!!s, ,1l1d effect size. The effect size (ES) for each study IS the z score dlvldeliJ 
til~ interval between subject response and target generatIon? by the square root of the number of trials in the study. I S6 
~ w 
W m 6 DELINEATING THE DOMAIN General Characteristics of the Domain g 
o ~ 

R:ctrirvnl of Slur/if'S We located ;HJ9 studies ill I 13 separate publicatiolls. These stucm 
;g .. . ies were contributed by 62 different senior authors and were pu~ , 
gparapsychological research is still ~cade~ICally taboo, an? It ~s lished over a 53-year period, between 1935 apd 1987. Considerinm 

.y.~~-the-re . .ha.v.e-~a~ta ~JOns a~d tb:ses .lU~ __ .. __ ... _n_._._. ___ n_ n_nnn---TIiehalf-centuriTuile-spafCover whicnlne-pTe'EoKiii1:i'bne-:icperiIDeTt~-
ar§. that have escaped publIcatIOn. Our retne;al of s.tudles for tillS were conducted, it is not surprising that the studies are very.diverslO 
mBa-analysis is therefore ba~ed on the publIshed ~lterature. The The database comprises nearly two million individual trials ang' 
st@ies include all forced-cho~ce precogmtIon experIments. appear- more than 50,000 subjects. Study sample sizes range ~from 25 to 
in~in the peer-reviewed EnglIsh-language par~psychology Jo~rnals: 297,060 trials (median = 1,194). The number of subjects rang¥ 
Jo~al of Parapsychology, Journal (a~d Proc~edzngs) of tI~e Soczety for from 1 to 29,706 (median = 16). The studies use a variety of met~ 
~sychical Resrnl·r/l.. J01l1;nal of :he AmeT:ca~1. S~C1ety fo~' Ps;'c:/.l~~d Rf:sr~I,rch.. o<iologies, ranging from guessing ESP cards am! other card symb(~ls 
i!-urOjJean .f{}/.lnu~l (1/ amjJ.ly(Jwlogy (Illcludlllg the RI..\wn/t fA UII of. to automated random number generator expenments. The domam 
the Utrecht Ul1lverslty Parapsychology Laboratory), ~tnd abstra.cts. of cncompasses divcrse suhjeci populations: Ihe most frequently usee! 
peer-reviewed papers presellied at ParapsychologICal Assonalloll . " 

meetings published in Research in Parapsychology. I Elsewhere (Honorton, 1985), we have used the en:ecl size index Cohen'~ II 
(Cohen, 1977), and one referee has ,;,sk~d th~t we exylam. why we are now u,~n.g 

C · . fi I I . zlNw The answer is that II and zlN - Yield vIrtually Idenocal results, and zlN IS. ntel1a or nc uswn '. . . 

Our review is reslriclcd t() lixcd-lellglll silldies ill which sigllili
cance levels and effect sizes based on direct hitting can be calcu-

computationally simpler. For the. pr~sen.t sample of 309 precogllltlOn .st~dles, the 
mcan diffcrence belween lhc IWO mdICcs IS .000<17. ;md Ihc siandard devl,atlon of the 
dilTerelll.;e is .O~ti: /(30H) = O.:ll~. p = .75(;, lwo-tailed. The correlation uetlveefl the 
two indices is .97. 
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TABLE 1 
OVERALL SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL AND EFFECT SIZE 

z ES 

Mean 
:t> SD 
"0 Lower 95% confidence estimate 

0.65 
2.68 
0.40 

0.020 
0.100 
0.011 

"0 
(3 
< 
CD 
a. 
Il 
o ., 

Combined z = 11.11, P = 6.3 x 10 .",. 

"Fail-safe N" = 14,268 

t(ES) = 3.51, 308 dJ, P = .00025 

~ population is students (in approximately 40% of the studies); the 
m least frequently used populations ar.e the experimenters themselves 
g: and animals (each used in about 5% of the studies). 
I\) Though a few studies tested subjects through the mail, more typ
g ically su~jects were tested in person, either individually or in groups. a Target selection methods included no randomization at all (studies 
:e: using "quasi-random" naturalistic events), informal methods includ
~ ing manual card-shuffling or dice-throwing, and formal methods, 
(') primarily random number tables or random number generators. 
5> The time interval between the subjects' responses and target gen
:b eration varied from less than one second to one year. 
o 
"'C 
CD 
0) , 
o 
o 

OVERALL CUMULATION 

~ Evidence for an overall effect is strong. As shown in the top part 
;g of Table I, the overall results are highly significant.2 Lower bound 
o (one-tailed) 95% confidence estimates of the mean z score and ES 
~ are displayed in the bottom portion of Table 1. 
o . Ninety-two studies (30%) show significant hitting at the 5% level, 
g and significant outcomes are contributed by 40 different investiga
~ tors. The z scores correlate significantly with sample size: r(307) = 

~ .156, P = .003. The mean number of trials for significant studies is 
J:.,. 34% larger than the mean number of trials for nonsignificant stud-

les. 

2 The statistical analyses presented here were performed using SYSTAT (Wilk
inson, 1988). When I tests are reported on samples with unequal variances. they are 
caklli:llcd ... ill~ (lae ~"I'al'a(e variall(,(·. wil"ill grolll's 1'01' I"e """0" alld degrees or 
freedom following Brownlee (1965). Unless otherwise specified, p levels are one
tailed. Combined z's are based on Stouffer's method (Rosenthal, 1984). 
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Figure I. Mean effect size by investigatoL N 
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Virtually the same picture emerges when the cumulation is by~ 
investigaLOr rather than study as the unit of analysis; the combined;;o 
z is 12.13, and 23 of the 62 investigators (37%) have overall out-g· 
comes significant at the 5% leveL The mean (investigator)'"'effect size~ 
is 0.033 (SD = .093). g 

There is a significant difference in the mean ES across investi-8 
gators, but it is surprisingly small: Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOV Ag 
by ranks, l(61) = 82.71, jJ = .034. The effect is clearly not due to~ 
a few major contributors. If investigators contributing more than-lloo 
three studies are eliminated, leaving 33 investigators, the combined 
z is still 6,00 (P = 1.25 X 1O-!') and the mean ES is .028 (SD = 
.O~) 1). Figure 1 shows the mean effect sizes hy investigator. 

These results indicate substalllial cross-illvestigator replicability 
and directly contradict the claim of critics such as Akers (1987) that 
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successful parapsycholog-ical OlllcOIllCS are achieved by ollly a few 
investigators. 
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by Ihe IllllI hypolhesis. Sillce Ihe variallce of Ihe Ilormal truncated 
above 1.65 is .14, the test z (usillg the Central Limit Theorem) com-

" paring 3.61 to 2.06 is 39.84 [1.55 divided by (.14/92)112]. Here, pis 
the hledrawer Problem virtually zero. Similar results are found with cut points of 1.96, 2.33, 
"0 and 2.58. -6" 
(3. A wel.l-kn~wn reporting bias exists throughout the behavioral On the basis of these analyses, we conclude that the cumulative ~ 
~I:nces favorIng publ!cation o~ "significant" studies (e.g., Sterling, significance of the precognition studies cannot satisfactorily be ex- ~ 
~fb9). The extreme. VIew of thIS "filed rawer problem" is that "the plained by selective reporting. [ 
i>urnals .are filled wIth the 5% of the studies that show Type I er- "T1 

~rs, wh.de the filedrawers back at the lab are filled with the 95% of ~ 
_ e StU~I~S that S?OW nonsigni~ca~ce ... " (Rosenthal, 1984, p. 108). OUTU ER REDUCTION ~ 
leco~~lI~lI1g. the I~nportance of tIus p~'oblen:' the P.arapsychological m 
lSSocldtlOn m 19/5 adopted an offiCIal polIcy agamst selective re- . til 
htlrting of POSI'tI've r It:l E . . f' h hI" Although the overall z scores and effect SIzes cannot reasonably CD 
0- esu s. xammatIon 0 t e parapsyc 0 ogIcal ht- . .. " . I\) 
Oature shows tll'lt 11011··g l·fi.. t .. I .. , f'· 1 1 I' I 1 be attrIbuted to chance, IIlspectIon of the standard deViatIons 111 0 w'. ., 51 IIlC,1I1 lesu Is ,lie lequent. y PU) IS le( , . ". . ... ,.. . .. , ". 0 
~d III the precognitl'on databa 7001 f' h d' h lIable 1 mdICates that the study outcomes al e eXl1 emely heteroge- w 
e' , se, loOt e stu les ave repartee .. . .'.-
~)Jlsigl1ifi( .. tlll 1'('SIIIIS N('V('I'lll('I'" 7r:o, /'11 ' . 'I' neous. GIven the diverSity of methods, sublect populatIons, and 0 
...... ., ,..,. . CSS, .J 11.0 Ie plecogllllloll sIll< 1('S .• " " • -Iloo 
~re published befol'e 1975 and "'e 11 ,t, k t h I other study iealUres that charactenze tillS research domam, thIS IS ::.: 

, "I us as 0 w at extent se ec- , , co 
.. bl' " b', , ' ... not surpnsmg. Pre pu ICdtIon IdS could accounl for the cumulatIve effects we ob- , . 
§>rve. 1 he stud~ outc.om:s are I~ fact extrem~ly. heterogeneous. AI- Q 
:b The celllra] seclioll of Table I Ilses RosclIlhal's (I~)?ld) "fail-safe tho:lg~.a m,qor o~Jec,tIve of thIS .meta-an~lysls IS to .account for ~he t=' 
~' statistic to estimate the number of unreported studies with z vanabIllty across studIes by blockll.lg 011 dlllerell,ce~ III study qualIty, ~ 
500res averaging zero that would be necessary to reduce the known procedural features, and samplIng charactenstICs, the database "'C 

@tabase to nonsignificance. The filed rawer estimate indicates that clearly contains extreme outliers. The z scores range from - 5.1 to ~ 
~er 46 unreported studies must exist for each reported study to 19.6, a 25-si~ma spread! T~e st.andar~iz~d i~dex of kurtosis (£;2) is g 
:gduce ,the cumulative outcome to a nonsignificant level. ~.4 7, suggestm?, ti:at t.he taIls of the dlstnbutlon are much too long ~ 
;;0 A dIfferent approach t(~ ~he filed rawer problem is described by for a nor.m~l dIstnbutIon. , ,." .;g 
&wes, Landman, and WIllIams (1984; personal communication We elIl11ll1ated the extreme outlIers by performmg a 10 percent 0 

-im'-£aweSlO-HonDrton-;iutyi-4-;-~:-TtreirLraITCareclnorm-m--''''-- .---------,--------- ·--.trim"_Qll...tb..e..s.tudY_,Ls.c.ore_s--1Barneu & Lewis, 19JJ2LThi~j!!vol'{,~s __ ~, 
~rve analysis, like Rosenthal's "fail-safe N," is based on nOl'mal eliminating studies with z scores in the upper and lower 10% of the 0 

<wrve assumptions. Their null hypothesis is that z scores above some distl-ibution, and results in an adjusted sample of ~48 studies. The g 
~tical level (e.g., z = 1.65, 1.96, etc.) are randomly sampled from trimmed z scores range from - 2.24 to 3.21(g2 = - 1.1). ~he re- ~ 
~0,1) above that critical level. The alternative to the null hypothesis vised z scores and effect sizes are presented in Table 2. ~ 
I~that, because there is some real effect, the distribution of z's is Elimination of extreme outliers reduces the combined z scores by .b.. 
shifted to the right of 0 and the z's will be larger than predicted by approximately one half, but the outcomes remain highly significant. 
the null. For a critical level of z = 1.65, the expected mean z is ~,06 Twenty-five percent of the studies (62/248) show ov'erall significant 
and the variance is .14. In the precognition database, there arc 92 hitting at the 5% level. Lower bound confidence estimates show that 
studies with z's > 1.65, Their average is 3,61, not 2.06 as predicted the mean z's and effect sizes are above 0 at the 95% confidence level. 

Eliminatjon of outliers reduces the total number of investigators 
from 62 to 57, but the results remain basically the same when the 
analyst:s are bast:d on investigators ratht:r than studit:s, The com
bined z is 6.84; 18 of the 57 investigators (31.6%) have overall.sig-

:< Anal)'ses indicate no significant difference in the magnitude of reported stud)' 
oUICOlll(.'S he-ron' and afln I~)i:-). TIl<' n1<'an EX rllr Slndi,'s prior III 1!)7:, is (),()~1 (S/) 

.()!J~J), amI lor swdies reported thereafter the lllean is U,O 17 (SU = ,IOu): (:)07) 
= 0,28. I' = .782. two·tailed. 
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TAgLE 2 
SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL AI'\D EFFECT SIZE FOR TRIMMED SAMPLE 

z 

Mean 

S~ 
L~er 95% confidence estimate 

0.38 
1.45 
0.23 

'0 
(3 
< 
CD a. 
"T1 

Combined z = 6.02, P = 1.1 x 10 -!O 

I(ES) = 2.!lO, 2'17 tlJ; jJ = .002 

ES 

0.012 
0.065 
0.005 

niSkant outcomes at the 5% level. The mean (investigator) ES is 
0.0120 (SD = .05). 
~or the trimmed sample, the difference in ES across investiga

to@ is not significant: Kruskal-Wallis one-way A NOV A by I'anks, 
l~P) = 59.34, P = ,355. If investigators contributing more than 
thme studies are eliminated, leaving 37 investigators, the combined 
z i~still 5.00 (P = 3.0 x 10- 7

) and the mean ES is 0.022 (SD = 
.0-1). Figure 2 shows the mean effect size by investigator. 
~hus, elimination of the outliers does not substantially affect the 

co~lusions drawn from our analysis of the database as a whole. 
Tl"(qre clearly is a nonchance effect. In the remainder of this report, 
we:tirse the trimmed sample to examine covariations in effect size 
anfha variety of methodological and other study features. 

o 
'"C 
CD 
0) 

I o 
o 

STUDY QUALITY 

~ecause target stimuli in precognition experiments are selected 
on~ after the subjects' responses have been registered, precognition 
stu()jes are usually not vulnerable to sensory leakage problems. 
Ot~r potential threats to validity must, however, be considered. 
T~ problem of variations in research quality remains a source of 
corc:proversy in meta-analysis. Some meta-analysts advocate eliminat
in~ow quality studies when:as others recollllllelld empirically ac
cescng the impact of variations in quality on study outcome. Rosen
that (1984) points out that the practice of" discarding studies is 
equivalent to assigning them weights of zero, and he recommends 
weighting study z scores in relation to ratings of research quality. 

Study Quality Criteria 

Ideally, the assessment of study quality should be performed by 
knowledgeable specialists who are blind to the study outcomes, In, .. 

" 
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Figure 2. Mean effect size by investigator for trimmed sample. N = 57 in- S6 
vestigators. ~. 

• I 

practice, this is usually not feasible, particularly l"hen, as in the pres- g 
ent case, large numbers of studies are involved. For our analysis of ~ 
study quality, statistical and methodological variables are defined ;g 
and coded in terms of procedural descriptions (or their absence) in g 
the research reports. This approach· was used in an earlier meta~ ~ 
analysis of psi ganzfeld research (Honorton, 1985), and it led to g 
study quality ratin~s that were ~cncrally in a~reement, r(26) = .766, 8 
P = lO- n, with independent "Haw" ratings by an outside critic (Hy- g 
man, 1985). ~ 

One point is given (or withheld) for each of the following eight J:.. 
criteria: 

SpecificCftion of sample size. Does the investigator preplan thenum
bcr of trials to be included in the study or is the study vulnerable 
to the possibility of optional stopping? Credit is given to reports that 
explicitly'specify the sample size. Studies involving group testi.ng, in 
which it is not feasible to specify the sample size precisely, ~re also 

yl 
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given credit. 
is either not 
port. 
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No credit is given to studies in which the sample size 
preplanned or not addressed in the experimental re-

Preplanned allalysis. Is the method of statistical analysis, including 
-6" the outcome (dependent variable) measure, preplanned? Credit is 
~ given to studies explicitly specifying the form of analysis and the 
~ outcome measure. No credit is given to those not explicitly stating 
[ the form of the analysis or those in which the analysis is clearly post 
"T1 
o hoc. 
., Randomization method. Credit is given for use of random number 
~ tables, random number generators, and mechanical shufflers. No 
m credit is given for failure to randomize (i.e., use of "quasi-random 
g: natu'ralistic events") or for informal methods such as hand-sl! LIming, 
I\) die-casting, and drawing lots. 
g Controll'. Credit is given to studies. reporting randomness control a checks, such as random number generator (RNG) control series and 
:e: empirical cross-check controls. ..... 
co Recording. One point is allotted for automated recording of tar-n gets and responses, and another for duplicate recording. 
5> Checking. One point is allotted ror automated checking or 
;0 matches between target and response, and another for duplicate 
S6 checking of hits. 
CD 
0) 
I g Study Quality Analysis 

...... 
co ;g Each study received a quality weight between 0 anel 8 (mean -
03.3, SD = 1.8). We find no significant relatioIlship between siudy 
~51~'-'_IE!1. .-'.!!~~ l'·~~:.._.!:L~W.L_==._j)1iWL __ ~ __ ,~.u2..,_J_W_u~J.aili.:iL :UJ..i.oi.1.c.l.ulc.:.r.IC¥--- . ~-
o for study outcomes to correlate positively with study quality has the 
g consequence that the quality-weighted z score of 6.26 is slightly 
~ larger than the unweighted z of 6.02, Table 3 shows the correlations 
g between effect size and each of the eight individual quality meas-..... . 
,J:.. ures:! The mean effect sizes by quality level are displayed graphi-

cally in Figure 3. 

·1 The correlation between ES and study quality is also nonsignificant for the un
trimmed sample of 309 studies: 1'(307) = - .OGO, /) = ,289. The quality·weighted z 
score is 7.38: I' = 2.32 X 10- 1

'. However, three of the individual quality measures 
arc significalltly related to perfurmance. Cuntrols and duplicate checking cOlTelate 
significantly positively with ES, and randomization correlates significantly negatively 
with ES. These correlations appear to be due to a few studies with z scores that are 
extreme outliers (z > 7). When the 10 studies with z > 7 are eliminated, the signifi. 
cant COrJ'CI:llioIls belwecn ""aliI)' and ES disappear. ,'. 
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TABLE 3 
CORRELATIONS llETWEEN EFFECT SIZE AND QUALITY fvIEASURES 

Quality measure 1'(246) ~ 
"0 

Sample size specified in ad vance 
"0 

.100 ., 
0 

Preplan ned analysis .001 < 
CD 

Randomization ,OIl a. 
COIlII'ols .05H "T1 

Automated recording ,169 0 ., 
Duplicate recording .047 ~ 
Automated checking .136 CD 
Duplicate checking .078 I\) 

til 
CD 

Quality Extremes ~ 
o 
w 

Is there a tendency for extremely weak studies to show larger ~ 
effects than exceptionally "good" studies? Analysis on the extremes ::.: 
of the quality ratings indicates that this is not the case. ~ 

This analysis, based on the untrimmed sample of 309 studies, Q 
uses studies with quality ratings outside the interquanile range of t=' 
the rating distribution (median:=: 4, QI = 2, Qs = 5). There are 56 ;;0 

"low-quality" studies (ratings of 0-1) and 35 "high-quality" studies S6 
(ratings of 6-8). The high-quality studies have effect sizes that are ~ 
not significantly lower than the low-quality studies; the ES means g 
are 0.0 17 (SD :=: 0.0(3) and 0.037 (SD = 0.137), for the low- and ...... 
high-quality studies, respectively: t(82) = - .92, P :=: .358, two- gg 
tailed. ~ 

·ftrt (dity-tfm-irrtimr7rrP1Ifrti:nrti:(JfE-SYlUrce:'--------·· ..... 

o 
w _ .. ,,;,,;,,;JI,_ ... _.' 

b 
o 
o 
w 
o 
o 
o 

Prccognition ES is not significantly rclatcd to source of publica
tion: Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA; X2(4) = 0.78, P ;; -.942. 
However, the sources of publication differ significantly in study 7" 
quality: Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA, l(4) = 17.19, P = .002. -Iloo 

This is due largely to the lower quality of studies published in the 
Journal of the Society Jor Psychical Research and in Research in Parapsy
clwlogy. 

Study QualitY.in Relation to Year oj Publication 

Precognition effect size has remained constant over a half-cen
tury of research, even though thc methodological quality or th'e. rc-
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Figure]!. Precognition effect size in relation to study quality, with 95% con-
fidenc~imits. N = 248 studies. , 

o 
searc~as improved significantly during this period. The correla-
tion b@Ween ES and year of publication is - .071: t(307) = - 1.25, 
P = ,~, two-tailed. Study quality and year of publication are, how
ever, I8sitively and significantly correlated: r(246) = .282, P = 2 X 

10-7
, ~o-tailed. 

Cr~cs of parapsychology have long believed that evidence for 
parap~hological effects disappears as the methodological rigor in
creasegThe precognition database does not support this belief. 

...... 
J:.,. 

"REAL-TIME" ALTERNATIVES TO PRECOGNITION 

Investigators have long been aware of the possibility that precog-
lition effects could be modeled without assuming either time rever
;al or backward causality. For example, outcomes from studies with 

, .' 
.' 
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targets based on indeterminate random number generators (RNGs) 
could be due to a causal influence on the RI'-,J"G-a psychokinetic 
(PK) effect-rather than information acquisition concerning its fu
ture state. In experiments with targets based on prepared tables of 
random numbers, the possibility exists that the experimenter or 
other randomizer may be the actual psi source, unconsciously using 
"real-time" ESP combined with PK to choose an entry point in the 
random .number sequence that will significantly match the "sub
ject's" responses. While the latter possibility may seem far-fetched, 
it cannot be logically eliminated if one accepts the existing evidence 
for contemporaneous ESP and PK, and it has been argued that it is 
less far-fetched than the alternative of "true" precognition. 

Morris (1982) discusses models of experimental precognition 
based on "real-time" psi alterfJatives and methods for testing "true" 
precognition. In general terms, these methods constrain the selec
tion of the target sequence so as to eliminate non precognitive psi 
intervention. In the most common procedure, attributed to Mangan 
(1955), dice are thrown to generate a set of numbers that are math
ematically manipulated to obtain an entry point in the random num
ber table. This procedure is sufficiently complex "as to be appar
ently beyond the capacities of the human brain, thus ruling out PK 
because the 'PKer' would not know what to do even via ESP" (Mor
ris, 1982, p. 329). 

Two features of precognition study target determination proce
dures were coded to assess "real-time" psi alternatives to precogni- .. 
tion: method of determining random number table entry point and 
use of Mangan's method. 

Methods of eliminating "real-time" psi alternatives have not been 
used in studies with random number generators and have only been 
used in a small number of studies involving randomization by hand
shuffling. These analyses are therefore restricted to studies using 
random number tables (N = 138). ./ . 

Method of J)et('nninin~ RNT Entl) Point 

The reports describe six different methods of obtaining entry 
points in random number tables. If the study outcomes were due to 
subjects' precognitive functioning rather than to alternative psi' 
modes on the ,p·art of the experimenter or the experImenter's as~ 
sista11ls, lhere should be 110 differe11ce ill Illeall effect size acn)ss the 
various methods used to determine the entry point. Indeed, our 
analysis indicates that the study effect sizes do not vary systema'ti-
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cally as a function of method of determining- the entry point: Knls
kal-Wallis one-.way ANOVA by ranks: X~(5) = 7.32, P = .l~tl. 

-6" Use oj Mangan's LVI ethod 
"0 
(3 We find no significant difference in ES between studies using 
[ complex calculations of the type introduced by Mangan to fix the 

random number table entry point and those that do not use such 
~ calculations: t(45) = 0.38, P = .370, two-tailed. 

~ 
CD 
I\) MODERATING Y ARIABLES 
til 
CD 

~ The stability of precog-nition study out.comes over a 50-year pe-
8 riod, which we described earlier, is also bad news. It shows that in
C vcstigators in this area have yet to develop sufficient understanding 
j: of the conditions underlying the occurrence (or detection) of these 
~ effects to reliably increase their magnitude. We have idcntified rour 
(') variables that appear to covary systematically with precognition ES: 
5> (1) selected versus unselected subjects, (2) individual versus group 
:b testing, (3) feedback level, and (4) time interval between subject re
S6 sponse and target generation. 
~ The analyses use the raw study z scores and effect sizes; we 
6 found that this results in uniformly more conservative estimates of 
~ relationships with moderating variables than when the analyses are 
gg based on quality-weighted z scores and effect sizes. 

~ 
8 Selected Versus Unselected Su.bjects 

- ";;;...I," -_. -----.-.. --- .. - --- -----_ .. _ .. _ .. _---_ .. _-- ---_ •. _-_ .. _--_._-

o 
g Our meta-analysis identifies eight subject populations: unspeci-
~fied subject populations, mixtures of several different populations, 
ganimals, students, children, "volunteers," experimenter(s), and se-
7" lected subjects, 
-Iloo Effect size magnitude does no\. vary significantly across these 

eight subject populations: Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOYA, X .... (7) = 
10.90, P = .143. Effect sizes by subject population are displayed in 
Figure 4. 

However, studies using subjects selected on the basis of prior 
performance in experiments or pilot tests show significantly larger 
effects than studies using unselected subjects. As shown in Table 4, 
60% of the studies with selected subjects are significant at the 5% 
level. The mean z score for these studies is 1.39 (SD = 1.10). The 
ES is significantly higher for selected-sul~jec\.s studies than 1'01: siud-

II kl ('If/-II u([!),,,i,, o( For((·rI-r:ltoio' Prr'(ogllilioll 1-:,\·/I('I'illl(,III.1' 
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Figure ./. Pl'ccognition effect size by subject populatioll, wilh 95% confi
dence limits. N = 248 studies, 
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ies with unselected subjects. The t test of the difference in mean ES CD , 

is equivalent to a point-biserial correlation of .198. . ~ 
Docs this difference result from less stringent controls in studies 8 

~-ith -;~T~'Zt~d'~~bjects? '1'"he an~wer appeal~s-to 'be ';~No-:;;-;:rhe-a~erage '.~-

quality of studies with selected subjects is higher than studies using 8, 
o 
o 

TABLE 4 
SELECTED VERSUS Ur-;SELECTED SUBJECTS 

N studies 
Combined z 
Studies withp, < .05 

Mean ES 
SDn 

1(24G) 3.1 (i. jJ 

Selected 

25 
6.89 
60S{-

.051 

.075 

,001 

Unselected 

223 
4.04 
21% 

.008 

.063 

o ..... 
J:.,. 
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TABLE 5 
INDIVIDUAL VERSUS GROUP TESTING 

Individual 

:t> N studies 97 
"0 Combined z Ii.G4 
~ Studies with p < .05 30% 
o 
~ Mean ES .021 
a. SDES .060 
Il 
~ t (200) = 1.89, P = .03 

;;0 

Group 

105 
1.29 
19% 

.004 

.066 

is unselected subjects: t(27) = 1.51, P = .142, two-tailed. This result 
~ appears to reflect a general tendency toward increased rigor and 
CD more detailed reporting in studies with selected subjects. 
!\) 
o 
8 Individual Versus Group Testing -o 
-Iloo 
::.: Subjects were tested in groups, individually, or through the mail. 
~ Studies in which subjects were tested individually by an experimen
Q ter have a significantly larger mean ES than studies involving group 
t=' testing (Table 5). 
~ The t test of the difference is equivalent to a point-biserial cor
""C relation of .132, favoring individual testing. Of the studies with sub
~ jects tested individually, 30% are significant at the 5% level. g The methodological quality of studies with subjects tested indi
....... vidually is significantly higher than that of studies involving group 
gg testing: t(137) = 3.08, /) = .003, two-tailed. This result is consistent 
~ with the conjecture that group experiments are frequently con-
8 ducted as "targets of opportunity" and may often be carried out 
~ hastily in an afternoon without the preparation and planning that 
g go into a study with individual subjects that may be conducted over 
~ a period of weeks or months. 
g Thirty-hve studies were conducted through the mail. In these 
7" studies, subjects completed the task at their leisure and mailed their 
-Iloo responses to the investigator. These correspondence studies yield 

outcomes similar to those involving individual testing. The com
bined z score is 2.66, with a mean ES of 0.018 (SD = .082). Ten 
correspondence studies (25.7%) are significant at the 5% level. 

Eleven studies are unclassifiable with regard to experimental set
ting. "~ .... 

• '.'~' t 

" . ~. 
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TAULE (i 

FEEDBACK RECEIVED BY SUBJECTS 

Feedback of Results 

None Delayed Run score Trial-by-trial 

N studies 15 21 21 47 
Combined z -1.30 2.11 4.74 6.98 

. Studies with p < .05 0.0% 19.0% 33.3% 42.6% 

Mean ES -.001 .009 .023 .035 
SD,:s .028 .036 .048 .072 

Feedback 

A significant positive relationship exists between the degree of 
feedback subjects receive about their performance and precognitive 
effect size Crable 6). 

Subject feedback information is available for 104 studies: These 
studies fall into four feedback categories: no feedback, delayed 
feedback (usually notification by mail), run-score feedback, and 
trial-by-trial feedback. We gave these categories numerical values 
between 0 and 3. Precognition effect size correlates .231 with feed': 
back level (102 dj, P = .009). Of the 47 studies involving trial-by
trial feedback, 20 (42.6%) are significant at the 5% level. None of 
the studies without subject feedback are significant. 

Feedback level correlates positively though not significantly with 
research quality: r(102) = .173, P = .082, two-tai,led. Inadequate 
randomization is the most plausible source of potential artifacts in 
studies with trial-by-trial feedback. We performed a separate analy
sis on the 47 studies in this group. Studies using formal methods of 
randomization do not differ significantly in mean ES from-'those 
with informal randomization: l(15) = 0.67, P = .590, two-tailed. 
Similarly, studies reporting randomness control data do not differ 
signilic<llltly ill ES froill those not including randolllness controls: 
1(42) = 0.79, /) = .436, two-tailed. 

Time 11lterval 

The interv~l between the subject's response and target selection 
ranges from less than one second to one year. Information about 
the time interval is available for 144 studies. This information, how-
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gg Figure 5. Errect size by precognition intel'val, with 95% confidence lilllits. 
~ N = 144 studies. 
o 
w 
~ev-ei;; -lsorCeri-liill)l:eCI.~e: -o-ll]-;ii1;iTysr.~--6n:l1e-i'el'lb6Tis h II) Oct\VCEll-----

g precognitive ES and time interval is therefore limited to seven broad 
~ interval categories: milliseconds, seconds, minutes, hours, days, 
g weeks, and months. (Effect sizes by precognition interval are dis-
7" played in Figure 5.) 
-Iloo Although it is confounded with degree of feedback, there IS a 

significant decline in precognition E.)' over increasing temporal dis
tance: r(l42) = - .199, P = .017, two-tailed. The largest effects oc
cur over the millisecond interval: N = 31 studies, combined z = 

6.03, mean ES = 0.045, SD = .073. The smallest effects occur over 
periods ranging from a month to a year: N = 7, combined z = 

0.53, mean ES = 0.001, SD = .049. 
Interestingly, tbe decline 0(" precognition peri"ormancc over in

cI'easing temporal dislallces results elltirely from studies usill!?,', /1.1/-

II ,\II'II/-;\IU/~)'sis oj" FOI"(,I'r/-C/II!icl' j)rl'c()Kllilioll l~'xj)l',.iIflI'lIIS 2D9 

selected sul~jects: r(122) = - .2~S, /) = .009. two-tailed. Studies with 
selected subjects show a nonsignificant positive relationship between 
ES and time interval: 1'(18) = .077, /) = .745, two-tailed. Although 
the dillen:nce between these two cOlTelations is not significant (z = 
1.24), this suggests that the origin of the decline over time may be 
motivatiollal rather than the result of some intrinsic physical bound
ary condition. The relationship between precognition ES and feed
back also su pports this conject u reo Nevertheless, any Gnding sug
gesting potential boundary conditions on the phenomenon should 
be vigorously pursued. 

influence of Moderating Variables in Combination 

TIl(; above analyses exa11lim: the impact of each moderating var
iable in isolatjon. In this final set of analyses, we explore their joint 
influence on precognition performance. For this purpose, we iden
tify two subgroups of studies. One subgroup is characterized by the 
use of selected subjects tested individually with trial-by-trial feed
back. We refer to this as the Optimal group (N = 8 studies). The 
second group is characterized by the use of unselected subjects 
tested in groups with no feedback. We refer to this as the SubojJtimal 
group (N = 9 studies). 

The Optimal stlldies arc contrihllted hy ("Olll' independent inves-
; tigators and the Suboptimal studies are contributed by two of the 
same four investigators. All of the Optimal studies involve short pre
cognition time intervals (millisecond interval); the Suboptimal stud
ies involve longer intervals (intervals of weeks or months). All of the 
Optimal studies and 5 of the 9 Suboptimal studies use RNG meth-
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pIe size. The mean study quality for the Optimal group is signifi- g 
cantly higher than that of the Suboptimal studies: Optimal m~an ~' 
6.63, SD = 0.92; Suboptimal mean = 3.44, SD = 0.53; t(lO) = g 
8.63, jJ = 3.3 X lO-n, two-tailed. 

The combined impact of the moderating variables appears to be 
guite strong Cfable 7). Seven of the 8 Optimal studies (87.5%) are 
independently significant at the 5% level, whereas none of the Sub
optimal studies are statistically significant. All four investigators con
tributing studies to the Optimal group have significant outcomes.s 

" II! tIll: ulltrilllmed sample or 3U~ studies. thcrr; are a IOlal or 17 Optimal slUdics. 
The mean ES is 0:117 (SD = .15'1), and the combined z is 15.~4. The percentage of 
independently significant studies is virtually the samc as it is in the trimlllcd sample: 
I:) or the 17 studics (HH.2%) are significant. . 

..... 
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TABLE 7 
IMPACT OF MODERATORS IN COMBINATION 

"Optimal" studies "Suboptimal" studies 

N studies 
:t> Combined z 
:g Studies with p < .05 

8 
6.14 

87.5% 
., 
~ Mean ES .055 
[ SDES .045 

Il 1(15) = 2.61, P = _01 
~ . T = .559 

~ 

9 
-1.29 
0.0% 

.005 

.035 

m These results are quite striking and suggest that future studies 
g: combining these moderators should yield especially reliable effects. 
!\) 
o 
o 
w o SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

~ ...... 
co Our meta-analysis of forced-choice precognition experiments 
(') confirms the existence of a small but highly significant precognition 
5> effecL The effect appears to be replicable; significant outcomes are 
I 

;;0 reported by 40 investigators using a variety of methodological par-
S6 adigms and subject populations. 
~ The precognition effect is statistically very robust: it remains 
6 highly significant despite elimination of studies with z scores in the 
~ upper and lower 10% of the z-score distribution and when a third 
gg of the remaining investigators-the major contributors of precog
~ nition studies-are eliminated. 
8 Estimates of the "ftledrawer" problem and consideration of para
e; psychological publication practices indicate that the precognition ef
g fect canIlot plausibly be explaillt:d on tht: basis or sekclivt: publica
~ tion bias. Analyses of precognition effect sizes in relation to eight 
g measures of research quality fail to support the hypothesis that the 
7" observed effect is driven to any appreciable extent by methodolog
-Iloo ical Oaws; indeed, several analyses indicate that methodologically su-

perior studies yield stronger effects than methodologically weaker 

studies. 
Analyses of parapsychological alternativt:s to precognition, al-

though limited to the subset of studies using random number tables, 
provide no support for the hypothesis that the effect results "from 

.;.1 
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,he operation of contemporaneous ESP and PK at the time of ran
iomization-

Although the overall precognition effect size is small, this does 
lOt imply that it has no practical consequences_ It is, for example, 
)f the same order of magnitude as effect sizes leading to the early 
.cnnination of several m;uor medical research studies. In 1981, the 
\lational Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute discontinued its study of 
)ropranplol because the results were so favorable to the propranolol 
.reatment that it would be unethical to continue placebo treatment 
Kolata, 1981); the effect size was 0.04. More recently, The Steering 
:::ommittee of the Physicians' Health Study Research Group (1988), 
n a widely publicized report, terminated its study of the effects of 
Ispirin in the prevention of heart attacks for the same reason. The 
Ispirin group suffered significantly fewer heart attacks than a pla
:ebo control group; the associated effect size was 0.03. 

The most important outcome of the meta-analysis is the identi
ication of several moderating variables that appear to covary sys
ematically with precognition performance. The largest effects are 
,bserved in studies using subjects selected on the basis of prior test 
)erfonnance, who are tested individually, and who receive ti-ial-by
rial feedback. The outcomes of studies combining these factors con
rast sharply with the null outcomes associated with the combination 
If group testing, unselected subjects, and no feedback of results. Be
ause the two groups of studies were conducted by a subset of the 
ame investigators, it is unlikely that the observed difference in per
ormance is due to experimenter effects. Indeed, these outcomes 
lI1e1erscore the importance of carefully examining differences in 
ubject populations, test setting, and so forth, before resorting to 
acile "explanations" based on psi-mediated experirrienter effects or 
he "elusiveness of psi." 

The identification of these moderating variables has important 
nplications for our understanding of the phenomena and pr9vides . 
deal- direction for future research. The existence of moderating 

ariables indicates that the precognition effect is not merely an 
.nexplained departure from a theoretical chance baseline, but 
ather is an effect that covaries with factors known to influence 
10re familiar aspects of human performance. It should now be pos
!bk to exploit these moderating {'actors to increase the magnitude 
nd reliability of precognition effects in new studies. 
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PSI COMMUNICATION IN THE GANZFELD 
EXPERIMENTS WITH AN AUTOMATED TESTIN(; S\'STEM 

AND A COMPARISON WITH A META-ANALYSIS 
OF EARLIER STUDIES 

By CHARLES HONORTON, RICK E. BERGER, MARIO P. V ARVOGLlS, 

IV[ARTA QUANT, PATRICIA DERR, EPHRAIM I. SCIIECIITER, AND 

DIANE C. FERRARI 

ABSTRACT: A COlllputer,colltrolled tcstill~ systelll was IIsed ill II l:xl"'rilll<"lIts Oil 

ganzfcld psi communication. The automated ganzfcld system controls target selection 
and presentation, subjects' blilld-judging, alld data recording and storage. Video
taped targets included video segments (~ynamic targets) as well as single images 
(static targets). Two hundred and forty-one vohmtccr slll~jecls completed 355 psi 
ganzfeJd sessions. The subjects, on a blind basis, correctly identified randomly se
lected and remotely viewed targets to a statistically significant degree, z = 3.89, P = 
.00005. Study outcomes were homogeneous across the II series and eight different 
experimenters. Performance on dynamic targets was highly significant, z = 4.62, /) 
= .0000019, as was the difference between dynamic and static targets, j) = .002. 
Suggestively stronger performance occurred with friends than with unacquainted 
sender/receiver pairs, p = .0635. The automated ganzfeld study outcomes are com
pared with a meta-analysis of 28 earlier ganzfeld studies. The two data sets are con
sistent on four dimensions: o\'erall success rate, impact of dynamic and static targets, 
effect of senderfreceiver acquaintance, and prior ganzfeJd experience. The combined 
z for all 39 studies is 7.53, P = 9 X 10-'1. 

Research on psi communication in the ganzfeld developed as the 
result or earlier research slIggest i11g I hat psi ["1I11CI i011illg- is ["1"<'

quently associated with internal attention states brought about 

This work was supported by the James 5. McDonnell Foundation of 51. Louis, 
Missouri, and by the John E. Fetzer Foundation of Kalamazoo, Michigan . 
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through dreaming. hypnosis. meditation. and similar naturally oc
curring or artificially induced states (Braud, 1978; Bononon, 1977). 
This generalization, based on converging evidence from sponta
neous case studies, clinical observations, and experimental studies, 

:t> led to the development of a low-level descriptive model of psi func-
:g tioning, according to which, internal attention states facilitate psi de-
o tection by attenuating sensory and somatic stimuli that normally 
~ mask weaker psi input (Honorton, 1977, 1978). This "noise-reduc-
a. tion" model thus identified sensory deprivation as a key to the fre-
~ quent association between psi communication and internal attention 
~ states, and the ganzfeld procedure was developed specifically to test 
~ the impact of perceptual isolation on psi performance. ; 
m Fifteen years have passed since the initial reports o[ psi com-
g: munication in the ganzfeld (Braud, Wood, & Braud, 1975; 
~ Honorloll & Harper, 1974; Parker, 1975). Dozens of additional psi 
8 ganzfeld studies have appeared since then, and the success of the 
o paradigm has triggered substantial critical interest. Indeed, there is 
j: at least one critical review or commentary for every ganzfeld study 
co reporting significant evidence of psi communication (Akers, 1984; 
() Alcock, 1986; Blackmore, 1980, 1987; Child, 1986; Druckman & 
5> Swets, 1988; Harley & Matthews, 1987; Harris & Rosenthal, 1988; 
:b Honorton, 1979, 1983, 1985; I-Ii)vclmallJl, 1986; I-lyman, 1983, 
S6 1985, 1988; Hyman & Honorton, 1986; Kennedy, 1979; McClenon, 
~ 1986; Palmer, 1986; Palmer, Honorton, & Utts, 1989; Parker & 
6 Wiklund, 1987; Rosenthal, 1986; Sargent, 1987; Scott, 1986; 
~ Stanford, 1984, 1986; Stokes, 1986; Utts, 1986). 
gg Of the many controversies spanning the history of parapsycholog-
~ ical inquiry, the psi ganzfeld domain is unique in three respects. 
8 First, the central issue involves the replicability of a theoretically 

-- --~----uase(ln~Tnfitque--ra[nert1iaii tne speCIal abllttu:!S of exceptIonal Il1~ 
g dividuals (Honorton, 1977). Second, meta-analytic techniques have 
W been used to assess statistical significance, effect size, and potential g threats to validity (Harris & Rosenthal, 1988; Honorton, 1985; 
7" Hyman, 1985, 1988; Rosenthal, 1986). Third, investigators and crit-
-Iloo ics have agreed on specific guidelines for the conduct and evaluation 

of future psi ganzfeld research (Hyman & Honorton, 1986). 

The Automated GanzJeld Testing System 

Psi ganzfeld experiments typically involve four participants. The 
subject (or receiver, R) attempts to gain targcl.-rdevam iIllagcry 
whik in the g-anzfdd; following the g-anzfelcl/iIllagcry pniod, R 
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trieS-OIl a blind basis-to identify the actual target [rom among 
four possibilities. A physically isolated sender (Se) views the target 

;and attempts to communicate salient aspects of it to R. Two exper
imenters (£s) are usually required. One £ manages R, elicits R's ver-
bal report of ganzfeld imagery (mentation), and supervises R's blind -6" 
judging of the target and decoys; a second £ supervises Se, and ran- ~ 
domly selects and records the target. ~ 

We d,eveloped an automated ganzfeld testing system ("autoganz- [ 
feld") to eliminate potential methodological problems that were "T1 

identified in earlier ganzfeld studies (Honorton, 1979; Hyman & ~ 
Honorton, 1986; Kennedy, 1979) and to explore factors associated ~ 
with successful performance. The system provides computer control CD 
of target selection and presentation, blind judging, subject feedback, ~ 
and data recording and storage (Berger & Honorton, 1986). A com- CD 

puter-controlled videocassette recorder (VCR) accesses and auto- g 
mati cally presents target stimuli to Se. A second £ is required only ~ 
for assistance in target selection The system includes an experimen- ~ 
tal design module through which £ specifies the sample size and ~ 
status of a new series. 

The system was designed to enable further assessment of factors Q 
identified with successful performance in earlier ganzfeld studies. t> 
Differences in target type and senderlreceiver acquaintance seem to ~ 
be particularly important. Significantly better performance occurred ~ 
in studies using dynamic rather than static targets. Dynamic targets ~ 
contain multiple images reinforcing a central theme, whereas static g 
targets contain a single image. Also, studies permitting subjects to ~ 
have friends as their senders yielded significantly superior perf 01:- ;g 
mance compared to those requiring subjects to work, with laboratory g 

---------------senders:-~'Comparison-of-5tttd:y--e-uteo-m-es-wfth---G.an-ekl--Met-a-- ,~_ 
Analysis" in the Results section.) ,g 

The autoganzfeld system uses both dynamic and static targets. 8 
The dynamic targets are excerpts from films; static targets irfclude g 
art work and photographs. Receivers may, if they choose, bring ~ 
friends or family members to serve as their senders; a session setup -Iloo 

module registers the sender type and other session information. 
In this report, we present the results of the 11 autoganzfeld 

series conducted between the inauguration of the experiments in 
February, 1983, and September, 1989, when funding problems
required suspension of the PRL research program.' We focus on 

I This article conforms lO the reporting guidelines recommended by Hyman and 
Iiollortoll (I !II:!G), Because of the sil.C of this datahase, however, it is Ilot pr;lCtic;,1 to 
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(I) evidence for psi in the autoganzfeld situation, (2) the impact of 
dynamic versus static targets, (3) the effects of sendedreceiver ac
quaintance, (1) the impact of prior psi ganzfe!d experience, and 
(5) a comparison of these four factors with the outcomes of earlier 
nonautomated psi ganzfeld experiments. Our findings on demo
graphic, psychological, and target factors will be presented in later 
reports. 

-6" Subiects 
"0 .J 

(3 
The partICIpants are 100 men and 141 women ranging in age < 

CD 
a. from 17 to 74 years (mean = 37.3, SD = 11.8). This is a well
~ educated group; the mean formal education is 15.6 years (SD = 
., 2.0.). 
~ Our primary sources of recruitment include referrals from col
m leagues (24%), media presentations concerning PRL research (23%), 
til friends or acquaintances of PRL staff (20%), and referrals from 
~ other participants (18%). 
g Belief in psi is strong in this population. On a seven-point scale 
~ where" 1" indicates strong disbelief and "7" indicates strong belief 
~ in psi, the mean is 6.20 (SD = 1.03); only two participants rated 
~ their belief in psi below the midpoint of the scale. Personal experi
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ences suggestive of psi were reported by 88% of the subjects; 80% 
reported ostensible telepathic experiences. Eighty percent of the 
participants have had some training in meditation or other tech
niques involving internal focus of attention. 

~ Participant Orientation 
o 
o 
~ Initial contact. New participants receive an information pack be
~ fore their first session. The information pack includes a 55-item per
g sonal history survey (Participant Information Form [PIF]; Psycho
~ physical Research Laboratories, 1983), Form F of the Myers-Briggs 
g Type Indicator (MET!; Briggs & Myers, 1957), general information 
8 about the research program, and directions for reaching PRL. Par
g ticipants usually return the completed questionnaires before their 
~ first session. However, if new participants are scheduled on short 
,J:.. notice, they either complete the questionnaires at PRL or, in a few 

cases, at home after the session. 

include the data in an appendix to the report. Instead, we will supply the data to 
qualified investigators in a Lotus-compatible, MS·DOS computer disk file. There is a 
small fee to cover materials and mailing. Address inquiries to the J oumal. 

. '.\ 
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Whenever possible, new parlicipants an: encouraged to come in 
ror a prelimillary orientation session, prior to their first PRL ganz
(eId session. The orientation serves as a "get acquainted" session for 
participants and the PRL staff, and introduces participants to the 
PRL program and facility. Participants who avail themselves of this 
option generally complete the MBTI and PIF questionnaires during 
the orientation session. We inform new panicipallls that they may 
bring a friend or family member to serve as their sender. When a-6" 
participant chooses not to do so, a PRL staff member serves as ~ 
sender. We encourage participants to reschedule their session rather ~ 
than feel they must come in to "fulfill an obligation" if they are not [ 
feeling well. "T1 

Session orientation. We greet participants at the door when they ~ 
arrive and attempt to create a friendly and informal social atmos- ~ 
phere. Coffee, tea, and soft drinks are available. E and other staff CD 
members engage in conversation with R during this period. When ~ 
a laboratory sender is used, time is taken for sender and receiver to ~ 
become acquainted. g 

If the participant is a novice, we describe the rationale and back- ~ 
ground of the ganzfeld research, and we seek to create positive ex- ~ 
pectations concerning R's ability to identify the target. This infor- ~ , 
mation is tailored to our perception of the needs of the individual .. 
participant, but it generally includes four elements: (1) a brief re- Q 
view of experimental, clinical, and spontaneous case trends indicat- t=' 
ing that ESP is more readily detected during internal attention states ~ 
such as dreaming, hypnosis, and meditation (Honorton, 1977), ~ 
(2) the notion that these states all involve physical relaxation and ~ 
functional sensory deprivation, suggesting that weak ESP impres- g 
sions may be more readily detected when perceptual and somatic ~ 
noise is reduced, (3) the development of the ganzfeld technique to ~ 
test this noise-reduction hypothesis, and (4) the long-term success of g 
the ganzfcld technique as a means of facilitating psi commupicati<;>n ~ 
in unselected su~jects. g 

We encourage "goal orientation" and discourage excessive "task 8 
orientation" during the session; this is especially emphasized with g 
participants who appear to be anxious or overly concerned about ~ 
theil' ability to succeed ill the ganzfeld task. We discourage partici- ,J:.. 
pants from analyzing their mentation during the session, and tell 
them that they will have an opportunity to analyze their mentation 
during the judging procedure. They are encouraged to adopt the 
role of an .outside observer of their mental processes during the 
ganzfeld., Again, this is emphasized with those who appear an;<ious 
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about their performance; they are advised to relax, follow the taped 
instructions, and to simply allow the procedure to work. We inform 
participants that they may experience various types of correspond
ence between their mentation and the target; they are told that they 
may experience direct, literal correspondences to the target, but that 
they should also be prepared for correspondences involving distOl'
tions or transformations of the target content, cognitive associations, 
and similarities in emotional tone. Finally, we orient new partici
pants to where Se and E will be located during the session. 

METHOD 
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Layout and Equipment 

gRand Se are sequestered in nonadjacent, sound-isolated and 8 a electrically shielded rooms. Both rooms are copper-screened, and Figure 1. Floor plan of experimental suite. 0 .. 
:e: are 14 ft apart on opposite sides of E's monitoring room, which pro- j: 
~ vides the only access. Rand Se remain isolated in their respective judging period associations. There is two-way intercom communi~ 

rooms until R completes the blindjudging procedure. cation between E and R. One-way audio communication hom R tco 
~ R's room is an Industrial Acoustics Corp., lAC 1205A Sound- Se allows Se to listen to R's ganzfeld mentation. 5> 
;0 Isolation Room, consisting of two 4-inch sheetrock-filled steel ;0 
o panels. The two panels are separated by a 4-inch air space, for a Receiver Preparation S6 
~ total thickness of one foot. ~ 
6 The inside walls and ceiling of Se's room are covered with 4-inch R sits in a comfortable reclining chair in the lAC room. Se keepc 
~ Sonex@> acoustical material, similar to that used in commercial R company while E prepares R for visual and auditory ganzfel~ 
~ broadcast studios. A free-standing Sonex-covered plywood barrier stimulation. Translucent hemispheres are taped over R's eyes \~it~ 
;;0 (5 ft wide by 8 ft high) positioned inside the sender's room, between Micropore@> tape. Headphones are placed over R's ears. A clip~o~ 
g Se's chair and the acoustical door, blocks sound transmission microphone is fastened to R's collar. A 600-wau red-filtered RoodE 
·~---throtlgh-the--door--frame;-'fTgure-'htrows-ltre-rhrot-plafiof-tneex :---- ... "--'-"--"'-'---llgnt, !ocafeoapproxTriiateryoTf-iD. front'''orR's-face ;-is-adTu'stedilb .---'" 
g pCJ'imcntal 1'001llS. illtcw;ity ulltil R reports a comfortable, shadow-free, hOl11dgeneou{5 
8 E occupies a console housing the computer system and other visual field. White noise level is similarly adjusted; R is informe~ 
g equipment. The computei' is an Apple II Plus with two disk drives, that the white noise should be as loud as possible without being ang 
~ a printer, and an expansion chassis. The computer peripherals in- noying or uncomfortable. The ganzfeld light and white noise inten-1" 
,J:.. clude a real-time clock, a noise-based random number generator sity are adjusted from E's console after Rand Se are sequestered in~ 

(RNG), a Cavri Interactive Video Interl~lCeCf-'I>, all Apple game pad- their respective rooms. 
dIe, and a fan. Other equipment includes a color TV monitor, the 
VCR used to access and display targets, and three electrically iso
lated audiocassette recorders. One audiocassette recorder presents 
audio stimuli (prerecorded relaxation exercises, session instructions, 
and white noise). Another plays background music during the ex
perimental setup. The third records R's ganzfeld mentation and 

Sender Preparation 

Se sits in'a comfortable reclining chair in the sender's room. Se 
faces a co!or,".TV monitor, wearing headphones. During the sessiori, 
Se can hear R's mentation report through one headphone; .if dy-
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namic targets are used, Se hears the target audio channel through 
the other headnhone. , 

Series Manager Setup Procedures 

E accesses the autoganzfeld computer program through the Se
:t> ries Manager software. Series Manager is a password-protected, menu
:g driven control program. It provides the only means through which 
(3 an experimenter may specify parameters for the series design, reg
~ ister new participants in the series, set up a session, and run a ses
a. sion. The Series Manager menu is accessed through entry of a private 
~ (and nonechoing) password. 
~ -Series design. A valid series design must exist hefore sessions can 
~ be run in an experimental series. This is dOlle through the Series 
m Manager "design" module. The design module prompts E to specify 
g: the type of series (pilot, screening, or formal), the number of 
I\) participants, the maximum number of trials per participant, the 
g total number of trials per series, and the series name. There is no a provision for changing the series design once it is accepted by E. 
:e: Design parameters are saved in a disk file; they are passed to the 
~ experimental program at the beginning of the session. 
(') Participant registration. When R is new to a series, E accesses 
5> "Participant Registration" from the Series Manager menu before the 
;:b session. E is prompted to enter R's name and identification number. 
S6 The module verifies that the maximum number of participants 
CD specified in the design is not exceeded. (An error message appears 
6 if an attempt is made to register more participants than are speci
~ fied in the design; then, control is returned to the Series Manager 
gg menu.) 
~ Session setup. E then selects "Session Setup" from the Series Man
e ngr:r menl1. 1': is prompt{'n to enter R's 11:1111(' :Inri the pl'ogral11 vel'

~ ifies that R has not already completed the maximum number of g trials specified in the design module. (An error message appears if 
~ a participant has completed the number of sessions allowed for the 
g series or has not been properly registered; control is then returned 
7" to the Series Manager menu.) E enters Se's name and the sender 
-Iloo type: lab, lab friend, or friend. Lab senders are PRL staff members 

whose acquaintance with the participant is limited to the experi
ment. Lab Jriend refers to PRL staff senders who have some social 
acquaintance with R outside the laboratory. Friend senders are friends 
or family members of the participant. Finally, E enters the ganzfeld 
light and noise intensity levels and his or her initials. E then leaves 

," 

. ~; '\ 
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the monitoring room while another PRL staff person supervises tar
get selection. 

Targets 

The system uses short video segments (dynamic targets) and still 
pictures (static targets) as targets. Dynamic targets include excerpts 
from ,[notion pictures, documentaries, and cartoons. Static targets -6" 
include art prints, photographs, and magazine advertisements. ~ 

There are 160 targets, arranged in judging sets of four dynamic ~ 
or four static targets. The sets were constructed to minimize simi- [ 
larities among targets within a set. The targets are recorded on four "T1 

one-half-inch VHS format videocassettes; each videocassette con- ~ 
tains 10 target sets (5 dynamic and 5 static). A signal recorded on ;;0 

an audio track of each videocassette allows computer access of the *' 
targets. Target display time-to Se during each sending period and ~ 
to R during the judging period-is approximately one minute; CD 

blank space added to briefer targets insures that the VCR remains ~ 
in play mode for the same length of time for all targets. ~ 

Preview packs. The video display format of the autogan'zfeld tar- g 
gets does not permit simultaneous viewing of the entire target set ::i: 
during the judging procedure as is done in many nonautomated co 
ganzfeld studies. Each target set is therefore accompanied by a pre- Q 
view pack containing brief excerpts of all four targets in the set; this t=' 
gives R a general impression of the range of target possibilities. R ~ 
views the preview pack at the beginning of the judging procedure; "C -

it runs approximately 30 sec. ~ 
e 
e 

Target Selection ~ 
CD 

. ;;0 
Thc taq;cL SelcctUI- (TS) is a PRL staff IIIClllbcl' who ha'~ 110 can- e 

tact with either E or R until after the blind-judging procedure. TS ~ 
is needed to load the videocassette containing the target into the g 
VCR. TS is informed which of the four videocassettes contains the 8 
target, but remains blind to the target's identity. If Se is a staff g 
member, Se serves this role; otherwise, a staff member not involved ~ 
in the session serves as TS. (In the latter case, Se and Rare seques- ,J:.. 
tered in their respective rooms before TS enters the monitoring 
room. ) 

The Sirles Manager program prompts TS to press a key on the 
computer keyboard. A program call to the hardware RNG obtains 
the target..yalue (a number between 1 and 160) and stores it ~n, com-
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puter memory.2 The program determines the target set and video
cassette number from the target value. The videocassette number is 
displayed on the monitor, and TS is pnllllptcd 10 illscI'I it illlo lhe 
VCR. The program verifies that the corrcct viclcocasscl.le has bcen 
inserted and clears the monitor screen; if the videocassette is not 
correct, an error message prompts TS to insert the correct vidco
cassette. 

TS places a cardboard cover over the VCR's front panel to con- ;_ 
ceal the digital counters and VU meters. Finally, TS leaves the mon
itoring room with the three remaining videocassettes, knocking 
three times on the monitoring room door as a signal for E to return . 

Relaxation Exercises and Gam/eld Instructions 
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M entation/Sending Procedures 

Heceive!' mentation report. Arler the relaxalion exercise and in
structions, R listcns to the white noise through headphones [or 30 
minutes. R reports whatever thoughts, images, and feelings occur in.6" 
the ganzfeld. The mentation report is monitored by E and Se from~ 
their respective rooms. The mentation report is tape recorded, and ~ 
E takes_detailed notes for review from R prior to judging. [ 

Target presentation and sender procedures. A Cavri Video Interface Il 
automates computer access and control of targets from a JVC BR- ~ 
6400U VCR. An electronic video switcher selectively routes the;;o 
video output (VCR or computer text mode) to three color TV mon- *" 
itors, one each for E, R, and Se. E's and R's monitors remain in ~ 

. computer text mode until the judging period. During each of the CD 

Rand Se undcrgo a 14-mm prerecorded relaxation exercise be- six sending periods, Se's TV monitor is switched from computer ~ 
[ore the mentation/scnding period: This provides a uniquc sharcd tcxt to VCR mode. 8 
experience for Rand Se before the ESP task. The relaxation exer- At the beginning of each sending period, Se's monitor displays 0 
cise includes progressive relaxation exercises and autogenic plnases thc pmmpt, "Silently communicate the contents and meaning of the j: 
Uacobson, 1929; Shultz, 1950). Ganzfdd instructions arc rccordcd target to [R's first name]." Se views the target and attempts to COI11- ~ 
after the relaxation exercise. Thc instructions and relaxatioll eXCI"- Illunicate its contents to R. Se mentally reinforces R for· target- (') 

Q cise are delivered in a slow, soothing but confident manner with related associations and mentally discourages R when the mentation 5> 
t=' ocean sounds in the background. The style of presentation is similar is unrelated to the target. ;0' 
~ to a hypnotic induction procedure. The ganzfeld instructions to R, S6 
~ which are also heard by Se, are as follows: Judging Pmcedure ~ 
0) I 

g ?uring this experiment we ~ant you to think out loud: Rep?rl all of the After the mentation period, E turns off the ganzfeld light and ~ 
~ In:ages, thoughts, and feelmgs that pass through your mmd. Do not reads back R's mentation from the session notes. R remains in ganz- gg 
CD cling to any of them. Just observe them as they go by. At some point t ld d· h . . . . . b t h·ft ,. ;;0 
~ during the session, we will send you the target information. Do not try e EU,rmgdt Re, mTevntatlOr: reVIew to .mlhI1ldm~ze anVYCRa rU P

d 
sb1 thm g 

. . . . . . . state. s an s mOI1ltors are SWItc e mto mo eye o to antiCIpate or conjure up thiS mformatlOn. Just give yourself the sug- . . _. _ _ _ _____~ __ 
.~.-- --gesrion;-rrghrmyw=-iiCtnerorm()fmakmg a "WiSli=--that tne informaiwn------------- _mm-------romputer;-which-discr-prompts Seto-'-'S,fentty-dirEct iit'-s -first name t ~ g wiII appear in consciousness at the appropriate time. Keep your eyes to select the target t~at yo~ saw.:' Se's TV monitor remains blank 8 
w open as much as possible during the session and allow your conscious- (computer mode) dunng thIS penod.. . . ___ .. 0 

g ness to flow through the sound you will hear through the headphones. .R remov~s the eye covers and VI~WS the preVIew pa.ck. From g 
~ One of us will be monitoring you in the other room. Now gel as coni- their respective rooms, Rand E then view the four potentIal targets l' 
,J:.. fortabJe as possible, release all consciolls hold of your body, and allow (the actual target and three decoys), which are presented in one of -Iloo 

it to relax completely. As soon as YOll begin observing yOUI" mental proc- faur randol11 sequences. R, viewing each candidate, associates to the 
esses, stan thinking out loud. COlllinue to share your thoughts, images, item as though it were the actual target, describing perceived simi-
and feelings with us throughout the session. larities between the item and the ganzfeld mentation. While R as

sociates to each candidate, E points out potential correspondences 
that R may,qave overlooked.3 R views any of the target candidates 
as often as desired before proceeding to the judging task. , " 

-------' 
3 This applies to Pilot Series 3, Novice Series 103-105, and to Experienced Series 

7 An exceptioll occlIrs in thc two t;lI·gct cOlllparisoll serics (Serics :lO I alld :IO~). 
See pp. 112-113. 

I' 
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A 40-point rating scale then appears on R's TV monitor. The 
scale is labelled 0% on the left and 100% on the ri~ht. Using- a com
puter-game paddle to Illove a poilltel' horizontally across the ratillg 
scale, R indicates the degree of similarity between his ganzfeld men
tation and each potential target. E and Se view R's ratings on their 
monitors. The program checks for ties, and, if they occur, R I-e-rates 
the four candidates to obtain unique ratings for each. The program 
then converts R's ratings into ranks. A rank of 1 is assigned to the 
candidate R believes has the strongest similarity to his ganzfeld men
tation; a rank of 4 is given to the candidate R believes is least like 
his ganzfeld experience. 

Feedback and Post-Session Procedures 

After R finishes judging, Se leaves the sender's room and enters 
R's room with E. Se reveals the actual target, which the computer 
automatically displays 011 R's TV IllOlIitor. The sessioll data an; writ
ten to a floppy disk file. 

Following feedback, E is prompted to backup the series data 
disk. The target videocassette is then automatically wound to a po
sition near the center of the videocassette (frame 50,0(0). E selects 
"Analysis" from the Series Manager menu, and obtains a hardcopy 
printout of the session data file. The printout includes: the file 
name, R's name and ID number, series type, session number, Se's: 
name, E's initials, date and start time, target number, target position 
in the set, R's target rankin~, the standardized tar~et ratin~ (z 
score), target judging sequence, target nallle, target type and set 
number, sender type, light and white noise levels, l-inish time, and 
optional experimenter's comments_ The printout is attached to E's 
notes on R's mentation and placed in a ring binder containing all 
such information for the series. The audio tape of the session is sim
ilarly filed. 

Experimenters 

Eight Es contributed to the <lutoganzfeld database. I-Iollorton, 
one of the originators of the psi ganzfeld technique, has conducted 
psi ganzfelcl experiments over a 16-year period. Derr and Varvoglis 

!lOI afld :102, Il does flot apply to tlie earlier ~erie~ (Pilol Seric~ 1~2: NOl'icl' Sl'I'il'~ 
10 I-I 02; or Experienced Series 30 I). This practice was initiated because participanls 
f"requelllly railed to idellliry obvious co .... espolld .. llces betweell thd .. IIlelllali()1I alld 
larget elements. 

." 
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worked with Hononon at Maimonides Medical Center and were 
traillcd hy him. BngcI' is prill1arily i-cspol1sib!c for thc !('chnical im
plementation of the autoganzfeld system. He trained Honorton, 
Derr, Varvoglis, and Schechter in its use. Hononon trained Quant, 
Ferrari, and Schlitz in the use of the autoganzfeld system.'1 

j~-xl)f"iml'nl(/.l SEn-il's :t> 

" '0 
Altogether, 241 partiCIpants contributed 355 sessions in 11 sa-

ries. To fully address the issue of selective reporting, we incluci 
every session completed from the inauguration of the experimen~ 
in February, 1983, to September, 1989, when the PRL facility w~ 
closed. Thus, this database has no "file-drawer" problem (Rosenth~ 
1984). ~ 

The studies include three pilot series and eight formal seri~. 
Fivc of" thc formal scries were single-session stlldies with novice p;@
ticipants. The remaining three formal series involved experienc~ 

.. 0 
partICIpants. w 

o 
,J::. 

j)ilot Series ~ 

Series 1. This initial pilot series was conducted during the dev9-
opment and testing of the autoganzfeld system. It served to test s~
tern operation, to detect and correct programming errors, and~ 
fillc-tllllC session liming fUllctions. Nin('tccn sll~iects contributed~ 
sessioIls as Rs. Seven, including I'RL starr mcmbers, had pripr $"-.
perience as Rs in nonautomated ganzfeld studies at Maimoni~s 
Medical Center. The remaining 12 Rs were nc)vices with no pr~r 
ganzfeld experience. Series sample size was not specified in adva~; 
the series continued until we were satisfied that the system was ~-
erating reliably. .-' . ~ 

Series 2. This pilot series was designed by Berger in an atterfiPt 
to avert potential displacement effects and subject judging probl~s 
by having E rather than R serve as judge. R received feedback cily 
to the actual target. Four participants contributed to this sel~s. 
Nine of the planned 50 sessions were completed before Berge~'s~e
pa1"lul"e fl'Ol1l PRL whcn this sCI-ics was discontinucd. 

I Berger', Schechler, and Varvoglis have doclorate degrees III psychology_ Quant 
bolds a maslC'I's dC'RI"C'(' in (-ollllsellinR psydlOlo~y. and Ferrari has a bachelors degree 
in psychology. SchlilZ has conducted independellL gallzldd and relllote-vie\\,illg re
search in 'other laboratories and has a maSlers degree in anthropology . 
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A 40-point rating scale then appears on R's TV monitor. The 
scale is labelled 0% on the left and 100% on the rig-hl. Using a com
puter-game.: paddle.: to move.: a pointe.:r horizolllally across the.: rating 
scale, R indicates the degree of similarity between his ganzfeld men
tation and each potential target. E and Se view R's ratings on their 
monitors. The program checks for ties, and, if they occur, R re-rates 
the four candidates to obtain unique ratings for each, The program 
then converts R's ratings into ranks. A rank of 1 is assigned to the 
candidate R believes has the strongest similarity to his ganzfeld men
tation; a rank of 4 is given to the candidate R believes is least like 
his ganzfeld experience. 

Feedback and P ost-S ession Procedures 

After R finishes judging, Se leaves the sender's room and enters 
R's room with E. Se reveals the actual target, which the computer 
automatically displays on R's TV monitor. The session data are writ
ten to a floppy disk file. 

Following feedback, E is prompted to backup the series data 
disk. The target videocassette is then automatically wound to a po
sition near the center of the videocassette (frame 50,000). E selects 
"Analysis" from the Series Manager menu and obtains a hardcopy 
printout of the session data file. The printout includes: the file 
name, R's name and ID number, series type, session number, Se's 
name, E's initials, date and start time, target number, target position 
in the set, R's target ranking-, the standardized targ-et rating- (z 
score), target judging sequence, t;trget lIame.:, t;lI'get type alld set 
number, sender type, light and white noise levels, finish time, and 
optional experimenter's comments. The printout is attached to E's 
notes on R's mentation and placed in a ring binder containing all 
such information for the series. The audio tape of the session is sim
ilarly filed. 

Experimenters 

Eight Es contributed to the autoganzfeld database. I-Ionorton, 
one of the originators of the psi ganzfeld technique, has conducted 
psi ganzfeld experiments over a 16-year period. Derr and Varvoglis 

20 I ;Iud :102. It does f10t apply 10 Ihe earlier series (Pilot Series 1-2; Novice Series 
101-102; or Expcricnccd SCI'ics 301), 111is practicc was initiatcd becausc participants 
frequently failed to idclllify obvious corrcspondences bctwccn thcir mClllation and 
target e1emenlS. 

;1. 

"'i' 

:.\ 
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worked with Hononon at Maimonides Medical Center and were 
tl'ailll'd hy hi1l1. Ikq~(T is p!'illlariiv respol1sihle for the technical im
plementation of the autoganzfeld system. He trained Honorton, 
Derr, Varvoglis, and Schechter in its use. Hononon trained Quant, 
Ferrari, and Schlitz in the use of the autoganzfeld system,4 

Experimental Series » 
"0 
"0 

Altogether, 241 participants contributed 355 sessions in 11 stO 
ries. To fully address the issue of selective reporting, we includi 
every session completed from the inauguration of the experimen~ 
in February, 1983, to September, 1989, when the PRL facility w~ 
close.:d. Thus, this database has no "file-drawer" problem (Rosenth<ttJ 

1984). *" 
The studies include three pilot series and eight formal seri~ 

Five of the formal series were single-session studies with novice pa~
ticipants. The remaining three formal series involved experienc~ 

. . 0 
partICIpants. ~ 

o 
~ ..... 
co ' Pilot Series 

Series 1. This initial pilot series was conducted during the dev~ 
opment and testing of the autoganzfeld system. It served to test s~
tem operation, to detect and correct programming errors, and tlJ) 

fi 1I('-t ulle session t illling functions. Nincteen su~iects contributed ~ 
sessiolls as Rs. Sevell, including l'RL stall' members, had pripr l.~
perience as Rs in nonautomated ganzfeld studies at Maimoni~s 
Medical Center. The remaining 12 Rs were novices with no pr~r 
ganzfeld experience. Series sample size was not specified in adyani; 
the series continued until we were satisfied that the system was ~-
erating reliably. .. -'. ' ...... 

Sl'ril's 2. This pilot series was clesigned by Berger in an attergt 
to avert potential displacement effects and subject judging probl(Qs 
by having E rather than R serve as judge. R received feedback o~y 
to the actual target. Four participants contributed to this ser~s, 
Nine of the planned 50 sessions were completed before Berger's th::
parture from PRL when this series was discontinued. 

., Bcrger', Schcchter, and Varvoglis havc doctoratc dcgrccs ill psychology, QU:l1ll 
holds a lIla,sters degree ill coullselling psychology, and Ferrari has a bachelors dcgree 
ill psychol,ogy. Schlitz has conducted independclll ganzfcld and remote-viewing re
search in:other laboratories and has a masters degree in anthropology. 
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Srries 3. This pilot series was a pr;lctice series for parllCipalll.s 
. who completed the allotted number ui" sessions ill unguiug {(mllal 
series but who wanted additional ganzfeld experience. This series 
also includes several demonstration sessions when TV film crews 
were present and provided receiver experience for new PRL staff. 
The sample size was not preset. 

Novice ("First-Timers") Se1"ies 

The identification of characteristics associated with successful in
itial performance was a major goal of the PRL ganzfeld project 
(Honorton & Schechter, 1987). Except for Series 105, each novice 
series includes 50 ganzfeld novices, that is, participants with no 

prior ganzfeld experience. Each novice contributed a single ganz
feld session. Most novices had not participated in any psi experiment 
prior to the novice series. 

Series 101. This is the first novice series. 
Series 102. Beginning with this series, R was prompted after the 

mentation period to estimate the number of minutes since the end 
of the relaxation/instructions tape. 

Series 103. Starting with this series, Rs were given the option of 
having no sender (i.e., "clairvoyance" condition). Only four partici
pants opted to have no sender. 

Series 104. A visiting scientist (Marilyn Schlitz) served as E in 
seven sessions and as Se in six sessions with subjects from The Juil
liard School in New York . 

Series 105. This series was started to accommodate the overOow 
~ ofJuilliard students from Series 104. The sample size was set to ~5. 
8 Six sessions were completed at the time the PRL progral'!!_w-,-,~. sl!.s- '.m_ 

... -.. ----~- pended-:-CT'-here-were 20 J uilliard-·students altogether. Sixteen were 
g in Series 104 and four were in Series 105.) 
w 
o 
g Experienced Subjects Series ..... 
J:.. 

Series 201. This series involved especially promlsmg subjects. 
The number of trials was set to 20. Seven sessions by three Rs were 
completed at the time the PRL program was suspended. 

Series 301. This series compared dynamic and static targets. 
Sample size was set to 50 sessions. Twenty-five experienced subjects 
each contributed two sessions. The autoganzfeld program was mod
ified for this series so that each R would have one session with dy-

," 
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Ilamic targets and one session with static targets. Su~jects were in
formed of this only after completing both sessions. 

Series 302. This series used a single dynamic target set (Set 20). 
In earlier series, Target 77 ("Tidal Wave Engulfing Ancient City") 
had an especially strong success rate while Target 79 ("High-SPe.€1 
Sex Trio") had never been correctly identified. We made two p~-., 
gram modifications for this series. The target selection ("Rando~
ize") rOlltine was modified !O select only targets in Set 20, and tl~ 
VCR' tape-centering routine was modified to wind the videotape fA 
a randomly selected position between frame numbers 85,000 a~ 
95,000. The second modification insured that E could not be cuectJ 
perhaps unconsciously, by the time required to wind the tape froi 
its initial position to the target location. ~ 

The study involved experienced Rs who had no prior experien~ 
with Set 20. Each R contributed one session. Participants were u~ 
aware of the purpose of the study or that it was limited to one targ8 -set. The design called for the series to continue until 15 sessiorj 
were completed with each of the two targets of interest. Twenty-fiv:t5: 
sessions were completed when the PRL program was suspended. co 

(") 

Statistical Analysis ~ 
;;0 
o 

Except for two pilot series, series sample sizes were specified iill 
advance. Our primary hypothesis was that the observed succe;r 
rate-the proportion of correctly identified targets-would reliablg 
exceed the null hypothesis expectation of .25. To test this hypot~ 
esis, we calculated the exact binomial probability for the obse;rve~ 
lIumber of direct hits (ranks of I) with I) = .20 and q = .75. O~ 
the basis of the overwhelmingly. positive?utc()me.~_Q[earlier stugi~~n _._-_._. __ .-. __ .. _._-_._---------- ~ 

we preset alpha to .05, one-tailed. . 0 

We also tested tWo secondary hypotheses, based on patterns o§ 
sllccess in earlier psi ganzfeld research. These are: (1) that-dyflami~ 
targets are significantly superior to static targets, and (2) that per~ 
formance is significantly enhanced when the sender is a friend of R~ 
compared to when Rand Se are not acquainted. We initially 
planned to test these hypotheses by chi-square tests, a trial-based 
analysis. However, a consultant (Dr. Robert Rosenthal) suggested 
that a t test using the series as the unit would be a more powel:ful 
test of these hypotheses, and we have followed his recommendation. 

" .• ~ . 5 
The remal!l1l1g analyses are exploratory. 

5 The statistical analyses in this report were performed using SYST AT ,(Wilkin-
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TABLE I 
OUTCOME BY SERIES 

Series N N Hits Effect size 

Series type subjects trials N % (h) z 

J Pilot EJ ~~ H 3G .~5 . ~J~J 
~ 2 Pilot 4 9 3 33 .18 .25 
"0 
"0 3 Pilot 2,11 3G 10 2R .07 .~~ 

0101 Novice 50 50 12 24 -.02 -.30 
~102 Novice 50 50 18 36 .24 1.60 
0.103 Novice 50 50 15 30 .11 .67 
~104 Novice 50 50 18 36 .24 1.60 
., 105 Novice 6 6 4 67 .87 1.78 
~201 Experienced 3 7 3 43 .38 .69 
CD301 Experienced 25 50 15 30 .11 .67 
I\) 
(1)302 Experienced 25 25 16 64 .81 3.93 
CD 
I\) Overall 241 355 122 34 .20 3.89 0 
0 
~Vote. The z scores are based on the exact binomial probability with p = .25 
gand q = .75. -...... co 

(') 

~verall Success Rate 
;;0 

RESULTS 

!6 Ganzfeld hit rate. There were 241 participants, who contributed 
~55 autoganzfeld sessions. The 122 direct hits (34.4%) yield an exact 
gbinomial/J of .00005 (z = 3.89). The effect size, Cohen's It (Cohen, 
~1977), is .20. The 95% confidence interval (CI) is a hit rate from 
~O% to 39%. Because this level of accuracy would occur abollt one 
otime in 20,000 by chance, we reject the llull hypothesis. (See Table 
o 
wI.) ...... 
o Success rate by series. Of the 11 series, 10 yield positive outcomes. 
gThe mean series effect size is .29, SD = .29, t (10) = 3.32. 
~ Homogeneity of effect sizes. Traditionally, psi investigators have 
~een preoccupied by whether there is a significant nonzero effect. 
tAn equally important issue, however, is the size of the effect. There 

is a growing tendency among behavioral scientists to define replic
ability in terms of the homogeneity of effect sizes (Hedges, 1987; 

son, 1988). When I tests are reported on samples with unequal variances, they are 
calculated using the separate variances within groups for the error and degrees of 
freedom following Brownlee (1965). Combined zs are based on Stouffer's method 
(Rosenthal, 1984). Unless otherwise specified, p levels are one-tailed. 

~. 

,.'/' ... ~. 
;.1 
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TABLE 2 
OUTCOME BY EXPERIMENTER 

N HilS Effect 
Experimenter trials N % size (h) 

Quallt lUG 31:1 SG .24 

Honorton 72 27 38 .29 ~ 
Ikrg<:r !i:1 IH :H .~O "0 

Derr 45 12 <)- .05 
"0 

_I ., 
V;lrvoglis 43 II 26 .03 

0 
< 

Scl!ccl!tt:r ItJ 5 3(; .23 CD 
a. 

Ferrari 15 9 60 .72 "T1 

Schlitz 7 2 29 .08 0 ., 
~ 

Rosenthal, 1986; Utts, 1986). Two or more studies are replicates ofcD 
one another if their effect sizes are homogeneous. We assess the~ 
homog-eneity of effect sizes across the I I series by performing a chi-I\) 
square homogeneity test comparing the effect size for each seriesg 
with the weighted mean effect size (Hedges, 1981; Rosenthal, 1984).~ 
The i'orIllula is: . g -...... 

X2(k - 1) = L N;(h; - h)2, 
i == 1 

co 

(') 

5> 
I 

where k is the number of studies, N; is the sample size of the itl~ 
study, and the weighted mean effect size is: ~ 

It 

k 

L NA 
; - 1 
-A 

LN; 
i = 

0) 
I o 
o 
........ 
co 
CD 

~ 
o 
w 

" ...... 
The test shows that the series effect sizes are not significantly nong 
homog-eneous: X2 = 16.25, 10 df, /) = .093. 8 

o 
o 
o ...... Homogeneity of Outcome by Experimenter 
J:.,. 

Eight Es contributed to the autoganzfeld database. (See Table 2.) 
All eight experimenters have positive effect sizes. A chi-square ho
mogeneitY' test, using the mean effect sizes for each E weighted by 
sample size, indicates that the results are homogeneous across ex
perimenters: X2 = 7.13, 7 df, P = .415. 
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TABl.E :I 
(:ANZI,'El.Il SliCCESS IN Ih:I.A'I'ION Ttl NlIMIlER OF SESSI()NS 

No. of sessions as receiver 

2 3 4 + 

N su~jects 183 2:1 24 1 I 
N ll'ials JH:I .1(; 7'2 !i·1 

Hits 53 19 31 19 

% Hits 29 41 43 35 
Effect size (It) .09 .34 .38 .22 

S ubject-B ased A n(llysi~ 

Seventy-six percent of the participants (N = 183) contributed a 
single session as R. Fifty-eight Rs contributed multiple sessions. Par
ticipants with multiple sessions either had direct hits or strongly 
suggestive target mentation correspondences in their first session. 
(See Table 3.) 

Success rate by subjects. To test the consistency of ganzfeId perfor-
mance across participants, we use the standardized ratings of the 

Q target and decoys (Stanford's z scores; Stanford & Sargent, 1983) as 
~ the dependent variable. Stanford zs are averaged for participants 
eg with multiple sessions. Direct hits and Stanfonl zs arc hig-hly COIT(,

'"C lated. 1 n this database, N (353) is .776. The mean Stanford z for the 
~ 241 participants is .21 (SD = 1.04), and t (240) = 3.22 (p = .00073). 
b The 95% Cl is a Stanford z from .08 to .35. The effect size (Cohen's 
~ d; Cohen, 1977) is .21. (The effect size for subjects is nearly identical 
~ to the trial-based effect size. It = .20.) Thus, there is a general ten
o dency for participants to give higher ratings to the actual target 

.. __ ~ ____ J:h'!!L1Q.Jhe ud eCQ,y..s.>-.all.cLthe.. sign i fi ca n ce.-O-£...these-e-X-pe-Hme-ru-5-ts-+lOt· ... 

co 

o attributable lO exceptional performance by a few outstanding sub-
o . 
o Jects. 
w 
o 
g Dynamic Versus Static Targets ..... 
J:,. 

The success rate for dynamic targets is highly significant. There 
are 190 dynamic target sessions and 77 direct hits (40%, It = .32; 
exact binomial p = 1.9 X 10- 6

, Z = 4.62). The hit rate for static 
targets is not significant (165 trials, 45 hits, 27%, It = .05, /) = .276, 
z = .59). Using t.he series effect size as rhe outcome variahle alld 
target type as the predictor variable, the point-biserial correlation 
(rp) between ganzfeId performance and target type is .663, t (17) 

~. 
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N trials 
N hits 
% Hits 
Effect size (II) 
z 

f! 

TI\III.I-: 'I 
SENDER/RECEIVER I'AIRIN(; 

Lab 

I'll! 
46 
33 

.18 
2.01 

Sender as: 

Lab 
friend 

u(i 

24 
36 
.24 

1.93 

Friend 

145 
52 
36 
.24 

2.83 

~ 
"0 
~ 
o 
< 
CD 
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Il 
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.02:1 .026 .0023 ~ 
-----------------------------re 

til 

3.65, P = .002.G The 95% CI for dynamic targets is a hit rate fro~ 
34% to 47%. The CI for static targets is from 21 % to 34%. Thusg 
Ollr hypothesis concerning the superiority of dynamic targets isa 
strongly supported. ~ ..... 

co 
Sbuil'riRf'cr.iver Pairing (') 

Receivers are more successful with friends than with laboratory~ 
senders, although the difference is not statistically significant. TheO 
11l1I1l1)(.:r or sessiolls ill this analysis is :)51 because four sllbjects~ 
opted to have no sender. The best performance occurs with friend ~ 
senders. Sessions with laboratory senders, although significant, haveg ...... 
the lowest success rate. (See Table 4.) co 

Using series effect sizes as the unit of analysis and sender type~ 
as t.he predictor variable (combilling lab friend and friends), 7'" isg 

.. ___ .363, t (17).=:=n __ Lfil ... ---p--=== n..1l6.3.5...7 ___ Then95-%--CI- -fOI'--se.SsiGn5-'Wi-tA--~-
friends is a hit rate from 33.3% to 47%. For lab senders, the CI is g 
from 18.3% to 41.8%. Thus, although the effect of sender type is 8 
not statistically significant, there is a trend toward better results with g 
friends. ~ 

6 Separate effect sizes were obtained for the dynamic and static target sessions of 
each series. Since Series 302 used dynamic targets only, the analysis is based on 11 
dynamic target cffect sizes and 8 static target effect sizes; two static target series (105 
and 201) had extremely small sample sizes (2 and 3 sessions, respectively). A similar 
procedure is used in Ihe analyses of sender/receiver pairing and experienced ver5U5 
novice slll~jects. 

7 Three series involving 1;lboralor), senders were eliminated from this analysis be· 
cause of extl'emc;ly slllall sample sizes. These include SeJ"ies ~ (11 = ~). Series 105 (11 
= 2), and Series 20 I (n = I). Thus, the point biserial correlation is based on II 
series wilh friends and 8 series wilh laboratory senders. 

J:.,. 
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Gall~rl'ld EX/)('l'il'1I0' 

Two hUlldn:d alld eighteell partlCIpallts had their lirst experi
ence as ganzfeld receivers in the autoganzfeld series. (This includes 
the 5 Novice Series 101-105 and 12 novices in Series 1.) For all but 
24 (11 %), their initial autoganzfeld session provided their first ex-

~ perience as participant. in any parapsychological research. or the 
~ 218 novices, 7 I (32.5%, h = .17) correctly identified their target (ex
~ act binomial p = .0073, z = 2.44). 
[ Participants with some ganzfeld experience contributed 137 
"T1 trials and 51 hits (37%, h = .26, P = .001, z = 3.09). When series 
~ effect sizes are used as the unit of analysis and prior ganzf"cld ('x
;;0 p<:riellce is used as the predictor variable, 1'1' is .07tl, t (10) "" O.L!>, 

*" P = .41. The 95% CI for novices is a hit rate from 25.5% to 119.5%. 
~ The CI for experienced participants is from 29% to 50%. 
CD 
I\) 

g Participation b), PRL Labomtory Sta.f.f 
w -g For completeness, we report the contribution of laboratory staff 
~ as subjects in this database. PRL staff members contributed 12 ses
.. sions as R. These sessions yield 3 hits (exact binomial p = .50; h = 
Q .00). 
~ 
I 

~ White Noise and GanzJeld Illumination Levels 
""C 
CD 

~ The mean white noise level (in ;u·bitrary units or 0-7.5) is 2.~)7 
g (SD = 1.77). As measured from the headphones, the mean noise 
~ level is approximately 68 dB. The mean light intensity (arbitrary 
;g units of 0-100) is 73.8 (SD = 26.1). Preferred noise and light in
g tensity levels are highly correlated: r = .569, I (353) = 12.99. 
~ Neither noise nor light intensity is significantly related to ganz
g feld performance. The point-biserial correlation between hits and 
8 noise level is - .020, I (%3) = - O.tlR, I' = .fi31, two tailed. For light 
g intensity, 1"" is - .040, I (353) = - O.7G, I' = .449, two tailed. 
o ..... 
J:.. 

RANDOMNESS TESTS 

The adequacy or randolllizalioll was a 1II'!jor source or disagrce
ment in two meta-analytic reviews of earlier psi ganzfeld research 
(Honorton, 1985; Hyman, 1985). In this section we document the 

~, 

. ~;,( 
! 

; . ~. 
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a<i('(placy or oltr randomizatioll procedure according to guidelines 
agreed on by Hyman and Honorton (1980). 

Global Tests of Random Number Generator 

Full-range Jrequency analysis. As described earlier, autoganzfeld 
targets arc selected through a program call to the RNG for values 
within ~he target range (1-160). The number of experimental ses- ~ 
sions (N = 355) is too small to assess the RNG output distribution ~ 
for the full range, so we performed a large-scale control series to ~ 
test the distribution of values. Twelve control samples were col- CD 

lected. These included five samples with 156,000 trials, six samples ~ 
wit.h 1,!>(iO trials, alld olle salllple or l,5(iO,O()() trials. The 1 ~ result- ~ 

illg ·chi-square values were compared LO a chi-square distribution ;;0 

with 155 df, using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) one-sample test. *" 
The KS test yields a two-tailed p = .577, indicating that the RNG ~ 
used in these experiments provides a uniform distribution of values CD 

throughout the full target range. tI ~ 
Test of Jrequency distribution Jor Set 20. We used a single target set 8 

(Set 20) in Series 302. We repeated the frequency analysis in a (5 
40,000-trial control sample, restricting target selection to the four ~ 
t<II'get values within Set 20 (Targets 77-80). A chi-square test of the ~ 
distribution or targets within Sct 20 shows that the RNG produces (') 
ci uniform distribution of the target values within the set: X"2 = 3.19, 5> 
3 df, P = .363. ;;b 

o 
""C 

TI'sts of lIu' EXj)erillu'lltal RNC Usagl~ ~ 
I o 

Each autoganzfeld session required two RNG calls. An RNG call ~ 
at the beginning of the session determined the target; another, gg 
made before the judging procedure, determined the order in which;;o 
the target and decoys were presented for judging. g 

Distribution oJ targets in the experiment. A chi-square test of the dis~ ~ 
t ribllt iOIl of" val lies withill the u\I·get sets shows that t he targets were g 
selected uniformly from among the four possibilities within each set; 8 
X'2 with 3 dJ is 0.86, P = .835. g 

Dist1·ifmtion of.iudging order. A chi-square test of the judging order ~ 
illdicates that the targets were uniformly distributed among the f"ourJ:.. 
possible judging sequences: the X~ with 3 df is 1.85, P = .604. 

H (>"e of the preview park e\ellle"ls for Set (i, l"o"l;lI""'~ Targets ~ 1 -2·1, was 
damaged. This l:equired filtering the RNG calls in the experiment and coml"ol tests 
to bypass the damaged portion of the videotape, leaving the targets in Pool 6 unused. 
Thus, for the· full-range analyses reponed here, there are 155 df rather than 159. 
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Summary 

The randomness tests demonstrate that the RNG used for target 
selection in these experiments provides an adequate source of ran
dom numbers and was functioning properly during the ex peri

-6" ments. 
"0 
(3 
< CD EXAMPLES OF TARGET-MENTATION CORRESPONDENCES a. 
Il 
o In this section, we present sOllie examples of correspolldellces 
~between targets and ganzfeld mentation. Although conclusions can
*,nol he drawn from qualilative data, lhis material should not be ip;
~nored. It constitutes the raw data on which the objective statistical 
CDevidence is based, and may provide important insights concerning 
~he underlying process. These examples are excerpts from sessions 
&f subjects' ganzfeld mentation reports, identified by them during 
~he blind judging procedure as providing their basis for rating the 
::larget. 
co 

CrarKft 90, Slatir: Dali's "Christ Cmr!fi{'(I." 
):J;{'ri{~s 1. Parliri/Hl7l1 If): 77. Hall/I = I. z .I'O}}'(' 1.07. 
I 
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..... I think of guides, like spirit guides, leading me and I cOllle into like 
a court with a king. It's quiet. ... It's like heaven. The king is something 
like Jesus. Woman. Now I'm just sort of summersaulting through 
heaven. . .. Brooding.... Aztecs, the Sun God.... High priest. .. . 
Fear. ... Graves. Woman. Prayer. ... FuneraL ... Dark. Death ... . 
Souls .... Ten Commandments. f'vIoses .... " 

garget ~7, Dynamic: Tid(lI_3.lIall(~ ~~KlllJi71!{!.nu:i(,,1l1 _cJ:!~.J'TO~!-'-~I'fu~'£ja.\h ___________ _ 
--~rflTJtI(l1IS;--(J FTiilTiasffl 011 err'dl IIIJ'I/iolo[.,'y. A IlUge tidal wa.v{' CJ'Wit.I'.I' 

8to the shore. The scene shifts to a center courtyard of an ancient Greek 

i
'iY; there is a statue in the center, and buildings with Greek columns around 
e periphery. People are running to escape consumption by the tidal wave. 
ater rushes thTOugh the buildings, destroying the columns and the statue; 

frtople scurry through a stone tunnel, just ahead of the engulfing water; 
debris floats through the water. 
Series: 1. Participant ID: 87. Rank = 1. z score = 1.42. 

" ... The city of Bath comes to mind. The Romans. The I'econstruclion 
of the baths through archaeology. The Pal"lhenon. Also getting sort of 
buildings like Stonehenge but son of a cross between Stonehenge and 
the Parthenon. The Byzantine Empire. The Gates of Thunder. The:;, 

, 
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Holy See. Tables floating about. ... The number 7 very clearly. That just 
popped out of nowhel-e. It I"(~minds me a bit of one of the first Clash 
albums, however. The Clash, "Two Sevens" I think it was called. I'm not 
sure ...... [The target was number 77.J 

Series 302. Participant ID: 267. Rank 1. z score = 2.00. 

" .,. A big storm over New York City. I'm assuming it's New York City. 
No, it;s San Francisco .... A big storm and danger. It looks so beautiful 
but I'm getting the sense of danger from it. ... It's a storm. An earth
quake .... " 

Tarw:t 63, Dynamic: flors(~s. From tlu film, "The Lallii' of fl caven." An 
overhead view of five horses galloping in a snow storm. The camera zooms 
in on tlte horses as they gallop thmugh the snow. The scene shifts to a close
up of a single horse trotting in a grassy meadow, first at normal speed, then 
in slow-motion. The scene shifts again; the same horse trotting slowly 
through empty city streets. 
Series: 101. ParticipantID: 92. Rank = 1. zscore = 1.25. 

..... I keep going to the mountains .... It's snowing .... Moving' again, 
this tilllc to thc len, spillllilll{ to the left. ... Spirlllilll{. Like on a carousel, 
,"OI'S(·S. Ilol'S('S 011 a Canl1IS(,1, a CiITIlS .... .. 

Target 46, Dynamic: Collapsing Bridge. Newsreel footage of the collapse of 
a bridge the 1940s. The bridge is swaying back and forth and up and down. 
Light posts are swaying. The bridge collapses from the center into the water. 
Series: 101. Participant ID: 135. Rank = 1. z score = 1.94 . 
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..... Something, some venical object bending or swaying, almost some- g 
m _______ --.!.hl!.lg s\\'.:tyi!!gi!Lthe win(L~)me (hin, .lltlticaL.oI¥a,--be.+ldffig-t:e--t-4e--- --.~ H __ 

leli .... Some kind of ladder-like structure but it seems to be. almost g 
blowing in the wind. Almost like a ladder-like bridge over some kind of 8 
chasm that's waving in the wind. This is _not vertical this is horizon- 0 

tal. ... A bridge, a drawbridge over something. It's-like one of those old g 
English type bridges that opens up from either side. The middle part ...... 
comes up. I see it opening. It's opening. There was a flash of an old 
English stone bridge but then back to this one that's opening. The 
bridge is lifting, both sides now. Now both sides are straight up. Now 
it's closing again. It's closing, it's coming down, it's closed. Are, images 
of arcs, arcs, bridges. Passageways, many arcs. Bridges with many' 
arcs .... 

Tmgfl 137, Static: "Working on a Wate7711elon Farm." This painting shows 
a black man with his back to the jlicture; his susjlenders form a V-shape 

J:.,. 
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around his shoulders. A dog is in front of the man; there are watermelons 
between the dog and the man. The man Jaces a dirt j)(lth with watermelon 
j)(ltches on either sir1t~. On the ifft side, (l1/.ot/wr man IJ1I,~JW.l' (/, wht'/'lIm.1')'0711 
filled with huge watennelons. 
Series: 101. Participant JD: 105. Rank =:= 2. z score = 0.98. 
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... a small lamb, very soft, outside. Small, playful. ... I see a 'Y' 
shape .... An apple .... I see a kitchen towel with a picture on it. Apple 
seeds or a fruit cm in half showing the seeds. A tomato or an apple. 
The fruit was red on the outside .... I thought of watermelon as in a 
watermelon basket. Thinking of kids playing on a beach. Little kids 
playing with balls that are bigger than they are and buckets that are 
three-quarters their size .... I had a thought of going through a tunnel, 
not the kind of tunnel you see on Earth but the type of tunnel described 
when someone dies." 

~Target 64, Dynamic: 1920.1' Car Sinking. ,Fmlll the film "Ghost Stmy." Tlu' 
~cene depicts the murder oj a young blonde woman by three young men in 
ghe 19205. The men are all wearing suits; one oj the men is wearing a 
~edora hat that is turned uj) in the back. The men push an old car intu a 
~ke. The camera shifts between close-ups of their facial expressions, and the 
ctfar, as it slowly sinks into thr. watf'Y. Tftl' woma.n's fa(./' a.nd hand ajl/ll'a]' in 
.. the car's large rectangular rear window; she silently screams out Jor help. 
Q,The car disappears beneath the water as the sequence ends. 
t='Series: 102. Participant ID: 154. Rank = 1. z score = 1.45. 
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..... Girl with a haircut. ... Blond hair. ... A car. ... Thc back or SOIllC

one's head .... Someone running to the right. ... Someone on the right 
in a brown suit ... and a fedora hat turned up very much in the 
back .... Fedora, trench coat, dark tie .... A tire of a car. The car's going 
to the left. An old movie .... I'm picturing an Edward C. Robinson 
movie .... Big roundish car like 1940's. Those scenes from the back win
dow. Bumping once in a while up and down looking through the back 
window you could see that it was' probably a big screen in back of the 
car and the GU"S standing still actually .... I think it's a movie I saw. 
They're being shot at and shooting at the window and then the girl gets 
shot. ... Girl with the blonde hail-cut. ... Someone walking in a suit, 
brown suit. ... It's the 1940's again, 30's maybc. Except it looks like il'S 
in color. Something red, blood ... blood on someone's lap .... A dead 
person all of a sudden .... A big mouth opened. Yelling, but no 
sound .... Two people running near a train .... Dressed in 1920 type 
suits with balloony pants, like knickers .... A big, old-fashioned white car 
with a flat top. 1920's, 30's ...... 

Target 107, Static: Stained-Glass Madonna with Child. This is (1. slailll'd
glass window rir.j)iCling the Virgin Mary and Christ child. 

;.\ 
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"Sollie kind or a hOllse, strllcture .... Some kind of wall or building. 
SOlllelhing" with Ihe sky in the back~rollll(i. Thinking oj' a hell. A hell 
slruClure. Somelhing with a hole with the light coming through the 
hole .... Like a stained glass window like you see in churches." 

Twgl'l 1 Y, :';(alic: Flying Eagle. An cagle with ontstrelched wings is about 
to land on a perch; its claws a1'e extended. The eagle's head is white and its 
wings a?ul body are blac/e 
Series: 104. Participant ID: 316. Rank = 1. z score = 2.00. 

~ 
"0 
"0 
(3 
< " ... A black bird. I see a dark shape of a black bird with a very pointed CD 

beak with his wings down .... Almost needle-like beak .... Something ~ 
that would fly or is flying ... like a big parrot with long feathers on a 0 
perch. Lots of feathers, tail feathers, long, long, long .... Flying, a big ~ 
huge, huge eagle. The wings of an eagle spread out. ... The head of an ~ 
cagle. White head and dark feathers .... The bottom of a bird.... ... m 

til 
Target 144, Dynamic: Hell. From the film "Altered States." This sequence ~ 
depicts a j)sycheddic exjmience. Everything is tinted red. The rapidly shifting g 
scenes include: A man screaming; many people in the midst of fire and ~ 
smolit': a man sr:rt'aming in an isolation lanh; peo/Ilt' in agony; a large sun g 
with a cm'ona around it; a mass crucifixion; people jumping off a precipice, ::.: 
in the midst of fire, smoke, and molten lava; spiraling crucifixes. There is a co 
close-up of a lizard's head, slowly opening' its mouth, at the end oj the se- Q 

~ ~~ I 

,')'eries: 104. Participant ID: 321. Rank = 1. z score = 1.49. ~ 

" ... I just see a big 'X'. A big 'X' .... I see a tunnel in front of me. It's 
like a tunnel of· smog or a tunnel of smoke. I'm going down it. ... rm 
going down it at a pretty fast speed .... I still see the color red, red, red, 
reel, red, recl, red, red .... Ah, suddenly the sun .... The kind of cartoon 
sun you see when you can see each pointy spike around the spl)ere .... I 
stepped on a piece of glass and there's a bit of blood coming out of my 
fool. ... A lizard, with a big, big, big head ...... 
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Tmg('l 148, Statir:. Three Unusual Plant's. Tltrer small aircraft flying in g 
jimltation. rhe planes are white and have swept-back wings; their landing- ~ 
gear is extended. A winding road is visible below. g 
Series: 104. Participant ID: 322. Rank = 2. z score = 0.39. 

..... A .iet plane .... A 747 on I he way 10 Greece. Blue. skies. Sounds like 
it's going ,h,ighei· .... 1 think I'm back on the plane again. 1 never used 
to be afraiQ of Oying until recently .... They need better insulated jets, 
soundproof' like these rooms. They could use these comfortable seats, 
100. Anel .rhe Icg rooll1. The sel'vicc isn't bad eithcL ... Still can't gel the 

..... 
J:,. 
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feeling of being in an airplane out or my mind. Flying over Greenland 
and Iceland when I wCllt to England .... Fcels likc wc're going highcr 
and higher .... Descending. It seems we're descending .... Big airplanes 
nying over with people like me st.aring down .... Flying al"OlIIH]" in ;l 

piece of tin .... Feel like I'm gelting a G-force. Maybe I alll taking oil. 
Sure feels like it. Feels like we're going straight up .... I always fcel like 
when I'm on the plane going homc, I just hope that. plane makcs il past 
the Rocky Mountains .... " 

Target 10, Static: Santa and Coke. This is a Coca-Cola Christmas ad Fom 
the 1950s, showing Santa Claus holding a Coke bottle in his left hand; three 
buttons are visible on Santa's suit. Behind Santa and to his left, is a large 

~ battl/' wj) with tlit' Cow-Cola logo 1('(J.uing agaimt fLU O1'1Ul1l/.t'ult'ri Christma.s 
m tree: 
til S·en·es: 104. p(lrticijm.nt If): 332. Hallli I. z SC{)/"{' /.1·/. CD 
I\) 
o 
o 
w -o 
~ ..... 
co 
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There's a man with a dark beard and he's got a sharp face .... 
There's another man with a beard. Now there's green and white and 
he's in bushes and he's sort of colonial. He looks like Robin Hood and 
he's wearing a hat. ... I can see him from behind. I can see his hat and 
he has a sack over his shoulder. . .. Window ledge is looking down and 
there's a billboard that says 'Coca-Cola' on it.... There's a snowman 
again and it's got a CalTOI for ;1 nose and three black buttons coming 
down the front .... There's a white beard again. There's a man with a 
white beard .... There's an old man with a beard .... " 

;;0 
o 
"C 
CD 
~ Target 70, Dynamic: Dancing in NY City Streets. From the film "The Wiz." 
g The SIJfl7l oj yellow-I)(lVf'(i bridW' over fl ho(Zy t!f watf'r and autll1l1obiir' traffic 
~ is visible in the opening scene; the New Yark City skyline is in the back
;g ground. A hal-air balloon fiies QIII'rhea.ri. Th£' sane shifL~ as Dorothy (Diana 
o Ross), hel· dog Tala, the Lion, Tin Man, and Swrec1"Ow da.nce along the 

u~_ • .bridg.e;_.f.}J],L4_.the.-.bridge'5 51.tpporting. arche~ is behind them The Chrysler. 
g Building is in the background. At the end oI the sequence, the chamcters 
8 dance in front oj" a painted backdrojJ of all old-fashioned building. 

g Series: 105. Parlicij)anl1D: 336. Rank = l. z score = lAO. 
o ..... 
J:.,. "Big colorful hot air balloons .... White brick wall. ... Ocean .... People 

walking before my eyes. Several people. . .. A dog. Hot air balloon ... . 
a nightclub singer.... Back of a woman's head, short curly hair. .. . 
Water. ... Balloon, big ballootl .... Ycllow .... Vcry tall building. Look
ing down at a city. Leaving a city, going up.... Faces. An arc. ... 
Water. . .. A woman's face.... Cal·s, freeway.... A rock-Il-roll sial" 
chanting .... Architecture. Ajester's hat. ... geometrical ligures, designs. 
... Yellow chocolate bar. Water. Going down into water, deep down .... 
Man with long golden hair and sun glasses .... The Bay, San Francisco 

;" 

1'.li COllllllllllimlitlll ill Iht' (;tllI:/i-ItI 1:2:> 

Bay. A lion.... Highways.... Lion, see a lion .... Tornado. . .. Bal
loon. . .. Facc mask .... City .... Lcaning Towcl· of Pisa .... Long hall
way, doorway .... Long road. Long, long desert road .... " 

Target 22, Dynamic: Spirie1:\". From the documentmy "Life on Earth." A 
sj)ider is weaving its wfb. Thf sj)idr.r's long lfgs spring liP and down 7"f
peatnily, weaving strands of the wr.b. The body oj the sl)ider is constantly in 
motion, and bounces Ul) and down. A close-up shows one of the veins of the 
web being stretched out by lhe spidfr. VariolLs views of the web. 
Series: 301. Participant ID: 146. Rank = 2. z score = 0.65. 

" ... Now visual patterns more like a spider web and the color. And then 
like thc form of the veins of a windmill. ... Something like a spider web 
again. A spider web. A pattern that instead of a spider web it looks like 
baskct wcaving .... An imagc of the way SOIllC childrcn wel·c ablc to do 
something like flying when I was a child though I never had one. It was 
a-forgotten what it was called-a pogo stick or ajump stick, something 
in which you jumped up and down and you could hop quite a distance 
by doing so .... I have kinesthetic images all over as in vigorous motion 
expressed in flying or jumping on this sort of spring stick that I men
tioned .... Vigorous motion. It's as though I were trying to combine re
laxation with participating in an image of something very vigorous .... I 
really feel calTied away by these images of vigorous activity without 
being able to localize this activity as to what it is .... " 
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Target J 08, Static: Two fire eaters. A young fire eater, ill the Joreground, ~ 
facing to the right of the picture, blows a huge flame out of his mouth. In 6 
the bar:llf...'TOunrl thr.n! is a.nother firr. mtr.r. A groul) of I)eol'le are watching 0 

on the left side of the picture. ~ 
Series: 301. Participant ID: 146. Rank = 1. z score = 1.71. ;g 

o 
" ... I keep having images of flames now and then .. :. The sound re- 8 

~--~ - ------.• ------.-- ...•. ---.. ----.. --..... -. .. ." ...• - .. -.;...Ji,"----

-lilIl10siii.e-6rHames-roo-:-.-:-:-rIlna-A-imesagain .. : . In these new image~ 0 

the fire takes on a very menacing meaning .... Rather mounlainous g 
sticking lip of bare rocks just as though they had come from a re<;ently ~ 
/"ormed volcano. Volcanos o/" course get back to the lire, extreme heat. g 
I had an image of a volcano with molten lava inside the crater. Molten 7" 
lava running down the side of the volcano .... Cold. Written out there -Iloo 

behind the visual field and thinking how it contrasts with my images of 
flames. Although my images of flames didn't actually include much real 
!Celing of heat. I didn't have any imagery of heat in connection with the 
Hames . .J ust abstract thought of flames .... Now I think of the water as 
a way of pUlling out [Jamcs. Suddcnly, I was biting my Iii). Biting Illy 
lip as thougli lips had something to do with the imagery and I see lips 
out in front .of me .... And the lips I see are bright red, reminding me 
of the flame· imagery earlier. And then a bright heart such as Valentin,e's 
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candy in the shape of a heart. The cinnalllon lIavored candies that I 
remember as a child having at Valentine's. Red color. ... This red as in 
the cinnamon candy is a deep very intense red. And similarly for the 
names. And now I sec the wonl 'I"('cl' ...... 

Twget 94, Dynamic: Hang Gliders. The sequence shows a skier on (l V
.lltO/H,r! h(fllfi filir!f'I". TIlt' .Iflit'/" .llIfll·.1 Ilifih Il/) fI/i()I'I' .11I()11' ('Ol't'lt'd /l/()IlIl/lIill.1 

:t> and a pine forest. At the end, the skier lands on a mountain slope and skis 
:g away. The sequence is accompanied by Pachelbel's Canon. 
(3 Series: 301. Participant ID: 188. Rank = 1. z score = 1.26. 
< 
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CD 

..... Some kind of 'V' shape, like an open book .... I get some moun
tain .... Some kind of bird with a long wing .... The shape of an upside 
dm'm ·Y' .... Ski, something about skiing came to me .... Some kind of' 
a body like an oval shape of a body with wings on top of it in a 'V' 
shape. Another 'Y' like a wing shape .... Something with wings .... 
Again the shape or an umbrella came into my mind. A buttel'lly 
shape .... " 

~ Target 80, Dynamic: Bugs Bunny in Space. In this cartoon, theTe is a close-
8 up of the lower part of a cigaT-shaped rocketship and the supports holding 
o it ujJ. The rocket assembly slides over to the launching j}(ld, directly a/;(me 
j: Bugs Bunny's underground patch. The scene shifts to the underground 
co patch, as Bugs Bunny climbs uj) the !rufdeT leading out of his {HIlch. Un
O knowingly, he climbs up through the inteTioT of the rocketship. The rocket's 
5> sU{)j)OTts jmll away and then it takes (!fI into sjma. The rocket's 11.005(' ('one 
:b spins as Bugs Bunny appears though the top and he sees the Harth recede 
!6 rapidly in the distance. As the sequence ends, Bugs Bunny is hit in the belly 
~ by a cornet. 
6 Series: 302. Participant ID: 292. Rank = 1. z score = 1.48. 
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.. ... Space craft. . , . The solar system. The underside of a helicopter or 
a submarine or some kind or fish that you're seeing from under
neath .... Son of being underneath it. Son of being underneath it. ... A 
very strange image like a cartoon character, animated character. With 
his mouth open kind of. ... Like a hypodermic needle or a candle or 
this shaft like thing with the a pointed top again .... missiles 
flying .... An aerial perspective .... I'm just kind or editing here I think. 
I'm really hoping all this rocketship kind of imagery isn't because of the 
noise. I reel like I'm in a rockctship or sOlllething .... That image of the 
ship going into the belly of the mother ship ...... 

COMPARISON OF STUDY OUTCOMES WITH 

GANZFEI.D META-ANALYSIS 

In this section, we compare the automated ganzfeld study out
comcs with the results of earlier gallzldd studics, sllllllllarized ill ill 

..... 
~ . ~ 
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TA II 1.1-: :) 
CO~II'ARIS(}N OF OVERALL PERFORMAi'\CE IN AUT()~IATED GAi'\ZFELD AND 

META-ANALYSIS DATA SETS 

Outcome N 
vari;lhlc Database sllldies Mean .'-if) rtf /1 

Z scores Meta-analysis 28 1.25 1.57 
0.33 25 .748 

Autoganzfeld 11 1.l0 1.14 

Effect sizes (It) Meta-analysis 28 .28 .46 
0.11 28 .892 

AUloganzfeld 11 .29 .29 

Note. The /; values are two-tailed. 

lIleta-allalysis (I-Ionortoll, 1985). We compare tile two databases 011 

four dimensions: (1) overall success rate, (2) dynamic versus static 
t.argets, (:)) sender/receiver pairing. and (4) novice versus experi
enced subjects. 

Overall Success Rate 

To assess the consistency of results, we compare the II' auto
ganzfeld series to the 28 studies in a meta-analysis of earlier ganz
feld studies (Bononon, 1985, Table AI, p. 84), using direct hits as 
the dependent variable. The outcomes of the two data sets are con
sistent. Both display a predominance of positive outcomes: 23 of the 
28 studies in the meta-analysis (82%) and 10 of the 11 autoganzfeld 
series (91 %) yield positive z scores. The mean autoganzfeld z scores 
and effect sizes are very similar to those in the meta-analysis. (Sef; 
Table 5.) 

Combiued Estimates of Ganzfeld Su.ccess Rate 

Because the z scores and effect sizes for the automated ganzfeld 
are consistent with the original set of 28 studies in the meta-analysis, 
a better estimate of their true population values may be obtained by 
combining them. Positive outcomes were obtained in 33 of the 39 
studies (85%); the 95% CI is from 69% to 99%. Table 6 shows a 
stem-and-Ieaf frequency plot of the z scores (Tukey, 1977). Unlike 
other methods of displaying frequency distributions, the stem-and
leaf plot retains ,the numerical data precisely. (Turned on its side, 
the stem-and~leaf plot becomes a conventional histogram.) Each 
number includes a stem and one or more leaves. For example, the 
stem I is followed by leaves of 6,6,6,7,7,7, representing z scores of 
I.G,I.G,I.G,1.7,1.7,1.7. III the display, the letter "H" identifies the 
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TABLE 6 
DISTRIBUTION OF Z SCORES 

Leaf 

Minimum z -1.97 
D7 Lowcr hiflgc O. :![) 
85 Median z 0.92 
33 Mean z 1.28 

H 222224 Upper hinge 2.08 
M 6667777999 Maximum z 4.02 

666777 SD 1.44 
H 011 Skewness (g,) 0.05 

8 Kurtosis (g2) -0.37 
01124 Combined (Stouffer) z 7.53 
9 
0 

g upper and lower hinges of the distribution, and "M" identifies its 
::.: median. The z's range from - 1.97 to 4.02 (mean z = 1.21, SD = 

co 1.45), and the 95% CI is a z from .76 to 1.66. 
Q The combined z for the 39 studies is 7.53 (/) = 9 X 10- ).I). 
~ Rosenthal's (1984) file-drawer statistic indicates that 778 additional 
~ studies with z scores averaging zero would be required to reduce the 
""C signif1cance of the combined ganzfeld database to nonsignilicance; 
~ that is a ratio of 19 unknown studies for every known study. 
6 A stem-and-leaf display of the effect sizes is shown in Table 7. 
~ The effect sizes rallge frolll - .!J:I lO 1.11 (mean It =.~H, S'f) = .11). 
gg The two mas! extreme values on both sides of the distributiOIl arc 
~ outliers. The 9.5{,Yc, CI is an It between .1.5 and .11; the equivalent hit 
8 rate is from 31.5% to 44.5%. ... ~--.----- -_ .. _----- .-... -.-----~ .. -----.---.- --_ .. _----_ .. _---------

o 
g Dynamic Versus Static Targets 
w 
o 
g The use of video sequences as targets is a novel feature of the 
7" autoganzfeld database. However, a comparable difference in target 
-Iloo type exists in the earlier ganzfeld studies. Of the 28 direct hits stud-

ies in the meta-analysis, 9 studies (by three independent investiga
tors) used View Master stereoscopic slide reels as targets 
(Honorton, 1985, Studies 7-8, 16-19, 21, 38-39). Static targets 
(single pictures or slides) were used in the remaining 19 studies by 
seven independent investigators (Studies 1, 2, 4, 10-13, 23-31, 33-
34, 4 I -42). Like the autoganzfeld video sequences, View Master tar
gets present a variety of images reinforcing a central target theme. 

~" 
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TABLE 7 
DISTRIBUTION OF EFFECT SIZES (COHEN'S h) 

Stem Leaf 
> 

-.!I :1 "0 
"0 

-.4 0 ., 
0 

OUTSIDE VALUES < 
CD 

Minimum II - 0.93l. 
-.3 1 Lower hinge O.l~ 
-.1 0 Median h 0.2 
-.0 51 Mean h 0.2~ 

.0 7779 Upper hinge Oo4l(D 

.1 H 002888 Maximum h Io4-t 

.2 M 1334 Sf) 004 ICD 

.3 11144777 Skewness (g,) 0.2~ 
A H OIl 13 Kurtosis (g2) 204~ 
.5 7 -0 
.7 3 -Iloo -. 8 17 

..... 
CO 

OUTSIDE VALUES 
1.:1 3 Q 
1.4 4 ~ 

----------------------------------~~----~~ 
o 

To compare the relative impact of dynamic and static targets irJ 
the autoganzfeld and meta-analysis, we obtained point-biserial cor-6 
relations for each data set using target type (static or dynamic) a~ 
the predictor variable and the series effect size, Cohen's It, as tht..,g 
outcome variable. We test the difference between the two correla-;::c 
lions llsing Cohen's q (Cohen, 1977). Dynamic targets yield signifi.g 

··---cmrly-targere-ffett-size;-i-rrboth--data-sets-:·-For--the ., I leta -,11 ldtysis ;--ri~~ 
is .409, t (26) = 2.28, P = .015; and for the aUlOganzfeld, ~s re.g 
ported above, 1'1' is .663. The two correlations are not significantl~ 
different (q = .36; z = 1.14). Therefore, we combine the/two dat~ 
sets to obtain a better estimate of the relationship between effect size~ 

I 

and target type: rp = .439, t (45) = 3.28, P = .002. The 95% Cls-lloo 
are 24% to 36% for static targets and 38% to 55% for dynamic tar
gets. Thus, the cumulative evidence strongly indicates that dynamic 
targets are more accurately retrieved than static targets. 

Sender/Receiver Pairing 

A simile!r analysis compares the effects of senderlreceiver pairing 
in the two databases. Studies in the meta-analysis did not routinely 
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provide detailed breakdowns regarding sender/receiver paIrIng. 
Senderlreceiver pairing in the meta-analysis can only be cockd ac
cording to whether suqjects could bring friends to serve as their 
sellder OJ w("lt· J·cSIJ·itlcd 10 bl)()J;!IOJ·Y s("lId("Js. III 17 sllJdies, I,)" six 

independent investigators, subjects were free to bring friends 
(Honorton, 1985, Studies 1-2, 1, 7 -p" I G, 23-28, 30, 33-31, 38-
39). Laboratory-assigned senders were used exclusively in the re
maining 8 studies, by four independent investigators (Studies 10-
12, 18-19, 21, 29, 41). (Three studies using clairvoyance proce
dures and no senders are excluded from this analysis.) For the au
toganzfeld studies, we calculated separate effect sizes for each series 
by sender type (combining lab friend and friend for comparability 
\vith the meta-analysis). In the meta-analysis, 1·1' (23) is .10;>; larger 
effect sizes occurred in studies where friends could serve as sender 
(t = 2.11, P = .023). For the aut?ganzfeld, as reported above, rp is 
.363, in the same direction. The two correlations are very similar (q 
= .05; z = 0.14) and are combined to give a better estimate of the 
relationship between senderlreceiver pairing and ganzfeld study 
outcome: rl' = .3R, l (42) = 2.66, j} = .0055. The 95% CIs are 20% 
to 31lJf, ("or l1n:Jcqllainled send('rireceiver pairs and :H.I '}{, 10 'I!).~'X, 

for friends. Thus, the senderlreceiver relationship does have a sig
nificant impact on performance. 

Effect oj Prior GanzJeld Experience 

The meta-analysis includes 14 studies, by nine independent in
vestigators, in which novices are lIsed exclusively (Honorton, 19R5, 
Studies 2, 4, 8, 10-12, 16-18,23-24,31,41-42). Experienced or 
mixed samples of novice and experienced su4jects are lIsed in the 
remaining 14 studies, by four different investigators (Studies 1, 7, 
19, 21, 25-30, 33-34, 38-39). Studies using experienced su4jects 
were more successful than those limited to novices; the point-biserial 
correlation he tween level of experience and effect size is .229, t (26) 
= 1.20, P = .12. For the autoganzfeld studies, as reported above, 
r p is .078. The two correlations do not differ significantly (q = .155; 
z = 0.40), and the combined rp is .194, t (38) = 1.22, P = .105. The 
respective 95% CIs are 24.5% to 44.5% for novices and 35.5% to 
48% for experienced subjects. 

The 95% CIs for these comparative analyses arc shown graphi
cally in Figure 2. The bottom two rows are CIs for the overall hit 
rates in the meta-analysis and autoganzfeld, respectively. The next 
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Fig-ure 2. Comparison of autoganzfeld and meta-analysis 95% confidence~ 
lilllits. AbbreviaLions are defined as follows: Meta = meta-analysis stuclies,g 
Auto = automated ganzfeld studies, Dyn = dynamic targets, Sta = static ...... 
t;u·g-ets, Lab = laboratory senders, Fr = sencler is friencl or acquaintancegg 
of receiver, Novice = no prior ganzfeld experience, Exper = prior ganz-~ 
(dd experience. 8 

..... 
two rows give the CIs for dynamic targets in the two data sets, andg 
so 011. W 

o 
o 
o ..... 

DISCUSSION 

We now consider various rival hypotheses that might account for 
the experimental outcomes, and the degree to which the automated 
ganzfeld experiments, viewed in conjunction with the earlie,r psi 

J:., 
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ganzfeld studies, constitute evidence for psi communication. Finally, 
we consider directions for future research suggested by these (ind-
II1gs. 

Rival Hypotheses 

I'si COIllIll/l1Iimlioll ill tilt- (;IIII:ji-/d I,),) 

iments. Nevertheless, to totally exclude any possibility of subliminal 
cueing, we modif-ied the equipment. Additional testing c?~~rmed 
that this modification dfectivdy eliminated all leakage. liliS was 
formally confirmed by an audio spectrum analysis, co,:,~ring the .fre
quency domain between 475 Hz and 15.2 kHz .. The crltlcal. q~e~tlOn, 

. of course, is whether performance on dynamIC targets dImInIshed 
Senmry Cues. Only Se knows t.he ident.ity of the t.aq~et untIl R after this modification. The answer is no; in fact, performance im-

finishes the automated judging proce.du~e. If Se i~ not a P~L staff proved. ~efore the modification, the direct hit rate on .dyna.mic tar-
member, a staff men:ber not ?therwlse mvolved m the sessIOn su- gets was 38% (150 trials, 57 hits, h = .28, exact bmomI~1 p = 
pervises target selectIon. In eIther case, the target selector knows .00029, Z = 3.44); the 95% CI was from 31 % to 45%. Followmg the 
only which videocassette contains the targe~. The target selector modification, the direct hit rate was 50% (40 trials, 20 hits, h = .52, 
leaves the monitoring room with the remai11lng three tar~et tapes exact binomial p = .00057, Z = 3.25) with a 95% el from 37% to 
after knocking three times on the monitoring room door, signallmg 63%. The direct hit rate for all targets-static and dynamic-after 
E to return. Since the target selector only knows the videocassette the modification was 44% (64 trials, 28 hits, h = .39, exact binomial 
number, variations in knocking cannot communicate a?y.useful in- (J = .00082, Z = 3.15). 
formation to E. The cardboard covel' over the VCR ehmll1ate~ a~y RmuiomiwliolL. As I·lyman and Honorlon (1986, p. 357) have 
visual cues to E regarding. the positi~n of the videotape o~- the actI:'- pointed out, "Because ganzfeld experiments involve only o~e t~rget 
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(') and has a soundlt .. a~k).., . . .' . > •• ' • • hel' attention to a frequency a.nalysis allowing '.l~ses,~ment of tl~e de- , 
5> Se.nsory transm~ssJOn from S~ to R dunng the ganzfeld seSSIOIl IS gree to which targets occur WIth equal probabIltty. We have docu- Q 

..... 
co 

:b elimmated by havmg Rand Se.m separate, sound-att~nuated rooms. mented both the general adequacy of the RNG used for target se- t=' 
S6 If ~ither p~rticipant leaves theIr ro~m ~efore R's .r~tlngs have been lection and its proper functioning. during .the experiment. . ~ 
CD regIstered 10 the computer, the seSSIOn IS unconditIOnal~y aborte~L Data selection. Except for two pIlot studIes, the number of partIc- ""C 

~ The videotape target display system prevents pot~ntIa~ handhn!5 ipants and trials were specified in advance for each series. The pilot ~ 
g cues during the judging procedure. Computer regIstratIon of R s or formal status of each series was similarly specified in advance and g 
~ target ratings and automated feedback aner the session prevents the \'cconlcd 011 disk before beginning the series. We have reported all ~ 
;g possibility of cheating by Se during feedback, raised by Hyman trials, including pilot and ongoing series, using the automated ganz-. ;g 
8 (1985). . .. reId system. Thus, there is no "file-drawer" proble~ in this data- g 

_.= . _. ·--------A:fter-ctbm:tt-80-0/o--Bf-t:h-@.--5@&s«ms-.were.~-1L.was.l2eCQmmg.- .. -. -------.-.--base;--- _____ .. ____ .. ____ .. ________ .. _ .. ____ . __ . ____ ... ___________ ._ ........ ___ . . ..... __ ....... _. ~ .. __ 
g clear that our hypothesis concerning the super~ority of dyn~mic tar- Psi ganzfeld success rate is similar for pilot and formal sessions: g 
8 gets over static targets was receiving substantIal confirmatIon. Be- The proportion of hits for the 66 pilot sessions is .32 (h = .16, P = 0 g cause dynamic targets contain auditory as well as visu~l ~~for~~tio~, .129, Z = 1.13). For the 289 formal ses.s~ons, .t~.e prop~rtion c?j-r~ct g 
7'" we conducted a supplementary test to assess the YOSSlhlhty, o( .IU(~I- is .:>5 (It = .22, I' = .0001, z = 3.71). 1 he difference IS not slgl1lfi- ~ 
-Iloo tory leakage from the VCR soundtrack to R. WIth the VCR audIO cant: X~ = 0.11, 1 df, I} = .734. ,J:.. 

set to normal amplification, no auditory signal could be detected If we assume that the remaining trials in the three unfinished 
through R's headphones, with or without white noise. When an ex- series would yield only chance results, these series would still be sta-
ternal amplifier was added between the VCR and R's headphones tistically significant (exact binomial p = .009, Z = 2.36). This ,:ould 
and with the white noise turned completely off, the soundtrack reduce the overall Z for all 11 series from 3.89 to 3.61. Thus, mclu-
could sometimes be faintly detected. It is unlikely that subjects cou1? sion of the three incomplete studies does not pose an optional stop-
have detected any target audio signal with the norI?al VCR amph- ping problem:!' 
fication and white noise; as we have reporte~, there I~ no correlatIon Multiple analysis. Informal examination of recent issues of sev~ral 
between ganzfeld success rate and whIte nOIse level m these exper- American Psy{;hological Association journals suggests that correctIon 
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for multiple comparisons is not a common practice in more conven
tiollal an:as of" psychological illquiry. Nt:vt:rthdt:ss, half" of" I I Ylllall's 
(19H5) 50-page nit ique of" earlier psi ganzldd research f"ocllsed OIl 

issut:s related to multiple testing. In the presellt case, advance spec
ification of the primary hypothesis and method of analysis prevent.s 
pI'o(,lcJIIS illvolvillg J11l1l1ipk alJalysis OJ" J11l1l1iple ilJdin's ilJ 0111' tcst 

of the overedl psi ganzfeId effect. Our direct hits analysis is act.ually 
less significant than either the Slllll or ranks method (z = 1.01, /' 
'2.7 X 10 - r.) or Stanford's z scores (t :=: 4.53, 354 dj; P = 4.1 x 
10-6). 

In addition to the primary hypothesis, how(,ver, we also tested 
two secondary hypotheses cOllc('millg the impact or tal'get tVlw ;lIId 

senderlreceiver pairing Oil psi perlormance, and we have presented 
several purely exploratory analyses as well. Our Results section in
c1l1des I:; .\iglJifi(;lIlu· 1t"~I:-' ilJvolvilJg psi pe!d"oJ'JllaIJLC as Illc dC]>CII

dent variable, and the p values cited are not adjusted for multiple 
comparisons. or the 15 significance tests, 9 are associated with p < 
.05. The Bonferroni multiple comparisons procedure provides a 
conservative method of' adjusting the alpha level when several si
multaneous tests of significance are performed (Holland & Copen
haver, 1988; Hyman & Honorton, 1986; Rosenthal & Rubin, 1984) . 
When the BonJ'crnmi adjustIllent is applied, six or the nille imlivid
ually significant outcomes remain significant; these are: the overall 
hit rate, the sul~iect-based analysis using Stanford z scores, the dif
ference between dynamic and static targets, the dynamic target hit 
rate, and the hit rate for experienced subjects. 

Although the relationship between psi performance and sender 
type is not independelltly significant in the autogaJlzldd, the cor
relation coefficient of .363 is close to that observed in the meta
analysis (r = .403), and the combined result is significant. The cu
mulat ive evidence, therefore, does support (he conclusion (hat the 
sender/receiver reialiollship is a significallt lIloderator or gamfdd 
psi performance. 

Security. Given the large number of sul~jects and the significance 
of the outcome using su~jects as the unit of analysis, suqject decep
tion is !lO( a plausible explanatioJl. The automated gaJlzf"eld protocol 
has been examined by several dozen parapsychologists and behav
ioral researchers from other fields, including well-known critics of 
parapsychology. Many have participated as subjects, senders, or ob
servers. All have expressed satisfaction with our handling of security 
issues and controls. 

In addition, two experts on the simulation of psi ability have ex
amined the autoganzfeld system and protocol. Ford, Kross has been 

','. ", 
; . ~ 
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a pro ('(.'ssional mentalist ('or over 20 yeal·s. lie is the author of' many 
articles in mentalist periodicals and has served as Secretaryrrreas
IIrer oj' the Psychic Entertainers Association. Mr. Kross has provided 
us with the following statement: "In my professional capacity as a 
IJl('llt;llisl, I h;\v(' revicwed Psvchopltvsic;d Research Laboratories' 
automated ganzldd system ano found it to provide excellent secu
rity against deception by subjects" (personal communication, May, 
I mj~)). We have received similar comments from Daryl Bem, Pro
fessor of Psychology at Cornell University. Professor Bern is well 
known for his research in social and personality psychology. He is 
also a member of' the Psychic Entertainers Association and has per
("orlllcd ("OJ' JllaJlY ycars as ;1 lIIelltalist. lie visiled PRJ. ror SC\'tTal 

days and was a subject in Series 101. 
'I'll(' issll(, of' illv('stiK";ltOl' illtC'K"I'ity C;tll ollly 1)(' conclusively ad

dressed through independent replications. It is, however, worth 
drawing attention to the 13 sessions in which a visiting scientist, 
Marilyn J. Schlitz, served as either experimenter (N = 7, 29% hits, 
II, :=: .08) or sender (N :=: 6, 67% hits, h :=: .36). Altogether, these 
sessions yielded 6 direct hits (N = 13, 46.2% hits, h = .45). This 
effect size is more than twice as large as that for the database as a 
whole. 

Status of the Evidence jor Psi Communication in the Gamjeld 

The automated ganzfeld studies satisfy the methodological 
guidelines recommended by Hyman and Honorton (1986). The Je
suIts are statistically significant. The effect size is homogeneQl.ls 
across 11 experimental series and eight differen~ experimenters. 
Moreover, the autoganzfeld results are consistent with the outcomes 
of' the earlier, nonautomated ganzfeld studies; the combined Z ,of 
7 .!i:~ would be expected to arise by chance less than one time in 9 
trillion. -

We have shown that, contrary to the assertIons of certain critics 
(Druckman & Swets, 1988, p. 175), the ganzfeld psi effect exhibits 
"consistent and lawful patterns of covariation found in other areas 
or inquiry." The automated ganzldd studies display the saIlle pat
terns of relationships between psi performance and target type, 
sender/receiver acquaintance, and prior testing experience found in 
earlier ganzfeld studies, and the magnitude of these relationships is 
consistent across the two data sets. The impact of target type and 
sender/receiver acquaintance is also consistent with patterns in spon
taneous case studies, linking ostensible psi experiences to emotion
ally significant events and persons. These findings cannot be ex-
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plained by conventional theories of coincidence (Diaconis & 
Mosteller, 1989). 

Hyman and Honorton (1986) have stated, 

... the best way to resolve the [ganzfeld] controversy ... is to await the 
outcome of future ganzfeld experiments. These experiments, ideally, 
will be carried Ollt in such a way as to circumvent the file-drawer prob
lem. pnlhlcllls or lllllhiple allalysis. alld the val'iotlS tlercets ill I'alldolll
ization, statistical application, and documentation pointed out by 
Hyman. If a variety of parapsychologists and other investigators con
tinue to obtain significant results under these conditions, then the exis
tence of a genuine communications anomaly will have been demon
strated. (pp. 353-354) 

Psi Communication in the Ganzfeld 137 

We urge ganzfeld investigators to use dynamic targets and to de
sign their studies to allow subjects to have the option to have friends 
or acquaintances as their senders. The similarity of the autoganzfeld 
and meta-analysis data sets strongly indicates that these factors are 
important moderators of psi ganzfeld performance. If our estimate :t> 
of the impact of dynamic and static targets is accurate, a 50-session ~ 
series using dynamic targets has approximately an 84% chance of ~ 
yielding a significant outcome. A comparable series with staLic Lar- CD 

gets has only about one chance in five of achieving significance. ~ 
o ., 
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Evidence for Consciousness-Related Anomalies in 
Random Physical Systems 
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Speculations about the ;ole of consciousness in physical sysJems are frequemly 
observed in the literature concerned K'ith the interpretation of Juantum mechanics. 
While only three experimental investigations can be found on Ihis topic in physics 
journals. more than 800 relevant experiments have been reporf·ed in the literature 
of parapsychology. A well-defined body of empirical eridenc from this domain 
K'as ret'iewed using meta-analytic techniques to assess method logical quality and 
overall effect size. Results showed effects conforming to ch ce expectation in 
cOll/rol conditions and unequivocal non-chance effects in expe~imental conditions. 
This quantitative literature ret'iew agrees with the findings of two earlier reviews. 
suggesting the existence of some form of consciousness-related !romaly in random 
physical systems. . 

\ 

1. INTRODUCTION 
i 

The nature of the relationship between human conscio4sness and the 
physical world has intrigued philosophers for millenia. I? this century, 
speCUlations about mind-body interactions persist, often contributed by 
physicists in discussions of the measurement problem in quantum mechanics. 
Virtually all of the founders of quantum theory-Plan~k, de Broglie, 
Heisenberg, Schrod~n.ger, Ein~tein~onsid~r~d this subject ir depth, (l) and 
contemporary phYSICists contmue thiS tradition. (2-7) : 

I Department of Psychology, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jert; y 08544. Present 
address: Contel Technology Center, 15000 Conference Center Drive, P.O. Box 10814, 
Chantilly, Virginia 22021-3808. . 

1 Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering. Princeton' Uni~ersity, Princeton, 
New Jersey 08544. 
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The following expression of the problem can be found in a recent 
interpretation of quantum theory: 

If conscious choice can decide what particular observation I measure, and there
fore into what states my consciousness splits, might not conscious choice also 
be able to innuence the outcome of the measurement~ One possible place where 
mind may innuence matter is in quantum effects. Experiments on whether it is 
possible to affect the decay rates of nuclei by thinking suitable thoughts would 
presumably be easy to perform, and might be worth doing.(I) 

Given the distinguished history of speculations about the role of 
consciousness in quantum mechanics, one might expect that the physics 
literature would contain a sizable body of empirical data on this topic. A 
search, however, reveals only three studies. 

The first is in an article by Hall, Kim, McElroy, and Shimony, who 
reported an experiment "based upon taking seriously the proposal that the 
reduction of the wave packet is due to a mind-body interaction, in which 
both of the interacting systems are changed."(91 This experiment examined 
whether one person could detect if another person had previously observed 
a quantum mechanical event (gamma emission from sodium-22 atoms). 
The idea was based on the supposition that if person A's observation 
actually changes the physical state of a system, then when person B obser
ves the same system later, B's experience may be different according to 
whether A has or has not looked at the system. Hall et al.'s results, based 
on a total of 554 trials, did not support the hypothesis; the observed 
number of "hits" obtained in their experiment was precisely the number 
expected by chance (277), while the variance of their measurements was 
significantly smaller than expected (p < 0.05). (9) 

The second study is referred to by Hall el al., who end their article by 
pointing out that a similar, unpublished experiment using cobalt-57 as the 
source was successful (40 hits out of 67 trials ).00

) 

The third study is a more systematic investigation reported by 
Jahn and Dunne, (II) who summarize results of over 25 million binary 
trials collected during seven years of experimentation with random-event 
generators. These experiments, involving long-term data collection with 
33 unselected individuals, provide persuasive, replicable evidence of an 
anomalous correlation between conscious intention and the output of 
random number generators. 

Thus, of three pertinent experiments referenced in mainstream physics 
journals, one describes results statistically too close to chance expectation 
and two describe positive effects. (9-11) Given the theoretical implications of 
such an effect, it is remarkable that no further experiments of this type can 
be found in the physics literature; but this is not to say that no such 
experiments have been performed. In fact, dozens of researchers have 
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, 
reported conceptually identical experiments in the puzzling an~ uncertain 
domain of parapsychology. Perhaps because of the insularl nature of 
scientific disciplines, the vast majority of these experiments arf unknown 
to most scientists. A few critics who have considered this literature have 
dismissed the experiments as being flawed, nonreplicabld or open 
to fraud, (12-16) but their assertions are countered by at I least two 
detailed reviews which provide strong statistical support for ~t~e existence 
of anomalous consciousness-related effects with rando, number 
generators. (17.18) In this paper, we describe the results of a co prehensive, 
quantitative meta-analysis which focused on the questions of methodologi-
cal quality and replicability in these experiments. i 

2. THE EXPERIMENTS I 
The experiments involved some form of micrOelectro~1 ic random 

number generator (RNG), a human observer, and a set of ins ructions for 
the observer to attempt to "influence" the RNG to generat particular 
numbers, or changes in a distribution, solely by intention. I RNGs are 
usually based upon a source of truly random events such ~s electronic 
noise, radioactive decay, or randomly seeded pseudorandom stquences. (19) 

Feedback about the distribution of random events is often proivided in the 
form of a digital display, but audio feedback, computer gra~1 hics, and a 
variety of other mechanisms have also been used. Some 0 the RNGs 
described in the literature are technically sophisticated, the: st devices 
employing electromagnetic shielding, environmental failsafe !mechanisms 
triggered by deviant voltages, currents, or temperaturei automatic 
computer-based data recording on magnetic media, redundaQt hard copy 
output, periodic randomness calibrations, and so on. (18.20) I 

RNGs are typically designed to produce a sequence of ra?dom bits at 
the press of a button. After generating a sequence of say, 100 Irandom bits 
(0'5 or 1'5), the number of I's in the sequence may be provided las feedback. 
In an experimental protocol using a binary RNG, a run migpt consist of 
an observer being asked to cause the RNG to produce, in thrfe successive 
button presses, a high number (sum of I's greater than chan~ expectation 
of 50), a low number (less than 50), and a control condition v.jith no direc
tional intention. An experiment might consist of a group of individuals 
each contributing a hundred such runs, or one individual Icontributing 
several thousand runs. Results are usually analyzed by comparing high 
aim an~ low aim means against a control mean or theor,tical chance 
expectatIon. . 
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3. META-ANALYTIC PROCEDURES 

The quantitative literature review, also called meta-analysis, has 
become a valuable tool in the behavioral and social sciences. (211 

Meta-analysis is analogous to well-established procedures used in the 
physical sciences to determine parameters and constants. The technique 
assesses replication of an effect within a body of studies by examining the 
distribution of effect sizes. (22-24) In the present context,· the null hypothesis 
(no mental influence on the RNG output) specifies an expected mean effect 
size of zero. A homogeneous distribution of effect sizes with nonzero mean 
indicates replication of an effect, and the size of the deviation of the mean 
from its expected value estimates the magnitude of the effect. 

Meta-analyses assume that effects being compared are similar across 
different experiments, that is, that all studies seek to estimate the same pop
ulation parameters. Thus the scope of a quantitative review must be strictly 
delimited to ensure appropriate commonality across the different studies 
that are combined. (21.25) This can present a nontrivial problem in meta
analytic reviews because replication studies typically investigate a number 
of variables in addition to those studied in the original experiments. In the 
present case, because different subjects, experimental protocols, and RNGs 
were employed within the reviewed literature, some heterogeneity 
attributable to these factors was expected in the obtained distribution of 
effect sizes. However, the circumscription for the review required that every 
study in the database have the same primary goal or hypothesis, and hence 
estimate' the same underlying effect. 

Experiments selected for review examined the following hypothesis: 
The statistical output of an electronic RNG is correlated with observer 
intention in accordance with prespecified instructions, as indicated by 
the directional shift of distribution parameters (usually the mean) from 
expected values. 

Because this "directional shift" is most often reported as a standard 
normal deviate (i.e., Z score) in the reviewed experiments, we determined 
effect size as a Z score normalized by the square root of the sample size 
(N), e = Z/.jN, where N was the total number of individual random events 
(with probability of a hit at p = 0.5, p = 0.25, etc.). This effect size measure 
is equivalent to ~ Pearson product moment correlation. (21) 

3.1. Unit of Analysis 

To avoid redundant inclusion of data in a meta-analysis, "units of 
analysis" are often specified. We employed the following method: If 
an author distinguished among several experiments reported in a single 
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article with titles such as "pilot test" or "confirmatory testl,,, or provided 
independent statistical summaries, each of these studies tas coded and 
quality-assessed separately. If an experiment consisted 0~1 two or more 
conditions comparing different intentions or types of RNp devices, the 
data were split into separate units of analysis to allow th,e results to be 
coded unambiguously. In general, within a given revie~ed report, the 
largest possible aggregation of nonoverlapping data col~ected under a 
single intentional aim was defined as the unit of analysis (~ereafter called 
an ex.periment or study). I 

For each experiment, a Z score was assigned cojresponding to 
whether the observed result matched the direction of int ntion. Thus, a 
negative Z obtained under intention to "aim Ictw" was ,recorded as a 
positive score. When sufficient data were provided in a ireport, Z was 
calculated from those data and compared with the repor~d results; the 
new calculation was used if there was a discrepancy. If 0 Iy probability 
levels were reported, these were transformed into the c rresponding Z 
score. For experiments reported only as "nonsignificant," ja conservative 
value of Z = 0 was assigned; if the outcome was reported oply as "statisti
cally significant," Z = 1.645 was assigned; and if sample sizelwas not repor
ted or could not be calculated from the information pro~ided, a special 
code of N = 1 was assigned. I 

i 
i 

3.2. Assessing Quality I 

Because the hypothesized anomalous effect is not I easily accom
modated within the prevailing scientific world-view, it;' is particularly 
important to assess the trustworthiness of each review d experiment. 
Unfortunately, estimating experimental quality tends to e a subjective 
task confounded by prior expectations and beliefs. (26.27) EstImates of inter
judge reliability in assessing the quality of research report!s, for example, 
rarely exceed correlations of 0.5.(28) We addressed th~S problem by 
assigning to each experiment a single quality weight derive~ from a set of 
sixteen binary (present/absent) criteria. The first authpr coded and 
double-checked the coding for all studies; the second authot independently 
coded the first 100 studies. Inter-judge reliability for qual,ty criteria was 
r = 0.802 with 98 degrees of freedom. i 

These criteria were developed from published c~iticisms about 
random-number generator experiments(l4.IS.29-33) and from lexpert opinion 
on important methodological considerations when perfti rming studies 
involving human behavior. (20.34.3S) Collectively, these c iteria form a 
measure of credibility by which to judge the reported da a. The criteria 
assess the integrity of the experiment in four categori s-procedures, 
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statistics, the data, and the RNG device-and they cover virtually all 
methodological criticisms raised to date. They are (1) control tests noted, 
(2) local controls conducted, (3) global controls conducted, (4) controls 
established through the experimental protocol, (5) randomness calibrations 
conducted, (6)"failsafe equipment employed, (7) data automatically recor
ded, (8) redundant data recording employed, (9) data double checked, 
(10) data permanently archived, (11 )targets alternated on successive trials, 
(12) data selection prevented by protocol or equipment, (13) fixed run 
lengths specified, (14) formal experiment declared, (15) tamper-resistant 
RNG employed, and (16) use of unselected subjects. 

Each criterion was coded as being present or absent in the report of 
an experiment, specifically excluding consideration of previously published 
descriptions of RNG devices or control tests. This strategy was employed 
to reflect lower confidence in such experiments since, for example, random
ness tests conducted once on an RNG do not guarantee acceptable perfor
mance in the same RNG in all future experiments. As a result, assessed 
quality was conservative, that is, lower than the "true" quality for some 

,experiments, especially those reported only as abstracts or conference 
proceedings. Using unit weights (which have been shown to be robust in 
such applications(36) on each of the sixteen descriptors, the quality rating 
for an individual experiment was simply the sum of the descriptors. Thus, 
while a quality score near zero indicated a low quality or poorly reported 
experiment, a score near sixteen reflected a highly credible experiment. 

3.3. Assessing Effect Size 

Assume that each of K experiments produces effect size estimates e of 
a parameter E, based on N samples, and that each e has a known standard 
error s. The weighted mean effect size is calculated as e. = I w;eJI Wi' 
where Wi = lis; = N;, and i ranges from 1 to K. The standard error of e. is 
s. = (I w;) -112. A test for homogeneity for the K estimates of e; is given by 
H K =Iw;(e;-e.)2, where HK has a chi-square distribution with K-J 
degrees of freedom. (37) The same procedure can be followed to test for 
homogeneity of effect size across M independent investigators. In this case, 
e. j and Sej are calculated per investigator, and the test for homogeneity is 
performed as HM = I wj(e. j- e. M)2, where e. J and Wj are mean weighted 
effect size and lis; per investigator, respectively, e'M = I wje. JI wj, and 
j ranges from 1 to M. H M has M - 1 degrees of freedom. 

For a quality-weighted analysis, we may determine e'Q= 
I (Q;w;e;)!L. (Q;w,.), where Q; is the quality assessed for experiment i. The 
standard error associated with eQ is seQ=(I(Q7w;)/(IQ;w;)2)-1/2; the 
test for homogeneity is similar to that described above. Finally, following 
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the practice of reviewers in the physical sciences, (23.24) we dele;,~ed potential 
"outlier" studies to obtain a homogeneous distribution of effec sizes and to 
reduce the possibility that the calculated mean effect size m y have been 
spuriously enlarged by extreme values. The procedure llsed w41s as follows: 
If the homogeneity statistic for all studies was significant (a~'1 the p < 0.05 
level), the study that would produce the largest reduction i this statistic 
was deleted; this was repeated until the homogeneity statisti had become 
nonsignificant. , 

I 
4. RESULTS I. 

On-line bibliographic databases for psychology and PhiSiCS journals 
were searched, as was a specialized database covering par psychological 
articles, technical reports, conference proceedings and i manuscripts. 
Altogether 152 references were found from 1959 to 1987. rhese reports 
described 832 studies conducted by 68 different investigators (597 
experimental studies and 235 control studies). Fifty-four ex~rimental and 
33 control studies reported only as nonsignificant were assi~red Z = O. Six 
experiments and two control studies coded as (N = 1" Z > 0) were 
eliminated from further meta-analysis because effect size Icould not be 
accurately estimated (this required the elimination of one iniestigator who 
reported a single study). Figures 1 and 2 show the distributi ns of Z scores 
reported for control and experimental studies, respectively. , 
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Fig, 1. Distribution of Z scores reported in 235 control studies. Thirty.t~ree of these studies 
"'ere reported only as Unonsignificant~ and were assigned Z scores of ~~ro, To replace the 
spurious spike at Z = 0, those 33 studies were recast as normally distributed Z scores. 
bounded by ± 1.64. averaging Z = o. I 
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REG lolETA-ANALYSIS: FREQUENCY OF Z-SCORES 
12 
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Fig. 2. Distribution of 2 scores reported in 597 experimental studies. Fifty-four of these 
studies were reported as "nonsignilicant~ and were assigned 2 scores of zero. As in Fig. l. 
those 54 studies were recast as normally distributed 2 scores, bounded by ± 1.64, averaging 
2=0. 
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Fig. 3: Mean effect size point estimates ± 1 standard error 
for (a) control studies and (b) individual experiments; 
(c) mean effect size per investigator, (d) homogeneous mean 
effect size for experiments, (e) homogeneous mean effect size 
per investigator, (f) mean effect size for quality-weighted 
experiments, and (g) mean effect size for homogeneous 
quality-weighted experiments. 
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These results, expressed as overall mean effect sizes, sho~ that control 
studies conform well to chance expectation (Fig. 3a), and that experimental 
effects, whether calcu~ated f?r studies or invest~gators, devia~e signi~ca?tly 
from chance expectation (Fig. 3b, 3c). To obtain a homoge eous dlstnbu
tion of effect sizes, it was necessary to delete 17 % of ind vidual outlier 
studies (Fig. 3d) and 13 % o(mean effect sizes across investig~tors (Fig. 3e). 
This may be compared with exemplary physical and social sfience reviews, 
where it is sometimes necessary to discard as many as 45 %1 of the studies 
to achieve a homogeneous effect size distribution. (19) Of ind~vidual studies 
deleted, 77 % deviated from the overall mean in the positivetdirection, and 
of investigator means deleted, all were positive (i.e., supportive of the 
experimental hypothesis). ! 

4.1. Effect of Quality 

Some critics have postulated that as experimental qualIty increases in 
these studies, effect size would decrease, ultimately regressinF, to the "true" 
value of zero, i.e., chance results. (12.13.15.32.33.38) We tested f.his conjecture 
with two linear regressions of mean effect size vs. mean qual~ty assessed per 
investigator, one weighted with Wj as defined above and the pther weighted 
with the number of studies per investigator. The calculate~ slope for the 
former is -2.5x 1O-s±3.2x 10- 5, and for the latter, i-7.6x 10-4± 
3.9 x 10- 4

• These nonsignificant relationships between quAlity and effect 
size is typical of meta-analytic findings in other fields, (l40) suggesting 
that the present database is not compromised by poot experimental 
methodology. Another assessment of the effect of quality w:as obtained by 
comparing unweighted and quality-weighted effect sizes fer experiment 
(Fig. 3b vs. 3f). These are nearly identical, and the samf is true after 
deleting outliers to obtain a homogeneous quality-weigh~ed distribution 
(Fig. 3d vs. 3g), confirming that differences in methodolog1cal quality are 
not significant predictors of effect size. ' 

It might be argued that the quality assessment proc4dure employed 
here was nonoptimal because some quality criteria are rrore important 
than others, so that if appropriate weights were' assigned, the 
quality-weighted effect size might turn out to be quite diJfrent. This was 
tested by Monte Cat:lo simulation, using sets of 16 w~ights, one per 
criterion, randomly selected over the range 0 to 6. A qualit~-weighted effect 
size was calculated for the 597 experiments as before, inow using the 
random weights instead of unit weights, and this process wrs repeated one 
thousand times, yielding a distribution of possible quality ratings. The 
average effect size from the simulation was 3.18x 1014 ±O.l5x 10- 4

, 

indicating that in this particular database coded by these Isixteen criteria, 
, 
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the probable range of the quality-weighted mean effect size clearly excludes 
chance expectation of zero. 

4.2. The "Filedrawer" Problem 

Although accounting for differences in assessed quality does not nullify 
the effect, it is well known in the behavioral and social sciences that non
significant studies are published less often than significant studies (this is 
called the "filed rawer" problem (21.41-43»). If the number of nonsignificant 
studies in the filed rawer is large, this reporting bias may seriously inflate 
the effect size estimated in a meta-analysis. We explored several procedures 
for estimating the magnitude of this problem and to assess the possibility 
that the filed rawer problem can sufficiently explain the observed results. 

The filedrawer hypothesis implicitly maintains that all or nearly all 
significant positive results are reported. If positive studies are not balanced 
by reports of studies having chance and negative outcomes, the empirical 
Z score distribution should show more than the expected proportion of 
scores in the positive tail beyond Z == 1.645. While no argument can be 
made that all negative effects are reported, it is interesting to note that the 
database contains 37 Z scores in the negative tail, where only 30 would be 
expected by chance. On the other hand, there are 152 scores in the positive 
tail, about five times as many as expected. The question is whether this 
excess represents a genuine deviation from the null hypothesis or a defect 
in reporting or editorial practices. 

This question may be addressed by modeling based on the assumption 
that all significant positive results are reported. A four-parameter fit mini· 
mizing the chi-square goodness-of-fit statistic was applied to all observed 
data with Z ~ 1.645, using the exponential 

y==_l_e-finx-l'liU) 
.J2a (1) 

to simulate the effect of skew or kurtosis in producing the dispropor
tionately long positive tail. This exponential is a probability distribution 
with the same mean and variance as the normal distribution, but with 
kurtosis = 3.0. 

To begin, the null hypothesis of a (0, 1) normal distribution with no 
kurtosis was considered. To account for the excess in the positive tail, 
N = 585,000 filed rawer studies were required, and the chi-squared statistic 
remained far too large to indicate a reasonable fit (see Table I). This large 
N, in comparison with the 597 studies actually reported together with the 
poor goodness-of-fit statistic, suggests that the assumption of a (0, 1) 
normal distribution is inappropriate. 
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fia 

to simulate the effect of skew or kurtosis in producing the dispropor
tionately long positive tail. This exponential is a probability distribution 
with the same mean and variance as the normal distribution, but with 
kurtosis = 3.0. 

To begin, the null hypothesis of a (0, 1) normal distribution with no 
kurtosis was considered. To account for the excess in the positive tail, 
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poor goodness-or-fit statistic, suggests that the assumption of a (0, 1) 
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T.ble I. Four-Parameter Fit (E:N. N, Mean, 00) Minimizing Chi-~uare (I0df) 
Goodness-of-Fit Statistic to the Positive Tail of the Observed Z Scor9 Distribution. 

Assumption 

Normal distribution 
(null hypothesis) 

Empirical distribution 

for Several Exponential: Normal Ratios' I 

E:Nratio 

o 
1 
2 
3 

10 

o 
1 
2 
3 

10 

N 

585.000 
5,300 
4,800 
4,600 
4,400 

700 
747 
757 
777 
807 

Mean 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

0.145 
0.345 
0.445 
0.445 
0.445 

00 

2.10 
1.90 
1.80 
1.80 
1.80 

I 

57,367.84 
p'20.97 
:167.84 
~48.45 
i119.69 

i 23.94 
i 16.32 

1
14.21 

1

11.08 
11.08 

p 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

0.008 
0.091 
0.164 
0.226 
0.351 

Q The null hypothesis is tested by clamping the mean at 0 and the standa d deviation at 1. 
allowing Nand E: N to vary. The empirical database is addressed by allowing all four 
parameters to vary. 

I 
Adding simulated kurtosis to a (0, 1) normal distributIon by mixing 

exponential [Eq. (1)] and normal distributions ina 1 : 1 ratio reduced N by 
two orders of magnitude, and ratios of 2: 1, 3: 1, and 10: 1 xponential to 
normal (E: N) yielded further small improvements. How~ver, the chi
squared statistic still indicated a poor fit to the empirical ~ata. Applying 
the same mixture of exponential and normal distributionS'f but starting 
from the observed values of N = 597, mean Z score = 0.645, and standard 
deviation = 1.601, with the constraint that the mean could lonly decrease 
from 0.645, resulted in much better fits to the data. Tablh I shows the 
~~~ I 

This procedure shows that the null hypothesis is unvia~le, even after 
allowing a huge filed rawer. The chi-square fit vastly imprpves with the 
addition of kurtosis, but only becomes a reasonably good ~t when mean 
and standard deviation are allowed to approximate the e~iriCal values. 
The filed rawer estimate from this model depends on anum r of assump
tions (e.g., the true distribution is generally normal, but has. a dispropor
tionately large positive tail). It suggests a total number ofl:xperimental 
studies on the order of 800, of which three-fourths have 'len formally 
~~. i 

A somewhat simpler modeling procedure was applied! to the data 
assuming that all studies with significant Z scores in either t~e positive or 
negative tail are reported. The model is based on the norma'i distribution 
with a standard deviation = 1, and estimates the mean and i:v required to 

1 
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account for the 152 Z scores in the positive tail and 37 Z scores in the 
negative tail. This mean-shift model, which ignores the shape of the 
observed distribution, results in an N = 1,580 and a mean Z score = 0.34. 

These modeling elTorts suggest that the number of unreported or 
unretrieved RNG studies falls in the range of 200 to 1,000. A remaining 
question is, how many filed rawer studies with an average null result would 
be required to reduce the elTect to nonsignificance (i.e., p < 0.05)? This 
"failsafe" quantity is 54,()()(}--approximately 90 times the number of studies 
actually reported. Rosenthal suggests that. an effect can be considered 
robust if the failsafe number is more than five times the observed number 
of studies. (21) 

5. DISCUSSION 

Repeatable experiments are the keystone of experimental science. In 
practice, repeatability depends upon a host of controllable and uncon
trollable ingredients, including factors such as stochastic variation, changes 
in environmental conditions, difficulties in communicating tacit knowledge 
employed by successful experimenters, (44) and so on. Difficulties in 
achieving systematic replication are therefore ubiquitous, from experimental 
psychology(21.45) to particle physics. (23,24) Of course, this is not to say that 
systematic replication is impossible in these or other fields, but it II:1f1Y 
appear to be extraordinarily difficult when experiments are considered 
individually rather than cumulatively. In the case of the present database, 
the authors of a recent report issued by the US National Research Council 
stated that the overall results of the RNG experiments could not be 
explained by chance, (46) but they questioned the quality and replicability of 
the research. This meta-analysis shows that elTects are not a function of 
experimental quality, and that the replication rate is as good as that found 
in exemplary experiments in psychology and physics. 

Besides the issue of replicability, five other objections are often raised 
about the present experiments. These are (a) the effect is inconsistent with 
prevailing scientific models, (b) the experimental methodology is techni
cally naive, thus the results are not trustworthy, (c) the experiments are 
vulnerable to fraud by subjects or by experimenters, (d) skeptics cannot 
obtain positive results, and (e) there are no adequate theoretical explana
tions or predictions for the anomalous effect. 

These criticisms may be addressed as follows: (a) "Inconsistency with 
the scientific world-view" is essentially a philosophical argument that 
carries little weight in the face of repeatable experimental evidence, as 
suggested by the present and two corroborating meta-analyses.(17.18) 
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Indeed, if the "inconsistency" argument were sufficien~ to discount 
anomalous findings, we would have ignored' much of (he motivation 
leading to the development of quantum mechanics. (b) The '\na'ive method
ology" argument was empirically addressed by the rssessment of 
methodological quality in the present analysis. No significart relationship 
between quality and elTect size was found. (c) Fraud poslulated as the 
explanation of the results is untenable as it would rave required 
widespread collusion among 68 independent investigators'l In any case, 
even severe critics of parapsychological experiments have di~counted fraud 
as a viable explanation.(32) (d) Skeptics often assert that o~ly "believers" 
obtain positive resul.ts in such experime~ts. !"l0wever, a thor9ugh ~iterature 
search finds not a smgle attempted rephcatIon of the RNG txpenment by 
a publicly proclaimed skeptic; thus the assertion is not base

t 
on verifiable 

evidence. Furthermore, skeptics who claim to have attempt d replications 
insist (without providing details or references) that the have never 
achieved positive results in any of their RNG experimentst (15.47) Such a 
claim is itself quite remarkable, as the likelihood of nev~ obtaining a 
statistically significant result by chance in series of ex peri ents can be 
extremely low, depending on the number of experiments con ucted: Unfor
tunately, because we cannot determine how many experi . ents skeptics 
h~v.e. actually conducted, it is impossible to judge the v~lidity of this 
cntlclsm. \ 

Finally, (e) the "no theoretical basis" argument is corre4t, but it does 
not support a negative conclusion about experimental obserration. There 
are at present no adequate theories, with the possible exce~tion of some 
interpretations of quantum mechanics, (2~3.8.11) that convincin ly explain or 
predict consciousness-related anomalies in random physical systems. We 
note, however, that the anomalous elTects reviewed in this pap:er apparently 
can be operationally predicted under well-specified conditiO~!S' For exam
ple, when individuals are instructed to "aim" for high (or low) numbers in 
RNG experiments, it is possible to predict with some sm II degree of 
confidence that anomalous positive (or negative) shifts 0 distribution 
means will be observed. I 

! 

6. CONCLUSION 

I 

In this paper, we have summarized results of all known I experiments 
testing possible interactions between consciousness and tlle statistical 
behavior of random-number generators. The overall elTect siz~ obtained in 
experimental conditions cannot be adequately explained by mdthodological 
flaws or selective reporting practices. Therefore, after consider,ng all of the 

I 

\ 

\ 
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retrievable evidence, published and unpublished, tempered by all legitimate 
criticisms raised to date, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that under 
certain circumstances, consciousness interacts with random physical 
systems. Whether this effect will ultimately be established as an overlooked 
methodological artifact, as a novel bioelectrical perturbation of sensitive 
electronic devices, or as an empirical contribution to the philosophy of 
mind, remains to be seen. 
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Extraversion and ESP Pedormance: 
A Meta-Analysis and a New Confirmation 

Charles Honorton and Diane C. Ferrari 
Psychophysical Research Laboratories 

and 

DarylJ. Bern 
Cornell University 

ABSTRACT-- We report a meta-analysis of research on the relationship between performance in extrasensory perception 
(ESP) tasks and the psychological trait extraversion. The meta-analysis comprises 60 independent studies, 17 independent 
investigators, and 2,963 subjects. The overall weighted mean correlation is small (r = .09), significant (z = 4.63, P = .000(04), 
and nonhomogeneous. For forced-choice ESP studies (N = 45), the ESP / extraversion relationship appears to be an artifact of 
subjects' knowledge of their ESP performance upon their responses to the extraversion measure: evidence for the relationship 
is limited to studies where subjects completed the ESP task prior to extraversion assessment (N = 18 studies, r = .17, z = 3.51); 

no evidence for an ESP / extraversion relationship exists in studies where extraversion was assessed before the ESP task (N = 16 

studies, r = -.02, z = -0.78). The two correlations differ significantly (z = 3.58, P = .00045). For free-response studies, a 
significant ESP/extraversion relationship exists that is free of this problem: extraversion testing preceded the ESP task in 11 

of the 14 free-response studies (r = .21, z = 4.57, P = .000(05). The ESP /extraversion relationship is both significant (r = .20, 

z = 4.46, P '" .(000083) and homogeneous in the subset of free-response studies involving individual testing (N = 12 studies). 
The effect is homogeneous across investigators and extraversion scales. We also report a new confirmation of the ESP / ex
traversion relationship using the Extraversion/ Introversion Scale of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. The effect size (r = .18, 
t = 2.67, 219 dt, P = .008) is very close to the meta-analytic estimate for free-response studies (r = .20) and is homogeneous 
across the eight experimenters. While the relationship between extraversion and ESP in the forced-choice studies is probably 
artifactual, we conclude that there is a significant ESP/extraversion relationship in the free-response studies, that the 
relationship is consistent across investigators and scales, and that meta-analysis of parapsychological research domains has 
predictive validity. 

THE RELATIONSHlP BETWEEN ESP perform
ance and individual differences in psychological 
traits has been explored in many studies since the 
19405. Extraversion is one of the most frequently 
studied trait variables and three narrative reviews of 
the ESP/extraversion literature have concluded that 
ESP performance is positively related to extraversion 
(Eysenck, 1967; Palmer, 1977; Sargent, 1981). We pre
sent a meta-analysis of the extraversion/ESP litera
ture. The purpose of the meta-analysis is to (1) update 
earlier narrative reviews of the ESP/extraversion re
lationship, (2) estimate the magnitude of the relation
ship, (3) assess potential threats to validity, and (4) 
identify procedural and other variables that moder
ate the relationship. We will then present a new 
confirmation of the ESP/extraversion relationship 

and compare its magnitude to that~stimatedfrom the 
meta-analysis. 

The Meta-Analysis 

Previous parapsychological meta-analyses have 
focused on evidence for psi functioning in such re
search domains as ganzfeld communication (Honor
ton, 1985), precognition (Honor ton & Ferrari, 1989), 
and studies of the impact of conscious intention on 
random number generators (Radin & Nelson, 1989). 
In such cases the effect size index is based on the 
proportion of hits and the unit of analysis is the trial. 
In the present case, we are interested in the relation
ship between psi performance and a predictor vari
able, extraversion, rather than overall psi perform-

This work was supported by SRI International and by the John E. Fetzer Foundation. We wish to express our appreciation 
to Edwin C. May of SRI International, who recognized the importance of this work and helped make it possible. We are also 
grateful to Robert L. Morris, John Palmer and K. Ramakrishna Rao for providing additional information concerning several 
of the studies used in tl,tcmeta-analysis, and to H. Kanthamani for valuable comments during the initial phase of this study. 
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ance. The effect size index is the correlation coeffi-
cient between the two variables and the subject is the 
unit of analysis. 

Method 

Retrieval of Studies 

We attempted to retrieve all English-language 
studies of the relationship between extraversion and 
performance in experimental ESP tasks. The source 
of studies includes the bibliographies of three narra
tive reviews (Eysenck, 1967; Palmer, 1977; Sargent, 
1981) and inspection of the principal English-lan
guage outlets for publication of parapsycholOgical 
reS€arch, including the Journal of Parapsychology, Jour
nal of the American Society for Psychical Research, Journal 
of the Society for Psychical Research, and Research in 
Parapsychology. In addition, we conducted a com
puter search of Psychological Abstracts using the key
words "extraversion," "extroversion," "introver
sion," "intraversion," "sociability," and "outgoing." 

Investigator Definition 

For the purpose of the meta-analysis, we defined 
independent investigators as investigators who have 
not worked with other investigators in the data base. 
In cases of multiple authorship, studies are identified 
by the senior author of the earliest publication in the 
data base. For example, studies by Kanthamani 
(1966), Kanthamani and Rao (1972) and Krishna and 
Rao (1981) are all indentified as Kanthamani studies. 
While Kanthamani and Krishna did not work to
gether, they share Rao as a coauthor and are therefore 
considered to represent a single investigator set. 
Similarly, studies by Humphrey (1945, 1951) and by 
Nicol and Humphrey (1953, 1955) are all indentified 
as Humphrey studies. Labora tory affilia tion was not 
used to identify independent investigators since sev
eral investigators worked in different laboratories 
and several generations of investigators worked in 
one laboratory. 

Procedural Features 

Besides bibliographical data identifying the inves
tigator, publication source and date, we coded vari
ous procedural, sampling, and statistical features for 
each study. The procedural features include the type 
of ESP task (forced-choice or free-response), test set
ting (indiVidual or group testing), ESP mode (telepa
thy, clairvoyance, precognition, mixed), and amount 
of feedback in the ESP task. Procechual features rele-

i 

vant to assessing rdsearch quali ty are described in the 
following section. ~ampling and statistical features 
coded include th,! number of subjects, the subject 
population used, e instrument used for measuring 
extraversion, and he inferential statistics reported 
for testing the rela tipnship between ESP performance 
and extraversion. ! 

i 

Criteria for Assefsing Research Quality 

Methodological tariables were coded in terms of 
procedural descrip~ons (or their absence) in the re
search reports. Thisrpproach was used in an earlier 
meta-analysis of th· ESP ganzfeld domain (Honor
ton, 1985), resulting study quality ratings that were 
generally in agreem nt (1"26 = .77, P = 10-6) with inde
pendent "flaw" ratirtgs by an outside critic (Hyman, 
1985). Two sets of cri~eria were used.. One set as.sessed 
threats to the validio/ of the ESP measure. The other 
set assessed threats tip the validity of the relationship 
between the ESP an1 extraversion measures. 

The ESP quality flnalysis includes four criteria. 
One point was giver (or withheld) for each of the 
following: L 

Control against sentry leakage. Credit was given to 
GESP (telepathy) stujdies if the report specified that 
each of the fonowin~ criteria were met: sender and 
receiver were loca tedj in separa te rooms, the test situ
ation prohibited aUd\tory or other cues from sender 
to receiver, the send~r and receiver were monitored 
by experimenters, aAd in free-response studies in
volving subject judsrg, duplicate target sets were 
employed. Credit w:f..given to clairvoyance studies 
if the report specified ithat cues from the targets were 
prohibited by means <\If physical distance, screens, or 
opaque packaging. Prfognition studies were consid
ered to be immune to ·sensory leakige problems. 

Randomiwtion. Stu~ies received credit if random 
number tables, randofn number generators, or me
chanical shufflers wete used to randomize the tar
gets. Studies using Wormal methods of randomiza
tion such as hand sh~fling and dice throwing, or in 
which there was no \ randomization, received no 
credit. Reports failing Ito identify the method of ran
domization received + credit. 

Duplicate recording. ytudies reporting duplicate re
cording of targets and responses received credit. Re
ports that failed to de~be their data recording pro
cedures and those in ~hich data recording was per
formed by a single exp;erimenter, received no credit. 

Duplicate scoring. ~tudies reporting duplicate 
checking of hits receivefi credit. Reports that failed to 
describe their scoring Brocedures and those in which 
scoring was performeci\ by a single experimenter, re-
c!,!ived no credit. \ 

I 
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Figure 1. Stem-and-Ieaf frequency dlstrlbuHon of cor
relation coefflclenls between extraversion and ESP per
formance (N = 47). 
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We assessed two aspects of methodology that 
could result in a spurious correlation between ESP 
scores and measures of extraversion: advance speci
fication of the criteria used to define extraversion and 
the order in which the ESP task and extraversion 
measure were administered. 

A prion' definition of extraversion. An inflated rela
tionship between ESP and extraversion scores could 
occur if the investigator selected an "optimal" extrav
ersion/introversion breakdown after observing fue 
data, without correcting for multiple analysis. We 
coded studies as to whether the classification of ex
traversion/introversion appeared to be predeter
mined or post hoc. No credit was given for studies 
using nonstandard classifications (e.g., 1 sd, median 
split, etc.) unless the report explicitly stated that the 
method of classification was preplanned. 

Order of administration of extraversion and ESP meas
ures. A spurious correlation between ESP scores and 
extraversion could arise if subjects' responses on the 
extraversion scale were influenced by knowledge of 
their performance in the ESP tas~. There is some 
evidence that subjects' responses to psychological 
tests may be influenced by feedback concerning their 
ESP performance (palmer & Lieberman, 1975). We 
coded studies as to whether the extraversion scale 
was given before or after the ESP test. This informa
tion was available for 45 of the 60 studies. 

Meta-Analysis of Correlation Coefficients 

We combined correlations across independent 
studies using the procedures described by Hedges 

\. 

and Olkin (1985) and Rosenthal (1984). All statistics 
were converted to indices of association; t tests were 
converted to pOint-biserials and phi coefficients were 
computed from 2 x 2 contingency tables.1 We esti
mated unreported correlations from the reported p 
values (with results reported only as "nonsignificant" 
obtained in 13 cases set equal to .00). The signs of the 
correlations were adjusted if necessary to insure that 
positive correlations reflect positive relationships be
tween extraversion and ESP performance. The corre
Ia tions were pooled across studies but wi.thin ca tego
ries based on methodological features associated 
with the studies. The correlations were transformed 
to their Fisher's z equivalents, weighted by their df, 
and averaged. We determined the two-tailed signifi
cance levels and 95% confidence intervals (CIs; 
Hedges and Olkin, 1985). Finally, we conducted chi
square tests of homogeneity (Hedges and OIkin, 1985; 
Rosenthal, 1984) and transformedmeanzs back to the 
T metric. 

The chi-square homogeneity test assesses the con
sistency of study outcomes, providing a quantitative 
index of replicability. A set of studies are exact repli
cates if their effect sizes are identical. They are homo
geneous if the variability of effect sizes can be ex
plained by sampling error. A significant but nonho
mogeneous effect indicates the presence of moderat
ing variables and homogeneity tests are used to iden
tify modera ting variables by subdividing studies into 
smaller, methodologically similar subgroups 
(Hedges, 1987). 

Results 

We retrieved 60 independent studies contained in 
35 publications by 17 independent investigators. The 
studies were reported over a span of 38 years, be
tween 1945 and 1983. The data base comprises 2,963 
subjects. Forty-five studies involve ESP card-guess
ing tasks or similar forced-choice tasks. Fourteen 
studies employed free-response ESP tasks, and one 
involved a remote physiological influence task 

The unweighted correlations range from -0.44 to 
.91. Figure 1 shows a stem-and-Ieaf display (Takey, 
1977) of the correlation coefficients. (TIle 13 studies 
that were assigned r's of zero because of insufficient 
information are omitted). Unlike other methods of 

lTwo studies provided only h'ial-based tests (CRd). Cor
relations were estimated for these studies using a method 
for estimating effect sizes from critical ratios reported by 
MtCarthy & Schechter (1986). Their method provides an 
estimate of Cohen's d which we then converted to the T 

D;letriC. 
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Table 1. Summary of Extraversion-ESP Meta-Analysl! 

! 
! 

Numoorof Number of Total Mean 95% cbnfidence 
independent independent number of effect size in\terval 

effect sizes investigators subjects (r) Frjm To z p X2
(k-l) 

Overall, all studIes 60 17 2963 .09 .O~ .12 4.63 .000004 126.21' 
\ 
I 

Studies with r available 47 14 1&53 .14 .10! .19 5.90 <.000001 115.91* 
! 

I 
Forced-choice guessIng tasks 45 13 2169 .06 .02\ .11 2.86 .0042 92.82' 

, 
.000006 42.99' Individual testing 21 11 920 .15 .091 .22 4.54 

\ 

Group testing 24 8 1249 -.00 -.06\ .05 -0.12 .904 37.35 
! 

; 

Free-response imaging tasks' 14 4 612 .20 .12 i .28 4.82 .0000015 23.40' 
\ 

Individual testing 12 3 512 .20 .11 \ .29 4.46 .0000083 15.85 

Group testing 2 1 100 .19 \ -.01 \ .37 1.83 .067 7.53" 
\ 

i • 
Notes. T is the weighted average correlation coefficient (Hedges & Ollin, 1985). k re*esents the number of mdependent 

effect sizes. X2 is the within group homogeneity statistic (Rosenthal, 1984). I 

displaying frequency distributions, the stem-and-leaf 
plot retains the numerical data precisely. (Turned on 
its side, the stem-and-Ieaf plot is a histogram.) Each 
number includes a stem and one or more leaves. For 
example, the stem .2 is followed by leaves of 0, 3, 3, 8 
representing r's of .20, .23, .23, and .28. 

The meta-analysis is summarized in Table 1. The 
study grouping is identified in the first coluIn!\. Col
umns two through four show, respectively, the num
ber of studies, investigators, and subjects. The mean 
weighted effect size (r) is shown in column five and 
columns six and seven show, respectively, the lower 
and upper 95% (CI) for the effect size. The cumula
tive z-score and its associated two-tailed p-value are 
shown in columns eight and nine. The chi-square 
homogeneity sta tistic is presented in the last column. 

Overall Results 

The results for all 60 studies are shown in the first 
row. The·mean weighted r is 0.09 (z = 4.63, 
P = .000004, two-tailed). The 95% CI is an r from .05 
to .12. While significant, the study effect sizes are 
nonhomogeneous (x2S9 = 126.21, P < .05). The second 
row shows the same analysis, omitting the 13 studies 
that were assigned r's of zero. 

\ . 

! 
; 

I 
Forced-choice S~dies 

The ESP lextravefsion correlations for the 45 
forced-choice (FC) stttdies are presented in row three 
of Table 1. These studies were contributed by 13 
independent investigktors and include 2169 subjects. 
The mean weighted r fS .06 (z = 2.86, P = .0042, 95% CI 
from .02 to .11). The ~C correlations are significantly 
nonhomogeneous cir = 92.82, p < .05). 

Fe studies inVOIVin&f' individual testing. Twenty-one 
of the FC studies inv Ived individual testing (Table 
1, row 4). These studi were performed by 11 inde
pendent investiga tors ,and included 920 subjects. The 
mean weighted r is .If (z = 4.54, P = .000006, 95% CI 
from JE to 22). The cprrelations are nonhomogene
ous (X2

')fJ = 42.99, P < .~5). 

FC studies illVOlving~i oup testing. The remaining 24 
FC studies involved , oup testing. These studies 
were conducted by ei ht independent investigators 
and included 1249 srbjects. They yield a mean 
weighted rof-D.OO (z l-D.12,p = .904,95% CI from
.06 to .OS). The group \FC studies are homogeneous 
<:i23 = 37.35, P > .05). 11hus1 the FC studies involving 
group. testing yielded fformIy null correlations be
tween ESP performancr and extraversion. 

! 
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Individual versus group testing. Evidence for a reIa
tionshi p between extra version and forced -choice ESP 
performance is limited to FC studies involving indi
vidual testing. The difference between the ESP lex
travers ion correIa tions for individual and group test
ing is Significant (Cohen's q = .14, Z = 3.47, P = .cXXl52, 
two-tailed). 

Free-response Studies 

The resul ts for the 14 free-response (FR) studies are 
shown in row six of Table 1. The FR studies were 
contributed by four independent investigators and 
included 612 subjects. The mean weighted r is .20 (z 
= 4.82, P = .0000015, two-tailed). The 95% CI is an r 
from .12 to .28. The overall FR outcomes, while hifUY 
Significant, are Significantly nonhomogeneous (x 13 = 
23.40, P <.05). This nonhomogeneity is due to a mod
erating variable, test setting. 

Free-response studies involving individual testing. 
Twelve FR studies employed individual testing (Ta
ble I, row 7). These studies were contributed by three 
independent investigators and include 512 subjects. 
The results are both significant and homogeneous. 
The mean weighted r is .20 (z = 4.46, P = .cXX)OO83, 
95% CI from .11 to .29, X2

11 = 15.85 P > .05). 
Free-response studies involving group testing. Only 

t"vo FR studies involved group testing (Table I, row 
8). Both studies were contributed by the same inves
tigator. The mean weighted r is .19 (z::; 1.83, P = J:b7, 
95% CI from -.01 to .37). The results are significantly 
nonhomogeneous (x21 = 7.53, P < .05). 

Free-response versus Forced-choice 
Studies 

The mean correlation between ESP performance 
and extraversion is significantly larger in studies ,vith 
free-response ESP tests than in those using forced
choice tests (Cohen's q = .14, z = 3.11, P = .0019, two
tailed). 

Quality Analysis of Forced-C!J0ice Studies 

Sensory leakage. Thirty-one of the FC studies de
scribe the use of methods that satisfy our criteria for 
adequate control against sensory leakage in the ESP 
task. The ESP / extraversion relationship is not signifi
cant for these studies; the mean Weighted r is .04 (z = 
1.47, P = .142, two-tailed). The ESP lextraversion rela
tionship is significant in the 14 FC studies that are 
amenable to sensory leakage (r = .14, z = 3.20, P = 
.0014, two-tailed). The difference between the two 
correlations is significant (Cohen's q = -.10, z = -2.03, 
P = .042, two-tailed)., 

Randomization. Thirteen FC studies satisfy our cri
teria for randomization. The mean weighted r for 
these studies is .13 (z = 217, P = .023). Thirty-two FC 
studies failed our randomization criteria; they 
yielded a mean weighted r of .05 (z = 2.13, P = .033, 
two-tailed). The ESP / extraversion correlation is non
significantly l(JUJer in these studies than in studies 
using formal randomization methods (Cohen's q = 
.08, z = 1.40, P = .162, two-tailed). 

Duplicate recording. Six FC studies employeddupli
cate recording of targets and responses. The mean 
weighted r for these studies is .31 (z = 3.52, P = .00043, 
Mo-tailed). The 39 studies without duplica te record
ing yielded a mean weighted r of .05 (z = 2.01, P = 
.0444, two-tailed). The ESP I extraversion rela tionship 
is significantly stronger in studies with duplicate re
cording (Cohen's q = .27, z = 3.02, P = .(025). 

Duplicate checking. Eighteen FC studies reported 
using methods for duplicate checking of hits. These 
studies are associated with a mean weighted r of .27 
(z = 5.72, P < 10-6, two-tailed). The 27 FC studies that 
did not use methods for duplica te checking yielded a 
nonsignificant rof.01 (z =0.23, P = .59). The difference 
between the two correlations is Significant (Cohen's 
q = .27, z = 5.20, P < 10-6

, two-tailed). 

A priori definitiOll of extraversion. Thirty-seven FC 
studies satisfied our criteria for a priori definition of 
extraversion. These studies had a mean weighted r of 
.05 (z = 2.20, P = .028). The remaining eight FC studies 
failed our criteria for a priori definition of extraversion 
(r; = .10, z = 2.00, P = .046, two-tailed). The nvo 
correlations do not differ significantly (Cohen'S q = 
-.05, z = 0.92, P = .358, two-tailed). 

Order of administration of extraversion and ESP meas
ures. Evidence for a relationship between forced
choice ESP performance and extraversion is entirely 
dependent upon the outcomes of studies in which 
extraversion was measured after the ESP test (N = 18 
studies, r = .17, z = 3.51, P = .00045). The correlation 
between FC ESP performance and extraversion in 
studies in which extraversion was measured before 
the ESP task is not Significant (N = 16 studies, r =
.02, z = -0.78, P = .782) and the difference between the 
two correlations is significant (Cohen's q = .19, Z = 
3.58, P = .00034, two-tailed). 1hls difference is not 
attributable to methodological features of the nvo 
groups such as test setting, the extraversion measure, 
or ESP mode. 

Degree of ESP feedback is documented in nine of 
the 18 studies that measured extraversion after the 
ESP task and subjects received feedback of their ESP 
performance in each of these studies(r = 19, z = 4.59, 
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Table 2_ Forced-cholce Outcomes by InvesHgator 

Investigator N studies 

Astrom-? 1 

Casper-A 1 

Green 2 

1 

A 1 

Humphrey 6 

? 3 
A 3 

Kanthamani 7 

? 1 
A 3 

B 3 

McElroy-A 1 

Nash 8 

? 2 
A 6 

Nielsen 3 

A 2 

B 1 
Sargent 3 

B 2 
M 1 

Shields-? 2 

Shrager-B 2 

Szczygielski - A 1 

Thalbourne - B 8 

Nsubjeds 

48 

20 

148 

108 
40 

138 

55 

83 

301 

60 

108 
133 

31 

207 

60 

147 

60 

48 

12 

85 

40 
45 

99 

76 

17 

939 

.24 

.53 

.00 

.00 

.00 

.26 

.27 

.22 

.21 

.00 

.38 

.02 

.00 

.14 

.29 

.08 

-.04 

.00 
-.23 

.17 

-.02 
.31 

.30 

.18 

-.36 

-.04 

z 

1.63 

2.46 

0.00 

0.00 
0.00 

2.86 

1.84 
1.95 

3.59 

0.00 
4.03 
0.25 

.1 0.00 
.\ 1.92 

I 2.22 
I 0.86 

1-0.29 
I 

I 0.00 
I -0.69 

\ 1.46 

\-0.12 

i 2.07 

i 2.98 

: 1.48 

\ -1.42 

i -1.28 

p 

.103 

.014 

.500 

.SOO 

.500 

.0042 

.0658 

.051 

.00033 

.500 

.000056 

.400 

.500 

.054 

.026 

.390 

.771 

.500 

.755 

.144 

.548 

.038 

.0029 

.139 

.922 

.90 

o .. eral! Forced-choice z by investigators = 3.49, P = .00048, two-tailed, k 12 = 41.20, p~.05 
Extraversion measured before ESP test (5 investigators): z by investigators = -0.71, P =1.761, two-tailed, -/4 = 3.97, p>.05 

I 
Extraversion measured after ESP test (8 investigators): z by investigators = 3.51, P = .00045, two-tailed, X2

7 
= 17.29, P <.05 

Notes. r is the weighted average correlation coefficient (Hedges & Olkin, 1985). The letters and A following the investigator's 
name indicate whether the extraversion/introversion measure was administed before ) or after (A) the ESP task. Studies 
where this information is not available are indicated by a question mark (?). Testing order was mixed (M) in one study. X2 is 
the within group homogeneity statistic (Rosenthal, 1984). I 

p = .0000045, two-tailed). Seven of the nine studies 
where feedback is undocumented were group stud
ies which usually involve delayed feedback or no 
feedback at all. These studies yield a nonSignificant 
correlation between performance and extraversion 
(r = .05, z = 0.64, p = .522, two-tailed) which is signifi
cantly lower than that for the studies known to in
volve feedback (Cohen's q = .25, z = 2.54, P = .011, 
two-tailed). The relationship between forced-choice 
ESP performance and extraversion thus appears to be 
artifactual. \ -

I 

\ 

Patterns over time. he forced-choice studies were 
reported between 194~ and 1982. There is a significant 
decline in the magnitude of the ESP/extraversion 
relationship over thi~eriOd (r = -.40, t = -2.89, 43 df, 
P = .006, two-tailed). oreover, methodological qual
ity, as assessed in te I s of threats to the validity of 
the ESP measure, has rot improved over the survey 
period (r = .01, t = 0.Q3, p = .976, two-tailed). These 
results are conlnry t9 the patterns found in meta
a;mlyses of three oth1r parapsychological domains, 
which exhibit constapt effect sizes and significant 

! 
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methodological improvement over time (Honorton, 
1985; Honorton & Ferrari, 1989; Radin & Nelson, 
1989). There has been substantial improvement with 
regard to threats to the validity of the ESP / extraver
sion relationship; more recently reported studies 
have generally involved administration of the extrav
ersion measure before the ESP task (r :::: .78, t :::: 7.02, 
32 df, p<lo-b). These findings are consistent with the 
conclusion that the FC ESP / extraversion relationship 
is artifactual. 

Fe Outcomes by Investigator 

The FC study outcomes by investigator are shown 
in Table 2. The order of ESP and extraversion testing 
is indicated following the investigator's name for 
investigators with single studies or multiple studies 
involving uniform testing order. Separate break
downs are given for investigators with studies in
volving different testing orders. Significant outcomes 
were obtained by four of the 13 FC investigators 
(31 %); using the investigator as the unit of analysis, 
the overall results are significant (z = 3.49, P =.00048, 
two-tailed) but nonhomogeneous (X?12 = 41.20, 
P < .05). The effect of testing order accounts for the 
overall significance and nonhomogeneity. The five 
investigators who measured extraversion before the 
ESP task have outcomes that are nonsignificant and 
homogeneous (z :::: -0.71, p :::: .761, two-tailed, X2

4 :::: 

3.97, p > .05), while the outcomes of the eight investi
gators who measured extraversion after the ESP task 
are Significant and nonhomogeneous (z :::: 3.51, p = 
.00045, two-tailed, X2

7 = 17.29, P < .OS). Thus, the 
impact of ESP/extra version testing order is consis
tent across investigators and is not attributable to 
idiosyncratic research styles or other characteristics 
of a single prolific investigator. 

Quality Analysis of Free-response Studies 

Sensory le!lkage. All 14 FR studies satisfied our 
criteria for adequacy of control against sensory leak
age. 

Randomization. Nine FR studies satisfied our crite
ria for randomization (r :::: .38, z :::: 4.74, p = .0000022, 
two-tailed). Five FR' studies employed informal ran
domization procedures or failed to document their 
method of randomization (r:::: .14, z ::: 2.86, p :::: .0042, 
two-tailed). The difference between the two correla
tionsissignificant(Cohen'sq:::: .26, z = 2.86, p:::: .0042, 
two-tailed). 

\. 

Dllp/icate recording. Thirteen of the 14 FR studies 
employed duplicate recording methods (r = .29, 
z = 4.62, P :::: .()()(xx)39, two-tailed). 

Duplicate checking. All 14 FR studies employed du
plicate checking methods. 

A priori difinition of extraversion. Eleven FR studies 
sa tisfied our criteria for a priori definition of extraver
sion (r:::: .16, z = 3.72, P :::: .0002, two-tailed). Three 
studies failed to document their basis of classification 
(r = .48, z = 4.01, P = .000061, two-tailed). The two cor
relations differ significantly (Cohen's q = .36, Z = 2.77, 
P = 0.0056, two-tailed). 

Order of administration of extraversion and ESP meas
ures. The extraversion scale was administered before 
the ESP task in 11 of the FR studies (r = .21, z = 4.57, 
P = .000005, two-tailed). The remaining three FR 
studies failed to report the order in which the ESP and 
extraversion measures were given (r = .15, Z = 1.64, 
P = .lOl, two-tailed). The difference between the two 
correlations is not significant (Cohen's q = .06, z 
:::: 0.62, p :::: .532). Thus, for the free-response studies, 
the evidence for a relationship between ESP perform
ance and extraversion is not susceptible to explana
tion in terms of an order artifact. 

Patterns over time. The free-response studies were 
reported between 1960 and 1982. Unlike the forced
choice studies, the magnitude of the ESP / extraver
sion relationship has increased over time, though not 
significantly so (r = .19, t.:;= 0.66, 12 df, P :::: .524, two
tailed). The methodolOgical quality of the free-re
sponse studies has also improved over time (r = .36, 
t :::: 1.35,12 df, p:::: .202, two-tailed): 

Confirmation of Differences in Research 
Quality In relation to Test Setting 

Honorton & Ferrari (1989), in a meta-analysis of 
forced-choice precognition experiments, found that 
studies involving individual testing were of signifi
cantly higher methodological quality than studies 
involving group testing (t:::: 3.08, 137 df, P :::: .003, two
tailed). We have confirmed this finding in the 
ESP / extraversion meta-analysis (t = 2.27, 39 df, 
P = .015, one-tailed). This analysis excludes the 12 
precognition studies which overlap with the earlier 
meta-analysis. 

Since we have determined that there is no ESP / ex
traversion relationship in the forced-choice studies 
when the effects of task order are considered, the 
remaining analyseS are restricted to the free-response 
studies. 
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Table 3. Free-response outcomes by InvesHgator 

Investigator N studies z P 

Bellis & Morris 

Braud 
1 
2 

23 .47 I, 
100 .19 

2.26 .024 
1.86 .063 

Marsh 311 .13 I 2.30 .021 
Sargent 10 178 .31 i 3.85 .00012 

z by investigators = 5.11, P = 3 x 10-7
, two-tailed \ 

I 
2 I, 

X 3 = 2.51, P > .05 ! 
! 

Notes. r is the weighted average correlation coefficient (Hedges & Olkin, 1985). lis th\e within group homogeneity statistic 
(Rosenthal, 1984). ,- I 

Consistency across Investigators 

Table 3 shows the overall FR results by investiga
tor. Three of the four investigators have Significant 
ESP/extraversion correlations and the results of the 
fourth investigator (Braud) approach significance. 
The z by investigator is 5.11, a result that should arise 
by chance less than one timein3.3 million. The results 
are homogeneous across investigators (:/3 = 2.51, P 
> .05). Although 10 of the 14 FR studies were contrib
uted by one investigator (Sargent), evidence for the 
relationship between free-response ESP performance 
and extraversion is not dependent upon that investi
gator. When Sargent's work is eliminated, the results. 
of the three remaining investiga tors still strongly sup
ports a relationship between ESP performance and 
extraversion (z = 3.35, P = 0.0008, two-tailed). There
fore, we conclude that the ESP /extraversionrelation
ship is consistent across investigators. 

Extraversion Measures 

Each FR investigator used a different scale for 
measuring extraversion. Marsh used the Bernreuter 
Personality Inventory (Super, 1942); Sargent and his 
group used the Cattell 16PF (Cattell,Eber & Tatsuoka, 
1970); Braud and Bellis & Morris used scales con
structed by the investigators (with no psychometric 
validation provided). It is impossible to isolate the 
effects of the instruments for measuring extraversion 
from the ensemble of procedures and research styles 
associated with the investigators. All that can be said 
is that a relationship between extraversion and ESP 
performance is evident in studies using four different 
measures of extraversion. 

i 

Selective Rep0rifng 

In order to assess (the vulnerability of these studies 
to selective reportU\g, we used Rosenthal's (1984) 
"FaiI-safeN" statiSti~ to estimate the number of unre
ported studies averrgnull outcomes necessary to 
reduce the known J:~~ base to nonsigificance. The 
Fail-safe N is 140 stuk:lies. In other words, if we were 
to assume that the bbserved outcomes arise from 
selective reporting, it\would be necessary to postula te 
10 unreported studits averaging null outcomes for 
each reported study. [Therefore, we conclude that the 
free-response ESP/ ertraversion relationship cannot 
be explain~ on the 9asis of selective reporting. 

! 

Power Analysis 
\ 

The FR mean r of f20 is equivalent to an average 
ESP scoring advanta~e for extraverts over introverts 
of 0.4 standard devi~tions. The FR studies average 
sample size is 44 subj~s and the likelihood of detect
ing a correlation of .2 'at the five percent significance 
level with this sample\-~ize-the statistical power...;....is 
37 percent (Cohen, 19f7, p. 87). Thus, in a sample of 
14 studies, the expect'~ number of statistically sig
nificant studies is 5.2; te actual number of signiftcant 
studies is seven (exaft binomial probability, with 
p = .37 & q = .63, = j23, one-tailed). Thus, the ob
served rate of signific'¥1t outcomes is consistent with 
a correlation of .2. i 

Achievement of sta\tistical Significance, assuming 
a correlation of .2, i~' essentially a coin toss with 
sample sizes less than subjects; a sample size of 180 
is necessary to achiev 85 percent power. 

i 

In the follOWing sec~i. on, we explore the predictive 
validity of the ESP Ie traversion meta-analysis by 
comparing the meta-a lytic estima te to the outcome 
of a new da ta set. i 
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Table 4. ESP/Extraversion Correlallons by Experimenter In the PRL Novice Series 

Experimenter NSubjects z Experimenter EI Score 

Honorton 41 .27 1.71 101 
Quant 69 .29 2.38 103 
Den 22 .03 0.68 81 
Berger 13 -.37 -1.18 115 
Varvoglis 21 .08 0.32 133 
Schechter 7 -.05 -0.10 125 
FelTari 10 -.20 -0.54 133 
Schlitz 7 .15 0.92 69 

Note. r is th() weighted average correlation coefficient (Hedges & Olkin, 1985). 

A New Confirmation 

Extraversion data is available for 221 of the 241 
subjects in a series of ESP ganzfeld studies reported 
by Honorton, Berger, Varvoglis, Quant, Derr, Han
sen, Schechter & Ferrari (1990) and conducted at the 
PsychophYSical Research Laboratories (PRL) in 
Princeton, N.J. The experimental procedures are de
scribed in detail in the Honorton, et a1. (1990) report. 

Subjects 

The subjects were 131 women and 90 men. Their 
average age is 37 years (sd = 11.7). This is a well-edu
cated groUPi the mean formal education is 15.5 years 
(sd = 2.0) and belief in psi is strong in this population. 
On a seven-point scale where "1" indicates strong 
disbelief and '7" indicates strong belief in psi, the 
mean is 6.20 (sd = 1.03). Personal experiences sugges
tive of psi were reported by 88percentof the subjectsi 
eighty percent reported ostensible telepathic experi
ences. Eighty percent have had some training in 
meditation or other techniques involving internal fo
cus of attention. One hundred and sixty-three sub
jects contributed a single ESP ganzfeld session and 58 
contributed multiple sessions. 

Exfrave.rsion Measure 

Extraversion was measured usiftg the continuous 
scores of the Extraversion/Introversion (EI) Scale in 
Form F of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTli 
Briggs & Myers, 1957). The MBTI was not used in any 
of the meta-analysis studies. The MBTI EI Scale is 
constructed So that scores below 100 indicate extrav
ersion and scores above 100 indicate introversion. 
(For consistency with the meta-analysis, we have 
reversed the signs so that positive correlations reflect 
a positive relationship between ESP performance and 

\ 

extraversion.) The mean E1 score for the PRL subjects 
is 100.36 (sd = 25.18). 

ESP Measure 

ESP performance was measured using the stand
ardized ratings of the target and decoys (Stanford's 
z-scoreSi Stanford and Sargent, 1983). Stanford z's 
were averaged for subjects with multiple sessions. 

Results 

Overall results. The correlation between ESP per
formance and extraversion in the PRL series is signifi
cant (r = .18,219 df, t = 2.67, P = .008, two-tailed, 95% 
CI from .05 to .. 30). This outcome is very close to the 
meta-analytic·"estimate for free-response studies 
(r = .20) and the difference between the two correla
tions is nonsignificant (Cohen's q = .02, z = -0.26, 
P = .793, two-tailed). 

Ganzfeld Novices. The results are similar if we re
strict our analysis to the five PRL Novice series with 
inexperienced subjects who each completed a single 
ganzfeld session. MBTI data is available for 190 of the 
205 Novices and the mean weighted r for the five 
series is .17 (z = 2.25, P = .024, two-tailed, 95% CI from 
.02 to .31). The ESP /extraversion correlations are ho
mogeneous across the five series r:x,24 = 2.88, P > .05). 
Eleven subjects in the first Novice series (Series 101) 
completed the MBTI between six and eighteen 
months after their ESP ganzfeld session and we did 
not maintain records of their identity. However, the 
results are essentially the same when this series is 
eliminated. The mean weighted r for the remaining 
four Novice series is.19 (z = 2.30, P = .021, two-tailed, 
95% CI from .03 to .34). 

Outcome by experimenter. Eight experimenters con
tributed to the PRL data base (Honorton, et a1.,199O). 
Table 4 shows the ESP/extraversion correlation by 
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experimenter for the five Novice series. The mean 
weighted r for the eight experimenters is .16 (z = 2.09, 
P = .037, two-tailed, 95% CI from .01 to .30). The 
results are homogeneous across the eight experi
menters ti7 = 6.43, P > .OS). 

Outcome in relation to EI stntus of experimellter. It is 
possible that the relationship between ESP perform
ance and extraversion is moderated by personality 
characteristics of the experimenter. The last column 
of Table 4 shows the MBTI EI scores for each experi
menter. Only two experimenters (Derr and Schlitz) 
are extraverts. Two others (Honorton and Quant) are 
borderline introverts. While the above analyses indi
cate that the ESP/extraversion correlation is consis- / 
tent across experimenters, there is a nonsignificant 
tendency for the relationship to be stronger in the 
data of less introverted experimenters (r = .47, 6 df, P 
= .235, two-tailed). 

Combined Estimate of the 
Relationship between 

Free-response ESP Performance 
and Extraversion 

Combining the new confirmation with the meta
analysis, the overall mean weighted r is.19 (z = 5.50, 
P = 3.8 X 10-8, 95% CI from .13 to .26). The "Fail-safe 
Nil for the combined estimate is 181 studies, or a ratio 
of ·12 unreported studies averaging null effects for 
each known study. Four of the five investigators have 
overall significant outcomes and the outcomes are 
homogeneous across investigators X24 = 6.03, P 
> .OS). 

Discussion 

The Meta-Analysis 

Forced-choice studies. The meta-analysis challenges 
the conclusions from earlier narrative reviews of the 
relationship between extraversion and forced-choice 
ESP performance (Eysenck, 1967; Palmer, 1977; Sar~ 
gent, 1981). The apparent relationship between ex
traversion and ESP performance in these studies ap
pears to be due to the influence of subjects' knowl
edge of their ESP performance on their subsequent 
responses to the extraversion measures. Evidence for 
a relationship between ESP and extraversion occurs 
only when extraversion was measured after the ESP 
test; no evidence of an ESP I extraversion rela tionship 
is found in studies where extraversion was measured 
before the ESP task. 

\ 

; 

Evidence for a ~onzero effect in the fo~ed.-choice 
studies is also limited to the subset of studies mvolv-

I 
ing ESP testing ptbcedures that were vulnerable to 
potential sensory l~kage. There is reason to believe, 
however, that this fnay result from a procedural ~n
found: six the eigh~studies in this subgroup for which 
information on th~.order o.f testing is. available also 
involved extraver~lOn testing followmg ESP feed-
back. : 

The apparent bifsing effect of ESP feedback prob
ably arises from 0ge of two possibilities: Awareness 
of "success" or "f~ilurell may lead subjects to. later 
perceive themselv~ as more extraverted or mtro
verted. Or, the prqblem may arise from an experi
menter expectanc~Efect (Rosenthal & Rubin, 1978), 
in which subjects r'fpond to the investigator'sexpec
tations that extrav~rts are more successful in ESP 

tasks than introver~ObViOUSlY' further research will 
be necessary to cla the problem. 

The existence of 's problem, however, necessar
ily arouses conce over the viability of rE!ported 
relationships betw ESP performance and other 
personality factors\ such as neuroticism (Palmer, 
1977). Much of the tesearch in these areas was con
ducted by the same ~vestigators, and it is likely that 
similar methods we e used. We believe that conclu
sions regarding the relationship between ESP per
formance and other personality variables should be 
suspended until the\relevant study domains can be 
examined with resJl4ct to this problem. 

Free-response studies. The meta-analysis does sup
port the existence of ~ relationship between extraver
sion and free-respon$e ESP performance. The free-re
sponse studies are ~ot amenable to explanation in 
terms of an order a~act or other identifiable threats 
to validity. The ove II correlation of .20 would be 
expected to occur 0 : y about one time in 674,OCO by 
chance. Three of the four investigators contributing 
to this data base obt¥ned significant ESP / extraver
sion relationship~_1d the fourth investigator's re
sults approach si~cance. The correlations are ho
mogeneous across investigators, and across the larg
est grouping of studi4s in which subjects were tested 
indiVidually. The effect remains highly significant 
even when 71 percen~ of the studies, contributed by 
one investigator, are~iminated from consideration. 
Thus, the relationshi seems to be robust. Estimation 
of the ftledrawer prob em (Rosenthal,1984), indicates 
that it would be neces ry to postulate 10 unreported 
studies averaging nqII results for every retrieved 
study in order to ac~unt for the observed effect on 
the basis of selective r~porting. 

i 
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The New Confirmation 

The results of the confim1ation, involving a new 
set of investigators and a new scale of extraversion, 
support the meta-analytic findings and increase their 
generalizability. The relationship between free-re
sponse ESP performance and extraversion now spans 
833 subjects and five independent investigator teams. 
The homogeneity of the effect across the eight experi
menters in the confirmatory study further increases 
our confidence that the effect is replicable and is not 
dependent upon unknown characteristics of individ
ual investigators. A nonsignificant trend in the data 
does SUggE$t that the ESP /extraversion relationship 
may, to some extent, be moderated by the experi- ' 
menter's extravertedness and it may be advisable for 
future investigators to record and report extraver
sion/introversion scores of the experimenters. 

The Predictive Validity of Me/a-Analysis 

Meta-analysis is a powerful tool for summarizmg 
existffig evidence. It enables more precise estimation 
of the significance and magnitude of behavioral ef
fects than has been possible with traditional narrative 
reviews, and is useful in identifying moderatingvari
abies. In the present case, meta-analytic techniques 
revealed a serious source of bias that had been over
looked m earlier narrative reviews of the ESP / extrav
ersion domam. Moreover, the meta-analysis identi
fied a subset of the domain that is not amenable to the 
discovered bias and provided an estima te of the mag
nitude of the relationship between ESP and extraver
sion in that subset. 

Ultimately, the usefulness of meta-analysis will be 
judged by its ability to predict new outcomes and in 
this regard we consider the results of the confirma
tion study to be especially noteworthy. The correla
tion between ESP performance and extraversion in 
the confirmation study is very close to that predicted 
by the meta-analysis. This is the second test of the 
predictive validity of meta-analysis in parapsy
chological problem areas; we have previously re
ported that ESP ganzfeld performance in a new series 
of studies (Honorton, et al.,1990), closely matched the 
outcomes of earlier studies in a meta-analysis 
(Honorton, 1985). Predictability is the hallmark of 
successful science and these fmdings lead us to be 
optimistic concerniri.g the prospect that parapsychol
ogy may be approaching this more advanced stage of 
development. 

\ 
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IvlETA-ANALYTIC PROCEDURES AND '1'1-1£ 
NATURE OF REPLICATION: THE 

GANZFELD DEBATE 

By ROBERT ROSENTHAL 

ABSTRACT: This paper is a commentary on the valuable debate between Charles 
Honorton (1985) and Ray Hyman (1985) about the evidence for psi in the gam:feld 
situation. Th«;ir debate was a creative, constructive, and task-oriented dialogue that 
served admirably to sharpen the issues involved. In my commentary I focus on the 
concept of replication, distinguishing the troublesome older view with a more use
ful alternative. Specific issues related to replication are discussed including prob
lems of multiple testing, subdividing studies, weighting replications, and problems 
of small effects. The earlier meta-analytic work is summarized, evaluated, and com
pared with a mcta-analysis of a different controversial area. Rival hypotheses of 
procedural and statistical types are discussed, and a tentative inference is offered. 
The conclusion calls for wider use of newer views of the success of replication. 

Science in general and parapsychological inquiry in particular 
ha\'e been well served by the recent ganzfeld debate between 
Charles HOllOrtOI1 (1985) and Ray I-lyman (19S5) as organized by 
the JournaL's editor, K. Ramakrishna Rao. Two serious and highly 
knowledgeable scholars have invested a great amount of time, en
ergy, and creative thought to produce a debate that is a model of 
task-oriented, constructive dialogue. It is clear that the participants 
ha\'e been devoted to clarifying and understanding the scientific is
sues rather than simply to "scoring points." 

As a result of their efforts we have an excellent review of the 
issues to be considered in evaluating the data generated by the ganz
feld experiments. In addition, through their meta-analytic work, we 
have an enormously valuable quantitative summary of the ganzfeld 
studies. In the end, I-lyman and Honorton have not. resolved all 
their differences, nor is it likely that they will. Hyman has raised 
cogent and telling questions. Honorton has answered them in co
gent and telling terms. I am slire that Hyman will have excellent 

The preparation of this paper and the development of some:of the .procedures 
described within it wel'e supponcd b,' lhe National Science Foundation. 1'-luch or the 
summary and interpretation of the meta-analyscs ,,·ill be included ill a paper COIll

missioned by the National AcadelllY of Sciences that is in prepanltion by Monica .1. 
Harris and Roben Rosenthal. 
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~tudy failed La replicate that of Smith. Such errors are made very 
frt!quently in most areas of psycholog-y and the other behavioral ~ci
ences. 

» Pseudo-Successful Replications 
"'0 
"'0 o Return now to Table 1 and focus attention on cel! B, tlie cell of 

<a "successful replication." Suppose that two investigators both rejected 
. ~ the null hypothesis at p < .05 with both results in the same direc
g tion. Suppose flll·cher, however, chac in one sllIcly the dTeec size r 
;tl was .90 whereas in the other study the effect size r was only .10, 
!. . significantly sm,lller chan the r or .00 (Rosenchal &. Ruhill. J 0R2;1). 
m 111 this case ollr illlC.:rpretatioll is more complex. We have illdeed 

. $ had a successful replication of the rej.ection of the null, but we have 
~ not come even close La a successful replication of the effect size. 
o 
w 
~ "Successful Replication" of Type II £lT01" -..... oa 

Cell C of Table 1 represents the situation in which both studies 
() failed La reject the null hypothesis. Under those conditions iJlvesli-
~ galors might conclude that there was no relationship between Ihe 
~ val·iables investigated. Such a conclusion could be very much in cr
"Oral", the more so the lowel" the power or the two studies was low 
~(Cohen, 1977). If power levels of the two studies (assuming medium 
geffect sizes in the population) were very high, say .90 or .95, then 
~wo failures to obtain a significant relationship would provide evi
~ence that the effect investigated was not likely to be a very large 
c;:tffect. If power calculations had been made assu~1?:~~ verx_smalL-------o ---.--

________ ~ffect siz~;_-twe---faiIUl es to rejeCn1ie-iiu-n-although not providing 

§trong evidence for the null would at least suggest that the size of 
8he effect in the population W<lS prob;lbly guite modest. 
g If sample sizes of the two studies failing to reject the null were 
Shodest so that power to detect all but the largest effects were low, 
.Ioery little could be concluded from two £~lilures to reject ex~ept that 
the effect sizes were unlikely to be enormous. For example, two in
vestigators wilh N's of 20 aile! '10, respectively, filld results lIut sig
nificant at /) < .05. The effect size$ phi (i.e., r for dichol.OJllou~ var
iables) were .29 and .20, respectively. and bOIl! Ii'.~ W('IT 

apprOXiJlI:IIl'ir .:lO. Till' ('olllbiJlt'd I) or Illest' Iw() rcslIirs, however, 

is .035[(Zi + z'/.)/>/2 = z], and the mean effect size in the mid-.20's 
is not crivial (Rosenthal 8.: Rubin, 19R2b). 

~ 
I~i 

f' 

~ 
~ 
~ 
~ , 
!~~ , 
i' 
j' ., 

(;mlZJi~ld Dc/Jatl'-Hosclllhal 

TABLE 3 
COMI'ARISON OF Two SETS Of REPLICATIONS 

A B 

Study I Study 2 Study I 

N % [5 DE 
f) (two-tailed) .05 .05 .01 

z (/) 1.96 1.96 2.58 
r .20 50 .~(i 

z(l") .20 .55 .27 
Cohen's q (zr, - zr) .:~:) .00 

_ ..... _.-_.-
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Study 2 

27 
.18 

1.34 
.21i 
.27 

N 
o 
o 
w -o 
.j::o. 

The traditional, not very useful, view of replication modeled in ~ 
Table 1 has two primary characteristics: 

(") 1. It focuses on significance level as the relevant SUIl1lilary statis
tic of a study. 

2. It III a kcs ils {'valu:!! iOIl o{' whet her replication has been suc
cessful in a dichoLOmolls Cashion. For example, replications are suc
ces~ful if both or neither jJ < .05 (or .0 I, etc.), and they are unsuc
cessful if olle f) < .05 (or .0 I, etc.) aJl(! the other Jl > .05 (or .0 I, 
etc.). Psychologists' reliance on a dichotomous decision procedure 
accompanied by an ulltenable discontinuity of credibility in n;su!ts 
varying in I) levels has been well documented (Nelson, Rosenthal, & 
Rosnow, 1986; Rosenthal & Caito, 1963, 1964). 

____ -+.!~-fle_weT7--mt)Te-usefiit-\;Ie-\v-oTi~epTlcat;on -success has twO pri-

mary characteristics: 
l. It focuses on effect size as the more important summary sta

tistic or a study with ollly a relatively minor illterest ill the statistical 

significance level. 
2. It makes its evaluation of whether replication has been suc

cessful in a continuous fashion. For example, two studies are not 
said to be successful or unsuccessful replicates of each other but, 
ral her, (he degrec or rai/un.: [0 replicate is specilied. 

Table ;) shows two sets or replic;IliollS. Replicalioll set A shows 
Iwo r('sullS holll n:jcclillg- Iht' !lllll bill will! a di[ferellce ill dlce! 
sizes or .:W ill 1IIIilS or I' 01· .:I!""> ill IIllilS 0[' hsher's :t Irallsl"OJ"lllatioll 

of" r (Cohen, 1977; Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1984; Snec!ecor & 'Coch
rail, I ~)H(). ThaI diITen':llce, ill lIllits of r or Fisher's z is the ~egrcc 
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llIultiple qucstiolls, IIIl1ltiple dept'lldellt variables lllakc go()d scicll
tific sense. However, as both Hononon (1985) and Hyman (1985) 
-Shint out, the use of multiple dependent variables may affect the 
1if:curacy or the /) levels computed. For example, if live depel\delll 
@triables are used and one of these is found to show an effect at p 
& .05, it would be misleading to say that an effect has been dem
tnlSlrated at I) < .05. ThaI is IKCl\lS~: the a<.;tllal f) or lindillg (JIll' /) 

ignificant at .05 (or any other chosen level) increases as the numher 
2l' tests made increases, That is not a good reason to decn:ase the 
(i:lriet)' of dependent variables used, assuming there is a good tbe
~retical basis for choosing to use each one. 
~ Alternate procedures are available. Bonferroni procedures can 
ge used to acUust for the numher of tests made (Rosenthal & Rubin, 
~83). To overcome the conservatism or this basic approach and de
~ease Type II errors, it is possible to weight the dependent varia
~Ies according to their importance and apply a so-called onlercd 
:tonkrroni procedure (Rosenthal & Rubin, 19tH, I ~H5). Perhaps it 
Q most useful, however, to apply specially developed procedures 
~at integrate all the information from all the dependent variables 
~nd obtain only a single overall test of significance and effect size 
"'Qstimate. This can be accomplished very easily so long as we have 
~easonable estimates of the intercorrelations among the dependent 
gariables (Rosenthal & Rubin, 1986). 
........ 
co 
~illbdivirling Studies 
o 
~ An issue discussed in the ganzldd debate has to do with the 5ub
gIivision of studies into substudies as a function of different experi
~lent.al procedures or individllal dilTercnce variables slIch as sex, 
gtge, degree of belief in: psi effects, and the like (Schmeidler, 19(8). 
~s long as all the data are preserved and entered into the meta
~analysis, no harm is done by subdividing. Indeed, subdividing is 

very useful in the search for moderator variables (Rosenthal, 1981). 
Subdividing could have a very biasing effect on the accuracy of 

a cited p value if the overall data are subdivided in various ways, 
significant results arc reported for one or \Ilore subst uclies, and the 
rest of the substudies are "thrown away." In the ordinary more 
proper application of meta-analytic procedures, however, subdivid
ing makes little diITen:nce. COllsidel· a psi experimellt with an over
all nonsignificant effect (f) = ,13, two-tailed). Arter the study is over, 
it is lloted that abollt half the slll~ic('ts were fa\'or;lhk toward psi alld 
half were not and that there had been both female and male sub-

,. 

~ 
" " j; 
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~ 
~ 
~ >, 
~ 

a 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~1 
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Females 
Males 

~ I" .......... 1. 7) __ __ Jl .... ' 
GanZJela Ue!)ale-I1.U~ell"nu, 

'['A II 1.1-: ,I 

SUBDIVISION OF A LARGER EXPERIMENT 

Believing sul~jects Disbelieving su4jects 

Two-tailed p 

.05 

.32 

z 

2,0 
1.0 

Two-tailed p 

,62 
.G2 

z 

0.5 
-0.5 
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Nolr: FOI' t he study as a ",hok. /1 was ,1:1 a1l<1 : was 1.5 bd<>rt: subdividing, Positi\'c 
z's reflect results in the predicted direction; negative z's reflect results in the unpre
dieted direction, 

jects. Suppose that a subgroup of subjects, say female believers, 
show a significant psi effect but the remaining groups do not. No 
harm is done by reporting that f~lCt, though an adjustment is useful 
in reporting the obtained p that takes into account how many 
subgroups were tested. It is essential, however, that the results of 
signilicance tests for the nonsignificant subgroups also be entered 
into the meta-analysis. 

Table 4 illustrates the situation; four substudies have been 
formed, only one of which was significant. When we combine the 
results of the four substudies, however, we find the overall z to be 
[(2.0) + (1.0) + (0.5) + (-0.5)]/Y4 = 1.5, P = .13, two-tailed. Es
sentially, subdividing makes little difference so long as no data are 
discarded. If a particular substudy showed great promise of evi
dencing psi, nothing would prevent the investigutor fmlll condll.ct
ing new studies using only the preselected experimental conditions 
or types of subjects. It would also be appropriate to conduct a meta
analysis on all the substudies that could be found that met the 
promising condition. In that case, however, the initial "study of dis
covery" should be entered with an adjustment for the fact that sev
eral tests of significance were computed (Rosenthal & Rubin, 1983, 
1984). 

Flaw Effects and Weighting Replications 

There are few flawless studies in the behavioral sciences. Flaw? 
can increase Type I or Type II errors, and the wise meta-analyst 
would do well to note how well Hyman (1985) and Honorton (1985) 
have searched for and evaluated !laws. For each !law, it would be 
desirable to make some estimate of how much difference it made to 
the outcome. In the presellt debate SOl1le !laws seellled to make a 
difference and others did not. When Haws matter we can adjust for 
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of failure to replicalc. That both stlldics WCI'C able (0 r<-:jcct Ihe null 
and at exactly the same p level is simply a function of sample size. 
Replication set B shows two studies with different p values, one sig
nificant at < .05, the other not significant. However, the two effect 
size estimates are in excellent agreement. We would say, accord
ingly, Ihal l"Cplic:ttion S<.:I B shows ilIon: succcssful replication Ihall 
does replication set A. 

It should be noted that the values of Table 3 were chosen so that 
the combined probability of the two studies of set A would be iden
tical to the combined probability of the two studies of set B; (ZI + 
z2)/'\)2 = z of 2.77, P = .0028, one-tailed. 

Tlie Metrics of the Success of Replication 

~ Once we adopt a view of LIIC Sllccess of replicatioll as a fUllctioll 
m of similarity of effect sizes obtained, we can become more precise in 
CD our assessments of the success of replication. Figure 1 shows the 
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~ "replication plane" generated hy crossing t.he results of the first 
8 study conducted (expressed in units of the effect size r) by the re
o suits of the second study conducted. All perfect replications, t.hose 
~ i~ which t.h~ effect sizes are identical in the two studies, fall on a :.t - .80 (') 

co diagonal nsmg from the lower left corner (- 1.00, - 1.00) to the Up-) T/ ' I .» 
co 

(') per right corner (+ 1.00, + 1.00). The results of replication set B ~ -1.00 ,;0 
j> from Table 3 are shown to fall exactly on the diagonal o[ successful ~f 0 
;0 replication (+ .26, + .26). The results of replication set A are shown IT ~ 
~ to fall somewhat above the line representing perfect replication. Fig- ~ Figure 1. The replication plane. .~ 
~ ure 1 shows that although set B reflects a more successful replica- i; ~ 
6 tion than set A, the latter is also located fairly close to the line and ~~ Rosenthal & Rubin, 1982a; Snedecor & Cochran, 1980). When there ~ 
~ is, therefore, a fairly successful replication set as well. !; are more than two effect size r's to be evaluated for their variability ~ 
~ Cohen's q. An alternative to the indexing of the success of repli- ~ (i.e., heterogeneity), the three references above all provide the ap- g 
~ cation by t?e dif~~rence ~etwe~n obtai.ned effec~ .~ize r's is ~.o tra,ns- ~ propriate formul~_~~~~:2~uting the tes~of the heterogeneity oUs-.-----~-
8 _fo~~~~ rs :<?.}Ish~~~_~_~efore-ta~ dIfference. ~!..lshe~S-~------T-------------- . 'g 

----c;-- metrIC IS distnbuted nearly normally and Gill th us be used III settlllg ~; 8 
g c~nfi.den:e i.ntervals and testing hypotheses about r'~, whereas ~'s ~ ISSUES RELATED TO REPLICATION g 
w dlslnbutlOn IS skewed, and the llIore so as the populatlOll valllc 01 1" ;; ~ 

g moves further from zero. Cohen's q is especially useful for testing ~ ,J:.. 
~ the significance of difference between two obtained effect size 1-'5. f: lVIultiple Testing 
J:,. This is accomplished by means of the fact that I ' 

I In ganzfeld studies, in parapsychological research more broadly, 
q / J HI - 3 + N2 - 3 and, indeed, in most al'e'.I~ (~r behavi~)rai science, it is common that 

, ~ more than one test of slglllficance IS computed to evaluate a re-
•••• •• • " •• >. • " search hypothesis .. There may, for example, be a set of several de-

IS dlstllbuted ,IS z, the 5t.mel,1I d nOI In.!1 devl,lte (Rosenth,d, 1984, d' bl dIS I I' 
i pen ent vana es use to eva uate outcome. 0 ong as t Jere are 
$ 

I ·1 
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these flaws ill our weighting of studies. For example, we Clli givc 
weights of zero to truly terrible studies and lowered but nonzero 
)lDcights to less I.han truly terrihle studies. Such weighting- may lead 
~ less biased conclusions than simple discarding of studies for !laws 
a-iske. 1978; Rosenthal, 1984; Rosenthal & Rubin, 1985). 
< 
CD 

';eplicalion D~IJicult)l and Small Effects 
o 
;; Althoug-h Ilymall (I ~)Wi) alld Iiollortoll (I mEl) disagree Oil the 
~egree or confidence warranted by the gallzfdd literature, lhcy 
IRgrec that the results reponed do no\. rcflcn an enormous magni
~de of effect. In Cohen's (1977) terminology, the average size of 
~le ganzfcld effect reported by Hyman- (1985) and Honorton (1985) 
~. on the small side. That, of course, is not surprising. Controversial 
ax:search areas arc characterized by small clrect sizes. For exam pie, 
~ a recent review of live controversial areas of human performance 
~esearch, I-I an'is and Rosenthal (l9HG) estimated the actual crfect 
oizes (r) to range only f!"Om .00 to .1 i:l with a mediall or .10 amI a 
):95% confidence interval ranging from .02 to .19. 
;:b Small effect sizes are just what we should expect from colltro
~ersial areas. According to fundamental principles of statistical 
~()wcr (COhCIl, 19ii), if" t.he truc effect size wcre suhstantial, studies 
6vith only modest sample sizes would routinely be able to r<::ject the 
~ull. For example, if the population value of r were .60, 90% of" 
~eplication attempts would he siplificant at I) < .05 with sample sizes 
~f 2'1 (Cohen, 19ii, p. 9~). Howt'ver, ir the population vallie or r 
8verc .10, the median of our live cOlltroversial areas (1Ian'is & Ro
c)enthal, 1986), only 7% of replication attempts would be significant 
gn j) < .05 with sample sizes of 24. FOl' the small population value 
~r r (.10), it would require sample sizes or over 1,000 to achieve a 
§JO% rate of rc:iecting the null at p < .05. 
l' Even though controversial research areas are characterized by 
.Iloosmall effects (including zero as a possibility), that does not mean that 

the effects are of no practical importance. Indeed, the median small 
effect of five areas cited above (r = . J 0) is eCluivalent to improving 
our success rate from 45% to a success rate of 55% (Rosell thaI &. 
Rubin, 1982h). 

Before leavillg tilt: topic ur replic'-ltioll difliculty, it Il\a)' help liS 

to place this problem in useful perspective by noting that it is not 
ollly ill the pamps)'chulogical or uther hellaviontl sciellces that n'p
lication difficulties emerge. Indeed, students of the physical sciences 
have pointed out failures to replicate the construction of TEA-lasers 
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despite the availability of detailed instructions for replication. Ap
parently TEA-lasers could be replicated dependably only when the 
replicat ion ins! ructions were accorripaniecl by a scientist who had ac
tualiy built a laser (Collins, 19S5). 

SUMMARIZING THE META-ANALYSES 

II Ylll;1I1 (I ~)R[)) and 1101l0rl0l1 (19R[)) have done important meta
analytic work on the topic or the ganzldd experiments; it is this 
work I summarize here. 

Five indices or "psi" success have been used in ganzldd research 
(Honorton, 1985). One criticism of research in this area is that some 
investigators used several such indices in their studies and failed to 

adjust their reported levels of significance (P) for the fact that they 
had made m ultipIc tests (1-1 yman, 19~5). Because most studies used 
a particular one of these five methods, the method of direct hits, 
HonO\"l.oll !()Cused his meta-analysis on just those 28 studies .(of a 
total of 42) for which direct hit data were available. . 

The method of direct hits scores a success only when the single 
correct target is chosen out of a set of l total targets. Thus, the prob;
ability or success on a single trial is lit with t usually = 4 but some- •. 
times 5 or 6. The other methods, using some form of partial credit, 
appear to be more precise in that they use more of the information 
available. Although they differ in their interpretation of the results, 
\-lOllor\on (1985) and I-I ylll<lll (1985) agree quitc wcll on the basic 
quantitative results of the meta-analysis of" thcsc 2tl studies. This 
agreement holds both for the estimation of statistical signif1cance 
(Honorton, 1985, p. 58) and of effect size (Hyman, 1985, p. 13): 

" 

Stem-and-Leaf Display 

Table 5 shows a stem-and-leaf display of the 2i:l effect size esti
mates based on the direct hits studies summarized by Honorton 
(1985, p. 84). The effect size estimates shown in Table 5 are in units 
of Cohen's fL, which is the difference between (a) the arcsine trans
formed proportion of direct hits obtained and (b) the arcsine trans
formed proportion of direct hilS expected under the null hypothesis 
(i.e., Ill). The advantage of It over j, the difference between raw pro
P()l·tiollS, is that all It values that are identical are identically d~tect
able whereas all j values that are identical (e.g., .05 -.45 and 
.25 - .(5) are not equally detectable (Cohen, 1977, p. 181). 
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TABLE 5 
STEM-AND-LEAF PLOT OF "DIRECT Hrr" GANZFELD STUDIES: COHEN'S It 

St(,1I! 

1.4 
l.3 
1.2 
I.I 
1.0 
.9 
.8 
.7 
. 6 
.5 
.4 
.3 
.2 
.1 
.0 

-.0 
-.1 
-.2 
-.3 
-.4 
-.:.; 
-.6 
-.7 
-.8 
-.9 

/.('al' 

<1 
.3 

3 

8 
02224 
1224478 
2 
.3 H 8 
779 
5 
() 

2 
o 

.3 
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kurtosis index g~ = 2.04, P = .02. Relative to what we would expe~t 
from a normal distrihlltion, we have stlldies that show Iarg-cr POSI

tive and larger Ilegative elh'cl Sii'.CS thall wOl~ld .h.e rcas()n;~hle. IIl
deed, the two largest positive effect sizes are signIficant ~utl~~rs at p 
< .05, and the largest negative dIect size approaches slglllhcance, 
with a Dixon index of .37 compared to one of .40 for the largest 
positive effect size (Snedecor & Cochran, 1980, PP: 279-280, 490). 
The total sample of studies is still small; however, If a much l~rger 
sample showed the same result, that would be a pattern consIstent 

~ with the idea that both strong positive results ("psi") and strong neg-
~I ative results ("psi-missing") might be more likely to find their way 
t, into print or at least to be more available to <~ meta-an~ly~t. . 
;l Distribution of subjects. It is useful :0 examl~e the dlstnbutIOn of 
r effect sizes obtained in the sUllIllIanzed 5t uclles. It would also be 
f useful to examine the distribution of effect sizes obtained by i.ndi-
,: vidual sul~jects within the studies sumlll;~rized .. F~I: exam piC;, 1I~ a 
~~ study with a mean Ii. of .20, is the distribuuon of 110 faIrly normal :vnh 
~ centering at .20, or is the distribution skewed WIth the bul~ of the 
~ subjects centered closer to zero but with a few subjects earnIng con-
f~ sistently high values of h? " 

~ Distribution of investigators. Just as it i~ us~ful to .ex~mme ~he ?l~-
R triblltion of the I'C'SlIits of stlldics ;lllCl 0/ slIl~J('cts WIlhll1 stll(hcs: .I.t IS 

I
':: also usc I'll I to exalllille till' distriiJlItioll or resllits obtailled hy ddkr

ent investigators (Hononon, 1985; Hyman, 1985; Rosen.thaI, I9~9, 
1984). The 28 direct hit studies were conducted by 10 different m

~ vestigators (Honorton, 1985, p. GO). Four i.nvestigators conducted 

~)J1IY OJlC study cach, two condllcted two stlldlcS each, two conducted 
8 .. -~ .. ----.--~-----" .~---' . Tee Sltuties-eaciT;(me c'onducteo"iive studies, and one conducrea 

.. _nm __ ~. Tukey (1977) developed the stem-and-leaf plot as a special form : nine studies. Analysis of variance showed that these I 0 inve~tigators. 
~f fre~uency distrib~tion to facilitate .the inspection. of a batch of difl'ercd sigllificalltly alld illlportalltly ill the average magllltude of 
~ata. Each number 111 thc data batch IS madc up 01 one stcm and the effects they obtained with F(9,18) = 3.81, P < .01, eta = .81. 
gne leaf, but each stem may serve several. leaves. Thus, the stem .1 Interestingly, there Was little relationship between the mea:1 effect 
~ followed by leaves of 3, 8, 8 representmg the numbers .13, .18, size obtained by each investigator and the number of studies con-
~8. The first digit is the stem; the next digit is the leaf. The stem- ducted (r = .11; t(8) = 0.31, P > .70). 
and-leaf display functions as any other frequency distribution but That different investigators may obtain significantly different rec' 
the original data are retained precisely. suIts from their subiects is well known in various areas of psychology 

Distrib~tion. of sl~dies. Froron Table 5 we see (hat the distribution (Rosenthal, 1966). JFor example, in such a standard expe~imental 
of effect sizes IS unImod~l, WIt~ t~e b~lk ?f t~e results (80~) falli~g area as eyelid conditioning, studies cO~1dllct~cl at Iowa obtall1ed. re-
between -.10 and .58. rhe dlstnbulJolI IS I1Iccly syrnmctncal, WIth i suIts in the predicted direction 9'1 % of the tllne, whcreas those d~n-
the skewness index. (gl = .• 17) only 2.1% of t.ll.at rC<llli.I.'Cd fm'Si.gllir- . I .. ductl:(.1 dSl:wltl:J'(; oiJtailll:d Stlclt I'l:SldIS ollly (;~(X, of lite lillll: \~Illt ic~llce all) < :05. (SII.edecor & Cochran, I!JHO, pp. 7S-79, 'J9~). The ... l(l) = 4.05, /) < .05, N = 25, r = .40 (Rosenthal, 1966, p. 24; 
tads of the chstnbullOI1, however, are too long for normality with . Sr,o"r,.;~ 19'::,1 \" III 'II "1
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TABI.E [j 

STATISTICAL SU~I~IAI{Y OF "DIRECT Hrr" GAi'iZFELD STUDIES 

:t> Centralll'1ulfllCY (Coill'll\ il) 

:g Unweighted mean 
., L 

o Weighted mean 
~ Median 
a. Proportion positive sign 
Il 
0 
~ SiKlI.ijiamcf' I{'sls 

CD Combined Slouller z 
CD / test or mean .:t 
I\) 

z or proportio/l posilive til 
CD 
I\) 
0 

~ Confidence in/emalsa 

0 
.Iloo - 8()% ..... 
CO 95% 
(') D~J% 
5> m,uJ% 
I 

Fro1l/ 
.17 
.11 
.fH 

-.O~ 

To 
.3!J 
.45 
.52 
.59 

;::c 'Based on N of 28 studies. 
o 

.2R 

.23 

.32 

.R2 

(i.(iO 

:\.2:\ 
:~.1 () 

~ SU1nma1Y (l Stflll-mu{-Ll'(!{ DI:~/)la)' 
0) 
I 

Variability 
I',,! ax iIIIII III 
Quartile 3 (Q3) 
Median (Q2) 
Quartile I (Q I) 
Minimum 
Q~ - QI 
tr: [.75 (Q3 -- QIJ 
S 

.conelation oj It 
With z 

With rawj 

lA·! 
.42 
.32 
.OR 
.93 
.:~·1 

.:W 

.'15 

.86 

.98 

g Table 6 provides a summary of the stem-and-Ieaf display of Ta
~ ble 5 and some additional useful information about cClltral len
;g dency, variability, significance teslS, confidence intervals, and corre
g lations between Cohen's It and (a) significance level (z) and (b) raw 
~ difference in proportions (j). Only a few comments are required. 
g Effect size. The bulk of the results (82%) show a positive effect 
8 size where 50% would be expected under the null (p = .0004). The 
g mean effect size, It, of .28 is equivalent to having a direct hit rate of 
~ .38 when .25 was expected under the null. The 95% confidence in
J:.,. terval suggests the likely range of effect sizes to be from .11 to .45, 

equivalent to accuracy rates of .30 to .46 when .25 was expected 
under the null hypothesis. 

Significance testing. The overall probability that obtained accuracy 
was better Ihall the accuracy expected ullder the null was a jJ of 
3.37j10" associated wilh a Stollffer ~ of G.GO (l'v!osteller ,II.: Blish. 
195-1; Rosenthal, 1 !J78a, 1984), 

File-dmwfr a71a~)'sis. A combined I) as low as that obtained can be 
used as a guide to the tolerance level for !lull results that neve I' 
found their way into the meta-analytic data base (Rosenthal, 1979, 
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1984). It has long been believed that studies failing to reach statis
tical significance may be less likely to be published (Rosenthal, 1966; 
Sterling, 1959). Thus it may be that there is a residual of nonsignifi
cant studies languishing in the investigators' file drawers. With sim
ple calculations, it can be shown that, for the current studies sum
marized, there would have to be 423 studies with mean p = .50, 
one-tailed, or z = 0.00 in those file drawers before the overall com
bined jJ would become just> .05, as Honorton (1985) has pointed 
out. 

'{h.at lllany stlldies llnrelrieved seelllS unlikely for this specialized 
area or parapsychology (I-lollortoll, 1985; I-lyman, 1985). Based on 
experience with meta-analyses in other-domains or research (e.g., 
interpersonal expectancy effects) the mean z or effect size for non
significant studies is not 0.00 but a value pulled strongly from 0.00 
toward the mean z or mean effect size of the obtained studies (Ro
senthal & Rubin, 1978). 

CUlIl/mriso'J/. with an Earlier Meta-AnnZ1'sis 

It is instructive to compare the results of the ganzldd research 
meta-analysis by Honorton (1985) with the results of an older and 
larger meta-analysis of another controversial research domain
that of interpersonal expectancy effects (Rosenthal & Rubin, 1978). 
In that analysis, eight areas of expectancy effects were summarized; 
effect sizes (Cohen's d, roughly equivalent to Cohen's h) ranged 
from .l'1 to 1.73 with a grand mean d of .70. Honorton's mean ef
fect size (It = .28) exceeds the mean d of two of the eight areas 
(reaction time experiments [d = .17], and studies using laboratory 
interviews [d = .14]). 

The earlier meta-analysis displayed the distribution of the z's as
sociated with the obtained p levels. Table 7 shows a comparison of 
the two meta-analyses' distributions of z's. It is interesting to note 
the high degree of similarity in the distributions of significance lev
els. The total proportion of significant results is somewhat higher 
for the ganzfeld studies but not significantly so (X2(l) = 1.07, N' = 

.: 373, p = .30, c!> = .05). 

INTERl'RETING TIIE l\lET.-\-AN .. \L\T1C RLSULTS 

Although the results of the meta-analysis are clear, the meaning 
of these results is open to various interpretations. The most obvious 
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TABLE 7 
PROPORTION OF STUDIES REACI-IIM; CRITICAL LEVEL'; OF SI(;NIFICANCE 

FOR Two RESI-:ARCH AREAS 

Expected ExpeClallcy Callzldd 
Interval for z proportion researcha research" Difference 
!'r'cdietcd directioll 

+ 3.72 and above .0001 .07 .04 -.03 
+ 3.09 and above .001 .12 .18 .06 
+ 2.33 and above .01 .19 .25 .06 + 1.65 and above .05 .36 .43 .07 

Not significant 
- 1.64 to + 1.64 .!)O 

Unpredicted direction 
.GO .50 -.10 

- 1.65 and below .05 .03 .07 .04 
ON = 34.'i ~r\ldic~; from Ros(,!llhal ,~ Ruhin (l!l7R). 
"N = :lH siudics; ("rolll IlorIOrlOIl (EIH!i). 

interpretation might be that at a very low p, and with a f~lirly im
pn.:ssive efreet size, the gallzfcld psi pllellOIll(:!1l01l has beell dem
onstrated. However, there are rival hypotheses that will need to be 
considered. many of Ihem pUI ('orward ill lire delailed ('\,:tIlI:ttioll hy 
Hyman (19~5). 

g PrlJ(:niu ral if ivaI 11y/,othes('s 
...... 
CO 

;g Sens01)' leakage. A standard rival hypothesis to the hypothesis of 
- g ESP is that sensory leakage occurred and that the receiver was 

------ 5:;! knowingly or unknowinglyeued -by-the sencier-orby-an-inrermedl-
gary between the sender and receiver. As early as 1895, Hansen and 
8 Lehmann (1895) described "unconscious whispering" in the labora
g tory, and Kennedy (1938, 1939) was able to show that senders in 
~ telepathy cxperimellls could g-ive auditory cues to their receivers 
,J:.. quite unwillingly. 1ngenioLls LIse of parabolic sound reflectors made 

.'111 

this demonstration possible. Moll (1898), Stratton (1921), and War
ner and Raible (1937) all gave early warnings on the dangers of un
intentional cueing (for summaries see Rosenthal, 1965, 1966). The 
subtle kinds of cues described by these early workers were just the 
kind we have come to look for in searching for cues given off by 
experimenters that might serve to lIlediate the experilllellter ex
pectancy effects found in laboratory settings (Rosenthal. 1966, 
I !JH!i). 

i.;'i!! jJ IJ! JI JI 'I'll 1'1 
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By their nature, ganzfeld studies tend to minimize problems of 
sensory cueing. An exception occurs when the subject is asked to 

choose which of four (or more) stimuli has been "sent" by another 
persoll or agellt.. Whell the same sljmuli held origillally by the 
sender are shown to the re)=eiver, finger smudges or other marks 
may serve as cues. Honorton has shown, however, that studies con
trolling for this type of cue yield at least as Illany significant effects 
as do the studies not controlling for this type of cue. 

Recording errors. A second rival hypothesis has nearly as long a 
history. Kennedy and Uphoff (1939) and Sheffield and Kaufman 
(1952) both found biased errors of recording the data of parapsy-

:._ chological experiments. In a meta-analysis of 139,000 recorded ob-
if servations in 21 studies, it was found that about 1 % of all observa-
~ tions were in error and that, of the errors committed, twice as many 
(\ favored the hypothesis as opposed it (Rosenthal, 1978b). Although 
~; it is diHicult to rule recording errors out of ganzfeld studies (or any 
1~ other kind of research), their magnitude is such that they could 
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;~! probably have only a small biasing effect on the estimated average 
f:; crfect size (Rosellthal, 1978b, p. 1007). Q 
~ Intentional eTror. The very recent history of science has reminded t=' 
~! us thai even I hough fraud in scicl1ce is not CJuite of epidemic pro- ~ 
~ portion, it must be given close attention (Broad & Wade, 1982; ~ 
l~ Zuckerman, 1977). Fraud in parapsychological research has been a ~ 
(; constant concern, a cOllcent roulld to 1)(: justified by periodic I1a- g i grant examples (Rhine, 1975). In the analyses of Hyman (1985) al1d ~-
~ Honorton (1985), in any case, there appeared to be no relationship ;g 

I 

~ between degree of monitoring of participants and the results of the g 
--l-------..stud.J'-.------------------------------------ -----------------------------------~----

~ 0 
~ 0 
m Statistical Rival Hypotheses .-' 8 
F. g 

File-drawer issues. The problem of biased retrieval of studies for ~ 

.. Irr 
i 

any meta-analysis was described earlier. Part or this problem is ad- ,J:.. 
dressed by the IO-year-old Ilorm or the Parapsychological Associa-
tion of reporting negative results at its meetings and in its journals 
(Honorton, 1985). Part of this problem is addressed also by Black-
more (1980), who conducted a survey to retrieve unreported ganz-
feld studies. She found that 7 of her total of 19 studies were judged 
significant overall by the investigators. This proportion of significant 
results (.37) was not significantly (or appreciably) lower than' the 
proportion of published studies found significant (.43) in Honor-
LOll'S (1!Jt55) meta-analysis of' direct hit gallZf'eld studies (X~(l) 

. ~ . 1111 JU _'II :I'J ~II 'II 
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0.17, <I> = .06. Somewhat similar results were obtained by SOIllmer 
(in press). in her analysis of research on the menstrual cycle. She 
found 61 % of the published results to be significant compared to 
40% of the unpublished studies; lO) = 2.30, P < .065, one-tailed, 
<I> = .20. The results of the Blackmore and Sommer studies did not 
differ significantly (z = 0.69). Taken together, these studies provide 
only modest evidence for a serious file-drawer problem. 

A problem that seems to be a special case of the file-drawer 
pr.oblem was pointed out by Hyman (1985). That was a possible ten
dency to report the results of pilot studies along with subsequent 
significant results when the pilot data were significant. At the same 
time it is possible that pilot studies were conducted without prom
ising results, pilot studies that then found their way into the file 
drawers. In any case, it is nearly impossible to have an accurate es
timate of the number of tin retrieved studies or pilot studies actually 
conducted. Chances seem good, however, that there would be fewer 
than the '12;~ reslllts or nH'an ;: = 0.00 required to hring tht' overall 
combined /J to > .05. 

Multiple testing. Each ganzfeld study may have more than one de
pendent variable for scoring degree of success. If investigators use 
these dependent variables sequentially until they find one significant 
at p < .05, the true p will be higher than .05 (Hyman, 1985). This 
issue was discussed earlier; it is not an illherently il.ltractable one 
(Rosenthal & Rubin, 1986). 

Randomization. Hyman (1985) has noted that the target stimulus 
may not have been selected in a truly random way from the pool of 
potential targets. To the extent that this is the case, the p values 
calculated can be in error. Hyman (1985) and Honorton (1985) dis
agree ovcr the frequcncy ill this sample or studies of illlproper rau
domization. In addition, they disagree over the magnitude or the 
I'elationship between inadequate randomizatioll and study outcoll1e . 
Hyman felt this relationship to be signifl.cant and positive; Honorton 
felt this relationship to be nonsignificant and negative. Because the 
median p level of just those 16 studies using random number tables 
or generators (z = .94) was essentially identical t.o that found fOI' all 
28 studies, it seems unlikely that poor randomization procedures 
were associated wit h milch of" all illcrease ill sig-lIific:Jllce level (11011-
orlon, 19S5, p. 71). 

Statistical errors. Hyman (1985) anc! Honorton agree that 6 of the 
28 studies contained statistical errors. However, the median effect 
size of these studies (II = .33) was very similar t.o the overall IlH:<iian 
(h = .32). so that it seems unlikely that these errors had a major 
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effect on the overall effect size estimate. Omitting these six studies 
from the analysis decreases the mean h from .28 to .26. Such a drop 
is equivalent to a drop of the mean accuracy rate from .38 to .37 
when .25 is the expected value under the null. 

A Tentative Inference 

On the basis of the preceding summary and the very valuable 
meta-analytic evaluations of Honorton (1985) and Hyman (1985), 
what are we to believe? It would be easiest to say, "Let's wait until 
more data have been accumulated from studies purged of the prob
lems noted by Hyman, Honorton, and others." That is not a realistic 
approach. At any point in time some judgment can be made, and 
though our judgment might be more accurate later on when those 
more nearly perfect studies become available, the situation for the 
ganzfeld domain seems reasonably clear. We feel it would be im
plausible to entertain the Ilull g-iven the combined /) ("rom these 28 
studies. Given the various problems or lIaws I)()inlco out by Hyman 
and Honorton, the true effect size is almost surely smaller than the 
mean h of .28 equivalent to a mean accuracy of 38% when 25% is 
expected under the null. We are persuaded that the net result of 
statistical errors was a biased increase in estimated effect size of at 
least a full percentage point (from 37% to 38%). Furthermore, we 
are persuaded that file-drawer and related problems are such that 
some of the smaller effect size results have probably been kept off 
the market. If pressed to estimate a more accurate effect size, we 
might think in terms of a shrinkage of h from the obtained value .of 
.28 to perhaps an h of .18. Thus, when the accuracy rate expected 
under the null is 1/4, we might estimate the obtained accuracy I'ate 
to be about 113. 

CONCLUSION 

Parapsychologists in particular and scientists in general owe a 
great debt of gratitude to Ray Hyman (1985) and Charles Honorton 
(1985) ("or their careful and extensive analyt ic and mela-analytic 
work on the ganzfeld problem. Their debate has yielded an espe
cially high lightlheat ratio, and many of the important issues have 
now been brought out into bold relief. 

In my commentary on the ganzfeld debate, I focused most 
closely on the concept of replication. That seemed appropriate, not 
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only hecause of IiiI' cellll'alily or liIe pnlhlclII or replic;lhililV ill Ihe 

parapsychological literature, but also because or the ccntralil y or the 
problem in many sciences, esp{'cially whcn tilc {'f/'cel sizes sou gill ill 
the population al'e small. The dlect size zero is ollly a special Glse 
of the class of small clTeet sizes, 

In closing I want only to suggest that parapsychological and 
other behavioral sciences would be well served to modify their view 
o.f the success of replication in the direction of the following newer 
VIew: 
. I. A replication is successful to the degree that the second study l~ 

obtains an effect size similar to the effect size of the first study. ~ 
2, Threc or lI10rc illvcsligaliops al'c SlItxessrul replicales or olle ~~ 

another LO the extem that the effect sizes are homogelleous. ~'j' 
3. Significance testing has nothing to do with success of replica- ~ 

lion though it can be useful in many ways, including the assessment ri-

of ~he likelihood of the null given all prior research (weighted as if 
deSIred and as reasonable) and the likelihood of n~al differences ~ 
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REPLICATION AND META-ANALYSIS IN PARAPSYCHOLOGY 

Jessica Dtts . 

Division of Statistics 

University of California, Davis 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a June 1990 Gallup Poll, 49% of the 1,236 respondents claimed to believe in 

extrasensory perception (ESP), and one in four claimed to have had a personal experience 

involving telepathy (Gallup and Newport, 1991). Other surveys have shown even higher 

percentages; the University of Chicago's National Opinion Research Council recently surveyed 

1,473 adults, of which 67% claimed that they had experienced ESP (Greeley, 1987). 

Public opinion is a poor arbiter of science, however, and experience is a poor substitute 

for the scientific method. For more than a century, small numbers of scientists have been 

conducting laboratory experiments to study phenomena such as telepathy, clairvoyance, and 

precognition, collectively known as "psi" abilities. This paper will examine. some of that work, 

as well as some of the statistical controversies it has generated. 

Parapsychology, as this field fS called, has been a source of controversy throughout its 

history. Strong beliefs tend to be resistant to change even in the face of data, and many people, 

scientists included, seem to have made up their minds on the question without examining any 

empirical data at all. A critic of parapsychology recently acknowledged that "The level of the 

debate during the past 130 years has been an embarrassment for anyone who would like to 

believe that scholars and s<:ientists adhere to standards of rationality and fair play" (Hyman, 

1985a, p.89). While much of the controversy has focused on poor experimental design and 
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potential fraud, there have been attacks and defenses of the statistical methods as well, 

sometimes calling into question the very foundations of probability and statistical inference. 

Most of the criticisms have been leveled by psychologists. For example, a 1988 report 

of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences concluded that liThe committee finds no scientific 

justification from research conducted qyer a period of 130 years for the existence of 

parapsychological phenomena" (Druckman and Swets, 1988, p. 22). The chapter on 

parapsychology was written by a subcommittee chaired by a psychologist who had published a 

similar conclusion prior to his appointment to the committee (Hyman, 1985a, p.7). There were 

no parapsychologists involved with the writing of the report. Resulting accusations of bias 

(Palmer, Honorton and Utts, 1989) led U.S. Senator Claiborne Pell to request that the 

Congressional Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) conduct an investigation with a more 

balanced group. A one-day workshop was held on September 30, 1988 bringing together 

parapsychologists, critics, and experts in some related fields (including the author of this paper) . 

The report concluded that parapsychology needs "a fairer hearing across a b.roader spectrum of 

the scientific community, so that emotionality does not impede objective assessment of 

experimental results" (Office of Technology Assessment, 1989). 

It is in the spirit of the OTA report that this article is written. After Section 2, which 

offers an anecdotal account o~ the role of statisticians and statistics in parapsychology, the 

discussion turns to the more general question of replication of experimental results. Section 3 

illustrates how replication has been (mis)interpreted by scientists in many fields, Returning to 

parapsychology in Section 4,a particular experimental regime called the "ganzfeld" is described, 

and an extended debate about the interpretation of the experimental results is discussed. Section 
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5 examines a meta-analysis of recent ganzfeld experiments designed to resolve the debate. 

Finally, Section 6 contains a brief account of meta-analyses that have been conducted in other 

areas of parapsychology, and conclusions are given in Section 7. 

2. STATISTICS AND PARAPSYCHOLOGY 

Parapsychology had its beginnings in the investigation of purported mediums and other 

anecdotal claims in the late 19th century. The Society for Psychical Research was founded in 

Britain in 1882, and its American counterpart was founded in Boston in 1884. While these 

organizations and their members were primarily involved with investigating anecdotal material, 

a few of the early researchers were already conducting "forced-choice" experiments such as 

card-guessing. (Forced-choice experiments are like multiple choice tests; on each trial the 

subject must guess from a small, known set of possibilities.) Notable among these was Nobel 

Laureate Charles Richet~ who 'Is generally credited with being the first to recognize that 

probability theory could be applied to card-guessing experiments (Rhine, 1977, p.26; Richet, 

1884). 

F. Y. Edgeworth, partly in response to what he considered to be incorrect analyses of 

these experiments, offered one of the earliest treatises on the statistical evaluation of forced

choice experiments in two art\cles published in the Proceedings of the Society for Psychical 

Research (Edgeworth, 1885, 1886). Unfortunately, as noted by Mauskopf and McVaugh (1979) 

in their historical account of the period, Edgeworth's papers were "perhaps too difficult for their 

immediate audience" (p. 105). 

Edgeworth began his analysis by using Bayes Theorem to derive the fonnula for the 
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5 examines a meta-analysis of recent ganzfeld experiments designed to resolve the debate. 

Finally, Section 6 contains a brief account of meta.:.analyses that have been conducted in other 

areas of parapsychology, and conclusions are given in Section 7. 

2. STATISTICS AND PARAPSYCHOLOGY 

Parapsychology had its beginnings in the investigation of purported mediums and other 

anecdotal claims in the late 19th century. The Society for Psychical Research was founded in 

Britain in 1882, and its American counterpart was founded in Boston in 1884. While these 

organizations and their members were primarily involved with investigating anecdotal material, 

a few of the early researchers were already conducting IIforced-choice ll experiments such as 

card-guessing. (Forced-choice experiments are like multiple choice tests; on each trial the 

subject must guess from a smail, known set of possibilities.) Notable among these was Nobel 

Laureate Charles Richet, who 'is generally credited with being the first to recognize that 

probability theory could be applied to card-guessing experiments (Rhine, 1.977, p.26; Richet, 

1884). 

F.Y. Edgeworth, partly in response to what he considered to be incorrect analyses of 

these experiments, offered one of the earliest treatises on the statistical evaluation of forced

choice experiments in two art~cles published in the Proceedings of the Society for Psychical 

Research (Edgeworth, 1885,1886). Unfortunately, as noted by Mauskopf and McVaugh (1979) 

in their historical account of the period, Edgeworth's papers were "perhaps too difficult for their 

immediate audience" (p. 105). 

Edgeworth began his analysis by using Bayes Theorem to derive the formula for the 
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posterior probability that chance was operating, given the data. He then continued with an 

argument "savouring more of Bernoulli than Bayes" in which "it is consonant, I submit, to 

experience, to put Ih both for a and 13," i.e. for both the prior probability that chance alone was 

operating, and the prior probability that "there should have been some additional agency." He 

then reasoned (using a Taylor Series expansion of the posterior probability formula) that if there 

were a large probability of observing the data given that some additional agency was at work, 

and a small objective probability of the data under chance, then the latter (binomial) probability 

"may be taken as a rough measure of the sought a posteriori probability in favour of mere 

chance" (p. 195). Edgeworth concluded his article by applying his method to some data 

published previously in the same journal. He found the probability against chance to be .99996, 

which he said "may fairly be regarded as physical certainty" (p. 199). He concluded: 

"Such is the evidence which the calculus of probabilities affords as to the 
existence of an agency other than mere chance. The calculus is silent as to the 
nature of that agency -- whether it is more likely to be vulgar illusion or 
extraordinary law. That is a question to be decided, not by formulae and figures, 
but by general philosophy and common sense" (p. 199). 

Both the statistical arguments and the experimental controls in these early experiments 

were somewhat loose. For example, Edgeworth treated as binomial an experiment in which one 

person chose a string of eight letters and another attempted to guess the string. Since it has long 

been understood that people are. poor random number (or letter) generators, there is no statistical 

basis for analyzing such an experiment. Nonetheless, Edgeworth and his contemporaries set the 

stage for the use of. controlled experiments with statistical evaluation in laboratory 

parapsychology. 

One of the first American researchers to use statistical methods in parapsychology was 
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John Edgar Coover, who was the Thomas Welton Stanford Psychical Research Fellow, in the 

Psychology Department at Stanford University, from 1912 to 1937 (Dommeyer, 1975). In 1917 

Coover published a large volume summarizing his work (Coover, 1917). Coover believed that 

his results were consistent with chance, but others have argued that Coover's defmition of 

significance was too strict (Dommeyer, 1975). For example, in one evaluation of his telepathy 

experiments, Coover found a two-tailed p-value of .0062. He concluded "Since this value, then, 

lies within the field of chance deviation, although the probability of its occurrence by chance is 

fairly low, it cannot be accepted as a decisive indication of some cause beyond chance which 

operated in favor of success in guessing" (Coover, 1917, p. 82). On the next page he made it 

explicit that he would require ap-value of .0000221 to declare that something other than chance 

was operating. 

It was during the summer of 1930, with the card-guessing experiments of J.B. Rhine at 

Duke University, that parapsychology began to take hold as' a laboratory science. In fact, 

Rhine's laboratory still exists under the name of the Foundation for Resear~h on the Nature of 

Man, housed at the edge of the Duke University campus. 

It wasn't long after Rhine published his first book, Extrasensory Perception in 1934, that 

the attacks on his methodology began. Since his claims were wholly based on statistical analyses 

of his experiments, the statistiqal methods were closely scrutinized by critics anxious to find a 

plausible explanation for Rhine's positive results. 

The most persistent critic was a psychologist from McGill University named Chester 

Kellogg (Mauskopf and Mcyaugh, 1979). Kellogg's main argument was that Rhine was using 

the binomial distribution (and normal approximation) on a series of trials that were not 
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independent. The experiments in question consisted of having a subject guess the order of a 

deck of 25 cards, with five each of five symbols, so technically Kellogg was correct. 

By 1937 several mathematicians and statisticians had come to Rhine's aid. Mauskopfand 

McVaugh (1979) speculated that since statistics was itself a young discipline, "a number of 

statisticians were equally outraged by Kellogg, whose arguments they saw as discrediting their 

profession" (p. 258). The major technical work, which acknowledged that Kellogg's criticisms 

were accurate but did little to change the significance of the results, was conducted by Charles 

Stuart and Joseph A. Greenwood and published in the first volume of the Journal of 

Parapsychology (Stuart and Greenwood, 1937). Stuart, who had been an undergraduate in 

mathematics at Duke, was one of Rhine's early subjects, and continued to work with him as a 

researcher until Stuart's death in 1947. Greenwood was a Duke mathematician, who apparently 

converted to a statistician at the urging of Rhine. 

Another prominent figure who was distressed with Kellogg's attack was E. V. 

Huntington, a mathematician at Harvard. After corresponding with Rhine, Huntington decide-d. 

that, rather than further confuse the public with a technical reply to Kellogg's arguments, a 

simple statement should be made to the effect that the mathematical issues in Rhine's work had 

been resolved. Huntington must have successfully convinced his former student, Burton Camp 

of Wesleyan, that this was a wise approach. Camp was the 1937 President of !MS. When the 

annual meetings were held in December of 1937 Gointly with AMS and AAAS), Camp released 

a statement to the press that read: 

"Dr. Rhine's investigations have two aspects: experimental and statistical. On the 
experimental side mathematicians, of course, have nothing to say. On the 
statistical side, however, recent mathematical work has established the fact that, 
assuming that the experiments have b~n properly performed, the statistical 
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One statistician who did emerge as a critic was William Feller. In a talk at the Duke 

Mathematical Seminar on April 24, 1940, Feller raised three criticisms to Rhine's work (Feller, 

1940). They had been raised before by others (and continue to be raised even today). The first 

was that inadequate shuffling of the cards resulted in additional information from one series to 

the next. The second was what is now known as the "file-drawer effect," namely, that if one 

combines the results of published studies only, there is sure to be a bias in favor of successful 

studies. The third was that the results were enhanced by the use of optional stopping, i.e. by 

not specifying the number of trials in advance. All three of these criticisms were addressed in 

a rejoinder by Greenwood and Stuart (1940), but Feller was never convinced. Even in its third 

edition published in 1968, his book An Introduction to Probability Theory and Its Applications 

still contains his conclusion about Greenwood and Stuart: "Both their arithmetic and their '. ~ 

experiments have a distinct tinge of the supernatural" (Feller, 1968, p. 407). In his discussion 

of Feller's position, Diaconis (1978) remarks, "I believe Feller was confused ... he seemed to 

have decided the opposition was wrong and that was that. It 

Several statisticians have contributed to the literature in parapsychology to greater or 

lesser degrees. T.N.E. Greville devoted much of his professionalHfe to developing statistical 

methods for parapsychology; Fisher (1924, 1929) addressed some specific problems in card-

guessing experiments; Wilks (1965) described various statistical methods for parapsychology; 

Lindley (1957) presented a Bayesian analysis of some parapsychology data; and Diaconis (1978) 

pointed out some problems with certain experiments and presented a method for analyzing 

experiments when f~back is given. 
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Occasionally, attacks on parapsychology have taken the form of attacks on statistical 

inference in general, at least as it is applied to real data.. Spencer-Brown (1957) attempted to 

show that true randomness is impossible, at least in finite sequences, and that this could be the 

explanation for the results in parapsychology. That argument re-emerged in a recent debate on 

the role of randomness in parapsychology, initiated by psychologist J. Barnard Gilmore 

(Gilmore, 1989; Utts, 1989a; Palmer, 1989; Gilmore, 1990; Palmer, 1990). Gilmore stated that 

"The agnostic statistician, advising on research in psi, should' take account of the possible 

inappropriateness of classical inferential statistics" (1989, p.338). In his second paper, Gilmore 

reviewed several non-psi studies showing purportedly random systems that do not behave as they 

should under randomness (e.g. Iversen, Longcor, Mosteller, Gilbert, and Youtz, 1971; and 

Spencer-Brown, 1957). Gilmore concluded that "Anomalous data ... should not be found nearly 

so often if classical statistics offers a valid model of reality" (1990, p. 54), thus rejecting the use 

of classical statistical inference for real-world applications in general. 

3. REPLICATION 

Implicit and explicit in the literature on parapsychology is the assumption that in order 

to truly establish itself, the field needs to find a repeatable experiment. For example, Diaconis 

(1978) starts the summary of his article in Science with the words "In search of repeatable ESP 

experiments, modem investigators ... " (p. 131). On October 28-29, 1983, the 32nd International 

Conference of the Parapsychology Foundation was held in San Antonio, Texas, to address "The 

Repeatability Problem in Parapsychology." The Conference Proceedings (Shapin and Coly, 

1985) reflect the diverse views among parapsychologists on the nature of the problem. Ronorton 

'. 
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(1985a) and Rao (1985), for example, both argued that strict replication is uncommon in most 

branches of science, and that parapsychology should not be singled out as unique in this regard. 

Other authors expressed disappointment in the lack of a single repeatable experiment in 

parapsychology, with titles such as "Unrepeatability: Parapsychology's Only Finding" 

(Blackmore, 1985), and "Research Strategies for Dealing with Unstable Phenomena II (Beloff, 

1985). 

It has never been clear, however, just exactly what would constitute acceptable evidence 

of a repeatable experiment. In the early days of investigation, the major critics "insisted that 

it would be sufficient for Rhine and Soal to convince them of ESP if a parapsychologist could 

perform successfully a single 'fraud-proof experiment" (Hyman, 1985a, p. 71). However, as 

soon as well-designed experiments showing statistical significance emerged, the critics realized 

that a single experiment could be statistically significant just by chance. British psychologist 

C.E.M. Hansel quantifiect the new expectation, that the experiment should be repeated a few 

times, as follows: 

"If a result is significant at the .01 level and this result is not due to chance but 
to information reaching the subject, it may be expected that by making two 
further sets of trials the antichance odds of one hundred to one will be increased 
to around a million to one, thus enabling the effects of ESP -- or whatever is 
responsible for the original result -- to manifest itself to such an extent that there 
will be little doubt that the result is not due to chance" (Hansel, 1980, p.298). 

In other words, three consecutive experiments at p ~ .01 would convince Hansel that something 

other than chance was at work. 

This argument implies that if a particular experiment produces a statistically significant 

result, but subsequent replications fail to attain significance, then the original result was probably 

due to chance, or at l~st remains unconvincing .. The problem with this line of reasoning is that 
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there is no consideration given to sample size or power. Only an experiment with extremely 

high power should be expected to be "successful" three times in succession . 

It is perhaps a failure of the way statistics is taught that many scientists do not understand 

the importance of power in defining successful replication. To illustrate this point, psychologists 

Tversky and Kahnemann (1982) distributed a questionnaire to their colleagues at a professional 

meeting, with the question: 

"An investigator has reported a result that you consider implausible. He ran 15 
subjects, and reported a significant value, t = 2.46. Another investigator has 
attempted to duplicate his procedure, and he obtained a nonsignificant value of 
t with the same number of subjects. The direction was the same in both sets of 
data. You are reviewing the literature. What is the highest value of t in the 
second set of data that you would describe as a failure to replicate?" (1982, p. 
28). 

In reporting their results, Tversky and Kahnemann stated: 

"The majority of our respondents regarded t = 1.70 as a failure to replicate. If 
the data of two such studies (t = 2.46 and t = 1.70) are pooled, the value of t " 
for the combined data is about 3.00 (assuming equal variances). Thus, we are 
faced with a paradoxical state of affairs, in which the same data that would 
increase our confidence in the finding when viewed as part of the original study, 
shake our confidence when viewed as an independent study" (1982, p. 28). 

At a recent presentation to the History and Philosophy of Science Seminar at the 

University of California at Davis, I asked the following question. Two scientists, Professors A 

and B, each have a theory they would like to demonstrate. Each plans to run a fixed number 

of Bernoulli trials and then test Ho: p = .25 versus H.: p > .25. Professor A has access to 

large numbers of students each semester to use as subjects. In his first experiment he runs 100 

subjects, and there are 33 successes (p = .04, one-tailed). Knowing the importance of 

replication, Professor A runs an additional 100 subjects as a second experiment. He fmds 36 

successes (p = .009, <?ne-tailed). 
\ 
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Professor B only teaches small classes. Each' quarter she runs an experiment on her 

students to test her theory. She carries out ten studies this way, with the following results: 

II 

10 
15 
17 
25 
30 
40 
18 
10 
15 
20 

Number of successes 

4 
6 
6 
8 
10 
13 
7 
5 
5 
7 

one-tailed v-value 

.22 

.15 

.23 

.17 

.20 

.18 

.14 

.08 

.31 

.21 

I asked the audience by a show of hands to indicate whether or not they felt the scientists 

had successfully demonstrated their theories. Professor A's theory received overwhelming 

support, with approximately 20 votes, while Professor B's theory received only one vote. 

If you aggregate' the results of the experi~ents for each Professor, you v,rill notice that 

each conducted 200 trials, and Professor B actually demonstrated a higher l~vel of success than 

Professor A, with 71 as opposed to 69 successful trials. The one-tailed p-values for the 

combined trials are .0017 for Professor A and .0006 for Professor B. 

To address the question of replication more explicitly, I also posed the following 

scenario. In December of 1987 it was decided to prematurely terminate a study on the effects 

of aspirin in reducing heart attacks because the data were so convincing (See e.g. Greenhouse 

and Greenhouse, 1988; Rosenthal, 1990a). The physician-subjects had been randomly assigned 

to take aspirin or a placebo. There were 104 heart attacks among the 11 ,037 subjects in the 

aspirin group, and 189 heart attacks among the 11,034 subjects in the placebo group (chi-square 
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= 25.01, P < .00001). 

After showing the results of that study, I presented the audience with two hypothetical 

experiments conducted to try to replicate the original result, with outcomes as follows: 

Aspirin 

Placebo 

REPLICATION #1 

Heart Attack 

Yes 

11 

19 

No 

1156 

1090 

Chi-square = 2.596,p=.11 

Aspirin 

Placebo 

REPLICATION #2 

Heart Attack 

Yes 

20 

48 

No 

2314 

2170 

Chi-square = 13.206, p=.OOO3 

I asked the audience to indicate which one they thought was a more successful 

replication. The audience chose the second one, as would most journal editors, because of the 

"significant p-value" . In fact, the first replication has almost exactly the same proportion of 

heart attacks in the two groups as the original study, and is thus a very close replication of that 

result. The second replication has very different proportions, and in fact th~ relative risk from 

the second study is not even contained in a 95 % confidence interval for relative risk from the 

original study. The magnitude of the effect has been much more closely matched by the "non

significant" replication. 

Fortunately, psychologists are beginning to notice that replication is not as 

straightforward as they were originally led to believe. A special issue of the Journal of Social 

Behavior and Personality was entirely devoted to the question of replication (Neuliep, 1990). 

In one of the articles, RoseI}thal cautioned his colleagues: "Given the levels of statistical power 

at which we normally operate, we have no right to expect the proportion of significant results 
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that we typically do expect, even if in nature there is a very real and very important effect" 

(Rosenthal, 1990b, P .16). 

Jacob Cohen, in his insightful article titled "Things I Have Learned (So Far)," identified 

another misconception common among social scientists: "Despite widespread misconceptions to 

the contrary, the rejection of a given null hypothesis gives us no basis for estimating the 

probability that a replication of the research will again result in rejecting that null hypothesis" 

(Cohen, 1990, p.1307). 

Cohen and Rosenthal both advocate the use of effect sizes as opposed to significance 

levels when defining the strength of an experimental effect. In general, effect sizes measure the 

amount by which the data deviate from the null hypothesis in terms of standardized units. For 

instance, the effect size for a two-sample t-test is usually defined to be the difference in the two 

means, divided by the standard deviation for the control group. This measure can be compared 

. ~ 

across studies without the dependence on sample size inherent in significance levels. (Of course 

there will still be variability in the sample effect sizes, decreasing as a function of sample size.) 

Comparison of effect sizes across studies is one of the major components of meta-analysis. 

Similar arguments have recently been made in the medical literature. For example, 

Gardner and Altman (1986) stated that the use of p-values "to define two alternative outcomes -

significant and not significant.- is not helpful and encourages lazy thinking" (p. 746). They 

advocated the use of confidence intervals instead. 

As discussed in the next section, the arguments used to conclude that parapsychology has 

failed to demonstrate a replicable effect hinge on these misconceptions of replication and failure 

to examine power. A more appropriate analysis would compare the effect sizes for similar 
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experiments across experimenters and across time to see if there have been consistent effects of 

the same magnitude. Rosenthal also advocates this view of repl~cation: 

"The traditional view of replication focuses on significance level as the relevant 
summary statistic of a study and evaluates the success of a replication in a 
dichotomous fashion. The newer, more useful view of replication focuses on 
effect size as the more important summary statistic of a study and evaluates the 
success of a replication not in a dichotomous but in a continuous fashion" 
(Rosenthal, 1990b, p. 28). 

The dichotomous view of replication has been used throughout the history of 

parapsychology, by both parapsychologists and critics (Utts, 1988). For example, the National 

Academy of Sciences Report critically evaluated "significant" experiments, but entirely ignored 

"nonsignificant" experiments. 

In the next three sections we will examine some of the results in parapsychology using 

the broader, more appropriate definition of replication. In doing so, we will show that the 

results are far more interesting than the critics would have us believe. 

4. THE GANZFELD DEBATE IN PARAPSYCHOLOGY 

An extensive debate took place in the mid-1980's between a parapsychologist and critic, 

questioning whether or not a particular body of parapsychological data had demonstrated psi 

abilities. The experiments in question were all conducted using the ganzfeld setting (described 

below).· Several authors were invited to write commentaries on the debate. As a result, this 

data base has been more thoroughly analyzed by both critics and proponents than any other, and 

provides a good source for studying replication in parapsychology. 

The debate concludcil with a detailed series of recommendations for further experiments, 

and left open the question of whether or not psi abilities had been demonstrated. A new series - . 
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of experiments that followed the recommendations were conducted over the next few years. The 

results' of the new experiments will be presented in Section 5. 

4.1 Free-response Experiments 

Recent experiments in parapsychology tend to use more complex target material than the 

cards and dice used in the early investigations, partially to alleviate boredom on the part of the 

subjects and partially because they are thought to "more nearly resemble the conditions of 

spontaneous psi occurrences" (Burdick and Kelly, 1977, p. 109). These experiments fall under 

the general heading of "free-response" experiments, because the subject is asked to give a verbal 

or written description of the target, rather than being forced to make a choice from a small 

discrete set of possibilities. Various types of target material have been used, including pictures, 

short segments of movies on video tapes, actual locations, and small objects. 

Despite the more complex target material, the statistical methods used to analyze these 

experiments are similar to those for forced-choice experiments. A typical experiment proceeds 

as follows. Before conducting any trials, a large pool of potential targets is assembled, usually 

in packets of four. Similarity of targets within a packet is kept to a minimum, for reasons made 

clear below. At the start of an experimental session, after the subject is sequestered in an 

isolated room, a target is selected at random from the pool. A sender is placed in another room 

with the target. The subject is asked to provide a verbal or written description of what he or , 

she thinks is in the target, knowing only that it is a photograph, an object, etc. 

After the subject's description has been recorded and secured against the potential for 

later alteration, a judge (who mayor may not be the subject) is given a copy of the subject's 

description and the fo.ur possible targets that w~re in the packet with the correct target. A 
\ 
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properly conducted experiment either uses video tapes or has two identical sets of target material 

and uses the duplicate set for this part of the process, to ensure that clues such as fingerprints 

don't give away the answer. Based on the subject's description, and of course on a blind basis, 

the judge is asked to either rank the four choices from most to.1east likely to have been the 

target, or to select the one from the four that seems to best match the subject's description. If 

ranks are used, the statistical analysis proceeds by summing the ranks over a series of trials and 

comparing the sum to what would be expected by chance. If the selection method is used> a 

"direct hit" occurs if the correct target is chosen, and the number of direct hits over a series of 

trials is compared to the number expected in a binomial experiment with p = .25. 

Note that the subjects' responses cannot be considered to be "random" in any sense, so 

probability assessments are based on the random selection of the target and decoys. In a 

correctly designed experiment, the probability of a direct hit by chance is .25 on each trial, 

regardless of the response, and the trials are independent. These and other issues related to 

analyzing free-response experiments are discussed by Utts (1989b). 

4.2 The Psi Ganzfeld Experiments 

The ganzfeld procedure is a particular kind of free-response experiment utilizing a 

perceptual isolation technique originally developed by Gestalt psychologists for other purposes. 

Evidence from spontaneous case studies and experimental work had led parapsychologists to a 

model proposing that psychic functioning may be masked by sensory input and by inattention 

to internal states (Honorton, 1977). The ganzfeld procedure was specifically designed to test 

whether or not reduction of external "noise" would enhance psi performance. 

In these expet1ments, the subject is pl~ced in a comfortable reclining chair in an 
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acoustically shielded room. To create a mild form of sensory deprivation, the subject wears 

headphones through which white noise is played, and stares into a constant field of red light. 

This is achieved by taping halved translucent ping-pong balls over the eyes and then illuminating 

the room with red light. In the psi ganzfeld experiments, the subject speaks into a microphone 

and attempts to describe the target material being observed by the sender in a distant room. 

At the 1982 Annual Meeting of the Parapsychological Association, a debate took place 

over the degree to which the results of the psi ganzfeld experiments constituted evidence of psi 

abilities. Psychologist and citic Ray Hyman and parapsychologist Charles Honorton each 

analyzed the results of all known psi ganzfeld experiments to date, and reached strikingly 

different conclusions. The deba.te continued with the publication of their arguments in separate 

articles in the March 1985 issue of t,1e Journal of Parapsychology. Finally, in the December 

1986 issue of the Journal o/Parapsychology, Hyman and Honorton wrote ajoint article in which 

they highlighted their agreemeTI.ts and disagreements, and outlined detailed criteria for future 

experiments. That same issue contained commentaries on the debate by teD- other authors. 

The data base analyzed by Ryman and Honorton consisted of results taken from 34 

reports written by a total of 47 authors. Honorton counted 42 separate experiments described 

in the reports, of which 28 reported enough information to determine the number of direct hits 

achieved. Twenty three of the studies (55 %) were classified by Honorton as having achieved 

statistical significance at .05. 

4.3 The Vote-Counting Debate 

Vote-counting is the" term commonly used for the technique of drawing inferences about 

an experimental effect. by counting the number C?f significant versus non-significant studies of 
\, 
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the effect. Hedges and Olkin (1985) give a detailed analysis of the inadequacy of this method, 

showing that it is more and more likely to make the wrong decision as the number of studies 

increases. While Ryman acknowledged that "vote-countir.g raises many problems (Hyman, 

1985b, p.8)," he nonetheless spent half of his critique of the ganzfeld studies showing why 

Ronorton's count of 55 % was wrong. 

Hyman's first complaint was that several of the studies contained multiple conditions, 

each of which should be considered as a separate study. t:"sing this definition he counted 80 

studies (thus further reducing the sample sizes of the indiyi.dual studies), of which 25 (31 %) 

were "successful." Ronorton' s response to this was to invite readers to examine the studies and 

decide for themselves if the varying conditions constituted separate experiments. 

Hyman next postulated that there was selection bias, 50 that significant studies were more 

likely to be reported. He raised some important issues about how pilot studies may be 

terminated and not reported if they don't show significant results, or may at l~st be subject to 

optional stopping, allowing the experimenter to determine the number of trials. He also 

presented a chi-square analysis that "suggests a tendency to report studies with a small sample 

only if they have significant results" (Hyman, 1985b, p.14). but l have questioned his analysis 

elsewhere CUtts, 1986, p. 397). 

Honorton refuted Hyman's argument with four rejoi:J.ders (Ronorton, 1985b, p.66). In 

addition to reinterpreting Hyman's chi-square analysis, Honorton pointed out that the 

Parapsychological Association has an official policy enCDuraging the publication of non

significant results in its jo~rnals and proceedings, that a large number of reported ganzfeld 

studies did not achieve statistical significance, and that there would have to be 15 studies in the 
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"file-drawer" for every one reported to cancel out the observed significant results. 

The remainder of Hyman's vote-counting analysis consisted of showing that the effective 

error rate for each study was actually much higher than the nominal 5 %. For example, each 

study could have been analyzed using the direct hit measure, the sum of ranks measure, or one 

of two other measures used for free-response analyses. Hyman carried out a simulation study 

that showed the true error rate would be .22 if "significance" was defined by requiring at least 

one of these four measures to achieve the .05 level. He suggested several other ways in which 

multiple testing could occur, and concluded that the effective error rate in each experiment was 

not the nominal .05, but rather was probably close to the 31 % he had determined to be the 

actual success rate in his vote-count. 

Honorton acknowledged that there was a mUltiple testing problem, but he had a two-fold 

response. First, he applied a Bonferroni correction and found that the number of significant 

studies (using his definition of a study) only dropped from 55 % to 45 %. Next, he proposed that 

a uniform index of success be applied to all studies. He used the number of direct hits, since 

it was by far the most commonly reported measure and was the measure used in the first 

published psi ganzfeld study. He then conducted a detailed analysis of the 28 studies reporting 

direct hits and found that 43 % were significant at .05 on that measure alone. Further, he 

showed that significant effects' were reported by six of the 10 independent investigators, and 

thus were not due to just one or two investigators or laboratories. He also noted that success 

rates were very similar for reports published in refereed journals and. those published In 

unrefereed monographs and abstracts. 

While Hyman's arguments identified issues such as selective reporting and optional 
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stopping that should be considered in any meta-analysis, the dependence of significance levels 

on sample size makes the vote-counting technique almost useless for assessing the magnitude of 

the effect. Consider for example the 24 studies where the direct hit measure was reported and 

the chance probability of a direct hit was .25, the most common type of study in the data base. 

(There were 4 direct hit studies with other chance probabilities and 14 that did not report direct 

hits.) Of the 24 studies, 13 (54%) were "nonsignificant" at ex = .05, one-tailed. But if the 367 

trials in these "failed replications" are combined, there are 106 direct hits, Z = 1.66, and p = 

.0485, one tailed. This is reminiscent of the dilemma of Professor B in Section 3. 

Power is typically very low for these studies. The median sample size for the studies 

reporting direct hits was 28. If there is a real effect and it increas~s the success probability from 

the chance .25 to an actual .. 33 (a value whose rationale will be made clear below), the power 

for a study with 28 trials is only .181 (Utts, 1986). It should be no surprise that there is a 

"repeatability" problem in parapsychology. 

4.4 Flaw Analysis and Future Recommendations 

The second half of Hyman's paper consisted of a "Meta-Analysis of Flaws and 

Successful Outcomes" (1985b, p. 30), designed to explore whether or not various meas·ures of 

success were related to specific flaws in the experiments. While many critics have argued that 

the results in parapsychology can be explained by experimental flaws, Hyman's analysis was the 

first to attempt to quantify the relationship between flaws and significant results. 

Hyman identified 12 potential flaws in the ganzfeld experiments, such as inadequate 

randomization, multiple tests used without adjusting the significance level (thus inflating the 

significance level froIl?- the nominal 5 %), and f~lure to use a duplicate set of targets for the 
'. 
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judging process (thus allowing possible clues such as fingerprints). Using cluster and factor 

analyses, the 12 binary flaw variables were combined into three new y.:.riables, which Hyman 

named General Security, Statistics and Controls. 

Several analyses were then conducted. The one reported with the most detail is a factor 

analysis utilizing 17 variables for each of 36 studies. Four factors eme~ged from the analysis. 

From these, Hyman concluded that security had increased over the Yea7S, that the significance 

level tended to be inflated the most for the most complex studies, and t.hat both effect size and 

level of significance were correlated with the existence of flaws. 

Following his factor analysis, Hyman picked the three flaws tr.at seemed to be most 

highly correl2.ted v,1th success, which were inadequate attention to bJth randomization and 

documentation, and the potential for ordinary communication between tr,e sender and receiver. 

A regression equation was then computed using each of the three flaws as dummy variables, and 

'. 

the effect size for the experiment as the dependent variable. From this equation, Hyman 

concluded that a study without these three flaws would be predicted to have a hit rate of 27%. 

He concluded that this is "well within the statistical neighborhood of the ~5 % chance rate" (ibid, 

p. 37), and thus "the ganzfeld psi data base, despite initial impressions, is inadequate either to 

support the contention of a repeatable study or to demonstrate the reality of psi" (ibid p. 38). 

Honorton discounted both Hyman's flaw classification and his anc.lysis. He did not deny 

that flaws existed, but objected that Hyman's analysis was faulty and impossible to interpret. 

Honorton asked psychometrician David Saunders to write an Appendix to his article, evaluating 

Hyman's analysis. Saunders fust criticized Hyman's use of a factor anc.lysis with 17 variables 

(many of which were dichotomous) and only 36 cases, and concluded that "the entire analysis 

" 
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is meaningless" (Saunders, 1985, p.87). He then noted that Hyman's choice of the three flaws 

to include in his regression analysis constituted a clear case of multiple analysis, since there were 

84 possible sets of three that could have been selected (out of nine potential flaws), and Hyman 

chose the set most highly correlated with effect size. Again, Saunders concluded that "any 

interpretation drawn from [the regression analysis] must be regarded as meaningless" (ibid, p, 

88). 

Hyman's results were also contradicted by Harris and Rosenthal (l988b) in an analysis 

requested by Hyman in his capacity as Chair of the National Academy of Sciences' 

Subcommittee on Parapsychology. Using Hyman's flaw classifications and a multivariate 

analysis, Harris and Rosenthal concluded that "Our analysis of the effects of flav.'s on study 

outcome lends no support to the hypothesis that ganzfeld research results are a significant 

function of the set of flaw variables" (1988b, p. 3). 

Hyman and Honorton were in the process of preparing papers for a second round qf 

debate when they were invited to lunch together at the 1986 Me~ting of th~ Parapsychological 

. Association. They discovered that they were in general agreement on several major issues, and 

decided to coauthor a "Joint Communique" (Hyman and Honorton, 1986). It is clear from their 

paper that they both thought it was more important to set the stage for future experimentation 

than to continue the technical'arguments over the current data base. In the abstract to theiT 

paper they wrote: 

"We agree that there is an overall significant effect in this data base that cannot 
reasonably be explained by selective reporting or multiple analysis. We continue to 
differ over the degree to which the effect constitutes evidence for psi, but we agree that 
the fmal verdict awaits the outcome of future experiments conducted by a broader range 
of investigators and according to more stringent standards" (Ibid, p. 351). 
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The paper then outlined what these standards should be. They included controls against 

any kind of sensory leakage, thorough testing and documentation of randomization methods used, 

better reporting of judging and feedback protocols, control for multiple analyses, and advance 

specification of number of trials and type of experiment. Indeed, any area of research could 

benefit from such a careful list of procedural recommendations. 

4.5 Rosenthal's Meta-Analysis 

The same issue of the Journal of Parapsychology in which the Joint Communique 

appeared also carried commentaries on the debate by 10 separate authors. In his commentary, 

psychologist Robert Rosenthal, one of the pioneers of meta-analysis in psychology, summarized 

the aspects of Hyman's and Honorton's work that would typically be included in a meta-analysis 

(Rosenthal, 1986). It is worth reviewing Rosenthal's results so that they can be used as a basis 

of comparison for the more recent psi ganzfeld stl,ldies reported in Section 5. 

Rosenthal, like Hyman and Honorton, focused only on the 28 studies for which 

din~t hits were known. He chose to use an effect size measure called Cohen's h, which is the 

difference between the arcsin transformed proportions of direct hits that were observed and 

expected: 

h =2 x( arcsin/p -arcsin,fP) 

One advantage of this measure over the difference in raw proportions is that can be used to 

compare experiments with different chance hit rates. 

If the observed and expected numbers of hits were identical, the effect size would be 

zero. Of the 28 studies, 23 (82%) had effect sizes greater than zero, with a median effect size 
\ . 
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of .32 and a mean of .28. These correspond to direct hit rates of.40 and .38 respectively, when 

.25 is expected by chance. A 95 % confidence interval for the tnle effect size is from .11 to .45, 

corresponding to direct hit rates of from .30 to .46 when chance is .25. 

A common technique in meta-analysis is to calculate a "combined z," found by summing 

the individual z scores and di,iding by the square root of the number of studies. The result 

should have a standard normal distribution if each z score has a standard normal distribution. 

For the ganzfeld studies, Rosenthal repoI}ed a combined z of 6.60 with a p-value of 3.37 x 10-11
• 

He also reiterated Ronorton' s fiJe-drawer assessment by calculating that there would have to be 

423 studies unreIXlrted to nega'!e the significant effect in the 28 direct hit studies. 

Finally, Rosenthal acknowledged that because of the flaws in the data- base and the 

potential for at least a small flIe drawer effect, the true average effect size was probably closer 

to .18 than .28. He concluded, "Thus, when the accuracy rate expected under the null is 1/4, 

we might estimate the obtained accuracy rate to be about 1/3" (Ibid, p. 333). This is the value 

used for the earlier power calculation. 

It is worth mentioning that Rosenthal was commissioned by the National Academy of 

Sciences to prepare a background paper to accompany its 19~8 report on parapsychology. That 

paper (Harris and Rosenthal, 1988a) contained much of the same analysis as his commentary 

summarized above. Ironically, the discussion of the ganzfeld work in the National Academy 

Report focused on Hyman's 1985 analysis, but never mentioned the work it had commissioned 

Rosenthal to perform, which contradicted the final conclusion in the report. 
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5. A META-ANALYSIS OF RECENT GANZFELD EXPERIMENTS 

After the initial exchange with Hyman at the 1982 Parapsychological Association 

Meeting, Honorton and his colleagues developed an automated ganzfeld experiment, that was 

designed to eliminate the methodological flaws identified by Hyman. The execution and 

reporting of the experiments followed the detailed guidelines agreed upon by Hyman and 

Honorton. 

Using this "autoganzfeld" experiment, eleven experimental series were conducted by eight 

experimenters between February 1983 and September 1989, when the equipment had to be 

dismantled due to lack of funding. In this section the results of these experiments are 

summarized and compared to the earlier ganzfeld studies. Much of the information is derived 

from Honorton et al (1990). 

5.1 The Automated Ganzfeld Procedure 

Like earlier ganzfeld studies, the "autoganzfeld" experiments require four participants. 

The first is the Receiver (R), who attempts to identify the target material being observed by the 

Sender (S). The Experimenter (E) prepares R for the task, elicits the response from R, and 

supervises R's judging of the response against the four potential targets. (Judging is double-

blind; E does not know which is the correct target.) The fourth participant is the lab assistant 

(LA) whose only task is to instruct the computer to randomly select the target. No one involved 

in the experiment knows the identity of the target. 

Both R and S are <sequestered in sound-isolated, electrically shielded rooms. R is 

prepared as in earlie~ ganzfeld studies, with white noise and a field of red light. In a 
\ 
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non-adjacent room, S watches the target material on a television and can hear R's target 

description ("mentation") as it is being given. The mentation is also tape-recorded. 

The judging process takes place immediately after the 30 minute sending period. On a 

TV monitor in the isolated room, R views the four choices from the target pack that contains 

the actual target. R is asked to rate each one according to how closely it matches the ganzfeld 

mentation. The ratings are converted to ranks, and if the correct target is ranked first, a direct 

hit is scored. The entire process is automatically recorded by the computer. The computer then 

displays the correct choice to R as feedback. 

There were 160 pre-selected targets, used with replacement, in ten of the eleven series. 

They were arranged in packets of 4, and the decoys for a given target were always the remaining 

three in the same set. Thus, even if a particular target in a set were consistently favored by R's, 

the probability of a direct hit under the null hypothesis would remain at 114. Popular targets 

should be no more likely to be selected by the computer's random number generator than any 

of the others in the set. The selection of the target by the ~omputer is ~he only source of 

randomness in these experiments. This is an important 'point, and one that is often 

misunderstood. (See Dtts, 1989b for elucidation.) 

Eighty of the targets were "dynamic," consisting of scenes from movies, documentaries 

and cartoons; and 80 were "static", consisting of photographs I art prints, and advertisements. 

The four targets within each set were all of the same type. Earlier studies indicated that 

dynamic targets were more likely to produce successful results, and one of the goals of the new 

experiments was to test that theory. 
,. 

The randomization procedure used to select the target and the order of presentation for 
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judging was thoroughly tested before and during the experiments. A detailed description is 

given by Honorton et al (1990, p. 118-120). 

Three of the eleven series were pilot series, five were formal series with novice 

receivers, and three were formal series with experienced receivers. The last series with 

. experienced receivers was the only one that did not use the 160 targets. Instead, it used only 

one set of four dynamic targets in which one target had previously received several first place 

ranks, and one had never received a first place rank. The receivers, none of whom had had 

prior exposure to that target pack, were not aware that only one target pac:< was being used. 

They each contributed one session only to the series. This will be called the n special series" in 

what follows. 

Except for two of the pilN series, numbers of trials were planned in advance for each 

s,eries. Unfortunately, three of the formal series were not yet completed when the funding ran 

Qut, including the special series, and one pilot s"tudY with advance planning wC.s terminated early 

when the experimenter relocated. There were no unreported trials during the six year period 

under review ,so there was no "file-drawer". 

Overall, there were 183 R's who contributed only one trial and 58 who contributed more 

than one, for a total of 241 participants and 355 trials. Only twenty three R's had previously 

participated in ganzfeld experiments and 194 R's (81 %) had never participated in any 

parapsychological research. 

5 .. 2 Results 

While acknowledging that no probabilistic conclusions can be drawn from qualitative 

data, Ronorton et al (1?90), included several exa~ples of session excerpts that R's identified as 
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providing the basis for their target rating. To give a flavor for the dream-like quality of the 

mentation and the amount of information that can be lost by only assigning a rank, the fITst 

example is reproduced here. The target was a painting by Salvador Dali called "Christ 

Crucified." The correct target received a first place rank. The part of the mentation R used to 

make this assessment read: 

" ... I think of guides, like spirit guides, leading me and I come into a court with a king. 
It's quiet. ... It's like heaven. The king is something like Jesus. Woman. Now I'm just 
sort of summersaulting through heaven .... Brooding .... : Aztecs, the Sun God .... High 
priest.. .. Fear .... Graves. Woman. Prayer .... Funeral .... Dark. Death .... Souls .... Ten 
Commandments. Moses .... " (Ibid, p. 120). 

Over all eleven series there were 122 direct hits in the 355 trials, for a hit rate of 34.4 % 

(exact binomialp-value = .00005) when 25% were expected by chance. Cohen's h is .20, and 

a 95 % confidence interval for the overall hit rate is from. 30 to .39. This calculation assumes, 

of course, that the probability of a direct hit is constant and independent across trials, an 

assumption that may be questionable except under the null hypothesis of no psi abilities. 

Honorton et al also calculated effect sizes for each of the eleven series and each of the 

eight experimenters. All but one of the series (the fITst novice series) had positive effect sizes, 

as did all of the experimenters. 

The special series with experienced R's had an exceptionally high effect size with h = 

.81, corresponding to 16 direct hits out of 25 trials (64%), but the remaining series and the 

experimenters had relatively homogeneous effect sizes given the amount of variability expected 

by chance. If the special series is removed, the overall hit rate is 32.1 %, h = .16. Thus, the 

positive effects are not due to just one series or one experimenter. 

Seventy one of the 218 trials contributed by novices were direct hits (32.5 %, h = .17), 
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compared with 51 hits in the 137 trials by those with prior ganzfeld experience (37%, h = .26). 

The hit rates and effect sizes were 31 % (h = .14) for the combined pilot series, 32.5% (h = 

.17) for the combined formal novice series, and 41.5 % (h = .35) for the combined experienced 

series. The last figure drops to 31.6% if the outlier series is removed. Finally, without the 

o'Jtlier series the hit rate for the combined series where all of the planned trials were completed 

was 31. 2 % (h = .14) while it was 35 % (h = .22) for the combined series that were terminated 

early. Thus, optional stopping cannot account for the positive effect. 

There were two interesting comparisons that had been suggested by earlier work and 

were preplanned in these experiments. The first was to compare results for trials with dynamic 

tc.rgets with those for static targets. In the 190 dynamic target sessions there were 77 direct hits 

(40 %, h = .32) and for the static targets there were 45 hits in 165 trials (27 %, h = .05), thus 

indicating that dynamic targets produced far mOi"e successful results. 

'. 

The second comparison of interest was whether or not the sender was a friend of the 

receiver. This was a choice the receiver could make. If he or she did not bring a friend, a lab 

member acted as sender. There were 211 trials with friends as senders (some of whom were 

also lab staff), resulting in 76 direct hits (36%, h = .24). Four trials used no sender. The 

remaining 140 trials used non-friend lab staff as senders and resulted in 46 direct hits (33 %, h 

= .18). Thus, trials with friends as senders were slightly more successful than those without. 

Consonant with the definition of replication based on consistent effect sizes, it is 

informative to compare the autoganzfeld experiments with the direct hit studies in the previous 

data base. The overall su,?cess rates are extremely similar. The overall direct hit rate was 

34.4% for the autoganzfeld studies and was 38% for the ~mparable direct hit studies in the 
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earlier meta-analysis. Rosenthal's (1986) adjustment for flaws had placed a more conservative 

estimate at 33 % .. very close to the observed 34.4 % in the new studies. 

One limitation of this work is that the autoganzfeld studies, while conducted by eight 

experimenters, all used the same equipment in the same laboratory. Unfortunately, the level of 

funding available in parapsychology and the cost in time and; equipment to conduct proper 

experiments make it difficult to amass large amounts of data across laboratories. Another 

autoganzfeld laboratory is currently being constructed at the University of Edinburgh in 

Scotland, so interlaboratory comparisons may be possible in the near future. 

Based on the effect size observed to date, large samples are needed to achieve reasonable 

power. If there is a constant effect across all trials, resulting in 33 % direct hits when 25 % are 

expected by chance, to achieve a one tailed significance level of .. 05 with 95 % probability would 

require 345 sessions. 

We end this section by returning to the aspirin and heart attack example in Section 3, and 

expanding a comparison noted by Atkinson et al (1990, p. 237). Computing the equivalent of 

Cohen's h for comparing observed heart attack rates in the aspirin and placebo groups results 

in h = .068. Thus, the effect size observed in the ganzfeld data base is triple the much-

publicized effect of aspirin on heart attacks. 

6. OTHER META-ANALYSES IN PARAPSYCHOLOGY 

Four additional meta-analyses have been conducted in various areas of parapsychology 

since the original ganzfeld x:neta-analyses were reported. Three of the four analyses focused on 

evidence of psi abilities, while the fourth examined the relationship between extraversion and 
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psychic functioning. In this section, each of the four analyses will be briefly summarized. 

There are only a handful of English-language journals and proceedings in 

parapsychology, so retrieval of the relevant studies in each of the four cases was simple to 

accomplish by searching those sources in detail and by searching other bibliographic data bases 

for keywords. 

Each analysis included an overall summary, an analysis of the quality of the studies 

versus the size of the effect, and a "file-drawer" analysis to determine the possible number of 

unreported studies. Three of the four also contained comparisons across various conditions. 

6.1 Forced-choice Precognition Experiments 

Honorton and Ferrari (1989) analyzed forced-choice experiments conducted from 1935 

to 1987, in which the target material was randomly selected after the subject had attempted to 

predict.what it would be. The time delay in selecting th~ target ranged from under a second to 

one year. Target material included items as diverse as ESP cards and automated random number 

generators. Two investigators, S.G. Soal and Walter J. Levy, were not included because some 

of their work has been suspected to be fraudulent. 

Overall Results. There were 309 studies reported by 62 senior authors, including more 

than 50,000 subjects and nearly two million individual trials. Honorton and Ferrari used z jVn 

as the measure of effect size (ES) for each study, where n was the number of Bernoulli trials in 

the study. They reported a mean ES of 0.020, and a mean z-score of 0.65 over all studies. 

They also reported a combined z of 11.41, P = 6.3 X 10-25• Thirty percent (92) of the studies 

were statistically significant at ex = .05. The mean ES per investigator was 0.033, and the 

significant results wer~ not due to just a few inv~stigators. 
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Quality. Eight dichotomous quality measures were assigned to each study, resulting in 

possible scores from zero for the lowest quality, to eight for the highest. They included features 

such as adequate randomization, preplanned analysis, and automated recording of the results. 

The correlation between study quality and effect size was 0.081, indicating a slight tendency for 

higher quality studies to be more successful, contrary to claims by critics that the opposite would 

be true. There was a clear relationship between quality and year of publication, presumably 

because over the years experimenters in parapsychology have responded to suggestions from 

critics for improving their methodology. 

File-drawer. Following Rosenthal (1984), the authors calculated the "fail-safe N' 

indicating the number of unreported studies that would have to be sitting in file-drawers in order 

to negate the significant effect. They found N = 14,268, or a ratio of 46 unreported studies for 

each one reported. They also followed a suggestion by Dawes et al (1984) and computed the 

mean z for all studies with z > 1.65. If such studies were a random sample from the upper 5 % 

tail of a NCO,1) distribution, the mean z would be 2.06. In this case it was 3.61. They 

concluded that selective reporting could not explain these results. 

Comparisons. Four variables were identified that appeared to have a systematic 

relationship to study outcome. The first was that the 25 studies using subjects selected on the 

basis of good past performance were more successful than the 2~3 using unselected subjects, 

with mean effect sizes of .051 and .008, respectively. Second, the 97 studies testing subjects 

individually were more successful than the 105 studies that used group testing; mean effect sizes 

were .021 and .004, res~tively. Timing of feedback was the third moderating variable, but 

information was only available for 104 studies. The 15 studies that never told the subjects what 
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the targets were had a mean effect size of -.001. Feedback after each trial produced the best 

results, the mean ES for the 47 studies was .035. Feedback after each set of trials resulted in 

mean ES of .023 (21 studies), while delayed feedback (also 21 studies) yielded a mean ES of 

only .009. There is a clear ordering; as the gap between time of feedback and time of the 2.ctual 

guesses decreased, effect sizes increased. 

The fourth variable was the time interval between the subject's guess and the actual target 

selection, available for 144 studies. The best results were for the 31 studies that generated 

targets less than a second after the guess (mean ES = .(45), while the worst were for the 7 

studies that delayed target selection by at least a month (mean ES = .001). The mean effect 

sizes showed a clear trend, decreasing in order as the time interval increased from minutes to 

hours to days to weeks to months. 

6.2, Attempts to Influence Random Physical Systems 

Radin and Nelson (1989) examined studies designed to test the hypothesis that 'The 

statistical output of an electronic RNG [random number generator] is correlated with observer 

intention in accordance with prespecified instructions" (p. 15(2). These experiments typically 

involve RNGs based on radioactive decay, electronic noise, or pseudorandom number sequences 

seeded with true random sources. Usually the subject is instructed to try to influence the results 

of a string of binary trials by mental intention alone. A typical protocol would ask a subject to 

press a button (thus starting the collection of a fixed-length sequence of bits), and then try to 

influence the random source to produce more zeroes or more ones. A run might consist of three 

successive button presses, one each in which the desired result was more zeroes or more ones, 

and one as a control ~ith no conscious intention: A z score would then be computed for each 
'-
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button press. 

The 832 studies in the analysis were conducted from 1959 to 1987, and included 235 

"control" studies in which the output of the RNGs were recorded but there was no conscious 

intention involved. These were usually conducted before and during the experimental series, as 

tests of the RNGs. 

Results. The effect size measure used was again z /Yn, where z was positive if more 

bits of the specified type were achieved. The mean effect size for control studies was not 

significantly different from zero (-1.0 x 10-5). The mean effect size for the experimental studies 

was also very small, 3.2 x 10-4, but it was significantly higher than the mean ES for the control 

studies (z = 4.1). 

Quality. Sixteen quality measures were defined and assigned to each study, under the 

four general categories of procedures, statistics, data, and the RNG device. A score of 16 

reflected the highest quality. The authors regressed mean effect size on mean quality for each 

investigator, and found a slope of 2.5 x 10-5 with standard error of 3.2 x 10-5, indicating little 

relationship between quality and outcome. They also calculated a weighted mean effect size, 

using quality scores as weights, and found that it was very similar to the unweighted mean ES. 

They concluded that "differences in methodological qUality are not significant predictors of effect 

size" (p. 1507). 

File-drawer. Radin and Nelson used several methods for estimating the number of 

unreported studies (p. 1508-10). Their estimates ranged from 200 to 1000 based on models 

assuming that all significan.t studies were reported. They also chlculated the fail-safe N to be 

54,000. 

'. 
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6.3 Attempts to Influence Dice 

Radin and Ferrari (1991) examined 148 studies, published from 1935 to 1987, designed 

to test whether or not .consciousness can influence the results of tossing dice. The also found 

31 "control" studies in which no conscious intention was involved . 

. Results. The effect size measure used was z /vn, where z was based on the number of 

throws in which the die landed with the desired face (or faces) up, in n throws. The weighted 

mean ES for the experimental studies was 0.0122 with a standard error of 0.00062; for the 

control studies the mean and standard error were 0.00093 and 0.00255, respectively. Weights 

for each study were determined by quality, giving more weight to high quality studies. 

Combined z scores for the experimental and control studies were reported by Radin and Ferrari 

to be 18.2 and 0.18, respectively. 

Quality. Eleven dichotomous quality measures were assigned, ranging from automated 

recording to whether or not control studies were interspersed with the experimental studies. The 

final quality score for each study combined these with information on method. of tossing the dice, 

and with source of subject (defined below). A regression of quality score versus effect size 

resulted in a slope of -.002, with a standard error of .0011. However, when effect sizes were 

weighted by sample size there was a significant relationship between quality and effect si~, 

leading Radin and Ferrari to conclude that higher quality studies produced lower weighted effect 

SlzeS. 

File-drawer. Radin and Ferrari calculated Rosenthal's fail-safe N for this analysis to be 

17,974. Using the assumption that all significant studies were reported, they estimated the 

number of unreported studies to be 1,152. As a final assessment, they compared studies 
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published before and after 1975, when the Journal of Parapsychology adopted an official policy 

of publishing nonsignificant results. They concluded, based on that analysis, that more 

nonsignificant studies were published after 1975, and thus "We must consider the overall (1935-

1987) data base as suspect with respect to the filedrawer problem." 

Comparisons. Radin and Ferrari noted that there was bias in both the experimental and 

control studies across die face. Six was the face most likely to come up, consistent with the 

observation that it has the least mass. Therefore, they examined results for the subset of 69 

studies in which targets were evenly balanced among the six faces. They still found a significant 

effect, with mean and standard error for effect size of 8.6 x 10-3 and 1.1 x 10-3
, respectively. 

The combined z was 7.617 for these studies. 

They also compared effect sizes across types of subjects qsed in the studies, categorizing 

them as unselected, experimenter and other subjects, experiment~r as sole subject, and specially 

selected SUbjects. Like Honorton and Ferrari (1989), they found the highest mean ES for studies 

with selected subjects; it was approximately .02, more than twice that for lJnselected subjects. 

6.4 Extraversion and ESP Performance 

Honorton, Ferrari and Bern (1990) conducted a meta-analysis to examine the relationship 

between scores on tests of extraversion and scores on psi-related tasks. They found 60 studies 

by 17 investigators, conducted from 1945 to 1983. 

Results. The effect size measure used for this analysis was the correlation between each 

subject's extraversion score and ESP score. A variety of measures had been used for both 

scores across studies, so vanous correlation coefficients were used. Nonetheless, a stem and 

leaf diagram of the c9rrelations showed an approximate bell shape with mean and standard 
'. 
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deviation of .19 and .26, respectively, and with an additional outlier at r = .91. Honorton et 

al reported that when weighted by degrees of freedom, the weighted mean r was .14, with a 

95% confidence interval covering .10 to .19. 

Forced-choice versus Free-response Results.' Because forced-choice and free-response 

tests differ qualitatively, Honorton et al chose to examine their relationship to extraversion 

separately. They found that for free-response studies there was a significant correlation between 

extraversion and ESP scores, with mean r = .20 and z = 4.46. Further, this effect was 

. homogeneous across both investigators and extraversion scales. 

For forced-choice studies, there was a significant correlation between ESP and 

extraversion, but only for those studies that reported the ESP results to the subjects before 

measuring extraversion. Honorton et al speculated that the relationship was an artifact, in which 

extraversion scores were temporarily inflated as a result of positive feedback on ESP 

performance. 

Confinnation with New Data. Following the extraversion/ESP meta~analysis, Honorton 

et al attempted to confirm the relationship using the autoganzfeld data base. Extraversion scores 

based on the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator were available for 221 of the 241 subjects who had 

participated in autoganzfeld studies. 

The correlation between extraversion scores and ganzfeld rating scores was r = .18, with 

a 95 % confidence interval from .05 to .30. This is consistent with the mean correlation of r = 

.20 for free-response experiments, determined from the meta-analysis. These correlations 

indicate that extraverted su~jects can produce higher scores in free-response ESP tests. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

Parapsychologists often make a distinction between "proof-oriented research N and 

"process-oriented research." The former is typically conducted to test the hypothesis that psi 

abilities exist, while the latter is designed to answer questions about how psychic functioning 

works. Proof-oriented research has dominated the literature in parapsychology . Unfortunately, 

many of the studies used small samples and would thus be nonsignificant even if a moderate-

sized effect exists. 

The recent focus on meta-analysis in parapsychology has revealed that there are small but 

consistently nonzero effects across studies, experimenters, and 'laboratories. The size of the 

effects in forced-choice studies appear to be comparable to those reported in some medical 

studies that had been heralded as breakthroughs. (See Section 5, and Honorton and Ferrari, 

1989, p. 301.) Free-response studies show effect sizes of far greater magnitude . 
. ', 

A promising direction for future process-oriented resear9h is to examine the causes of 

individual differences in psychic functioning. The ESP/extraversion meta-~alysis is a step in 

that direction. 

In keeping with the idea of individual differences, Bayes and empirical Bayes methods 

would appear to make more sense than the classical inference methods commonly used, since 

they would allow individual abilities and beliefs to be modelleO. Jeffreys (1990) reported a 

Bayesian analysis of some of the RNG experiments, and showed: that conclusions were closely 

tied to prior beliefs even though hundreds of thousands of trials were available. 

It may be' that the ~onzero effects observed in the meta-ranalyses can be explained by 

something other than ESP, such as shortcomings in our undetstanding of randomness and 

\ 
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independence. Nonetheless, there is an anomaly that needs an explanation. As I have argued 

elsewhere (Utts, 1987) research in parapsychology should receive more support from the 

scientific community. If ESP does not exist, there is little to be lost by erring in the direction 

of further research; which may in fact uncover other anomalies. If ESP does exist there is much 

to be lost by not doing process-oriented research, and much to be gained by discovering how 

to enhance and apply these abilities to important world problems. 
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III MAIN-STREAM PUBLICATIONS 

One measure of the acceptance of anomalous mental phenomena as a valid area for investigation is the 

degree to which research papers appear in the main-stream scientific literature. The reports in this 

section have been selected because they are a representative sample of such papers. 

The number that appears in the upper right-hand corner of the first page for each publication is keyed 

to the following descriptions: 

9. Thrg, R. and Puthoff, H. E., ''Information Transmission Under Conditions of Sensory Shielding," 
Nature, Vol. 252, pp. 602-607, (October, 1974). Thrg and Puthoff describe a series of experiments 
with selected individuals, including Mr. Uri Geller, and introduce an anomalous cognition 
technique called remote viewing. The paper also includes a pilot experiment to investigate the 
effects of anomalous cognition on the alpha rhythms in the brain. 

10. Puthoff, H. E. and Thrg, R., ''A Perceptual Channel for Information Transfer over Kilometer 
Distances: Historical Perspective and Recent Research," Proceedings a/the IEEE, Vol. 64, No.3, 
pp. 329-354, (March, 1976). Puthoff and Thrgprovide a historical review of the pertinent 
literature and describe over 50 remote viewing (Le., anomalous cognition) trials. The paper also 
includes representative examples of remote viewing. 

11. Jahn, R. G., "The Persistent Paradox of Psychic Phenomena: An Engineering Perspective," 
Invited Paper, Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 70, No.2, pp. 136-170, (February, 1982). Jahn 
describes a replication of remote viewing and extends the distance to over 10,000 kilometers. In 
addition to an independent overview of parapsychology, Jahn also includes descriptions of a 
number of anomalous perturbation experiments. 

12. Child, 1. L., "Psychology and Anomalous Observations: The Question of ESP in Dreams," 
American Psychologist, Vol. 40, No. 11, pp. 1219-1230, (November, 1985). Professor Child, the 
then Chairman of the Psychology Department at Yale University, provides a critical review of the 
anomalous cognition dream studies conducted at Maimonides Medical Center in the early 1970's. 
Professor Child warns the general psychological research community not to dismiss the body of 
research and suggests that it should be of wide interest to them. 

13. Atkinson, R. L, Atkinson, R. c., Smith, E. E., and Bern, D. J., Introduction to Psychology, 10th Edition, 
pp. 234-243, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, New York, (1990). Professor Bern induded anomalous 
cognition in a chapter on consciousness and its altered states in a widely-used introductory text in 
psychology. Bern provides definitions of terms, a review of the experimental evidence for anomalous 
cognition, an analysis of the debate over the evidence, and a review of the anecdotal evidence. 

14. Walker, E. H., May, E. C., Spottiswoode, S. J. P., and Piantanida, 'I, "Thsting Schr6dinger's 
Paradox with a Michelson Interferometer," Physics B, Vol. 151, pp. 339-348, (1988). While not 
directly related to anomalous mental phenomena, this paper describes an experimental test to 
determine if consciousness is a necessary ingredient for determining physical reality. The authors 
conclude that is it not, and thus, this result has implications for anomalous perturbation research. 

15. Hyman, R., "Parapsychological Research: A Tutorial Review and Critical Appraisal," Invited 
Paper, Proceedings a/the IEEE, Vol. 74, No.6, pp. 823-849, (June, 1986). Dr. Hyman is a Professor 
of Psychology at the University of Oregon in Eugene and has been a long-time critic of and 
commentator on the field of parapsychology. Hyman reviews the historical experiments and 
provides a critical analysis of the current research. 
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Information transmission under 
conditions of 5e~ry shielding' _ 
WE 'p~ent results of experiments s:uggestmg the existence of 
one or more perceptual. modalities through which individuals 
obtain information about ·their environment,' ..although this 

.information.is not presented .to any .known :sense. The litera

.turel -' :and our observations lead .us to conclude that such 

.abilities can be studied under laboratpry .conditions. 
We have investigated tbe ability of certain peopJe to describe 

graphical material .or remote scenes shielded against ordinary 
perception. In addition, we performed pilot studies to determine 
if electroencephalographic (EEG) recordings might indicate 
perception of remote happenings ev~n in the absence of correct 
overt responses. 

We concentrated on what we consider to be our primary 
responsibility-to resolve under cOnditions as unambiguous 
as possible the basic issue of whether a certain class of para
"Dormal perception phenomena exists. So we conducted our 
.experiments with sufficient control, utilising visual, acoustic 
and electrical shielding, to ensure that all conventional paths of 
sensory input were blocked. At all times we took measures to 
prevent .sensory leakage and to prevent deception, whether 
intentionai or unintentional. 

Our goal is not just to catalogue interesting. events, but to 
uncover patterns of cause-effect relationships that lend them
selves to analysis. and hypothesis in the forms with which 
we are familiar in' scientific study. The results presented here 
constitute .a 'first step towar. that goal; we have established 
under known conditions a data bas~ from which departures as a 
function of physical and psychological variables can be studied 
in future work. 

REMOTE .PERCEPTION OF GRAPHlC MATERIAL 
First, we conducted experiments with Mr Uri' Geller in 

which we examined his ability, while located in.an e1ectrjcall~ 
shielded room, to reproduce targ~t pictures drawn by expen
menters . located at remote locatipns. Second, we conducted 
double-blind experiments with Mr Pat Price, in which we 
measured his .ability to describe remote outdoor scenes many 
miles from bis physical location.' Finally, we conducted pre-
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liminary tests using EEGs, in which subjects were asked to 
perceive whether a remote light was flashing, and to determine 
whether a subject could perceive the presence of the light, 
even if only at a noncognitive level of awareness. . 

In preliminary testing Geller apparently demo~trated an 
ability to reproduce simple pictures (line drawings) ,which had 
been drawn and placed in opaque sealed envelopeS which he 
was not' permitted to handle. But since each of the targets was 
known to at least one experimenter in the room with Geller, 
it was not possible on the basis of the preliminary testing to 
discriminate between Geller's dirtct perception of-envelope 
contents and perception through some mechanism involving 
the expeiimenters, whether paranormal or subliminal. ' 

So we examined the phenomenon under conditions designed 
to eliminate all conventional information channels, overt or 
subliminal. Geller was separated from both the target material 
and anyone knowledgeable of the material, as in the experiments 
of ref. 4. 

In the'first pan of the study a series of 13 separate drawing 
experiments were carried out over 7 days. No experiments 
are deleted from the results presented here. 

At tbe beginning of the experiment either. Gcl1er or the 
experimenters entered a shielded room so that from that time 
forward Geller was at all times visually. acoustically and 
electrically shielded from personnel and material at the target 
location. Only following Geller's isolation from the experi
menters was a target chosen and drawn, a procedure designed 
to eliminate pre-experirnent cueing. Furthermore, to eliminate 
the possibility of p~xperirnent target forcing. Geller was kept 
ignorant as to the identity of the person selecting the target 
and as to the method of target selection. This was accomplished 
by the use of three diiferent· techniques: (1) pseudo-random 
technique of opening a dictionary arbitrarily and choosmg the 
first word that could be drawn (Experiments l~); (2) targets, 
blind to ~perimenters and su~ject, prepared independently by 

:\ .' IIESI"OHU 2 

a 

'.: -e-

'. 

SRI scientists out3ide the experimental group (followin~ 
Oel.ler's isolation) and provided to the experimenters durin! 
the course of the experiment (Experiments 5-7, 11-13); and (3 
arbitrary sek:ction from a target pool decided upon in advanci 
of daily experimentation and designed to pro~de data concern 
ing information content for use in testing specific hypothese: 
(Experiments S-lO). Geller's task was to reprcx:luce with pe~ 
on paper the line drawing generated at the target locatio!] 
Following a pericx:l of effort ranging from a few minutes te 
half an hour, Geller either passed (when he. did not feel coni 
fident) or indicated he was ready to submit a drawing' to tho 
experimenters, in which case the drawing was collected befor' 
.GeIler was permitted to see the target 

To prevent $CO.SOI)' cueing of the urget information. Experiment: 
1 through 10 were carried out using a shielded room in SRI's facilit· 
for EEG ~. The acoustic and visual isolation is provide 
by a double-.... ·alled steel room, locked by means of an inner an~ 
outer door, each of which is =red. .",;th a refrigerator-type lockinl 
mechanism. Followin.& target selection wben Geller was insid. 
the room, a o!»-way audio monitor, operating only from the insid 
to the outSide, was activated to morutor Geller during his effort!! 
The target picrure was never ~ by the experimenters after tho 
picture Wa.5 drawn and brought nca.r the iliielded room. In ou 
detailed examination of the iliielded room and the protocol used h 
th~ experiments, no sensory leakage has been found. 

The conditions and results for the 10 experiments carried out in ti: 
shielded room are displayed in Table 1 and Fig. 1. All experimen: 
ex~pt 4 and 5, were conducted with Geller inside the shielded roorr: 
In Experiments 4 and 5, the procedure was reversed. For tbos: 
experiments in which Geller was inside the shielded room, the targe: 
location was in an adjacent room at I. distan~ of about 4 m, excep 
for Experiments 3 and 8, in which the lan;et locations were, respe<: 
lively, an office at a distance of 475 m and a room at a distance c: 
about 7 m. 

Aresponse was obtained in all experiments ~cept Nlrmber-
5-7. In Experiment 5, the person-to-person link. was eliminate' 
by arranging for a scientist outside the usual experirnenw 
f;ronp to draw a picture, lock it in the shielded room beforl 
Geller's arrival at SRI, and leave the area.. Geller was then k, 

c 

' .. .... 
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&penment Da~. Geller Location Target Locauon ,- Target; , Figure 

la 
Ib 
lc 
Id 

1 
2 
3 
-4 

(month, ,day, year) 
8/4(73 
8/4(73 
8/5(73 

Shielded room 1· 
Shielded room 1 " 
Shielded Toom I . 
Room adjacent 'to 
shielded room 1 
Room adjacent to 
shielded room 1 
Shielded Toom I 
Shielded room 'J 
Shielded room I 
Shielded room 1 
Shielded room 1 
Shielded room 2.t 
Shielded room 2 
Shielded room 2 

A~t room (4.1 m)t 
Adjacent room !4.1 m) 
OfBce.(475 m) 

Firecracker, 
Grapes , 
Devil 
Solar syStem. 8/5(13 Shielded reom 1 

, ' (3.2.m) . 
5 8/6(73 Shielded room I Rabbit 

Tree 
Envelope 
Camel 
.Bridge 
Seagull 

No drawing 

No drawing 
No drawing 

(3.2 m) 
6 
7 
8 
9 

8(1(73 
8(1(13 
8/8(13 
8/8(13 

Adjacent room (4.1 m) 
Adjacent room (4.1 m) 
Remote room (6.75 m) 
Adjacent room (4.1 m) 

.Ie 
If 
19 10 8/8(13 

11 8/9(13 
12 8/10(13 
13 8/10(73 

. Apjacent room (4.1 m) 
Computer (54 m) 
Computer (54 m) 
Computer (54 Il}) 

Kite (co~puter eRn 
OIurch (computer memory) 
Arrow through heart 
~comp.ut~r CRT, zero 

'2a 
2b 
2c 

°EEG Facility shielded room (see text). 
tPerceiver-arget distances measured in metres. 
:tSRI Radio Systems Laboratory shiel~ room (see text), 

by tM exper'.menters to the -shielded room an'd asked to maw 
the picture located illside tbe room. Be said that he got no dear 
impression 2.!ld therefor~ did not sl!bmit a drawing: The elimina
tion of the person-t~person link was examined further in the 
~nd series of experiments with this subject. . ,. 

Experiments 6 and 7 Were carried out While we attempted to 
record Geller's EEG during his efforts to perceive the target 
pictures. Toe ta.rgetpictures were, respectively, 'a tree and an 
envelope. He found it difficult to hold adequately still for good 
EEG records, said .that be experienced difficulty in gettIDg 
impressions of the targets and again 'submitted no drawin'gs. 

Experi.ments 11 tbr~ugh 13 were -c3.riied out in SRI's Engip
cering Building, t.o make use of the comp'uter facilities ava,ilable 
there. For t.h:se exPerimenters; Geller was secured in'a dou ble
,walled, copper-screen Faraday cage'54 m down the hall .and 
around the corner frqm the computer room. The Faraday 'cage 
provides 12D dB attenuation for plane wave radio' frequency 
radiation over a range of 15 kHz to I GHz.. For magneiic fields 
the attenuation is 68 dB at 15 kHz and decreaSes,to 3 dB at 
60 Hi.. Followirig Geiler'S isolation, the targets for these 
experiments were chosen by computer laboratory personnel 
not otherv.i.se associated with either the experiment or Geller, 
and the experimenters and subject were kept blind as to the 
contents of the target, pool. 

For Expe..ime.nt II, a piCture of a kite was drawn on the face 
of a cathode ray tube display screen, driven by the computer's 
graphics program.. For Experiment 12, a picture of a church 
was drawn and stored in the memory of the computer . .In 
Experimeni 13, the 'target drawing, an arrow through a heart 
(Fig. 2f), was drawn On the face of the cathode ray tube and 
then the display intensity was turned off so that no picture 
was visible. 

To obtain an independent evaluation of the correlation be
tween targel and response data, the experimenters 'submitted 
the data for judging on a 'blind' basis by two -SRI scientists 
who were not otherwise associated with the research. For the 
10 cases in which GelJer provided a response, the judges were 
asked to match the respcinse data with the corresPonding 
target data (without replacement). In tho~ cases in which 
Geller made more than One drawing as his respOnse to :the 
target, all the drawings were combined as a set for judging. 
The two judges eachinatcbed the target data.to the responSe 
data with no error. For either judge such a correspondence has 
an a priori probability, under the null hypothesis of no in-
formation channel, of P = (JO!)-] = 3 x 10-'. ' 

IntenSIty} , 

.envelopes contammg black 'cardboard. The hundred targets 
were divided randomly into groups of 20 for use in each of the 
three days' experiments. 

On each of the three days of these experiments, Geller passed. 
That is, he declined .to associate any envelope with a drawing 
that he made, expressing dissatisfaction with the existence of 
such a large target pool. On each day he made approximately 12 
r.ecogriisable drawings, which he felt were associated with the 
entire target pool of 100. On each of the three days, two of his 

. drawings could reasooably l¥ associated with two of the 20 
daily targets. On the third day, twq of his drawings were very 
dose replications of two of. that day's target pictures. The 
drawings resulting from this experimen\ do oot depart signific
antly from what would be expected by chance. 

Ina simpler .experunent G'eller was successful in obtaining 
information under conditions in which no,persons were know
ledgeable of the target. A double-blind experiment was per· 
formed in which a single 3/4 inch die was plaCed in a 3 x 4 x 5 
inch s·teelbox. 'The box was then vigorously shaken by one of the 
experimenters and placed on; the table, a technique found in 
control runs to produce a distribution of die faces 'differing non· 
significantlY'from ·chance. The orientation of the die within the 
box was unknown 10 the experimenters at that time. Geller 
would then write down which die face was uppennost. The 
target pool was .known, but tne targets were individually pre
pared in a manner blind to all pe~sons involved in the experi· 
ment. This experiment was performed ten times, with Geller 
passing tWice .anp giving a response eight times. In the eight 
times in which he gave a response, he was correct each time. 
The distribution of responses consisted of three 1s, one 4, tw.o 
55, and two 6s. ~eprobabili!y of this occurring by chance IS 

approximately one in 10'. , 
. In cef1ain 'situations significa,nt infonnation transmission can 
take place under shielded conditions. Factors which appear to 
be important and therefore candidates for future investigation 
indude whether the subject knqws the set of targets in the target 
pool, the actual number of targets in the target pool at any 
given time, and whether the target is known by any of the 
experimenters. : 

It has been widely reported that Geller has demonstrated the 
ability to bend metal, by parahormal means. Although metal 
bending by Geller his been oOO¢rved in our laboratory, we have 
not been able to combine such observations with adequately 
controlled experiments to obtain data sufficient to support the 
paranonnal hypothesis. 

A second series of experiments was carried out ·to determine 
whether d.iIect perception of enve!ope contents was possible 'REMOlE VIEWING O};- NATURAL TARGETS 

. with.out some person knowing of the target picture. . A study by Osis' led us to de~ennine whether a su"ject could, 
One hundred target pictures of-everyday objects were drawn describe randomly chosen geOgraphical sites located several 

by an SRI IItist and' sealedQY other SRI personnel in double miles from the subject's posi\ion and demarcated by some 
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appropriate means (remote- viewing)., This experiment carried the experimenters and the subject were kept blind as to the 

o.ut wiK\,.tn<mt~Jmrp;t\ti.wmi~n~~~t:.1WP96~Bf)t7~~b~1mmJ'(ft)'b1~~ich were used without replace-
cIty co'li'Kdflnan, conslste&''8Fa S"'cl'l~'6't'tI'cl'(J~1e'-~lih~'~mon- ment .,.... 
suation-of-ability tests involviilg local. targets in the San An experimenter waS closeted with Price at SRl to wait 30inin to 
Francisco Bay'area which could be documented by several inde-begin. the- tiarrati~ descripti?n or..the remote location. The SRl 

. . W I ~... h . . ". locations from which the subject VJewed the remote locauons COn-· 
pendent Judges: . Co.p ann~ t e expe~ent C?nsldenng that sisted of an outdoor. park (Experiments I. 2), the double-walled 
natural geographical places or man.-made sites that have copper~rcen Faraday cage .discussed earlier (Experiments 3, 4'. and 
existed for a: long time are more potent targets for' paranormal 6-9). and an office (Experiment 5). A second e;r:perimenter would then 
perception experiments than are artificial targets prepared iii the obtain. a target loca~on from. the Division I?i~tor from a: .set of 

I boralOry This is based on subject opinions that the use of travellfug orders p~VJously prepared and randOmt~ by the DI!l:ct()r 
a. ..' .' .' . . . .. " and kept under hIS control. The target demarcauon team (two to 
artifiCial targets lnvoIves a tnVlal1sauon of the abilIty as com- four SRl e;r;perimenters) then ·proceeded directly to the target by 
pared with natural pre-exist~g- targets. aut0f!1~bile wi!hout ~mrnunicati~g with the SU?j?Ct or. experim~ter 

In each of nine experiments involving. Price as subject and rem8.lrung b<;hlI?d. SInce the expenmenter ~rung WHh the subject 
; ". at SRl was ID Ignorance- both as to the particular target and as to 

SRI .expeI?Jllenters as. a target dem.arcauon team, ~ remote the. target pool, he Wi..S free to question Price to clarify his descrip-
locatIOn. was· chosen In a double-blind protocol. Price, who tions. The demarcation tearn then remained at the 'target site for 
remained at SRI, Was asked to describe this remote location as 30 min after the 30 min allotted .for travel. During the observation 
well as whatever. activities might be going on ihere. ' period. the ~m?te-viewirig subject would descril;>e his impressions of 

. .'. " ; the target Site IDto a· tape recorder. A companson was then made 
Several descnptlons Yielded SIgnificantly correct data per- when the demarcation tearn returned. '. 

taining to and descriptive of the target location. Price's ability to describe correctly buildings, docks, roads, 
In the experiments a set of twelve target locatioris clearly girdensand so on,' inc1udmg stiuctural materials, colour, 

differenti'ated from each other and within 30 min driving time ambience and activity, sometimes in great detail, indicated the 
from SRI haei been chosen from a target-rich environment(more functioning of a remote pe;t;eptual ability. But the descriptions 
than 100 targets of the type used in the experimental series) contained inaccuracies as well as coiTect statements. To obtain 
prior to th~ experimental series by an individual in SRI manage- a numerical evaluation of the accuracy of the remote viewing 
ment, the director of the Information Science and Engineering experim~nt, the experimentaL resuIts were subjected to inde-
Division,. not otherwise associated with the experiment. Both pendent judging on a blind basis by five SRI scientists who were 
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Flg.l. COmputer drilwings lI.nd I'CSpOnses draWn bY. uri Gel\~. a. Computer drawing stored onvi~ display; b; compOie:i-dnwII1~.stored:b 
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Table'}. Distn"bution of correct selcctions by judies A, B, C, D, andE in remote viewing cxJXr.me-nts 
-.p,AtGP>9p-FCrO~\IE'e~dHFF=-4o:Hr4R~eONIe,eaa1S~e~2~O~Oka~!OIf'411f!"f-;181H-: .... C.uIP"\-..... Ra:O"...P~9Jt16 .... 0;l\OH7~8~9~R:y.Ov..03~~"O""OJ\:jO~3~OO~OrF11-4-4 --------~ 
. Descriptions chosen by judges 

1 2 3· 
Roover Tower 1 ABCDE - .. 
B.aylands Nature'Preserve 2 ·ABC E 
RacUo TelcscoJX 3 ACD 
Redwood City Marina 4 CD 
Bridge Toll Plaza :S 
Drive--ln Theatre 6 1) 

Arts and Crafts Garden Plaza 7 
Church 8 
Rinconada Park 9 CE 

Places vi$ited by judges 
4 : 5 6 

D 

BE 
ABDE E 

ABD 
A C 

C 

7 8 

D 

DCE 

ABCE 
AB 

9 

D:-

E 

AI 

Of the 45 selections (5 judges, 9 choices), 24 were correct. Bold type indicates the description chosen most often for each plac.:: visited. ec:-: 
choices lie on the main diagonal. The ntunber<lf correct matches by Judges A through E is 7, 6, 5, 3, and 3, respectively. The expected nu ) 
of correct matches from the fivejuc\ges was five; in the experiment 24 such matches were qbtained. The a priori proba~ility of such an occur~ .. , 

by chance, conservatively assuming assignment without replaet:ment on the part of the judges, is P = 8;] 0-1°. 

not othei'wiseassociated \Vith the research. The judges were 
asked to match the nine locations, which they independently 
visited, against the typed manuscripts of the tape.-recorded nar-' 
ratives of the Temote Viewer. 1be transcripts were unlabelled 
and presented in rimdom order. The judges were asked to find a 
narrative which they would consider the best match for each 
of the places they visited. A given narrative could be assigned 
to more than one target location. A correct match requires that 
the transcript of a given date be assoCiated with the target of 
that .date. Ta.ble 2 shows the distribution of the judges' choices. 

Among all possible analyseS, the most conservative is a per
mutation analysis of the plurality vote of the judges' selections 

. assuming assignment without replacement, an approach inde
Pendent of the number of judges. By plurality vote, six of the 
iline descriptions and locations were correctly matched. Under 
the null hyp<lthesis (no remote viewing and a random selection 
of descriptions without replacement),: this outcome bas an a 
priori probability of P = '5.6 X 1O-{, since, among all possible 
permutations of the integers one through nine, the probability 
of six or more being in their natUra] position in the list has that 
value. Therefore, Iilthough Price's descriptions contain in
accuracies, 'the aescriptions are sufficiently accurate to permit 
the judges to differentiate among the various targets to the 
degree indicated. 

EEG EXPERIMENTS 
An experiment was undertaken t:o detemiine whether a 

physiological measure such as E.EG actiVity could be used as an 
indicator of information transmission between an isolated 
subject and a remote stimulus. We hyp<lthesised that perception 
coufd be indicated by such a measure even in the absence of 
verbal or other overt indicators."? ' 

It was assumed that the application of reinot~ stimuli would 
result in resjX)Dses similar to those obUiined under conditions 
of direct stimulation. For exampl~, wheri normal subjects are 
stimulated with a flashing light, their BEG typically shows.a 
decrease in the amplitude of the resting rhythm and a driving 
of the brain waves at the frequency of the flasheS'. We hypothe
sised that if we stimulated one subjectiri this mamier (a sender), 
the BEG of another subject in a remote room \Vith DO flash 
present (a receiver), might show Changes in 8.l'pba (9-11 Hz) 
activity, 'and possibly BEG driving similar to that of tlle sender. 

We informed our subject that at certain times a light was to 
be ~hed in a sender's eyes in a distant room, and if the subject 
perceived that event, consciously or unconsciously, it might be 
evident from i::banges in his EEG output. The receiver was 
seated in the visuhlly opaque, acoustically. and electIicilJy 
shielded double-walled steel room previously described. The 
sender was seated in a room about 7 m from the receiver. . 

J:'o find subjects who were respqnsive to such a remote 
st;Unulus, We initi(illy worked with fo'ur iemale and tw'o male 
volUllteer subjcx:ts, 811 of whom believed tlult success in the 
experimental situation might be polSi~le. These were'designated 

'r~ivers'. :me senders were either other subjectS or .J 
experimenters. We decided beforeha:1d to run one or t\l. 

sessions of 36 trials each with each subject in this sele-'( 
procedure, and to do.a more extensiv:: study with any Sl:~~ 
whose TeSultS were positive. 

A Grass' PS-2 photostimiilator placed .. bout I min front of l. 
sender was used to present flash trains of 10 s duration. The rc~ 
EEG !Clivit)' from the occipital region (020), referenced to F: 
mastoids, was amplified with a Grass 5P-l preamplifier and asso t 

driver amplifi~r with a bandpass of 1-120 Hz.. The EEG data w: 
recordeclon magnetic tape with an Ampex SP 300 recorder. 

On each trial, a tone burst of fixed freq~ncy was presented t~ 
sender and rec;eiver and was followed in cne second by either ~( 
train of flasheS or a null flash interval pres,,',lted to the sender. T 'I 

six such trials were given in an experimen:.al session. consisting v, 

null trials-no,flashes following the tone-: 2 trials of flashes at 6 Lp 
and 12 trials of flashes at 16 f.P.s., all ra.'1domly intermixed, dw 
mined by entries from a table of random numbers. Each of the -;, 
generated an 11~s EEG epoch. The last 4 I of the epoch .... '2.5 se' t 
for analysis to minimise die desynchroniring action of the WA. "i 

. cue. This 4-s segment was SUbjected to Fo~rier .analysis on a UNC 
computer. 

SJXClrum aJ+8.lyses gave no evidence ofEG driving in any rer-~ 
although in control runs the receivers did exhibit driving - , 
physically stimulated with the flashes. Bu: of the six subjccts sl" .... i 
initially, one subject (H. H.) showed a consistent alpha blocking die 
We therefore undenook further study with this subject. '. ~ 

Data from seven sets of 36 trials eac1: were collc:cted frortl 
subject on three separate days. This com;-rises all the data col=:-t 
to date with this subject under the test conditions described ';-..;0' 
The alpha bal).d was identified from avenge spectra. then scores 
average powet and peak 'power were obtained from individual.U;i< 
and subjected to statistical analysis.' =: 

Of our six ~ubjects, H. H. had by far the most monochro~r 
BEG spectrum. Figure 3 shows an overiay of the three averag' 
spectra from one of this subject's 36-trial runs, displayi 
changes in her alpha activity for the three stimulus conde)! 

Mean vaiues for the average power and peak power fOI~~ 

Table 3 EEG data for H.H. showing average power and peak=:'>' 
in the 9-11 Hz band, as a function of nash frequency and ~~ 

Flash 
Freq lleTlCY Q 6 16 0 6 16 
Sender A'i--erage Power Peak Power ~ 

J.L. 94.8 84.1 76.8 357.7 329.2 289.6 
R.T. 41.3 45.5 37.0 160.7 161.0 125.0 
No sender 
(subject· , = informed) 25;.1 35.7 28.2 87.5 95.7 8J.? 
J.L. 54'.2 55.3, 44.8 191.4 170.5 149.3 
J.L. 56'.8 50.9 32.8 240.6 178.0 104.6 
R.T. 39:.8 24.9 30.3 145.2 74.2 122.1 
No sender 
(subject -
not 86'.0 53.0 52.1 318.1 180.6 202.3 
informed) 
Averages 5~.8 49.9 43.1 

-:-12% -24 %(P< 0.04) 
214.5 169.8 153.5 

-21 %-28%(P-:~O 

;Each entry is an average over 12 trials . . 
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of th~lt5~~<tb~1~~t5J\~t\I..tlAI8 3 .. AA~'f1f6 _~Ijw~J.c5,.iij ~tcf~.-ol so-called pa~normal phenomena can 
rneasuIfS weii leSs in (hell) t'p.s. case nianu i1i'tile 0 l':'~:s. -~~ 96 \:W (s8~Hrl'lt W6d~Qj1-4nd It IS our hope tbat other 
seven peak power'measures and in six out of seven average laboratories will initiate additional research to attempt to 
power measures. Note also the reduced effect in the case in replicate these findings. . 
which the subject was informed that no sender was present This research was sponsored by The FoundatlOn for Parasen· 
(Run 3). It seems that overall alpha production was reduced sory Investigation, New York City. We' thank Mrs Juditt. 
for this run in conjunction with the subject's expressed appre- Skutch, Dr Edgar D, Mitchell of the Institute of Noetic 
hension about conducting the experiment without a sender. Sciences-as well as om SRI associates, Mr Bonnar Cox 
This is in contrast to the case (Run 1) in which the subject was Mr Earle Jones and Dr Dean Brown-for support Bne 
not informed. ' encouragement. Constructive'suggestions by Mrs Jean Mayo 

Siegel's two-tailed t appro>'.iination to the nonpararnetric randomi- Dr Charles Tart, University of Caliiornia, and Dr Rober 
sati~)O t~t' w~ applied to the datl from all sets, which included t,wo Ornstein and Dr David Galin of the Langley Porter Neme-
sesstons lD which the sender was removed. Average power on tnals hia" Ins' kn 'I d.......,4 
l$Sociated with the occurrence of 16 f.p.s. was significantly less than psyc mc tltute are ac 0 .... e I:\'-U' 

when there were no flashes (t = 2.09, d.f. = 118, P < 0.04). The RUSSEll T ARG 
second measure, peak power, was also significantly less in the 16 f.p.s. HAROLD PtrrnOFF 
conditions than in the null condition (I = 2.16, d..f. = 118, P<0.03). 
The average response in the 6 f.p,s. condition was in the same direc
tion as that associated with 16 f.p.s., but the effect was not statistically 
significant. 

Electronics and Bioengineering Laboratory, 
Stanford Research Institute, 

Spectrum analyses of control recordings made from saline with a 
12 Hl resistance in place of the subject with and without the addi
tion of a 10 Hz, 50 J..LY test signal applied to the saline solution, 
revealed no indications of flash f~uencies, nor perturbations of the 
10 Hz signal. These controls suggest that the results were not due to 
system artefacts. Further tests also gave no evidence of radio fre-
quency energy associated with the stimulus. ' 

Subjec.ts were asked to indicate iheir conscious assessment for each 
trial as to which stimulus was generated. They made their guesses 
known to the e;t;perimenter via one-way telegraphic communication. 
An analysis of these guesses has shown them to be at chance, in
dicating the absence of any supraliminal cueing, so arousal as ,evid
enced by significant alpha blocking occurred only at the noncognitive 
level of awareness. 

We hypothesise that the protocol described here may prove to be 
useful as a screening procedure for latent remote perceptual ability 
in the general population. 

,0 

6 

16 

., 
5Hi ,10Hz ", IS Hz 

Fig. 3 Occipital EEG spectra, a-20 Hz, fo~~~~subj~(lf .. H-.)', 
acting as receiver, showing amplitude changes,in the 9-11 Hz 
ban<,l as a function of strobe frequency. Three cases: 0, 6, and 16 , 

, " , ' ,f.p.s~,(l2 trial averages) .. ~:, ' , 

CONCLUSION ' '. ' , 
From these experiments. we conclude that: ' .' 

• A channel exists whereby infomiation about a remote location 
can be obtained by means of an as yet unidentified perceptual 
mo-dality.: .' ,'. :. 

• As with, all biological.. systems, the information channel 
appears to ~. ~perfect. containing noise- along with··the 
SIgnaL " ,_'. " . ' 

.While a quantitative signal-te-noise ratio in theinformation
theoretical sense cannot as yet be determined, the- results of 
Our experiments indiCll:te·that. the functioning is at the- level 
of useful infonnation transfer_, -, . , 

· It may be that remote perceptual" ability is widely distributed 
In the general population, but.'because the perception is generally 
bel~w 8.t;J. individual's leve~ of awareness, it is repressed or not: 
noticed.. J?'or exampJe, two of oUr subjects (II. H_ and P. P:) .had. 
nOt consIdered themselves to have unusual, perCeptual ability 
before tbeir participation' in these.experiments: : .. " ,.' ' 
, Otic observation 'of tbe phen~mena leads us to ,cODclude that' I 
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A Perceptual Channel for Information Transfer 

over Kilometer Distances: Historical Perspective 

and Recent Research 
HAROLD E. PUTHOFF, MEMBER, IEEE, A)o;D RUSSELL TARG, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE 

Abstract-For more than 100 years, scientists have attempted to 
determine the truth or falsity of claims for the existence of a perceptual 
channel whereby certain individuals are able to perceive and describe 
remote ruu not presented to an)' known sense. This paper presents an,' 
outline of the history of scientific inquiry into such so-caUed paranor
mal perception and surveys the current state of the art in parapsycho
logical research in the United States and abroad. The nature of this 
perceptual channel is examined in a series of experiments carried out 
in the Electronics and Bioengineering Laboratory of Stanford Research 
Institute. The perceptual modality most extensively investigated is the 
ability of both experienced subjects and inexperienced volunteers to 
view, by innate mental processes, remote geographical or technical 
targets including buildings, roads. and laboratory apparatus. The ac
cumulated data indicate that the phenomenon is not a sensitive func· 
tion of distance. and Faraday cage shielding does not in any apparent 
way degrade the quality and accuracy of perception. On the basis of 
this research, some areas of physics are suggested from which a descrip
tion or explanation of the phenomenon could be forthcoming. 

1. INTRODUCTION "IT IS THE PROVINCE of natural science to investigate 
natme, impartially and without prejudice" [1 J. Nowhere 
in scientific inquiry has this dictum met as great a chal

lenge as in the area of so-called extrasensory perception (ESP), 
the detection of remote stimuli not mediated by the usual· 
sensory processes. Such phenomena, although under scientifiC 
consideration for over a century, have historically been fraught 
with unreliability and contro-;ersy, and validation of the phe
nomena by accepted scientific methodology has been slow in 
coming. Even so, a recent survey conducted by the British 
publication New Scientist revealed that 67 percent of nearly 
1500 responding readers (the majority of whom are working 
scientists and technologists) considered ESP to be an estab
lished fact or a likely possibility, and 88 percent held the 
investigation of ESP to be a legitimate scientific undertaking 
[2 ]. 

A review of the literature reveals that although experiments 
by.reputable researchers yielding positive results were begun 
over a century ago (e.g., Sir William Crookes' study of D. D. 
Home, 1860's) [3], many consider the study of these phe
nomena as only recently emerging from the realm of quasi
science. One. reason for this is that,despite experimental 
results, no satisfactory theoretical construct had been advanced 
to correlate data or to predict new experimental outcomes. 
Consequently, the. area in question remained for a long time 
in the recipe stage reminiscent of electrodynamics before the 

Manu.script received July 25,1975; revised November 7,1975. The 
submission of this paper was encouraged after review of an advancll 
proposal. This work was supported by the Foundation for Parasensory 
Investigation and the Parapsychology Foundation, New York, NY; the 
Institute of Noetic Sciences, Palo Alto, CA; and the National Aero
nautics and Space Adminlstratiori, under Contract NAS 7·100. 

. The authors are with ·the ElectronicS s'nd Bioengineering Laboratory, 
Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, CA 94025 •. 

unific.::tion b:.:ught about by the work of Ampere, L:aday. 
and Maxwell. SiJ1Ce the early work, however, we have ~,c:n the 
development ::!j- information theory, quant1.!m theo::., and 
neuro;Jhysio!c-g;caJ research, and these disciplines ;:ovide 
powerful con::epiual tools thet appear to bear directly In the 
issue. In fae:. several physic:sts (Section V) are now Jf the 
opinion that :iese phenomem are noi' at all L1consiste:c with 
the framewo;i: of modern physics: the often-held vie~; that 
obserYations c:- this type are Q priori incompatible with !:nown 
laws is errone·:',"s in that such a concept is based on th: naive 

'realism preva!e;;t before the d:velopment of quantum ':leory. 
In the emergj::g view, it is ac~epted that research in tr.:s area 
can be condu::ed so as to uncover not just a catalog 0: mter' 
esting events, ::_H rather patte:ns of cause-effect relatiClships 
of the type ,:-_:::'1 lend themselves to analysis and hYr: thesis 
in the forms with which we are familiar in the p:ysical 
sciences. On: hypothesis is r.hat information transfer under 
conditions of sensory shielding is mediated by ext,emely 
low-frequency (ELF) electromagnetic waves, a prop052 that 
does not seeD to be ruled out by any obvious phys::al or 
biological fac:5, Further, the development of infomation 
theory makes it possible to characterize and quanti:y the 
performance :;i a communications channel regardless of 
the underlying mechanism. 

For the pas: three years, we have had a program ~1 the 
Electronics a::d Bioengineering . Laboratory of the Stan
ford Research Institute (SRI) to investigate those fac:ts of 
human percep:ion that appear to fall outside the range of well
understood perceptual/processing capabilities. Of paEicular 
interest is a human information-accessing capability ttat we 
call "remote viewing." Thi; phenomenon pertains 10 the 
ability of ceruin individuals to access and describe, by means 
of mental processes, information sources blocked from ordi
nary perceptio!l, and generally accepted as secure again.cc such 
access. 

In particula:, the phenomenon we have investigated most 
extensively is the ability of a subject to view remote geop-aph
ical locations up to several thousand kilometers distam from 
his physical location (given only a known person on whom to 
target).l We have carried out more than fifty experiments 
under controlled laboratory conditions with several indinduals 
whose remote perceptual abilities have been developed suf
ficiently to allow them at times to describe correctly-oiten in 
great detail-geographical or technical material such as build
ings, roads, laboratory apparatus, and the like. 

As observed in the laboratory, the basic phenomenon appears 
t~ cover a range ofsubjective experiences variously referred to 

'Our initial work in this area was reported in Nature [41. and re
printed in the IEEE Commun. Soc. NeWSletter, vol. 13, Jan. 1975_ 
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Fig. I. Airport in Sa:! AndreE .. Colombia, used as remote.viewing target, along with sl:!tch produced by subjecl 
in California. . 

in the literature as autoscopy (in the med:calliterature); exteri
orization or disassociation (psychologica! literature); simple 
clairvoyance, traveling clairvoya·nce, or o'lt-of-body experience 
(parapsycho!ogicalliterature); or astral p:ojection (occult liter
ature). We choose the term "remote ·,iewing" as a neutral 
descriptive term free from prior associ.:.tions and bias as to 
mechanisms. 

The development at SRI of a success:ul experimental pro
cedure to elicit this capability has evolved to the point where 
persons such as visiting government scientists and contract 
monitors, with no previous exposure to such concepts, have 
learned to perform well; and subjects who have trained over a 
one-year period have performed excellently under a variety of 
experimental conditions. Our accumulated data thus indicate 
that both specially selected and unseJe..:ted persons can be 
assisted in developing remote perceptual abilities up to a 
level of useful information transfer. 

In experiments of this type, we have th:ee principal findings. 
First, we ,have established that it is possible to obtain signifi
cant amounts of accurate descriptive info;mation about remote 
locations. Second, an increase in the distance from a few 
meters up to 4000 km separating the sl!bject from the scene 
to be perceived does not in any apparent way degrade the 
quality or accuracy of perception. Finally; the use of Faraday 
cage electrical shielding does not prevent high-quality descrip
tions f"om being obtained. 

To build a coherent theory for the explanation of these 
phenomena, it is necessary fo have a c)ear understanding of 

.what constitu,tes the pheno..mena. In this paper, we first briefly' 
lmmmarize previous efforts in this field in Section II. We then 

, present ~S~ctibns III and IV .th~ restilis of a series of more 

than fifty experiments 'iith nine subjects carried out in our 
own laboratory, wh(ch represent a sufficiently stable dc~a base 
to permit testing o~ various hypotheses concerning tb: func
tioning of this channel. Finally, in Section V, we i.~dicate 

those areas of phYsics 8:ld information theory that ap;ear to 
be relevant to an ,understanding of certain aspects Jf the 
phenomena. 

First, however, we present an illustrative eXEmple ge~.erated 
in an early pilot eXperiment. As will be clear from o'"r later 
discussion, this is not 2. "best-ever" example, but nther a 
typical sample of th.e level of proficiency that can be l::ached 
and that we have cOI:Jle to expectin our research. 

Three subjects p~rticipated in a long-distance experiment 
focusing on a sp.ries: of targets in Costa Rica. These slbjects 
said they had never; been to Costa Rica. In this expe:iment, 
one of the experimenters (Dr. Puthoff) spent ten days tnveling 
through Costa Rica on a combination business/pleastLe trip. 
This information was all that was known to the subject! about 
the traveler's itinerary. The experiment called for Dr. Futhoff 
to ke~p a detailed record of his location and activities, 'i1clud
ing photographs of. each of seven target days at 1330 PDT. 
A total of twelve daily descriptions were collected before the 
traveler's return: six responses from one subject, fiv! from 
another, and one from a 'hird. 

The third subject who ~ubmitted the single response slpplied 
a drawing for a day 'in the middle of the series. (The sl,;bject's 
response, together with the photographs taken at the ~:te, are 
shown in Fig. I). : Although Costa Rica is a mountainous 
country, the subject unexpectedly perceived the trave'.er at a 
beach and ocean setting. With some misgiving, he descrilied an 
airport on a sandy beach and an airstrip with the oceaL at the 
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I~nd (correct). An airport building also was drawn, and shown 
to have a large rectangular overhang (correct). The traveler 
had taken an unplanned one-day side trip to an offshore island 
and at the time of the experiment had just disembarked from a 
plane at a small island airport as described by the subject 
4000 km away. The sole discrepancy was that the subject's 
drawing showed a Quonset-hut type of building in place of the 
rectangular structure. 

The above description was chosen as an example to illustrate 
a major point observed a number of times throughout the 
program to be described. Contrary to what may be expected, 
a subject's description does not necessarily portray what may 
reasonably be expected to be correct (an educated or "safe" 
guess), but often runs counter even to the subject's own 
expectations. 

We wish to stress again that a result such as the above is not 
unusual. The remaining submissions in this experiment pro-' 
vided further examples of excellent correspondences between 
target and response. (A target period of poolside relaxation 
was identified; a drive through a tropica! forest at the base of 
a truncated volcano was described as a drive through a jungle 
below a large bare table mountain; a hotel-room target descrip
tion, including such details as rug color, was correct; and so 
on.) So as to determine whether such matches were simply 
fortuitous-that is, could reasonably be expected on the basis 
of chance alone-Dr. Puthoff was asked after he had returned 
to blind match the twelve descriptions to his seven target 
locations. On the basis of this conservative evaluation proce
dure, which vastly underestimates the statistical significance 
of the individual descriptions, five correct matches were ob
tained. ~his number of matches is significant at p = 0.02 by 
exact binomial calculation? 

The observation of such unexpectedly high-quality descrip
tions early in our program led to a large.scale study of the 
phenomenon at SRI under secure double-Qlind conditions (Le., 
target unknown to experimenters as well as subjects), with 
independent random target selection and blind judging. The 
results, presented in Sections III and IV, provide strong evi
dence for the robustness of this phenomenon whereby a 
human perceptual modality of extreme sensitivity can detect 
complex remote stimuli. 

II. BACKGROUND 

Although we are approaching the study of these phenomena 
as physicists, it is not yet possible to separate ourselves entirely 
from the language of the nineteenth century when the labora
tory study of the paranormal was begun. Consequently, we 
continue to use terms such as "paranormal," "telepathY," and 
the like. However, we intend only to indicate a process of 
information transfer under conditions generally accepted as 
secure against such transfer and with no prejudice or occult 
assumptions as to the mechanisms involved. As in any other 
scientific pursuit, the purpose is to collect the observables that 
result from experiments and to try to determine the functional 
relationships between these 'observables and the laws of physics 
as they are currently understood. 

1 The. probabilitr of a correct daily match by chance for any given 
transcript is p = T' Therefore, the probability of at least five correct 
matches by chance out of twelve tries can be calculated from 

p = 12 121 \(\2.)/.(~)(12-1) = 0.02. 
~/1(12-/)1 7'7 . 

Organized research into so-called psychic functiomir..! began 
roughly in the time of 1. 1. Thomson, Sir Oli,,!r JLoege, and 
Sir William Crookes, all of whom took part in He fou:ding of 
the SOciety for Psychical Research (SPR) in 1832 iJl1 Elg1and. 
Crookes, for example, carried out his principal inV'est~?ations 
with D. D. Home, l Scotsman who grew up ir: Arne:-.C3 and 
returned to England in 1855 [3]. According to ,he ll1o:~books 
and published reports of Crookes, Home had demo,:itrated 
the ability to cause objects to move without tcucnin! them. 
We should note in passing that, Home, unlike TIost s_bjects, 
worked only in the light and spoke out in the ;tro'ng;~t pos· 
sible terms against the darkened seance rooms jopula: at the 
time [5]. 

Sir William Crookes was a pioneer in the stud:' of ej!,;trical 
discharge in gases and in the development of \:.\cuurr: tubes, 
some types of which still bear his name. Althol.gh eVf':ything 
Crookes said about electron beams and plasmas was ac::~pted, 

nothing he said about the achievements of D. ). Hor:e ever 
achieved that statllS. Many of his colleagues, who hId not 
observed the experiments with Home, stated publicly thit they 
thought Crookes had been deceived, to which Cmolces mgrily 
responded: 

Will not my critics £ive me credit for some amount of corrmon 
sense? Do they no:- imagine that the obvious precau:ion:s, w.uch 
occur to them as soon as they sit down to pick .~ole$ i~ my 
experiments, have occurred to me also in the cours~ of my Jro
longed and patient investigation? The answer to tis, ;as :: all 
other objections is, prove it to be an error, by shcwin;g ",'1ere 

the error. lies, or if a trick, by showing how the :rick is :·er
formed. Try the experiment fully and fairly. If tkn [Tau: be 
found, expose it; ii it be a truth, proclaim it. Thir is tbe :nly 
scientific procedure, and it is that I propose steadily tOl ptrSue 
[3 J. 

In the United States, scientific interest iII tt-= p,araJ.ormal 
was centered in the universitie.s. In 1912, J 011.1 Coo-rer [6] 
was establish~d in the endowed- Chair of Psychicll Reseuch at 
Stanford University. In the 1920's, Harvard Un;versity set up 
research programs v.ith George Estabrooks and :... T. l:oland 
[7], [8]. It was in this framey/ork that, in )930, Villiam 
McDougall invited Dr. J. B. Rhine and Dr. Lo-"isa Rune to 
join the Psychology Department at Duke Univenity [9~. For 
more than 30 years, significant work was carried out at F.hine's 
Duke University Laboratory. To examine the existnce of 
paranormal perception, he used the now-famo'ls ESF cards 
containing a boldly printed picture of a star, cros:s, lquare, 
circle, or wavy lines. S-ubjects were asked to name th= order 
of these cards in a freshly shuffled deck of twmty-fiv= such 
cards. To test for telepathy, an experimenter "'ould bok at 
the cards one at a time, and a subject suitably separate: from 
the sender would attempt to determine which cud waf being 
viewed. 

Dr. J. B. Rhine together with Dr. J. G. Pratt ca;.rri~d out 
thousands of experiments of this type under widely ''1I'Ying 
conditions [10]. The statistical results from these experJnents 
indicated that some individuals did indeed possess a prranor
mal perceptual ability in that it was possible to obtlID an 
arbitrarily high degree of improbability by continued 1esting 
of a gifted subject. 

The work of Rhine has been challenged on mmy grounds, 
however, in"luding accusations of improper handling of stat is
tics, error, and fraud. With regard to the statistiCl, the [eneral 
consensus of statisticians today is that if fault is to be found 
in Rhine's work, it would have to be on other than statistical 
grounds [11]. With regard to the accusations <of [ram, the 
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most celebrated case oj criticism of Rhine's work, that of reinforcement, he: de,eloped several outstanding subje.::ts, on~ 
G. R. Price [12], ended 17 years after it began when the of whom, Pavel :Stepanek, has worked with experimenters 
accusation of fraud was retracted by its author in an article· around the world for more than 10 years. 
entitled "Apology to Rhine and Soal," published in the same Ryzl's pioneering work came as an JnSWer to the questions 
journal in which it was (irst put forward [13 J. It should also raised by the 1956 eIBA Foundation conierence on extra· 
be noted that parapsychologic:l reseuchers th~msclves reo sensory perception. The CrEA Chemical Company hasannUJI 
cently' exposed fraud in their own laboratory when they. meetings on topiCs of biological and chemical interest, and 
encountered it [14 J. that same year t:hey assembled seYefal prominent prapsy· 

At the .end of the 1940's, Prof. S. G. 50al, an English mathe· chologists to have: a state·of·the·art conference on ES? [231. 
matician working with the SPR, had c.lfried out hundreds of The conference concluded that little progress would t~ mad~ 
card guessing experiments invohing tens of thousands of calls in parapsychology research until a repeatable experiment 
[15J. Many of these experime:1ts we:e carried out over ex· could be found; namely, an experiment that different exp~ri· 
tended distances. One or' the most notable experiments was menters could repeat at will and that would reliably yield a 
conducted with Mrs. Gloria Stewart between London and statistically significant result. 
Antwerp. This experiment gave results whose probability of Ryzl had by 1962 2ccomplished thE; goal. His primery con· 
occurring by ch~nce were less than 10-8 . With the. publication tribution was a decision to interact with the subject 3; a per· 
of Modern Experiments in Telepathy by Soal and Bateman son, to try to build up his confidence 2nd ability. His p:otocol 
(both of whom were statisticians), it ap?eared that card guess· depended on "working with" rather [han ';running" ::is sub· 
ing experiments produced signifi;::ant results, on the average.3 jects. Ryzl's star ~ubject, Pavel Stepanek, has producec highly 

The most severe criticism of aU this work, a criticism diffi· significant results with many contemporary researchers [24 J
cult to defend against in principle, is tl'.at leveled by the well· [29]. In these experiments, he was able to tell with 60·?ercent 
known British parapsychological critic C. E. M. Hansel [17 J , reliability whether, a hidden card was green side or white 
who began his examination of :he ESP hypothesis with the side up, yielding ~tatlstics of a million to one with only a 
stated aSSUmption, "In view of the a p.";on· arguments against thousand trials. 
it we know in advance that telepathy. etc., cannot occur." As significant as such results are statistically, the info,mation 
Therefore, based on the "a priori L::Jlikelihood" of ESP, channel is imperfed, containing noise along with the signal. 
Hansel's examination oj [he literature centered primarily on When considering how best to use su~h a channel, on: is led 
the possibility of fraud. by S1.:bjects or investigators. He ro the communication theory concep: of the introduc~ion of 
reviewed in depth four experiments which he regarded as redundancy as a me2ns of coding a message to com':Jat the 
providing the best eviden;:e of ESP: the Pearce-Pratt distance effects of a noisy channel [30 J. A p=ototype experirr.ent by 
series [18]; the Pratt-Woodruff [19] series, both conducted Ryzl using such techniques has proved to be successfu:. Ryzi 
at Duke; and Soal's work with Mrs. Stewart and Basil Shackle· had an assistant Slllect randomly five groups of thRe digits 
ton [15], as well as a more reeeIlt serieS by Soal and Bowden each. These 15 digits were then encoded into binary form and 
[20 J. Hansel showed, in each case, how fraud could have been translated into a sequence of green a"d white cards in sealed 
committed (by the experimenters in tr.e Pratt-Woodruff and envelopes. By means of repeated cailing and an elaborate 
Soal-Bateman series, or by the subjev.:s in the Pearce-Pratt majority vote protOcol, Ryzl was able after 19 350 calls by 
and Soal-Bowden experL'nents). He g:ove no direct evidence Stepanek (averagin~ 9 s per call) to correctly identify all 15 
that fraud was committed in these ex~riments, but said, "If numbers, a result significant at p == 10-IS The hit rate for 
the result could have arisen through a trick, the experiment individual calls was 61.9 percent, 11 978 hits, and 7372 misses 
must be considered unsatisfacto;y proof of ESP, whether or (31]. . 
not it is finally decided that such a trick was in fact used" [17, Note Added in Proof: It has been brought to our attention 
p. 18]. As discussed by Honorton in a review of the field that a similar procedure was recently L:sed to transmit without 
[21], Hansel's conclusion after 241 pages of careful scrutiny error the word "p~ace" in International Morse Code (J. C. 
therefore was that these experiments were not "fraud·proof" Carpenter, "Toward the effective utilization of en..'lanced 
and therefore in principle could not serve as conclusive proof weak-signal ESP eff~cts," presented at the Annual Meeting of 
of ESP. the American Assodation for the Advancement of Science, 

Even among the supporters of ESP research and its results, New York, NY, Jani 27,1975). 
there remained the consistent problem that many successful The characteristics of such a channel can be specified in 
subjects eventually lost their ability and" their scores gradually accordance with the precepts of communication theory. The 
drifted toward chance results. This decline effect in no way bit rate associated with the information channel is calculated 
erased their previous astronomical success; but it was a disap- from [30] 
pointment since if paranormal perception is a natural ability, R = H(x) - Hy(x) (I) 
one would like to see subjects improving with practice rather 
than getting worse. 

One of the first successful attempts to overcome the decline 
effect was in Czechoslovakia in the work of Dr. Milan Ryzl, a 
chemist with the Institute of Biology of the Czechoslovakian 
Academy of Science and also an amateur hypnotist [22]. 
Through the use of hypnosis, together with feedback and 

'Recently, some of the euly ~I experiments have been criticized 
·(161. However, his long-dist~nce experiments cited here were judged' 
in a double.,blfnd fashion of the type that escaped the criticism of the 

. early experiments.. .... 

where H(x) is the uncertainty of the source message containing 
symbols with a priorj probability Pi : 

2 

Hex).=- L: p,.log2 Pi (2) 
i=1 

and Hy (x) is the coriditional entropy based on the a POi teriori 
probabilities that a received signal was actually transmitted: 

. 2 
Hy(X), = - L p(i, j) iog2 PjU). (3) 

i,j-I 
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Fo:r Stepanek's run, with Pi = t, Pi (j) = 0.619, and an average 
time of 9 s per choice, we have a source uncertainty H(x) = 1 
bit and a calculated b~t rate 

R :::::: 0.041 bit/symbol 
or 

RIT:::::: 0.0046 bit/so 

(Since the J 5-<:1igit nu:nber (49.8 bits) actuaUy was transmitted 
at the rate of 2.9 X 10-4 bit/s, an increase in bit rate by a 
factor of about 20 c('uld be expected on the basis of a coding 
scheme more optimur:l than that used in the experiments. See, 
for example, Appendix A.) 

Dr. Charles Tart at the University of California has written 
extensively on the so-caUed decline effect. He considers that 
having subjects attempt to guess cards, or perform any other 
repetitious task for which they receive no feedback, follows 
tlw classical techniqu~ for deconditioning any response. He 
thus considers card guessing "a technique for extinguishing 
psychic functioning in the laborat'ory" [32]. 

Tart's injUnctions of the mid-sixties were being heeded at 
Maimonides Hospital, Brooklyn, NY, by a team of researchers 
that included Dr. Montague Ullman, who was director of 
research for the hospital; Dr. Stanley Krippner; and, later, 
Charles Honorton. Thes.e three worked together for several 
years on experiments on the occurrence of telepathy in dreams. 
In the course of a hali-<:lozen experimental series, they found 
in their week-long sessions a number of subjects who had 
dreams that consistently were highly descriptive of pictorial 
material that a rem ott sender was looking at throughout the 
n~~ht. This work is cescribed in detail in the experimenters' 
book Dream Telepathy [33]. Honorton is continuing work 
of this free-response type in which the subject has no precon
c.~:ived idea as to what ,he target may be. 

In his more recent· work with subjects in the waking state, 
Honorton is providing homogeneous stimulation to the subject 
who is to describe color slides viewed by another person in a 
remote room. In this new work, the subject listens to white 
noise via earphones and views an homogeneous visual field 
imposed through the use of Ping-Pong ball halves to cover the 
subject's eyes in conjunction with diffuse ambient illumina
tion. In this so-called Ganzfeld setting, subjects are again able, 
now in the waking srate, to give correct and often highly 
accurate descriptions of the material being viewed by the 
sender [34]_ 

In Ronorton's work and elsewhere, it apparently has been 
the step away from the repetitive forced-<:hoice experiment 
that has opened the way for a wide variety of ordinary people 
to demonstrate significant functioning in the laboratory, with
OIufbeing bored into a decline effect. 

This survey would be incomplete if we did not indicate 
certain aspects of the current state of research in the USSR. 
It is clear from translated documents and other sources [35) 
that many laboratories in the USSR are engaged in paranormal 
research. 

Since the 1930's, in the laboratory of L Vasiliev (Leningrad 
Institute for BrainResea~cli), there has been an interest in the 
use of telepathy as a method of influencing the behavior of a 
person at a distance. In Vasiliev's book Experiments in Mental 
Suggestion, he makes it very clear that the bulk of his labora
tory's experiments were aimed at long-distance communica
tion combined with a for~ of behavior modification; for 

.• ~xample, putting .people at a distance tQ sleep through hyp-
-nosis [361_ . 

Similar behavior modifiotion types of experiments have been 
carried out in recent times by 1. M. Kogan, Chairman of the 
Bioinformation Section 0:- the Moscow Board of the Popov 
Society. He is a Soviet C:1gineer who, until 1969, published 
extensively on the theory of telepathic communication [37]
[40]. He was concerned veith three principal kinds of experi
ments: mental suggestion without hypnosis over short dis
tances, in which the perci;:ient attempts to identify an object; 
mental awakening over short distances, in which a subje(( is 
awakened from a hypnoti~ sleep at the "beamed" suggestion 
from the hypnotist; and lCrlg-range (intercity) telepathic (Om
munication. Kogan's mal": interest has been to quantify the 
channel capacity of the pa:anormal channel. He finds that the 
bit rate decreases from 0.: bitls for laboratory experiments 
to 0.005 bitls for his 1000-:,m intercity experiments. 

In the USSR, serious con;ideration is given to the hypothesis 
that telepathy is mediated jy extremely low-frequency (ELF) 
electromagnetic propagatiJrl. (The pros and cons oi this 
hypothesis are discussed i..rl Section V of this paper.) In 
general, the entire field 0;' paranormal research in the USSR 
is part of a larger one con~erned with the interaction between 
electromagnetic fields and living organisms [41], [42]. At 
the First International Congress on Parapsychology and 
Psychotronics in Prague, Czechoslovakia, in 1973, for example, 
Kholodov spoke at lenger. about the susceptibility of li;ing 
systems to extremely low-;evel ac and dc fields. He described 
conditioning effects on the behavior of fish resulting from the 
application of 10 to 100 f:W of RF to their tank [43]. The 
USSR take these data seri:.usly in that the Soviet safety re
quirements for steady-sta:e microwave exposure set limits 
at 10 J1W/cm2

, whereas the United States has set a steady-state 
limit of 10m W Icm 2 [44]. Kholodov spoke also about the 
non thermal effects of microwaves on animals' central nervous 
systems. His experiments ·.:rere very carefully carried out and 
are characteristic of a new dimension in. paranormal research. 

The increasing importance of this"area in Soviet research was 
indicated recently when the Soviet Psychological Association 
issued an unprecedented p-Jsition paper calling on the So;iet 
Academy of Sciences to step up efforts in this area [45]. 
They recommended that the -newly formed Psychological 
Institute within the Soviet Academy of Sciences and the 
Psychological Institute of the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences 
review the area and consider the creation of a new laboratory 
within one of the institutes to study persons with unusual 
abilities. They also recommended a comprehensive evaluation 
of experiments and theory by the Academy of Sciences' insti
tute of Biophysics and Institute for the Problems of Informa
tion Transmission. 

The Soviet research, along with other behavioristicaUy 
oriented work, suggests that in addition to obtaining overt 
responses such as verbalizations or key presses from a subject, 
it should be possible to obtain objective evidence of informa
tion transfer by direct measurement of physiological parame
ters of a subject. Kamiya, Lindsley, Pribram, Silverman, 
Walter. and others brought together to discuss physiological 
methods to detect ESP functioning, have suggested that a 
whole range of electrQencephalogram (EEG) responses such as 
evoked potentials (EP's), spontaneous EEG, and the contingent 
negative variation (CNV) might be sensitive indicators of the 
detection of' remote stimuli not mediated by usual sensory 

.processes [46]. 
Early experimentation of this type was carried out by 

Douglas Dean at the Newark College of Engineering. In his 
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search for physiological correlates of information transfer, he 
used the plethysmograph to measure changes in the blood 
volume in a finger, a sensitive indicator of autonomic nervous 
system functioning [47 J. A plethysmographic measure men: 
was made on the finger of a subject during telepathy experi
ments. A sender looked at randomly selected target cards 
consisting of names known to the subject, togetner with names 
unknown to him (selected at random from a telephone book). 
The names of the known people were contributed by the sub· 
ject and were to be of emotional significance to rum. Dear: 
found significant changes in the chart recording of finger 
blood volume when the remote sender was looking at those 
names known to the subject as compared with those names 
randomly chosen. 

Three other experiments using the physiological approac)-, 
have now been published. The first work by Tart [48 J , a late; 
work by Lloyd [49 J, and most recently the work by the 
authors [4 J all follow a similar procedure. Basically, a subj'ect 
is closeted in an electrically shielded room while his EEG is 
recorded. Meanwhile, in another laboratory, a second person 
is stimulated from time to time, and the time of that stimulus 
is marked on the magnetic-tape recording of the subject's EEG. 
The subject does not know when the remote stimulus periods 
are as compared with the nonstimulus periods. 

With regard to choice of stimulus for our own experimenta· 
tion, we noted that in previous work others had attempted, 
v.ithout success, to detect evoked potential changes in a sub· 
ject's EEG in response to a single stroboscopic flash stimulus 
observed by another subject [SO J . In a discussion of that 
experiment, Kamiya suggested that because of the unknown 
temporal characteristics of the information channel, it might 
be more appropriate to use repetitiv6 bursts of light to increase 
the probability of detecting information transfer [Sl J. There· 
fore, in our study we chose to use a stroboscopic flash train of 
10-s duration as the remote stimulus. 

l!J 
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Fig. 2. Occipital EEG freq'c~ncy spectra, 0-20Hz, of one subject (H_:-i.) 
acting as receiver'·,showinf 3mI' iitude changes in the 9-11·H z band h a 
function of strobe frequ~~cr. Three cases: 0-. 6-, and 16·Hz na~.·<s 
(twelve trial avera,;:es). 

results were produced by system artiiacts, electromagne:ic 
pickup (EMI), or: subtle CUe-'illg; the results were negative [.:.1. 

As part of the experh-:lenr.al protocol, the subject was as):~d 
to indicate a con~cious ~ssessment for each trial (via telegr2jh 
key) as to the nature c,' tbe stimulus; analysis showed th:,e 
guesses to be at chance. Thus arousal as evidenced by sign::-;
cant alpha blocki.ng occ:.rred only at the non cognitive level A 
physiological resBonse, Hence the experiment provided dir:~t 
physiological (EEiG) evi':ence of perception of remote stim~li 
even in the absen(1e of o·,~rt .::ognitive response. 

Whereas in our,'experi:nen:.s we used a remote light flash 2, a 
stimulus, Tart [48 J in his work used an electrical shock :0 

himself as sender, and Lloyd [49J simply told the sender:o 
think of a red triangle each time a red warning light \<1S 

illuminated withtn his view. Lloyd observed a consist::lt 
evoked potential.in his subjects; whereas in our experimens 
and in Tart's, a reduction i:J amplitude and a desynchroni:2-
tion of alpha was· obserocd -an arousal response. (If a subjt,:t 
is resting in an alpha-iominant condition and he is then 
stimulated, for example :n <DY direct manner, one will obser-;e 
a desynchronizatipn an·;: de·..::rease in alpha power.) We ccn
sider that these combine.,i results are evidence for the existen;e 
of non cognitive awareness of remote happenings and that they 
have a profound implication ior paranormal research. 

III. SRI INVESTIGA TrONS OF REMOTE VIEWING 

In the design of the study, we assumed that the application 
oi the remote stimulus would result in responses similar to 
those obtained under conditions of direct stimulation. For 
example, when an individual is stimulated with a low
frequency « 30 Hz) flashing light, the EEG typically shows 
a decrease in the amplitude of the resting rhythm and a 
driving of the brain waves at the freq uency of the flashes [S2 J. 
We hypothesized that if we stimulated one subject in this 
manner (a putative sender), the EEG of another subject in a 
remote room with no flash present (a receiver) might show Experimentation' in remote viewing began during stud)~s 
changes in alpha (9-11 Hz) activity and possibly an EEG carried out to investigate the abilities of a New York artist, 
driving similar to that of the sender, or other coupling to the Ingo Swann, when he expressed the opinion that the insigf.:s 
sender's EEG [S3 J. The receiver was seated in a visually gained during experiments at SRI had strengthened his abili:y 
opaque, acoustically and electrically shlelded, double-walled (verified in other research before he joined the SRI progran) 
steel room about 7 m from the sender. The details of the to view remote locatior:s [54 J. To test Mr. Swann's ass:,
experiment, consisting. of seven runs of thirty-six 10-s trials tion, a pilot study· was set up in which a series of targets frc:n 
each (twelve periods each for O-Hz, 6-Hz, and 16-Hz stimuli, around the globe were lupplied by SRI personnel to the ex
randomly intermixed), are presented in [4]. This experiment perimenters on a double-blind ,basis. Mr. Swann's appare:it 
proved to be successful. The receiver's alpha activity (9-11 Hz) ability to describe co:recdy details of buildings, roacs, 
showed a significant reduction in average power (-24 percent, bridges, and the like indicated that it may be possible fJr 
p < 0.04) and peak powe~ (-28 percent, p < 0.03) during a subject by means of menul imagery to access and descri'Je 
16-Hz flash stimuli as compared with periods of no-flash randomly chosen geog;aprucal sites located several miJ!s 
stimulus,. (A similar response was observed for 6-Hz stimuli from the subject's position and demarcated by some appro
(-12 percent in average power, -21 percent in peak power), priate means, Th'erefore, we set up a research program w 
but the latter result did not reach statistical significance. J test the remote-viewing hypothesis under rigidly controll~d 

FIg. 2 shows an overlay of t{lIee averaged EEG spectra from scientific conditions. 
'_one of the subject's 36 trial runs, displaying differences in In carrying out this program, we concentrated on what we 
alpha activity during the thre.e stimulus conditions. Extensive considered to be OUr principal responsibility-to resolve under 
control procedures were .unde·rtaken to determine if these unambiguous conditions the basic issue of whether or not trill 
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class of paranormal perception phenomenon exists. At all 
times, we and others responsible for the overall program took 
measures to prevent sensory leakage and su bliminal cueing and 
to prevent deception, whether intentional or uni..tentionaL 
To ensure evaluations independent of belief structures of both 
experimenters and judges, all experiments were carried out 
under a protocol, described below, in which target selection at 
the beginning of experiments and blind judging 0:' results at 
the end of experiments were handled independer.tly of the 
researchers engaged in carrying out the experiments. 

Six subjects, designated S I through S6, were chosen for the 
study. Three were considered as gifted or experienced su bjects 
(S I through S3), an-:; three were considered as le.lrners (S4 
through S 6). The c priori dichotomy between gifted and 
learners was based on the experienced group hEving been 
successful in other smdies conducted before this program 
and the learners grO".lp being inexperienced with regard to-
paranormal experimer.:ation. (' 

The study consisted of a series of double-blind tests with 
local targets in the San Francisco Bay Area so that several in
dependent judges could visit the sites to establish d~cumenta
tion. The protocol was to closet the subject with an experi
menter at SRI and at an agreed-on time to obtair. from the 
subject a description of an undisclosed remote site being 
visited by a target team. In each of the experimer.ts, one of 
the six program subjects served as remote-viewing subject, 
and SRI expeIimenters served as a target demarcation team at 
the remote location chosen in a double-blind p:otocol as 
follows, 

In each experimen., SRI management randomly chose a 
target location from a list of targets within a 3 a-min driving 
time from SRI; the target location selected was kept blind to 
subject and experimenters. The target pool consisted of more 
than 100 target locations chosen from a target-rich environ
ment. .(Before the experimental series began, the Director of 
the Information Science and Engineering Division, not other
wise associated with the experiment, established the set of lo
cations as the target pool which remained known only to him. 
The target locations were printed on cards sealed in envelopes 
and kept in the SRI Division office safe. They were available 
only with the personal assistance of the Division Director who 
issued a single random-number selected target card that con· 
stituted the traveling orders for that experiment.) 

In detail: To begin the experiment, the subject was closeted 
with an experimenter at SRI to wait 30 min before beginning 
a narrative description of the remote location. A second ex
perimenter then obtained from the Division Director a target 
location from a set of traveling orders previously prepared and 
randomized by the Director and kept under his control. The 
target demarca.tion team, consisting of two to four SRI experi
menters, then proceeded by automobile directly to the target 
without any communication with the subject or experimenter 
remaining behind. The experimenter remaining with the sub
ject at SRI was kept ignorant of both the particular target and 
the target pool so as to eliminate the possibility of cueing 
(overt or subliminal) and to' allow him freedom in questioning 
the subject to clarify his descriptions. The demarcation team 
remained at the target site for an agreed-on 15-min period 
following the 30 min allotted for travel.4 During the observa-

tion period, the remote-viewing su bject was ask~J to dtscribe 
his impressions of the target site in to a tape re~order Ind to 
make any drawings he thought appropri2te. An :'l[ormaI com
parison was then made when the demarcation I!lm rel~med, 
and the subject was taken to the site to p:ovide f:~d back. 

A, Subject Sl: Experience.} 

To begin the series, Pat Price, a fonner Califorr:_.1 polk: com· 
missioner and city councilman, participated aE a 5Ub:~ct in 
nine experiments, In general, Price's abilit; to describe 
correctly buildings, docks, roads, gardens, and tr.~ like, i:;clud
ing structural materials, color, ambienct, and £:ti"ity-often 
in great detail-indicated the functioning of i. remOl~ per· 
ceptual ability. A Hoover Tower target, for ~xampJ:, was 
recognized and named by name, N onet1eless, i:: geneT':':, the 
descriptions contained inaccuracies as ·,vell as ;orrect state· 
ments. A typical example is indicated by the sub.=ct's d,lwing 
shown in Fig. 3 in which he correctly describti a pa::'i.:·!ike 
area containing two pools of water: Or.e recta~.gular, :0 by 
89 ft (actual dimensions 75 by 100 ft); the cher ci7~ular, 

diameter 120 ft (actual diameter 110ft). He incorrectl: indi
cated the function, however, as water :'iltratio: ra~he, than 
recreational swimming. (We often observe esser.dally c:;rrect 
descriptions of basic elements and patterns cOlC?!ed w::h in· 
complete or erroneous analysis of functon.) A: Ca::! b: seen 
from his drawing, he also included sone elerr.:n ts, S'~:h as 
the tanks shown in the upper rig.lt, that are not ~,e~nt E the 
target site. We also note an app2Ient lef:-right j:versal,}rten 
observed in paranormal perceptio:l expen.-nents. 

To obtain a numerical evaluation of the acC"cracy cf the 
remote-viewing experiment, the cxperi.'11ental results were 
su bjected to independent judging on a blind bais by a: SRI 
research analyst not othen>'ise cssociated with ,he res:arch. 
The subject's response .packets, which con taiLed me nine 
typed unedited transcripts of the tape·record:d narlltives 
along with any associated drawings, were unlab:led aIle pre
sented in random order. While standing at eae: targei loca
tion, visited in turn-, the judge was.required to bli:.d rank order 
the nine packets on a scale I to 9 (best to worst match). The 
statistic of interest is the sum of ranks assigned ,0 the luget
associated transcripts, lower values indicating beJ:er ma:ches. 
For nine targets, the sum of ranks could range :rom nL'le to 
eighty-one. The probability that a given sum d rank~ s or 
less will occur by chance is given by [55) 

I s k (n) (i -Al - 1) Pr (s or less) = -;n 2: .L (- 1)1 . 
1\ i=n 1=0 I n I 

where s is obtained sum of ranks, N is number of assig"'lable 
ranks, n is number of occasions on which ranking; were nade, 
and 1 takes on values from zero to the least positive integer k 
in (i -n)/n. (Table I is a table to enable easy a,?plication of 
the above formula to those cases in which N = n ,J The sum in 
tliis case, which included seven direct hits out of !he nine, was 
16 (see Table II), a result significant at p = 2,9 X 10'5 by 
exact calculation. 

In Experiments 3, 4, and 6 through 9, the subject was se
cured in a double-walled copper-screen Faraday cage. The 
Faraday cage provides 120-dB attenuation for plane-wave 

, ,radio-frequency radiation over a range of 15 kHz to I GHz. 
4The first subject (81) was alJowed 30 min for his descriptions, but For magnetic fields the attenuation is 68 dB at 15 kHz and 

-It was found .. lh~1 he. fatigued and had'liltle comment af!er Ihe nr~1 IS d ses t 3 dB ~ 60 Hz The suIts of rank {) derJ'uda;ng 
•. min. The vlewmg, time was therefore teduced 10' IS mm for sub)eclS ecrea 0 a . re r ...... 

82 through 86. ." (Table II) indicate that the us~ o~ Faraday ccge electrical 
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Fig. 3. Swimming pool complex as remole·viewing target. (a) City map of target lO,cation. (b) Drawing by Price (S I). 

TABLE I 
CRJ'iiCAL VALljES OF SUMS OF RANKS FOR PREFERENTIAL MATCHING 

Number of probabili:y (o~.-tailed) that the Indicated Sum of Ranks or l~SS lIould Occur by Chance 
As signab Ie i--'--'l--r, --T--.--...,----,--,---,----'--r--,----.--,~---j 
Ranks (N) 0.20 0.10: 0.05 10.04 0.025 0.01 0.005 0.002 0.001 0.00q5 10- 4 lO-s 10-6 10- 7 

4 4 
: ! 

6 5 .~ .'. 5 4 7 

5 11 10 9 8 8 7 6 6 

6 16 15: 13 13 12 11 10 9 

7 22 20 18 18 17 15 14 12 

8 29 27 r 24 2[' 22 20 19 17 

9 37 34! 31 30 29 26 24 22 

10 46 42 t 39 38 36 33 31 29 

12 67 61 58 56 54 49 47 43 

5 

8 

12 

16 

21 

27 

34 

41 

i; 

II 

15 

20 

25 
i 

32,; 

39 

6 

9 

13 

17 

22 

28 

35 

8 

11" 

14 

19 

24 

30 

9 

12 

16 

20 

25 

8 

10 

13 

17 

22 
\ 

11 56 51 148 47 45 41 38 36 

L_ ___ ~ __ ~_~' _-L __ _L ___ ~ _ _L~~L__~_~_-T~ _ _L_~ __ L-_~ 

Note: This table applies only to those special cases in which the number of occasions on which objects 
are beb1g ranked (n) is equal to the number of assignable ranks (N). Each', entry represents the largest 
number that is significant at the indicated p-level. Source: R. L. Morris [55 J .' 

shielding does not prevent high-quality descriptions from being B. Subject S4: Lear,ner 

~. 

obtained. This experiment 'fIas designed to be a replication of our pre-
As a backup judging procedure, a panel of five additional vious experiment with Price, the first replication attempted. 

SRI scientists not otherwise associated with the research were The subject for this experiment was Mrs. Hella Ha!nmid, a 
asked simply to blind match the unedited typed transcripts gifted professional photographer. She was selected for this
(with associated drawings) generated by the remote viewer series on the basis of her successful performance as a per
against the nine target· locations which they independently cipient in the EEG experiment described earlier. Outside of 
visited in tum. The transcripts were unlabeled and presented that interaction, sh~ had no previous experience with apparent 
in random order. A correct match consisted of a transcript paranormal functioning. 
of a given date being matched to the target of that date. In- At the time we oegan working with Mrs. Hammid, she had 
stead of the expected number of I match each per judge, the ~o strong feelings about the likelihood of her ability to suc· 

. number of correct matches obtained by the five judges was 7,. ceed in this task. 'This was in contrast to both Ingo Swann~ 
·6, 5, 3, and 3, respectively. Thus, rather thart the expected who had come to: our laboratory fresh from a lengthy and"'" 
total nurri~er ·of 5 correct ma~ch'es fro?l the judges, 24 such apparently successf\ll series of experiments with Dr. Gertrude 
matches were obtained. Schmeidler at City: College of New York [56) and Pat Price 
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PEDESTRIAN OVERPASS TARGET 
CD , . . «~ 

-

Fig. 4. Subject Hlmmid (S4) drawing, described as "some kind of diagonal trough up in :le air." 

TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTlOS OF RAI'KISGS AsSIGSED TO TRANSCRIPTS 

ASSOCIATED WITH EACH TARGET LOC.HlOS FOR EXPERIENCED 
SUBJECT PRICE (5 I) 

Rank of 
Oiscai.::! Assoc lated 

Target Lecation (kr:\ Transcript 

Hoo'ler To .... er I Stanford 3.~ 1 

!aylands Nature Pre5erve, Palo Alto 6." 1 

Radlo telescope, Portola Valley 6.'- 1 

¥..arina, RedwoO<! City 6.0 1 

Bridge toll plaza, Fre.DOot 14.5 6 

Drive .. 1n theater, Palo Alto 5.1 1 

Art. and era fts Pi""., Menlo Park 1.9 1 

Catholic ChurCh, Portola Valley 8 .5 3 

~ittttln8 pool cocple:x, palo Alto 3 .• 1 

Total SUIlI of ranks 16 

(pa2. 9X10-·) 

scientific rigor, one of our prim~ry tasks as researchers is to 
provide an environment in wrurh the subject :eels safe to 
explore the possibility of parano31al perception With a new 
subject, we also try to stress the ~!onuniquenessJ("the ability 
because from our experience pannonnal functicning appears 
to be a latent ability that all su:jects can articdate to some 
degree. 

Because of Mrs. Hammid's aniltic background, she was ca
pable of drawing and describing '!isual images tJ:at she could 
not identify in any cognitive or amlytic sense. Wben the target 
demarcation team went to a tuget location "hich was a 
pedestrian o'{erpass, the subject !aid that she sa" "a kind of 
trough up in the air," which she indicated in tbe upper part 
of her drawing in Fig. 4. She .... ent on to ex pJain , "If you 
stand where they are standing you will see something like 
this," indicating the nested squaJes at the bottom of Fig. 4. 
As it turned out, a judge standini where she ind:cated would 
have a view closely resembling WLat she had dra,m, as can be 
seen from the accompanying phGtogTaphs of tht target loca-
tion. It needs to be emphasized, however, that j ~dges did not 

who felt that he used his remote-viewing ability in his every- have access to our photographs of the site, uled here for 
day life.· illustrative purposes only, but ra:her they proce!ded to each 

In comparison with the latter two, many people are more of the target locations by list. 
iinfluenced by their environment and are reluctant under In another experiment, the sllbject describe!! seeing "an 
public scrutiny. to attempt activities- that are generally thought open barnlike structure with a p:tched roof." She also saw 
to be impossible. Society often provides inhibition and nega- a "kind of slatted side to the structure making li6ht and dark 
live feedback to the individual who might otherwise have bars on the. wall.'" Her drawin6 and a photohIaph of the 
explored his own nonregular perceptual ability. We all share associated bicycle shed target are shown in Fig. 5. (Subjects 
an historical tradition of "tQ.e stoning of prophets and the . ai:e encouraged to make drawing! of anything they visualize 
~uming of witches" and, in more modem times, the hospitaliza- and associate with the remote location because drawings they 

.' tion of thoSe wh~ claim to perceive· things that the majority do make are in general more accurate than their verbal description.) 
not admit ·to. seeing. Therefore,.&,. in addition. to maintaining As in the original series with Price, the results of the nine-
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Fig. s. Subject Hammid (S4) response to bicycle shed target described as an open "barn·like building" with "slats 
on the sides" and a "pitched ro~f." . 

TABLE !II 
DISTRIBUTION OF R.~SKISGS AsSIGNED TO TRASSCRIPTS AsSOCL~ TED 

WITH EACH TARGET LOCATIOS FOR LEARNER SUBJECT HAMMID (S4) 

Ronk of 
p~Hance Assoclcted 

Target !..ocatio:1 '<In) Transcript 

Metllodlst Olurch, Palo 1.1'0 1.9 1 

Neu Aud1ter-ium, Me:'llo Park 0.2 1 

Me r:y .. go- rcynd J Palo Alto 3.4 1 

Par".dn,& glluge, HO\rl.cain Vie.., 8.1 2 

SRl Inte.rnztional Courtyard, Menlo Park 0.2 1 

B1c-yclt shtd, Menlo Park 0.1 2 

Rail ro.ad t:otstle br1dge, Palo-Alto 1.3 2 

.p"",,\:1,. p.atch, Menlo P.ark 1.3 I 

Pe~utrl"D overpa.ss, Palo Alto 5.0 2 

7101t.l IUD of ranks 13 

(pal.8xIO-o) 

Agai..~, a; a backup judging procedure, a panel of five "ddi
tional jud~es not otherwise associated with the research 
were askec simply to blind match the unedited typed :ian
scripts and ~ssociated drawings gen~rated by the remote vie·Rer, 
against the nine target locations which they independently 
visited in )Urn. A correct match consisted of a transcri;:t of 
a given da:e being matched to the target of that date: In
stead of the expected number of I match each per j::dge, 
the number of correct matches obtained by the five j::dges 
was 5, 3, 3, 2. ana 2, respectively. Thus, rather than the ex
pected totll number of 5 correct matches from the judges, 
15 such mHches were obtained. 

C. SubjeCI: S2 and:S3: Experienced 

Having completed a series of 18 remote-viewing experirr.~nts, 
9 each with experienced subject S I (Price) and learne:- S4 
(Hammid), additional replication experiments, four with ~ach 
subject, were carrie.d out with experienced subjects S 2 (Elgin) 

experiment series were submitted for independent judging on and S3 (Swann) and learners S5 and S6. To place thejucging 
a blind basis by an SRI research analyst not otherwise associ- on a basis comparable to that used with S 1 and S4, the four 
ated with the research .. While at each target location, visited transcripts each of experienced subjects S 2 and S3 were corn
in tum, the judge was required to blind rank order the nine bined into a group of eight for rank order judging to be com
unedited .typed manuscripts of the tape-recorded narratives, pared with the sirpiIariy combined results of the lea:ners 
along with any associated drawings generated by the remote S 5 and S 6. . 
viewer, on a scale I to 9 (best to worst match). The sum of The series with S2 (Elgin, an SRI research analyst) pro·.ided 
ranks assigned to the target-~ciated transcripts in this case a' further e:umple df the dichotomy between verbal and craw
\Vas 13, a result significant'.atp = 1.8·X 10-6 by exact calcula- . ing responres. (As with medical literature, case histories often 

. tion (see Table 1 and disctissi<?n)·,and included five direct hits are !}lore illuminating than the summary of results.) The ex-
and four seCond ranks (TabJe III). " penment described: here ~.Jlodfe4 third conducted with this 
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TARGET-TENNI:S COURTS 

l 

Fig. 6. Subject Elgin'(S2) d:awings in response to tennis court target. 

sllbject. It was a demonstration experiment for a government 
visitor who had heard of our work and wanted to evaluate our 
e.xperimental protocol. 

In the laboratory, the subject, holding a bearing compass at 
<lIm's length, began the experiment by indicating the direciion 
of the target demarcation team, correctly to within 5°. (In all 
four experiments with this subject, he has always been witllin 
10

0 
of the correct direction in this angular assessment.) The 

subject then generated a IS-min tape-recorded description and 
ilhe drawings shown in Fig. 6. 

In discussing the drawings, Elgin indicated that he was 
uncertain as to the action, but had the impression that the 
demarcation team was located at a museum (known to him) 
in a particular park. In fact, the target ..yas a tennis court lo
cated in that park about 90 m from the indicated museum. 
Once again, we note the characteristic (discussed earlier) of a 
resemblance between the. target site and certain gestalt ele
ments of the subject's response, especially in regard to the 
drawings, coupled with incomplete or erroneous analysis of 
the significances. Nonetheless, when rank ordering transcripts 
1 through 8 at the site, the judge ranked this transcript as 2. 
This example illustrates a continuing observation that most of 
the correct information related to us by subjects is of a non
analytic nature, pertaining to shape, form, color, and material 
rather than to function or name. 

experiilients, he dictates two lists for UE to =-ecord. O.:e lis1 . 
contains objects that he "sees," but dOes :;ot ChiLl( are leeated 
at the remote scene. A second list cor.:a.in~ 0 ejects t:Jt te 
thinks aie at the scene. In our evaluatio::, he hcs m~de :nucn 
progress in this most essential ability :0 sepa~a te ID!;nOr}' 

and imagination from paranormal inputs. T.-us is tbe 1:ey w 
bringing the remote·viewing channel to fDition with TepId too 

its potential usefulness. 
The quality of transcript that can be gtneratec by thi; pro

'cess is evident from the results of our m03t recent ex:pe=:ment 
with Swann. The target location chosen by the usual d:-uble
blind protocol was the Palo Alto City HaL Swann descf~bed 2 

. tall building with vertical columns and u!et in" windlo",':. His 
sketch, together with the photograph of the site, is shewn in 
Fig. 7. He s!rid there was a fountain, "but .B. don't heu iL"' 
At the tirnethe target team was at the City Hill U"Ilr1.:g the 
experiment, the fountain was not runnir.g, He also> m,,je a.n 
effort to draw a replica of the designs in t1e pa.vemefl!t in front 
of the building, and correctly indicated the numbel! of trees 
(four) in the sketch. 

For the entire series of eight, four each from S2 amd S3, the 
numerical evaluation 'based on blind Ta:;.k orderin~ of tran
scripts at each site was significant at p = 3.& X 10-4\ a.:d in
cluded three direct hits and three second ranks for tlhe urget
associated transcripts (see Table IV). 

A second example from this group, generated by S3 (Swann), 
.indicates the level of proficiency that can be attained' with D. Subjects S5 and S6:.Learners 
.practice. In the two years'since we first started working with To complete the series, four experimelilts each welI'e carried 
Swann, he .?as been studyillg the pi:oblem of separating the ex- out with learner subjects S5 and S6, a mm and WOmJUl tin the 

temalsignal ·AfJPrW~tF6~fmH~~sEfI20\Y3/0lfff8r~h._R8~j6~ffosJmfkd~q~ olajoffo1:~ in this case, takel. as a 
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DISTRIBUTION OFRANI(INGS AssIGNW TO TRANSCRIPTS AsSOCIATED 

WIlli EACH TARGET LocATION FOR EXPERIENCED SUBJECTS ElGIN (S2) 

~~~~~~~ 

~~~ 
t\U,? 

ae,ol.o\~~~.r..,«, 
"-~~~ 

t-U-o' 
~ .... 
~'i'-~J. 

~~~~~..",J, 
a.~. 

+t:;~ ~i.-----: 
I 

~~ "'-I. 1.11 Ii 
~~. 

~M~.d c,,-t, ~ \ 
i 
I 

---.J 

? . 
Fig. 7, Subject Swa;:.n (S3) rosponse to City Hall target. 

group, did not differ significantly from chance. For the series 
of eight (judged as a group of reven since one target came up 
twice, once for each subject), the numerical evaluation based 
on blind rank ordering of transcripts at each site was non
significant at p = 0.08, even though there were two direct hits 
and two second ranks out of the seven (see Table V). 

One of the direct hits, which occurred with subject S6 in her 
first experiment,provides an example of the "first-time effect" 
that has been rigorously explored and is well-known to experi
menters in the field [57), The outbound experimenter 
obtained, by random protocol from the pool, a target blind 

,to the experimenter with the rubject, as is our standard pro- . 
.. "cedure, and proceeded to 'the loca.tion. The subject, a math,e

matician in the 'computer scien~e labora!orY who had no pre-

, AND SWAN~ (S3) 

Rank of 

DIJtance Auocil.ted 

SubJ oct Tar!H Laca t 1 on ( .... ) ITln,cr!...2J 

S2 BART St .. t~on (Transit SYIC.t'm), rretDOnt 16.1 1 

52 Shielded ~oomJ SRI, Menlo Par;; O. I 2 

52 Totnn!s court, P.tlo Al to ) .4 2 

S2 Colf courle bridge, Stan!ord ) .4 2 

53 Cicr Hall, Pl.lo Al to 2.0 I 

53 Miniature golf courle, l-:.enlo ?ark ) .0 I 

53 Kiosk in park, XenIc Par-'. 0.3 3 

53 Bayl&nds N.ature Preserve. Pa 10 Al to 6.4 3 

, 
Total .!loin of rAnks 15 

(p.3.a x I0-') 

TABLE V 
DISTRIBUTION OF; RAl'KINGS Assw:-;ED TO TRANSCRIPTS AsSOCIATED 

WITH EACH TARGET LoCATION FOR LEARNER SCBJECTS S5 AND S6 

Rank of 

DiH.ance A.ssocllited 

Sub lect ; Tar et Loca tl,Jn -(<:0) Transcriot 

'55 Pedestrian overpass} ?i 10 Alto l.O 3 

55 Railroad trest le briCE!, P,alo Alto : ,3 6 

55 ~indmill, portola Val!!)' 5.5 2 

55, 56 l-t'hite Pl,za, Stanford (2) J .8 I 

S6 Airport} \Pa.lo Alto 5.5 2 

S6 Kiosk in Park} Henlo ?irk 0.3 5 

56 BO&thous~, Stanford " .0 I 

Total aUlD of ranks 20 

: 

I 
I 

I 
, (p.o.oa, SS) I 

vious experience in remote viewing, began to describe a large 
square with a fountain. Four minutes into the experiment, 
she recognized the location and correctly identified it by name 
(see Fig. 8). (It should be noted ,that in the area from which 
the target locations were dra,wn there are other fountains 
as well, some of which were in the target pool.) As an ex
ample of the style of the narratives generated during remote 
viewing with inexperienced subjects and of the part played by 
the experimenter 'remaining with the subject in such a case, 
we have included the entire unedited text of this experiment 
as Appendix B . 

E. Normal aniPatanormal: Use of Unselected Subjects in 
Remote Viewing 

After more than a year of following the experimental pro
tocol described above and observing that even inexperienced 
subjects 'generated results better than expected, we initiated a 
series of experiments to explore further whether individuals 
other than putative "psychics" can demonstrate the remote
viewing ability. To test this idea, we have a continuing pro
gram to carry out ,additional experiments of the outdoor type 
with new subjects whom we have no a priori reason to believe 
have paranormal perceptual ability, To date we have collected 
data from five experiments with two individuals in this cate
gory: a man and a woman who were visiting government 
scientists interested in observing our experimental protocols. 
The motivation for: these particular experiments was twofold. 
First, the experiments provide data that indicate the level of 
proficiency that can be expected from unselected volunteers. 
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Fig. 8. Subject (S6) clrawing of White Plaza, Stanford University. Sub· 
ject drew what she called "curvy benches" and then announced cor· 
rectly that the place was "White Plaza at Sta~ford." 

Second, when an individual observes a successful demonstra· 
tion experiment involving another person as subject, it inevi· 
tably occurs to him that perhaps chicanery is involved. We 
have found the most effective way to settle this issue for the 
observer is to have the individual himself act as a subject so as 
to obtain pers,onal experience against which our reported 
results can be evaluated.' 

The first visitor (VI) was invited to participate as a subject 
in a three-experiment series. All three experiments contained 
elements descriptive of the associated target locations; the 
quality of response increa:sed with practice. The third re
sponse is shown ,in Fig. 9 \. where again the pattern elements in, 

, , . the drawing appeared to ,be a closer match than the subject's 

RESPONSES OF VISITING 
SCIENTIST SUBJECT 

analytic'interpretation of the targ~t obje}:t 'as a cupola. Fig. 9. Subj.ect (VI) drawing of merry·go·round target, 
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TECHNOL9GY SERIES 
TYPEWRITER TARGET 

SUBJECT SWANN (S3) RESPONSE 

~." .. " ... , ... ~ .. 
• • & • , ... I ". , 

_ .......... Y' •• ' .... , . ~" ...... ' .. ... 

SUBJECT HAMMID (S4) RESPONSE 
Fig. 10. Drawings of a typewriter target by two subjects. 

TABLE VI The second visitor [V2J participated as a subject in two ex
periments. In his first experiment, he generated' one of the 
higher signal-to-noise results we have observed. He began 
his narrative, ''There is a re~ A-frame building and next to it 
is a large yellow thing [a tree-Editor]. Now further left 
there is another A-shape. It looks "like a swing-set, but it is 
pushed down in a gully so I can't see the swings." [All cor
reeL) He then went on to describe a lock on the front door 
that he said "looks like it's made" of laminated steel, so it 
must be a Master Jock." [Also correct.) 

DISTRIBUTION OF RANKINGS AsSIGNED TO TRANSCRIPTI AssOCI/.TED WI:-H 

EACH TARGET loCATION FOR. VISITOR SUBJECTS VI AND V2 

For" the series of five-three from the first subject and two 
from the second-the numerical evaluation based on blind 
rank orderin'g of the transcn'pts at each site was significant at. 

- p = 0.017" and included tiliee direct hits and one second ·rank 
for the target-associated transcr!.pt"s. (Se~ Table ,Yr.) 

Sub lett 

Vi 

VI 

Vi 

V2 

V2 

Tarll'et Location 

BrIdge over :ltre&I1lJ Menlo Park 

8ayhnds N&~ut'e Preserve, PlIo Alto 

Herry-,o ... ro~nd , Palo Alto 

lIind .. ill, portoll. Valley 

Apartment ''''iuling pool, XOuntaln VIe ... · 

Total ·\mio t rank. 

': 
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TO AD!} INTEREST TO TARGET 
LOCATION EXPERIMENTER WITH 

HIS r::::AD B:::ING XEROXED 

Fig. II. Drawings by three subjects (S2, S3, and V3) for Xerox machine target. Wher. 3.Sked to de5crit~ the ~~.lare 3tl.?per lef: 0: response o~, 
the right, subject (V3) said, "There was this predominant light source which might hay. been a window. and 2 ,",ork.i:lg scrface w::i;:;; might hay~ 
been the sill, or a working surface or desk." Earlier the subject had said, "I have ,je feeling that ti'.~re is ~:me[nin, silhoue:te: against th~ 
windo\v. 1I 

Observations with unselected subjects such as those de- Comparisons of the targ~ts and subject irawint:5 ior three of 
scribed above indicate that remote viewing may be a latent and the mUltiple-response cases (the typewr:cer, Xerox machine, 
widely distributed perceptual ability. and video terminal) are shown in Figs. lJ, 11, md 12. As is 

apparent f:om these illustratic:1s alor.e, the experiments 
F. Technology Series: Short~Range ReJnote Vie\ving ... provide cir!:umstantial evidence :or an :nform=tion channel 

Because remote viewing is a perceptual ability, we consid- of useful b:: rate. This i.-lclude; experi::1ents i.I .,-hich visit
ered it important to obtain data on its resolution capabilities. ing governnent scientists parti:ipated as sutjcas (Xerox 
To accomplish this, we turned to the use of indoor techno- machine ar:d video terminal) te obser.e the PiOWCOl. b 
logical targets. general, it ~ppears that use of mdtiple-S';bject responses to a 

Twelve experiments were carried out with five different sub- single targe: provides beHer sigLal-to-nclse rati:> than target 
jects, two of whom were visiting government scientists. They identification by a single illdividu.ll. Thil conclusion is borne 
were told that one of the experimenters would be sent by out by thej:!dging described belovo 
random protocol to a laboratory within the SRI complex and Given thet in general ,he dflwings wnstitute the most 
that he would interact with the equipment or apparatus at accurate po:tion of a subject's delcriptio:1, in the ilrst judging 
that location. It was further explained that the experimenter procedUre e judge was asked simply to blind match only the 
remaining with the subject was, as usual, kept ignorant of the drawings (Le., without tape transc:ipts) to the targets_ Multiple
contents of the target pool to prevent cueing during question- subject responses to a given targe,: were ~tapled together, and 
ing. (Unknown to subjects, targets in the pool were used with thus seven subject-drawing res;onse packets were to be 
replacement; one of the goals of this particular experiment was matched to the seven different tarJ;ets for which drawings were 
to obtain multiple responses to a given target to investigate made. The judge did not have ,ccess to our photographs of -
whether correlation of a number of subject responses would the target locations, used for illustration purposes only, but 

C provide enhancement of t~e. signal-to .. noise ratio.) The sub-- rather proceeded to each of the trrget locations by list. While 
ject was asked to describe the target both verbally (tape standing at each target location, tt:e judge was reQuired to rank 
recorded) and by means of drawings during a time-synchronized order the seyen subject-drawing re-Jponse packets (presented in 
IS-min interval in which the outbound experimenter inter- random order) on a scale I to 7 (best to worst match). For 
acted in an appropriate'manner with the equipment in the seven targets, the sum of ranks coold range from 7 to 49. The 
target area. sum in this case, which includee 1 direct hit and 4 second 

In the twelve experiments, seven targets were used: a drill ranks out of the 7 (see Table VIIl was 12, a result significant 
press. Xerox machine. video terminal, chart recorder. four- at p = 0.036. 
state random number generator. machine shop, and type- . In the second more detailed effort at evaluation. a visiting 
.writer. Three of these were used twice (drill press, video scientist selected at random one of the 12 data packages (a 
terminal, and typewriter) .~rid one (Xerox machine) came up drill press experiment), sight uny-en and submitted it for in-

. - . three times.in our random selection proce.du·re. dependent analysis to an engineer with a request for an esti-
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TARGET: VIDEO MONITOR FOR TEXT EDITING (TECH~OLOGY SERIES) 

i 

L ~ 
i 

___ --J 

s 
I 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 12. Drav.ing by ,"NO subjects of a video monitor target. (8) Subject (S4) drawing of "bo~ with light coming out of it ... painted flat black 
and in t:te middle of the room." (b) Second subject (V2) saw a computer termim! v.ith relay racks in the background. 

I 

TABLE VII 
DIHRIBUTIO:-; OF R.~SKINGS AsSIGNED TO SUBJECT 

DR.~ ""JNGS A$SOCJ.~ TID WITH EACH TARGET LOCA nON 

1 
Rank :;,f 

Associated 
s~: j ec C 

l 
Ta rge t Dra .... 1::::..gs 

i 
53, 54 Drill !,res! 2 

S2, 5), \'3 i Xerox c.achine 2 
j 

S~J '/2 I Video t.ermina 1 1 

S3 I Ol.lrc recorder 2 

S4 I IUndo!1 number generator 6 

54 I P .... ch1::.! shop 3 

S3, S4 I Typ2vdter 2 

I 
Toul sum of unka 18 

(p;'0.036) 

mate as to what'was being described. The analyst, blind as to 
the target 2nd given only the subject's taped narrative and 
drawing (Fig. 13), was able, from the subject's description 
alone, to correctly classify the target as a "man-sized vertical 
boring machine." 

G. Summary of Remote Viewing Results 

1) Discussion: The descriptions supplied by the subjects 
in the experiments involving remote viewing of natural targets 
or laboratory apparatus, although containing inaccuracies, 
'were sufficiently accurate to permit the judges to differentiate 
among vari,ous targets to ·the. degree indicated. A summary 

TABLE VIII 
SUMMARY: REMOTE VIEWI:-;G 

51 (experienct-: 

52 and SJ (ex;~.: :..enced) 

s:. (learner) 

55 and 56 (ltc:~ers) 

V1 and V2 (lH~~rs/vis1tors) 

With technology :J.rgets 

~· ... :nber ::= 
E:<?eri~:-'':.I 

12 

p •••. " tue) Ri:=.1 
O::!er Jud~ 1::.;: 

,.9 x 10- 5 

.• f. 
3.8 x 10 

1.8 x 10- 6 

0.08 (lIS) 

0.017 

0.036 

tabulation of the 'statistical evaluations of these fifty-one ex
periments with nitte subjects is presented in Table VIII. The 
overall result, eYiluated conservatively on the basis of a 
judging procedure'that ignores transcript qUality beyond that 
necessary to rank order the data packets (vastly underestimat
ing the statistical significance of individual descriptions), 
clearly indicates the presence of an information channel of 
useful bit rate. furthermore, it appears that the principal 
difference between experienced subjects and inexperienced 
volunteers is not ihat the latter never exhibit the faculty, but _ 
rather that their r;sults are simply less reliable, more sporadic. 
Nevertheless, as described earlier, individual transcripts from 
t~e inexperienced group of subjects number among some of 
the best obtained. Such observations indicate a hypothesis C 

that remote viewing may be a latent and widely distributed 
perceptual ability. : 
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In the PTOctSS of judging-attempting to matc:t trans..:ripts 
against targets on the basis of the informa:ion ir. the 
transcripts-some patterns and regularities in tr.e tran;;;:ript 
descriptions b~came evident, particularly regardi.;,g if!ldi\~dual 
styles in remote viewing and in the perceptual (orm 0:' the 
descriptions given by the subjects. The~ patterns ane. the 
jU'dging procedure are discussed below. 

aJ Styles of response: The fifty-on~ tran;crip.ts were 
taken from r~ne different subjects. CompariJ:g the :ran
scripts of one subject with those of another revea:~d tna! :ach 
pattern tended to focus on certain aspects of the re::1ote 
target complex and to exclude others, so that each hzj an 
individual pattern of response, like a signature. 

Subject S3, :'or example, frequently respondec Wilh :JPO
graphical desctiptions, maps, and architectural fe2ture s c' the 
target locatior,;. Subject S2 often focused on tht beba,,:Jf of 
the remote experimenter or the sequence of actio~,s he c2:Tied 

,- out at the target. The transcripts of subject SL. more :han 
those of other su bjects, had descriptions of the feel of t:.e lo
cation, and experiential or sensory gestalts-fDr eX8c"1ple, 
light/dark ele;nents in the scene and indoor/cutdoor and 
enclosed/open distinctions. Prominent features of S 1 's :ran
scripts were detailed descriptions of what the t2"get pe:sons 
were concrete:y experiencing, seeing, or doing-:or exa;:-,ple, 
standing on asphalty blacktop overlooking water: looki:.5 at 
a purple iris. 

Fig. 13. Subject (S4) drawing of drill press showing belt drive, stool, 
and a "vertical graph that goes up and down." 

Thus the primary achievement 'of the SRI program was the 
elicitation of high-quality remote viewing from individuals 
who agreed to act as subjects. Criticism of this claim could 
in principle be put forward on the basis of three potential 
fla;:;5.. 1) The study could involve naivete in protocol that 
p.~:rmits various forms of cueing, intention'al or unintentional. 
2) The experiments discussed could be selected out of a larger 
pool of experiments of which many are of poorer qUality. 
3) Data for the reported experi.riJ.ents could be edited to show 
only the matching elements,. the nonmatching elements being 
discarded. 

All three criticisms, however, are invalid. First, with regard 
to cueing, the use of double-blind protocols ensures that none 
of the persons in contact with the subject can be aware of the 
target. Second, selection of experiments for reporting did not 
take place; every experiment was entered as performed on a 
master log and is included in the statistical e,-aluations. Third, 
data associated with a given experiment remain unedited; all 

·experiments are tape recorded' and all data are included un-. , . . 
'. "edited in the data package to be jU9ged and evaluated. . . 

The range cf any individual subject's responses W3S ·.;;ide. 
Anyone might draw a map or describe the mood 0:' the re::1ote 
experimenter, but the consistency of each subj:ct's o·.crall 
approach suggests that just as individual descriptions of a 
directly viewed scene would differ, so these difierences also 
occur in remote-viewing processes. 

b) Nature of the description: The concrete descrip:ions 
that appear most commonly in transcripts are at the levd of 
subunits of the overall scene. For example, when' the t~get 
vias a Xerox"copy machine, the responses inch:ded (Sl) a 
rolling object (the moving light) or dials and a cover tr.lt is 

lifted (S3), bu: the machine as a whole was not i:ientifid by 
name or function. 

In a few transcripts, the subjects correctly identified and 
named the target. In the case of a computer terminal, the 
subject (V2) apparently perceived the terminal a:-td the :elay 
racks behind it. In the case of targets which were Heover 
Tower and White Plaza, the subjects (S 1 and S6, respectrrely) 
seemed to identify the locations through analysis of ;:heir 
initial images of the elements of the target. 

There were also occasional incorrect identifications. Gertalts 
were incorrectly named; for example, swimming pools in a 
park were identified as water storage tanks at a wa:er filtration 
plant (S 1). 

The most common perceptual level was thus an intenne1iate 
one-the individual elements and items that make up the taro. 
get. This is suggestive of a scanning process that takes sa:nple 
perceptions from within the overall environment. 

When the subjects tried to make sense out of these frag:nen
tary impressions, they often resorted to metaphors or con
structed an image with a kind of perceptual inference_ From 
a feeling of the target as an "august" and "solemn" building, 
a subject (S4) said it might be a library; it was ~ churd .. A 
pedestrian overpass above a freeway was described as a cOl'.duit 
(S4). A rapid transit station, elevated above the countryside, 
was associated with an observatory (S2). These responses 
seem to be the result of attempts to process partial informa-
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:ion: similarly, this occurs in other parapsychological ex?eri- not be visible t;o an observer merely stL1.dmg at groulhl level 
:nents. These observations are compatible with the hypott.eses and describing :What he sees. (In paIti'::llar, a subject often 
:hat information received in a putative remote-viewing rzode correctly descripes elements not visible :J the target de:narca-
:s processed piecemeal in pattern form (consistent with 2 low tion team.) Finally, motion is selden reported; i.-. fact, 
Jit rate process, but not necessarily requiring it); and the moving objects often are unseen ever. when nearby static 
~.rrors arise in the processes of attempted integration of the objects are correctly identified. 
iata into larger patterns directed toward verbal labeling. A compariso~ of the results of remo;~ viewi.ng (a so-called 

When the subjects augmented the verbal transcripts '""ith free-response task) with results of forcee-choice tasks, ;-lch as 
irawings or sketches, these often expressed the target elerr.!nts the selection of one of four choices gt::erated by a r~:\dom 
::lore accurately than the verbal descriptions. Thus the d:aw- number generator [58], reveals the follo·..;;ng findings. F:om a 
::1gs tended to correspond to the targets more clearly and statistical viewpoint, a subject is more L;:cly to descrit-~. with 
;recisely than the words of the transcript. sufficient accuracy to permit blind m<:-:hing, a remee site 

The descriptions given by the subjects sometimes wen: be- chosen at random than he is to select :orrectly one c: four 
:ond what the remote experimenter experienced, at least :on- random numbers. Our experience with f-,~se phenome~.lleads 
sdously. For example, one subject (S4) described and crew us to consider that this difference in l<ik per:'ormaE: may 
-' belt drive at the topof a drill press that was invisible evt:1 to stem from fundamental signal-to-noise :0nsiderations Two 
:he remote experimenter who was operating the macrine; principal sources of noise in the systerr~ lpparently are :nem-
~'1other subject ·(S I) described a number of items be::.ind ory and imagination, both of which C2.:: give rise to :::ental 
;,,'lrubbery and thus not visible to members of the demarcc:ion pictures of great,er clarity than the targe: to be perceivd. In 
:~am at the site. the random number task, a subject can coate a ;Jerfecl :::ental 

Curiously, objects in motion at the remote site were rE::ely pictUre of each bf the four possible OUl;:.Jts in his ow" :magi-
::1entioned in the transcript. For example, trains crossing the nation and then attempt to obtain the ~orrec, answe~ by a 
;:lllroad trestle target were not described, though the renote mental matching operation. The same is ::ue fo: card g-~:ssing 
experimenter stood very close to them. experiments. On the other hand, the SU:Ject in remole view-

Also in a few cases, the subject descriptions were inaccu.:ate ing is apparently more likely to appruch the task ';,ith a 
::garding size of structures. A 20-ft courtyard separating :wo blank mind as He attempts to perceive ;ictorial info:.:-.ation 
:uildings was described as 200 ft wide, and a small shed was from remote 10catioIis about which he ::-lay ):ave ne s:ored 
:xpanded to a bam-like structure, mental data. , 

cj Blind judging of transcripts: The judging proceC:ure Finally, we oQserve that most of th:: correct info:-:::ation 
entailed examining the transcripts for a given experimt:J.tal that subjects relate to us is of a nonan0:i tic nallire per-lining 
s~ries and attempting to match the transcripts with thy;or- to shape, form, color, and material ratht~ than to func::on or 
T:ct targets on the basis of their correspondences. The 1:an- name. In consulfation with Dr. Robert Or::stein of the L~gley-
s;ripts varied from coherent and accurate descriptions to nix- Porter Neuropsychiatric Institute, San Frlncisco, CA, an: with 
i"Jres of correspondences and noncorrespondences. Since the Dr. Ralph Kiernan of the Department 0: ~eurology, Sll.rlford 
j:rdge did not know a priori which elements of the descripton~ University Medical Center, Stanford, CA, we have iormed . 
.. 'ere correct or incorrect, the task was complicated, and t:an- the tentative hypothesis that paranorr.::li function1n~ may 
~ripts often seemed plausibly to match more than one target. involve specia]iz~tion characteristic of t:.: brai.1.'s right :1emi-
A confounding factor in these studies is that some targe: 10- sphere. This poSsibility is derived from l variety of e'dence 
utions have similarities .that seem alike at some level of ;Jer- from clinical andi neurosurgical sources w:jch indicate t::at the 
c:;ption. For example, a radio telescope at the top of a J.ill, two hemispheres; of the human brain a:'! specialized for dif-
t'le observation deck of a tower, and a jetty on the edge Df a ferent cognitive functions. The left ht::-lisphere is prdomi-
tay all match a transcript description of "looking out O\,:f a nantly active in verbal and other analytic<i functioning ~d the 
long distance." A lake, a fOUntain, and a creek may all rtlult right hemisphere predominates in spat;>l and other holistic 
b an image of water for the subject. Therefore, in se,,:ral processing (59J, [60]. Further resec:rch is necesx.,.-y to 
uses, even correct images may not help in the conserv,tive elucidate the relationship between right hemisphere fu~ction 
dHferential matching procedure used. and paranormal abilities. Nonetheless, we can say at this 

According to the judge, the mos4: successful procedure was a point that the remote-viewing results of :he group of subjects 
Clfeful element-by-element comparison that tested each t,an- at SRI have characteristics in commor, with more h:niliar 
s:ript against every target and used the.transcript descripcQns performances that require right hemisp:ceric function. The 
~1.d drawings as arguments for or against assigning the t:an- similarities include the highly schematk:zed drawings of ob
s:ript to a paIticular target; In most cases, this resultec in jects in a room or of remote scenes. Ve~bal identificat:on of 
eSther a clear conclusion or at least a ranking of problble these drawings is often highly inaccurc:e and the dr .. wings 
matches; these matches were subjected to the statistical themselves are frequently left-right re\'!rsed relative to the 
~1.alyses presented in this paper. target configuration. Further, written material genenlly is 

2j Summary: In summary, we do not yet have an under- not cognized. These characteristics h,rfe been seen 1.1. left 
Slanding of the nature of the information-bearing signal thlt a brain-injured patiynts and in callosal-sectioned patients. 
S'lbject perceives during' remote viewing. The subjects carn- As a result of the above consideration;, we have learned tc 
monly report that they perceive the signal visually as tholgh urge our subjects simply to describe whGt they see as opposed 
they were looking at the object or place from a position in its to what they .think they are looking at. We have leaIned that 
immediate neighborhood. Furthermore, the subjects' per- their unanalyzed perceptions are almost always a better guide 
~ptual viewpoint has mobility in that they can shift t:lJ.eir to the true target than their interpretations of the perceived 
·point of view so as to describe elements of a scene that would· data. 

'. 
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IV. CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING TIME 
If the authors may be forgiven a personal note, we wish to 

express ~hat this section deals with obser.-ations that we have 
been reluctant to publish because of their striking apparent in
compatibility with existing concepts. The motivating factor 
for presenting the data at this time is the ethical consideration 
that theorists endeavoring to develop models for paranormal 
ftmctioning should be apprised of all the observable data if 
their efforts to arrive at a comprehensive and correct descrip
tion are to be successful. 

During the course of the experimentation in remote viewing 
(Section III), subjects occasionally volunteered the informa
tion that they had been thinking about their forthcoming par
ticipation in a remote-viewing experiment and had an image 
come to them as to what the target location was to be. On 
these occasions, the information was given only to ihe experi
menter remaining at SRI with the subject and was ulL'<nown to,' ' 
ilhe outbound experimenter until completion of the expen-'· 
ment. Two of these contributions were among the most 
:accurate descriptions turned in during those experiments. 
Since the target location had not yet been selected when the 
subject communicated his percepiions about the target, we 
found the data difficult to contend with. 

We offer these spontaneous occurrences not as proof of pre
cognitive perception, but rather as the motivation that led us 
to do further work in this field. On the basis of this firsthand 
evidence, together with the copious literature describing years 
of precognition experiments carried out in various other labo
ratories, we decided to determine whether a subject could per
form a perceptual task that required both spatial and temporal 
remote viewing. 

It is well known and recently has been widely discussed that 
nothing in the fundamental laws of physics forbids the appar
e:nt transmission of information from the future to the present 
(discussed fUrther in Section V). Furthermore, there is a gen
<:ral dictum that "in physical law, eyerything that is not forbid
den, is required" [61). With this in mind, we set out to con
duct very well-controlled experiments to determine whether 
we could deliberately design and execute experiments for the 
sole purpose of observing precognition under laboratory 
conditions. 

The experimental protocol was identical to that followed in 
.previous remote-viewing experiments with but one exception. 
The exception was that. the subject was required to describe 
the remote location during a IS-min period beginning 20 min 
before the target was selected and 35 min before the outbound 
'experimenter was to arrive at the target location. 

In detail, as shown in Table IX, each <).ay at ten o'clock one 
of the experimenters would leave SRI with a stack of ten 
sealed envelopes from a larger pool and randomized daily, con
taining traveling instructions that had been prepared, but that 
were unknown. to the two experimenters remaining with the 
subject. The subject for .this experiment was Hella Hammid 
(S4) who participated in the nine-experiment series replicating 
the original Price work described earlier. The traveling experi
menter was to drive continuously from 10:00 until 10: 30 be
fore selecting hlsdestination with a random number generator. 
(The motivation for continuous motion was our observation 
that objects and persons in rapid motion are not generally seen 
in the remote-viewing mode of perception, and we wished the 
traveler to be a poor target Ul\til he reached his target site.) At 

.Jhe end of 30 min of driviIig;the traveling experimenter gener-
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TABLE IX 
EXPERIMENT AL PROTOCOL: PRECOGNITIVE REMOTE VIEWISG 

,1 ... 
Expe:rLmenterlSubject Activity 

S.::he.dule 

1.0:00 Outbound expedmenter leaves .... tth 10 enve lopes (coatllnln& 

tlrge t locatlons) and random nUlllber generator i 
Mgtn. half~hour drive 

L 0: 10 Experimenters rerualnlng .... 1.th subJ tc t 1n tho labora!o:y 
e lLe L t from subjec t • deJcrlptlon of ..,here ou tboun~ 

ex,?erLftienter .... 111 b. from 10:45·11:00 

~,Q: 25 Subject relpOn!e comp le ted I at ... 'htch time tabora:.ory part 

of experiment is over 

L''): 30 OutbO<Jnd experlmenter obtain! random numbe r froo a rlndOlll 
n,-=be r genera tor I countll dO\lT\ to auoct.ted enve lop!. and 

proceeds to t.rget location indicated 

,·:>:45 Outbound experimenter relDlin. .t t& rge t locAt1.o:'1o for 
15 minutes (10:45-11:00) 

Fig. 14. Subject Hammid (S4) desc'ribed "some kind of congealing tar, 
or maybe an area of condensed lava ... that has oozed out to fill up 
some kind 'ofboundaries," 

ateel! a random digit from 0 to 9 with a Texas InstrJments 
SR-Sl random number generator; while. still in motion, he 
counted down that number of envelopes and proceeded di
reedy to the target location so as to arrive there by 10 :45. He 
remained at the target site until 11 :00, at which time he reo 
turned to the laboratory, showed ·his chosen target name to a 
security guard, and entered the experimental room. 

Dwing the same period, the protocol in the laboratory was 
as follows. At 10:10, the subject was asked to begin a descriI>
tion of the place to which the experimenter would go 35 min 
hence. The subject then generated a tape-recorded description 
and associated drawings from 10:10 to 10:25, at which time 
her part in the expenment was ended. Her description was 
thus entirely concluded 5 min before the beginning of the tar· 
get selection pro"cedure. 

Four such experiments were carried out. Each of them aI>
peared to be successful, im evaluation later verified in blind 
judging without error by three judges. We will briefly sum- -
marize the four experiments below. 

The first target, the Palo Alto Yacht Harbor, consisted en
tirely of mud flats because of an extremely low tide (!ee Fig. 
14)_ Appropriately, the entire transcript of the subject per
tained to "some kind of congealing tar, or maybe an area of 
condensed lava. It looks like the whole area is covered with 
some kind of wrinkled elephant skin that has oozed out to fill 
up some kind of boundaries where (the outbound experi
menter) is standing." Because of the lack of water, the dock 
where the remote experimenter was standing was in fact rest
ing directly on the mud. 
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Fig. IS. Subject (S4) described a formal garden • 'very well manicured" 
behind a double colonnade. 

Note that the subject has learned not to rush into interpreta
tion as to the nature or purpose of the place, This is a result 
of our cautioning based on the observation that such efforts 
tend to be purely analytical and in our experience are almost 
invariably incorrect. If a subject can limit himself to what he 
sees, he is often then able to describe a scene with sufficient 
accuracy that an observer can perform the analysis for him and 
identify the place. 

The' second target visited was the fOllntain at one end of a 
large formal garden at Stanford University Hospital (Fig. 15). 
The subject gave a lengthy description of a formal garden be
hind a wall with a "double colonnade" and "very well mani
cured." When we later took the subject to the location, she 
was herself taken aback .to tind the double colonnaded wall 
leading into the garden just as described. 

The third target was a chil.dren's swing at a small park 4.6 km 
from the laboratory (Fig. 16). The subject repeated again and 
again that the main focus of attention at the site was a "black 
iron triangle that the outbound experimenter had somehow 
walke'd into or was standing on." The triangle was "bigger 
than a man," and she heard a "squeak, squeak, about once a 
second," which we observe is-a match to the black metal swing. 
·.that did squeak. . \ .. 

saw a "black iron triangle that Hac had somehow 
a "squeak, squeak, about once 1 second." 

Fig .. 17. Subject (S4) described B very tall structure locs:ed among city 
streets and covered with "Tiffany.like glass." 

The final target' was the Palo Alto City Hall (Fig. 17). Tne 
subject described a very, very tall structure :overed with 
"Tiffany-like gl3S?" She had it lo'cated among ci:y streets and 
with little cubes ~t the base. The building is glass-covered, 2nd 
the little cubes are a good match to the small elevator exit 
buildings located in the plaza in front of the building. 

To obtain a nutnerical evaluation of the accuracy of the pre
cognitive viewing; the experimental results were subjected to 
independent judgjng on a blind basis by three SRI scientists 
who were not otherwise associated with the experiment. The 
judges were asked to match the four locations, which they 
visited, against the unedited typed manuscripts of the tape
recorded narratives, along with the drawings generated by the 
remote viewer. The .transcripts were presented unlabeled and 
in random order lind were to be used without replacement. A 
correct match required that the transcript of a given experi
mentbe matched with the target of that experiment. All three 
judges independently matched the target data to the response 
data without error. Under the null hypothesis (no information 
channel and a random selection of descriptiOn! without re
placement), each judge independently obtained a result signifi
cant at p = (4!)-1 = 0.042. 

For reasons we 00 not as yet understand, the four transcripts 
generated in the precognition experiment show exceptional c0-

herence and accu.racy as evidenced by the fact that all of the 
judges were able to match successfully all of the transcripts to 
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the corresponding target locations. A long-range experimental 
program devoted to the clarification of these Issues and involv
ing a number of subjects is under way. The above four experi
ments are the first four carried out under this program. 

Currently. we have no precise model of this spatial and tem
poral remote-viewing phenomenon. However, models of the 
universe involving higher order synchronicity or correlation 
have been proposed by the physicist Pauli and the psychologist 
Carl Jung [62]. 

ACAUSALITY. If natural Jaws were an absolute truth, then of 
course there could not possibly be any processes that deviate 
from it. But since causality5 is a statistical truth, it holds good 
only on average and thus leaves room for exceptions which must 
somehow be experienceable, that is to say, real. I try to regard 
synchronistic events as ac:ausal exceptions of this kind. They 
prove to be relatively independent of space and time; they rela
tivize space and time insofar as space presents in principle no ob
stacie to their passage and the sequence of events in time is in
verted so that it looks as if an event which has not yet occurred " 
were causing a perception in the presen t. 

We shall see in the next section that such a description, 
though poetic, has some basis in modern physical theory. 

V. DISCUSSION 

It is important to note at the outset that many contempo
rary physicists are of the view that the phenomena that we 
have been discussing are not at all inconsistent with the 
framework of physics as currently understood. In this emerg
ing view, the often-held belief that observations of this type 
are incompatible with known laws in prinCiple is erroneous, 
such a concept being based on the naive realism prevalent 
before the development of modern quantum theory and 
information theory. 

One hypothesis, put forward by I. M. Kogan of the USSR, 
is that information transfer under conditions of sensory 
shielding is me,<liated by extremely low-frequency (ELF) 
electromagnetic waves in the 300-l000-km region [37 J
[40J. Experimental support for the hypothesis is claimed 
on the basis of slower than inverse square attenuation, com
patible with source-percipient distances lying in the induc
tion field range as opposed to the radiation field range; ob
s~~rved low bit rates (0.005-0.1 bit/s) compatible with the 
information carrying capacity of ELF waves; apparent ineffec
tiveness of ordinary electromagnetic shielding as an attenuator; 
;and standard antenna calculations entailing biologically gener
;ated currents yielding results compatible with observed signal
t,o-noise ratios. 

M. Persinger, Psychophysiology Laboratory, Laurentian Uni
versity, Toronto, Canada, has narrowed t~e ELF hypothesis to 
the suggestion that the 7.8-Hz "Shumann waves" and their 
harmonics propagating along the earth-ionosphere wavegUide 
dluct may be responsible.. Such an hypothesis is compatible 
with driving by brain-wave currents and leads to certain other 
hypotheses such as aSYm~etry between east-west and west
east propagation, preferred experimental times (midnight-4 
A.M.), and expected negative correlation between success 
and the U index' ,(a mea'sure of geomagnetic disturbance 
throughout the world). Persinger claims initial support for 
these factors on the basis of a literature search [63 J, [64 J . , 

On the negative side with regard to a straightforward ELF 
interpretation as a blanket hypothesis are the following: a) ap-

'. . 

5 As usuaUy understood. '. ' 

. ,. 

parent real-time descriptions of remote activities in sufficient 
detail to require a channel capacity in all probability greater 
than that allowed by a conv~ntional modulation of an ELF 
signal; b) lack of a proposed mechanism for coding and decod
ing the information onto the proposed ELF carrier; and c) aj>
parent precognition data. The hypothesis must nonetheless re
main open at this stage of research, since it is conceivable that 
counterindication a) may eventually be circumvented on the 
basis that the apparent high bit rate results from a mixture of 
low bit rate input and high bit rate "filling in the blanks" from 
imagination; counterindication b) is common to a number of 
normal perceptual tasks and may therefore simply reflect a 
lack of sophistication on our part with regard to perceptual 
functioning [65]; and counterindication c) may be accom
modated by an ELF hypothesis if advanced waves as we\1 as 
retarded waves are admitted [66 J, (67). Experimentation to 
determine whether the ELF hypothesis is via ble can be .::arried 
out by the use of ELF sources as targets, by the study of para
metric dependence on propagational directions and diurnal 
timing, and by the exploration of interference effects caused 
by creation of a high-intensity ELF environment dur'::ng ex
perimentation, all of which are under consideration in our lab
oratory and elsewhere. 

Some physicists believe that the reconciliation of observed 
paranormal functioning with modern theory may take Flace at 
a more fundamental level-namely, at the level of the founda
tions of quantum theory. There is a continuing dialog, for 
example, on the proper interpretation of the effect of an ob
server (consciousness) on experimental measurement [68], 
and there is considerable current interest in the implications 
for our notions of ordering in time and space brought on by 
the observation [69], '(70] of nonlocal correlation or "quan
tum interconnectedness" (to use Bohm's term [71]) of distant 
parts of quantum systems of macroscopic dimensions. The 
latter, Bell's theorem [72], emphasizes that "no the.ory of 
reality compatible with quantum theory can require spatially 
separated events to be independent" [73), but must permit 
interconnectedness of distant events in a manner that is con
trary to ordinary experience [74 }-[ 7 5 J. This prediction has 
been experimentally tested and confirmed in the recent 
experiments of, for example, Freedman and Clauser [69], 
[70] . 

E. H. Walker and O. Costa de Beauregard, independently 
proposing theories of paranormal functioning based on quan
tum concepts, argue that observer effects open the door to the 
possibility of nontrivial coupling between consciousness and 
the environment and that the nonlocality principle permits 
such coupling to transcend spatial and temporal barriers [76], 
[77] . 

Apparent "time reversibllitY"-that is, effects (e.g., observa
tions) apparently preceding causes (e.g., events)-though con-

, ceptually difficult at first glance, may be the easiest of appar
ent paranormal phenomena to assimilate within the current 
theoretical structure of our world view. In addition to the 
familiar retarded potential solutionsf(t - rIc), it is well known 
that the equations of, for example, the electromagnetic field 
admit of advanced potential solutions f(t + rle)-solutions that 
would appear to imply a reversal of cause and effect. Such 
solutions are conventionally discarded as not corresponding to 
any observable physical event. One is cautioned, however, by 

. statements such as that of Stratton in his , basic text on electro
magnetic theory [78] . 
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The reader has doubtless noted that the choice of the function bilities. The primary achievement of <his PTJgram has been 
f(t - ric) is highly arbitrary, since the field equation admits also the elicitation ilf high-quality "remote viewi:1g"-the ability 
asolutionf(t + ric). This function leads obviously to an advanced of both experiinced subjects andi inexperie:lced volunteers 
time, implying that the field can be observed before it has been 
generated by the source. The familiar chain of cause and effect to view, by ITlt~ns of innate mental proces~s, remote geo-
is thus reversed and this alternative solution might be discarded graphicai or te:hnical iargets sucm as roads. buildings, and 
as logically inconceivable. However, the application of "logical" laborato;y app~:1tus. Our accumulated data from over fifty 
causality principles offers very insecure footing in matters such experiments wi:l1 more than G h;iJf-dozen S'Jbjects indicate 
as these and we shall do better to restrict the theory to retarded· _ 

the following. l) The phenomenoru is r.ot a s~ilsitive lunction actio'n solely on the grounds that this solution alone conforms to . 
of distance over a range of sevenl kilometers. ':l) Faraday cage the present physical data. 

Such caution is justified by the example in the early 1920's of 
Dirac's deyelopment of the mathematical description of the 
relativistic electron that also yielded a pair of solutions, one of 
which was discarded as inapplicable until the discovery of the 
positron in 1932. 

In an analysis by O. Costa de Beauregard, an argument is put 
forward that advanced potentials constitu te a convergence_ 
toward "fmality" in a manner symmetrical to the divergynce 
of retarded potentials as a result of causality [77J. Such 
phenomena are generally unobservable, however, on the gross 
macroscopic .scale for statistical reasons. This is codified in 
the thermodynamic concept that for an isolated system entropy 
(disorder) on the average increases. It is just this requirement 
of isolation, however, that has been weakened by -the observer 
problem in quantum theory, and O. Costa de Beauregard argues 
that the finality principle is maximally operative in just those 
situations where the intrusion of consciousness as an ordering 
phenomenon results in a significant local reversal of entropy 
increase. At this point, further discussion of the subtleties of 
such considerations, though apropos, would take us far afield, 
so we simply note that such advanced waves, if detected, could 
in certain cases constitute a carrif;:r of information precognitive 
to the even t. 

The aboye arguments are not intended to indicate that the 
precise nature of the information channel coupling remote 

-events and human perception is understood. Rather, we in
tend to show only that modern theory is not without resources 
that can he brought to bear on the problems at hand, and we 
expect that these problems will, with further work, continue 
to yield to analysis and specification. 

Furthermore, independent of the mechanisms that may be 
involved in remote sensing, observation of the phenomenon 
implies the existence of an information channel in the 
information-theoretic sense. Since such channels are amenable 
to analysis on the basis of communication theory techniques, 
as indicated earlier, channel characteristics such as bit rate can 
be determined independent of a well-defined physical channel 
model in the sense that thermodynamic concepts can be ap
plied to the analysis of systems independent of underlying 
mechanisms. Furthermore, as we have seen from the work of 
Ryzl discussed in Section II, it is possible to use such a channel 
for error-free transmission of information if redundancy coding 
is used. (See also Appendix A.) Therefore, experimentation 
involving the collection of data under specified conditions per
mits headway to be made despite the formidable work that 
needs to be done to clarify the underlying bases of the 
phenomena. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

For the past three years we have had a program in the Elec
tronics and Bioengineering l,.aboratory of SRI to investigate. 

_ those facets of human perception that appear to fall outside 
- . the range of well-understoo.d perceptual or -processing capa-

shielding does nc,' appear to deg:ade: the quali~" or accuracy of 
perception. c) }fost of the correct information that subjects 
relate is of a r_'Jnanalytic nature I?erttining :0 shape, form, 
color, and mattial rather than to fun.::tion or name. (This 
aspect saggests 1 hypothesis mat informatiJn transmission 
under conditiors of sensory sfielrung may t~ mediated pri
marily ty the :rain's right hemisphere.) c' The principal 
difference betv. ~en experiencd St.l bje.cts an:: in experienced 
voluntee,s is no;,that the latter ne..-er exhibit :he faculty, but 
rather thlt theiJ results are simply lless reliable. (This observa
tion suggests tt~ hypothesis tilat remote viewing may be a 
latent and wide:'y distributed, th(J)ugh repre!sed, perceptual 
ability .) 

Althol:gl1 the ;;recise nature o~ thoe informabn channel cou
pling remote ev:nts and humay: perception i; not yet under
stood, certain :oncepts in hfor:maton tI.!of)', quantum 
theory, and neu:?physiological resezrch appea: co bear directly 
on the issue. jj a result, the '~'orkingassum;,tion among re
searchers in tht field is that t:1e I?henomenc:J of in terest is 
consister.t with :podern scientific thoubht, ar.d can therefore 
be expected to yield to the scientific wethoc. Further, it is 
recognized that, communication theo;y prcvides powerful 
techniques, suctas the use of redundancy coding to improve 
signal-to-noise ntio, which can be e'mployed te pursue special
purpose applicaton of the remo,e-sensiIlg chan.:lel independent 
of an understanding .of the underlyfulg mechanisms. We there
fore consider it iinportant to contimue data collection and to 
encourage o the" ,to do likewise; investigatio;:s such as those 
reported here n:::!d replication and extension :mder as wide a 
variety of rigoro:.tsly controlled conditio::ls as pJssible. 

ApPENDIX A 

SIGNAL ENHANCEMENT IN A PARA};ORMAL 

COMMUNiCATION CHAl\'NEL BY ApPLICATION 

OF REDUNDANCY CODING 

Independent of the mechanisms that may be involved in 
remote sensing, observation of the phenomenon implies the 
existence of an; information chamnel in the information
theoretic sense. As we have seen fEom the work of Ryzl dis
cussed in Sectio:lII,6 it is even possible to USt such a (noisy) 
channel for enor-free transmission of info:mation if suf
ficient redundar.cy coding is used [30], [31]. Following is a 
general procedu.e that we have used successfully for signal 
enhancement. 

We shall assune that the "message" consists of a stream of 
binary digits (0,1) of equal probability (e.g., binary sort of 
green/white car61 ias in Ryu's case. English text encoded as in 
Table X and sent long distance by strobe light on/off, and so 
on). To comb.t 'channel noise, ellich binary digit to be sent 
through the channel requires the aildition of redundancy bits 
(coding). Efficient coding requires. ~ compromise between the 
desire to maximiZe reliability and the desire to minimize re--

• See allo the nvtt added In proof om the successful work done by 
2arpenter. ' 
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TABLE x 

.5-Bn CoDE FOR ALPHANUMERIC 

CHARACTERS 

;: 00000 y 01000 
r 11111 G,J 10111 
S 00001 W 01001 

~ 11110 V 1011e 

- 00010 B 01010 

0 11101 ¢ 10101 
A 00011 1 01011 
S,X,Z 11100 2 10lOe 
J 00100 3 Olloe 
., 11011 4 IDOl! 

- 00101 5 0110i 
c,K,Q 11010 6 10010 

00 110 7 011l~ 

? 11001 8 1000! 
OOlll 9 01111 

u 11000 10000 

.vote: /Jphabet characters limd 
in order of decreasing frequency 
in English text. See, for example, 
A. Sinkov [79]. (The low·fre
ql:ency letters, X, Z, K, Q, and}, 
h,.'"e been grouped· with similar 
cbaracters to provide space for 
numerics in a' 5-bit code.) In 
consideration of the uneven dis
tribution of letter frequencies in 
Er.glish text, this code is chosen 
su~h that 0 and 1 have equal 
probability. 

du:.dancy. One efficient coding scheme for such a channel is 
obuined by application of a sequential sampling procedure of 
the type used in production-line quality control [80J. The 
adqtation of such a procedure to paranormal communication 
chunels, which we now discuss, was considered nrst by 
Ta~<zsch [81]. The sequential method gives a rule of proce
dure fOF.makingone of three possible decLc:ions following the 
rec~ipt of each bit: accept I as the bit being transmitted; reject 
1 <:s the bit being transmitted (Le., accept 0); or continue 
tra::smission of the bit under consideration. The sequential 
sar.:.pling procedUre differs from fixed-length coding in that 
the number of bits required to reacl1 a fmal decision on a 
message bit is not fixed before transmission, but depends on 
the results accumulated with each transmission. The principal 
adn.ntage of the sequential sampling procedure as compared 
wifu the other methods is that, on the average, fewer bits per 
fiml decision are required for an equivalent degree of 
refubility . 

Use of the sequential sampling procedure requires the speci
fication of parameters that are detennined on the basis of the 
following considerations. Assume that i. message bit (0 or 1) 
is ~ing transmitted. In the absence of a priori knowledge, we 
may assume equal probability (p = 0.5) for the two possibili
ties (0,1). Therefore, from the standpoint of the receiver, the 
probability of correctly identifying the bit being transmitted is 
p = 0.5 because of chance' alone. An operative remote-sensing 
channel could then be expected to alter the probability of 
correct identification to !l value P = 0.5 + 1/1, where the param
eter 1/1 satisfies 0 < 11/11 < 0.5. (The quantity may be positive 
or negative depending on whether the paranormal channel 
reSlllts in so-called psi-hitting or psi-missing.) Good psi func
tioning on a repetitive task has been observed to result in 1/1 = 
0.12, as reported by Ryzl [:t l.J. Therefore, to indicate the 
'~esig:n - procedure, let us .,-assume a· baseline psi parameter 
1/Ib = 0.1 and de~gn a cominu~ication system on this basis. 

I-
Ul 
Z 
;;: 50 (jw 
«u 

z I 
Ulw J W:l 40 IO I UW 

DECISION I-Ul 1 « Accept •. ", as I 
::;:w 30 -! (j the Bit Being lL« 
o~ Transmitted 
a:w 

20 w::;: 
a:l 2 ::;:f-
:lw 
z(j 

10 a: 
w« 
>1-
1-: 
«~ 0 ..1: 
:l 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 50 
::;: NUMBER 0; TRIALS :l 
U 

Fig. 18. Enhancement of signal·to-noise ratio by sequential sam~ljng 
procedure (Po = 004, P, = 0.6,:r = 0.01, (J = 0.01): 

The question to be addressed is whether, after repeated 
transmission, a given message bit is labeled a "I" at a low :ate 
Po commensurate with the hypothesis Ho that the bit in q:.res
tion is a "0," or at a higher rate Jl commensurate with the 
hypothesis HI that the bit in ques:ion is indeed a "1." The 
decision-making process requires :he specification of f:lUr 
parameters. 

Po The probability of labeling in:orrectly a "0" messag: bit 
as a "1." The probability of labeling correctly a "e;' as 
a "0" is P = 0.5 + lJIb = 0.6. Therefore, the probablity 
of labeling incorrectly a "0" as a "1" is 1 - P = 0.4 = Po. 

PI The probability of labeling correctly a "1" message bit 
as a "I," is given by PI = 0.5 "*"1/Ib = 0.6. 

a The probability of rejecting a correct identification for 
a "0" (Type I error), We shall take a = 0.01. 

~ The probability of accepting an incorrect identifica:ion 
for a "1" (Type II error). We shall take ~ = 0,01. 

With the parameters thus specifie:i, the sequential sampLing 
procedUre provides for construction of a decision grap:. as 
shown in Fig. 18. The equations for the upper and lower limit 
lines are 

where 

L =d l +SN 
I 

L =-do+SN 
o 

1 - ~ 
log-- . 

1 - a 
log--

a 
dl=---~-

PI 1 - Po 
log---

~ 
dij=---~-

PI 1 - Po 
log---

Po 1 - PI 

1 - Po 
log--

1- p s= I 

Pl 1 - Po 
log---

Po 1- PI 

Po 1 - PI 

in which S is the slope, N is the number of trials, and d I and 
do are the y-axis intercepts. A cumulative record of recei'{er
generated responses to the target bit is compiled until eimer 
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>-~ 1.0 viewing. The target, detennined by random procedure, was 
t; ~ White's Plaza, a plaza with fountain at Stanford University 
t .~ (shown in Fig. 8). As is our standard protocol, the experi-
8 ~ 0,8 menter with the subject is kept ignorant of the specific target 
'0 g visited as well as the contents of the target pool. The experi· 
C g> menter's statemeqts and questions are italics. 

~ 1l 0.6 Today is Mondqy, October 7th. It is 11 :00 and rhi! is a re-
.g ~ mote viewing experiment with Russ Targ, Phyllis Cole. and Hal 
n ~ Puthoff In this:experilnelJ( Hal \vill drive to Q remDte site 
-:G 0.4 >- E chosen by a random process. Phyllis Cole will be rhe remote 
t: OJ viewer, and Russ iTarg is the monitor. We expect rhis experi-
...J .S co.S 0.2 ment to start at :twenty minutes after eleven and run for fif-
<l E teen minutes. 
::,t UJ 0:; It is just about 'twenty minutes after eleven end Hal should 
a: "0 0 be at his target location by /lOW. 

+0.4 +0.2 0 -0.2 -0.4 Why don't you tell me what kind of picture'S you Iee and 
J/; (psi parameter) )vhat you think he,might be doing or experiencir.g. 

Fig. 19. Reliability curve for sequential sampling procedure (Po = 0.4, 
P, =O.6,a=O.OI,Il=o.OI). 

the upper or the lower limit line is reached, at which point a 
decision is made to accept 0 or I as the bit being transmitted. 

Channel reliability (probability of correctly detennining 
message being transmitted) as a function of operative psi 
parameter t/J is plotted in Fig. 19. As observed, the sequential 
sampling procedure can result in 90 percent or greater reliability 
with psi parameters on the order of a fev! percent. 

Implementation of the sequential sampling procedure re
quires the transmission of a message coded in binary digits. 
Therefore, the target space must consist of dichotomous ele
ments such as the white and green cards used in the experi
ments by Ryzl. 

In operation, a sequence corresponding to the target bit (0 
or I) is sent and the cumUlative entries are made (Fig. 18) until 
a decision is reached to accept either a I or a 0 as th'e bit being 
transmitted. At a prearranged time, the next sequence ~ 
begun and continues as above until the entire message has been 
received. A useful alternative, which relieves the percipient of 
the burden of being aware of his self-contradiction from trial 
to trial, consists of cycling through the entire message repeti
tively and entering each response on its associated graph until 
a decision has been reached on all message bits. The authors 
have used this technique successfully in a pilot study, but a 
discussion of this would take us beyond the intended scope of 
this paper. 

From the results obtained in such experiments, the channel 
bit rate can be ascertained for the system configuration under 
consideration. FUrthermore, bit rates for other degrees of 
reliability (Le., for other Po, PI, 0:, and f3) can be estimated by 
construction of other decision curves over the same data base 
and thus provide a measure of the bit rate per degree of 
reliability. . 

In summary , the proce<;lures described here can provide for a 
specification of the characteristics of a remote-sensing channel 
under well-defined conditions. These procedures also provide 
for a determination of. the feasibility of such a channel for 
particular applications. 

ApPENDIX B 

REMOTE-VIEWING TRANSCRIPT 

Following is the unedited lranscript of the first experiment 
'. '. with an SRI ·volunteer (SQ),.a mathematician in the computer' 

science labo~atory. with' no previous experience in remote 

The first thing that came to mind was some sort of a large, 
square kind of a s:hape. Like Hal was in front of it. It was a 
. .. not a building: or something, it was a square. I don't know 
if it was a window, but something like that so that the Jottom 
line of it was not at the ground. About where his waist was, at 
least. That's what it seemed to me. It seems outdoors some- r 

how. Tree. 
Does Hal seem to be looking at that square? 
I don't know. the first impression was that h~ wasn't, but I 

have a sense that ,whatever it was was something one might 
look at. I don't know if it would be a sign, but something that 
one might look at.: 

Can you tell iii/is on the ground or vertical? 
q seemed vertical. 
I don't have a sense that it was part of anything particular. 

It might be on a :building or part of a building, but I don't 
know. There was:a tree outside, but I also got the impression 
of cement. I don~t have the impression of very many people 
or traffic either.;r have the sense that he is sort of walking 
back and forth. i don't have any more explicit picture than 
that. 

Can you move illto where he is standing and try to see what 
he is looking at? . 

I picked up he Was touching something-something rough. 
Maybe wann and rpugh. Something possibly like cement. 

It is twenty-fourminutes after eleven. 
Can you change, your point of view and move above the 

scene so you can get a bigger picture of what 's there? 
I still see some trees and some sort of pavement or some

thing like that. Might be a courtyard. The thing that came to 
mind was it might;be one of the plazas at Stanford campus or 
something like that, cement. 

Some kinds of landscaping. ~ 

'1 said Stanford campus when I started to see some things in 
White Plaza, but I think that is misleading. 

I have the sense: that he's not moving around too much. 
That it's in a small area. 

I guess I'll go ahead and say it, but I'm afraid I'm just putting 
on my impressions; from Stanford campus. I had the impres
sion of a fountain.·· There are two in the plaza, and it seemed 
that Hal was possibly near the, what they call Mem Claw. 

What is that? . 
It's a fountain that looks rather like a claw. It's a black 

!;culpture. And it has benches around it made of cement. 
Are there any buildings at tbe place you are looking at? Are 

there any building~? You described a kind of a courtyard. 
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Usually at some places there should be a building, large or 
small that the courtyard is abou t. Loo'k at the end or the sides 
of the counyard. Is there anything to be seen? 

I have a sense Liat there are buildings. It's not solid build
ings. I meln there are some around tht'; periphery and I have a 
sense that wne of them are very tall. Maybe mostly one story, 
maybe an c..:casional two story one. 

Do you i:ave ar.y better idea of what your square was that 
you saw at :he OUiSet? 

No. I codd haz.ud different kinds of guesses. 
Does it se:m pan: of this scene? 
It ... I think it could be. It could almost be a bulletin board 

or somethir.g with notices on it maybe. 
Or somet1ing tbt people are expected to look at. Maybe a 

window wi:h thin~ in it that people were expected to look at. 
What kine of tre:s do you see in this place? 
I don't bow w::at kind they are. The impression was that 

they were s.'1ade t~ees and not terribly big. Maybe 12 feerof 
trunk and :hen a .:ertain amount of branches above that .. So 
that the bnnches have maybe a 12 foot diameter, or some
thing. Not :eal big trees. 

New tree, rather than old trees? 
Yeah, maybe 5 Qr 10 years old, but not real old ones. 
Is there ar.y thing interesting about the pavement? 
No. It ~ems tJ be not terribly new or terribly old. Not 

very intere5ting. There seems to be some bits of landscaping 
around. Lttle p~:ches of grass around the edges and periph
eries. Mayte some flowers. But, not lush. 

You saw :ome b:nches. Doyou want to tell me about them? 
. Well, thaI's my unsure feeling about this fountain. There 
was some kind of benches of cement. Curved benches, it felt 
like. 

They wert of ro:!gh cement. 
What do lOU think Hal is doing while he is there? 
I ha\Ce a iense L'1at he is looking at things tryingto project 

them. Looking 2, different things and sort of walking back 
and forth not covering a whole lot of territory. 

Sometimes standing still while he looks around. 
I just had the impression of him talking, and I almost sense 

that it was being recorded or something. I don't know if he 
has a tape recorder, but if it's not that, then he is saying some
thing becar:se it needed to be remembered. It's 11 :33. He's 
just probab':y getting ready to come back. 
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The Persistent Paradox of Psychic Phenomena: 

An E'ngineering Perspective 

ROBERT G, JAHN 

Invited Paper 

Abstract-Although a variety of so-called psychic phenomena have at
tracj~ed man's attention throughout recorded history, organized scholarly 
effolrt to comprehend such effects isjust one century old. and systematic 
academic research roughly half that age. Over recent years, a sizeable 
spect:rum of evidence has been brought forth from reputable laboratories 
in S<iveral disciplines to suggest that at times human consciousness can 
acquire information inaccessible by any known physical mechanism 
(ESP), and can influence the behavior of physical systems or processes 
(PK), but even the most rigorous and sophisticated of these studies 
displillya characteristi,e dilemma: The experimental results are rarely rep
licable in the strict scientific sense, but the anomalous yields are well 
beyond chance expect:ations and a number of common features thread 
through the broad range of reported effects. Various attempts at theoret
ical modeling have so far shown little functional value in explicating 

,.pxperimental results, but have served to stimulate fundamental re-exam
ination of the role of consciousness in the determination of physical 
reality. Further careful study of this formidable field seems justified, 
but only within the context of very well conceived and technically im
peccable experiments of large dat:a-base capability, with disciplined at
tention to the pertinent aesthetic factors, and with more constructive 
involvement of the critical community. 

Prologue 

''The world of psychic phenomena might be likened to a vast, 
fog·shrouded swamp, wherein are reported to dwell a bewilder
ing array of bizarre phenomenological creatures, all foreign to 

_ our normal perceptual and analytical catalogs. Some scholars 
'~ho ha~e explored this clouded domain have returned to an
. nouhce:ca'tegorically that all such life is illusory-mere sunken 
stumps and swirling subsurface shadows, inviting misperception 
by the gullible and misrepresentation by the purveyors. But 
others of comparable conviction have described in minute de
tail their observations of a variety of extraordinary beings of 
awesome dimensions and capability. Some of these are claimed 
to appear unexpectedly, erupting from the roily depths to 
flash momentarily in the sunlight of human experience, only 
to disappear again before any systematic calibration of their 
characteristics can be taken. Others are reportedly enticed to 
more replicable and controlled behavior, but only by persons 
of special talent or extensive training. Much invalid, even 
fraudulent evidence of such activity has been touted by ex
ploiters of these mysteries, thereby casting deep suspicion on 
all other testimony. When fully sifted, only a very few legiti-
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work was supported in part by the McDonnell Foundation, Inc., and 
by Ithe John E. Fetzer Foundation, Inc., The Explorers Club, the Insti
tute' of Noetic Sciences, and the Little River Foundation. 

The author is Dean of the School of Engineering/Applied Science, 
Prililceton University, Princeton, NJ Q8544. 

mate specimen)' seem to ha)': been :aptured, by tec:ously le
liberate trolling of the bra6:ish dO'rwin, or by mo"e incil:ve 
invasion of its turbid interior, and even these have ?ro~'en so 
incomprehensible and so dei:c'ate to exposure, and the imposed 
criteria for their credibility r.ave ban so severe, that ,hey h.Jve 
not been fully persuasive, ret the goal remains alluring. end 
the search continues, 

INTRODUCTION 

W
ITH THIS unlikely bit of a21egorical musing. I Yenl'lre 

; to begin the most extraordinary writing task I h"ve yet 
attempted: to respond to ,he request of tr.e EdilOrs 

of this journal for a critical review of the status and prognosis 
of scientific re.search into so-called psychic phenomena. I do 
so with some trepidation, Erst because the topic is far from 
my principal line of schola.-ship and my involveme:lt wit:-l it 
has been brief and tightly circumscribed, and second, because 
of the intensity of reactions any commentary on this sub5ect 
tends to call forth from many quarters. 

For these reasons, it may te well at the outset to specify my 
perspective on the field and the purpose that I hope this artjcle 
will serve. My formal trainir,g is that of an engineer aj,d applied 
physicist, and the bulk of my research has concerned a sequence 
of topics in the broad domain of the aerospace sciences: Fluid 
mechanics, ionized gases, plasmadynamics, and electric propul
sion. In my present position as Dean of the School of Engineer
ing and Applied Science of Princeton University, I have occa
sion to be involved with an even broader selection of topics 
selected for undergraduate independent projects, and it was 
in that context some four years ago that I was requested by 
one of our very best students to supervise a study of psychic 
phenomena. More specifically, this young lady proposed to 
bring her talents and background in electrical engineering and 
computer science to bear on some experiments in controlled, 
low-level psychokinesis. Although I had no. previous experience, 
professional or personal, with this subject, for a Yariety of 
pedagogical reasons I agreed, and together we mapped a tenta
tive scholarly path, involving a literature search, visits to appro
priate laboratories and professional meetings, and the design, 
construction, and operation of simple experiments. My initial 
oversight role in this project led to a degree of personal involve
ment with it, and that to a growing intellectual bemusement, 
to the extent that by the time this student graduated, I was 
persuaded that this was a legitimate field for a high technologist 
to' study and that I would enjoy continuing to do so. 
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I have sin~fQN~9JF,.qJll~~hEfofessionaJ staff, secured the accepted such events rather routDely. Indeed, the BIble IS an 

requisite funding from a few private sources, and undertaken excellent catalog of psychic pheromena; virtually every cate-
a modest experimental program in selected aspects of the field gory of effect identified today is illustrated there in one form 
that could ultimately have some engineering implications. I or another. 
should emphasize that my fractional involvement with this Christian writers ,and philosopr.ers, from Augustine to the 
program remains quite minor in comparison to my other re- Reformation, recmint many pUTtorted instances of psychic 
sponsibilities, and that the work is still very preliminary and phenomena, usually attributed lJ visitations of divine grace 
tentative, but it provides the base of cognizance for my broader or demonic posession. Secular m~dieval writing also abounds 
observations on the field as a whole. with supernatural and mystical :eference, and even in the 

The intention of this article is to provide some balanced per- Renaissance period it is still difficult to separate psychic allu- -
spective on the modem status of this conceptually and logis- sion from religious Qogrna, atthouPl both were then translated 
tically difficult subject. Certainly no field of scholarly endeavor into more organized forms in art md liteiature. Early in the 
has proven more frustrating, nor has been more abused and 16th century the c~lebrated Swis; physician and philosopher 
misunderstood, than the study of psychic phenomena. Dealing Paracelsus wrote ex'tensively on ;sychic capabilities and po-
as it does as much with impressionistic and aesthetic evidence tentialities. In his words: 
as with analytical substance, and carrying by its nature strongly The mind of man is the miCrOCCl!mic counterpart of the uni-
subjective and numenistic overtones, it has been incessantly versal mind ..... ',' .One man mz:' communicate his thoughts 
prostituted by charlatans, lunatics, and sensationalists, catego- to another with whO'mheisinsymplo:hy, at any distance however 

great it may be, or he may act upo:. the spirit of another person 
rically rejected by most of the scientific establishment, and in such a manner as to influence his lctions .... [8). 
widely misunderstood by tj1e public at large. Interspersed Perhaps the first major scientific commentaries on the topic 
with this, and greatly encumbered by it, a pattern of legitimate were offered near the tum of the I i:h century by Sir Francis Ba-
effort to comprehend and utilize the pUrported phenomena con, widely regarded 'as the origina:or of the scientific method. 
has evolved to a point where some dispassionate assessment of In The A dvancemeni oj Learning J.e suggested that "supersti-
its accomplishments can be attempted. The questions addressed tions and the like "should not ice excluded from scientific 
by this review are whether, once the overburdens of illegitimate t d d' h' ' th u' k S I Sylvarum he s u y, an In IS pas umo s :'00 _, Y va , 
activity and irresponsible criticism are removed, there remains proposed deliberate investigation 0: telepathic dreams, psychic 
sufficient residue of valid evidence to justify continued research healing, and the influence of "imcpnation" on the casting of 
and, if so, how this research might most effectively be styled, dice [9]. Some years later, a gnup of British intellectuals 
facilitated, and evaluated. including Henry Mote and Josepr.. Glanvill met regularly to 

Before addressing these issues directly, it may be helpful to discuss paranormal topics, and b 1681 Glanvill published 
review briefly the historical evolution of the field, its con tem- the substance of the~e studies in 1 book entitled Saducismus 
porary nomenclature and ,conceptual organization, and the Triumphatus [10 J . 
dimensions of current activity. This can then be followed by Meanwhile, some four centuries 0: public and church hysteria 
a general overview and critique of the modern research, and over sorcery and wit~hcraft, as mmifested in a sequence of 
that in tum by more detailed description of a few s'pecific trials, tortures, and executions, had begun to subside, and by 
efforts, drawn primarily from our own work. Toward the the mid-18th century, the Roman Church authorized Prospera 
close, we shall attempt to survey several theoretical approaches Lambertini, who later became Po;:>e Benedict XIV, to carry 
to modeling of psychic processes and comment briefly on po- out a scholarly investigation of r'epJrts of psychic events. His 
tential implications and applications of the phenomena. In all I' d d' DC' t' [ 11] u pns' conc USlons, recor e ill e, anon:::.a lOne , were s r -
of this, no tone of advocacy is intended, other than for objec- . gl 1 . t' al 1 th t 1) hi x en' ces 

ill y unecc eSlas IC :, name y, l psyc c e p en 
tive asSessment of the evidence in hand. 

HISTORY 
In a sense, the study of psychic phenomena is one of the 

oldest of human endeavors [I J - [71. As far back as can be 
traced, mortal man has pondered the supernatural in one form 
or another. Cave drawings at Lascaux and Altamira, circa 
20 000 B.C., reflect this preoccupation, and the .religious 
rites of early societies of both the eastern and western worlds 
were heavily loaded with psychic formalisms. The classic 
civilizations of Egypt, Greece, and Rome dealt extensively in 
psychic process. The Delphic Oracle was politically important 
from the earliest Hellenic times to the age of Alexander the 
Great, and was consulted on problems as diverse as the proper 
measures to stop a plague, the constitutions of Greek city-states, 
and the best locations for new colonies. Even Aristotle, one of 
the most empirical of the classical philosophers, examined the 
causal links in prophetic dreams. 

Virtually every form of organized religion practiced by man 
has been thoroughly laced with various forms of psychic mech
anism. The Bible, like most other basic theological texts, treats 
psychic process as a central iiigredient, in a tone so matter-of
fact that one is inclined to believe. that people of those times 

were not necessarily divine miracles., but could occur to "fools, 
idiots, melancholy persons, and brute beasts"; 2) apparitions 
had little to do with sanctity or demonic entities; 3) prophesy 
occurs more often in sleep than in waking; 4) it is difficult for 
a prophet to distinguish his own fuoughts from extrasensory 
messages; and 5) predictions frequtntly take symbolic forms. 
In all of these, he presaged to sorre degree modem thoughts 
on these topics. 

At roughly the same time, Anton 1fesmer's discovery of hyp
nosis opened an alternative route to demonstration and study 
of unconscious psychic process that has continued to this day. 
Early reports of hypnotized subjects performing telepathic or 
clairvoyant tasks were common [121, [13), and although much 
of this evidence migh~ now be discounted on the basis of in
adequate experimental.:control, inter-...st in hypnosis specifically, 
and in various altered states of consciousness generally, as 
facilitators of psychic. experience persists into some of the 
modern experimentation. 

Also in this mid-18th century p:riod, a spiritualist move
ment focused on extraSensory conuct With the dead, possibly 
influenced by the wor~ of Emanuel Sweden borg [14], [I 5], 
germinated in this country as well as in England, and by the 
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19th century had reaJ!lpprWeclrft01SiRelea5el20~4d18 M6JJArRO.B9ir,QQR8"RQQ~s1 fitQg;UU~p'1-4 
religion. Sym~olic of the popular preoccupation ~th the topic, ... the relationship between'doctor and patient, especially 
Mary Todd Lmcoln was reported to have held seances in the when a tranSierence on the part of the patient occurs, or a more 
White House in the early 1860's [16]. A classic two-volume or less unconscious identificHion of doctor and patient, can lead 
work by F. W. H. Myers, entitled Human Personality and the to parapsychological phenori:~Ila- I have frequently run into this 
Survival of Bodily Death [17], brought the topic to its acme (30). 
of sophistication, but eventually the fanaticism the movement Jung's collaboration with the eminent physicist Wolfgang Pauli 
attracted and its fraudulent exploitation created a negative on the topic of synch~onicity clearly influenced the subsequent 
attitude in the scholarly community which prevails yet today. evolution of both careers and of fundamental concepts in both 

Despite these millennia of human concern with the paranor- disciplines [31]. Although much of the established psychologi-
mal, orderly and organized scholarly search for verification and cal community has since rejected parapsychology as a valid 
understanding of psychic phenomena began only a century discipline, some interest has been retained by a few clinical 
ago, with the establishment in London in 1882 of the Society practitioners, presumably because of the demonstrated con-
for Psychical Research, in whose Proceedings appeared the first comitance and similarities of apparent psychic experiences 
formal ]publication of controlled experiments in telepathy and with certain psychological processes [32], [33]. 
clairvoyance [13], [18], [19]. Three years later the counter- It was also early in this century that the first organized 
part organization in this country, the American Society for academic studies of psychic phenomena were mounted. One 
Psychical Research, was founded in Boston by several distin- of the more visible of these devolved from gifts and a bequest 
guished scientists and philosophers. Because of fmancial from Thomas W. Stanford, b;other of the founder of Stanford 
difficulty, this shortly merged with the British group, but re- University, to endow psychic research at that institution, and 
emerged! in 1905 as a separate entity with its own professional to this day the university provides support of a "psychic research 
journal, and has continued as such to the present [20]. fellow" and retains a collection of so-<:alled "apports" indicative 

Although the SPR attracted a barrage of criticism from the of the donor's long personal involvement with the field. Modest 
scientific and intellectual communities, it also attracted research programs were also undertaken at Harvard and a few 
significant participation of eminent scholars from established EUropean universities in the first decades of this century, as 
fields. Numbered among its presidents are three Nobel Lau- evidenced by occasional publications in various established 
reates, ten Fellows of the Royal Society, one Prime Minister, journals. 
and a substantial list of physicists and philosophers, including The benchmark academic effort, however, germinated at 
Hemy Sidgwick, Frederic W. H. Myers, Lord Rayleigh, Sir J. J. Duke University in the late 1920's, when William McDougall, 
Thomson, William McDougall, Edmund Gurney, Sir William who had been James' successor at Harvard, arrived to chair the 
Crookes, Sir William Barrett, Henri Bergson, Arthur, Earl of department of psychology 2nd appointed J. B. Rhine and 
Balfour, Gardner MUrphy, G. N. M. Tyrell, Charles Richet, Louisa Rhine, "to study the claims to scientific value of the 
Gilbert Murray, and one of the most articulate contributors to field known as psychical research." Their early tentative 
the evolution of critical thought on this topic in this period, efforts in the study of postmortem survival gradually evolved 
the Harvard psychologist and philosopher, William James. into a laboratory for controlled research in "extrasensory per-
One of the founders of the ASPR, James wrote extensively ception," as they first termed the process. In}his laboratory 
and eloquently on behalf of objective and disciplined study of were established many of the basic concepts and protocols of 
psychic phenomena [21]-[25]: moderp psychic research, as well as the first extensive and sys- "': 

Anyone with a healthy sense for evidence, a sense not methodi- tematiC data bases of several types of psychic experimentation. 
cally blunted by the sectarianism of 'science,' ought now, it The professional and personal history of the Rhines and their 
seems to me, to feel that exalted sensibilities and memories, laboratory is a fascinating saga in its own right, but would take 
veridili:al phantasms, haunted houses, trances with supernormal us too far afield here [34] -[3 7 ]. A few excerpts from a 1967 
faculty, and even experimental thought-transference, are natural address of 1. B. Rhine to the . .unerican Psychological Associa-
kinds of (phenomena) which ought, just like other natural events, tion, in which he attempted to summarize his first two decades 
to be followed up with scientific curiosity [25). of intensive study, give hint of the inherent attractions and 

Entering the 20th century, a new perspective on psychic phe- frustrations of this field, and of the man's optimistic vision: 
nomena was provided by the emergence of psychology as a The phenomena that were being studied began to show lawful 
scholarly discipline, and especially by the early efforts in clinical interrelations and even a degree of unity. One by one the major 
psychology and psychoanalytic therapy. The patriarch of this claims, based originally only upon spontaneous human ex peri-
evolution, Sigmund Freud, was a member of the SPR and con- ences, were subjected to labora.ory test and experimentally veri-
tribu ted, albeit somewhat reluctantly, to its publications (26] , fied.... Certain general characteristics of the psi process became 
(27]. His recognition and exploration of the unconscious clear during this period. The most revealing of these is the sub-
mind and of the function of dreams prompted Myers to suggest ject's lack of conscious control oyer any type of psi ability, a 
a possible explication of various psychic effects which is still characteristic which accounts for its elusive nature. It was new 
of theoretical value [17]. FreUd's interest in parapsychology methodological ground, even for psychology .... Also, we were 
increased toward the end of his Hfe, and he is reported to have surprised to fInd that psi abilit)· is widespread, probably even a 

specific human capacity rather than a capability possessed by a 
conceded. informally that were he to begin his career anew, he few rare individuals as had been the popular belief. Evidence 
would focus on this topic. that psi is not linked .... ith illness or abnormality was another 

FreUd's former protege, Carl Jung, who had written his Ph.D. welcome advance .... By 1951 ... a healthy young science was 
thesis on the psychology of occult phenomena, pursued ex- emerging [38). 
ploration of the unconscious to deeper dim~nsions of para- In 1937, the Rhines began publication of the Journal of 
normal experience, publishing widely on such subjects as telep- Parapsychology, which remains a leading journal in the field 
athy, m(~diumship, synchronicity, the collective unconsciOUS, today. A professional organization calling itself the Parapsy-
and theoretical models of psychic process [28]-[30]. In chological Association was formed in 1957, and in 1969 was 
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accepted as an affiliate by the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science. 

At the present time, there are eight English language publica
tions covering this field [39], supplemented by numerou~ less 
formal magazines and countless books of widely varying quality 
and relevance. Research activity is reported from some twenty 
U.S. universities and colleges and at least as many institutions 
in Western Europe (40), but in most cases it is of very small 
scale. There are very few academic programs of study, althougll 
some fifty M.A. and Ph.D. theses have been accepted on psychic 
topics at reputable universities over the past forty years [41) . 
Some ten research institutes and private corporations in the 
United States have also authorized publications and reports in 
the field [42). The extent of Eastern Bloc and Oriental efforts 
[43) - [54) and of classified research in this country are matters 
of considerable speculation on which I cannot comment with 
authority. 

Further review of contemporary programs will be attempted 
in subsequent sections, following an outline of modern nomen
clature and conceptual organization of the topic. In closing this 
historical overview, we might simply observe that in many re
spects the growth pattern of this field resembles that of the 
natural sciences in their earliest days, or perhaps even more 
the incubation of classical psychology, in terms of the ab
sence of replicable basic experiments and useful theoretical 
models, the low level of financial support and internal profes
sional coordination, and the low credibility in the academic 
establishment and public sectors. Also like those fields, the 
survival and early growth of psychic research can largely be 
attributed to the efforts of a few scholars of sufficient convic
tion, stature, and courage to withstand the rejection of the 
orthodox communities. 

NOMENCLATUR: AND CONCEPTUAL ORGANIZATION 

Before turning to an assessment of contemporary research, 
it may be useful to specify some notation and delineation of 
the field, to an extent consistent with the present limited 
comp!ehension of the phenomena. First, let us agree to a 
global definition of "psychic phenomena" (frequently denoted 
by "psi" or ""''') to include all processes of information and/or 
energy exchange which involve animate consciousness in a 
manner not currently explicable in terms of known science. 
Similarly, let "psychic research" imply any scholarly study of 
such phenomena employing scientific methodology, as opposed 
to any dogmatic, ritualistic, or theological approaches. Within 
these definitions, the field may then be roughly divided into 
two major categories: extrasensory perception (ESP) and 
psychokinesis (PK). 

ESP refers generally to the acquisition of information from 
sources blocked from ordinary perception. Under this category 
are included such subdivisions as telepathy, which refers to 
detection of another person's thoughts; clairvoyance, which 
refers to contemporary perception of remote physical objects 
or events; preco~ition and retrocognition, which refer to 
perception of future events and events" in the past not accessible 
by normal recollection; and animal ESP, which encompasses a 
variety of seemingly inexplicable capabilities, such as homing, 
psi-trailing, collective behavior, communication, etc. 

PK (occasionally termed telekinesis, or psychoenergetics) re
fers to a patpable influence of consciousness on a physical or 
biologic~ system. The interaction may be deliberate or spon
taneous, and the energy transfe'r involved may range from 
microscopic disturbance of atomic-level processes, through 

macroscopic distortion or levitation of objects, up to some 
very drastic "poltergdist" effects. Psychic healing and mlIl
plant interactions wOllld be two examples of PK in biologkal 
systems. i 

Note that in its maj'or subdivision into ESP and PK, the fi~ld 
conforms to two of the main categories of present·day scie:l~e 
and high technology, i,e., that encompassing the extraction, on· 
version, transmission.' storage, and utilization of informatiJn, 
and that comprising r&e same sequence of processing of energy. 
Other domains of ps>;chic research can be identified which do 
not fit into these majo), categories of ESP and PK and with whi..:h 
we shall not be further concerned in this article. Exam;-les 
would include research into survival of death, and the far-.ily 
of "out-of-body exp~riences (OBE)," including astral pw~c
tion, autoscopy, and bilocation. The following table at1err.~ts 
to sUIllmarize the subdivisions in a concise form. 

Categories of Psychic Phenomena 

I. Extrasensory Perception (ESP) 
A. Telepathy 
B. ,Clairvoyance 
C. Precognition/Retrocognition 
D.Animal ESP 

II. Psychokinesis (PK) 
A. :Physical Systems 
B.Biological Systems 

III. Survival 
A. : Reincarnation 
B.Apparitions 
c.: Mediumship 

IV. Out-of-Body Experiences (OBE). 

Oearly this particular arrangement is neither unique nor 
orthogonal. Elements of one category frequently appe2r in 
the context of another, e.g., precognitive clairvoyance; :ele
pathic healing, etc., and occasionally an assignment is amtigu
ous, e.g., a particular effect may be regarded as precipitated 
by PK, or simply to. be forecast by precognition. Notv.ith
standing, the table may aid in keeping the subsequent illuma
tions in some order. 

PATTERN OF CONTEMPORARY RESEARCH 

By its nature and lieritage, modern psychic research ren;ains 
rather diffuse and lightly structured, making any attempt to 
catalog the work by institution or laboratory, or by tracing 
developments of given lines of effort, rather ineffective and pre
mature. Instead, it may be more useful to comment on the 
pattern of attention t,O this field by academic disciplines, noting 
the variations in emphasis, methodology, representation, and 
interpretation brought to bear, using specific projects only as 
illustrations with no implications of hierarchy or attempt at 
completeness. Even; in this format, no recitation of specific 
research results or cpnc1usions will be attempted, since lhese 
can be misleading ot incomprehensible when extracted irom 
the detailed context, of their experimental arrangements and 
protocols. In later sections, an effort will be made to follow a 
few sample experiments through to their particular results and 
conclusions. . 

By far the most sustained and broadcast attention to this 
field has been given by a cadre of scholars with professional 
backgrounds in classical psychology, comprising a controversial 
subdiscipline termed: "parapsychology." This group has tended 

. to approach the field' with the tr:l.ditional psychological proto
cols and vocabulary,' and to interpret results in the context of 
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their clinical, COgnitiv<AfJj:S\-8WH<Jf~rP~.gPg~~C~tMij~m13 . In more recent years the attention of physicists has influenced 
with the natural consequence that they Have ~on~~Ift'r':lWd 8 ·d~@6fQQ1SiQQa3dGOO3000"".a:ts. First, their in-
mainly on the ESP category of psychic tasks, although some 
PK work dots their recent literature. Perhaps the most exten
sive class of parapsychological research has attempted to 
correlate psychic performance with personality variables. The 
age, sex, creativity, openness, hostility, extroversion, motiva
tion, and intelligence of the participants as indices of ability to 
perfonrn ESP tasks have been explored at length, and some sig
nificant correlations, most notably ",>jth positive a priori atti
tudes toward the tasks and with outgoing, creative personalities, 
have been reported from several laboratories. Other studies 
have searched for connections between psychic performance 
and dream recall, learning and response strategies, memory, 
and feedback [55J-[6l]. 

A more aggressive style of parapsychological research has in
voked a variety of altered states of consciousness in attempts 
to enhance psychic process. These have included various natu
ral and traditional practices, such as sleep, meditation, and pro
gressive relaxation [62J-[67J; more mechanical sensory in
hibition strategies such as hypnosis, isolation and "ganzfeld" 
[66], [68J-[70]; and a few controversial efforts with drug
induced states [71}. Physiological correlates have also been 
sought, using conventional EEG, GSR, and plethysmographic 
equipment to monitor neurological, cardiovascular, and mus
cular response to psychic effort [35], [72J-[75J. The diffi
culty of obtaining success.ful replications of previously positive 
results and an observed common tendency of participant per
forma.nce to deteriorate over time (,'decline effect") have led 
to systematic study of the role of the experimenter in eliciting 
results, Le., to consideration of the possible influence of the 
experimenter's personal attitudes, expectations, and styie of 
interaction with his subjects, as well as the overall environmental 
ambience of his laboratory, on the experimental yield [76J
[81 ].. 

D<)spite its present recalcitrance toward more systematic 
study of psychic phenomena, the richly diverse, rapidly matur
ing parent field of psychology continues to offer an expanding 
array of modern methodologies and models which could be 
brought to bear on increasingly sophisticated study of this sub
ject. Computer-assisted linguistic analyses; psychoneurological 
studies of attention, perception, and concept formation; social 
learning theory and similar approaches to human interactions.; 
and the emerging formulations of transpersonal and humanistic 
aspects of human consciousness, all bear possible relevance to 
comprehension of various aspects of this ultra-difficult step
child, but at the moment, the low level of financial support, 
and negative professional peer pressures have discouraged such 
enterprise. 

The involvement of physicists in psychic research, while con
siderably less extensive, has been no less dedicated and no less 
controversial. Since the days of Sir Francis Bacon, a number 
of noted physicists have made excursions into this field, 
usually to the bemusement and ridicule of their colleagues of 
thl~ day. One of the most notable of these was Sir William 
Crookes, discoverer of the element thallium and pioneer in 
th,e physics of low pressure discharges, whose broadside pro
fessional and personal battles with the scientific establishment 
ove:r this issue make entertaining, and possibly enlightening, 
reading [821. Sir Isaac Newton was intensely involved in the 
study of alchemy, including some of its more metaphysical 
aspects [83], and as already mentioned, Lord Rayleigh and 
J . .T. Thomson were active members of the S.P.R. 

terests have focused more on the PK category of problems, Le., 
the interaction of human'cons<;iousness with physical systefl!S, 
to balance the predominant E~P interests of the parapsycholo
gists. Second, more sophisticated experimental equipment 
than has typically been available to the psychological com
munHy has been brought to bear on the identification and 
correlation of very low-level physical effects. Third, the trad,i
tion~l theoretical physics formalisms have been directed to the 
proposition of various models, of psychic phenomena, from 
whence has arisen some hope of establishing the traditioml 
dialogue between critical experimentation and theoretical 
hypothesis essential to any ultimate comprehension and appli
cation of such phenomena. 

Typical of the modern physicist's specific contributions w 
the field have been the development and application of a varie,y 
of electronic random event generators (REG) for the purpcse 
of identifying and correlating PK abilities in human subjects 
[84 J - [93 J, and similar application of magnetometers [94 J , 
torsional pendula [95 J, lasers [96 J , interierometers [97 J, and 
electronic strain gauges [98 J, [99 J to a variety of other PK 
tasks. On the theoretical side, a number of applications of qum
tum mechanics, statistical thermodynamics, electromagne:ic 
theory, and other formalisms to the representation of psychic 
process have been proposed [1 OOJ - [ 113 J, and attempts at 
some philosophical correlation of the phenomena with other 
previously or presently obscure physical processes have bt;!n 
suggested [114 J . Again, despite the open identification of 
a few distinguished personalities with such efforts, a more 
broadly held categorical rejection of the field has inhibi:ed 
much collaborative or systematic attention to it. 

Up to this time, the involvement of engineers with psy ciic 
research has been very recent, very sparse, and very much along 
the lines of the experimental physicists. Beyond our O'Nn 
program, which will be outlined in som;! detail below, I 1m 
aware of only a very few engineering laboratories address!ng 
any aspects of the field in any substantial and deliberate way 
[115 J. These have so far tended to concentrate on applied ,:.' 
physics types of experimentation and on aspects of infor:na
tion proceSSing, rather than on more empirical technolog::cal 
applications. 

Another community of scholars to im1uence the pattem of 
psychic research comprises the statisticians and other applied 
mathematicians and logicians who have been concerned with 
the proper evaluation and interpretation of the research data. 
In the absence of any experiments displaying rigid causal 
replicability, all of the inferences and hypotheses about psy
chic phenomena have necessarily been based on either anec
dotal or statistical evidence. The former defy any systematic 
representation; the latter are vulnerable to alternative ir.ter
pretations and hence to impressionistic bias an d argument. 

Early in the emergence of mathematical statistics as an 
integral discipline, S. S. Wilks found himself involved in a 
controversy over the validity of the statistical procedurel of 
early psychic researchers, and published some recomme:lda
lions for methods that could be applied to telepathy experi
ments [116 J. Since that time, much of the commentary from 
the critical community has addressed perceived flaws in the 
statistical methodology underlying the experimental evidence 
[117 J, [118 J, and the advocate community has reacted by 
paying disproportionate attention to this aspect of their logic. 
Most of the encyclopaedic references in the field cOlltain 
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substantial components on the statistical methods [119), 
and the leading journals regularly display intense dialogues on 
specific statistical issues [120]- [1241. At least one of these 
journals routinely refers all articles submitted for publication to 
a consultant statistician as a part of their review process. A 
few illustrations of the statistical questions that can arise in 
psychic experiments appear in the detailed examples presented 
below. 

A number of other disciplines have played roles in the evolu
tion of the study of psychic process and continue to contribute, 
albeit somewhat more peripherally. A succession of philoso
phers, irom Aristotle through James and Bergson to C. D. Broad 
in the present era, have mused on these topics [211- [25], 
[1251- [1291. The intersections of the field with anthropology, 
theology, and history have been approached from many per
spectiyes ranging from aesthetic to analytic, and from dogmatic 
to scholarly [130]- [1341. Its relevance to the study and 
practice of medicine has been an enduring and intense debate, 
focusim: in the present day on the propriety and efficacy of 
holistic -health strategies and psychic healing. Isolated instances 
of interest on the p'art of chemists, biologists, geologists, and 
archaeologists can be found, and the application of psychic, 
techniques in criminology and law enforcement, while less 
rigorous than most of the academic efforts, contributes fUrther 
anecdotal evidence to the overall data base. In the arts and 
.~umanities, the topic continues to provide stimuli for a variety 
of creative compositions. 

Still other areas could be cited, but these become progressively 
more satellite than central to the task of this paper. Rather 
than pursuing this disciplinary survey fUrther, it seems prefer
able next to focus in greater detail on a few contemporary 
studies that can serve to illustrate more specifically the bizarre 
phenomena, the awkward and tedious protocols, and the un
conventional theoretical concepts that arise in this class of 
research. Although these will provide a better sense of the 
status of the field than any attempt to summarize results from 
the diffuse multidisciplinary pattern of effort sketched above, 
one general assessment may be useful at this point. Namely, 
throughout all of the work just skimmed, and that ~harpened 
somewhat' below, I am aware of no reputable investigator who 
has claimed, let alone demonstrated, any psychic experiment 
approaching classical scientific replicability. What have been 
put forward are a varied assortment of observations, currently 
inexplicable in terms of established science, which display cer
tain common phenomenological and psychological features, 
and which could have substantial implications for basic physical 
theory and ultimate practical applications. The following ex
amples are presented in that spirit. 

PSYCHOKINESIS 

The first group of experiments selected as more detailed illus
trations of contemporary psychic research are drawn from the 
general subdomain of PK. As defined above, this broad cate
gory of purported psychic phenomena encompasses the possible 
influence of human consciousness on the behavior of physical 
or biological systems or processes, and comprises several loosely 
related classes of effect characterized by different scales of 
energy, forms of manifestation, repJicability, and statistical be
havior. ConfIning attention to inter,!ctions with physical objects 
OJ systems, the most popularly 'publicized class features the de
formation, levi'tation, or other macroscopic disturbance of ob
Jects, as co~monly propounded bY,ProfessiOIi.al performers, 
mediUms, and various Eastern practitioners [135]-[ 137]. Al-

though a number of serious efforts have been made to submit 
such demonstrations to rigorous scientific testing, these have 
tended to yield only equivocal confirnlations, fodder for the 
critical community, and some embarrassment and frustration 
to the investigators. 

Of a yet more bizarre nature are the family of very rare md 
spectacular "poltergei~t" effects, more technically termed 
"recurrent spontaneous psychokinesis" (RSPK), wherein are 
reported specific major events of levitation, vibration, telepor' 
tation, and breakage of a wide range of objects, a variety of 
acoustical and electromagnetic phenomena, and various optical 
aberrations [138), [1391. For years these phenomena were 
naively attributed to manifestations of the spirit world, or return 
of the dead to "haunted" houses, and inspired countless ho:ror 
movies and pulp-magazine articles. Recently, some order has 
been brought to this weird business by systematic surveys of 
documented poltergeist cases undertaken by A. R. G. Owen, 
W. G. Roll, J. G. Pratt, and others [1381-[ 1421. In one of 
these surveys, 116 cases of reported poltergeist acti;ity, r<ill&

ing back to the year 1612, were re-examined. Oi these, 9:2 
were found to be asso¢iated with particular individuals li .. ing 
in the affected dwelling, most of whom were adolescents, md 
most of whom were affected by some neurological ,emotional 
ailment, most commqnly epilepsy. Often a precipitating 
traumatic event couId be identified which seemed to init:ate 
the activity, after which the general pattern involved a period 
of relatively mild' precursor events, a sequence of major dis· 
turbances, and a period of "after shocks," extending as much 
as several weeks beyond ,the main events. Controlled experimen
tation on poltergeist ph~nomena has proven virtually impossible 
because of their infr¢quent and unpredictable occurrence 
pattern and because of the delicate physiological and emotional 
situations prevailing in most cases, which have taken precedence 
over the technical investigations. Nevertheless, these processes 
have retained some fascination because of the magnitude of 
the energy transfer involved and because of their appruent 
correlation with specific types of i.ndividuals and neurological 
disorders. . 

The most systematic and persuasive studies of PK, however, 
have dealt with much more modest scales of physical distur
bance, in some cases re~ching down to the atomic level. This 
somewhat more viable domain has been addressed by numerous 
investigators in various ways, but basically one of two strategies 
is followed. In one apptoach, relatively simple physical systems 
are employed-mechaniCal, electrical, optical, thermal, etc.,
each of which involves a particular component or process that 
is ultra-sensitive to disturbance. The experiment is arranged to 
signify such disturbance:by a relatively large change in some dis
play which provides feedback indication to the operator, much 
in the spirit of a biofeedback instrument, and simultaneously to 
provide some form of permanent data record. Examples of this 
class of experiment would include the use of magnetometers, 
torsional pendula, optical interferometers, electronic strain 
gauges, glow discharges [143], and sensitive thermistors [ 144]. 

In the second approach, attempt is made to distort the nor
mal statistical patterns of various random physical processes on 
either a microscopic or macroscopic scale. In a sense, these ex
periments deal with energy rearrangement within the systems, 
i.~., with their information content or entropy, rather than with 
energy transfer to the system per se. The earliest versions of 
this class employed dice, or other simple mechanical implements 
of well-known statistical behavior [37], [92], [145]-[ 148J, 
but more recent studies ;have tended to employ more sophisti-
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Fig. 1. Photograph and schematic of Fabry-Perot interferometer. 

cated apparatus, such as electronic REG's like those described 
in detail: below. 

Althou.gh the first two categories of PK feature more dramatic 
effects and thus have enjoyed greater popular attention, the 
smaller scale phenomena seem more amenable to controlled 
experimentation and theoretical interpretation, and the re
mainder of this section deals only with such. Perhaps the most 
efficient means of elaborating on this type of research would be 
to review briefly the spectrum of such experiments in progress 
in our own laboratory, and then to display and attempt to 
interpret data from one of them. In so doing, we intend no 
neglect of other work noted in the references, but simply deal 
from grl~ater familiarity. 

As examples of the first class of low-level PK experiment 
mentioned above, we have in operation a Fabry-Perot optical 
interferometer, a dual-thermistor bridge, and a photoelastic 
strain detector. .In the interferometer experiment, shown in 
the photograph and schematic of Fig. 1, a Coherent Optics 
Instrument #360-370, using a diffuse sodium lamp as source, 
is adjusted to produce circular fringes on a screen visible to the 
operator (Fig. 2). Small changes in the separation of the inter
ferometer plates cause the fringes to migrate radially inward or 
outward. By visual observation of the fringe movement, plate 
motions of less than 0.1 wavelength can be readily detected. 
Via a pinhole in the screen, the brightness of the central fringe 
is recorded by a photomultiplier/chart recorder system at an 
order of magnitude higher sensitivity, thereby preserving quan
titative output data while the operator simultaneously sees an 
attractiYle optical display of his progress for use as feedback. 

The task of the operator is to elicit significant migration of 

the fringe pattern in a stated direction relative to the normal 
baseline drift of the instrument. The protocols involve rigid 
control and monitoring of the environment of the instrument 
and ~urrounding laboratory, and the interspersing of baseline 
responses with active PK efforts obtained under otherwise 
identical conditions, including the position of the operator and 
any other personnel relative to the instrument. In pilot studies 
with this device, a variety of fractional-fringe responses were 
observed, using several different operators and various initial 
interferometer settings. A more formal procedure has since 
been developed which provides more precise conditions for 
an ongoing series of trials. In this protocol, the central fringe 
is set initially on a maximum gradient position between a 
bright and dark fringe, and its progress monitored for subse
quent periods of baseline or PK effort. Encouragingly repli
cable data have been obtained from a number of different 
operators, in the form of chart recordings of 5-min PK trials 
with interspersed 5-min baseline drifts of the instrument. Using 
computerized graphic, regression, and spectral analyses of the 
data, it is possible to discern characteristics in the hierarchy 
of trace derivatives and the Fourier spectra which, while not 
definitive, display certain recurrent features [97]. No physical 
interpretation has been attempted other than to acknowledge 
that .the observed fringe migrations could also be indicative 
of slight ·changes in the index of refraction of the air in the 
plate gap or in the wavelength of the light source, as well as of 
a displacement of the plates. 

Th.e dual-thermistor experiment comprises a much more sen
sitive version of a multiple-thermistor arrangement on which 
PK influence was originally reported by Schmeidler [144]. 
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Fig. 3. Dual-thermistor apparatus. 

the object is suspended on a photoelastic lever arm of suitable 
dimensions. 

Within the second category of low-level PK experiment, we 
are employing or are now constructing several devices based or; 
random physical proc~sses, some macroscopic in scale, others 
deriving from atomic-~cale processes. The largest of these in-

'" volves a 6 X 10ft apparatus, shown in Fig. 5, which drops som: 
10000 ~ in spheres through a "quincunx" array of 336 nylor. 
pegs in about 12 min. As a consequence of the multitudinous 
collisions with the peg~ and with each other, the spheres are dis-

Fig. 2. Interferometer fringe patterns. persed into a good approximation of a Gaussian distributio:l 
as they fall into 19 c,ollecting compartments at the botton;., 

As shown in Fig. 3, two Omega Engineering thermistors, The goal of the operator is to distort the distribution In some 
Model UVA 3254, each with its own electronic bridge and volt- prescribed fashion to eli significant degree compared to empirical 
age source, are connected differentially to a Tektronix 1 A 7 A baseline experience. J.lhotodiode counters mounted in funnels 
oscilloscope preamplifier and to a visual feedback display. With at the entrance to each bin provide real-time digital displays oi 
suitable ground planes and cable shielding, sensitivities greater the bin populations to supplement the more qualitative feedback 
than 0.001 K are obtainable, and by subtracting the two output of the growing ball st\l.cks seen by the operator and to provide 
signals the major portion of spurious electrical and mechanica} quantitative data for on-line statistical analysis, Fig. 5 sho"', 
iriterf~r~ce is eliminated. The effects of ambient thermal van- a typical baseline distribution for this device and a distorted 
ations -in the laboratory are essentially excluded by enclosing distribution obtained in a particular PK effort. Full statistical 
each of the thermistors in identical Pyrex flasks immersed in analysis of the significance of any particular achieved pattern 
a large liquid reservoir, in which configuration the undisturbed is a challenging problem in its own right, since it must deal 
system exhibits stable baselines over long periods of time_ with a combination o,f 19 bin populations, each of which has 
Using the same interspersed baseline protocol as in the inter- its own empirical baseline mean and standard deviation, ill 
ferometer experiment, the task of the operator is to achieve an constrained by total ball count. 
increase in the reading of one thermistor with respect to .the A somewhat similar' experiment, not yet refined, employs a 
other or in some more subtle fashion to alter the PK response device which allows· small metallic or dielectric spheres to 
relative to the baseline. Some such effects have indeed been ot-- bounce on anoplically flat, precisely horizontal circular plate 
served, but little systematic data have so far been accumulated of glass, which is oscillated by a vibration coil at frequencies 
on this experiment. from 10Hz to 20 000 Hz. In the absence of any external dis-

Also in a preliminary stage'is an experiment to monitor in- turbance, a sphere started at the center of the plate executes a 
temal strain in a solid specimen via photoelastic optical tech- random walk toward the outside edge, arriving with equal prob-
niques. Several studies have been reported on the PK deforma- ability at any azimuth. Since the sphere may make as many as 
tion of solids, but most of these have employed conventional lOs collisions in the process, it is vulnerable to statistical clistor-
engineering strain gauges or microacoustic sensors as detectors tion of its trajectory and consequent terminus. The task of the 
[98), [99), [135), [149), [150), both of which require suv- operator is preferent~ally to direct the sphere to a prescribed 
stantial interface electronics before a feedback signal reaches terminal quadrant. 
the operator, leaving unclear the role of the sensor in any pos- In an attempt to intervene with a random physical process at 
sible PK influence. Although less-sensitive than the electronic ~he atomic level, we· have constructed a large glow-discharge 
'?1ethods, photoelastic techniq'ues have the advantage of relating device whose luminous patterns are indicative of the mean free 

- the operator more directly to the .sensitive element of the ex- path of the current-<;:arrying electrons against inelastic excita-
periment via an attractive optical fringe pattern much like that tion collisions with the background gas. This device, shown in 
of the interferometer (Fig. 4). This .equipment and technique Fig. 6, presents a 36-ln X 2-in diam cylindrical glow marked by 
may also be applied to a sensitive levitation experiment wherein a sequence of bright: and dark zones along its positive column 
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Fig. 4. Photoelastic stress pattern. 

"NORMAL" DISTRIBUTION DISTORTED DISTRIBUTION 

Fig. 5. Gaussian analog device and distributions. 

typical of dc discharges in a given range of gas pressure and 
terminal ,voltage. The number and locations of these striations 
are sensitive to the electron inelastic me~n free path, which in 

Fig. 6. Glow discharge experiment. 

turn depends on the gas type and density, the electron tempera
ture, and the local electric field, Striation position is monitored 
by photoelectric detectors, and the goal of the operator is to 
expand or contract the pattern on demand, to a significant 
extent compared to the normal background jitter and drift. 
Protocols are much the same, output data take the same gen
eral form, and are analyzed by the same algorithms as in the 
interferometer and photoelastic experiments. 
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Fig. 7. Functional diagram of REG. 

(a) 

(b) 
."., 

(c) 

Fig. 8. REG waveforms: (a) Filtered noise. (b) Clipped noise. 
(c) Sampling pulses. 

A number of other atomic-scale random system PK experi
ments are under consideration, design, or construction, iilVolv
ing such processes as information storage on a microelectronic 
chip, the spontaneous decay of phosphorescent surfaces, lam
inar to turbulent transition in a fluid stream, atomic and molec
ular resonators, and resonant acoustical or electrical cavities, 
but none of these is far enouih advanced to merit description 
here. Rather, we shall concentrate for the remainder of this 
section on a more detailed presentation of our most serviceable 
experiment, and the one on which we have the largest data 
base, the electronic REG. 

RANDOM EVENT GENERATOR EXPERIMENTS 

REG's have been the most widely used and most productive 
facilities for experimentation with' low-level PK. Although a 
broad variety of such devices exist, most involve four conceptu
'ally and functionally separable components: an electronic noise 
source; a sampling system which examines the noise at pre-

scribed intervals and prepares an output pulse train correspond
ing to the samples thus obtained; a system which analyzes the 
pulse train in accorda.nce with preset instructions and prepares 
suitable output for 3, feedback system; and the feedback dis
play itself, which informs the operator of the results of the 
sampling process. 

The particular versi.on we have employed utilizes a packaged 
commercial noise soutce module based on a solid-state junction 
and precision preamplifier (Elgenco Model 3602AI5124), but 
modules employing radioactive decay units or glow discharges 
can be readily SUbstituted. This source produces a random noise 
spectrum up to sever~ megahertz, which our logic circuit first 
filters to a flat spectrl.tm from 50 to 20 000 Hz, then amplifies 
and clips to the flat-topped profile shown in Figs. 7 and 8. This 
is' then sampled by a regular train of gate pulses, yielding a cor
responding random sliccession of positive and negative output 
pulses indicative of thl! sign of the noise at the time of sampling, 
and these are then counted. Since the averag~ time between 
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Fig. 9. Electrical schematic of REG. 

Fig. 10. REG arrangement. 

zero crossings of the clipped noise waveform is about 30 p,s, 
samplir,g rates to about 15 000/5 can be tolerated with statis
tical independence. 

counting system may be set to count only pJsitj,'e plses, only 
negative pulses, or to alternate positive ant negatiye counting 
on successive samples. The alternating pos::ive:neg:Hive mode 
effectively factors out any systematic bias::l the ncise source, 
and is the mode employed in all the experirrents repJrted here. 
The counting results are displayed by LED Gays trz..-:king both 
the running count of each trial and the co=current mean rela-

The full functional array is sketched in Fig. 9, and a photo
graph of the boxed units in Fig. 10. By panel setting the 
sampk; may be instructed to take "trials" of lOa, 200, or 2000 
sampk;;, at a frequency of 1, 10, 100, 1000, or 10 OOO/s. The 
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TABLE 1 

REG 200-SAMPLE DATA SUMMARY 

No. 
Series Instr. Trials ~{can 

REG [ B.L. 12000 100.009 
PK+ 4550 100.264 
PK- 3850 99.509 
~ PK 8400 

REG II B.L. 2500 100.033 
PK + 1950 100.247 
PK- 1 800 99.597 
~ PK 3750 

REG III B.L. 3500 99.977 
PK+ 2400 100.227 
PK- 2600 99.736 
~ PK 5000 

LREGI B.L. 18000 100.006 
II PK+ 8900 100.250 
III pr 8250 99.600 

~ PK 17 150 

REG Ia no B.L. 
PK+ 2150 100.206 
PK- 2100 99.945 
~ PK 4250 

REG IIa B.L. 5000 100.186 
PK+ 2000 100.117 
pr 1 750 99.941 
~ PK 3750 

LREG I B.L. 23000 100.045 
Ia 

II PK+ 13 050 100.223 
lIa 
III PK- 12 100 99.709 

~ PK 25150 

tive to a preset origin md are permanently recorded on a strip 
printer. For most of the experiments described below, an AIM
.65 microprocessor interface is also utilized to insert the trial
count ~ata on-line into processing routines supported by a 
TERAKModel 8510 used as a terminal and PDP 11 /45 and 
V AX 750 employing a UNIX operating system programmed in 
C language. All of the sampling, counting, and display functions 
can be simply checked by referring them to an internal or ex
ternal calibrated pulse train generator. 

The device also has a manual/automatic option, whereby it 
will either collect its trial samples only when a panel switch 
or parallel remote switch is pushed, or it will repeat that process 
for 50 trials automatically once activated tiy the switch. The 
operator thus has the option of triggering each trial or of 
initiating a repetitive flow of 50 such trials with no further 
intervention:' . 

The experiments reported here were performed by a single 
operator, seated in front of the device with the remote initia
tion switch in hand and the LED count indicators and TERAK 
terminal display visible. This operator' attempted, on instruc
tion or volition, to distort the trial counts either toward higher 
or lower values. The several options of sampling number, sam
pling frequency, +/- polarity, and manual/automatic sequenc-

. ing were variously determined by'random instruction, operator 
. preference, or experimental practicality, and recorded before 
the beginning of each trial. qearly, the full-matrix of such pos
sibilities could not be explored, and for our fIrst sequence of 

Std. 
Dev. t-score Pr n+/n_ 

6.994 0.144 0.443 5678/5611 
7.037 2.528 0.006 2230/2056 
7.063 .-4.313 10-5 1716/1926 

4.890 5 X 10-7 

6.875 0.239 0.406 1188/1179 
6.849 1.590 0.056 916/919 
6.775 -2.526 0.006 797/902 

2.920 0.002 

7.013 -0.193 0.424 1658/1655 
6.821 1.634 0.051 1150/1086 
7.026 - 1.918 0.028 1192/1270 

2.507 0.006 

6.981 0.115 0.454 8524/8445 
6.938 3.403 3 X 10-4 4296/4061 
6.989 -5.203 10-7 3705/4098 

6.107 5 X 10-10 

7.091 1.340 0.088 1059/993 
6.937 -0.365 0.358 954/1019 

1.213 0.113 

6.974 1.882 0.030 2367/2337 
7.041 0.746 0.228 955/950 
6.898 -0.360 0.359 803/839 

0.772 0.220 

6.980 0.978 0.164 10891/10782 

6.979 3.644 10-4 6310/6004 

6.968 -4.596 2 X 10- 6 5462/5956 
5.828 3 X 10- 9 

experiments only 2QO-sample trials were used, at 100 or IV·jO 
counts/s, all counted in the +/- alternating mode. The a\.::o
matic/manual and ~igh/low options were more thoroug::ly 
tested, in both the volitional and instructed choice modes. 

Fifty trials of the ;lOa-sample units comprised a test run, 2:1d 
data from these were processed individually and in many concat
enations via a statis~ics package in the UNIX system develo~ed 
specifically for this task. Calculated were the mean, standard 
deviation, range, k~rtosis, skew coefficient, z-score, t-score, 
Xl goodness-of-fit with both 8 and 16 degrees of freedom, and 
the corresponding one-tailed probabilities against chance of the 
last four measures., Applied to earlier and ongoing base!:ne 
data, this analysis cqnfirmed that in undisturbed operation this 
REG conforms verY well to a Gaussian approximation to the 
appropriate full binary statistics. 

The major portion of the results listed below comprised th:ee 
separate experimental series, extending over fifteen months, 
labeled REG I, REG II, and REG III, respectively. All 06er 
data acquired under slightly less formal conditions of protocol 
during this period,: included for completeness, are grouped 
under two other series, labeled REG Ia and Ha, respectively. 
Details of these series protocols, calibration tests, and their in
dividual results are, available in the reference (93). All told, 
'over 25 000 active 'PK trials were obtained, corresponding to 
more than 5 000 oob binary events. 

Table I summarizes all of the baseline and PK data acquired 
during these five experimental series. A total of 23 000 base-
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line trials were taken under a variety of conditions before, 
during, and after the active PK trials. Their overall mean was 
100.045" and their standard deviation 6_980, compared with 
the valUl~s of 100.000 and 7.071 predicted by the theoretical 
Gaussian approximation to the appropriate binary statistical 
distribution. As shown in Fig. 11, the frequency_of count dis
tribution conformed very well with the theoretical curve. 

The results of the PK trials are also presented in Table I and 
in Figs. 12 and 13. Briefly, the 13 050 high-instruction trials, 
denoted lPK+, yielded a mean of 100.23 and a standard devia
tion of 6.979; the 12 100 low-instruction trials, denoted PK-, 
yielded a mean of 99.704 and a standard deviation of 6.968. 
The one-tailed probability of chance occurrence of the former, 
compute:d from t-score, is about 10- 4

; of the latter, about 
2 X 10-'5. The combined probability of the split, i.e., of this 
total "dilrection-of-effOli" success, denoted ~PK. is about 3 X 
10-9

• (A number of more elaborate statistical measures have 
been applied to these data; the resi.1l.ts are not qualitatively 
changed thereby.) 

As is f:vident from Figs. 12 and'13, and as is verified by the 

~.---------------------------------.-, 
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Fig. 14. REG cumulative deviations of PK + and PK - 200·sample data. 
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Fig. 16. REG cumulative average deviations of PK· and PK - 200-sample 
data. 

more detailed statistical tests performed, no significant distor
tion of the frequency-of-count distributions other than the 
shifting of the means has occurred. In other words, the ob
served effect is to shift the total distributions intact, rather 
than to distort any of their higher moments significantly. This 
result clearly has felicitous implications for this class of experi
mentation, since it allows much simpler and faster data collec
tion and analysis than might otherwise have been anticipated. 

It is illustrative to exhibit the overall data behavior via graphs 
of the cumulative deviation of the trial score means versus the 
accumulated data base. Fig. 14 shows such a representation 
for the total data pool plotting PK+, PK-, and baseline data 
with reference to cumulative 0.05 confidence levels. Fig. 15 
uses a similar representation for compounding the PK+ and PK
data in a "direction of effort" cumulative deviation. (Had REG 
la and lIa been excluded from these data, the overall slopes 
would have been slightly more severe and uniform.) 

Alternatively, the cumulative data may be presented in terms 
of the progressions of the average deviations from the theoreti
cal mean, as shown in Fig. 16, where the stochastic variations 
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of the small~~r~Mtfe~8eJ~'i\~p29tP.:Vc9We118de&~-R~f?s9§pQRt?~~g3c1R~Q~<tQPs~-~ial talent for this or any 
terminal values after several thousand trials. other psychic task, reported that any conscious V3riations in 

The PK+ and PK- effects also manifpst themselves in terms psychological strategy. such as focus of visual attention, or 
of the number of trial means recorded abo\'~ and below the intensity of concentration or desire, did not appear to have 
theoretical value. As displayed in Table I, PK + efforts were any evident effect an the yield. Similarly, differences in the 
generally characterized by an excess of tf.31 means above laboratory ambience, such as the lighting level, background 
100.00 and PK- efforts by an excess below The total con- noise, or peripheral 'presence of other persons, did not seem 
catenations in these terms are significant at J level of 0.003 to influence this opdrator's performance. When queried about 
for PK+ and 3 X 10-5 for PK-. any impressionistic spnse of the interaction process. the opera-

The ensemble of results acquired in these experiments dis- tor alluded to a "resonance or identification with the system. 
play certain instructive general features: leading to a loss of $eli-awareness similar to that experienced 

I) The importance of accumulating very large data bases in a game, a movie, or some creative occupation." Clearly this 
when dealing with such marginal phenoma is emphasized by class of parameter will be the most difficult to specify and cor-
the relative scales of the statistical vagaries .lnd the broader relate, and we are far trom any definition of its mechanisms. 
systematic trends in Figs. 14-16. Althoug~ tl-te trends are With respect to experimental options on the equipment pa-
est:lblisbed early in the data collection sequ~nce, unam bigu- rameters, we can make very limited explorations with the 
ous departures from the accumulated vagaries of chance be- acquired data base. Briefly, binary correlations of the data for 
haYlor occur only well into the total 25 000 trial, 5 000 000 the 100/1 000 counting rate option, forthe volitional/instructed 
bit. sequence. direction of effort, :and for automatic/manual sampling give' 

:) Over this large a data base, there arises some quantitative little indication of iinportance of such factors in the overall 
statistical regularity in the PK process, epitom:zed by the mean performance. Each category shows clear and significant separa-
slopes of the cumulative deviations in Figs. l-l and 15 and by tion of the means for the PK+ and PK- efforts, with little to 

. the terminal values oj the average deviations if. Fig. 16. Traced choose between the (-scores for the various categories. Thus. 
back to the elemental binary samples, these v2.lues imply direc- at least for the data base at hand, the process seems insensitive 
ted inversions from chance behavior of about <one or one and a to these particular ex'perimental parameters. 
half bits in everyone thousand or, alternatiydy, of 0.2 or 0.3 We have also attdnpted correlation in terms of the trial-
bits per trial. number sequence. [With cognizance of the ubiquitous "de-

- :.) The differences between the somewhat larger values for cline effect" which is reported over a broad range of psychic 
the PK- deviation and the lesser values for pr;,+ are only mar- experimentation, we.have prepared an algorithm which cross-
ginaily significant on this data base, but prevail rather uniformly concatenates from the data base all scores achieved on the 
throughout all the test series. The suspicion :hat these reflect first trials of the experimental run, all achieved on the second 
some subtle bias in the REG itself is not supported by the base- trials, etc., up to the: fiftieth, and arrays those fifty means in a 
line data, which concatenate to a grand mean very slightly graphical form. The results show little systematic proflle of 
above the theoretical value. yield versus trial number. A similar exercise has been per-

One of the prima.j goals of such 'controlled PK studies at formed to cross-concatenate the data by run-number over the 
this early phase in the understanding of the phenomena is to various series to sear~h for a decline effect on that larger scale, 
develop experiments of sufficient yield and replicability that but again no signifioant correlation is found within this data 
various parametric correlations may be systematically explored, base_ 
thereby hopefully separating the consequential from the incon- The most extensive: parametric exploration attempted to date 

. 'sequential factors. The experiments outlined above hold some was motivated by the!apparently fundamental question implicit 
promis~ of serviceability for this purpose, but a great deal of in general conclusion 2) above, i.e., whether the magnitude of 
data will need be accumulated to establish any such correla- the observed effect correlates with the total number of bits 
tions. Four classes of parameters could be considered: those processed, or with the number of trials. To explore this aspect, 
associated with the experimental equipment; those associated the same operator has performed a second ensemble of experi-
with the operator's physiological and emotional characteristics; mental series totaling 25 000 trials, all consisting of 2000-sam-
those associated with the operator's technique; and various en- pIe bits rather than 200. As before, various combinations of 
vironmental factors not directly associated with either. So far the automatic/manual and volitional/instructed modes were 
we have accumulated only small amounts of data from other employed, but to speed data acquisition and reduce the opera-
operators, and given the general indication #1 above regarding tor's tedium, only the 1000/s counting rate was used. This, 
the importance of large data bases, we can make no statement coupled with the more elegant data processing capabilities that 
about the generality or peculiarity of our principal operator's had evolved over the preceding experiments, allowed this 
performance. Similarly, we have attempted no systematic vari- sequence to be completed in less than six months. 
ation of external environmental factors, and although test times, The results of this ¢ffort, as presented in Table II and Figs. 
dates, durations, and laboratory temperature, pressure, and 17 and 18, are curiously ambivalent. As before, there is clear 
humidity have been routinely recorded, we cannot comment and significant separation of the means of the PK+ and PK-
on the importance of this category of parameter. efforts, and the baselineis well behaved. As could be antici-

On the matter of operator technique, it should first be re- pated from the larger standard deviation of the 2000-bit data, 
emphasized that the sole formal difference between the PK+ the cumulative tracesi display larger statistical fluctuations and 
and PK- trials is the specified intention of the operator to in- require a larger number of trials to settle toward well-defined 
fluence the device to generate numbers in the assigned direction. terminal values. To rhe quantitative precision allowed by this 
No other variation in protocoJ is permitted, save those subjec- data base, these terminal values appear not to endorse any 
tive differences in psychological attitUde the operator chooses simple bit-level hypothesis in that they fail by a factor of 6 or 

. to invoke. Although no records of such aspects were kept, 7 to achieve the on~ or one and one-half bits per thousand 
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TABLE II -

SUMMARY OF REG 200Q-SAMPLE DATA. 

No. Std. 
Instr. Trials Mem ·Dev. Pt 

\ 
(-score n+/n_ 

B.L. 12500 1000.016 21.879 0.079 0.468 6157/6088 
PK+ 12200 1000.380 21.906 1.914 0.028 6092/5897 
pr 12800 999.569 22.005 -2.216 0.OJ3 6218/6351 
LI. PK 25000 
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Fig. 17. REG cumulative deviations of PK + and PK - 2000'!ample data. 

inversion accomplished in the 200-bit trials. He,wever, the 
new values are larger on a per-trial basis by a facter of about 
1.7, which is not negligible in this context. Again, :nuch more 
data of this sort will be required to come to grips willi this class 
of correlation. 

In addition to continuing study of this sample-size parameter, 
our nexlC generation of experiments employs a number of other 
operators to explore the variation of yield v.ith operator type 
and technique, and a number of alternate noise sour~es, includ
ing pseudo-random sources, in an attempt to localize the effect 
somewhat and thereby to narrow the range of future experi
ments and models. 

The results outlined above are by no meat'1S the only conse
quential REG data available for contemplation. Of particular 
interest are a variety of eXperiments reported by Schmidt, 
some employing pseudo-random as well as physically random 
sources, and others using taped source outputs recorded well 
in advance of their presentation to the operator [87]- [901 . 
In another approach, May has recently reported an REG study 
using ell~ctronic gear specifically designed to pretlude very 
subtle artifacts that might confound the effects of interest, 
and includes in his paper a thorough search of the modem 
REG literature [911. 

In addition, considerable research in the parapsychological 
community has been performed using REG devices as drivers 
for various forced-choice video games employeq. 1,'1 both the 
PK and clairvoyance modes [1511. Many of these claim sig
nificant yields, but rarely are the data-bases sufficiently large 
to pres'ent quantitative, trends, or to allow much parameteric 
correlation. 

Regardless of their particular implementation, any potential 
vulnerability of random electronic noise sources to incidental 
or intentional distortion by the means under study here would 
seem to be of some interest to a number of engineering com
munitie:s, given the proliferate application of such devices in 
various functional and computational capacities. 

REMOTE PERCEPTION 

As a second example of contemporary psychic research that 
has displayed some substantial yield and,interlaboratory repli-
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Fig. 18. REG cumulative average deviations of PK+ and PK- 2000· 
sample data compared to 200-sample data. 

cability, we select a topic which has come to be called "remote 
perception" or "remote viewing." The basic concept of this 
process is far from new; in the early 16th century, Par.?celsus 
stated it unequivocally: 

Man also possesses a power by which he may see his friends ll1d 
the circumstances by which they are surrounded, although such 
persons may be a thousand miles away from him at that time (& J. 

In its modern form, the experimental protocol requires a 
"percipient" to describe, by free-response oral or written 
narrative or drawing, a remote, unknown target location at 
which is stationed an "agent," with whom there is no normal 
sensory mode of communication dUring the course of the 
experiment. The targets are usually selected by some'prescribed 
random process from a previously prepared pool of targets, 
which is unknown to any of the active participants. The 
quality of the perception is assessed by various impressionistic 
or analytical judging methods described below. 

Historically, this experiment has evolved from several genera· 
tions of free-response clairvoyance and telepathy experi:nents, 
which were found to have certain advantages over the more 
traditional "forced-choice" ESP tasks, such as the Xener card 
identifications of the early Rhine laboratory [34] - [37], in 
displaying less tendency for percipient stagnation and "decline
effects" over extended testing, and in maintaining some of the 
spontaneity of anecdotal clairvoyance experiences. One of 
the earliest detailed reports of such free-response studies a?pears 
as a book by Upton Sinclair entitled Mental Radio, which 
features an equivocal foreword by Albert Einstein [1521. 
More modem work of this class was performed at the Mai
monides Medical Center by Ullman and Krippner in the 1960 's, 
and reported in their book Dream Telepathy [64]. From this 
work emerged the so-called "ganzfeld" or sensory inhibition 
perce.ption studies of Honorton and many others which pro
pounded the desirability of emotionally stimulating tasks to 
which the subjects could relate in a personal and spontaneous 
fashion [66], [671. 

The contemporary version of the remote perception protocol 
was introduced in a sequence of publications by Targ and Put
hoff [94], [153] -[ 156], which prompted a substantial num
ber of attempted replications [157) -[174], and considerable 
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Fig. 19. Remote perception target: Picnic area, Feathered Pipe Ranch 
near Helena, MT; 12 :00 N MDT, Sept. 5, 1978. 

Percipient transcript: Princeton, NJ; 8:30 A EDT, Sept. 5, 1978: 

"Outdoors ... open landscape-large areas of trees-pines? inter· 
spersed with open fields. Single road. High overcast, cool, breezy. 
(Agent) in dark jacket talking to someone near road-possibly turn· 
out area or picnic area. Assembly of stones-possibly pylon or marker 
or wall. Large sign somewhere." 

critical comment. The most extensive of the replications, con
ducted by Dunne and Bisaha in the Chicago area over the period 

<'1976 to 1979, comprised 40 formal trials to which were applied 
157 independent transcriptjudgings, 84 of which assigned first
place rank to the proper targets [161), [162). 

The type of data which can be acquired in such studies is 
illustrated in the sequence of Figs. 19-22. In each case is 
shown a photograph of a particular target, selected by some 
random process, which was visited by an agent on the date 
and time indicated. Below each figure is a portion of the cor
responding percipient transcript, with the time and location of 
the perception effort also noted. The examples shown are 
drawn from a variety of experimental series conducted under 
somewhat different protocols, but serve to display some of the 
«haracteristics which commonly appear in the more successful 
efforts~ . 
n The overall ambience of the scene is accurately perceived. 
2) Certain details are accurately identified; others are mis

construed or totally ignored. 
3) A feature which is impressive to the agent is not necessarily 

so to the percipient, and vice versa. 
4) The composition of the scene may be distorted by errors 

in scale, relative positions of key objects, or total right
left inversions. 

5) The aesthetic aspects, such as colors, general'shapes, degree 
of activity, noise level, climate, and other ambient features 
tend to be more accurately perceived than more analytical 
details such as number, size, or relative positions. 

6) The perception is not necessarily centered on the defined 
target, and may even provide accurate information on ad
jacent areas external to 'the target, unnoticed by the agent. 

7) The fidelity of the perception seems to be independent of 
the remoteness of the target, up to distances of several 
thousand miles. 

8) The time of the perception effort need not coincide with 
the time the agent is at ~he target. Perceptions obtained 
several hours, or even days, prior to the agent's visit to the 
target, or even prior to selection of the target, display at 

. least as high a yield as those performed in real time. 

-Fig. 20. Remote perception target: Woodrow Wilson School, Princeton, 
NJ;2:1S PEDT,Aug.28, 1980. 

Percipient transcript: Princeton, NJ; 12:15 P EDT, Aug. 28, 1980: 

"Some kind of couriyard, enclosed by buildings on two sides. Paths 
or walks arour.d periphery, a statue or monument of some kind in the 
middle surrou:tded by 'grass. Could be a fountain; I have the feeling 
of water. Trees or u11 hedges on one side. Fairly qUiet, but some 
people walkinE around.' Not sure of sound, the idea of a fountain sug· 
gests sound of water but I'm not sure I really hear it or not." 

The philoso;>hical J:nd practical implications of items 7 and 8 
are clearly suJstantial. If the data are valid, the most parsimo
nious explicaiions wciuld require access of the percipient's con
sciousness to other portions of the space-time grid than that in . 
which it is currently,immersed, or that it can reach by normal 
processes of communication or memory. These same items 
also seriOUsly delim~t the potential physical mechanisms for 
such access. 

Rigorous e'ialuation of the data from experiments such as 
these is confounded, by the psychological components of the 
process, by the imp~essionistic nature of the information in
volved, and by the inevitable subjective biases of all those par
ticipating in ,he experiment. Doubtless the earliest and most 
primitive assessments were informal a posteriori exchanges of 
impressions about t.\1e target between agent and percipient 
which, although poss'iblY informative and stimulating to them, 
lacked any quantitative basis and held little scientific credibility. 
In a somewhat less vUlnerable strategy invoked more recently, 
the percipient, after, completing his transcript, visited several 
possible targets draWl) from the pool and attempted to identify 
the one he perceived;, or to rank-order each of them in terms 
of conformity to his'earlier perception. Statistical arguments 
could then be applied to these ranks to estimate the likelihood 
that information abo.ut the target had been acquired by means 
other than chance [175] - [177]. 

In an attempt to separate the possible ESP functioning of the 
percipient dUring the visitation and ranking process from his 
original perception effort, the protocol subsequently evolved to 
invoke independent judges who were provided copies of the 
various transcripts and taken to the target sites to perform their 
preferential rankings. Even in this form, the technique has 
been criticized for possible sensory cuing of the judges [178) 
and has tended in turn to be replaced by a protocol wherein 
the judges perform their ranking on the basis of photographs 
of the targets, usually taken by the agent at the time of the 
trial. In one such version, the judges, who have not been in
volved in any earlier; portion of the experiment, are asked to 
compare a single percipient transcript with agent-generated 
descriptions and photographs of anum ber of alternative targets, 
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Fig. 21. Remote perception target: Rockefeller Chapel, Chicago,ILj 2:15 P COT, June 10,1977. 

Percipient transcript: Mundelein College, Chicago, ILj 1 :00 P CDT, June 10, 1977: 

"I'm seeing a heavy wooden door with a black bolt on It rounded at the top in a dome fashion. 1 have a feeling of opening the doors and 
looking in and it's dark inside. My feeling at the moment Is that it's a building like a church. And 1 can see the pe .... 'S. There is some light but 
I fel:1 basically a kind of darkness in there and a quietness. I'm seeing little turrets, very elaborate-looking little turrets, a whole series of them 
like across the entire top of the building and there's a straight line and then up to a triangle. I have a definite image of an angel-type of statue, 
marble, flowing robes. ·1 see the door again and 1 see some stairs. I think It's very high. I'm getting some stained-glass windows that afe arch 
shapl' and they would look to be dark blue. Whatever the architecture of it the ornamentation on the building is quite elaborate and it looks 
like there's a section on the top with the turrets and then below that there are some other kinds of desigru but more linear designs. 

"I again have a vision of the doors and then maybe a ledged area or an area of the building that protrudes with some kind of a design and 
there maybe even be a couple of those ~efore you get to the top part which Is either triangular or rounded_ There is filigree work, little filigree 
turrets or something. And within the building there is a sort of a continuation of arches, but possibly they meet columns or something like 
that, but whatever the decoration is where walls join or separations, it looks like It's arched." 
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., tations which a r.uman judge might capture, this method docs 
provide a rudimentary framework for eValuation of signal-to
noise ratio in the information transfer, and an assessment 
standardization less de~endent on .subject~ve. i~terpretation. 

. .• In essence, the st;ategy IS to replace w1preSSlOnlshc assessment 
, of the quality of 1 perception by the identification of specified . . 

·'Fig.22. Remote perception target: Danube River, BratislaTa, Czecho· 
slovakil; 3:00 P EUropean Standard Time, Aug. 24, 1976. 

Percipient transcript: Minoqua, WI; 8:30 A COT, Aug. 23, 1976: 

"I hs,·e the feeling that the agent is somewhere near water. I seem to 
have the sensation of a very large expanse of water. There might be 
boats. Several vertical lines, sort of like poles. They're narrow, not 
heavy. Maybe lamp posts or flag poles. Some kind of circular shape. 
It's round on its side, like a disc, it's like a round thing flat on the 
ground, but it seems to have height as well. Maybe \\ith poles. Could 
possibly come to a point on top. Seeing vertical lines again. Seems to 
be a strong impression, these vertical lines. Predominant colors seem 
to be blue and green. Water again. Some very quick impression of a 
fence, a low fence. The steps seem to go up to some kind of fence. 
It's a dark fence and it's along like a walk sort of at the top of the 
steps. The steps sort of lead up to like a path or walkway. Like a 
boardwl.lk. And there's a fence along it. There's people walking 

.. along it, and there's vertical lines along that walkway." 

including the proper target, and to rate or rank-order them by 
some prescribed criteria. Again, statistical' assessment of the 
significance of the ran kings follows. 

The bulk of the remote perception data reported in the litera
ture has been evaluated by some form of these independent 
judging processes, and displays sufficiently high yield to encour
age further refinement of the protocol and analysis before 
attempting categorical judgment on the validity and viability 
of the phenomena. Beyond minor tightening of the target 
selection, agent maneuver, and perception acquisition and re
cording phases of the experiment, the major potential improve
ments would still seem to pert,ain to the judging process, which 
remains potentially vulnerable to subtle cues in the transcripts, 
to vagaries in the judges' capability, to their subjective biases 
toward the individual experiments and to the topic as a whole, 
and to possible psychic input of their own [1611, 1621. 

In an effort to improve the judging process further, our la bora
tory has explored the applications of various information theo
retic methods to the quantification of the data, and an analytic 
technique has .been devised wfiiCh is based on a limited binary 

. ruphabet of target/perception descriptors (179). While less 
sensitive to· the Gestalt impre$sionism· and symbolic represen-

elements of information therein, after which a mechanical 
scoring and ranking procedure takes over. In the hope of con
veying a bit more SUbstantive flavor of the data acquired in 
remote perception experiments and the processing thereof. 
permit us to describe this analysis in a little detail. 

The heart of the method is the establishment of a code, or 
alphabet, of simple descriptive queries which may be addressed 
to all targets and all perceptions, responses to which serve to 
distinguish them md to permit quantification of the informa
tion acquired in the perception process. In one version, these 
"descriptors," thi:ty i'n number, are posed in binary foml and 
range over a spectrum from quite factual discriminations, e.g., 
whether the scene is indoors or outdoors, whether trees are 
present, or whether there are automobiles, to much more im
pressionistic aspects, such as whether the ambience is noisy or 
quiet, confined or expansive, hectic or tranquil. The particular 
ensemble of descriptors has evolved in part through personal 
experience and intuition, and in part through trial-and-error 
application to various pilot data. The goal has been a balanced 
alphabet whose elements are a) relatively unambiguous; b) com· 
monly perceived ty a broad selection of percipients; c) individu
ally instructive in defining the scene; d) complementary to one 
another; and e) sufficient in number to permit reasonable syn
thesis of the scene, but not so numerous to burden the data 
collection or computadon excessively. 

Given this descriptor'alphabet, each target in the pool is then 
represented in terms of30 binary bits, corresponding to the ap
propriate YES/NO responses to the queries. This encoding is 
normally performed by the agent at the time of target visita
tion, although reference may be made to the target selector's 
judgment or to photographs of the target for verification. 
Each perception is similarly rendered into a corresponding 
sequence of binary digits, but only after the percipient has been 
allowed to form a free-response impression of the target. Vari
ous scoring recipes are then invoked for quantitative comparison 
of the perceptions with the targets, using for computation the 
UNIX operating system of a PDP 11/45 or VAX 750. 

The simplest recipe merely counts the number of correct 
responses to the 30 descriptors, Le., the positive correlations 
between the target and descriptor matri<:es. TIlls does not nor
mally provide a particularly accurate index ofthe quality of the 
individual perceptions,since the a priori probabilities of the 
various descriptors are widely different. For example, a given 
pool may have more outdoor than indoor targets, and hence 
a correct identification of an indoor context should be given 
higher credit than identification of an outdoor context. To 
facilitate such weighting, a step is included in the computational 
program to provide the a priori probabilities of all descriptors 
in the prevailing target Rool, on the basis of which more elabo
rate scoring recipes may· be invoked. 

Since the various targets have SUbstantially different charac
teristics and hence diff¢rent capacities for achieved scores, a 
variety of norrnaliz.ation procedures also have been developed, 
using as denominators the total number of descriptors, the per
fect score, i.e., the score that would be achieved for a given 
target if all descriptors were identified correctly, and various 
"chance" scores for the target, defined by some random or 
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PRECOGSITIVE REMOTE PERCEPTIOS 24 X 24 "CHlC."GO" SERIES 

PROPER TARGET RANKS 

Scoring Method 3 

Perception No. A B C D 

I 3/4 7 7 9 
2 1/2 2 4 1 
3 1 1 1 1 
4 2/8 7/2 2/2 4/2 
5 7/3 9 II .4 
6 9/5 12/2 7/2 16/2 
7 13/2 11 14 10 
8 20/3 22 20 14 
9 4/2 4 8 1 

10 10/7 13 13 9 
11 9/4 9 11 6 
12 1/3 2 2 2 
13 1/3 1 3 1 
14 1 2 2 1 
15 1/2 2 2 1 
16 2 2 2 1 
17 1/4 9 1 9 
18 2/2 10 5 1 
19 14/3 14 14 19 
20 7/6 11 11 8 
21 1/2 2 3 4 
22 5/6 7 12 2 
23 16/4 23 11 15 
~4 3 3 4 3 

Mean 6.73 7.75 7.13 5.96 

aComputed ran.1</number of ties for that rank. 
b Ass~ned rank/number of possible ranks. 

arbitrary process of descriptor response. A "selective" scoring/ 
normalization process has also been applied which effectively 
allows the percipient to reject any descriptor on which he feels 
unqualified to comment. and thence to be scored only on the 
reduced descriptor set. 

The sratistical significances of these various normalized per
ception scores are assessed by a collective ranking process 
reminisclmt of the traditional human judging techniques, but 
having the advantages that the ranking proceeds on a much 
more sta.ndardized and analytical basis, and that many more 
alternative targets can be ranked by the machine than by a 
human judge. Specifically, the program scores each transcript 
not only against its proper target, but against every other tar
get in the pool, and then ranks these targets in order of descend
ing score and specifies the rank of the match with the proper 
target. This process is repeated for every scoring method, and 
the results displayed in corresponding matrix arrays. 

Table III displays typical results of these analyt~cal ranking 
procedUires as applied to a group of 24 perceptions of 24 targets 
in the Chicago area. Tabulated are the ranks of the proper tar
gets compared v.ith all other targets for each of the perception 
efforts, as computed by five of the scoring methods we have 
found to be most instructive, namely, A) number of correct 
descriptors/total number of descriptors; B) weighted full de
scriptor score/perfect score; C) weighted full descriptor score/ 
number of descriptors; D) weighted selective descriptor score/ 
perfect score; and E) weighted selective descriptor score/chance 
score. AJso included in the table are the mean ranks assigned by 
independent human judges subjectively comparing these per
ceptions with a much smaller number of alternative targets. 
Although the bases of comparison are quite different, it 

\ 

Human Judges 
E Avg. Avg./24 Mean Rank b 

2 5.9 0.25 2.7/8 = 0.34 
1 1.9 0.08 1.0/8 = 0.13 
1 1.0 0.04 1.5/8 = 0.19 
2/2 4.5 0.19 2.7/8 = 0.34 
8 8.0 0.33 1.7/8'" 0.21 
7/2 11.0 0.46 3.5/8 = 0.44 
13 12.3 0.51 2.3/8 = 0.29 
19 19.2 0.80 1.8/8 = 0.23 
5 4.5 0.19 2.6/7 = 0.37 
5 10.6 0.44 1.4/7 = 0.20 
12 9.7 0.40 3.6/7 = 0.51 
5 2.6 0.11 1.8/7 = 0.26 
3 2.0 0.08 2.2/7 = 0.31 
1 1.4 0.06 1.4/7 = 0.20 
1 1.5 0.06 1.0/7 = 0.14 
2 1.8 0.08 1.0/10 = 0.10 
1 4.5 0.19 1.0/5 = 0.2e 
2 4.1 0.17 1.0/5 = 0.20 
17 15.8 0.66 unjudged 
10 9.9 0.41 5.0/6 = 0.83 
1 2.3 0.10 2.0/6 = 0.33 
7 7.1 0.30 3.0/6 = 0.50 
9 15.1 0.63 3.0/6 = 0.50 
4 3.4 0.14 2.0/6 = 0.33 

5.79 6.67 0.28 0.31 

appears that in the majority of these cases the analytical and 
impressionistic evaluations concur at least roughly in their 
estimate of the quality of the perceptions, particularly for those 
which consistently obtain low rank assignments. If the analyt
ical computation is carried through using as target pool only 
those alternative targets available to the human judges, the 
agreement in mean ranks is found to be somewhat closer, per
haps fortuitously so, given the categorically different bases of 
assessment implicit in the two methods. 

To this analytically scored and ranked data it is possible to 
apply a variety of statistical assessments of widely ranging 
sophistication and complexity. Consistent with the rather 
broad mesh of the descriptor code and the elementary scoring 
recipes invoked in this version of the concept, we confine our
selves' to correspondingly simple statistical measures which 
provide at least semi-quantitative indication of the yield beyond 
chance. Specifically, we address only the distribution of proper 
target ranks achieved in the series of perceptions, such as sum
marized in columns 2-6 of Table III. Using the common z
score method for a discrete distribution, the probability of 
achieving the mean rank of any of these columns by chance 
may be directly computed. Table IV displays the results of 
such calculation for the same 24 X 24 "Chicago" series. Note 
that, whereas all of the methods suggest significant departures 
of the computed mean ranks from chance, there is relatively 
little disparity among them, indicating that the specific method 
of scoring and normalization is not a sensitive element in the 
overall evaluation of the perception series. 

The departure of the shape of the proper target rank distribu
tion from chance is also displayed in Table IV in terms of the 
number of perceptions achieving first-place ranks, the number 
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TABLE IV 
PRECOGNITIVE REMOTE PERCEPTION 24 X 24 "CHICAGO" S!'RIES 

Approved For Release 2003/04/18 : ~~00789R0031 00030001-4 

Mean No. 1st (2nd) No. Ranks 
Method a Rank Ranks Below Mean z Pz x 2 (4) Px 

""'" 
Chance 

expectation 12.5 1.0 (1.0) 12 
2 X 10-5 A 6.73 4.4 (4.0) 19 -4.08 18.5 <0.005 

B 7.75 2.0 (6.0) 20 -3.36 4 X 10-4 11.8 <0.01 
C 7.13 2.0 (4.5) 20 -3.80 7 X 10-5 19.6 <0.001 

D 5.96 8.0 (2.0) 20 -4.63 2 X 10-6 24.0 <0.001 
E 5.79 6.0 (3.5) 21 -4.75 1 X 10-6 27.6 <0.001 

a As described in tex t; 
A) Number of correct descriptors/total number of descriptors. 
B) Weighted full descriptor score/perfect score. 
C) Weighted full descriptor score/number of descriptors. 
D) Weighted selective descriptor score/perfect score. 
E) Weighted selective descriptor score/chance score. 

TABLE V 
PRECOGNITIVE REMOTE PERCEPTION 6 X 24 "OcEAJ'" SERIES 

ScORE SUMMARY 

Mean No. 1st (2nd) No. Ranks 
Method a Rank Ranks Below Mean z Pz 

Chance 
expectation 12.5 0.25 (0.25) 3 

A 4.5 1.0 (1.1) 6 -2.83 0.002 
B 4.2 2.0 (0.0) 6 -2.95 0.002 
C 5.0 1.0 (1.0) 6 -2.65 0.004 
D 5.2 1.0 (0.5) 6 -2.59 0.005 
E 5.3 1.0 (1.0) 6 -2.54 0.006 

a As described in text: 
A) Number of correct descriptors/total number of descriptors. 
B) Weighted full descriptor score/perfect score. 
C) Weighted full descriptor score/number of descriptors. 
D) Weighted selective descriptor score/perfect score. 
E) Weighted selective 'descriptor score/chance score. 

ranked better than the chance mean, and a simple X2 test with 
its associated probability. 

The method is not restricted to square arrays, i.e., to equal 
)lumbers of targets and perceptions in one-to-one correspon
dence. Table V displays the results of a recent "Ocean" series 
in which six perceptions were ranked against 24 targets in the 
pool from which the six actual targets were drawn. (The per
cipient for this series was at the time sailing alone across the 
North Atlantic Ocean.) 

Because of its particularly severe protocol, we also include as 
illustration the results of a "EUropean" series judged by this 
method. 'In this series, the agent was traveling in eastern 
EUrope, and on five successive days., at 3 :00 P.M. local time, 
utilized whatever location he happened to occupy as the target. 
The perceptions of these targets were recorded by a single 
percipient in northern Wisconsin at approximately 8:30 A.M. 
local time of the preceding day, Le., each perception was 
roughly 24 h precognitive. (Fig. 22 depicts a target and percep
tion from this series;) Table VI displays the analytically judged 
results of this series, and compares them with the results of 
previous human judging. Although the data base is small, the 
consistency of yield is striking. 

To obviate the possibility that this method of analysis may 
somehow process ever random inputs to apparently significant 
scores, artificial target data matrices and artificial perception 

data matrices haye been constructed from the output of ~ 
REG, and the c6mputational schemes applied to various co . 
binations of these with each other and with true data. The 
pattern of results conforms to chance expectations. ~ 
alternative form of control is provided by application of C : 
method to discernibly unsuccessful test series, which yie' ; 
appropriately inSignificant results. 

The project outlined in the last few paragraphs is descril-_o,:! 
in greater detail, with many other experimental examp:, 
both successful and unsuccessful, in reference [179]. We h .. , e 
since developed' the capability of employing ternary rathe] 
than binary responses to the descriptors, in order to con~~ 
more shaded information about the aspects queried. A gi r 
feature may th~reby be specified as a) present and dominanl 
b) present but secondary; or c) absent. Or alternatively, the 
feature may be described as a) definit~ly present; b) ambigu==t: 
or unspecified; ,'or c) definitely absent. While these approa( ~ 
clearly provide more specific target an d perception data, th' 
scoring thereof';becomes more complex, especially in the defu).i 
tion of certain <;>f the normalization denominators. ~. 

We have also 'been exploring a modification of thisanaly·:._~ 
judging procedure which would bypass the ranking steps altc 
gether and mo-.:e directly to compute individual statistical s~. e 
for each transcript. The key to this variation is the defmi ) 
and utilization of a generalized target pool composed of oV! 
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TABLE VI 

PRECOG:-IITIVE REMOTE PERCEPTION 5 X 5 "EUROPEAN" SERIES 

ScORE SUMMARY 

Mean No. 1st (2nd) No. Ranks 
Methoda Rank Ranks Below Mean z Pz 

Chance 
ex pecta tion 3.0 1.0 (1.0) 3 

A 1.2 4.3 (0.3) 5 - 2.85 0.002 
B 1.4 4.0 (0.0) 5 -2.53 0.006 
C 1.4 3.0 (2.0) 5 -2.53 0.005 
D 1.8 4.0 (0.0) 4 -1.90 0.029 
E 1.6 3.0 (1.0) 5 -2.21 0.013 

Seven human 
judges (avg.) 1.9 2.1 (1.6) 4.6 

aAs described in text: 
A) Number of correct descriptors/total number of descriptors. 
B) Weighted full descriptor score/perfect score. 
C) Weighted full descriptor score/number of descriptors. 
D) Weighted selective descriptor score/perfect score. 
E) Weighted selective descriptor score/chance score. 

200 targets, local, national, and international, assembled for a 
broad range of earlier and ongoing experimental series, from 
which correspondingly generalized a priori descriptor proba
bilities may be calculated. Evaluation of the transcript scores 
on the: basis of these generalized probabilities, rather than 
those calculated for the specific series target pools, has been 
found to alter only slightly the relative ranks of the perceptions 
determined by any of the five methods used above and provides 
the desired common basis for evaluating the individual statis
tical significance of those scores. 

To pursue this, the program next assembles a set of empirical 
chanc(~ distribution functions, one for each scoring method, by 
concatenating all mismatched perception scores assigned by 
that method, i.e., all off,diagonal elements of that perception
target matrix. With reference to Gaussian fits to these empiri
cal chance distributions, the proper perception-target scores 
can then be assigned z-values and corresponding probabilities 
against "chance." As one example of this approach, Fig. 23 
shows the empirical distribution of scores compounded from 
some 1400 mismatched targets and transcripts by method E, 
on which are superimposed the scores achieved by the 24 proper 
target perceptions of the "Chicago" series. The corresponding 
z-values and probabilities against chance are listed in Table VII. 

These individual significance values can subsequently be com
pounded into an overall significance level for the entire series 
by various standard procedures [180 J. The latter result should 
agree with that derived from the original ranking method, to 
the order of approximation implicit in each form of this anal
ysis. In this case, the series value is about 10-6 compared to 

6 ' 10- for the ranking method. 
Th(~ specific results shown in Tables III-VII represent some of 

the most successful data we have acquired; many less successful 
examples could also be displayed. To summarize our total ex
perience with over two hundred remote perception efforts, all 
performed with volunteer percipients claiming no special abili
ties, we might note that the data tend to fall into one of four 
categories, in roughly comparable quantity: 
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0.6 0.8 1.0 
NORMALIZED SCORES 

FITTED GAUSSIAN 
MEAN - 1.0016 

S.D. -0.1163 

1.2 1.4 

Fig. 23. Remote perception empirical chance distribution (me~lod E). 

4) the perception seems unrelat~d to the target in :;)ntext 
or detail. 

Survey of the pertinent literature indicates a compara :ie pat~'> 
tern of yield across the experience of others involved ir: ,imilar 
experiments. 

To date there has been little progress in correlating th! degree 
of success of such efforts with the prevailing exper.mental 
conditions or with the personality traits or attitude~ of the 
participants. A certain body of lore has compounded bJm the 
testimony of the more successful percipients, such as fte desir
ability of a,personal rapport between the agent and pe;:ipient, 
the value of a lighthearted attitude, the importance of !xcllud
ing any associative or constructive logic, etc., but muc:' of this 
is still too vague and inconsistent to provide any basil for ex
perimental refinement or theoretical modeling. At ;;resent, 
the only fair statement would be that empirical evidmce for 
this class of phenomena continues to accumulate, b~t with 
frustrating irregularity and little basic comprehensioz:.. Not
withstanding, the present and potential applications of the 
process in a variety of arenas, combined with the r!latively 
siqlple and inexpensive nature of the experiment, k!ep this 
type of study active. 

1) the target is aCCUrately represented in detail and composi
tion; 

2) particular features of the target are accurately perceived, THEORETICAL CONCEPTS 
but the context is incorrect; No remotely satisfactory physical theory of psychiqllenom-

3) the ambience of the target is perceived, but the details ena yet exists. Indeed, next to the evasiveness of tht effects 
are inaccurate; under controlled experimentation, the second greates1 frustra-
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PRECOG~ITIVE REMOTE PERCEPTION INDIVIDUAL STATISTICAL ScORES 

(METHOD E) 24 X 24 "CHICAGO" SERIES ' 

Perception No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

."' ... 
tion in the study of psychic processes has been the absence of 
viable theoretical models with which to begin the traditional 
dialogue between theory and experiment on which all scientific 
progress eventually depends. This may, of course, be indicative 
of an illegitimacy of the phenomena themselves, or at least of 
an evanescence that fundamentally precludes any analytical 
representation. On the other hand, it may be an indication 
that modern physical theory, elaborate and sophisticated as it 
is, has not yet evolved to a stage where it can properly acknowl
edge and deal with the role of consciousness in the physical 
world [181], and that this should be one of its new frontiers. 
Before pouncing toward either extreme, it may be worthwhile 
to.play ti).rough some of the more canonical attempts that have 
been -maae to deal with this domain, both from a formalistic 
and philosophical point of view. 

Efforts toward theoretical explication of psychic phenomena 
over the past century have proceeded from various levels of 
presumption as to the fundamentality of the effects observed. 
Some have insisted that the effects are totally illusory, i.e., arti
facts of poor experimentation or data processing, or that they 
are the chance results of random processes. Others have assigned 
the effects to known physical and physiological mechanisms 
associated with, but not deliberately precipitated by the partic
ipants, e.g., electromagnetic radiation from brain circuitry or 
intercardial potentials, or heat transfer, vibration, or aerochem
ical changes in the experimental environment caused by human 
presence or exertion. More ambitious efforts have contended 
that no such conservative models can suffice, and that it will 
be necessary to identify new forms of energy or information 
transfer to retain the established physical formalisms, or pos
sibly even necessary to expand the physical laws themselves, 
as was required in the generalization from classical mechanics 
to quantum mechanics or to special.and general relativity, with 
the present forms becoming subsumed under more compre
hensive statements. Still others have concluded that the scien
tific paradlgIJl in general·is inadequate and that basic revision 

z-score Pz 

1.210 .0.113 
0.089 0.465 
2.737 '0.003 
1.700 .0.045 

-0.553 .0.709 
1.533 0.063 

-.0.315 0·623 
-.0.315 0.623 

.0.451 0.326 
-.0.197 0.578 

.0.191 .0.424 
2 . .037 0·.021 
2.948 ;.0 • .0.02 
2.244 0 . .012 
2.661 0 . .0.04 
2.478 0 . .0.07 
2.180 0 . .017 
1.904 0 . .028 
.0 . .083 0.467 

-.0.152 0.56.0 
2.679 ,0 . .0.04 
.0.7.01 0.241 
1.057 .0.145 
.0.113 0.455 

in the representation of the process of conscious obser"ati::-, 
of physical events will bel required. 

Beyond the uncertamty as to the fundamentality of t:.~ 
model required, these n1pdeling efforts have labored under t:.~ 
confusion of whether th~ purported phenomena are most b<.si
cally psychological, physiological, physical, or some inextrica tl~ 
combination thereof, and hence which class of concepts sholi:i 
dominate the model and 'which should be secondary. VirtuiLy 
all permutations have qeen explored to some degree, uneer 
labels of "psycho-physiological," "biophysical," "psych:
physical," etc., but none of these can claim more than sugges
tive analogies or philosophical stimulation. This author :.s 
unqualified to assess any models based in the psychologi:al 
or physiological domains, other than to note that those mcs, 
frequently discussed tend to acknowledge the role of randem 
processes, information brdering, and statistical, rather tru..'l 
directly causal mechanisms [182]-[187], all of which ha:.e 
their counterparts in several of the more physically oriented 
modes which have been proposed. Confining ourselves to su:h 
physical theories, the hi~tory of credible analytic effort is cca
veniently short and, in my view, more instructive in its phil:>
sophical than in its functional characteristics. 

Electromagnetic and Geophysical Models 

For perhaps naive reasons, the earliest physical models tend:d 
to presume wavelike propagation of psychic effects, usually :n 
the electromagnetic modes [188). Doubtless the concurrent 
emergence of radio technology with its revolutionary '-'tireless 
capabilities influenced the concepts and nomenclature of these 
versions, and frequent reference to psychic "transmitten/' 
"receivers," "antennas,": "tuning," and "static" are found in 
them. Upton Sinclair's qook, Mental Radio, mentioned earlier, 
is one example of such an analogy (152). 

More modern models qf this genre, appearing predominantly 
in the Russian literature t 43), [50], [100], [189), [190] > have 
focused on very low frequency bands, of the order of 10 Hz, 
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characteristic of various physiological frequencies, especially 
the brain wave spectra. Some variations of these have invoked 
modulation of the earth's magnetic field or of the electrostatic 
fields of the atmosphere. Wave models involving other than 
electromagnetic environmental media have also been proposed, 
such as infrasonic atmospheric waves, geoseismic waves, and 
barom(:tric fluctuations, possibly stimulated by contemporary 
attention to the inexplicable homing capabilities of birds, fish, 
and anlmals, and the hive or swarm behavior of certain insects 
[101), [1021, [1321. 

As suggested by the pre-occupation with screen-rooms in the 
early da.ys of the electromagnetic concept, and by more recent 
long-distance remote perception experiments, some of the ob
vious validation/disqualification tests examining attenuation, 
diffraction, interference, and polarization effects have indeed 
been attempted, but the very large dimensions involved' for these 
wavelengths leave the studies less than conclusive. Some con
temporary workers retain support for this category of model, 
claiming that the necessary electromagnetic signal levels re
quired for influence on the brain circuitry are so small that no 
coarse-grained tests can properly discriminate against them. 
More problematic, in my own view, are the absence of any 
demonstrated velocity of propagation of psychic effects and 
the large body of precognition evidence which, if accepted, 
cannot be accommodated by any reasonable advanced wave 
characteristics. 

However, setting aside for the moment the quantitative func
tional difficulties with the electromagnetic approach to psychic 
phenomena, certain broader philosophical analogies in the 
conceptual and experimental aspects of the two topics may be 
worth noting. In electromagnetism, beyond the bald empiricism 
of the definition of the fields themselves as representations of 
"action-at-a-distance," there are many features which to a 
naive or primitive observer would, and indeed historically did, 
appear as "paranormal," or at least anomalous: the noncolinear 
aspects of Ampere's and Biot-Savart's laws and of the Faraday 
effect; induction effects and switching transients; the Maxwell 
displacement current; the propagation of waves in a vacuum, 
with a specified finite velocity -each of these in some sense 
digressed from contemporary "normal" experience, was con
ceptually difficult in its time, and required certain leaps of 
empirii<:ism to get on with the formalism. 

To the extent that we just now hold a similarly naive and 
primitive view of psychic phenomena, it may be necessary to 
toleratl~ similarly empirical representations until a more com
prehensive model can knit itself into a more fundamental 
representation. For this purpose, there may be some merit in 
looking to just such electromagnetic effects for analogies. As 
one example, the pervasive "decline effect" in p.sychic experi
mentation, wherein the performance on psychic tasks is widely 
reporli€:d to be highest immediately after initiation, to decrease 
over p:rotracted testing periods, and then to improve again just 
beforl~ termination, is somewhat reminiscent of the induced 
signatures of certain electromagnetic processes. The decline 
effect has been commonly ascribed to a psychological boredom 
or reduction in the ,emotional intensity of the operator per
forming the task; just possibly it may be a more fundamental 
characteristic of the phenomenological domain. 

In a similar vein, many psychic effects are reported to be in
trinsi<cally transient, e.g., the "fleeting impression"; the "sudden 
vision "; the "unexpected effect." One of the favored techniques 
of some remote perception percipients is to "sweep through" 
their image of the target repeatedly until it is clarified. Many 

PK effects are reported to be achieved just at the first effort 
or immediately after the effort is terminated. Such "beginner's 
luck" evidence might be construed to indicate that psychic 
processes are invalidated by prolonged and careful examina
tion; alternatively, it may be a hint that they are inherently 
"inductive," in the electromagnetic sense, i.e, that they are in
trinsically unsteady p,henomena wherein the. time derivatives 
influence the magnitudes of the effects. 

Yet another characteristic that psychic effects share with 
certain electromagnetic processes is their tendency to be in
direct, tangential, or peripheral: direct effort on one PK task 
fails, but a secondary effect is noted on another component 
or device; central elements of a remote perception target are 
ignored by the perCipient, but minor or peripheral aspects are 
identified with precision; the pattern of physical disturbance in 
a poltergeist event is reported to be vortical rather than radial, 
all of which call to mind cross-product and vector curl effects 
in the electromagnetic domain. 

The point in suggesting such analogies is not to endorse direct 
physical correspondence between electromagnetic and psychic 
proc~ses, but rather to speculate whether the human mind 
may tend to perceive and assess phenomena in the two domains 
in certain similar fundamental ways. . ~.' 

Entropy and the Random Process 

A second, more recently opened class of psychic model 
addresses the interaction of consciousness with natural random 
processes [951, [187), [1911. A common aspect of thee stab
lished physical formalisms of kinetic theory, thermodynamics, 
statistical mechanics, and information theory is the role of 
randomicity as the reference plane for information and energy 
exchange. By whatever representation, the second law of ther
modynamics, expressing the tendency of isolated physical 
systems to drive irreversibly toward configurations of mini
mum order and information content, stands starkly asymmetric 
in the time coordinate, thereby raising profound philosophical 
issues in virtually every domain from biophysics to cosmology."~ 

Some of the most controlled and replicable experiments in PK, 
such as the REG studies outlined earlier, could be construed to 
challenge the second law, or at least to suggest modifications of 
the concept of an isolated physical system. Namely, under 
the circumstances of those experiments, human consciousness 
could be postulated to be inserting order, albeit to a small 
degree, into a random physical process., 

This possibility can be extended conceptUally to the anoma
lous acquisition of information in remote perception experi
ments, to psychic healing, and to animal and plant PK, but to 
my knowledge, no attempts at formulation have yet specified 
any details of the ordering capability, e.g., its physical or phys
iological source, its propagation modes, or its manner of inter
action. Pending these, one can again only proceed with high 
empiriCism to attempt to represent the observed correlations 
in a useful fashion, a strategy which has sustained many other 
observational fields in their primitive phases. Notwithstanding, 
this class of psychic model poses a profound question: The 
long-accepted essence of consciousness is its ability to extract 
information from its environment; may the reverse also be 
possible? May consciousness have the ability to insert infor
mation into its environment? 

One extreme variation of this model escalates the question 
even one step further, to ask whether it is possibly an indige
nous property of extremely elaborate and complex systems 
that they may embody inherent functional co'nsciousness of 
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their own-AW>~~tJ1.R~ttse' lQ$'3leM~18x1t~lhhRDIiW~Q;1~aqgg~mwJs--4re have come to perceive it, 
interlockings of their systems, they derive not only abilities but rather as freq\,lency and amplitude information, and that 
to learn, to reproduce themselves, to adapt to their environ- the human consciousness essentially performs "Fourier trans-
ment, but also to exert an entropy reversing form of "con- forms" on this to order that information into the more familiar -
sciousness" on themselves [192J, [193 J. form. In the sensh that the space and time coordinates are 

Hyperspace Representations 

A few attempts have been made to represent paranormal 
effects by re-casting the basic laws of physics in more than the 
four coordinates of normal human experience and applying the 
consequent new terms to the representation of paranormal 
effects [1041, [ 105 J, [194 J. For example, one such approach 
adds an imaginary component to each of the spatial and tempo
ral coordinates, i.e., invokes complex space and time, somewhat 
in the spirit of ac circuit theory or exponential wave mechanic$ 
[195 I. The imaginary components and their "cross-talk" with 
the traditional real ones thereby permit representation of anom
alous effects within the framework of established physical laws. 
To date, no convincing fundamental definition of these new 
dimensions has been offered, thereby reducing such models to 
an heuristic or empirical level. In this sense, the approach bears 
some similarity to the "hidden variable" aspect of quantum 
mechanics, mentioned below. 

One may speculate that if such models are to address the in
teraction of consciouness with physical process, the requisite 
new coordinates or components must relate to or in some way 
define or localize, the processes of consciou~ness. In oth;r 
words, to the normal "hard" coordinates, whereby events are 
conventionally specified in the physical world, it may be neces
sary to add certain "soft" coordinates to specify the conscious 
processes by which those events are perceived and possibly in
fluenced. Clearly, the ,coordinate frame in which one chooses to 
observe and represent any physical process is intimately linked 
to the perception of that process. Two common examples 
would be the perceptions of kinematic and dynamic effects in 
a rotating frame of reference, such as a merry-go-round or an 
orbiting spacecraft, or the even more bizarre appearances oi 
physical processes in rapidly accelerating frames, Ii la general 
relativity. 

To compound this interdependence of perception and refer
ep.ce; frame by including "consciousness coordinates" in the 
specification of the latter is an awesome proposition, but an 
intriguing one. And the consequences need not be restricted 
to the mechanical behavior of physical systems, but may also 
influence their perceived substance. The noted British astron
omer Sir Arthur Eddington, some fifty years ago, presaged this 
concept most boldly and heretically [196 J, [197) , (203) : 

. The whole of those laws of nature ... have their origin, not in 
any special mechanisms of nature, but in the workings of the 
mind .... 

All through the physical world runs that unknown content 
which must surely be the stuff of our consciousness .... 

Where science has progressed the farthest, the mind has regained 
from nature that which the mind has put into nature .... 

We may look forward with undiminished enthusiasm to leaming 
in the coming years what lies in the atomic nucleus-even though 
we suspect that it is hidden there by ourselves .... 

The stuff of the world in mind-stuff. 

Transform Models 

Another rather extreme approach proposed recently has come 
to be referred to as the "~olographic" or "tr.ansform" model 
[ 198] - [200 J. Essentially, what is suggested here, as I under
stand it, is that the information .of the universe is arrayed, not 

thereby downgraded from the fundamental coordinates of 
experience to useful ordering parameters, one could interpret 
such models to imply that consciousness may, by this mecha
nism, access any portion of space and time to acquire informa
tion, and then interpret it in some characteristic form. 

The physicist David Bohm, in conjunction with the psychol
ogist Karl Pribram, has elaborated such concepts to a consider
able degree of generality, proposing a so-called "implicate 
order" or "enfolded order" of fundamental reality from which 
the more familiar 'lex plicate order," i.e., the commonly mani
fest perceptions are assem bled in accordance with the prevail
ing circumstances of their observation [201 J, [202J. 

Quantum Mechanical Models 

Probably the most exercised category of contemporary model 
attempts to apply tl!e conc~pts and formalisms of quantum me
chanics to represent some of the paranormal effects presented 
in the psychic domain. Of all the forms of physical analysis, 
quantum mechanics, invokes the largest array of empirical pos
tulates that are at variance with conventional rationality, and 
yields in their impl~mentation a corresponding array of results 
which contradict c9mmon impressions of reality. The quan
tization process itself, which limits measurable properties to 
discrete values; th~ representation of particulate systems by 
wave functions; the: role of observation in collapsing the wave 
functions to a single state vector; the uncertainty principle; 
the exclusion princtple; the indistinguishability principle; and 
most drastic of all; the commitment to totally probabilistic 
mechanical behaviors-all, in some sense concede a degree of 
paradox in human perception of physical processes. The famil
iar conundrums of ('Schrodinger's Cat," "Wigner's Friend," or .', 
the "Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen Paradox," all suggest that the 
laws of quantum mechanics are not so much statements of 
fundamental physical reality, as of our ability to acquire in
formation about th~t reality. Quantum mechanics, in other 
words, does not so 'much describe the state of a physical sys
tem as it describes our knowledge of the state of that system. 

It is somewhat in this spirit that a number of authors have 
aspired to model psychic process in quantum mechanical terms. 
Some have attempted to invoke the so-called "hidden" or un
used variables of the formalism to involve conscious process 
more explicitly in the behavior of physical systems [107], 
[204 J - [208 J . Others have endeavored to draw analogies 
between the synaptic processes in the brain and quantum 
mechanical "tunneli~g" [209 J . 

Given the primitiVe state of the phenomenological data base, 
much of this effort may be prematurely elaborate and complex. 
Our own approach. to quantum mechanical modeling has been 
far more superficial and generic, attempting only to explore 
possible analogies between the paradoxical consequences of the 
formalism, and the paranormal evidence of certain psychic ex
periments. Again with the indulgence of the reader, we might 
sketch a bit of this argument, for the purpose of illustrating 
this class of approac~ with the example closest to hand. 

One conventional interpretation of the application of quan
tum mechanical forrhalism to the observable behavior ofphys
ical systems is to asspciate appropriate mathematical operators 
with a corresponding measurement process. When applied to 
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the prevailing wave function of the system, these operators call 
out the observable values of the property in question as eigen
values of an equation of the form 

where M is the measurement operator, Inj are the observable 
values of the measured property, and VIi the corresponding 
eigenstates of the wave function. Our approach is to general
ize this n~presentation to include conscious systems as well as 
conventional physical ones, and to allow the measurement 
operator concept to include specification of psychological as 
well as physical properties. 

Thus, \ve denote a particular individual consciousness by a 
"state function" VIi, and represent a situation to which it is 
exposed by an operator S. Application of the situation opera
tor to nL(~ consciousness wave function then yields the possible 
psychological responses, si, as eigenvalues: 

We then invoke certain aspects of quantum mechanical in
teraction theory to develop the capacity for "paranormal" be
havior of both physical and conscious systems. For example, in 
the traditional theory of the covalent chemical bond between 
two hydrogen atoms, one constructs from the separate atomic 
functions, !JIa and l/Ib, using arguments of symmetry and in-' 
distinguishability, a composite molecular wave function 1/1 ab, 
which yields expectation values for the molecular energy levels 
substantially diiferent from simple linear superposition of the 
atomic I:nergy eigenvalues, i.e .. 

where ef and et are the energy eigenvalues of the atomic 
systems, and f:::.efb embodies an "exchange energy" term 
which is classically inexplicable, but devolves formally from 
the postulate that the electrons are indistinguishable in the 
bonded configuration. Stated more bluntly, sUrrendering in
formation about the identity of the atomic electrons in the 
molecular configuration leads directly to a significant and ob
servable component of the binding energy, thus posing an 
equivalence between information and energy far more stark 
than th21t implicit in the second law of thermodynamics. 

Using similar formalism, we may represent the state function 
of two interacting individuals, or of an interacting individual 
and physical system, by a composite state function !JI ab whose 
behavior characteristics also differ significantly from those of 
the separated systems, i.e., 

where j~r denotes the "normal" response of the first individual 
to the prevailing situation, and st that of the second individual 
or of the physical system, and f:::.sFb and Asta denote modifica
tions of those behaviors arising becaus~ the two systems are 
strongllf interacting during the observed situation. 

As a specific example, to apply this approach to remote per
ception experiments we could denote the percipient by !JI P, the 
agent by !JIa, and the experimental protocol by the mathemati
cal operator P. In the absence of interaction between the per
cipient and agent, each would have certain "normal" reactions 
to the ,experimental situation, pf, p ~, deIjved from the eigen
value relations: 

P!JIf=pfH 
P!JIf = p\~ '/If 

Le., the percipient would perceiYe nothing about the target 
that was not accessible to his normal perceptual modes, and the 
agent would react to the target under no influence from the 
percipien t. 

However, if the percipient and agent are strongly enough 
interacting to require a new "molecular" wave function, !JIpa, 
"paranormal" terms will appear in their response patterns: 

pfa = pf + pf + f:::.pF + ApfP 

where in Apfa we may accommodate the anomalous acquisi
tion of information about the tlll'get, and in /lpfP the com
monly reported experience of the .agent of having his attention 
attracted to specific details he would "normally" have ignored. 

Application of this formalism to a PK experiment proceeds 
in a similar fashion. Here we might represent the experimental 
operator (person) by !JI 0, and the experimental device by l/I d. 

Again the experimental protocol is represented by a mathe
matical operator, K. In the absen~e of major interaction, the 
device behaves "normally": 

and the operator has the "normal" psychological experiences: 

K!JIf = kf ~f. 
But if the operator and the devi:~ are in some state of reso
nance, !JI do, each behaves somewha. differently, i.e., 

k ,!o = kq + k<? + A ,;-qo + Ak<?d 
I I I ~··l ~ I . 

The anomalous modification in :he behavior of the system 
Ak1° is termed PK; f:::.kfd accomodates any paranormal psy
chological reactions of the operato:. 

Development' of further illustrat:.ons of this general method 
here would be inappropriate and v.-ould require more detailed ;; .. 
specification of the nature of the consciousness wave functions, 
their functional form, their proper "soft" coordinates, and the 
interpretation of their quantum numbers. Some of this has 
been attempted, along with various other applications to the 
psychic domain, and is available in a reference (2101. The 
point of exposition here is largely a philosophical one: namely, 
the "paranormal" effects emerge as a consequence of the com
parison of the behavior of an inteiacting system with that of 
its separated components. 

Quantum mechanics may ha'l'e quite another analytical 
precedent to contribute to the representation of psychic 
phenomenology. Clearly, much of the psychic research data 
will continue to be acquired and processed in statistical form, 
using established statistical methods. Yet, all statistical models 
ultimately trace back to certain fundamental probability rules 
for the elemental systems involved. For the statistical models 
to be viable, these probability rules must a) exist; b) be known; 
and c) be analytically tractable. At present, virtually all pro
cessing of psychic research data presumes the applicability of 
classical statistics, yet the basic probability rules for the ele
mental processes are, in point of fa..:t, unknown (2111, (2121 . 
. It may fortuitously be the case that much of psychic process 

can be adequately treated as marginal deviation from classical 
chance behavior. In some cases, however, it may be necessary 
to invoke categorically different statistics, tracing back to funda
mentally different probability rules, to deal with the effects. 
The quailtum mechanical precedents ofrelevance, of course, are 
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the two systems of quantum statistics, i.e., the Fermi-Dirac 
and Bose-Einstein systems, which are based upon the phase
space population rules for half-integer and integer spin particles 
as imposed by the Pauli principle, i.e., the wave function sym
metry requirements. For most common physical systems, these 
quantum statistics conveniently degenerate into the classical 
form, but for certain special situations, e.g., the specific heats 
of metals and certain radiation properties, their full applica
tion is essential. 

By analogy, one could postulate that physical reality, as per
ceived and influenced by human consciousness, actually plays 
by more elaborate probability rules than commonly attributed 
to it, and hence strictly requires a more complex statistical 
mechanics. Thus, in this view, the processes commonly regarded 
as "normal" would be those for which the "classical" approxi
mation to this more complex system is adequate; small-scale 
psychic effects would then comprise those displays of minor 
deviations of the complex statistics from the "classical" limit; 
the more drastic phenomena-poltergeists, levitations, metal 
bending, etc.-would presumably become explicable only in 
terms of the full statistical formulation. 

Holistic Models 

Yet more extreme in conceptual difficulty is a body of con
tention that psychic processes are inseparably holistic, and that 

".< no model rooted in any sector of established science can ad
equately represent them [213l. In particular, the suggestion 
is offered that psychic processes are manifestations of the inter
diffusion of the analytical, scientific world with the creative 
aesthetic world, and thus to represent them effectively it will 
be necessary to combine the philosophical perspectives and 
techniques of both domains. To resort to metaphor for illus
tration once again, one could ponder such analogies from the 
common physical world as the interface regions between the 
sea and land, where the diffuse patterns of the ocean wave 
structure meet the solid promontories and sloping beaches of 
the coa.~t to produce the crashing breakers and hissing foam of 
seashore phenomena, or the overrunning of a warm, moist 

., atmosphere by a cold-front of drier, cooler air to initiate the 
sfrikirig' electrical and acoustical phenomena of the summer 
th un d erstorm. 

By whatever analogy it may be illustrated, theoretical repre
sentation of the interpenetration of causal physical mechanics 
with creative conscious process must be a formidable under
taking, yet not totally without precedent or allied effort. For 
examples, interest is just now growing in the humanistic psy
chology community in the analytical study of human creativity 
[2141- [216], and, on the other side of the in'terface, a few 
physicists are beginning to muse openly' about the role of 
aesthetics in subnuc1ear and cosmological physical behavior 
[2171- [2201. In yet a different arena, certain futurists are 
now examining the interplay of aesthetic and functional hu
man needs and values in the evolution of social and political 
structure [2211. To be sure, none of these has produced much 
in the way of analytical formalism, but the peculiarity, magni
tude, and significance of the interpenetration effects are being 
acknowledged. 

Any summary assessment of the status of physical models of 
psychic phenomena should properly begin with reiteration of 
the opening statement: noneo{the approaches outlined above 
has yielded 'anything approaching a functional theoretical basis. 
Yet, the ensemble of empitical experimental experience seems 
to sugge~t that certain of the conceptual and' perceptual char-

acteristics underlying:' those formalisms may be relevant to 
ultimate representation of such processes. Specifically, they 
suggest that the following rather general hypotheses may be 
worthy of more detailed examination: 

I) The phenomena !nay be inherently statistical, rather than 
directly causal, and wd may be observing them "on the margin," 
That is, the observed phenomena may represent marginal 
changes from normal ~ehavior on a very grand scale and with 
fluctuation times whiqh tax human observational capability. Ii 
also may be necessarY to deal with more complex statistical 
mechanics, appropriate to more involved basic probability 
rules, to represeni the :most drastic effects. 

2) Just as humlfl c(:msciousness has the ability to extract in
formation from an external system, e.g., by observing It, tha: 
consciousness may also have the ability to project iniormation 
into it, e.g., by ordering random processes. 

3) Quantum mechanics may be more than a system of physi
cal mechanics; it may be a more fundamental representation of 
human consciousness and perception processes, and the empiri
cal pillars of this formalism, such as the uncertainty principle. 
the exclusion principle, the indistinguishability principle, and 
the wave/particle dualities may be as much laws of conscious· 
ness as laws of physic~. 

4) Psychic process~s may be inherently holistic, and thus 
the ultimate model r(lay need to integrate both the scientif:~ 
and the aesthetic asp;ects in order to identify the sources c:' 
the phenomena. Thai is, psychic processes may be manifest:;· 
tions of the intersection of the analytical, scientific worl.: 
with the creative, aesthetic world, and thus, to represent thef.1 
effectively, it may be necessary to integrate both perspectives 
without sacrificing th~ integrity of either. 

Oearly, any of these intuitions will have to be developed !.." 

far more philosophical and analytical detail before a trenchant 
theoretical model can emerge, but at this primitive stage it is 
probably stimulating to consider a few such radical possibilities, 
along with more prosaic explications. Changes of thls magn:
tude in representation of human perceptual reality inevitably, 
and properly, would: be attended by much philosophical re
calcitrance and agon~, but the broader personal and collective 
insights that could d~rive from legitimate efforts to bridge the 
analytical/aesthetic interface could be of at least corresponding 
benefit. 

THE NEG A TlVE SIDE 

Contemporary criticism of psychic research and rejection of 
the phenomena it purports to demonstrate tend to focus on a 
number of specific objections, each of which has some degree 
of validity and merits some thought in any balanced assess
ment of the topic p 18], [178], [2221-[2241. TIle most 
commonly citedconcems include: 

1) demonstrable fraud; 
2) naivete of teChnique, including inadequate controls, 

faulty equipment, ,sensory cuing of participants, other 
experimenterbias~s, selective treatment of data, im
proper statistlcal methods, and general experimental 
and theoreticai incompetence; 

3) little improvement in comprehension over many years 
of study; 

4) absence of adequate theoretical models; 
5) suppression of negative results; 
6) poor experimental replicability; 
7) elusiveness of ~ffects under close scrutiny; 
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8) sensitivity of results to participants, attitudes, and labora- ratio of positive 10 negat1"e-yj{:rdl9JlPiWJ!QJ~of experiment, 

to.ry ambience; thereby contributing to a broader sense of the grand !!tatistics 
9) tendency for many results to be only marginally signif- of the phenomena. In addition, documentation of the specific -

icant compared to chance expectation; conditions prevailing in unsuccessful experiments may be help-
10) inconsistency with prevailing "scientific world view;" ful in excluding irrelevant pa~ameters from further considera-
11) contradictory to personal psychology, philosophy, tion, and in identifying and reducing counterproductive influ-

theology, or "common sense." ences. Perhaps most pointedly, however, the body of negative 

Obviously this list runs a gamut from rather technical and pro
cedural objections, through phenomenological inconsistencies, 
to rather categorical and subjective rejections, and only a few 
of these issues can be constructively addressed here. 

Unfortunately, but undeniably, one or the other of the first 
two judgments may legitimately be applied to a large body of 
the propounded results. By its nature, the field is immensely 
vulnerable to fraudulent exploitation and naive gullibility, and 
such ha.ve indeed occurred to a distressing degree. It is also 
true th21t the topic has attracted a disproportionate share of less 
than funy competent researchers, and that it presents extra
ordinary pitfalls for even the most disciplined scholars. Yet 
despite the subs tan tial validity of these claims, and the suspicion 
they inevitably cast on all other results, it does not seem that 
they should predicate categorical rejection of the entire field. 
Rather, the vulnerable cases shOUld be patiently ferreted out 
using obvious scholarly criteria, and only those efforts surviving 
such scrutiny used for scientific insight and judgment. 

The lack of definitive progress toward comprehension oj the 
phenomena and the absence of viable theoretical models have 
already been acknowledged in the foregoing text, and although 
these assessments should perhaps be qualified by the relatively 
minute integrated investment of resources made in this field in 
compa.rison to many of the more favored areas of science, they 
nonetheless constitute legitimate concerns about the ultimate 
tractability of the field. It should perhaps also be noted that, 
despite the prolonged effort, it is only very recently that more 
sensitive and powerful experimental equipment and data pro
cessing techniques have been brought to bear, and equally re
cently that more sophisticated physical formalisms have been 
invok,ed. and that these have had a much briefer opportunity 
to render the phenomena into comprehensible terms. 

The subsequent five objections, 5)-9), are more specific and 
substantive, and merit examination from two orthogonal points 
of view. Namely, to what extent do such characteristics indeed 
invalidate the results, and conversely, to what extent might they 
illuminate the basic nature of the phenomena? With respect to 
suppression of unfavorable results, there has undoubtedly been 
some tendency in this field, as in most others, to advance posi
tive or definitive findings more enthusiastically than negative 
or equivocal ones. Indeed, this paper has been guilty of the 
same bias. In an effort to provide concise representation of 
the style and substance of psychic research and of the nature 
of the effects it can produce, we have tended to invoke as illus
trations some of the more successful and familiar pieces of 
work without balancing the presentation with comparable ex
amplr.s of the negative or equivocal results that are regularly 
acq Ulired in these efforts. 

To the credit of the psychic research community, it has offi
cially encouraged thorough and objective reporting of negative 
data, and much of these indeed appear regularly in its established 
journals [225]-[228], with a number of consequent benefits. 
First, beyond adding credibility to the body of positive results, 
such data compound to provide some quantitative index of the 

and equivocal data emphasize that psychic phenomena, if real, 
are highly irregular and sensitive to intangible influences well 
beyond current scientific control, and, if their study is to be 
pursued, this caveat must be accepted ab initio, at least for the 
present. 

A similar interpretation also applies to the irreplicability 
complaint, and to the three following it. Without question, 
the dominant experimental frustration in this field is the in
ability to replicate on demand previously observed paranormal 
effects, not only at other laboratories, but even in the original 
facility, using the original participants, under apparently identi
cal experimental circumstances [1721, [173]' [229]-[231]. 
This ubiquitous characteristic has precipitated major philosoph
ical excursions which are well beyond our capacity to review 
here. Only briefly, four possible categorical interpretations 
have been advocated: 

a) The phenomena are illusory. ' . ::- . 
b) The phenomena are rare and bizarre chance occurrences,' 

beyond any hope of regularization. 
c) The phenomena are precipitated, at least in part, by psy

chological and/or physiological factors which are presently 
beyond experimental control, but which if fully compre
hended would conform to established scientific paradigm. 

d) The phenomena are inherently statistical, and possibly 
.quantum mechanical, on a macroscopic scale, thus mani
festing themselves with finite but fractional probability 
on any given occasion. 

." The latter pair of options are not necessarily mutually exclu
sive, particularly if one takes a rather generous doubly statistical 
point of view, namely that the human popUlation embodies a ~T. 
range of capability for engendering such effects and that beyond 
that, any individual may display a variable range of personal ca
pacity, depending on a variety of environmental, physiological, 
and psychological factors prevailing at the time. 

The evasiveness of the phenomena under carefully controlled 
and observed study may be the most damning criticism of all, 
or it may also constitute a valid and illuminating phenomeno-' 
logical characteristic. The tendency of a given preliminary or 
anecdotal effect to disappear or diminish when the experiment 
is tightened, or when it is displayed to a skeptical jury of ob
serVers, obviously casts major doubt on the scientific integrity 
of the process. Yet it also brings to mind at least two other pro
ces~es which, while superficially dissimilar, may not be totally 
irrelevant, namely artistic creativity, and quantum mechanical 
measurement as limited by the uncertainty principle. In the 
former, there should be little quarrel that the creative processes 
of artistic, musical, or literary composition, or of lofty philo
sophical thought in general, are not usually facilitated by rigid 
constraints or by the presence of a body of unsympathetic 
observers. The importance of favorable ambience and mood 
for such efforts is intuitively and demonstrably clear, and little 
creative achievement is likely to occur in overly sterile or hostile 
environments, a truth Richard Wagner vividly conveyed to his 
own critics by his portrayal of the fate of young Walther at-
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tempting his ~p~~d'f!WI ~a~t200alD4l~tSnbGlA-RDI?96-00789R003 ~ 00030001-4 
Meistersingers. Virtually every creative artist preserves some ... the results of the telepathic experiments carefully and 
form of retreat or sanctuary, and even the most rigorous of plainly set forth in tJUs book stand surely far beyond those 
scientists will concede the role of unstructured mental imagery which a nature investigator holds to be thinkable [152]. 
in enhancing their technical insights. could in quite anothet tone testify eloquently to the impor-

The analogy of the quantum mechanical measurement process tance of the aesthetic 4imension in creative science: 
is somewhat more strained, in that it requires generalization of The most beautiful ::uld most profound emotion we C-3J1 ex-
the concept to the macroscopic level of information or energy perience is the sensation of the mystical. It is the sower vI' all 

true science. He to whom this emotion is a stranger, who C--3J1 no 
exchange between two persons or between a person and a longer wonder and stax)j rapt in awe, is as good as dead. To know 
physical system. The point will not be developed here, other that what is impenetrable to us really exists, manifesting itself as 
than to note that if there is any validity to the application of the highest wisdom a~d the most radiant beauty which our dull 
quantum mechanical logic to this class and scale of intellectual/ faculties can compreh'end only in their most primitive forms-
intuitive process, as discussed earlier and in the references, this knowledge, this feeling is at the center of true religiousness. 
some form of "uncertainty principle" could predicate a limit The cosmic religiouS experience is the strongest and nvblest 
to the precision with which psychic effects could be observed. mainspring of scientifi~ research [236]. 
More specifically, if the "hard" and "soft" coordinates ofrepre- Individually and collectively, these critical challenges to psy-
sentation are canonically conjugate, some form of b.q b.p - h chic research raise val~d concerns which merit deliberate atten-
rule may apply, so that attempts at excessive precision in sped- tion and predicate great caution, and can also help to illuminate 
fication of a psychic effect could dissipate its cause, and vice- some of the subtle ph~nomenological features. However, they 
versa [210] . can perform these fut,ctions well only if they themselves are 

The final two reservations regarding inconsistency of the phe- informed, reasoned, and fair. Regrettably, from my reading of 
nomena with established scientific and personal views, while the critical literature, this has not invariably been the case, and 
constituting powerful proiessional and personal discriminators instances of naivete, selective representation of data :md pro-
and properly predicating great caution and discipline in ventur- tocol, and excessive ge:ileralization also appear therein. 
ing into any anomalous field, also cannot be allowed total veto The role of the criti': in psychic research is a most essen till 
authority if new domains of conceptual experience are ever to one, perhaps more so than in any field of scholarship yet 

~"be challenged. In responding to a critic of an earlier paper who broached. When the criticism is based in fact and experien~e 
stood on these points I wrote, perhaps too floridly, and is objective and fEir, it can instill healthy discipline in the 

Authoritarianism such as this encourages established knowledge 
to sit smugly on its duff and categorically reject all new evidence 
that does not support or fill in its contemporary "world-view 
compatability criterion"-whatever that is. Worstof all, it stifles 
the most precious attribute of human consciousness, the yearning 
for ever new, ever higher wisdom that has driven the mind and 
spirit of man to evolve upward, rather than merely to replicate 
[232]. 

More persuasive to this issue, however, would be a simple histor
ical count of the number of leaps of scientific insight, from' 
Aristotle to this day, which would have been, and in most 
cases :were, for a time, rejected on the basis of these criteria. 
CUIiously, it has often been those giants of science who with 
soaring insight and courage of conviction violated such tenets 
to lead their fields to new plateaus of understanding, who also, 
in a later day, led the recalcitrance of the establishment against 
comparably sacrilegious visions of their successors, while still 
endorsing in general terms the importance of visionary thought. 
Galileo, early champion of scientific methodology and revolu
tionary concepts in terrestrial and celestial mechanics against 
vicious dogmatic opposition, rejected Kepler's elliptical orbits 
as "occult fantasy"; Thomas Young, whose brilliant interference 
experiments finally established the wave character of light, 
contended with Fresnel's theoretical formulations of the same 
processes; Ernst Mach disputed relativity and atomic theory; 
Rutherford, who showed the world the nuclear atom, dismissed 
any practical significance .for nuclear energy; Lavoisier and 
Ostwald disputed atomic theories of chemistry; D'A1embert 
opposed probability theory; Edison discounted alternating 
current; 'Lindberg despaired of Goddard's rocketry; and Albert 
Einstein retained an enduring uneasiness about quantum theory 
despite his many contributions to its evolution [233] - [235]. 
Incidentally, the same Albert, Emstein who would invoke the 

• establishmerit criteria against Upton Sinclair's clairvoyance 

study of this or any other difficult field and ensure that the 
fundamental requisite~ of scientific methodology, e.g., dispas
sionate rigor, humilit~· in the face of observations, limitation 
on extrapolation of results, and openness of mind will preni} 
in the search. But it is equally essential that the process of 
criticism play by thes~ same rules. If it violates any of theD, 
if it lapses.into categorical rejection, guilt by association, or 
sloppy logic, it can .become as suspect as the object of ::5 
complaint, and thus fail in its proper role [237 J :' 

IMPLlCAT,IONS 

Despite their compounded length, the foregoing historical 
outline, survey of contemporary activity, and selected ex
amples of ongoing research and theoretical efforts are still iar 
from adequate to convey the full essence of this complex and 
contradictory field. 'Fortunately an extensive body of refer
ence literature exists; including a number of comprehensive 
general volumes, whereby an interested reader may flesh out 
this sketch and extend it to many aspects not broached here 
[6], [44), [45], [$6], [57], [92], [130], [238]-[242J. 
Hopefully, such more thorough study would tend to conflrm 
the general impressions of the status and prospects of the field 
conveyed above. To.restate these in summary, it appears that 
once the illegitimate research and invalid criticism haye been set 
aside, the remaining accumulated evidence of psychic phenom
ena comprises an arr~y of experimental observations, obtained 
under reasonable protocols in a variety of scholarly disciplines, 
which compound to a philosophical dilemma. On the one hand, 
effects inexplicable i~ terms of established scientific theory, yet 
having numerous common characteristics, are frequently and 
widely observed; on the other hand, these effects have so far 
proven qualitatively and quantitatively irreplicable, in the strict 

. scientific sense, and appear to be sensitive to a variety of psycho-
logical and environm~ntal factors that are diffIcult to specify, 
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let alone control. Under these circumstances, critical expen· - . T· f t1Ons. 0 ocus OUr -assessment of such possibilit"ies, we are now 
mentation has been tedious and frustrating at best, and theoret- examining PK disturbance of the memory function of a single 
ical modeling still searches for vocabulary and concepts, well microelectronic chip [2431. If the' indications that psychologi-
short of any useful formalisms. cal and environmental factors bear on the precipitation of such 

Given these difficulties, what then are the motivations if any effects aje sustained, it may be necessary to expand considera-
to proceed'? All for most speculative topics, three p~tenti~ tion of such parameters beyond the usual scope of human 
generic benefits could be considered: f· . actors engmeenng, especially in situations involving high psy-

a) acquisition of fundamental knowledge, chological stress. 
b) practical applications, The potential humanistic benefits· of better comprehension 
c) humanistic benefits. of psychic phenomena could be addressed on either a personal 

In this particular field, basic knowledge might accrue in two or social level, but to do so in any.detail would far exceed the 
ways-the attainment of new scientific information in the usual purview of this article. Again, extensive references on various 
sense, and the broadening of scientific methodology to deal facets of the issue abound [2441- [252). Ultimately, most of 
more effectively with irregular phenomena of this type. In other these philosophical excursions arrive at the same monumental 
words, study of this topic not only might provide certain phe- qu~stion, namely whether convincing demonstration of the 
nomenological answers, but also might serve to broaden the capability of human consciouness to influence its reality to a 
context in which science can formulate its questions. New significan.t degree would substantially alter individual and col-
mechanisms for transfer of information or energy might be lective perception of the human state, its value system, and 
identified, or broader understanding of those properties, and its behavior pattern, and thereby facilitate its evolution to a 
how they are perceived and measured might emerge. The latter higher life form. Such projections have been offered from a 
half of the opportunity dearly is a major challenge to science, variety of perspectives. Engineer/futurist Willis Harman fore-
but hardly a new one. William James posed it rather bluntly casts an ."inner experienc·e" paradigm: 
some eighty-five years ago: Just as conventional science depends upon a prior consenSUs· -

The spirit and principles of science are mere affairs of method; on how knowledge of the sense-perceived world shall be publicly 
there is nothing in them that need hinder science from dealing tested and validated, so the complementary paradigm will have 
successfully with a world in which personal forces are the starting to include consensus on how knowledge relating to the world 
point of new effects. The only form of thing that we concretely of inner experience shall be publicly tested and valida ted. 
have is our own personal life. The only completed category of Its essential characteristic would be that consciouness and its 
our thiriking, our professors of philosophy tell us, is the category contents are primary data, rather than being secondary and de-
of personality, every other category being one of the abstract rivative as in the conventional paradigm. Where the conventional 
elements of that. And this systematic denial on science's part of paradigm involves reductionistic models the complementary para-
personality as a condition of events, this rigorous belief that in its digm would add holistic models; where the fust employs deter-
own essential and innermost nature our world is a strictly im- ministic (or stochastic) explanations of events the second would 
personal world, may, conceivably, as the whirligig of time goes add teleological, purpose-recognizing explanations; where the fust 
round, prove to be the very defect that our descendants will be is little involved with matters of values and meaning, the second 
most slilfprised at in our boasted science, the omission that to fmdS'these of central concern; where the fust is dominated by 
their eyc:s will most tend to make it look perspectiveless and technology-focused values of prediction and control, the second 
short (24). would tend to value understanding relating to human well-being, 

The potential applications of psychic process are best con- development and evolution [221). 
sidered with conservatism and restraint, especially given the Biologist/immunologist Jonas Salk phrases it more in terms of 
tendency of certain elements of the public media and private a resonance of human volition with natural processes: 
exploiters to extrapolate the possibilities far beyond any dem- Man has come to the threshold of a state of consciousness, re-
onstrated accomplishments. Oearly, the process of remote garding his nature and his relationship to the Cosmos, in terms that 
perception described earlier, along with other forms of clair- reflect 'reality.' By using the processes of Nature as metaphor, 
voyance, could hold some potential interest for intelligence to describe the forces by which it operates upon and within Man, 
agencies, law enforcement units, and any other activity relying we come as close to describing 'reality' as we can within the limits 

.11 of our comprehension. Men will be very uneven in their capacity 
on survel ance, as well as for archaeological searches, natural for such understanding, which, naturally, differs for different ages 
resource prospecting, and the like, and such operations have and cultures, and develops and changes in the course oftime. For 
indeed engaged in empirical efforts to evaluate the ~fficacy of these'reasons it will always be necessary to use metaphor and 
such strategies in their particular domains. From a strictly myth to provide 'comprehensible' guides to living. In this way, 
engineering standpoint, however, the potential efficiency and Man's imagination and intellect play vital roles in his survival and 
precision of such tactics are unclear, given their apparent ten- evolution [249). 
dency to trade more effectively in impressionistic generalities And philosopher/paleontologist Teilhard de Chardin states his 
than in analytical detail. hope in terms of a collective consciousness of the human race: 

Low-level PK effects, such as the REG distortions indicated Thus we fmd ourselves in the presence, in actual possession, of 
above, could have more pervasive implications for high technol- the super-organism we have been seeking, of whose existence we 
ogy. If, for example, the basic functions of microelectronic were intuitively aware. The collective mankind which the sociol-
elements could be even slightly disturbed by intentional or in- ogists needed for the furtherance of their speculations and formu-
advertent intervention of human consciousness, it would seem lations now appears scientifically defined, manifesting itself in its 
important to obtain some assessment of the potential magni- proper time and place, like an object entirely new and yet awaited 
tude of such effects, and of the factors favoring or inhibiting in the sky of life. It remains for us to observe the world by the 
such int{lrference, before much more elaborate integrated cir- light it sheds, which throws into astonishing relief the great en

semble of everyday phenomena with which we have always lived, 
cuit arrays, graphic display systems, and other sensitive man/ without perceiving their reality, their immediacy or their vastness 
machine interfaces are committed to delicate or critiCal opera- [253). 
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On a somewhat less lofty, but possibly more fU}.l~i?~ l<:~\...pg~~~~~~~ooU~l:tp.re~ouslY stored dat.a by any 
a recent Afil91rDved}f~~~@A;MQ~IQ'fReP'fM~ift'iJ:' permuhi'tton of ten ~a.ramet~c mdices, e.g., samplmg rat.e, 
tives Science and Technology Committee, in a section encourag- manual/automatic, volitlOnal/mstructed, operator charactens-
ing serious assessment of further research on "the physics of tics, etc. For any: such parametric explorations to be indicative, 
consciousness," stated that recent experiments: the pertinent dat~ subset must be adequately large to display 

suggest that there exists an 'interconnectiveness' of the human any systematic deriation from the baseline distribution beyond 
mind with other minds and with matter; ... that the hUman mind the statistical noise background. This we have found to re-
may be able to obtain the information independent of geography quire at least several thousand trials; the implication for the 
and time total data base is clear. 

and later concluded that: This very large data capability inevitably predicates a sophis-
... a general recognition of the degree of interconnectiveness tication in equiprhent and software which, beyond the initial 

of minds could have far-reaching social and political implications and operating expenses, may introduce some undesirable effects 
for this nation and the world [254 J. of complicating tile phenomenological processes and clouding 

The details and tones of these visions clearly are matters of the experimental ambiences. Specifically, one needs to consider 
indiyidual heritage, experience, and intuition, but the messages whether any observed effects, in either the PK or ESP categor:es, 
share a common theme: the next stage in human evolution may still trace unequivbcallyto the primary physical processes, or 
involve expansion and interconnection of human consciousness, whether there noW might arise confounding interactions \1.ith 
fe'ltures clearly central to the psychic concept. elements of the data collection and processing equipment or 

Beyond the difficulty of the phenomena and potential bene- techniques. Related to this concern are possible uncertainties 
fits of the knowledge, a more prosaic factor to be considered of the participants in defining and focusing on the primary 
in contemplating further psychic research is the requisite cost tasks. 
of the effort. To date, such experimentation has been extra- Reservations of this sort lead directly to a second general r~c-
ordinarily inexpensive by usual scientific standards. The primi- ommendation for effective psychic experimentation. Namely, if 
tive level of comprehension, the lack of organized interest within the phenomena derive to any significant degree from conscious 
the established scientific communities, and the Bohemian status or subconscious processes of the human mind, it is importmt 
of many of the investigators have predicated projects of very that such not be ihhlbited or excessively complicated by the 
low budgets compounding to a total annual national investment design and operati6n of the experiments. For this and numer-
of the order of one million dollars or less [255]. Clearly, if ous other reasons, H is probably essential in planning and 1,11-

more incisive progress is to be attempted, some increase in the piementing the exp,erimental programs to include the insights, 
sophistication and interaction of the principal programs must interpretations, and intuitions of the human operators, espe-
be funded, but it is most unlikely, and for the time probably cially those who have demonstrated some success in the gen-
undesirable, that this will consume any magnitude of resources eration of the phenomena. It is quite possible that the differ-
comparable \l.1th, or distractive from, the better established re- ence between a sterile experiment and an effective one of equal 
search domains. A comparable statement could be made with rigor lies as much irl the impressionistic aspects of its ambience 
respect to commitments of the reqUisite scholarly personnel. and feedback as in ~he elegance of its instrumentation, and the 

If on the basis of such cost/risk/benefit considerations a former need to be well-tuned to the participants who are asked 
modest ongoing program of research seems justified, it re- to function as comp;onents of the experiment!il system. On oc-
mains to consider the selection of topics, experimental styles, casion, there seems to have been some tendency in this field to 

and evaluation criteria which would optimize the effort at this treat the experimental particiP!!nts in rather perfunctory fash-
stage. In addition to the obvious desiderata that the specific ion, discounting any insights they might offer on the tasks at 
experiments be clearly posed, conceptually simple, lend them- hand. If one subscri.bes at all to the concept of the phenomena 
s(llves'logistically to rigorous, tightly controlled protocols, and emerging from some interpenetration of analytic and intuitive 
focus¥ on the more tractable and potentially applicable effects, processes as suggested by the holistic models, there would seem 
three more specific recommendations could be offered. no better place to combine perceptions and insights from these 

First, given the irregularity of the phenomena, their possible two domains than in the design, operation, and interpretation 
dependence upon a broad range of physical, psychological, of the experiments addressed to illumination of the interface. 
physiological, and environmental parameters, and their ten- Finally, it seems most evident that given the intrinsic traru-
dency to display effects as marginal deviations from some disciplinary nature of the business, research on this topic in 
"normal" distributions, some premium should probably be any established sector should become much more communica
placed on the capacity of the experiments for large data base tive and interactive across traditional scholarly boundaries if it 
accumulation and processing. While less prolific studies may is to have any hope Of rendering the phenomena into com pre
continue to provide interesting anecdotal effects and suggest hensible and serviceable terms. This cross-talk cannot be 
procedures for more detailed programs, it is unlikely that much limited to naturally contiguous fields, it la the usual exchange 
correlation of those effects with pertinent prevailing parameters between physicist an!! engineer, or between psychologist and 
can be achieved without large quantities of data. More specifi- sociologist. As its lehgthy heritage illustrates, in this domain 
cally, the favored experiments should I) deal with processes the interests and insi&hts of the theologian, philosopher, statis
found to have relatively high intrinsic yields; 2) employ equip- tician, technologist, hilrd scientist, and creative holistic thinker 
ment and protocols which permit data acqUisition at rapid rates; are all potentially valid, and need to be melded in scholarly 
and 3) have access to computational equipment and software symbiosis and common respect. No insular approach is likely 
which allow storage of large data arrays and processing of that to prevail. . 
data in many selective cross-concatenations. As an example, This requisite has implicllotions for the stafflng of particular 
the latest refinement of the \REG experiment described earlier . projects, for the institutional environment in which they oper-

. allows acqUisition, storage, and primary processing of several ate, and for the professional societies and publications which 
- hundred experimental trials ("'105 - 106 bits) per hour, and choose to attend to t~is topic. Individual laboratory personnel 
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groups :should comprise a broader range of experience and in
sight than the conventional hierarchy of technical specialists, 
and the:ir cognizance of other contemporary work should be 
broader. The institution housing that laboratory needs to dis
play considerable tolerance and support for the unusual tone 
and special requirements of the research and not force its con
formity to established scientific subdivisions and research styles. 
Likewise, the professional community at large cannot at this 
time profitably ask for total adherence to its own reductionistic 
superstructure, but can only inquire dispassionately regarding 
the respective implications of this conglomerate field for the 
traditional areas of endeavor. 

In this last regard, I should like to express my personal re
spect for this particular Society, and for this particular Journal, 

• for the openness and generosity of spirit with which they have 
solicited and presented the results of legitimate scholarly effort 
in this difficult field. Their attitude could well stand as a model 
for other institutions and organs.in dealing with this topic or 
with any other present or future projective area of human 
inquiry. 
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Psychology and Anomalous Observations 
The Question of ESP in Dreams 

Irvin L. Otild 

ABSTRACT: Books by ps;dwlogisLS purporting to of 
fer critical reviews of research in parapsychology do 
not use the scientific standards of discourse preyaJent 
in psychology, ExperimenIs al Maimonides Medical 
Cerner on possible extrasensory perception (ESP) in 
dreams are used 10 illustrale Ihis point. The e.xperi
menls have received lillIe or no mention in some re
views 10 which they are dearly pertinenJ, In others, 
they have been so severely distorted as to give an en
tirely erroneous impression of ho;v they were con
ducted, Insofar as psy::hologis{s are guided by these 
rev i ev.'S , they a're prevented from gaining accurate in· 
formalion aboUl research {hal, as surveys show, ""ould 
be of wide interesl 10 psychologists as well as to others, 

In recent years, evidence bas been accumulating for 
the occurrence of such anomalies as telepathy and 
psychokinesis, but the evidence is not totally con
vincing. The evidence has come largely from expc:::ri
ments by psychologists who have ckvoted their careers 
mainly to studying these anomalies, but members of 
other disciplines, including engineering and physics, 
have also taken part, Some psychoklgists not primarily 
concerned with parapsychology have taken time;out 
from other professional concerns to explore such 
anomalies for themselves. Of th~, some have joine>:l 
in the experimentation (e.g., Crandall & Hite, I ~83; 

. Lowry, 1981; Radin, 1982). Some have critica1Jy re
viewed portions of the evidence (e.g., Akers, 1984; 
Hyman, 1985). Some, doubting that the phenomena 
could be real, have explored nonrational processes 
that might encourage belief in their reality (e.g., Ay
eroff & Abelson, 1976). Still othen, considering the 
evidence substantial enough to justify a constructive 
theoretical effort, have struggled to relate the apparent 
anomalies to better establish~ knowledge in a way 
that will render them less anomalous (e.g., Irwin, 
J 979) or not anomalous at all (e.g., BJaclaoore, 1984). 
These psychologists differ widely in their surmise 
about whether the apparent anomalies in question ,will 
eventually be judged real or illusofy; but they appear 
to agree ilia t the evidence to dale warran 15 sen ous 
consideration. " 

Serious consideration of apparent anomalies 
seems an essential part of the procedures of science, 

November 1985'. AmericaQ Psychologist 
C--riPt IKll'7 ok Arr.<rlcao I'l~ ~ be. OOO~X/I)~,7l 
~"oI(), No. II, 1l1J-12)o _. 

Yale University 

regardJess of whether it leads to an understanding of 
new discoveries or to an undc:rst.anding or how per
masivc illus10ns arise, Apparent anomalies-just like 
the more numerous observations that are not anom· 
aJous-can receive appropriate attention only as they 
become accurately known to the scientists to whose 
work tky are relevanL Much parapsychological re
search is barred from being seriously considered be
cause it is either neglected or misrepresented in ',l,-r.t
ings by some psycbologists-among them, some who 
have placed themselves in a prime position to mediate 
in tera eli on between para ps yeh 0 I ogi caJ rcsc.ar c b and 
the general body of psych 01 ogi caJ knowledge, In this 
article, I illustrate this important general point with 
a particular case, that of experimental rcsc.arch on 
possible ESP in dream,S. It is a case of especially great 
interest but is not un'representative of how psycho
logical pUblications have treated similar anomalies. 

The Maimonides Research 
The experimental evidence suggesting that dreams 
may actually be influenced by ESP comes almost en
tirely from a research program carried out at the 
Maimorudes Medical Center in Brooklyn, New York. 
Among scientists active in parapsychology, this pro
gram is widely known and greatly respected, It has 
had a major indirect influence on the recent course 
of parapsychological research, although the grea t ex
pense of dream-laboratory work has prevented it from 
being a direct model. 

None of the Maimonides research \l.'a5 published 
in the journals that are the conventional media for 
psychology. (The only possible exception is that a 
summary of one study [Honorton, Krippner, & Ull
man, 1972) appeared in convention proceedings of 
the American Psychological Association.) Much of it 
was published in the specializ.ed journals of parapsy
chology. The rest was published in psychiatric or other 
medical journals, where it would not be noticed by 
many psychologists. Most of it was summarized in 
popularized form in a book (Ullman, Krippner, & 
Vaughan, 1973) in which two of the researchers were 
joined by a popular writer whose own writings are 
clearly Dot in the scientific tradition, and the book 
departS from the Pattern of scientific reponing that 
characteriz.es the original research reports. 
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HCM', then, would this research come to the at
ten ti on 0 f psyc hoi ogists, so tha tits fi ndi ngs or its c:rrc:n 
might in time be evaluated for their signi'ficance to 
the body or systematic observations upon which psy_ 
cbology h2s been and will be built? The experiments 
at Maimo:udcs were pubushcd between about 1966 
and 1972, In the years since-DOW ovcr a dccade
five books navc bcc.o published by academic psy
chologists :.hat purport to olfer a scholariy review and 
evaluation of parapsychological research. They vary 
in the extent to which they seem addressed to psy
chologists themselves or to their students, but they 
seem to tx the principal route by which either prescnt 
or future psychologists, unless they have an already 
cstablishce interest strong enough to lead them to 
search oul the original publications, might become 
acquainteC with the experiments on ESP in dreams, 
I propose ;0 review how these five books have pre
sented knc',l,'ledge about !.he experiments, First, how
ever, I must offer a summary of the experiments; 
without that, my review would make sense only to 

,readers already weU acquainted with them, 
The experiments at Maimoo..ides grew out of 

Montague UUman's observations, in his psychiatric 
practice, of apparent telepathy underlying the coo tent . 
of some dreams reponed by his patients-obserya
tiODS parallel to those reponed by many other psy
chiatrists. He sought to determioe whether this ap
parent phenomenon would appear in a sleep labora
tory under controlled conditions that would seem to 
exclude imerpretations other than that of ESP. He 
was joined in this research by psychologist Stanley 
Krippner, now at the Saybrook Iostitute in San Fran
cisco, and ;;.Iinle later by Charles Hononon, now head 
of the Psychophysical Research Laboratories io 
Prioceton, New Jersey. Eocouraged by early fiodiogs 
but seeking to improve experimental controls and 
identify o;J:imal conditions, these researchers, assisted 
by numerous helper.; and consultants, tried out Var
ious mcx:lifications of procedure. No one simple de
scription of procedure, therefore, can be accurate for 
all of the experiments. But the brief description that 
follows is not, I believe, misleading as an account of 
what was generally done. 

TJu E:rPln"m~n(aIPr()Ctduu 

Asubject would come to the laboratory to spend the 
night there as would-be percipient in a study of pos.
sible telepathic inOuence on dreams. He or she met 
and taJked with the person who was going to serve as 
agent (that is, the person who would try to send a 
telepathic message), as' weU as with the two experi
menter.; taking part that night, and procedures were 

Rcquc:ru ror reprints should be sent to Irvin L. Child It the De
partment orPlychology, Yale Un~ty, P.O. Bo~ J IA. New H~, 
Connecticut 065~0-7447, 
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ex pUj ned ip dcU.iJ u oJ css the pcrci pie 0 t was a rcp:::a ler 
for wborn trut step ~-as not neccss.ary, When ready~ , 
to go to bccl, the percipient was wired up in the usuaJ
way for rn'onitoriog of brain waVC$ and eye move
menl5. and he or she h2d 00 further contact .... 'itb the 
~t or ascot's e:q)Crime~ter until. after the scs.sioo~ 
was compl¢t.cd The e:r:.pcnmenter In the nexl, ro:>m 
monitored :thc percipieot's sleep and at the bcg:i:1nlng 
of each period of rapid eye movements (REM), wben_ 
it was rc::asqnably certain the slccpcr would Ix d~c.am-:C
ing. notificrl the agent by pressing a bULZeT, 

The agent was in a remote room in the buiidjng. 
provided with a target picture (and sometimes acces-=
sory material echoing the theme of the picture) ran-
domlv chosen from a pool of potential targets 2.5 the 
m~gt to: be concentrated on, The proccdu~c for 
random choice ora t.arget from the pool was designed"'" 
to prevent anyone else from knowing the ider.":ty of 
the t.arget. hhe agent did not open the packet con
t.ai n i ng the'target until isolated for the night (C:r:.cePt~l 
for the one-way buzzer communication), 'Whc:1ever':' , 
signaled'that the percipient had entered a RE\1 pc-
riod, the agent was to concentrate on the targe:, ""ith 
the aim of corn municating it telepathically to L"'~ per-"" 
apient and ,thus inOuencing the dream the perc:pient 
was having.:The percipient \¥as oriented tcrward trYlng 
to receivc this message, But of course if c1airvoyan~~ 
and telepathy are both possible, the percipient might
have used the former-that is, might have been pick
ing up infomation directly from the target picture, 
without the, mediation of the agent's thOUghts or ef-=~ 
forts. For ~is reason, the term general exrrasen5ol)'
perception (GESp) would tx used today, thoug.:'l the 
researchers more often used the term (elepQ[h.~: 

To ..... -ard the approximate end of each RE~·1 pe--' 
riod, the percipient was awakened (by interco:n) by 
the monitoring exp6imenter and descril:>eC any 
dream just experienced (with prcx:lding and qu~tion-=c 
ing, if necessary, though the percipient of course knC'w~ 
in advance what to do on eacb awakening). At the 
end of the night's sleep, the percipient was intcI'Y;cwed 
and was asked for impressions about what the targer . 
might have been. (The interview was of course double
blind; neiUjer percipient nor interviewer knC' .... the 
identity of .the target.) The dream descriptions and __ 
morning impressions and associations were recorded- , 
and later transcribed. 

The o~ginaJ research reports and the popular 
book both wesent a number ofvcry striking simiJar--: 
ities between passages in the dream transcripts and 
the picture 'that happened to be the night's target. 
These similarities merit attention, yet they should in~ 
themselves Yield DO sense of conviction. Perhaps an)-."""" 
transcript of a night's dreaming contains passages of 
strilUng similarity to any picture to which they might 
be cpmpar¢<j. The Maimonides research, however~ 
consisted ot carefully planned experimenlS dcsigned-
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to ~Wi?~Iaca~~~fi;W ~fMf~ ~f: ~~P96-~~OOaM>OO30aYa11-4cfcrs to one SC%mc~~ 
similarity and I -must now tum to that aspect, oftbc research, and segments for the m051 part a,.~ 

, labeled as they were in the tllble ofUUman et al, (1973, 
Results , pp, 275-277), Segments tha~ followc? the ~ner21 
To e,aJuatc the chance, h~~hCSls, thc rtSCarchcrs proo:dure I dcscribcd-all-mgh\ ~Ions, With ~n 
obtllincd judgments of SJmllanty betv.:ccn the dream agcnt concentrating on the target dunng each of t::c 
content and the act~ target for th~ n1,ght,' and at the percipient's REM pcri0ci5--are gathered together :n 
same time obtzjned Judgments of simllanty l>:~n the first eight lines, A through H, (in nve or0ese s.c-~
the dream Content and each of thc othcr potentlal ments, all but A, C, and H, a smgk pcfClplcnt C0~
targCl5 in thc pool from willch 0e ~ct had been tinued throughout a series, and in four of these L'-,~ 
selected at random, The pc:rso!1 jud,gJng., of course, percipicnt was a psychologist), Other ~ of scgmer,~ 
had no information about which pl,cturc ha~ been arc presented in the rest of the ~blc, Lines I, J, (L'j 

raodomly selected as target; the e~ure pool (10 du- K summarize precognitive sessions; here 0e tru:'f~1 
plicate) \l.as presented togcther, ...."th D? clue as to was not selected until after the dreaming and IntCfYlC'-'
which picture had been th,e target and "':'~lch on:s had had been completed, The targct consisted, o,f a set Jf 
DOl. That is, in thc expenmental condltlOn a picture stimuli to be presented directly to the pcfClplcnt af::r 
was randomly selected from a pool and concentrated it bad l::>o:D selected in the morning, Lines Land \1 
on by the agent, and in the control co~dit~on ~ picture represent GESP sessions in which the pcrcipien:'s 
was left l>:hind in the pooL Any conSlstent diffcrence dreams were monitored and recorded throughoutl::C 
between tllrget and nontllrget in similarity to dr~m night, but the agent was attempting to transmit or.:y 
content, exceeding what could reasonably beascnbq:l before the percipient went to sleep or just after, .JT 

to chance, was considered an apparent anomaly, sporadically_ Line N refers to a few clairvoyance s.::s-
The datll available for the largest numl>:r ofS(:$- sions· these were like the standard GESP sessions c.'

sions came fr?m judgmen:s made by judg,es W?o bad cept iliat tbere \l.as no agent (no one knew the idenL_:Y 
no contact...."th the expenment except to rro: lve ~by of the target), FinaJJy, Line 0 reports on some GE5P 
mail, generally) thc material necessary for -3 udgmg sessions in which each dream was considered se~~
(transcripts of dreams and inte:rviev: and a CCVi of rately; these formed a siDgle experiment with fe.:r 
the target pool), For many SCSSlons, Judgments were percipients, comparing nights iDvolviog a differ,ct 
also available from tbe dreamcr, he ?T she, o,f ~u~, target for each REM period with nights involving ~::_ 
made judgments only after comp1etm~ partJopatJ?n peated use of a singJe target. 
in the cxperiment as dreamer (except 10 somc ~es Regardless of the type of session (considering -C:-,c 
where a separate ta~et pool "''as used for each mght five types I have described), each session f~U in~o c:-,e 
and the dreamer's Judgments could be made at the of two categories: (a) pilot sessions, in wblch etthe- a 
end of the session), For manY,sessions,judgments were new dreamer or a new procedure was being tried 0:.:1; 
made for the dream transcripts alo~e an~ for the total these appear in lines H, K, and N, or (b) sessions :n 
transcript including the morning lDtCfVlc:;'f. ,for con- an experimental series, planned in advan~ as one Jr 
sistcncy I have used the latter, because It IDvolvcd more sessions for eacb of two or more subJccts, or as 
judges who had more Dearly the same information as a number ofsessions with thesame dreamer throu~-,
the subjects, out. Most of the researchers' publications were ce-

The only form in which the data are aYallable voted to the results obtained in the experimentlll s.~
for all series of sessions is a count of hits and misses. ries, but the results of the pilot sessions havc also 1>:-:n 
If the actual target was ranked in the upper half_ of briefly reported, _ 
the target pool, for similarit~ to the d~ms and In- A glance at the score columns for judges and ~or 
tervicw, the outcome was conSJdered a h.iL If the actual subjects is sufficient to indicate a strong tendency :or 
target was ranked in the lower half of the poOl, the an excess of ruts over misses, lfwc average the outco:ne 
outcome was considered. a miss, The hi~-or-mis.s score for judges and for subjects, we .find that hits _exce-..Al 
is presented separately In Table I for Judges ~d for misses on every one of the 15 mdepcndent hnes.on 
subjects in the first twO data columns. Where IDfor-which outcome for h.its and misses differs, (On Loe 
mation is Dot supplied for one or the other, the reason E. hits and misses occur with equal frequency,) B: a 
is gencraJJythat it was impossible for the researchers simple sign-test, this outcome would be signinC?nt 
to obtain it, and, for a similar reason the numbe~ of beyond the 0.000 I level. ) would not stress the end 
cases sometimes varies,l ' value here, for several reasons, There was no adva:lce 

I Of course, USlble j~,cnts could no< be ~~ fr~ the 
IUbject iD pm::ognitiT"C scs:sioru. bcausc It the time or Judging he 
Of s.ht: ~ already know_ wtut the wtet had ~, For .Lim: F, 
the si eVe subjo:t was una ble 10 gj vc the exu-a ti me rcq u\red f Of 

iucllin:.. I1ld for LiD( 0 one of the four JUbjoc:lS failed to nuke 
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judgments, In I fC'o'l of the pilot SC3:Sioos,(Lines H. ~ and NJ :nly 
the subjea's judgmenl was sought, a.od 10 $OOlC SCS:;>lOns onl~·._'1al 
of O!X or mon: judges: io I few the IDCUl judges' nUIlg was no:hcr 
a hit DOl' a m~ bul cuctly al the mkkUc, 
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Table 1 ; 
Summary of MBimonldes Results on Teooency for DrfMlru to B.t, Jud~ More Uke TBfgel 
Th8n Uke Non/ergets in Target Pool ' 

GESP: ~ mC.onorod and recordoo t:hrotx,)hou1 nkJOt; ~ .. ~ .. during e.&eh REM pOOxJ 

A. 1 st screeoing 7 5 10 2 x- 0.7 1 b z - 1.~ unma n. Krippoer. &. 
Feldstein (1 %6) 

B. 1s1 Erwin 5 2 6 1 z - 2.53" x'" 1.W Ullman et aJ. (1965' 

C. 2nd screening 4 8 9 3 x - -.25" X"" 1.17'" UUman (1%9) 
D. Posk1 6 2 6 2 z - 1.05e z - 1.05e U~man (1%9) 
E. Grayeb 3 5 5 3 z'" -.6.Y z '" O.sY UUman. Krippnef, &. 

Vaughan (1973) 
F. 2nd Erwin 8 0 t - ~.g3"' UU rna n &. Krippner 

(1969) 
G. V8I1 De Castle 6 2 8 0 t - 2.81' r >= 2.74' Krippnei' &. Ullman 

(1970) 
H. Pilot sessions 53 14 42 22 z = 4.2cf' z -= 2.21" Ullman et aJ. (1973) 

Precognitk>n: Dreams m<:>nHored B.'Id reo:xde<l throvgh<;.l.rt night; target expeiieoce next day 

I. 1st Bessent 7 t '" 2.81' Krippnei', Ullman. & 
Hoo<x1O<"\ (1971) 

J. 2nd BessBnt 7 1 t '" 2.27' Kri ppnei'. Kcx'lort (X'.. &. 
Ullman (1972) 

K. PiJot sessk>ns 2 0 z >= 0.67' Unman et 81. (1973; 

GESP; Dreams monitored and roco;Oed throughout night; agent8ctive only at beginning or sporadically 

L. Sensory bombard· S 0 4 4 z = 3.1 i" Z =J?OOc Krippoer. H 00CX1 on. 
men! , Ullman, Masters. &. 

Koustoo (1971) 
M. Grateful Dead 7 5 S z = 0.61'e z >= 0.81c I<ripj::xte;. H 00CX1 or.. &. 

UHm8I1 (1 973) 

Clairvoyance; Dreams monttored and recorded throughout night; C'O<"'>Ceajed target k.fY.)wn to no 0f'lB 

N. Pilot sessions 5 3 4 5 z "" 0.98" z >= D.W U!lman et aJ. (1973) 

GESP: SOg~ dreams 

O. Vavghan, Harris, 
Parise 

105 98 74 79 z -= O.6.Y· z.., -.32" Honcx'1oo, Krippner. &. 
Ullman (1972) 

Hen. GCSP - 10*"*1"' ~ P""O&?tion. ttaIia Id«&y I'HU'ts ~ with ~ tr>al ~ ro.p.. 0000 ct of ~ n • ~, 
Fer .orne NriH. Iht ~ SO<TOe ~ no! US4 ItI4 t.riIonn ~ en .... .cJ r. !TIts table • ..-.d ~ IItxnlory I"IopOt"U .......,. """ 

~. ~ indCale wt>Och mea.s.urw was ~. n ()I'der 0( pnortty. 
• Ratnos. • ~ .• Score (COU'lt 0< hits erd ~). . 

plan to merge the outcomes for judges and subjects. 
Moreover, the various series could be split up in other 
ways. Although I think my organization of the table 
is very reasonable (and I did not notice this outcome 
until after the table was constructed), it is not the 
organization selected by Ullman et aI. (1973); their 
table,· if evaluated statistically in this same way, would 
not yield so striking a result. What is clear is that the 
tendency toward hits ratrer than misses cannot rea-
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sonably be: $cribed to chance. There is some system
atic-that is, nonrandom-source of anomalous re
semblance Qf dreams to target. 

Despite; its breadth, this "rutting" tendency seems 
to vary greatly in strength. The data on singJe 
dreams-Line O-suggest no consistency. At the: 
other extreme, some separate lines of the table lool.: 
impressive. I will next consider how we may legiti
mately evaluate the relative statistical significance or 
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separate parts of the data on all-night sessions.. (I will 
not try to take exact account here of the fact thaI the 
singJe-dream data arc nol significant., though it is wise 
to have in mind that the ex..act valuc:s I cite must be 
viewed as slightJy exaggerated, in the absence of any 
explicit advance prediction that the n::su.lts for all-night 
sessions and for singJe dreams would differ greatly.) 

Two difficultics, ODe general .and one specific, 
stand in the way ofmalciog as thorough an evaluation 
as J would wish. ~ general difficulty is that the re
searchers turned the task of statistical cvaluation over 
to various consultants--for the most part, different 
consultants at various times-and some of the con
sultants must als.o have inOuenccd the choice of pro
ccdures and measurcs. The consultants, and presum
ably the researchers themselves, seem nollO have been 
al that time very experienced in working with some 
of the design problems posed by this rcsc.arch nor in 
planning how the research could Ix done to permit 
effective analysis. Much orUx: resc2.Jc.h \I.'aS not prop
crJy ana.ly:z.ed at the time, and for much ofi1 the fuJI 
original data are no longer availabk. (The researchers 
have been very helpful in suppl);ng me ",;th material 
they have been able to locate despite dispersal and 
storage of the laboratory'S files. Perhaps additional 
details may be recovered in the future.) The result is 
thalcompJetely satisfactory analysis is at present pos
sible only for some portions of the data. 

The specific difficu lty results froro a feature of 
the research design employed in most of the experi
mental series, a feature whose implications the re
searchers did not fully appreciate at the time:. if a 
judge is presented v.-itb a set of transcripts and a set 
of targets and is asked -to judge similarity of each target 
to each transcript, tbe various judgments may not be 
completely independent. If ODe transcript is so closely 
similar to a particular target that the judge is confident 
of having recognized a correct match, the judge (or 
percipient, of course) may minimi.z..c the similarity of 
~hat target to the transcripts judged lat-er.lnstructions 
to judges explicitJy urged them to avoid this error, but 
we cannot tell how thoroughly this directive was fol
~. Nonindcpendence would create DO bias toward 
either positive or negative evidence of correspondence 
between targets and transcripts, but it would 4l.Iter 
variability and thus render inappropriate some stan-. 
dard tests of significance. J have entered in the two 
succeeding columns of the table a t'oc.a ;z that can be 
used in evaluating the statistical significance of the 
departure from charice expectancy (r is required. when 
ratings are available, and z must be used wben only 
rankings or seorecounts are available, because: sample 
variability in the fonner case is estimated from the 
data but in the latter case must be based conservatively 
00 a theoretical distribution.) If rcnings were available, 
t.h<:y Wc:.re used: if not, ran k.i ngs \.YC:TC used if available; 
otherwise, score cou n t v.:as used. 
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Is there likely to .have been much or this non
independence in the series where it was possible? A 
pertinent fact is llat the hits were not generally direct 
hits. That is, ther: was no overwhelming tendency for 
the corro::i targe: to be given first place rather than 
just being ran kce In the ·upper haJf of the t.argct poD\. 
This greatly redu2CS the strength of the argument thaI 
ordinary signifiQoce tests arc grossly inaccurate be
cause of nonindc:xndence. Because o:rtainty is not 
possible, however. \I,'"C need to separate results accord
jng 10 whether th: proc:edures permitted this kind 01 
nonindcp:ndcncc [n th<: table, I have italici.z.cd results 
that cannot have been influenced by this difficulty 
(either because C4·:h night's ratings were made by.2 
different IXfSOn 0; because each night in a series had. 
and was judged ir: relation to, a separate target poDI) 
or that closely ap~roximate this ideal condition. 

The outcom~ is clear. Several segments of the 
data, considered s:p.aratcJy, yield significant evidence 
that dreams (and 1SSOCiations to them) tended to re
semble the pictur: chosen randomly as target more 
than they rc-s.cmbb:l other pictures in the pool. 10 the 
case of c\~uat.ion jy outside judges, two of the three 
segments .that arc free of the problem of Doninde
pendcnce yield sej:"~ately significant resuJts: The pilot 
sessions (Line H) field a z of 4.20, and thus a p of 
.00002. An expendent with distant but multiseos.ory 
targets (Line L) ydds a z of 3.1 1 and a p of .OJ I. If 
we consider segm~nts in whicb judgments may not 
be completely independent of each other and anaJyze 

. them in the standzd way, ~ find that the two series 
with psychologist William Erwin as dreamer arc als.o 
significant (ifnonir.depencknce ofjudgmeots does not 
seriously interfere). Line B with a z of 2.53 (p < .0 I) 
and Line F with a r of 4.93 and 7 df (p < .0 I). The 
two precognitive s~es (Lines'I and J), each ",;th 7 
df, yield Is of 2.8 J and 2.27, ""';th p values slightly 
above and below .C5, respectively. 

Segment resu):s based on the subjects' own judg
ments of similarity ~e less significant than those based 
on judgments by OJtside judges. Only two segments 
reach minimal levels of statisticaJ significance: Line 
G, where the I of 2,74 with 7 dfis significant at the 
.051cvel, and Line H, where the z of2.21 is significant 
at the .05 level. 

The statisticaJ evaluation of the separate seg
ments of the Mairr:onides experiments als.o permits 
a more adequate c\aluation of their overall statistical 
significance. For judgments by' outside judges, three 
segments are free c[ the potential nonindcpendence 
ofsuccessivejudgTD':nts (Lines H. L. and N). Puning 
these three together by the procedure Mosteller and 
Bush (1954. pp. 329-330) ascribed to Stouffer (rcc
ommeoded by Rosenthal [1984. p. 72) as the "simplest 
and most versatile" of the possible procedures), the 
joint p value is <.00J002. For the subjects' own judg
\"Dcnts, six segments are available (Unes A, C, G, H, 
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L, and N),.and their joint p value is less than .002. tc> use a t.c:nn such as ano ies, so-as (0 avoid variable 
The 0t.!'er seg;nents of the data have the problem of . and possibly confusing nnotations about l~e oriYr. 
potentIal nonandependence ofsucec:s.sive judgments., 0(1.hc anomalies. Zusne nd Jones (1982) WlS.ely ~(C
and even if the exaggeration of significance may be pared \.he way for this in spe.a.king ~f anomaliJtiC 
small (or a single line, I would not Yf3.nt to risk com- psychology. But meanwh Ie, psycholOgiSts need not 
pounding it in an overall p. Their prevailing unity of cut themselves off from nowledge of relevant (z,,:ts 

direction, however (direction not being subject to in- because of dissatisfaction with the terminology s·Jr
i1ucnce by the kind of nonindependcnce involved rounding their pres.entati n. 
here), and the substantial siz.e of some of the differ- Attempted Replicatio s Elsewhere 
enccs, justify the inference that the overall evidence 
of consistency far exc:ttds that indicated by only those 
selected segments for which a precise statistical state
ment is possible. The impression given by the mere 
count of hits and misses is thus fully confirmed when 
.more sensitive measures are used. 

Parapsychological experiments are sometimes 
criticized on the grounds that what evidence they 
provide for ESP indicates at most some very smaJl 
effects detectable only by amassing large bod.ies of 
data. Those to whom this criticism has any appeal 
should be a\l,'aTe that the Maimonides experiments 
are clearly exempt from it. The significant results 00 
Lines F and G of the table, for example, are each 
attributable basically to'just eight data points. 

If replications elsewhere should eventualJy con
firm the statistically significant outcome of tile Mai
monides experiments, would the fact of statistical sig
nificance in itself establish the presence of the kind 
of anomaly called ESP? Of course nol. Statistical sig
nificance indicates only the presence of consistency 
and does not identify its source. ESP, or the more 
generaJ term psi. is a label for consistencies that have 
no identifiable source and that suggest transfer of in
formation by channels not familiar to present scien
tific knowledge. A judgment about the appropriateness 
of the label, and th us about the "ESP hypothesis," is 
complex. It depends on a variety of other judgments 
and knOwledge-how confidently other possible 
sources of the consistent effect can be excluded, 
whether other lines of experimentation are yielding 
results that suggest the same judgment, and so on. 

. I believe many psychologists would, like myself, 
consider the ESP hypothesis to merit serious consid
eration and continued research if they read the Mai
monides reports for themselves and if they familiar
ized themselves with other recent and older lines of 
experimrntation (e.g., Jahn. 1982, and many of the 
chapters in Wolman. 1977). 

Some parapsychological researchers-among 
them the Maimonides group-have written at times 
as though a finding of statistical significance suffi
ciently justified a conclusion that the apparent anom
aly should be classified as ESP. I can understand their 
choi<x of words. which is based on their own confi
dence that their experiments permitted exclusion of 
other intef1)retations. But perhaps psychologists who 
in the future become involved in this area may prefer 
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The Maimonides pattern fcontrolled eXJXrimeni in 
a sl~p laboratory. ?bviOU~IY' is. ext.remeJy lime ccn
sumlng and expenSIve, an replJcatJOn seems to h~ve 
been attempted so far at nly two other skcp lato
ratories. At the Univer,;ity of Wyoming, two expe-ri
ments yielded results appr ximately at mean char.a 
expectation-slightly belo in one study (Belved~re 
& Foulkes, 1971), slightly bove in the other (Foulkes 
et aI., 1972). In a repl.icatio at the Boston Univers:ty 
School of Medicine (Glo us, Knapp, Skinner, & 
Healey, 1968), o .... erall res Its were not sig.ni fican:ly 
positive, though in this in lance encouragement :'or 

.further exploration was re rted.. The researchers bd 
decided in advance to base eir conclusions on eXKt 
hits-that is, placing the et first, rather than j'.:st 
in the upper half; by this easure, the results wrre 
encouraging, though not statistically significa.:1t. 
Moreover, to quote the r rchers, "Post hoc analysis 
revealed that the judges were ignificantJy more correct 
when they were more 'confi ent' in their jUdgmen:s . 
. . . Further conservative! designed research dc~s 
seem indicated because of esc: finding.s" (Globus et 
aJ., 1968. p. 365). 

A study by Calvin Hall 1967) is sometimes cil~ 
as a replication that confirm the Maimonides fird
ing.s; in truth, however, alth ugh it provided impres
sive case materiaJ, it was no done in a Yf3.y that p:r
mits evaluation as a replica 'on of the Maimonices 
experiments. Severa.I small- e studies, done """;thoJt 
the facilities of a sl~ labora ory, have been report:d 
that are not replications of e en one of the more aJ:1-
bitious Maimonides experi ents but each of which 
reports positive results that ight encourage furt!-.er 
exploration (Braud, 1977; hild, Kanthamani, & 
Sweeney, 1977; Rechtschaffe , 1970; Strauch, 1970; 
Van de Castle, 1971}.ln the or these minor stuj
ies-unlike the Maimonides studies and the thr~ 
systematic replications-one ust recognize the lik:!
lihood or selective pUblicatio on the basis of intci
esting results. Taken all loge cr, these diverse ar,d 
generally small-scale Sludies d ne elsewhere do, in IT.y 
opinion, add something to 1 e conviction the M2i
monides experiments might i spire, that dream r:
search is a promising technique for experimental Sluey 
of the ESP question. 

The lack of significant r ults in the three sys
tematic replications is hard I conclusive evidence 
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against eventual rcplicability. In the Maimonides se
ries, likewise, thr~ successive replications (Uncs C. 
0, an{\ E in Table: I) yielded no significa nt result, )'e: 
t.hey are part ofa program yielding highly significan: 
ovcr.lll results. 

If results of such potentially great interest anc 
scientific importance as those of the Maimonidcs 
program had been reported on a more conventiona; 
topic, one might expect them to be widely andae
curatcly described in reviews of the field to whicr. 
they were relevant., and to be: anaJyz.cd carefully as G 

basls for sound cva.luation of whether replication ane 
e.xtens.ion oftht rc:sc:arch wen:: indicated, or ofwhelhc 
errors could be detected and underrtood. What has 
happened in this instance of anomalous re:sc.arcr. 
findings? 

Representation of the Maimonides 
Research in Books by Psychologists 

the night. He did this notably by misinterpreting an 
ambiguous statement in the Maimonidcs n::p("ru, not 
mentioning that his interpretation was incomp.2tiblc 
with other passages; ills interpretation W"aS in fact er
roneous, as shO'NTl by Akers (1984, pp. 128-129). 
Furthermore, Hansel did not alert the reader to the 
great care exerted by the researchers to eliminate pos.
sible sources of sens.ory cuing. M051 important is the 
fact that Hansel did not provide any plausible ac
count--otntr than. fraud---<Jf how the OQpOiiUD-LU-es 
fOr sensory L:uing that he claimed' ex.iSt~~q.uld Ix 
tiKely to lead"to the s·trlking findings of the r.c:s::-arch: 
FOr example., he ~mcd to consider irnportar:: the 
fact that at Maimonides the agent could leave tis or 
her room during the night to go to the bathroom, 
whereas in Wyoming the agent had a room ..... 'i:h its 
0"W'n bathroom, and the outer door to the room was 
scaled with tape to prevent the agent from emerging. 
Hansel did not attempt to say how the agent's \isit to 

It is appropriate to begin with E. M. Hansel's 1980 the bathroom could have altered the details oi the 
revision of his earlier critical book on parapsychology. JXfcipient's dreams each night in a manner dis-cine
As pari of his attempt to bring the earlier book up to tivcly appropriate to that night's target. The only 
date, he included an entire chapter on expenmen1..S plausible route of inOuencc on the dream record 
on telepathy in dreams. One page was devoted to G SoXms to Ix deliberate fraud involving the resezr:hers 
description of the basic method used in the Maimon- and their subjects. The great number and vari~<)' of 
ides experiments; one paragraph summar1ud the im- personnel in these studies-experimenters, ag~nts, 
pressive outcome of 10 of the experiments. Tne res: ~rcil?!ents, and judges-makes fraud especiall:- un
of the chapter was devoted mainJy to a spxific accoun: likely as an explanation of the positive finrung.s; but 
of the experiment in which psychologist Robert Van Hansel did not mention this important fact. 
de Castle was thc subject (the outcome is summari.zcC 11. aDoears 10 me that all of Hansel's criticisms 
in ]jne G of my Table 1) and to the attempted rep- ofthc Miilmon'ioeS: experiments arc relevant only on 
lication at the University of Wyoming (&Ive~kre & the l10:>0thesis offraud.(exo:pt for the mistaken ent
Foulkes, 1971), in which Van de Castle was again the icism 1 have mentioned above). He said that uni:1ten
subject. Another, page was devoted to another of the tional communication was more likely but pw.ided 
Maimonides experiments that was also repeated at no evidence either that it occurred or that such com
the University of Wyoming. (Foulkes et aJ., 1972). rnunkation-in any form in which it might have oc
Hansel did not mention the replication by Globus e: curred-could have produced such consistent results 
aI. (1968), whose authors felt that the results encour- as emerged from the MaimOTvdes experi~nts. J infer 
aged furt~r exploration. Hap.c;.el g?~ m.0J.t. \.I..'tjg}1t to that Hansel v.-as merely avoiding making explicit his 
the two negative outcomes at Wyomil)8. thal} t.o .. the unsupported accusations of fraud. Fraud is an inter-

--sum oft1iFMaimomdes~ic.h...arguio~.1halXl1S9rf_ pretation always important to keep in mind, and it is 
~~y-pemirited by the procedures at Mai- one that could not be entirely excluded even by pre
monide~ -~ot poSSible because of greater care taken cautions going beyond those used in the Wyoming 
by the Wyomin,.g experimenters, were responsible for studies. But the fact that fraud was as always, theo
the difference in results. He did not provide, of course, retically possible hardly justifies dismissal of a !>Cries 
t.he full account ofpr~ur~ presented 'in the original. of carefully conducted studies that offer important 
Maimonidc:s reports that might persuade many read- suggestions for Opening up a new line of inquiry into 
ers that H~l'sTnt~t1on is far from ,compe1l.ing. . a topic potentially of great significance. Especially re
Nor Old he consider wbysome of the other c.xperi- grettablc is Hansel's description of various supposed 
rnents at Maimonides, not obviously distinguished in defects in the experiments as though they mark the 
the care with which they were done from the two that experiments as being carelessly conducted by general 
were repli~ted (e.g., those on Lines E, M, and 0 of scientific criteria, whereas in fact the supposed defects 
Table: 1) yielded a close-to-chance outcome such as are relevant ooly if one assu mes fraud. A reader who 
Hansel might have a;pectro sensory cuing to prevenL is introduced to the Maimorudes research by Hansel's 

Hansel exaggerated the ooDOrtunities for sensory chapter is likely to get a totally erroneous impression 
cuing:-lhat·.i$, ,(or tbc percij)iCnt to obtaw ~y ordioary ofilie care take!) by the experimenters to avoid various 
-senSory means S?me information about the ~et for possible sources of error. The one thing they could 
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not avoid was~R\iWt.i~eCFF\!tr ~1~200U;HWclB :~~0l&9B. Ek1Q~ because 
a priori imp@.iSffilc, lience evidence of fraud; but they included no control oups. He wrote that "a 
Hansel was not entirely frank about his reasoning. cont.rcl group, for which 00 sender or no target was 
~cid.ental po.iru worth noting isJb.~t Hansel u.soi, would.appear c:sscnti.af (p. I 63)."Later he added, 

did not himself apply, in ~.is critical.a.t1acK, tiiCw:- ~One could, alternatively, 'sc d' when the subject was 
-aarai'--oT"CYiaCricc' he demanded of the rcs.c:archcrs. not in the dream state, and ompare ·succcs.s' in this 
H15concJuslOns -were-basC(j 'impliciiiy-;nth;;mump:- ca.sc.....;th success io dream Le trials" (p. 163). The 
tion that the difference of outcome between the Maj- first o[tbcse statements sugg _ a n::le'0n.t.~. of con-
~onides and the ~oming experiments was a genuine trOl grou~. b~~_9.is i.n-~Ji i.1 :::s.scnti.aJ; jnoih~r 
difference, not at1rJbutabfe to random variation. He psycho/~.~r~ch, AI k \I.'C:Jld have doubtless 
did not even raise the question, as he surely would rcadiiyrccognizcd that ''';''It jn:St;~ject con"lrol"can, 
have if, in some parallel instance, the Maimonides where fc.iSlble:bC muchmo ... ·cn1-andpenirrenl 
researchers had claimed or implied statistical signif- rnan-a'Se~te.~nt~9Lgrou .. His second Statcmenr 
icance where it was questionable. In fact, the differencesli&iCstS -a t~ of experime lth::t is probably im
of outcome might well have arisen from random error, possible (because in satisfact ry form it seems to re
for the percipient's own judgments the difference is quire the subject to dream hctkr awake or aslccp 
significant at the 5% level (2-tailed), but for the out- and not to know whether e or she was awake or 
siders' judgments it docs not approach significance. aslc-cp). This second kjnd 0 e;r.p:nment, moreover, 

Another 1980 book is The Psy:hology oj Tran- has special pertinence only t a ccmparisoD between 
sceruience. by Andrew Neher, in which almost 100 dreaming and waking, not to the ~uestion of whether 
pages are devoted to "psychic experience." Neher dif- ESP is manifested in dreami g. 
fered [rom the other authors I refer 10 in describing' Alcock. in short, did no SC:C:::l to recogniz.e that 
the Majrhonides work as a "series of studies of great the design of the Majmonid eAp:ri menlS was based 
interest" (p. 145), but this evaluation seems to be ne- on controls exactly paraUel 0 tlose used by innu
gated by his devoting only three lines to it and four merablc psychologists in oth r r~ch with similar 
lines to unsuccessful replications. logical structure (and even im lie:, curiously enough, 

A third 1980 publication, The Psychology a/the in his own second suggestion) He ~ncouraged readers 
Psy:hic. by David Marks and Richard Kammann, to think that the Maimonid SlIJ:ies are beyond the 
provides less of a general review of recent parapsy- pale of acceptable experime tal design, whereas in 
chology than Hansel's book or even' Neher's one long fact they are fine examples of appropriate use of 
chapter. It is largely devoted to the techniques of within-subject control rat..he ther1 between-subjects 
mentalists (that is, conjurors specializing in psycho- control. 
logical rather than physical effects) and can be useful The quality o[thinking ill-. which Alcock con
to anyone encountering a mentalist who pretends to fronted the Majmonides r reb appeared also in a 
be "psychic." Most readers are not likely to be aware passage that did not refer 10 i by name. Referring to 
that parapsychologiC1l research receives only limited an article published in The"H m=niSI by Ethel Grod
attention. The jacket blurbs give a very different view rins Romm, he wrote, 
of the book, as do the authors in their introductory 
sentences: 

ESP is just around the ncxt comcr. When you gc:ttherc, it 
is just around th<:: next comer. Havirig now turced over one 
hundred of t~ comcn, we decided to call it Quits and 
repon our fiodings for public review. (Marks & KJimmann, 
1980, p.4) 

Given this introduction to the nature of the book, 
readers might suppose it would at least mention any 
comer that many parapsychologists have judged to be 
an impressive ·turning. But the Majmonidcs dream 
experiments received DO menii'Qtuu alf:'-"-'-'-" .. -.. 

Allothcr-:vot~DiPSYC"hologi~-i~mes AJcock 
(1981), quite clearly purports to include a general re
view and evaluation of parapsychological research. 
Alcock mentioned (p. 6) that Hansel had examined 
the Maimonides experiments, but the only account 
of them that Alcock offered (on p. 163) was incidental 
to a discussion bf control groups. By implication he 
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Romm (1977) argued that a fu 
th<:: dream telepathy research tr~ remote viewing tests 
is that the reports suffer from wh t st . .: called "shoe-fitting·' 
language; she cited a study in whi h Li.: sender was installed 
in a room draped in white fabric anc had icc culx:s poured 
down his back. A reo=ivcr who C\xrted '''whitc'' was im· 
mediately judged to havc made '·hit~ by an independcnt 
panel. Yet, as she observed. we d.s such as "miserablc", 
"wet", Of "icy'· would havc been ' tl:1" hits .... Again. the 
obvious need is for a control grou . \lfhy are they not used? 
(p. 163) 

What Romm described as "0: fitting" (misinter
preting events to fit one's ex tions) is an imponant 
kind of error that is repeatedly made in interpretation 
of everyday occurrences by pie who believe they 
are psychic. But the dream leI pat..hy research at Mai
monides was well protected a ':lSt this k.j nd of error 
by the painstaking controls t al Alcock seemed nOI 

to have noticed. _Surelv Rom must be referring to 
some other and ve~y slopp): d e<:m -research?'-
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Not .al all. The details in this paragraph, ar,d 
even more 'If) Romm's article, point unmisiakably, 
though inaccurately, to the fifth night oflh<: first pre
cognitive series at Maimonides. The actual details of 
target and response would alone deprive it of much 
of its value as an example oishoe fitting. As reported 
by Krippncr, Ullman, & Honorton (197 I), the targ~t 
""'<l5 a morning experience that included being in a 
room that was draped with ",,-rule sheets. Th<: subject's 
first dream report had inclu-dcd the statement, "1 .... -as 
just standing in a room, surrounded by while. Every 
imaginable thing in that ro.)m was white" (p. 201). 
There is more similarity here than Romm and Alcock 
acknowledged in mentioning from this passage. only 
the si ngle word "white." • 

More important, h()V.'C\~, is the fact that the ex
!):Timent they were referring to provided .DO oppor
tunity for shoe fitting. The procedures follo\lv'Cd in th= 
experiment were completely misrepr~nted in a way 
that created the illusion that the possibility existed. 
There was no panel, in the scnse of a group of people 
gathered together and capable of influencing each 
other. TIle judges, operating independently, separately 
judged every one of the 64 pJSSibJc combinations of 
target and transcript yielded by the eight nights of the 
experiment, not just the eight correct pairings, and 
tky had no clues to which those eight were. Their 
responses arc bardly likely to have been immediate, 
as they required reacting the entire night's transcript. 
&cause each judge was working alone and was not 
recording times, there would have been no record if 
a particular response had been immediate, and no 
record of what particular element in the transcript 
led to an immediate responsc. 

I looked up in a 1977 issue of The Humanist the 
article by Romm that Alcock cited. The half page on 
shoe-fitting language gave as examples this item from 
the Maimonides research and also the S.RI . .r~molc;,
viewmg expenments (PUthoff & Targ._1976)-done·at 
SRI International. In both cases what \l<tl..S said was 
p·ure fiction, based on lallure to note wha.t Y@.S.s:I.one 
in the expe~iments an.d. in. particular thaU,he.qperi
mciJtcrs .were well <\~e of the danger of s,hoc-~tt.ing 
language an~ that the d~ign of their experiment..!! in
cofporaled procedures to ensure that it could nol oc
Cur. Romm's ignorance about the Maimonides re
search and her apparent willingness to fabricate false
hoods about it should be recogni.:zcd by anyone who 
bad read any of the Maimonides research publica
tions. Y~t Alcock a~ted ~q Te?t3ted the fictions 
as though they were true, His presentation in'the con
text of'a 'bobk apparently in the scientific tradition 
seems to me more dangerous than Romm's original 
article, for anyone with'8 scientific orientation should 
be able to recognize Romm's article as propaganda. 
)ts title, for example, is ·'When You Give a Ooset 
Oa:uliist a PhD, What Kind of Research Can You 

\ 
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Expect?" and it repeatedly speaks of "cult phuds." 
meaning people with PhDs who are intC':restcd in 
parapsychologjcal problems. Alcock's repetition of 
Romm's misstatements in 8 context lacking th~ 
clues may well be taken by many a reader as scholarly 
....,fiting based on correct information and rationaJ 
thought. Paradoxically, both Alcock's paragraph and 
Romm's article _an:. u.cellent eX,!l}lgfcs.o.tlhe .~.hoe
hftinj; error that both decry in. others who are in fad 
carefully ~yoiding it. .. 

The last of the five books that bring, or fail to 
bring, the Maimonidcs research to the attention of 
psychologists and their students is Anomalislic Psy· 
chology:.A Study oj Extraordinary Phenomena oj Be
havior and Experience, a 1982 volume by Leonard 
ZU5ne and Warren H. Jones. This is in many ways 
an excellent book, and it is also the one of the five: 
that comes c10SC:S1 to including a general review of 
important recent rc:sca.rch in parapsychology. Its brief 
account of the Maimonides dream experiments, how
ever, misrepresented them in ways that should seri
ously reduce a reader's interest in considering them 
further. 

Zus~ and Jones's description of the basic pro
cedure made L~ree serious errors. First, it implied that 
one of the exp=rimenters had a chance 10 know the 
identity of the target. ("After the subject falls asleep, 
an art reprcxJuction is selected from a large collection 
randomly, placed in an envelope, and given to the 
agent" p. 260). In fact, precautions were taken to en
sure that no one but the agent could know the identity 
of the target. '~nd, the authors stated that "three 
judges .. '. rate their confidence that the dream con
tent matches the target picture" (p. 260), leading the 
reader to suppose that the judges were informed of 
"the identity of the target atlhe time of rating. In fact, 
a judge was presented with a dream transcript and a 
pool of potential targets and was asked to . .rate the 

. degree of similarity betwC>:11 the transcript and each 
member of the pool, while being unaware of which 
member had been the target. Third, there \.lIa.S a sim
ilarly, though more obscurely, misleading description 
of how ratings were obtained from the dreamer. 

This misinformation ""'<l5 followed by even more 
serious misrepresentation of the research and. by im
plication, of the competence of the researchers. Zusne 
and Jones (1982) wrote that Ullman and Krippner 
(1978) had found that dreamers were not influenced 
telepathically unless they knew in advance that an 
attempt would be made to influence them. This led, 
they wrote, to the subject's being "primed prior to 
going to sleep" through the experimenter's 

preparing the nx:e:i\'C' throu g.h ex. per;cno::s ilia t WC"C rcla ted 
to the cootent of the picture to be telepathically transmincd 
during the night. Thus., when the picture \l<tl..S Van Gogh's 
Corridor of the St. Paul Hospital, whieh depicts a lonely 
6~re in the lulJ~ys of a meoLal hospital, the receiver. (I) 
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APP~~~~~~:r~cP0789R003 ~~2Ji:;wc bave already sccn it in 
the mooi (or 1.a ugh ~)"s:tcriC1l1y ~ t.lx. room; (3) "-ti ~ Akoc k' s k.. AJc;ocl: (1983) wrote the r=vi cw 0 f 
.tS -Mr. VJ.n Go£h ~ the moIlltor,. (.() was shown palotmgs Zusne and ones's OOok for Conlemporary Psychology. .~ 
~ by mental patlalts; (5):lIo'Z.S ~ I pill J.nd '. gl.u:s?f the book- . journal of the American Psycholog-
WlU:r, and (6) M..S.w.ubcd.....,th I ~ of~oo ~~)~)ca.l . ti and he did not mcntioo this ~ous 
acc1one. The rccet~ was an EngJish .... enslUve, but It 1$ on, , , ~.""tr 
obvious that DO ps)clUc sensitivity Was required to ftgure c:rr<?r, ev:n though YCr'j slight 8cqllalntanCl: ~th the~. 
001 the general cootent of the pic:ture and to prcxluD: an Maimon) research should suffice to dctC"_"'t It. 

'PPf~riatc report, whcthc' any circ:uns we:rc actuJIlly seen Discussi n 
OC DOL Cw, 260-261) 

If resc.1fchcrs were to report positive results of 
the experiment described here by Zusne and Jones 
.and were to clai m that it provided som e positive tv

Klence of ESP, what 'WOuld a reader conclude? Surely, 
tha t the researchers were com pld cl Y i nCOm pctcn t, bu t 
probably not that they were dishonest, For dishonesty 
to take such a frank and transparent form is hardly 
credible. 

Incompetence of the researchers is not, bOW'CYer, 
a proper inference. The simple fact, wruch anyone 
can easily verify, is that the account Zusne and Jones 
gave of the experiment is grossly inaccurate. What 
Zusne and Jones have done is to describe (for one 
specific night of the experimCDt) some of the stimuli 
proy;ded to the dreamer the next morning., after his 
dreams had been recorded and hi.s night's sleep was 
over. Zusne and Jones erroneously staterl that these 
stimuli were provided before the night's sleep, to prime 
the subject to have or falsely report having the desired 
kind of dream. The correct sequence of events was 
quite clearly stated in the brief reference Zusne and 
Jones cited (Ullman & Krippner, 1978), as well as in 
the original research report (Krippner, HonOl'1On,& 
Ullman, 1972). 

I can undastand and sympathize with Zusne and 
Jones's error. The cxperimc:nt they cited is one in 
wIDeb the nocturnal dreamer 'WaS seeking to dream 
in response 10 a set of stimuli to be created and pre
sented to him the next morning. As may be seen in 
Table I, results from such precognitive sessions (aJl 
done with a single subject) were especiilly strong. This 
apparent transcendence of time as well as space makes 
the precognitive finclings SlXm at least doubly impos
sible to most of us. An ezy misreading, therefore, on 
i ni tiall y scanning the research report, wou Id be to 
s.u pposc the sti m uli to have been presented partly in 
advance (beca use some parts obviously iovol ved a 
waking subject) and part)y during sleep .. 

This erroneous reading OD which Zusne and 
Jones based their accOunt could easily have been cor
rected by a more careful rtteaoding. In dealing with 
other l~ics, they migbt have realiz.ed the improba
bility that researchers could have been so grossly in
com pcten t and could have cbecked the accuracy of 
their statements befOre publishing them. ~-=-and 
Jones are nol alone in this tendency to qwck o,:usper
ception of parapsychological rc:search through pr:-o-

.... , . -.' .. - '.' _. . _.' ,'- .. ,. 

J228 
\. 

The experi 15 at the Maimonides Med.ic:.1 Center~. 
00 the bility of ESP in dreams clearly m!Tit care
fuJ attenti n from' psychologists who, for .... 'batever 
reason, are intc:rc:sted in the question of ESP. To fum 
believers in the impossibility of ESP, they pose a chaJ- -
lengc to ski in detecting expC.nmentaJ fiav.'S or to the 
urxk:rst.an ng of other sources of error. To ttose who 
can concei that ESP might be possible, the:: convey~. 
suggestions about some of the conclitions inLuencing 
its ap ce or absence an~ about tccbn;.ques for 
investiga ti iL 

This a cntion is not likely to be giver:; by psy- ' . 
chologists J.,hose know I edge a be u t the ex peri m en ts 
comes frO~the books by thdr fellow psychologists 
that puryx> to revicw parapsychological ~ch. ~ 
Some ofth books engage in nearly incre::ible fal- ... 
SiDciitlon 0 t.Pt facts about the experiments; others 
S1mpry'neilject them, I believe it i.s fair to say that 
iiOne ciftbesf tx:>oks has correctly idcntifierl 2:..y defect ,. 
in the Mai1onide:s experiments other t.h.an ones rel
evant only ~o 1m hypothesis of fraud or on inappro
priate statistical reasoning (easily remedied by ncw 
caJculations from the published data). I do DJt mean ~ 
ilia t the Mal onides experimcn ts are ill odels of design 
and executi n. I bave already.called attention to a 
design flaw t prevents sensitive analysis of some of '=' 

the experim 15; and the control procedUIes were vi- .. 
oIated at on session, 'as Akers (1984) pointe:: out on 
the basis of full information 'supplied in 1& orig
inal report. (Neither of these genuine defe:ts was -, 
mentioned j, any of the five books I have reviewed 
here, an ~indication of their authors' gencraJ lack of 
correct info tion about the Maimorudes experi- ~ 
tnents.) 

Rea who doubt that the falsification is as ex-
treme as I pictured it need only consult the 
sources I ha~ I7~en:ed t~, Their doubt migb1 also ~ 
reduced by familiarIty Wlth some of James Bradley s 
research (19 I, 1984). In his 1984 article, be reported 
similar misr tations of fact on a topic, robust-
'ness of pr UTes of statisticaJ inference, on wruch ~. 
psycho would not be thought to have nearly the 
strength of nception that many are koOYffi to 
have about P. How much more likely, then, faJsj- cc. 

6catioo on emotiooally laden a topic as ESP is for -' 
~r'C[}OtO£J·JS.ts! I n the earl i er arti cI e, Brad] ey 

ted experimental evidence (for college 
. case, not psychologists) that confi- ~ 
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ckncc In the correctness of onc's ()\¥1l erroncous 0p1n- E..,.o.-no: fOf Impro;x:rly fcx:uso:l psl. Journal of 1M Ammcan 
ions is positively corrclated with the degree of cxpertise Soci.-ry for fs}dti.c.o.l R(uorch. 77. 109-228. . 

l-I' If h . h 6 Id f k led Foulw. D .• Bcl...rocn:. E .. ~ R. E. L.. Hous:too, J .• Krippncr, 
~c ~ ICY.CS onc::sc to ave In.t. ceo ~ow .gc 5.. H::>norton.c.. &. UIlrTUJ'l. M.(1972). Lont,-disuncc"JC11sory. 
WIthIn whIch the erroneous opinIOn falls. This finding bo<n~rdmcnt- ESP in dreams.: A Wlurc 1O rcplio\c./hcrplual 
may help in undcmanding why the: authors of some andl-/()(orSl:iIIJ. 35.731-7>4. 

of these books did not find it necessary to considcr G~ G~~, P .• 5:.bn~ .J •• &. Ho.lcy, 1. ~1%8) .. A.n ~s.al 
critically thcir own erroneous statements. oflc~thlC a:rnmu.JUalKX1 In dInIru...h}c opl:,~/{X.Of;y. .365. 

, • . H..UI. C (I %7). Upcnmcnlc Iur lckplthi5chcn Bo::lnOussung von 
A very consIderable proportion of psycholDgl5lS Trt\!~cn. (bpcrimcnts 00 \dcp;I\h.ic inOucno: 00 dr~ms). 

havc a potential i ntcrcst in the question of ESP. I n a, iliu.-nnft /liT fClJ'apry::hoJ.ogic unci Grc-ru.croicu d.cr hy::hdogir. 
rccc.nt survey (Wagner &. Monnel, 1979) ofunivcrsity 10, H--O. . . 
professors in various fields 34% ofpsycholOf;iSlS werc llirucl. C: E M. (1980). ESP ar.d paraps;du:JO[)': A cnJlCill rc· 
r d 'd ESP 'th' bl;rh~r\ 'r tWliJ..dIOfl. Bufl'.1Jo, NY: Promcthcw. 
IOU n (0 c?~s.) cr I'd . cr.an.es:t.A JJ~~~ I.act or.a HooOlL.:o, C. Krippncr. S .• &. UUrran. M. (1972). Telepathic per. 
ukcly p0SSlbdlty, cxactJy thc same p.r.opoQWfI.K~, ccpti:n of an prin15 urxlcr two cood iti om. I'rcx::((dirrgs of Ihc 

sidcred it an imposslDllity In this survey, psychologisLs 80th .~nnu.al C~ion of IhI: ATTl('riC11ll Psy:J-..oIogicaJ Associ· 
k:ss' frequently expreSsed a positive opi nion than did aJior: 7, 319-320. . ' . . . 
ITlcmlxrs of other disciplines a finding that may Ix Hyrrun. R. (1985). The g:;uufcld PSHl.p:nmcnt: A OltiQ,lapprmal. 

. . " . lourr . .:.! of Parapsy:hology . .f9. 3--19. 
attn butable to psychologJ5lS Detter understanding of Irv.-in. 1-'. J. (1979). Psi ar.d 1M mirui: An injofrTJ:dion procwing 
sources of error in human judgment. Therc Sttms to apprc.;ch. MclUchcn, NJ: Scartcrow. 
b: no Cijually sound reason for the curious l2ct that hhn. R G. (1982). The pcrs.i~cn\ p;=1oox ofps)':h.ic phenomena: 
psychologiru diffcred overwhelmingly from others in A? c::.ginecril'.g~. PrOCHd/ngs oflht Ir.slill.!.lC of £Ire· 
t!' d 'd ESP . 'b'I" Of mcal.:r.d E/CCIroniCS E!1JJ l fI.((Ts. 70, 136-170. 

lClr ten 7n~ to cons) cr an lmpoSSI.l .ny. Krippnc:::. S., Hooonoo. E, &. Ullnu.o. M. (1972). A second pre-
natural SClenusts, only 3% checked that oplDlon; of cogni:ivc d.rc<rn ~udy with Malcolm lX=:nl. JOlJrn.al of lhe 
the: 166 professors in other social sciences, not a single Am.acan Soci~yfQ{' Psy:hical Reuarch, 66. 269-279. 
one did. Krippoc:. S .• Hoocrtoo. C. &. Ullmm, M. (1973). Ao experimcnl 

. - Both of these groups of psychologi5lS have bo:n' in dram \.cl~thy with -The G~lCrul .Dcad.~ jou~ of Ihe 
'11 eel b th I h I I books h A~ ... 'Q.fI Soc/tly 01 PSy:hoJ.OmllJI( IknJWT}' ar~ MediCine, 20, 
I serv y e apparent y sc 0 ar y t at scc:m 9-17. 

to convey information about the dream experiments. Krippn,-, S .• Hooortoo, C, UUman, M .. Masters.. R., &. Houston, 
The same may be said about some other Ii nes of para- J. (19~ 1). A Jong-d.isuncc "scnsory·lx:rmbardmcn:" study of ESP 

psychological-research. Interested readers might well Tn dro...-cs. JOW7ItJl ofthdmaican Socitl}'for Psy:hic.aJ /{Qcarch, 
I h .. al d Ii th . . d 65.4t,3-47.5. 

consu t t e ongm sources an orm elr O\VJ1 JU g- Krippoc::. S .• & UU=. M. (1970). Tckp3thy and d.r=s: A con. 
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134 CHAPTER (I • CONSCIOUSNESS AND ITS ALTERED STATES 

difference between sleep and hypnosis in the EEG and by demonstrations of 
alert hypnosis. 

A psychoanalytic theory suggests that hypnosis is a state of partial regres
sion in which the subject laGks the controls present in normal waking con
sciousness and·therefore acts impulsively and engages in fantasy production. 
The idea is that hypnosis causes a regression in the thought processes to a 
more infantile stage; fantasies and hallucinations during hypnosis are indica
tors of a primitive mode of thought uncensored by higher levels of control 
(Gill, 1972). 

A theory based on the dramatic nature of many hypnotic behaviors em
phasizes a kind of involuntary role enactment as a response to social demands. 
This theory does not imply that the subject is playacting in a deliberate at
tempt to fool the hypnotist; it assumes that the subject becomes so deeply 
involved in a role that actions take place without conscious intent (Coe & 
Sarbin, 1977). 

Yet another approach emphasizes the dissociative aspects of hypnosis. 
Dissociation involves a split of consciousness into several streams of thought, 
each somewhat independent of the others. Hypnosis theoretically induces a 
dissociative state in the subject so that he is not aware of all that is occurring 
in consciousness. The hypnotist, however, can tap into the various streams 
of thought. A special version of this theory, called neodissociation theor,!', has 
proved to be useful in analyzing hypnotic phenomena (see the following 
Critical Discussion). 

Competing theories of hypnosis were argued more vehemently in the 
1960s and 1970s than they are today, With the facts and relationships now 
better understood, differences between explanations fade in importance. 
Each theory calls attention to some'significant features of hypnosis, and as 
new data become available, differences are being resolved (Kihlstrom, 1987). 

PSI PHENO~1EN/\ 

A discussion of consciousness would not be complete without considering 
some esoteric and mystical claims about the mind that have attracted wide
spread public attention. Of particular interest are questions about whether or 
not human beings can a) acquire information about the world or other peo
ple in ways that do not involve stimulation of the known sense organs, or b) 
influence physical events by purely mental means. These questions are the 
source of controversy over the existence of psi, processes of information 
andlor energy exchange not currently explicable in terms of known sci
ence (in other words, known physical mechanisms). The phenomena of psi 
are the subject matter of parapsycholog)' ("beside psychology") and include 
the following: 

1. Extrasensory perception (ESP). Response to external stimuli without any 
known sensory contact. 

a. Telepathy. Thought transference from one person to another without the 
mediation of any known channel of sensory communication (for exam
ple, identifying a playing card merely being thought ofb), another person) 

b. ClaiTt!O)'ance. Perception of objects or events that do not provide a stim
ulus to the known senses (for example. identifying a concealed playing 
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c. Precognition. Perception of a future event that could not be anticipated 
through any known inferential process (for example, predicting that a 
particular number will come ul' on the next throw of dice) 

2. Psychokinesis (PK). Mental influence over physical events without the inter
vention of any known physical for..:e (for example, willing that a particular 
number will come Ul' on the throw of dice). 

Experimental Evidence 

Most parapsychologists consider the~selves to be scientists applying the 
usual rules of scientific inquiry to admittedh' unusual phenomena. Yet the 
phenomena of psi are so extraordinary and so similar to what are widely 
regarded as superstitions that some scientists declare psi to be an impos
sibility and reject the legitimacy of parapsychological inquiry. Such a priori 
judgments are out of place in science; the real question is whether theempir
ical evidence is acceptable by scientifIC standards. Many psychologists who 
are not yet convinced that psi has been demonstrated are nevertheless open 
to the possibility that new evidence might emerge that would be more com
pelling. For their parr, many parapsychologists believe that several recent 
experimental procedures either provde that evidence already or hold the 
potential for doing so. We shall examine one of the most promising of these, 
the ganzfeld procedure. 

The gamfeld procedure tests for telepathic communication between a 
subject acting as the "receiver" and another subject who serves as the 
"sender." The receiver is sequestered in an acoustically isolated room and 
placed in a mild form of perceptual isolation: translucent ping-pong ball 
halves are taped over the eyes and headphones are placed over the earSi 
diffuse red light illuminates the room. and white noise is played through the 
headphones. (White noise is a random mixture of sound frequencies similar 
to the hiss made by a radio tuned between stations.) This homogeneous 
visual and auditory environment is called the Ganzfeld, a German word 
meaning "total field." 

The sender is sequestered in a separate acoustically isolated room, and a 
visual stimulus (picture, slide, or brief videotape sequence) is randomly se
lected from a large pool of similar stimuli to serve as the "target" for the 
session. While the sender concentrates on the target, the receiver attempts 
to describe it by providing a continuous verbal r'eport of his or her ongoing 
imagery and free associations. Upon completion of the session, the receiver 
is presented with four stimuli-one of which is the target-and asked to rate 
the degree to which each matches the imagery and associations experienced 
during the gamfeld session. A "direct hit" is scored if the receiver assigns the 
highest rating to the target stimulus. 

More than 50 experiments have been conducted since the procedure was 
first introduced in 1974; the typical experiment involves about 30 ganzfeld 
sessions in which a receiver attempts to identify the target transmitted by the 
sender. An overall analysis of 28 studies (comprising a total of 835 ganzfeld 
sessions conducted by investigators in 10 different laboratories) reveals that 
subjects were able to select the correct target stimulus 38 percent of the time. 
Because a subject must select the target from four alternatives, we would 
expect a success rate of 25 percent if only chance were operating. Statis
tically this result is h~hly significan 
arisen by chance is lest'RWR~ti~ fnOf6a!I~I$e:1200JlU41 .. "".,."" .... ,-. 
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Debate over the Evidence 

In 1985 and 1986, the Journal of Parapsychology published an extenJed 
examination of the ganzfeld sTUdies. focusing on a debate between Ray 
Hyman, a cognitive psychologist and critic of parapsychology, and Charles 
Honorton, a parapsychologist and maJor contributor to the gan:feld -:bta
base. They agree on the basic quantitative results but disagree on points of 
interpretation (Hyman, 1985; Hyman & Honorton, 1986; Honorton, 19~j). 
We shall use their debate as a vehicle for examining the issues invol\'e2 in 
evaluating claims of psi. 

REPLICATION PROBLEM In science generally, a phenomenon is not 
considered established until it has been observed repeatedly by several re
searchers. Accordingly, the most serious criticism of parapsychology is th3t it 
has failed to produc~. a single reliable demonstration of psi that can be repli
cated by other investigators. Even the same investigator testing the S3me 
individuals over time may obtain statis!ically significant result~ on one 0Cca
sion but not on another. The ganzfeld Frocedure is no exception; fewer than 
half (43 percent) of the 28 studies analv:ed in the debate yielded statistically 
significant results. 

The parapsychologists' most effective response to this criticism actually 
comes from within psychology itself. Many statisticians and ps)'chologim are 
dissatisfied with psychology's focus on the statistical significatKe lewl as the 
sole measure of a study's success. As an alternative, they are increasingly 
adopting the technique of meta-anal)'sis, a statistical technique that treats 
the accumulated studies of a particular phenomenon as a single grand exrcri
ment and each study as a single observation. Thus any study that obtains 
results in the positive direction-even though it may not be statistically 
significant itself-contributes to the overall strength and reliability of (he 
phenomenon rather than Simply being dismissed as a failure to replicate 
(Glass, McGaw, & Smith, 1981; Rosenthal, 1984). 

From this perspective, the ganzfeld studies provide impressive repli
cability: 23 of the 28 studies obtain positive results (more direct hits than 
chance would predict), a result whose probability of occurring by chance is 
less than one in a thousand. 

The conventional criterion of replication further requires that any com
petent investigator be able to reproduce the claimed phenomenon, not just 
one or two gifted experimenters. This is often a difficult criterion to achieve 
in new areas of investigation hecause a number of unsuspected variables 
might affect the outcome. In psychological experiments, the experimemer 
is often an important social stimulus for the subject and hence a poorly 
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controlled source of variability. Even in such an established area as classical 
conditioning, investigators at one university were obtaining positive results 
94 percent of the time while other investigators could do so only 62 percent 
of the time (Rosenthal, 1966; Spence, 1964). Nor is the field of psychology 
alone here. Similar replication difficulties have been reported in medical 
studies of placebo efficacy (Moerman, 1981) and in such physical science 
areas as laser technology (Collins, 1974). 

This problem may be even more acute in parapsychology because psi 
effects may legitimately depend on the motivational atmosphere established 
by the experimenter. Some parapsychologists further believe that the experi
menter's own psi abilities and attitudes can have an effect. 

Despite these potential difficulties, the replicability of the ganzfeld effect 
does not appear to rest on the success of one or two investigators. Six of the 
to investigators contributing to the 28 examined studies obtained statis
tically significant results; and, even if all the studies of the two most success
ful investigators are discarded from the analysis (half of the studies), the 
results remain significant (Palmer, Honorton, & Utts. 1988). 

The power of a particular experiment to rerlicate an effect also depends 
on how strong the effect is and how many observations are made. If an effect 
is weak, an experiment with too few subjects or observations will fail to detect 
it at a statistically significant level-even though the effect actually exists. 

This is strikingly illustrated by a recent medical experiment designed to 
determine whether aspirin can prevent heart attacks. The study was discon
tinued in 1987 because it was already clear the answer was yes. After six 
years, the aspirin group had already suffered 45 percent fewer heart attacks 
than a control group that received only placebo medication, a result that 
would occur by chance less than one time our of a million (The Steering 
Committee of the Physicians' Health Study Research Group, 1988). With 
such impressive results, it was considered unethical to keep the control group 
on placebo medication. This study was widely publicized as a major medical 
breakthrough. 

The pertinent point here is that the study included over 22,000 subjects. 
If it were to be repeated with 3,000 subjects, a significant aspirin effect would 
be unlikely to emerge; the experiment would fail to replicate. Despite its 
undisputed reality and its practical importance. the aspirin effect is actually 
quite weak. 

Now reconsider the ganzfeld effect. If the effect actually exists and has a 
true direct-hit rate of 38 percent, then statistically we should expect studies 
with 30 ganzfeld sessions (the average for the 28 studies) to obtain a statis
tically significant psi effect only about one-third of the time (Utts, 1986). 
The ganzfeld effect is about four times stronger-than the aspirin effect. . 

In short, it is unrealistic to demand that any real effect be replicable at 
any time by any competent investigator. The replication issue is more com
plex than that, and meta~analysis is proving to be a valuable tool for dealing 
with some of those complexities. 

INADEQUATE CONTROLS The second major criticism of parapsychol
ogy is that many, if not most, of the experiments have inadequate controls 
and safeguards. Flawed procedures that would permit a subject to obtain the 
communicated information in normal sensory fashion either inadvertently, 
or through deliberate cheating, are particularly fatal. This is called the prob
lem of sensory leakage. Inadequate procedures for randomizing (randomly se
lecting) target stimuli are another common problem. 

PSI PHENmlENA 237 
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Methodol05ical inadequacies plague all t:'e sciences, rut the history of 
parapsychology is embarrassingly full of premising results that collapsed 
when the procedures were critically examinee (Akers, 1984). One common 
charge against parapsychology is that prelimi:1ar,', poorly controlled studies 
often obtain pC6itive results but that as soon a~ better controls and safeguards 
are introduced. the results disappear. 

Once a flaw is discovered in a completed experiment, there is no persua
sive way of arguing that the flaw did not contribute illegitimatel\' to a posi
tive outcome; che only remedy is to redo the experiment correctly. In a 
database of several studies, however, meta-an2~ysis can evaluate the criticism 
empirically by checking to see if, in fact, the :nore poorly controlled studies 
obtained more Dositive results than did the be:cer controlle-:l studIes. If there 
is a correlatio~ between a procedural flaw 2.:'1d positi\'e results across the 
studies, then there is a problem. In the case of the ganzfeld database, hoth 
critic Hyman a:1d parapsychologist Honorton agree that flaws of inadequate 
security and possible sensory leakage do nor correlate with positIve results. 
Hyman claimed to find a correlation betwee:1 flaws of randomi:ation and 
positive results. but both Honorton's analysis md two additional analyses by 
nonparapsychclogists dispute his conclusior. (Harris & Rosenrhal, 1988; 
Saunders, 1985). Moreover, a series of 10 new studies designed to control for 
flaws identified in the original database yieJC.ed results consistent with the 
original set of:8 studies (Harris & RosenthaL 1988). 

FlLE-DRAV,"ER PROBLEM Suppose that each of 20 investigators inde
pendently decides to conduct a ganzfeld study. Even if there were no genuine 
ganzfeld effect. there is a reasonable probablity that at least one of these 
investigators WJuid obtain a statistically signJicant result by pure chance. 
That lucky investigator would then publish a report of the experiment, but 
the other 19 investigators-all of whom obta:ned null results-are likely to 
become discouraged, put their data into a file drawer. and move onto some
thing more pr0mising. As a result, the sciemific community would learn 
about the one successful study but ha\'e no howledge of the 19 null studies 
buried away in the file drawers. The database of known studies w(luld thus he 
seriously biased toward positive studies, and any meta-analysis of that 
database would arrive at similarly biased conclusions. This is called the file
drawer problem. 

The problem is particularly tricky because it is impossible, by definition, 
to know how many unknown studies are languishing in file drawers some
where. Nevertheless, parapsychologists offer nllo lines of defense against the 
charge that the file-dniwer problem seriousl~ compromises their database. 

First, they point out that the Journal of Paraps!cholog:. actively solicits 
and publishes studies that report negative finJings. Moreover, the commu
nity of parapsychologists is relatively small, a.'1d most investigators are cog
nizant of ongoing work in the various laboratories around the world. When 
conducting meta-analysis, parapsychologists actively attempt to scout ,out 
unpublished negative studies at conventions and through their personal 
networks. 

But their major defense is statistical, and ~ain meta-analysis provides an 
empirical approach to the problem. By knowing the overall statistical signifi
cance of the known database, it is possible to compute the number of studies 
with null results that would have to exist in file drawers to cancel out that 
significance. In the case of the ganzfeld database, there would have to be 
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over 400 unreported studies with null results-the equivalent of 12,000 
ganzfeld sessions-to cancel out the statistical significance of the 28 studies 
analyzed in the debate (Honorton, 1985). Not surprisingly. there is con
sensus that the overall significance of the gan:feld studies cannot reasonably 
be explained by the file-drawer effect (Hyman & Honorton. 19&6). 

Rather than continuing their debate. Hyman and Honorh)n issued a 
joint communique in which they set forth their areas of agreement and dis
agreement and made a serie's of suggestions for the conduct of future ganzfeld 
studies (Hyman & Hononon, 1986). Their debate and the sub~quent dis
cussion provide a valuable model for evaluating disputed domains of scien
lific inquiry. 

Anecdotal Evidence 

In the public's mind, the e\'idence for psi consists primarily of personal 
experiences and anecdotes. Such evidence is unpersuasive in science because 
it suffers fatally from the 5.ame problems that jeopardize the experimental 
evidence-nonreplicabiliry, inadequate controls. and the file-drawer problem. 

The replicaticm problem is acute because most such evidence consists of 
one-time occurrences. A woman announces a premonition that she will win 
the lottery that day-and ~he does. You dream about an unlikel\' event that 
actually occurs a few days later. A "psychic" correctly predicts the assassina
tion of a public figure. Such incidents may be subjectively compelling, bur 
there is no way to e\'aluate them because they are not repeatable. 

The problem of inadequate controls and safeguards is decisive because 
such incidents occur under unexpected and ambiguously speCIfied condi
tions. There is thus no way of ruling out such alternative interrretations as 
coincidence (chance), faulty memories, and deliberate deception. 

PSI PH:~m.1E\; -\ 239 
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And finally, the file-drawer problem is also f3tal. The lomry w,:-,ner who 
announced ahead of time that she would win i~ prominently :'earu7d in the 
news. But the thousands of others with similar r:emonitions "ho ,L: no! win 
are never heard from; they remain in the file drawers. 1 t i~ true :hat the 
probability of this woman's winning the lottery ~.'as very low. 3ut d-.. ~ critical 
criterion in evaluating this case is not the proba~iliry that she waul': win but 
the probability that anyone of the thousands who thought t~ey w:uld win 
would do so. That probability is much higher. \{oreover, thi~ wor..2n has a 
personal file drawer that contains all th05e past Instances in · .... ·hlC~ she had 
similar premonitions and then lost. 

The same reasoning applies to precogniri\e dreams (in athe: words, 
dreams that anticipate an unlikely event that tr:~n occurs a few d2·., later). 
We tend to forget our dreams unless and until an event happer,; to rt<J1ind us 
of them. We thus have no way of evaluating how often Wt ml;~lt have 
dreamed of similar unlikely events that did nor Jccur. We fil: our ':atabase 
with positive instances and unknowingly exclud:: the negativt ins~=."\ces. 

Perhaps the fullest file drawers r..elong to the ~)-called psycrics w~o make 
annual predictions in the tabloid newspapers. \Jt.od\ remerr.bers :~le pre
dictions that fail, but everybody rememr..ers the occasional ClreCt ~dtS. In 
fact, these psychics are almost alwavs wrong (Frc:ier, 1987; T\ler. ;:77). 

Skepticism about Psi 

If some of the experimental evidence for psi is as impressive a5 It sec:-:-,s, why 
hasn't it become part of establishej science? \J:'hy do we ccmint.:..; to be 
skeptical? 

EXTRAORDINARY CLAIMS Most s.cientisE believe that txrra,dinary 
claims require extraordinary proof. A study rer(ming that ,~uder_~s who 
study harder get higher grades will be belie\'ed ewn if the studY,l:as s.t~lously 
flawed because the data accord well with our unde;standing of h)\\' tht world 
works. But the claim that two people in a gan:felJ study commJniC2:c tele
pathically is more extraordinary; it violates our a priori beliefs c~our ~eality. 
We thus rightly demand a higher measure of prcof from pararsych~;.ogists 
because their claims, if true, would require us to ra:.!ically revise Clur m_del of 
the world-something we should nor undertake h;hrly. In this way. s.:ience 
is justifiably conservative. Many open-minded nonparapsycr:Oiog::;(:s are 
genuinely impressed by the ganzfeld studies. for excmple, hur rea;onaL, they 
can and do ask to see more evidence before committing them,.::kes :0 the 
reality of psi. 

Extraordinariness is a matter of degree. TelepHhy seems le;s eXf:-aordi
nary to most of us than precognition because we art already familiar w.:h the 
invisible transmission of information through space. We may nor all t;nder
stand how television pictures get to our liVing rooms, but we kncM' th2~ they 
do so. Why should telepathy seem that much more mysteriom: Pre;:ogni
tion, on the other hand, seems more extraordinary because we have :10 fa
miliar phenomena in which information flows backward in time. 

Extraordinariness also depends on our current model of rea~ity. hour 
understanding of the world changes, a phenomenc.n that seemed extT2ordi
nary at an earlier time may no longer seem sO-even if the qilliity vf the 
evidence has not changed. Any child who has visited a museum of mtural 
history has seen fragments of a meteorite. But before the ninereemh century, 
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the scientific community did not believe in meteorites. Those who reported 
seeing them were ridiculed-Stones falling 01,;[ of the sky! Does God hurl 
them at us from hea\'en?-and alternative, mtural explanations were ad
vanced to explain av.'3y the evidence (Niningcr, 1933). 

In the twentieth century, quantum mecha:tics is challenging our every
day model of reality far more radically than nost people realize (Herbert, 
1987). Some parapsychologists believe that mJdern physics will provide a 
model of reality within which psi phenomena .vill fit comfortably and unre
markably (Stokes, 1987), and many studies of psychokinesis are conducted 
by physical scientists who explicitly base thei= theories of psi on quantum 
mechanics (Jahn & Dunne, 1987). If they are right, the scientific commu
nity may come to accept psi not because the d3ta became more convincing 
but because psi became less extraordinary. 

SKEPTICISM OF PSYCHOLOGISTS Psychologists are a particularly skep
tical group. National polls find that about one-half of all adult Americans 
believe in ESP, a figure that rises to two-third~ among Americans with col
lege backgrounds. A survey of over 1, 000 colle~e professors found that about 
66 percent believe that ESP is either an establi~~ed fact or a likely possibility. 
Moreover, these favorable views were expressec by a majority of professors in 
the natural sciences (55 percent). the social sciences excluding psychology 
(66 percent), and the arts. humanities. and education (77 percent). The 
comparable figure for rsychologists was 34 perceEt (Wagner & Monnet, 1979). 

Psychologists may be more skeptical thaT! others for several reasons. 
First, claims of psi might seem more extraordi:1ary to psychologists than to 
others because it is their conceptual world that would require the most radi
cal revisions if psi were shown to exist. SeCODJ, they are the most familiar 
with past instances of extraordinary claims within psychology that turned out 
to be based on flawed experimental procedures. faulty inference, or even on 
fraud and deception. 

Third, psychologists know that popular accounts of psychological find
ings are frequently exaggerated. For example, the genuinely remarkable 
findings from research on asymmetries in the human brain (see p. 50) have 
spawned a host of pop-psycholog!' books and media reports containing un
substantiated claims about left-brained and right-brained persons. Irre
sponsible reports about states of consciousness-including hypnosis and 
psi-appear daily in the media. It is thus peninent to note that when the 
college professors in the survey cited above were asked to name the sources 
for their beliefs about ESP, they most frequently cited reports in newspapers 
and magazines. 

And finally, research in cognitive and social psychology has sensitized 
psychologists to the biases and shortcomings in our abilities to draw valid 
inferences from our everyday experiences (see Chapter 18). This makes them 
particularly skeptical of anecdotal reports of psi where, as we saw above, our 
judgments are subject to many kinds of errors. 

For these several reasons, then, much of the skepticism of psychologists 
toward psi is well-founded. But some of it is noe. As we noted earlier, some 
scientists declare psi to be an impossibility and reject the legitimacy of para
psychological inquiry-a priori judgments that we believe to be out of place 
in science. Only 4 percent of the college profes;ors in the survey declared psi 
to be an impossibility-but 34 percent of the psychologists did so. Two hun
dred years ago, these same skeptics would have been equally certain that God 
does not hurl stones at us from heaven. 

PSI PHENOMENA 241 
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QCHAPTER SUI\{\1ARY 1. A person's perceptions, thoughts, and feelings at any momtnt in tIme cOTeti lute 
that person's consciousness, An altered state of comciousnes.' is s.aid to exi~: when 
mental functioning seems changed or out of the oidinary :0 the rer5-on :xperi· 
encing the state, Some altered states of consciousness, such as sleer and ch~3ms, 
are experienced by everyone; others result from s~cial cl~cumS13nces, ;;JCh as 
meditation, hypnosis, or the use of drugs. 

2. The functions of consciousness are a) monitoring ourselves md our en\'ircllment 
so that we are aware of what is happening within our lxxiie; an':! in our sur.lund· 
ings; and b) controlling our actions so that they c00rdina:e with event,n the 
outside world. Not all events that influence conSClousne~i are at the ce~,rer of 
our awareness at a given moment. Memories of rersoml e\'enrs and l the 
knowledge accumulated during a lifetime that are accesdele bue are n,:r cur· 
rently part of one's consciousness are called preconscious r::emoric5. E wn" that 
affect behavior even though we are not aware oj percer;ing them infuence 
us subconsciously. 

3. According to psychoanalytic theory, some emoti()nally r1inful memon:, and 
impulses are not available to consciousness because they have been repre;,;ed
that is, diverted to the unconscious, Unconscious thoughl; and Impulse~ mflu· 
ence our behavior even though they reach consciousness )nh' in indirec ways 
through dreams, irrational behavior, and slips of the ronf le. 

4. The notion of a divided consciousness assumes that though:s and memonts may 
sometimes be dissociated. or split off, from consciousness. jather than rerressed 
to the unconscious. Extreme examples are cases of mulriplt personc:ht:-. in ",hich 
two or more well.develored personalities alternate within :he same indi\ldual. 

5. Sleep, an altered state of consciousness, is of interest because of the rr .. lhms 
evident in sleep schedules and in the depth of sleer. Thest rhythms are ;:udied 
with the aid of the electroencephalogram (EEG). Patterns )f brain wave; ,how 
four stages (depths) of sleep, plus a fifth stage characteri:td by rapid eye l1cx'e
menis (REMs). These stages alternate throughout the night. Dreams occu: more 
often during REM sleep than during the other stages (noL·RD.! 51eep). 

6. In 1900, Sigmund Freud proposed the most influential :heory of drea:7\~. It 
attributes psychological causes to dreams, distinguishing ~et\\'een the mlnifest 
and latent content of dreams and stating that dreams are w:shes in disgUl .. :, 

7. Psychoactive drugs have long been used to alter consciOUSD;;SS and m00d They 
include depressants, such as alcohol and tranquili:er5; opiate;. such 3S herem and 
morphine; stimulants, such as amphetamines and cocaine; f.allu.-inJgms. 'Kh as 
LSD and PCPi and cannabis, such as marijuana anJ hashi,h. 

8. All of these drugs can produce psychological dependence (c0mruhl\'e use ~() re
duce anxiety)' and most result in physical dependence (incr~a~d wleranc,: and 
withdrawal symptoms) if used habitually. 

9. Alcohol is an integral part of social life for many college students. but,r can 
create serious social, psychological. and medical rroblerns. Pwl,mged ;leavy 
drinking can lead to alcoholism, which is marked by an inabulty to a~s((1in fum or 
a lack of control over drinking. 

10. Meditation represents an effort to alter consciousness by fdlowing planntd rit· 
uals or exercises such as those of yoga or Zen, The result is a somewhat m\'irical 
state in which the individual is extremely relaxed and feds divorced from the 
outside world. Simple exercises combining concentration and relaxatin:l can 
help novices experience meditative states. 

II. Hypnosis is a responsive state in which subjects focm. thtir anentit)O (\1 the 
hypnotist and the hypnotist's suggestions. Some people are more readily hipno. 
tized than others, though most people show some susceptlHlity. Self.hypnosis 
can he learned by those who are responsive to hypnosis induced by othen. 

12. Characteristic hypnotic responses include enhanced or diminished control 
over movements, the distortion of memory through posth:pnoric amnesia, aRe 
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regression, and positive and negative hallucinations. The reduction of pain, as a 
variety of negative hallucination, is one of the beneficial uses of hypnosis in the 
treatment of bums and in obstetrics, dentistry, and surgery. 

13. Theories of hypnosis have long been a source of controversy, with each explain
ing some aspect of hypnotic behavior but none explaining all. With better 
agreement on the empirical facts, the theories are gradually becoming comple
mentary rather than antagonistic. 

14. There is considerahle controversy over psi, the idea that human beings can 
acquire information about the world in ways that do not involve stimulation of 
known sense organs or can influence physical events by purely mental means. 
The phenomena of psi includes extrasensory perception (ESP) in its various forms 
(telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition) and psychokinesis, movement of objects 
by the mind. 

15. A number of carefully controlled studies (called ganzfeld experiments) have been 
conducted to evaluate ESP via telepathy. These experiments are subject to criti
cism (replicability, inadequate controls, file-drawer problems). However, a 
careful analysis of the results does not preclude the possibility of a real ESP 
effect. Nevertheless, most psycholvgists remain skeptical about ESP and psi in 
general, in part because so many past instances of extraordinary claims turned 
out to be based on flawed experimental procedures, faulty inferences, or even on 
fraud and deception. 

FURTHER READING 243 

Several books deal in general with the problems of consciousness and its alter- r: F . R TH L H R L:'\.I) I:": ( ; 
ations, such as Baars, Cognitit·e Theory of Consciousness (1988); Pope and Singer 
(eds.), The Stream of Consciousness (1978); and Bowers and Meichenbaum (eds.), 
The Unconscious Reconsidered (1984). For philosophical/psychological discussions of 
consciousness see Lycan, Consciousness (1987); Jackendoff, Consciousness and the " 
Computational Mind (1987); and Churchland, Matter and Consciousness (1988). 

Problems of divided consciousness are treated in Hilgard, Di\·ided Consciousness 
(1977); Kluft (ed.), Childhood Anteced..."7lts of Multiple Personalit)· (1985); and Braun 
(ed.), Treatment of Multiple Personalit~ Disorder (1986). 

Useful books on sleep and dreallli include Hohson, Sleep (1989); Home, Wh)' 
We Sleep (1988); Hobson, The Dreaming Brain (1988); and Hauri, The Sleep Disorders 
(1982 ). 

General textbooks on drugs include Julien, A Pn'mer of Drug Action (5th ed., 
1988);Julien. Drugs and rhe Bod:·; (1988); and Ray, Drugs, Socier)" and Human Behat'
iar (3rd ed .• 1983). Drug and Alcohol Abuse (3rd ed., 1989) by Schuckit provides a 
guide to diagnosis and treatment. For a thoughtful discussion of the legal and social 
problems of heroin. as well as an evaluation of possible solutions, see Kaplan, The 
Hardest Drug; Heroin and Public PoliC) (1983). . 

On meditative practices. see West (ed.), The Psychology of Meditation (1987); 
Goleman. The Varieties of Meditative Experience (1977); or Naranjo and Ornstein, On 
the Psychology of Meditation (1977). On meditation for relaxing, see Benson, The 
Relaxation Response (1975). For a discussion of relaxation and mental images in ath
letics see Syer and Connolly. Sporting Body Sporting Mind; An Athlete's Guide to 
Mental Training (1984) and Butt, The Psychology of Sport (2nd ed., 1987). 

There are a number of books on hypnosis. Presentations that include methods, 
theories, and experimental results are E. R. Hilgard, The Experience of Hypnosis 
(1968); Fromm and Shor (eds.), Hypnosis; Developments in Research and Neu' Perspec
tives (2nd ed., 1979); and J. R. Hilgard, Personality and Hypnosis (2nd ed., 1979). 

For a review of parapsychology, see Wolman, Dale, Schmeidler, and Ullman 
(eds.), Handbook of Parapsycholog)' (1985); Frazier (ed.), Science Confronts the Para
normal (1986); Kurtz (ed.), A Skeptic's Handbook of Parapsycholog)' (1985); Marks and 
Kammann, The Psychology of the Psychic (l980); and Gardner, Science: Good, Bad, 
and Bogus (1981). ' 
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TESTING SCHRODINGER'S PAR<\.DOX WITH A MICHELSON INTERFEROMETER 

Evan Harris WALKER 
u.s. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory, Abuc'an Pro"ing Ground, Maryland, USA 

E.C. MAY, SJ.P. SPOITISWOODE and T. PIANTANIDA 
SRI InumatioTlal, Menlo Park, California, USA 

The &:hr6dinger paradox points out that ql:antum mechanics predicts a linear superposItion of states even ior 
macroscopic objects prior to measurement. However, at the macroscopic leyel of ordinary objects it has not been poss:":lle 
to maintain the phase correlations needed to demonstrate or disprove the reality of such a superposition of states as 
opposed to the mixture of states. Without such a quantum "signature", this paradoxical prediction of quantum theory 
would seem to have no testable consequences. State vector coUapse in that case becomes indistinguishable fror., a 
stochastic ensemble description. 

The e~periment described here provides a mea~s for testing Schrodingers' paradox. A Michelson interferometer is used 
to test for the presence of state superposition cf a pair of shutters that are placed along the two optical arms of :he 
interferometer and driven by a beta decay source so that either the first shutter is open and the second closed or vice W.·sa. 
The shutters take on the role of the cat in the S-:hrOdinger paradox. 

The experiment that we discuss here has been carried out at SRI International. Under the conditions of the e~perime:1t. 
the results remove the possibility of the existenc.e of macroscopic superposition prior to observation. 

L Introduction 

The Schrodinger paradox is among the oldest 
of the puzzles surrounding the interpretation of 
quantum mechanics. Like the Einstein
Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) paradox it has engen
dered a great deal of speculation about our basic 
understanding of physical reality. Also like the 
EPR paradox, Schrodinger proposed his paradox 
to point out that the statistical interpretation of 
quantum theory must at some level contain a 
flaw, since it implies the reality of a linear super
position of states even at the macroscopic level
before observation. Moreover, just as in the case 
of the EPR paradox, the Schrodinger paradox 
bas long been thought of as an untestable con
sequence of quantum theory, since it relates to 
the state of a macrosystem just before observa
tion, a state that we know must approach asym
ptotically to that given by classical mechanics. 
That is to say; we know that the usual interfer
ence effects by which we distinguish the presence 
of state superposition in atomic processes can be 
shown to be too sma}1 to observe in the case of 

\ 

macroscopic systems. But the development of 
Bell's theorem showed us how to test the 
paradoxical implications of quantum mechanics 
that had been pointed out by Einstein, Podolsky 
and Rosen in 1935. Within the limits of our 
experimental setup, we have now done the same 
for the Schrodinger paradox. 

There are important. reasons for doing this 
experiment. AU of us are quite aware of the fact 
that the existence of a linear superposition of 
states at the macroscopic level is quite counter
intuitive. Nevertheless, no experiment has ever 
been done that has yielded results contrary to 
the literal application of quantum theory. The 
absence of superposition at the macrolevel prior 
to observation has not been experimentally de
monstrated - and in fact it has generally been 
thought that such a test was not feasible. This 
has led to the developement of various interpre
tations of quantum mechanics having to do v.ith 
the macroscopic reality of quantum states. 

A second reason for carrying out an experi
ment of the present type is that it represents an 
efficient way to search for the nature of and 
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cause of state vector collapse. We all know that 
the machinery that effects state vector collapse, 
whatever that phrase actually means, must be 
somewhere between the thing observed and the 
observer. Indeed, this observer-observed dich
otomy has become a rather commonly used 
phrase in discussions of the measurement prob
lem. But the gap between these two covers a lot 
of territory. Moreover, we also know that the 
perponderant opinion is that the transition from 
the pure state to the mixed state probably takes 
place at a level above that of the lugest coher
ence that exists for the system being observed. 
But to focus all our attention at that level at this 
stage of the game when we still know so little 
about what causes state vector collapse may not 
be an efficient way to explore the p1ysics invol
ved. It may be a more efficient stra!egy to carry 
out experiments looking for the existence of 
state superposition at various levels between the 
atomic level and that of the macros.copic world. 
Most experiments in this field are designed to 
examine a cut in von Neumanr1's chain between 
the observer and the observed jus: above the 
level of the basic atomic interactior: itself. Our 
experiment goes to the opposite extreme to look 
for state superposition immediately prior to ob
servation at the macroscopic level. 

By doing this we are able to deal experimen
tally with what has come to be a quite wide
spread and popular conception of what quantum 
mechanics has to say about physical reality. The 
Schrodinger paradox has been used to imply an 
actual "observer-observed" dichotomy exists as 
a fundamental aspect of physical re2lity, and. to 
imply that the observer creates his own reality in 
the act of observation. It has been used to raise 
such questions as the "Wigner's friend" paradox 
and even to promote speculation that by our 
observation we may be creating the Big Bang of 
the universe, If our experiment does nothing 
more than lay such speculation to rest it will 
have be.en more than worthwhile. 

At the other extreme, however, we should 
recognize the possibility that it is through this 
doorway that some phenomena, heretofore not 
dealt with by science, may be approached. The 
existence of consciousness as a phenomenology 

that lies beyond what we as physicists mean by 
distance, mass, electric cha ge and the other 
constructs of our physical e uations cannot be 
denied. Consciousness surely arises out of some
thing that goes on in the brai of each of us, but 
yet lies beyond its usual desc . ption as a physical 
object no matter how comple , It may be that if 
quantum mechanics does req ire the observer as 
an essential and irreducible aspect of physical 
reali!)" then we may find i s proper scientific 
description to be bound up ith an understand
ing of how state vector coli pse comes about. 
Whatever the likelihood tha we will find evi
dence for this in the experim nt we discuss here~ 
it would seem to be worth t e effort to look. 

The Schr6dinger paradox ~rises because the 
prescription for writing the general state vector 
for a.ny system requires tha one can sum all 
possible component states for an unmeasured or 
unobserved system irrespecti e of the scale of 
the system to be observed. s a consequence 
according to Schr6dinger, a at placed in a box 
rigged to release a tranquilize (out of difference 
to the SPCA - and this writ r) if a beta decay 
occurs in a specified interval 0 time, or not if the 
beta decay does not occur, mlust be represented 
by a state vector that is the s~m of both possible 
outcomes before a measurem nt is made on the 
system. Using Dirac's notati n this would give 
for the combined state 

(1) 

where the subscripts A and Sj'refer to the awake 
and sleep states respectively Although this is 
generally regarded to be a p ,eposterou5 conclu
sion, there exist no experimefts that violate this 
or any of the basic premises of quantum mech· 
anics. A definitive experime t that would de
monstrate that such a supe osition of states 
does not exist would be a ignificant if not a 
surprising achievement. On th other hand, since 
there exist no examples of violation of the 
principles of quantum mechanics, it must be 
considered a .;able possibi ity that quantum 
mechanics is valid here as we 1. 

It is usually thought that 0 e of two possible 
" 
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influences causes stale vector collapse. One of 
these is that something happens during the trans
ition from the microscopic realm of the system to 
the macroscopic realm. Efforts so far to formu
late such a suggestion have been unsuccessful
in fact all such proposals that have been reduced 
to a mathematical prescription have proved to be 
"'Tong because they have predicted results at 
variances with experiments already conducted. 
Of course we know that on measurement stale 
vector collapse ""ill occur - or will have occur
red. If we open the box, we will see the cat 

MIRROR 

ACOUSTO
OPTIC 

MODULATOR 

either awake or asleep. Some few scientists have 
suggested that the act of conscious observation 
causes state vector collapse. Wigner has poi nted 
out that such is a peculiar implicati0n of quan· 
tum mechanics, but he has made no effort to 
formulate what this would mean, i: indeed he 
takes this possibi!ity seriously. Wheeler has poin· 
ted out that Bohr specifically "rejected the term 
'consciousness' in describing the elerr.ental act of 
observation ... he emphasized that no measure
ment is a measurement until it is 'bought to a 
close by an irreycrsible act of ampli:ication and 
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Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement for testing the Schrooinger paradox using a Michelson interferometer. The cesium 137 gamma 
source provides the random quantum event that triggers the bistable multi vibrator (flip-flop) circuit controlling the AO cells so 
that in any given state one cell is always on while the other is always off. 
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until the result is 'communicable in plain lan
guage. ", These ideas have not been reduced to 
mathematical formulation, have not been de
rived from the Schr6dinger equation (note that 
the Ehrenfest theorem does not cover the case 
considered here; it does not show that any reduc
tion in the number of states exists in the transi
tion to the microscopic, only that certain kinds of 
macroscopic processes approach the classical in 
the limit), and the latter prescription is clearly 
anthropomorphic - nothing more. 

We have carried out an experiment tha, not 
only tests the Schrodinger paradox, but has the 
potential through modest modifications to range 
the entire gamut of possibilities in order to estab
lish exactly where and how state vector col:apse 
takes place. The experiment makes use of 
Michelson interferometer (a Mach-Zetnder 
interferometer could equally be used) in which 

MIRRO=< 

v222//Z3 

~ ~ 
A 
II 
~ 
~ 
II 
A 

two shutters, acousto-optic I (AO) cells, are 
placed one in each arm of the interferometer. 
These AO cells are driven y a quantum mech
anical process, specifically, cesium 137 gamma 
source driving a bistable mul ivibrator (flip-flop) 
circuit in such a way as to g Ie one or the other 
of the two possible paths in the interferometer. 
Thus, knowing the state of t e quantum process 
driving the AO cells we wo Id know that either 
path 1 was open while path was closed or vice 
versa. Since we do not kno . the quantum state 
driving the A 0 cells, however, the system must 
be in both states - that is, in he linear superposi
tion of states. Fig. 1 show the layout of the 
experiment. 

Although we have replac d Schrodinger's cat 
",;th the more manageable 0 cells, it is easy to 
see - as in figs. 2 and .3 - tha this is a realization 
of the Schrodinger paradox in which we have 

WIRROR 

He ·h, LASER 
SOURCE 

... =~-tt+-~~~~~~3/ 
!EAM I SPUTTER 

I 
t 
I 

PHOTOGR.l.PHIC 
EIIIULStON 

Fig. 2. Schematic sho ..... ing thaI the experiment of fig. J is in fact a variant of the SchrOdinger paradox a angement. Here the cat 
in SchrOdinger's thought experiment is shown awake and sitting in the way of ann 1 of the interferolter. 
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Fig, 3. In this figure we see the state in which the beta source has caused the release of the tr'-1quilize~ gas - causing the cat te 
fall asleep in the way of ann 2 of the interferometer. 

added an interferometer to test the existence of a 
superposition of pure states or simply the pres
ence of one or the other unknown state of a 
mixture of states. Now let us look at the equa
tions appropriate to the problem. 

2. The cat and the correlation of states 

Let us now look at why we should not ordi
narily expect to observe any effect with large 
objects in the first place. The system described 
by 11Jf) = 11/11) + 11/12) for which an observation 
operator A(x) in con'figuration space would yield 
AII/1I ) = ,8111/11) and A11/12) = ,821"'2) yields for an 

\ 

observation probability p, 

p = (1JfIAAI1Jf) 

= (,8 r ( 1/111 + {3; ( 1/12 )( (31 11/11 ) + ,821!/12») 

= 1,811
2 + 1.821

2 + f3~ P2(rJ!11l/12) 

+ ,8;.81 ( 1/1211/11) . (2) 

Because our object is large however, the phase 
factors entering into cJ;1 and !/I2 will vary rapidly. 
so rapidly that the tenns (!/III "'2) and (!/I21 r.PI ) 
are for macroscopic objects zero. As a con
sequence, Eq. (2) reduces to p = 1.811 2 + 1.8212 

which is indistinguishable from' the classical 
probabilities for the system. 
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3, Michelson interferometer 

Assume the arrangement shown in fig. 1, but 
in which both AO cells are always on. This gives 
us then the standard Michelson interferometer 
with a CW laser source. Using the subscripts 1 
and 2 for the tv.'o arms of the device, we write 
for the sta te of a single photon 11JIo) = I <Pl) + 
I <P2)' For a configuration space photon absorp
tion operator A(x) satisfying A(x)l<pl) = .811<pl) 
and A(x)I<p2) = .B21<pJ obviously we will have 
for the probability Po' Po = (lJroIAtA I1JIo), so that 

Po = 1.811
2 
+ 1f321 2 

+ f3r f32( <pli <P2) 

+ f3;.8 I (cP2 IcP I ), (3) 

which is formally what we found in eq. (2), 
However, for photons in an interferometer, 
terms like (cP l I <P2) contribute significantly. We 
will return to this later, The point here, how
ever, is that it is the presence of these cross 
terms that lead to the interference effects we 
observe with an interferometer. 

Since we are using a constant wave (CW) laser 
for our source, the photon is represented by 

(4) 

where XI is the path length for arm number one 
in the interferometer, t I is the time of the mea
surement, k and ware the wave number and 
angular frequency and GI is a normalization fac
tor. If (<Pl I cPJ and (cP21 cPI) are averaged over 
complete cycles of x I> x2 , t I and 12 , these terms 
will vanish, With equivalent paths for the two 
arms of the interferometer, 1/3112 = l/3zl 2 

= /3 2 
so 

that we can simply define Po = 2f32, 

4. Michelson interferometer test of the 
SchrOd.inger paradox 

Now let us look at the the complete problem 
as shown in fig. 1 in which the state of the 
quantum mechanical system depends on the cou
pled gamma decay-photon system. The gates, 
G, are functions of a parameter B of the gamma 

dec3) and of the arm of the interferC':-71eter I 

whic the gate is located, while the p~.oton ~ 
prese talion as before depends on the 2:-:11 of~ 
inte rometer, position and time t. W;" have 
gene al 11JI) = iG)@I4». This gives llS 

11JI) G1(B, arm l)l<pl(x l, t) 

+ G2 (E, arm 2)lcP2(X2 , t) .. (5 

The arameter B has two states which .. e de~g 
nate 'on " (or "+") and "off' (or" - ,. for arr 
numbe one of the interferometer an': for J.!;l 
secontl arm, "off' (or "-") and "on" ,or ".-' 
respe tively ,as determined by the log:: of .. 1 

switc ing circuit. Eg. (5) becomes 

11JIl) G;I¢I) + G~lcPJ + G~lcpI) + c;I¢.!I 
(6 

As b fore we write A(x)lcPI) = /311<pl)' etc. I 
there ore have 

A11JI( = G; f3ll¢l) + G~ f32IcP2) + G ~ r!¢J"" 

+ G; .821cPJ . Ci 

The etection probability function PI is then' 

.; 

(G; f3 l cPI + G~ /32<P2 + G~ /3lcPI 
G; f32 cPz)l( G; /3 l ¢I + G ~ /32cP2 t G; f3 1 cP i + G; f3A2) , 

whic1 gives 

PI = lf3 l I2 IG;1 2 + f3r f32G~*G~(cP(1 cP l ! 
1/31IzG;·G; + f3~f3zG~·G;(¢,!cP2) 

/3 ; f31 G ~ * G ; ( cP21 cP 1) + 1 f321
z

l G ~ IZ -
f3 ; /31 G ~ * G ; ( cPzl cP I) + 1.821 2 G ~ • G; 

If3JG;*G; + f3; f3zG;*G~ (cPll <PJ

I f311
21 G ~ 12 + f3 ~ f32G; * G; (cPI 102 ) 

f3; f3I G;· G; (cPzl cPI ) + I f321 2G;' G;=· 
f3; /31 G ; * G ~ ( cP2 1 <PI) + 1/32 121 G; 12. (S 
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Since the component states such as 4>1 and cf>2 in 
the linear superposition are the same functions 
as for the single states alone. we have simply 
that C- = C- = C-· = C-· = 0 and Ic+1 = I 2 I :. I 

Ic;1 2 = 1. Eq. (9) reduces co 

PI = 113112 + I.aJ + .a ~ {32 < cf>: 1 4>2 ) 

+ .a; 13 1 <cf>2 1 cf>1)' (10) 

which is the same result 2S in eq. (3) for the 
Michelson (or Mach-Zehder) interferometer 
result without AO cells. 

5. Representation of the photon 

Since the laser is not puls.=d and since we can 
assume the switching rate 0: the AO cells to be 
much lower than the frequency of the photon, 
we can write simply 

(11) 

and 

(12) 

where we have introduced L1e factors al and a2 
as normalization factors for :he particular condi
tions of the experimental arrangement and de
tection interval. For essenti211y identical arms in 
the interferometer, .alaI = f3.za 2 • so that we can 
write 

~1+A.r 

= a 2 [2AX + J eil:(~2-.rjl dx; 

~l 

X2+A.r . 

+ J . eik(~l-~i) dx; ] ' (13) 
.)(2 

where flx is the thickness of the photographic 
film layer and where we have incorporated the 
time interval o"f the measurement in our normali
zation factor a. The primes indicate that the 

, 

probabilities represent a measureme::t ove: a 
time that is long v"th respect to tte phc':un 
frequency. Of course, for thin films we h:.\·e 
simply 

Therefore, in the absence of any fonnlism t~,at 

would prescribe state vector collapse :,eiow :he 
macroscopic level, our calculation pT!dicts :he 
presence of interference fringes in tt,! p're~:nt 

experiment despite its counterintui~ive::.ess, 
Therefore. a failure to detect a robu~.: inleri~r

ence pattern will show that the eXfo!rimer.tal 
results. are in disagreement with our u.eoret::al 
prediction. 

The converse outcome holds equa)):, rem2~k
able significan:e. The occurrence 0: in:=rf:::re~(e 
fringes would mean that the linear sup!rposiun 
of state holds before observation eveJ G1D :je 
macroscopic scale. 

6. The apparatus 

The apparatus consists of a simple ~,iicheh.)n 
interferometer with optical switches in the re:ay 
arms. A schematic diagram of the arraLsemen: is 
shown in fig. 1. 

The polarized output beam from a 6::28 A (\V 
helium-neon sinlle mode laser is atte;uated by 
a factor of 10 - so as to produce a beam of 
1.3 x 10- 14 W, approximately 4.17 x 10' phlotcns 
per second intensity. The attenuation is achieyed 
by a combination of the deflected bean: intensity 
reduction, neutral density filters and a ?Olariz!r. 
The light incident on the beam splinin.; is pohr
ized with the electric vector perpendicL'~ar to Ihe 
plane of fig. l. . 

The light is passed to a beam split:er wlL'ch 
produces beams of nearly equal intensity. E~ch 
arm of the interferometer contains aL acous:o
optical modulator consisting of a Te0 2 CT)'Eal 
coupled to an ultrasonic piezoelectric trmsiluc!r. 
When no input voltage is applied to me tra.,1S
ducer, light travels through the CT)'s.a1 untie
viated. With an 80 MHz rf signal appkd 110 Ihe 
transducer, the resulting acoustic waves ill lhe 
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crystal diffract the light beam by twice the Bragg 
angle, which is 5.9 mrad for the devices used. It 
is this diffracted beam that is used to obtain 
interference in the interferometer. Turning the 
transducer off turns the AO cell off. These 
acousto-optical devices exhibit a rise and fall 
time of 120 ns when switching a beam of 
0.75 mm diameter. Most of the power (80%) 
goes into the first-order diffracted beaU!, which 
leaves the device at an angle of 11.8 Illiad to the 
zero-order undiffracted beam, while smaller 
amounts of power are deposiled into the higher 
orders. As stated, it is tbe first-order diffracted 
beams that are reflected off the interferometer 
mirrors and back through the modulators where 
a second diffraction occurs. Only the first-order 
beams are shown in fig. 1 for clarity. The zero
order and higher-order diffacted light is absor
bed by various beam stops. Thus the acousto
optical modulators act to chop the light in the 
interferometer arms Vrith a con tr2. s! ratio 
adequate to assure that none of the photons 
reaching the film will have passed through an 
"off' shutter. . 

The switched beams from the interferometer 
arms are recombinated in the beam splitter and 

are deposited on a high s d photographic 
emulsion. The beam diverge of the laser and 
the geometry of the appaiatus are chosen so as 
to result in a 2 mm diameter i e on the film 
with approximately four linear fringes visible in 
this area. 

The acousto-optical mo:iula rs are driven by 
switched 80 MHz oscillators 'ch are in turn 
gated on and off by the out ts of a bistable 
multivibrator, or flip-flop. so th t one modulator 
is on while the other is of. A v of 150 ns is 
introduced into the gating sign applied to the 
rf drivers so that one shu:ter 
open until the other has close 
that at no time are both int 
open. The flip-flop is clo;:ked 
photomultiplier, which h2ve 
plified, shaped and discr,,11ina 
multiplier looks into a so<ium i 
crystal. With a cesium 137 
mately 30 f!Ci placed 2 crr, 
the pulses which clock the 
repetition rate of 118 kHz. 

With an average photon rate 
emerging from the attenmtor, 
age of less than one photon in 

erometer anns 
y pulses from a 

suitably am
d. The photo
ide scintillator 

fce of approxi
the scintillator, 

op have a mean 

•. ~ 

Fig. 4. Photograph of the laboratory layout. 
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interferometer during each period for which the 
acousto-op:ic modulator in the arm is open. The 
resulting low intensity image is recorded on 
Kodak 2415 technical pan film hypersensitised in 
forming gas prior to exposure. A high speed 
Polaroid film has also been used. A photograph 
of the labo~atory setup is shown in fig. 4. 

7. Test runs 

In order to verify that the apparatus properly 
discriminates between the two possible ex
perimental outcomes, test runs were made with 
the logic circuit connected so that both shutters 
would either be on or off to make certain that 
the apparatus could give interference patterns. 
This run gives us a reference interference pattern 
that we can use to judge the results of our 
experimental run. The average shutter rate in 
this case was the same as for the final experimen
tal run. The resulting photograph is shown in 
Fig. 5. 

. 

8. Experimental results and conclusions 

Fig. 6 shows the experimental outcome fo~ " 
photon rate of 4.17 x 10· s-'. The figure spe~·' 
for itself. Thee is no interference pattern pres~-: 
in the figure. The figure clearly shows the a:--'· 
ence of the interference fringes predicted by e,_
formalism. 

This absence of interference fringes in ,-, 
experimental run is a result that, although exV:
ted on the basis of commonsense, we ne\'eni> 
less interpret as a prima facie case that quant:.:~ 
theory may be violated. The result is imporlc~' 
because it provides a starting point for us in o~
search for the cause and experimental meani~; 
of state vector collapse. These results are a;s: 
important because they are related to questiC'~; 
about the Schrodinger paradox. 

We do not yet know just how and where st,,·, 
vector collapse occurs - nor do we know w~.~· 

this even means. Our experiment does not so:. 0 

or remove the measurement problem. If a;.:·, 
thing, it deepens the problem. We must find O~: 

Fig. 5. Test run in which both shullers are either open or closed at the same time to assure a conventional interference pattt:1 
Photon rate was 4.17 x 10' s-', less than one photon in each arm of the apparatus at any moment. 

, 
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Fig. 6. Final experimental run. No interference pattern was obtained. This 

the mechanics of state vector collapse. The pre
sent experiment provides a basic plan for future 
experiments to search out how state vector col
lapse occurs and to give us a clear understanding 
of just what state vector collapse entails. It gives 
us the tool we need to find just where to cut von 
Neumann's chain. 

I 

Michelson inler/aomiler 

re clearly shows the i:1Sence c: in,::-:::!~,:~. 

to acknowledge the helpful dis.,:us
t this experiment ·heid "'it:: CO 

H. Shih, and George Hinc's of th:: 
of Physics of the Uni\"ej3il~ oE 
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Parapsychological Research: A Tutorial 
Review and Critical Appraisal 

RAY HYMAt'-. 

Im'ited Paper 

Seginning in tre 1850;. some eminent scientists such as Robert 
H2:e. Alfred RusE.;:1 WaliKe, and Sir William Crookes investigated 
the claims of S{:/rituali,: mediums and believed that they had 
de:nonstrated so'2ntifiGly the existence of psychic phenomena. 
Critics. ~,ithout €;~aminirg the eI1'dence, dismissed the claims out 
of hand and ch;:-ged tt..;: offending scientists with gross incom
petence or with fraud. :ncouraged by the work of these early 
pS"chical researoers, a group of scholars founded the Society for 
Ps.chical Research in Lcndon in 1882. In spite of this beginning. 
pS"chical researc remai;ed an amateur and uncoordinated set of 
ac;ivi(ies until th= publication of Rhine's Extra-Sensory Perception 
in 1934. The carc-guess.g experiments featured in Rhine's book 
became the mod;:1 for e:,:Jerimen!al parapsycholog)' for the next 40 
years. Since the 7970$ ;hine's paradigm has been replaced b>' a 
number of resf:3rch {:.ograms such as remote viewing. the 
Canzfield experir:1enr. .r.d psychokinetic investigations using Ran
dom Event Gentrators. The present paper examines examples of 
what were considered. i.e their time, the best examples of scientific 
el1'dence for pranormii phenomena. Each generation of para
psvchologists he; set ;,;ide the work of earlier generations and 
offered up as 5uf~'cient s.~ientific evidence the best work of its own 
dw As a result, parap;,chology lacks not only lawful and repli
cable phenomena, but .,50 a tradition of cumulative evidence. Two 
systematic evaluations 0" the best contemporary research programs 
in p,rrapsychology revea',=d that the experiments departed from the 
minimal standards of adequate randomization of targets, ap
propriate use of statistical inference, and controls against sensory 
leak.age. The his)orical sJrvey in this paper suggests that the same 
themes and inadequacifs that haunted the very earliest investiga
tions still characterize contemporary parapsychological research. 
80th proponents and critics throughout the 130 years of the con
troversy over p5ychical research, have deviated greatly from those 
standards of fair·play ard rationality that we would like to believe 
characterizes the best sdentific arguments. Some encouraging signs 
for progress towards resolving some of the issues raised by the 
controversy ha,'e recer;tly appeared. The criticism of the para
psychological claims is becoming more informed ·and constructive. 
Many younger paraps)o::h%gis/s have been worKing for higher 
standards within their fi;:ld. The best lines of systematic research in 
parapsychology are not of sufficient quality to be put before the 
SCffJtiny of the rest of tr.e scientific community. However, with the 
recent increase in cor6tructive criticism and with the growing 
awareness within the pirapsychological community that it needs to 
5pf~cify minimal standards and set its own house in order, there is 
hope that in the near future either the parapsychologists will fail to 
find evidence for psi D' will be ready to challenge the scientific 
community with the sort of evidence that it cannot ignore. 

Manuscript rKeived January 25, 1985; revised August 21,1985. 
The author i; with the Psychology Department, University of 

Owegon .. Eugem:, OR 97403, USA. 

INTRCDUCTION 

Robert jahn, Dean of the School of Engineeri~g .::::-.: 
Applied Science at Princeion University, can be taken 25 ; 

representative exanple of what happens when an fllin-::" 
and e;tablished scientist tak.es the time to carefully f(am:,,~ 
the evidence for pacanormal phenomena. About seV;,:l yea', 
ago, an underg'rad:.:ate requested him to supervise :'er 
vestigation of psyclic phenomena (1), 

AI;hough I had ,0 pre',ious experience, professior.,: 0'

pe'sonal, with (":5 subj~ct, for a variety of pedag:'sica 
reosons I agreed. 2'ld toge:her we mapped a tentative ;.:hol
arly path, involvi~~ a lite:ature search, visits to appro:riate 
laboratories and Ixofessio:1al meetings. and the design con
struction, and o~ration of simple experiments. My ,itia 
ov~rsight role in this prDject led to a degree of pe:,on,,' 
involvement wit': it. an:i that to a growing intell~ctua' 
bemusement, to ~he ex\€nt that by the time this sLder.: 
graduated. I \,','a, ;J€rsuad~d that this ... was a legitimatf fielc 
for a high techr"Jlogist 1O study and that I would =njo" 
doing so. 

As a result of h:; own survey of the field as WE i as 7' .• 

own initial experiments in parapsychology, jahn cClclu:::-=: 
that [1]: 

once the, illegiti'71ate research and invalid critici,rr, hav-e 
been set aside, .he remaining accumulated evider.:e 0; 
psychic phenomena comprises an array of experiment. I orr 
servations, obtai red unper reasonable protocols in a 'ariet'!' 
of scholarly disciplines, which compound to a philoscohical 
dilemma. On the one hand, effects inexplicable in te:ms 01 
established scientific theory, yet having numerous CO;omoC1 
characteristics, a:e frequently and widely observed; cn th-e 
other hand, these effects have so far proven qualitHive!~' 
and quantitativei!' irreplicable, in the strict scientific ;ense, 
and appear to bf sensiti\'C to a variety of psychologic.1 and 
environmental factors that are difficult to specify, lei alor.;: 
control. 

jahn, like many of his predecessors who took ;; serio~': 
look at the evidence for the paranormal, finds the pheno:-:
ena \0 be erratic, evasive, and ephemeral. Indeed, he admi" 
that when judged according to strict scientific s:andaro:. 
the evidence for the actual existence of the phenomena c 

not" fully persuasive." But he is intrigued. Like h~s pred~ 

cessors, he is optimistic that with the right app\i(ation ~r 

technology and scientific ingenuity the phenomera can i:r. 
captured and made lawful. 
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This is one of a number of justifiable :eactions one can It is most depreSSi~g to have to say that :~e ger.?'al situation 
~,',Jve as a result of fairl'L examining the (Jse fo~ ,Qsd'~hjqk ~ <1.\;!ar.l.e..c.Qban~ t· r;;J.aA~AW)..s~~WS to -'e to t",. very much 
research. ~PPfWil~~'19r;.i~~e2~Q3,lJh"tft~Rc5nl;d~-RDP9~n~~~ MbtlHlrlMYrIt ctf, fur:~er .",~,~ has been 
. ' . J . . . . ' ... done. Perhaps m e has been done In t~·~ late;.: :>enod than 

irle possibility that careful and ddlgent Investigation \\111 in the whole prel 'ous history of the sLCjecr.. :--~verlheless, 
bring some lawfulness to this unruly area of inquiry. Jahn's there is still no reI ably repeatable pherX"'Tlen,Q" no particu-
research into anomalous phenomena t"gan over seven lar solid-rock posi i\'e cases. And yet the-'" sti'li :;. clearl\' too 
lears ago, but it will be several more year; before we know much there for us to dismiss the whole ::usint"; 
whether it has managed to progress mud" beyond previous 
<ttempts to bring scientific order into the field. 

During the 130 year history of psychiCJI research many 
ether scholars and scientists initiated investigations of pSI''' 
cnic phenomena with equally high hop~s of taming the 
rhenomena. One was the philosopher Helry Sidgwick who 
\';as the first president of the Society of Psychical Research 
Dunded in 1882. According to William janes, Sidgwick and 
1-15 colleagues "hoped that if the mate'ial were treated 
r gorously and, as far as possible, experirrentally, objecti\'e 
t'uth would be elicited, and the subject rescued fro:n 
~~ntimentalism on the one side and dogrntizing ignorance 
en the other. Like all founders, Sidgwick hJped for a certain 
~romptitude of result; and I heard him 52'" the year before 
f:is death, that if anyone had told him ,;c the outset that 
cfter twenty years he would be in the sar'Je identical sta:e 
cf doubt and balance that he started wit\ he would have 
G€emed the prophecy incredible. It apt=eared impossible 
11at the amount of handling evidence shcjld bring so little 
f nality of decision" [2]. 

james, who made this observation in ~is last article on 
~'5ychical research in 19:)9, continued as iJllows [2]: 

My own experience has been sirr,ilar to Sidgwick's. For 
twenty-five years I have been in touch with the literature of 
psychical research, and have had acquaintalce with numer
ous "researchers." I have also spe!'lt a gcod many hours 
(though far fewer than I ought to have SPE~t) in witnessing 
(or trying to witness) phenomena. Yet I am theoretically no 
"further" than I was at the beginning; and I confess that at 
times I have been tempted to believe that the Creator has 
eternally intended this department of nature to remain baf
fling, tQ prompt our curiosities and hopes 21dsuspicions all 
in equal measure, so that, although ghosts a,d clairvoyances, 
and raps and messages from spirits, are ah</ays seeming to 
exist and can never be fully explained aw.y, they also can 
never be susceptible of full corroboration. 
The peculiarity of the case is just that there are so many 
sources 01 possible deception in most of lhe observations 
that the'whole lot of them may be worthless, and yet that in 
comparatively few cases can aught morE fatal than this 
vague general possibility of error be pleaded against the 
record. Science, meanwhile needs something more than 
bare possibilities to build upon; so your genuinely scientific 
inquirer-I don't mean your ignoramous "scientist" -has to 
remain unsatisfied, 

Some 67 years after James' final word on the matter, the 
philosopher Antony Flew summed up his 25' years of inter
Est in parapsychology with remarkably similar sentiments 
[3]: 

824 

My long-out-of-print first book was entitled, perhaps too 
rashly, A New Approach to Psychical ReSeltch, .. , When I 
reviewed the evidential situation at that time it seemed to 
me that there was too much evidence for one to dismiss. 
Honesty required some sort of continuing interest, even if a 
distant interest. On the other hand. it seemed to me then 
that there was no such thing as a reliably repeatable phe
nomenon in the area of parapsychology arid that there was 
really almost nothing positive that could be pointed to with 
assurance, The really definite and decisive pieces of work 
seemed to be uniformly negative in their outcome. 

Sidgwick was a sessing the first S~ yea'; of ps\,chical 
research. james wa: evaluating the samf perle·: with another 
ten years or so a ed. Flew based r s aSSi'~;ment on an 
additional 67 years of inquiry. Yet, all :lree ::~:ee tha: they 
could detect no pr gress. In each cas~ aft".": " quarter of a 
century of persona: involvement. the i~iest i~:::or found the 
evidence for the p ranormal just as ir·:on.:::;~·;ive as it had 
been at the beginn ng. james openly ()nce.j~~ that all the 
claimed phenomen might be the resJt of ;.~If-deception 
or fraud. Yet he, 2 d the other two :hilos:·:hers, cannot 
quite shake the co viction that, desp:e 21; :lis inconclu' 
siveness, "there mi ht be something (-,ere.,' 

Over this same pan of history, tCe cri::s have con
sistently insisted t at "there is not:- ng li"~re." All the 
alleged phenomena of telepathy, claif\'Jyanc~ psychokine
sis, levitation, spirit materialization, a~.j pc~;-onitiolls can 
be accounted for in terms of fraue se:h-:elusion. and 
simple gl,.dlibility. T e proponents ha\':: n2:':c:')lIy resented 
such dismissals of t eir claims. They ~ave ~'~ued that the 
critics have not f2i Iy examined the ~·iide:-·:~. They have 
accused the critics f attacking the wc:ake's: ~vidence and 
of ignori ng the stro ger and better s'_:pon~: evidence in 
favor of the paranor al. 

Unfortunately, as any reading of the histo:-, of psychical 
research quickly re .. als, the psychicz' ~ese"T:hers are cor
rect in their apprais I of their critics. -00 <DTI::n, the major 
critics have attacked strawmen and ha',,, no, cealt with the 
actual claims and e idence put forth :y th~ more serious 

, researchers. The fa that most of :le Gi:;cism of the 
psychical research h s been irrelevant :=ndu:-,'air, however, 
does not necessaril mean that the :sychic~1 researchers 
have a convincing c se, 

Indeed, the mess ge that we get fr:m Si:~wick, James, 
Flew, and Jahn is that the evidential b20e for ~5ychic claims 
is very shaky at best. At most, these sc:-:olars, <fter carefully 
weighing .all the evi ence avail.ble te them. are claiming 
only that they cann t help feeling tha:, desp:~e the incon
sistencies and nonla fulness of the d<ta, the: "there must 
be something there.' 

As will be discuss d later in this p2;:Jer, beth the critics 
and the proponents ubscribe to what; refer to as the False 
Dichotomy. When a scientist or schol~r, af.te; investigating 
possible psychic phenomena, conclud~s th2t the phenom
ena are real, the ass mption is that eitier it-ris conclusion is 
justified or he is de inquent in some serious way-being 
either incompetent r subject to sorre p.ath:Jlogy. When 
the critic denies tha the claim is jusHiecR, the proponent 
feels that his integrit or competence is beir.g challenged. 
And the critic, sharin in this assumpticn, feels that he must 
show that the claima t is incompetent, gullible, or deficient 
in some serious way 4]. 

I consider this a fal e Dichotomy because competent and 
honest investigators can make seriol.'5 jUldg,mental errors 
when investigating n w phenomena. (omlpe:ence and ex
pertise in any given fi Id of endeavor is bot:mced. Cognitive 



psychologists, historians of science, and sociologists of Psychical research became transformed into what is ne\\ 
knowledge haveAppqr~~hr<R~lm~2lJlm<ro.11~: CIAi!fm~8IJOOmRtJ'o-:ff6db31ft.Hy1.;;~ifted, aiter the f -it 
how thinking is guided by conceptual frameworks and half century of investigation, tout'f1~ study of extrasenscr\ 
paradigms within which the thinker operates. Successful perception and psychokinesis in ordinary individuals ='y 
scientific thinking, for example, is not successful because it means of standardized testing material5 and procedure; I 

operates according to abstract, formal rules' of evidence. will examine what was, at the time, considered to be :,e 
Rather, it succeeds because the thinker is guided by the most rigorous and successful application of this formJi 
often implicit rules and procedures inherent within the parapsychological research-the now notorious investl~J-

speciic content and practices of the narrow field of special- tions by 50al on Shackleton and Mrs. Stewan. Again. --10 

ization within which the problem is being pursued. These purpose is not to beat a dead horse but to abstract c~: 
"he(;ristics" or guidelines for successful thinking are not principles and issues that still haunt contemporary P< 'J-

foolproof and under changed circumstances they can trap psychologv. 
the thinker into erroneous convictions. In other words, The card-guessing experiments begun by Rhine in '-e 
com::>etence in a given scholarly or scientific discipline and 19305 established the paradigm which dominated p<-}-
high intelligence are no barriers to becoming trapped into psychologv for the next 40 years. New technolog~' ,-c 
asse:ting and defending erroneous positions. interest in altered states resulted in departures from Rhir.=; 

In this paper, I agree with Sidgwick, James, Flew, and paradigm beginning about 1970. Experiments with Rano:-, 
Jahn in the most general sense that "something" is indeed Event Generators, Remote Viewing, and the Ganzfeld te:,-
goins on. However, I do not see any need to assume that nique have been the strongest contenders for provic- 5 
this "something" has anything to do with the paranormal. parapsychology with its long-sought-for repeatable exp='-

I t~ink we should not lightly dismiss the fact that for 130 ment. I will argue that a fair and objective assessmeni J: 

years some of our best scholars and scientists have seriously this latest work strongly suggests that. like its predecessus 
carried out psychical research and have become convinced it still does not stand up to critical scrutiny. 
that they have demonstrated the existence of a "psychic 
force" or a supernatural realm occupied by intelligent and 
superior beings. As far as I can tell, these proponents were 
com;:>etent scholars, sane, and highly intelligent. They made 
ever\' apparent effort to employ what they believed to be 
objective and scientific standards in observing, recording, 
and reporting their findings. 

Yet, as I will argue, contrary to jahn's assessment, the 
tota' accumulation of 130 year's worth of psychical investi
gation has not produced any consistent evidence for 
paranormality that can withstand acceptable scientific 
scrutiny. What should be interesting for the scientific estab
lishment is not that there is a case to be made for psychic 
phe:1omena, bUt rather that the majority of scientists who 
decided to seriously investigate believed that they had 
made such a case. How can it be that so many outstanding 
scientists, including several Nobel Prize winners, have con
vinced themselves that they have obtained solid, scientific 
evidence for paranormal phenomena? 

If they are wrong, what has made them wrong? Does this 
suggest weaknesses or limitations of scientific method and 
training? And if these investigators have not actually en
countered psychic phenomena, what is it that they have 
discovered? 

I am not sure that I can provide satisfactory answers to 
these questions. But I believe that it will help to look at 
some selected cases in which investigatQrs' believed that 
they had obtained adequate scientific' evidence for the 
fI~ality of psychic phenomena. I will start at the beginning 
by describing the sort of evidence that convinced the first 
scientists who took psychical claims seriously. Even some 
contemporary parapsychologists believe these early scien
tists may have been wrong, but their cases are still worth 
examining because in them we will find many of the same 
issues and problems that characterize contemporary para
psychological research. These early psychic investigators 
tested spiritualistic mediums who were noted for their 
ability to produce powerful psychic phenomena such as 
levitations, materializations, and other physical feats. 

SCIENTISTS AND PSYCHICS 

The first major scientist to test experimentall\' a ps)'c Ie 

claim was Michael Faraday in 1853. As will be describec ': 
more detail in the next section, Faraday concluded that --~ 
phenomena he had investigated, table-turning. had a r·:~· 

. mal explanation. Robert Hare, a major American chemis,2: 
first agreed with Faraday's conclusion. But, then, after ~'~r' 

sonal investigations of his own, changed his mind. o'c 
openly supported the claims of spiritualistic mediums~. 
decade later, Alfred Russel Wallace, the cofounder v ... t~ 
Darwin of the theory of evolution by natural selection. ::is 
Sir William (rookes, the discoverer of thallium. astoun:ec 
their scientific colleagues by openly endorsing paranor-.2 
claims. Wallace and (rookes, as had Hare, believed '-2: 
their own inquiries had established scientific proof to s ~o· 
port their paranormal claims. 

Hare, Wallace, and (rookes were the first oi a contir ,;2 
succession of eminent scientists who have endo:;;:·: 
paranormal claims as a result of their experimental test, 0: 

alleged psychics. These scientists have established a trodi· 
tion which has played a major role in the de\'elopmen: 0: 
psychical research. The first half-century of psychical re
search consisted mainly of testing paranormal claims wi:hir, 
this tradition. Beginning in the 19305 a second approcch 
experimental investigations according to standard proto:oi, 
and using unselected subjects, became the dominant a.p
proach under the name of parapsychology. Today pra
psychology includes both approaches. 

In the first half of the present paper, I will focus on th:: 
first approach. The research of Sir William (rookes wil b:: 
used as an example of this approach. In the second hat 0: 
the paper, I will deal with the second approach. Aga:i, I 

will use the research of a Single investigator to bring out th:: 
more general issues and problems with the field of 1=.ara
psychology. In both parts' of the paper I will also br~fl'_ 
mention other investigators and lines of research 'N'1icr. 
also bring out the same themes illustrated by the r.or:: 
detailed examples. Finally, I will briefly look at the con-err.-
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porary situation in parapsychology to argue that the con- it to move to :he I ft. "But when expectation "as allowed 
cerns and difficulties thaLhaumed the ea.tli~jru'~~tjli:.a!iQ..fLA_RD~e&6ftl?i'7cM'.50~g .c;i.y.j~3i,\riR~_~irection of the .prob.:ble 
still persist. Approved t-or Kelease :'WU~/U411 H . (,;1 rn8ve-M~flr~,'V~ Ira'{eo't)~tMe~and, the tabi" Degan to 

rotate after a iew inutes, although no one 0' the ~jt!ers 

TABLE-TURNING AND PSYCHICAL RESEARCH 

Modern spiritualism began when unaccountable raps 
were heard in the presence of two teen-age girls, Margaret 
and Kate Fox, in 1848. By using a code, the girls' mother 
was able iO converse with the raps and conciuded that they 
originated from the spirit of a peddler who had been 
murdered in the very house in which the Fox family then 
lived. Word of this miraculous commur.ication spread 
quickly a:ld soon a variety of means for communicating 
with the unseen spirits via "the spiritual telegraph" were 
developed in the United States and then sp:ead to Europe. 
The individuals through whom the spirits produced their 
phenome:la and communicated with mortals were called 
mediums. The mediums, at firs\, displayed phenomena such 
as rapping sounds, movements of tables and objects, play
ing of musical instruments by unseen agencj~s, and the oc
currence of strange lights in the dark. Later, more elaborate 
phenomena were produced such as the levitation of ob
jects or the medium; the disappearance or appearance of 
objects; the materialization of hands, faces, or even of 
complete spirit forms; spirit paintings and photographs; and 
written communications from the spirit wor:d [5), [6]. 

By the ~ar1y 18505, table-turning (also cal:ed table-tilting 
or table-rapping) had become the rage both in the United 
States and in Europe. A group of individuals, usually called 
"sitters," would arrange themselves arounj a table with 
their hands resting flat upon the table-to;:>. After an ex
tended period of waiting a rap would be heard or the table 
would tilt up on one leg. Sometimes the table would sway 
and begin moving about the room, dragging the sitters 
along. On some occasions, sitters would .. claim that the 
table actually levitated off the floor under the conditions in 
which all hands were above the table. Reports even cir
culated that sometimes the table levitated when no hands 
were touching it. Table-turning was especially popular be
cause it could occur with or without the presence of an 
acknowledged medium. Any group of individuals could get 
together and attempt to produce the phenomenon in the 
privacy of their own living room. 

Table-turning plays an important role in the history of 
psychical research because it was what first attracted the 
attention of serious scientists to alleged paranormal phe
nomena (6). The phenomenon had become so widespread 
in England by the summer of 1853 that several scientists 
decided to look into it. Although the prevailing explanation 
for the table's movements favored the agency of spirits, 
other explanations at the time were electricity, magnetism, 
"attraction," Reichenbach's Odyllic Force, and the rotation 
of the earth. Electricity, which in the public mind· was then 
considered to be an occult and mystical force, was espe
cially popular. Indeed, many spiritualists probably thought 
that the spirits operated by electricity, 

In June 1853, a committee of four medical men held 
seances to investigate table-turning. They found that the 
table did not move at all when the sitters' attention was 
diverted and they had not formed common expectations 
about how the table should move. In another condition 
they found that the table would not move if half the sitters 
expected itto move to the righ't and the other half expected 

was conscious of e ercising any effort at all. The ..:ondusion 
iormed was that t, e motion was due to musc~12r action, 
mostly exercised nconsciously" [6]. Other iC\'estigators 
came to simil", co clusions 

But, by far, ;he ost publicized and iniluent.2 i:1"'E~t'ga-

,Ion was that by ngland's most renowned so( e:1tr.s: the 
physicist Mid-ael araday. Faraday obtained $c.:::>jec:s \", ho 
were "very honor ble" and who were also s:.Jcc;:;siul 
:able-movers" (7). Faraday found that he c0Jld obtain 
movements 01 the Itable in a given direction \",::-0 jus: one 
subject sitting at his table in the laboratory. H; ;irsl t"sts 
were designee to liminated as explanations \'.e:l-kr,own 
~'orces such as mag etism a1d electricity. He d~"'1onS,:2:ed 
:nat substanCE; su h as sar,d-paper, millboard ~I'~e. glass, 
moist clay, tintoil, ardboard, vulcanized rubbe: 21C wood 
did not interfere ith the table-turning. He coJd fir,j no 
iraces of electrical r magnetic effects. "No forr- of €\peri
ment or mode of bservation that I could de\~;e 82\-:: me 
the slightest irdica ion of any peculiar force. No :.tlf2ctions, 
or repulsion, .. no anything which could be 'e:enKl to 
other than the m re mechanical pressure e~=."i;:c· inad
·.ertently by the tu ner." 

Although F2rada suspected that the sitter .. ·.2; ur(on
sciously pushing th table ir. the desired directic-. :he ,i:ter 
adamantly insisted hat he was not the agency t~: i;)s:ead, 
was pulled in :he xpected direction by some ;::(2 \·.;t:1in 
ihe table. Faraday reated some ingenious arrar'5e:ner:I5 to 
see if the sitt::r's laim was true. He placed )su' -or five 
pieces of slippery ardboard, one over the oi~e'. or, ihe 
table top. The piec s were attached to one anoi~.e' by ii:tle 
pellets of a soh ce ent. The lowest piece was 2::achec to a 
piece of sand,Jape! which rested on the tab';: lOp. The 
~dges of the sheet overlapped slightly, and o~ the under 
,urface, Farad2Y dr wa pencil line to indicate t~e ::Josltion. 
,he table-turner th n placed his hands upon thE -.Jpp·er card 
end waited for the table to move in the previo~si'i ag:;:ed 
upon· direction (to the leh). Faraday then ex:-n:ned ihe 
packet. It was easy to see by displacement of t'-e pans of 
the line, that ~he and had moved further tha:" the table, 
end that the latter had lagged behind;-that t~e han.::!. in 
iact had pushed t e upper card to the left aid that the 
under cards and th table had followed and be;:n dragged 
by it" [7). 

In another arrang ment, Faraday fixed an indicator to two 
boards on the trabl~1 to. p such that if the sitter We pu~IKl by 
the table the indic1tor would slope to the righ: but ii the 
sitter pushed the Jtable, the indicator would sioP'= to the 
left. The table mo d as before as long as the sitter could 
not see the indicat r. But as soon as the sitter was ablE to 
watch the indicato , which gave him immediate ieedback 
when his hands pu hed in the expected direction. al[ move
ments of the table eased. "But the most valuacie effect of 
this test-apparatus .. is the corrective power i: posSEsses 
over the mind of t e table-turner, As soon as the indEX is 
placed before the· ost earnest, and they perceive-cs in 
my presence they have always done-that it tells truly 
whether they are ressing downwards only or obliqUEly; 
then all effects of table-turning cease, even l~ough the 
parties persevere, arnestly desiring motion, till they be
come weary and orn out. No prompting or checking of 
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jhe hands is needed-N~prRWW FoB<REMe'a'§etI!00ID04/18t~ao1Al-RDP9S,._89AO~ 00ti)BOOO"J'4'/ parci~o(nnal 
because the parties are made conscious of what they are phenomena. 
really doing mechanically, and so are unable unwittingly to Robert Hare, the emiiient American chems!, be~ln Ihis 
deceive themselves" [7). inquiry into spiritualistic phenomena in 185: imm",.:iiatoelv 

Faraday's investigation convinced several scientists that after Faraday's investig.:tion. Alfred Russel 'Nall2:2, the 
table-turning was the result of self-deception resulting from cofou'nder with Darwin oJf the theory of evol_tion 1:--- na1u-
uncon$cious motor movements guided by expectation. His ral selection, initiated hs investigations in ·x,S. ~.ld Sir 
report :5 even credited with dampening the enthusiasm, for William Crookes. the ;:;iscoverer of thalliu-', befm his 
.: few years. for spiritualism in England [6). But several investigations in 1869. A: three had already ,C.:nieve: repu-
;piritu.:lists and table-turners were not convinced by tations as outstanding s;::entists before they ;.~rpri,.:·::: th,eir 
faraday's arguments. And this brings up another issue that scientific colieagues w:~ their assertions c r.avi-'5 .,..,it-
:nvaria~ly accompanies the controversy over paranormal nessed psychic pheno~ena. Their colleag.E5 W~",= di$' 
claims. Whenever a skeptic demonstrates how an, alleged turbed and puzzled by s.;ch assertions from CC.10US·· c()om-
;:Jsychic phenomenon can be duplicated by mundane means, petent scientists. Their -eactions, unfortuna::y, w:ce not 
:he cla:mant usually responds, lilt's not the same thing!/I always rational and ten:ed to make a conLs.ilg ,. 'Jation 

To r:lany spiritualists and those who had witnessed worse. 
:able-tL.:rning, Faraday's explanation appeared hopelessly in- I believe it is importa-,t to try to understc-.j ho\" these 
dequate. Professional mediums, for example, while sitting otherwise competent sc::ntists became conv:-ced t~.it thev 
2t the table could provide meaningful answers by means of had acquired evidence sufficient to justify :,e t~·ief in 
;able-r.:pping to questions that sitters put to their assumed paranormal phenomena The investigations c lhes~ scien-
spirit communicators. In addition, the table often moved in tists can be credited \,.;th the initiation o~ JS·~'ch.:al re-
.< varie:y of ways which seemingly could not be explained search as a field with sci~ntific aspirations. Ar.: r;-'.an. of the 
by simple muscular pressure applied by the sitters. For same issues of scienti:-c justification of n;ns ',x the 
i':xampl~, the table often levitated above the floor with all paranormal that we fird in their work are sti:1 \·ith us 
;;,e sit:ers' hands resting on the top surface. And some today. 
:eports claimed that the table moved and levitated when Robert Hare was Pro:~ssor Emeritus of Ch~'-:-::5tr, It the 
~o human was in contact with it. University of Pennsylva-ia and 72 years of o~e w~,~n Cif-

Faracay's explanation dealt with only one important cause cumstances conspired t: launch him on a n~·,·. C2r~':: a5 a 
:,j the :able-turning. He did not attempt to account for the psychic investigator in -353 [8]. Hare, the 2.:'();" c' more 
'.arious ways in which the table could be moved and than 150 scientific pap,,-s, had invented the ::e~-h'.·:rog.en 
!~vitated by trickery. Nor did he deal with the problem of bloVvf)ipe which was t"e predecessor of to:.=.'(5 \. ~Idi ng 
tne notorious unreliability oi eyewitness testimony. Nor did torches [9]. According to Asimov, Hare was "c,-e of :-e few 
he anci his fellow skeptics realize that an abstract" even if strictly American prod\xts who in those co',s cc·.id be 
correct explanation of table-turning was impotent when considered within haili-g distance of the g'~2t hnpean 
:natched against the personal and powerfully emotional chemists" [10). 
experience of a sitter who has been converted during an Both Hare and his cities took it for g'{'ii~d :hat a 
~ctual ;able-turning session. These same limitations on any competent scientist co~'d carry out observ<: :lns ,-.d ex-
,-ttemp: to "explain away" an alleged paranormal event by periments on a variety o~ phenomena and, as :. :i?SU' ·:ome 
~ muncane account continue to provide loopholes whereby to trustworthy and sour,: conclusions. Until -2 2..nr.:I.1nced 
t~e proponent can maintain the reality of a paranormal his conversion to the s.:iritualistic hypothes'; H2:~; col-
claim. leagues did not doubt r.:s competence as ar :::cser,':f and 

Two striking illustrations of the power of the experience experimenter. When he announced that he - ad n:( olnly 
ihat "it is not the same thing," can be found in the experimentally verified paranormal phenorr~:la, tu mad 
conversions to spiritualism of the next two major scientists been communicating \'/th the spirits of his :ep'art~:: rela-
ta investigate psychic phenomena. Both Robert Hare and tives and also with Ceorge Washington, .·:lhn :)uiixy 
Alfred Russel Wallace were familiar With Faraday's research Adams, Henry Clay, Benjamin Franklin, By::". an: Isaac 
end explanation when they first investigated spiritualistic Newton, this placed >;is incredulous co:~ague; in a 
phenomena by means of table-turning. And both were quandary [8). 
i:nmediated convinced that their personal experiences could For half a century, t:-;e scientific world -ad a:.:epted 
not be accounted for by Faraday's theory. In these in- Hare's scientific papers and conclusions wi,- fes~·:t and 
stances, the forewarning, rather than serving to forearm, admiration. His scientific accomplishments w;:re wi:ely re-
actually disarmed. And this, too, is a recurring theme in the cognized and honored. aut now this respec:;:d feli:w sci-
history of psychical research. entist, by using appare:ltly the same obs€'-"a::io~,il and 

experimental skills that had earned him hi5 ·enov.'i. was 
SIR WILUAM CROOKES claiming to have demo:1strated the reality c~ p.he;-omena 

that scientists felt were just too prepostero_s to te true. 
Faraday, the first major scientist to seriously investigate Instead of examining Hare's arguments and ~v\-de'.:e. ihis 

spiritualistic phenomena, concluded that self-deception was colleagues reacted emctionally and rejecte: r.is :onClu-
sufficient to explain what he observed. As a result, he sions out of hand. Furthermore, they treated h m as , traillor 
remained skeptical and' critical of all further claims of to the scientific enterrxise and refused to li10w -,im to 
paranormal phenomena. Faraday's scientific colleagues were present his case in the regular scientific toru;-,. 
obviously grateful for his investigation and conclusions. But From Hare's perspective this reaction was bJih ur/dir and 
within the next two decades three other major scientists unscientific. His arguments were being rejKted "o-lithout 
also investigated paranormal claims and concluded, con- even being given a hearing. In his last few years he turned 
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away from his scientific colleagues and confined his social work and devoted his scientific eliorts from 1875 onw2:ds 
interactions entirely to his spiritualistic associates. From the to more main5tre m subjects. But he r'2ver gave up his 
perspectiv~a~~ifd=fdH~ReiM~.iSl!!lzo03t04t13<! 61A-RDR:96Qj)()i1r8:9R80 OG300:0~~ties wi:, th,e fleld_ In his 
denly gone insane or had suffered some other form of final years, he beg n attending seances a~ain and belie\-ed, 
pathology. Here we see the False Dichotomy in action. And near the end, lha he had finally found proof of 5u[\-ql 
this same False Dichotomy will be found throughout the when he obtai~ed a spirit photograph of lis dead wife [~51 
story of psychical research right up to the present. By today's SlJnd rds, the investigations :hat COlle closest 

Alfred Russel Wallace's conversion to spiritualism began to being "scientific" were those that C[Jokes carried .:'CJt 
in the same way that Hare's did-sitting at an animated with the celeb-ate medium Daniel Dun~las HOlle. Hc,e 
table during a seance. Wallace's experience, just as Hare's is probably the m st colorful and enigm2'ic psychic in :,e 
did, convinced him tha: Faraday's explanation of the table's history of spiritualism [6], [9). In one se;;ior;l, v.hich t:-:JK 
antics would not do. Unlike Hare, however, Wallace was place at Croo~e's home on May 31, 187', Horre helc en 
not 72 and at the end of his career. Instead he was 42 years accordian (wh:ch ad just been purchased b'y Cooke, 'or 
old and in the middle of a long and productive career. It this occasion) by ne end so that the Eld with the ~"\s 
had only been seven years earlier that Wallace had inde- hung down to"'/ar s the floor. The accorc an 'was place.: ,"1 

pendently conceived the theory of evolution by natural a special cage IJn er the table which jus: allowed Hor:-~'s 
selection, the very same theory that Darwin had been hand to be imert d to hold the accordi2n. Hone's o:-~r 
secretly working on for many years [11)-[13). hand was visib'e a ove the table. The inc viduals sitting :,"1 

Critics have found it easy to dismiss the psychical evi- either side of Ho e could see his hard as. well as :~e 

dence of Hare on the basis of old age and of Wallace on accordian in tr.e \ ire cage. "Very soon tie acccrdian \··2S 
the assertion that, while he was a great naturalist and seen by those 0 each side to be mC'Jing about i, a 
observer, he was not an experimenter [11). Neither criticism somewhat curious manner, but no sourd ",,"as .lea~d .. " 
can be applied, however, to William (rookes, who was the After putting the a cordian down, Home ~;ckE'd i: up ag2 fl. 

next great scientist to investigate and endorse the reality of This time several notes were heard. C:oo~~es assist",t 
paranormal phenomen2. Crookes was generally acknowl- crawled under :he able and said that he ,.;.w t.he accord ~n 
edged, even by many who opposed his psychic beliefs, as expanding and contracting, but Home's h".1d ,,-.'as quite 5:11 
one of the preeminent chemists and physicists of his day. [15]. 
Crookes-the discovere: of thallium, inventor of the radi- At the same sess on (rookes reported a- exper'llent ;-2.t 

ometer, developer of the (rookes tube, pioneer investigator he regarded as ev n "more striking, if ~.)ssible than :-e 
of radiation effects, anc a contributor to photography and one with the accor ian." A mahogany bOe: 'd, 3 ft :ong, \'.:1 

other fields-was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society at one end resting o· a table and other enj su~pported b. a 
age 31, was later knighted, and received just a~out every spring balance, wa~ in a horizontal posit::>n. Ho~e, w~e 
honor available to a scientist of his time. "sitting in a lowe' sy-chair" placed the 1 ps of t-.is fing~:s 

When Crookes began attending seances with Mrs, lightly on the extr me end of the board v,hicD v.as rest~,g 
Marshall (the same medium who helped convert Wallace) on the table. "AI ost immediately the p)inter of the bl-
and J. J. Morse in 1869, he was 37 years of age. He hfld been ance was seen to descend. After a few seconJS it rC5e 
very upset by the death of his youngest brother and ap- again. This moyem nt was repeated seve:al ti:mes, as if :,y 

parently believed he had received spirit communications successive waves f the Psychic Force. The erd of l-e 
from him through the services of these mediums. In July board was obse:ve to oscillate slowly up "nd down dur:-'5 
1870 Crookes announced his intention to conduct a scien- the experiment" [1 ]. 
tific inquiry into spiritualistic phenomena. He wrote, "I To see if were ssible to produce an ef'ect on :he spri-'5 

-prefer to enter upon the inquiry with no preconceived balance by ordina ' pressure, Crookes stuod on the ta::e 
notions whatever as to what can or cannot be, but with all and pressed one f t on the end of the bu.rd where Ho::-.e 
my senses alert and ready to convey information to the had placed his fin ers. By using the enti;e weight of his 
br.ain; believing, as I do, that we have by no means ex- body (140 Ib), Cr kes was able to get the indlEx to regisler 
hausted all human knowledge or fathomed the depths of at most 2 lb. Ho e had apparently achieved a maximum 
all physical forces" [15]. displacement of 6 lb. 

Although most of the scientific community assumed that Because of such results Croakes conclu:led that, "The'ie 
Crookes was undertaking the investigation as a skeptic, his experiments appea conclusively to establsh t.he exister,ce 
biographer wrote, "But it is certain, at all 'events, that when of a new force, in ome unknown manne: connected \\~:h 
in July 1870 Crookes, at the request, it is said of a London the human organi ation which for convenience may :€ 
daily paper, announced his intention of 'investigating spiri- called the Psychic' orce" [15]. The skeptics were not co:",-
tualism, so-called,' he was already much inclined towards vinced. They raise a variety of objections to the exp€:i-
spiritualism. What he really intended to do was to furnish, ment measuring t e movement of the board. Crook~s 
if possible, a rigid scientific proof of the objectivity and thought some of :t criticisms were unfcer and irrelevant. 
genuineness of the 'physical phenomena of spiritualism,' so But others he felt 1.ere reasonable and could be answered. 
as to convert the scientific world at large and open a new He repeated the~experim. ent with additionali controls. io 
era of human advancement" [16]. avoid direct conta with the board, he alt::!redl the appara-

Crookes packed almost all his research into psychical tus slightly in a m nner that had previously been used by 
phenomena into the four-year period 1870-1874 [17]. When Robert Hare in so e of his experiments. A bowl of wat~r 
he failed to sway his scientific colleagues-and as a result was placed on the end of the board not ~upp'Orted by the 
of biUe, ,u"ks by his cril;CS, ('00 kes qui elly dmpped Ihis spdng sc,le. Inside jhe bowl of w'le' w" bwe'ed , "hemi· 
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spherical copper vessel perforated with several holes at the cording the data, and reporting the results. The d 'ficL.dtl~·; 
bottom." The copper vessel was suspended from a large are compounded furthe" when the observations 2':= m,ao= 
iron stand v.hich -ApPflO-uedfRortRetease 200;8tiG4Jl18 : 0JIAt-~0P96Uo0789R(}OOif060'8G0O'f-E'4materia:;. but ci 

tus. Home placed his fingers lightly in the water in the events involving humans who have a capacity to 21ticilpa:= 
copper bovvi!. Presumably, this prevented him from having the experimenter's ob;ectives and alter their oehdlvicr 
direct contact with the OOard. Yet, under these conditions accordingly, 
Home mamged to cause the other end of the board to I recently discovered that Podmore, back in 19:-2, antI:' 
sway up anc down. ipated most of my reseNations about Crookes' e)cerir.71e-, 

Finally, Home was removed a few feet away from the on the movements of tre balance [6J: 
apparatus ar.d his hands and legs were held. Even under 
these condit.ons, Crookes was able to record movements of 
the board, 2 i though the displacement was less the farther 
Home was f'om the apporatus. In further answer to critics, 
Crookes des:ribes similar experiments carried out success
fully by oth~r researchers including Robert Hare, Crookes 
also got sim lar results us'ng a lady who was not a profes
sional mediLm in place 0' Home. 

This series of experimelts is by far the most impressive, 
from a scien:ific viewpoirt. of any that crookes conducted, 
I ndeed, so for a s I can tel, although these were among the 
very first serious attempts by a scientist to test a psychic, 
they have not been exceeded in degree of documentation 
and experim~ntal sophistication during the subsequent 114 
years. This is despite the fact that following Crookes' exam
ple, eminen: scientists during almost every decade since 
Crookes' experiments have conducted tests of famous psy
chics. 

The comn'ents in the p-eceding paragraph should not be 
taken as an endorsemen: of Crookes' results. His experi
ments on th= "Psychic Fcrce" are superior relative to what 
has been r€Jorted by ot,ler scientists, including contem
porary ones in their tem of psychic superstars, On an 
absolute -scae of judgmert the experiments still leave much 
to be desired. A major pDblem is documentation. Crookes 
omits many details which. from today's perspective at least, 
seem imponant in a55ess~ng what might have taken place. 

Respondi n.g to the aCCL:.;ation that his witnesses were not 
reliable, Cro-:>kes wrote, ,. Accustomed as I am to have my 
word belieVEd without witnesses, this is an argument which 
I cannot cordescend to answer. All who know me and read 
my articles will, I hope, taKe it for granted that the facts I 
lay before tr.em are corre~, and that the experiments were 
honestly performed, with the single object of eliciting the 
truth" [15]. 

Here Crookes raises an important issue. When he re
ported finding a green line in a spectrum where one had 
never been reported, arY.! followed this up with various 
analyses and controls to support the assertion that he must 
have discovered a new element (thallium), his scientific 
colleagues did not insist that he import skeptical witnesses, 
nor did they question his observations, The'reported ob
servation was made by using standard apparatus and re
cording procedures. The necessary controls and possibilities 
of error in such a conten were well-known to workers in 
the field anti it could be safely assumed that any trained 
chemist in this situation would behave according to both 
implicit and explicit rules. 

But Crookes and his aitics seriously err when they as
sume that similar confidence and trust can be placed in 
observations made in a field outside the investigator's train
ing and one in which no standardization exists for instru
mentation, making observations, instituting controls, re-

The experiment J, it stinds, e\-en without the modikltio'-', 
introduced later by Mr Crool~) in deference to hi, ;c,e~" 
tific critics, seems, inde-"d, conjusive against the po,.;lbil,i·\ 
of Home's affecting thE balanc~ by any pre,sure on r.s ",.,c 
of the board. But, tested by (t'e canon, laid down :! ViC 

Crookes himself at the outset cf his imestigations, w, ,n"dl 
find the conditions o· the e'periment defective - or,,, 
important' particular. ,,"': Croo"es had ,hown that i: :5 t~,,, 
province of scientific i-.vestig.:ion not merely to as:2rtalln 
the reality of the alleged mo,ements and measur, the'" 
extent, but to e;tablisr their c..:currence under con:itlors 
which render fraud imJossible. In the passage quo':d c,n 
page 183 it is implicitl) recogn:sed that such conditi,:,., are 
to be secured by elimi.ating the nece»ity for COni .'UOI..J5 

observation on the part .Jf the i.-westigator. The proo~ Jf ,he 
thing done should de~o?nd u~·)n something else tl-.in th" 
mere observation of th" experi:-:;enters, however skil·,d. 
Now in the experimen: quote:i these conditions W",'2 no; 
fulfilled. On the cont;~ry, WE are expressly told ,-at <idi 
present guarded Home s feet and hand,. It is pertirl:nt :',:) 
point out that a duty br whic~ the whole compan, "ere 
collectively responsible may "Ell at times have bee.- inte," 
mitted. Moreover, Dr. Huggir.s and Mr. Crookes -,ld ~o 
watch the balance also, and /0.', Crookes had to take ,ate'; 
Again, the expe.-iment descrit-=d was not the first :i U",~ 
kind; it occurred in the middle of a long series. It is .dee'::) 
stated that Home was .ot familiar with the apparaLs er.-,· 
ployed. But as similar <Jparat~; had been employee prob· 
ably at previous trials ty Mr. Crookes himself, certc -,Iv b~' 
earlier investigators-aClongst them Dr. Hare, with ~'hose 
published writings on SJiritualism we cannot assume :--iofTCle 
was unacquainted-thE statement carries little weig'l. Fl.:"
ther, a point of capite. importance, there had ap~lrent'J, 
been many previous tri,ls with various modifications ')i the 
apparatus and many klures; in Mr. Crookes' own ,,·orc:;. 
"the experiments I haVe tried have been very numero~s, but 
owing to our imperfect knowledge of the conditions "hich 
favour or oppose the :nanif.estations of this force, :0 the 
apparently capricious rranner in which it is exerted, ind ;;0 
the fact that Mr. Home himself is subject to unacco'.ntabile 
ebbs and flows of the force, it has but seldom hap)Cned 
that a result obtained on one occasion could be subSe
quently confirmed and tested with apparatus special'! com
trived for the purpose." 
The real significance of this statement is that Hcme-a 
practised conjurer, as we are entitled to assume-W"iS in a 
position to dictate the conditions of the experiment. 3y the 
simple device of doing nothing when the condition; WErre 
unfavourable he could ensure that the light (gasn the 
present instance) was SJch and so placed, the appantus so 
contrived, and the sitter, so disposed, as to suit his p_rpoS'.e, 
and that in the actu,1 experiment the attention Jf the 
investigators would necessarily' be concentrated en the 
wrong points. Under such conditions, as ordinary exp=rienc::e 
shows, and as the experiments described in the last cnaptter 
have abundantly demonstrated, five untrained observ~rs arre 
no match for one cleve: conjurer. 

Podll)ore is referring, in the last sentence, to the drarmat,: 
experiments on eye-witness testimony conductec by S. . 
Davey [18]. Davey had been converted to a ~Iief j-, 

spiritualistic phenomena by the slate-writing demornstn
tions of the medium Henry Slade. Subsequenti(, Dl.av€'.1 
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accidently discovered that Slade had employed trickery to DIFFICUL TIES IN TESTING ALLEGED 'PSYCHICS 
produce soAPQf~jShf'~~~J~~M-f~~Q~1&t:iIGlA-RDP96-00789R003 00030001-4 
felt he could accomplish all of Slade's feats by trickery and Hare',Wa!lace, a d Croo~es were the first of many emi-
misdirection, He then conducted his well-rehearsed seance nent SCientists whp have Investigated and endorsed psy-
for several groups of sitters, including many who had wit- chics. Their work i~spired many later scient:sts to also take 
nessed and testified to the reality of spiritualistic phenom- time away from thEir re~ular scientific activities to investi-
ena. Immediately arter each seance, Davey had the sitters gate t,he paranorm I claims of mediums o' self·professed 
write out in detail all that they could remember having ps~chlcs. [4], [:9)-[2 ). :et, I suspect that malY parapsychol· 
happened during his seance. The findings were striking and oglsts will obJec.t t uSing the work of these psychic investi· 
very disturbing to believers. None of the sitters had sus' gators as part ot a general evaluation and critique of para· 
pected Davey of using trickery, Sitters consistently omitted psychology. The objection would be based on two 
crucial details, added others, changed the order of events, arguments. 
and otherwise supplied reports which would make it im- Today, most pa apsychologists would rot include the 
possible for any reader to account for what was described reports of Hare. W lIace, and Crookes in treir case for the 
by normal means. reality of psi (the current term to refer to extrasensory 

Pod more has much more to say about this experiment. perception and p ychokinesis). And, secGndly, even the 
His reference to "untrained" observers is not meant to reports by more recent scientists on psych cs do not form 
question Crookes' scientific competence. "But his previous part of the prima y database of parapsyC:lOlogy. Instead, 
training did not necessarily render him better qualified to today's para psych logists want to base their argument on 
deal with problems differing widely from those presented evidence emergin from laboratory experillents with un' 
in the laboratory. To put it bluntly, if Home was a conjurer, selected subjects a d which use standardized tasks. 
Mr, Crookes was probably in no better position for detect. However, I believe there are good reaSOIS for focussing 
ing the sleight-of·hand than any other man his equal in on these early inve,stigators: 
intelligence and native acuteness of sense. Possibly even in 1) At the time Ihey were reported, these investigations 
a worse position; for it may be argued that his previous were considered 0 be the strongest e\idence for the 
training would prepare the way for Home's efforts to con' paranormal. From ·850 to 1866 Hare's research constituted 
centrate attention on the mechanical apparatus, and thus practically the entire "scientific" case Up01 which propo' 
divert it from the seemingly irrelevant movements by which nents could base t eir claims. From 1870 until the founding 
it may be conjectured the conjurer's end was attained." of the Society oi P ychical Research in 1882 it was the work 

Finally, Pod more points out ways in which the report is of Crookes and allace that proponents ;:Jut forth as the 
incomplete. He then speculates about.one possible way best scientific justi ication for their paranmmal claims. 
Home might have tricked Crookes. He desc~ibes a scenario 2) The psychical research of these three eminent scien-
in which Home could have employed a thread which he tists served as th model for all later i:westigations of 
attached to the apparatus, probably the hook of the scale. psychics by scienti ts. Although sometime, the latest tech-
Some further points could be mentioned such as the fact no logical develop ents are brought into tr,e investigations, 
that Crooke's unpublished notes suggest that the eX-peri- no change in app oach or improvements in methodology 
ment was much more informal and involved many more for such investiga ions has occurred during the 130 years 
distractions than the published version indicates [15). since Hare first r ported his findings [~3]. In terms of 

Crookes held many seances not only with Home but with adequacy of docu entation, for example, it is difficult to 
almost every major spiritualistic medium who was in En- find any improve ent over Crookes' repo:ts on his experi-
gland during the years 1869 through 1875, He reported ments with Hom in the subsequent accounts by such 
having observed a variety of phenomena which he argued psychic investigat rs as Richet, Barrett, Lodge, Lombroso, 
could not have been produced by normal means: move- Zoellner, Eisenbu , Targ, Puthoff, Hastec, and the many 

ment of heavy bodies with contact but without mechanical others. 
exe~ion; raps and other sounds; the alteration of weights of 3) The work of l this early trio served as an important 
bodies; movements of heavy substances at a distance from impetus for the s bsequent founding oj the Society for 
th.e medium; the rising of tables and chairs off the ground, Psychical Research in 1882. In his presidential address to the 
Without contact of any person; the levitation of human first general meeti g of The Society for Psychical Research 
beings; the appearance of hands, either self-luminous or on July 17, 1882, enry Sidgwick went out of his way to 
visible by ordinary light; direct writing; arid' phantom forms acknowledge the importance and evidential value of the 
and faces [18]. His documentation for such phenomena, work of these pio eer researchers (30]: 
however, falls far short of what he has supplied us for the I say that import nt evidence has been accumulated' and 
movements of the balance. here I sho.uld like to answer a criticism that I have pri~ately 

As was the case with Hare and Wallace Crookes was heard which ten s to place the work of our Society in a 
bit,te.rly attatked for his views: The emine~t physiologist, rather invidious ~spect. It is supposed that we throw aside en bloc the resu ts of previous inquiries as untrustworthy, 
Wlilla.m Carpenter, lead the opposition. Carpenter openly and arrogate:o? r.selves a superior k.nowledge of scientific 
questioned Crookes' competence as a scientist, wrongly method or Intn slcally greater trustworthiness-that we 
state~ that Crookes' election to the Royal Society had been hope to be believFd, whatever conclusions we may come to, 
questionable, and made several other unwarranted insults by:he scien.tific yorld, tho.ugh previous i~quirers have been 
[16], [17]. Like Wallace, Crookes tried to get hi's sc.'entl'fl'C uniformly dlstrust1ed. Certainly I am conscIous of making no assumption of thi,s kind. I do not presume to suppose that I 
colleagues and critics to witness his experiments with Home could produce ev dence better in quality than much that has 
a.nd other psychics, But none of them accepted his invita- been laid before the world by writers of indubitable seien· 
tlOns. . tifie repute-me like Mr. Crookes, Mr. Wallace, and the 

late Professor de Morgan. But it is clear that from what I 
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have defined as the aim of the Society. however good some isfied with all the experiment~, arrangements are n1utuall. 
of its evidence may ~in qualit.y. we requi~e a great deal incompatible. 

":~:.~t~fa"~~ I i~~~~~\~~'<IJrJir~~r~AM~~Mr47,18 : CIA-pt(!11:'96~0I18'9R~~ tmb1ddR1~a para~ormal powero 
who have looked carefult.y into the evidence that has been of their subjects confld:entl'y 1::,:5t they nave Slmultaneousl, 
~so far obtained, ought to 6e convinced by that evidence; but achieved both goals. A conterporary version of thi$ them" 
t~e educated world. inclJding many who have gi.ven much has been eloquently put fOr:1 by a group of scientist~ 
lime and thought to thIS ;u?Ject, are not yet conVinced. and includi ng two of EngLand's c,.;tstanding physicists. in de-
therefore \';e want more :?vldence. 'b' h' .. . h k' . 

Sidgwick makes it clear that he and the other founders of 
the Society ior Psychical Research consider the findings of 
Wallace and Crookes as scientifically sound. Sidgwick has 
no doubt that Wallace's 3nd Crookes' reports should con
vince reasonable membe:; of the scientific community. But 
he pragmatically makes tre distinction between what should 
and what w;"/I convince :he critics. "What I mean by suf
ficient evide.'lCe is evider,ce that will convince the scientific 
world, and for that we o8viously require a good deal more 
than we have so far obtained" [30J. In other words, 
Siclgwick does not aspir:> to improve the quality of the 
preceding sc;entific inves:igators. Rather he wants to acquire 
more of the same qual it) 

4) The investigations of these original psychical research
ers bring out many o~ the same issues of evidence, 
testimony, and proof trat still characterize current con
troversies in parapsycho:ogy. Unfortunately, not much in 
the way of further clarification or resolution of these issues 
has occurred since their efforts first stimulated the debate. I 
have already mentioned ~ome of these issues in my discus
sions of the individual C2.ses. 

Many of the issues imolve the problem of competency. 
To what extent, for example, does competency in one 
branch of inquiry transfer, if at all, to a different branch? 
Can a scientist, no matt€[ how competent and well-inten
tioned, initiate an inquiry into a previously unstructured 
and unstandardized are2 and si ngle-handedly produce re
sults which bear the sarre scientific status as the results he 
has produced in his orig'nal area of expertise? Elsewhere, I 
have given by reasons f:lr answering this question in the 
negative [231. 

One important issue i5 perhaps worth bringing up at this 
poi nt. The scientists who have defended the trustworthi
ness of their psychical research have typical.iy insisted that 
the observations and e\idence of their reports of psychic 
happenings do not differ in quality from that which char
acterizes their more orthodox investigations, 

Yet, at the same time, these same investigators acknowl
edge an important diffe;ence between their inquiries into 
physics and biology and their investigations of psychics. 
Hare, Wallace, and (rookes, as well as the later psychical 
researchers insisted that the psychics being .tested must be 
treated with proper respect and concern. for their feelings, If 
the investigator is overly skeptical or otherwise betrays 
distrust of the alleged psychic this could adversely affect 

. the paranormal performance. Thus these scientists try to 
convey the impression that they conduct their tests using 
every precaution against fraud and deception, but at the 
same time making sure not to take any step or include any 
condition that meets with the disapproval of the alleged 
psychic. Skeptics such as myself, who have both experience 
in conducting experiments with humans and have been 
'trained in conjuring, be!ieve this is an impossible task. The 
twin goals of preventing trickery on the part of the alleged 
psychic and of ensuring that this same person will be sat-

scn Ing t elf expenments on :ne psyc 0 metlc powers c-
Uri Geller [31J: 

We have come to reake that ,- cer,ain ways the tradl\lonal 
ideal of the completel,' im~er~:nal approach of the natural 
sciences to experimertatic,-, ",II not be adequate in this 
domai n. Rather. there is a pe-;ona1 aspect that has to be 
tahoen into account in < wa'.- th,,' is somewhat similar to that 
needed in the disciplines of p"cholog\ and medicine. This 
does not mean. of co,J[se, thz is not possible to establish 
facts on which we car. cou nt s~(urel; Rather. it mean; that 
we have to be sensitive and o::',"rvanl. to discover what is a 
right approach. which will Dro:~rly allow for the subjective 
element and vet permt us \J) :raw rehable inferences. One 
of the first things thaI rev<=al> 'seli as one observes i; that 
psychokinetic phenorr.ena o-,eot in general be produced 
unless all who particip.:He .. re :- a relaxed state. A feeling of 
tension, fear, or hostil i:y on tn; Dart of any of those present 
generally communicat~s it,;,eli :.) the" hole group. The en
tire process goes most easilv "~en all those present actively 
want things to work '·Jell. in iddition. matters seem to be 
greatly facilitated when the ;:<perimental arrangement is 
aesthetically or imagirativ<:'ly <0pe"ling to the person with 
apparent psychokineti: po·.·.er; 
We have found also trat it is g~'ler211,. difficult to produce a 
predetermined set of :lher.om7·,2. Although this may ;ome
times be done, what 1ap~·en; S ohen surprising and unex' 
pected. We have obServec tr.,· the attempt to concentrate 
strongly in order to ottain 2 ci~';irec result (e.g .. the bE:1ding 
of a piece of metal) tends 10 i-rerfere with the relaxed state 
of mind needed to p;odu<:e s_eh phenomena .... Indeed, 
we have sometimes found it l!~7ful at this stage to talk of. or 
think about, somethir;g nOi c·;·sely related to what is hap
pening. so as to cecrease :he tendency to excessive 
conscious concentralion on the intended aim 0: the 
experiment .... 
In the study of psych::lkin'etic ~henomena, such conditions 
are much more important ;- an in the natural sciences. 
because the person who proe-xes these phenomena is not 
an instrument or a r:1achane. >,ny attempt to treat him as 
such will almost certzinly leac :0 failure. Rather. he must be 
considered to be one of ,he group, actively cooperating in 
the experiment, and r:ot a "su:jecr' whose behavior is to be 
observed "from the outside' in as cold and impersonal 
manner as possible .. , . 
In such research an a:titude c·' mutual trust and confidence 
is needed; we should not t'7at the perso-n with psycho
kinetic powers as an "objec;' to be observed with suspi, 
cion. Instead. as indicated ear~er, we have to look on him as 
one who is working with us. G:msider how difficult it would 
be to do a physical experim7nt if each person were con
stantly watching his colleagu~ to be sure that they did not 
trick him. How, then, alfe ... '" to avoid the possibility of 
being tricked? It should be p"ssible to design experimental 
arrangements that are beyonc any reasonable possibility of 
trickery, and that magicians >lill generally acknowledge to 
be so. In the first stages of ou- work we did, in fact, present 
Mr. Geller with several slKh <aangements, but these proved 
to be aesthetically unappeiling to him. From our early 
failures, we learned thaI Wr. Geller worked best when 
presented with many possibe objects, all together on a 
metal surface; at least one of thes.e objects might appeal to 
him sufficiently to stimulate hs energies" .. 
Nevertheless, we realize tha'. conditions such as we have 
described in this paper are j~st those in which a conjuring 
trick may easily be carried ou-'. We understand also that we 
are not conjuring experts. so f there should be an intention 
to deceive, we may be as 'eadily fooled as any person. 
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Moreover. there ha; been a great deal of public criticism. in subsequent cases, Both critics and defenders still implicitly 
which thj\.RW>o>t)VE¥cft::~~'R~f~~ ~031~4t1r8s~CIA-RDI?t9.6-d1)tDJ18a:RQQ3, .Q.QP:W~P1l:l4chotomy, And both the 
gested, l;'O't"'tlf'iis re<,on It nas often been proposed that a critics and the def, nders in different ways do not emerge 
skilled magician should be present to help to see that there ",: 'r h.' d' bl ' 
will be no possibili:y of deception, It is in the nature of the as ~at,onal, obJective, SClentl IC or ot erwlse a mira e In 
case. however, that no such assurance can actually be given, their exchanges, \ orse, no lessons from the past seem to 
For a skilled magiCian is able to exploit each new situa· have either been learned or carried over to the current 
tion as it arises in l different and generally unpred,ictable controversies, If th critical exchanges had been more con· 
way In princip'~ we would welcome help of thiS kind , 'I h' f \V II d , d"'" h . 'b'I' f d ' It h b structlv,e and ratlOna at : e time 0 Hare. a ace. an In ecreaslng t e ~vSSI I Ity 0 eceptlon, as een our, , ' 
observation. however, that magicians are often hostile to the Crookes, today we might oe closer to ~ndersta~dlng what 
whole purpose of l~is sort of investigation. so they tend to was really going, n to make such eminent SCientists put 
bring about an atnosphere of tensi,on in whi~h, little or forth such seemin Iy outrageous claims, 
nothing can be dor~, Indeed. even Il so~e mag~clans who Hare. Wallace, a d Crookes had no success in inducing 
were found who w~re not disposed In thiS way, It does not " , " 
follow that their l~stimony will convince those who are their CritiCS to co e and examine the eVidence for them-
hostile. since the I<:ter can always suppose t,hat new tricks selves, It is possi Ie thai if Huxley and Carpenter had 
were involved. beyond the capacity of those particular mao accepted Wallace's invitation to attend at least six seances. 
gici,ans to see t,hrou3 h them, Because of all of t~is. it seen:s no phenomena \V uld have taken place, On the other 
unlikely that slgnlkant progress towards cleanng up thiS h d 't Id b fit h th 0 ts 0" s ch " II h ' an I wou use u 0 ave e acc un u particular questIOn ~ould be made by actua y aVlng ma", " , ' 
gicians present at l:,e sessions, though we have found it skeptical observers before us If, say, MISS Nichol did pro' 
useful to have theil help in a consultative capacity", , We duce the flowers i their presence, And it certainly would 
recognize that ther~ is ~ ?enuine di(ii~ulty in obta!n,ing an have helped if Car enter a:ld Stokes had accepted Crookes' 
adequate answer to CrItiCisms concerning the pOSSibility of invitation to watc his experiments with ,Home and the 
tricks. and that a ce,lain healthy skepticism or doubt on the 
part of the reader may be appropriate at this point", , balance, 
However. we believe that our approach can adequately 
meet this situation, THE CREERY SISTERS 

These investigators close this discussion of the difficulties 
of carrying out such research with an optimistic prognosis, 
"We feel that if si,llilar sessions continue to be held, 
instances of this kind might accumulate, and there will be 
no room for reasomble doubt that some new process is 
involved here, which cannot be accounted for, or ex
plained, in terms of :he laws of physics at present known, 
I ndeed, we already :eel that we have very nearly reached 
this pain!." These hopeful words were written in 1975, 
Neither they nor o:her scientists have yet managed to 
present scientific e\idence that Uri Geller or his many 
imitators can bend metal paranormally, Although at least, 
one major physicist continues his investigations of para
normal metal bending [20), a decade of research on Uri 
Geller by scientists who adhered to the advice of treating 
the metal-bender as a respected colleague and catering to 
his aesthetic sensibiiities has only succeeded to demon-

. strate that Geller can bend metal under conditions which 
allow him to do it by cheating [21), 

Hare, Wallace, and Crookes, as well as subsequent psy
chic researchers, insisted they had guarded against the 
possibility of trickery while, at the same time, acknowledg
ing the necessity to treat their subjects in the special way 
described by Hasted et al. Unfortunately, as Hasted et al. 
concede, this special treatment, increases the, difficulties of 
preventing deception. But, like their preaecessors in psychi
cal research, they e):press confidence that their scientific 
skills can overcome the difficulty, In fact, the suggested 
procedure gives the alleged psychic veto power over any 
arrangement that impedes trickery and also supplies a ready 
excuse for not producing phenomena when the dangers of 
detection suddenly seem too high, The conditions which 
the scientists report 2S ideal for the production of psychical 
phenomena are just those that are also ideal for the produc
tion of the same phenomena by trickery. 

5) As already discussed, Hare, Wallace, and Crookes were 
bitterly attacked by their skeptical scientific colleagues. And 
the same sorts of attacks and defenses have characterized 

For its first 30 ears. psychical research consisted of 
individual and unc ordin2ted investigations by scholars or 
scientists such as are, Wallace, and Crookes, During this 
period some feebl and u:1successful attempts were made 
to form research so ieties and coordinate the research [32]. 
The first successf~1 attempt to institutionalize pSl'chical 
research was the {OUnding of the Society for Psychical 
Research in Londo in 1882, Four of the principal leaders of 
this society-the p ,ilosopher Henry Sidgwick, the physicist 
William Barrett, th literary scholar Edmund Gurney, and 
the classicist Fred ric Myers-had been encouraged, in 
addition 'to their own investigations of telepathy and 
mediums, by the re earch of such scientists as Wallace and 
Crookes, The foun ers of the Society clearly bel ieved that 
they possessed solid scientific evidence for the reality of 
thought-transferenc . At the first general meeting of the 
Society in London n July 17,1882, Henry Sidgwick ended 
his presidential add ess with the following words (30): 

We must drive the bjedo; into the position of being forced 
either to admit th phenomena as inexplicable. at least by 
him, or to accuse t einvestigators either of tying or cheating 
or a blindness or f rgetfulness incompatible with any intel
lectual condition xcept absolute idiocy, I am glad to say 
that this result, in my opinion, has been satisfactorily at
tained in the inv stigation of thought-reading, Professor 
Barrett will now br ng before you a report which I hope will 
be only the first of long series of similar reports which may 
have reached the s me point of conclusiveness, 

Before looking at the experimental results whose "con
clusiveness" Sidgwi k believes is beyond reasonable doubt, 
I would like to call he reader's attention to the use of the 
False Dichotomy it Sidgwick's strategy, The goal is to 
report evidence tha is so compelling that the critic either 
has to admit that psychic phenomena have been demon
strated or that the i~vestigator is deliberately lying. afflicted 
with a pathological condition, or incredibly incompetent. 
Sidgwick does not lIow for the possibility that an investi
gator could be co petent, honest, sane, and intelligent, 
and still wrongly re rt what he believes to be "conclusive" 
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evidence for the pa;Jnormal. Unfortunately, as seen in the on the piano. She is then recalleJ. and one or more of the 

cases: of Hare, wa)t~fu:do%ct~8~ER.~rda§~ t~~i8~las.¢tf18 : CIA~~aceiheir hands~~Qh1~~ Shovulder~; Some~ 
ceedlng the cases, t'fe cntlcs, In respon1:rrng to paranorma1 . t' ~h ~~t;Q~th . h' t I' t"'h s ague, dabdout. . . ' . . . . some Imes s e moves a e ng ,par 0 e room an oes 
claims, have l;nphClt:y accepted the False Dichotomy. When the thing, or something like the lhing. which she has been 
confronted with p.ranormal claims by otherwise com- willed to do. Nothing could at iirst sight look less li~e a 
petent invest::gators, many critics have taken the bait and . pr<?mising starting·point for a new branch of scientific in-
have tried to discre':it the offending investigator by ques- qwy. 
tioning his compet~nce, insinuating fraud, or suggesting 
pathology. 

The "concIJsive" ~vidence with which Sidgwick wanted 
to confront tre objE':tor came from a series of experiments 
on through-t,.1nsferEnce conducted by his colleagues Wil
liam Barrett, Edmun::Gurney, and Frederic Myers [33). The 
investigators :ntrodu:ed this series as follows [33): 

In the corr€Spondf'1Ce we have received there were two 
cases whicr seemd, upon inquiry. to ce free from any 
prima facie object,)ns, and apparently indicative of true 
thought·reajing. O~e of these cases is gi\en in the Appen
dix ... but 2, we car,lot from personal observation testify to 
the conditic.'ls undF which the trials were made, we simply 
leave it asiJe. ThE other case was that of a family in 
DI?rbyshire, with ,,',am we have had the opportunity of 
frequent an: prolor'5ed trials. 
Our informant was ·,V. Creery, a clergyman of unblemished 
character, 2:1d who:e integrity indeed has, it so happens, 
been excep:ionally tested. He has a family of five girls, 
ranging nov: bet\\'t':n the ages of ten and seventeen, all 
thoroughlY1eatlhy as free as possible from morbid or 
hysterical s\;-nptom;, and in manner perfectly simple and 
childlike. He fat hE" stated that anyone of these children 
(except the '!ounge;~), as well as a young servant-girl who 
had lived w.:h the flmily for two years, was frequently able 
to designat;: COHee:y, without contact 0: sign, a card or 
other object fixed D~ in the child's absence. During the year 
which has e apsed !.nce WE first heard of this family, seven 
visits, most I': of soevE"al days' duration. have been paid to the 
town wherE they l'le, by ourselves and several scientific 
friends, and ,on thes~ occasions daily experiments have been 
made. 

The precedng quotation was taken from the "First Re
port on Thought-R€.ading" which was read at the first 
meeting of the Socety. Several more experiments were 
conducted wi:h the ~reery sisters and the results included 
in the second and third reports [34), [35). Notice the empha
sis placed upon Reve:end (reery's "unblemished character" 
and integrity. Within the Victorian society of Sidgwick and 
his colleagues this ~mphasis on charader had a special 
significance. According to Nicol, many flaws in the investi
gative reports of the Society were due to "a double stan
dard of evidence." 

The Societys douti'e standard of evidence arose in the 
following w.y. The Society's leaders were members of the 
middle and upper rriddle strata of society. When faced with 
the problem of esti11ating the value of evid.ence, they di
vided the world intc· two classes: (a) Members of their own 
class (Ladies and Gentlemen in the Victorian sense) whom 
they tended to He.: trustingly; (b) Members of the lower 
classes, whcm for trevity we may call the Peasants: them 
they treated with 5ulpicion (36). 

The experiments v.ith the (reery sisters were all variants 
of the populu Victorian pastime known as the "willing 
game" [37]. 

The game admits 01 many variations, but is usually played 
somewhat a; foIl0"'5. One of the party, generally a lady, 
leaves the loom. C!\d the rest determine on something 
which she is able to do on her return-as to take a flower 
from some ~ecified vase, or to strik.e some specified note 

Barrett, Gurney. and Myers go to great lengths to assure 
their readers that they are aware of the many non
pa;anormal ways in which information from the sende'5 
can be communicated to the percipient. Subtle uncon' 
scious pushes by the "willer," for example, can guide the 
percipient to the correct place. And there is always the 
possibility of secret codes being employed [33). [37). Never' 
theless, they relaie incidents from their own experience 
with the game which they believe cannot be handled by 
such obvious explanations. 

In their typical experimental procedure, one child would 
be selected to leave the room. When she was out of the 
room, the remaining participanis would select a playing 
card or write down a number or name. "On re-entering she 
stood-sometimes turned by us with her face to the wall, 
oftener with her eyes directed towards the ground, and 
usually close to us and remote from her family-for a 
period of silence \'arying from a few seconds to a minute. 
till she called out to us some number, card, or whatever it 
might be" [33). Sefore leaving the room, the child was 
always informed of the general category, such as playing 
cards, from which the target item was to be chosen. 

The authors obviously felt that their knowledge of the 
vClrious ways that inadvertent and deliberate signaling of 
the percipient could occur somehow made them immune 
from such errors. As an added precaution, however, they 
conducted several trials either in which members of the 
family were absent or in which only the experimenters 
knew the chosen object (unfortunately they do not dis
tinguish among trials on which o'nly the experimenters 
were informed of the target but the family was present and 
trials on which only the experimenters were present). The 
investigators claim that keeping the family uninformed did 
not appreciably lower the proportion of above-chance cor
rect guesses. 

The results were quite striking. Looking only at the re
sults of tbose trials on which members of the Committee 
al'one knew the card or number selected, the investigators 
summarize their findings as follows [35): 

260 Experiments made with playing cards; the first responses 
gave' quite righ! in 9 trials; y,llereas the responses, if pure 
chance, would be , quite right in 52 trials. 79 Experiments 
made with numbers of two figures; the first responses gave 1 
quite right in 9 trials; whereas the responses, if pure chance, 
would be 1 quite right in 90 trials. 

The experimenters also summarize the results of the 
much larger number of trials in which the family members 
were not excluded. Two points are worth noting about the 
results repo(ted above. By ordinary statistical criteria the, 
odds against such an outcome being due just to chance are 
enormous. But the calculation of such odds assumes, that in 
the absence of telepathy, we know the expected value and 
distribution of hits. The way exp-erimenters can ensure the 
appropriate conditions for the application of the statistical 
tests is to include careful procedures for randomizing the 
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targets on each trial such that each target has an equal could more directl~revent unwitting bodily cues by,im-
chance of being seiected and that the selected object on a ply screenin!t!~0se who know the target. from the percipi-
given trial iA~p~~rfQrIRQI~<20~/~/~At:. ~A-R~~fQ~1t~~~Q.;3. ~~~Q~1~usible (to the invesl1ga-
nowhere in the three reports do we find any mention of tor) reasons for dis ounting a possible source of error for 
how the playing card or number \\'as chosen on each trial. actual experiment I controls to guard against the error 
We do not know if the deck wa, shuffled even once, let characterizes psychical research from its inception to the 
alone between trials. The number selection is even more 
disturbing because if, as seems to be the case, a committee 
member simply thought of any twe digit number that came 
to mind, we know :hat some numb"rs are much more likely 
:han others. And the same few nUf'lbers that are favored by 
the sender are like'), to be those that con'e to the mind of 
the percipient. These most prob2Jle nUr:1bers, known as 
'mental habits" in the older.litera:ure, are called "popula
tion stereotypes" bv Marks and KaTlmann [25). 

The second peculiarity, which was noted by Coover, is 
that the proportior. of successful hts in these experiments 
seems to be independent of the chance probability [38). 
Thus the hit rate is lout 9 trials regardless of whether cards 
or numbers are being guessed. To Coover this suggest the 
use of a code rather than the imperieCi transmission of 
psychic signals. 

As already indicated, the founjers oi the Society for 
Psychical Research believed that. with ihe experimental 
results on the Creery sisters, they lad fin211y succeeded in 
scientifically establishing telepath, as a valid phenomenon. 
As just one example of the importance 2ttached to these 
experiments, Gurney's statement ir the Scciety's first major 
monograph, Phantasms of the Living [39) can be cited: 

I have dwelt at some length on our series 0: trials with th~ 
members of the C'eery family, as it :s to those trials that \q, 

owe our own conviction of the possibility of genuine 
thought-transferer,ce between persc-ns in a normal state. 

Despite this confidence in the conclusiveness of the 
Creery experiments, critics quickh' pointed out perceived 
flaws [38], [40), [41J. It was chargee that the authors grossly 
underestimated the extent to which sophisticated coding 
could transpire between the girls i:i the experimental situa
tion. The critics also suggested thz: the experimenters were 
naive in assuming that they could prevent inadvertent cue
ing just by being aware of the possibility. 

Concerning the trials in which only the investigators 
knew the chosen object, the critics complained about inad
equate documentation. The experimenters never state how 
the card or object was chosen; whether the members of the 
family were present during the selection (even though they 
were presumably kept ignorant of the choice); whose deck 
of playing cards was used; and so forth. 

As can be seen, even on this brief account, we encounter 
a number of the issues that chara(te~ized. earlier psychical 
research, The investigators assume that to be forewarned is 
to be forearmed, For example, they devote six pages of their 
first report to a discussion of the various types of errors, 
which if not excluded, could invalidate their research [33]. 
The purpose is to assure the reader that because they are 
keenly aware of the possibilities of such errors they could 
not have occurred. As previously mentioned, one way the 
investigators tried to preclude giving the girl any involun
tary muscular cue was simply for the investigator to be 
consciously aware of such a possibility and consciously 
prevent himself from displaying such cues. Not only is such 
a precaution useless [42], but it was unnecessary since one 

present. 
A second theme is that prior experience in investig2:ing 

paranormal claims uto:natically qualifies one as an e\;:>ert 
who can be trus\1?d not to make mistakes or be suscep,;ble 
to trickery in future situ2tions. This theme is closely relcted 
to the False Dichot my issue. 

The report on t e Creery sisters also illustrates ano:her 
recurring theme in sychical research-the Patchwork Quilt 
Fa I/acy. As Giere pint, out, the "patchwork quilt fallccy" 
gets its name be~a se, 'The hypothesis. initial conditions, 
and auxiliary aSSI;ffi. tions are pieced together in such 2 way 
that they logicall'/ i pi, the known facts" [43]. Telepath, or 
psi always seems t be just that mysterious phenomelon 
that produced all t e peculiar patterns that we happeneJ to 
observe in our oat. On some days the Creery sister, ;Jer
formed no bette: t an chance, This variability among days 
became, in the mintl

l 

so: the investigators, a property 01 the 
phenomenon [35J: 

It may be note-:l trat i'1e power of these children, colli::(' 
lively or sepa'at Iy, g~adually diminished during the;;, 
months, so that at the end of 1882 they could not do, und;,' 
the easiest conditi ·ns, · .... hat they could do under the mo;: 
stringent in 18:1. This gradual decline oi power seem~: 
quite indepenc:i~n of t1€ tests applied, and resembled Ir,;, 

disappearance of tracsitory pathological condition, beif"g 
the very opposi:e f what might have been expected from ~ 
growing proficien ,in (ode-communication. 

The fact that all gee psychics inevitably seem to lose 
their powers undeJlr continued investigation has become 
known as the "decline effect," which can occur in a v2:iety 
.of patterns and gui es, Gurney and his colleagues propose 
the decline as additional support for the genuineness 0: the 
telepathy because t is not what might be expected if the 
girls were becoming more proficient in using a code. The 
cynic, of course, vi ws this decline in the just the opposite 
way, Presumably t e investigators are also becoming more 
proficient in know ng what to look for, especially in the 
face of continuin criticism, and, as a result, they have 
made it more diffi ult for the girls to get away with their 
tricks. 

As it turns out he investigators later caught the girls 
cheating, The girls at least on this occasion, had used a 
simple code. This rings up an additional theme in psychi
cal research which e might, for short, label the Problem of 
the Dirty Test Tub. Gurney revealed the deception in a 
brief note which appeared in the Proceedings of the Society 
for Psychical Rese rch in IBM [44]. Hall thinks it is very 
significant that Gu neis fellow investigators did not sign 
this revelation [41]. 

In the note, Gur ey reminds his readers "that the earliest 
experiments in T ought-transference described in the 
Society's Proceedi gs were made with some sisters of the 
name of Creery. Th important experiments were, of course, 
those in which the agency' was confined to one or more of 
the investigating ommittee.". But though stress was 
never laid on any rials where a chance of collusion was 
afforded by one' more of the sisters sharing in the 
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'agency: nevertheless some results contai 'lder such gave her the opponunity. Despite this record of cheatir 
conditAppro~dirRb.rdRelease OOOat04/18 : etA4'lUl)P96-00i789ROO~~~OroOO()$'4 inclL:ding S-Jme c~ tada 
therefore, to state that in a series of experim ·vith cards, leaders in the field. have no doubt lhat on m2ny ott 
recently made at Camb.idge, two of the $ acting as occasions she displ2yed true paranormal :Jowers [19J. ( 
'agent' and 'percipient: were detected in tf·· .,; a code the contemporary scene, parapsycnologis:s a:e willing 
of signals; and a third has confessed to a cc -mount of admit that the controversial metal-~en·der Uri Ge:ler oft 
signalling in the earlier series to which ref, has been cheats, but that, on occasion, he €xhi!:Jit5 recl p~:anorn 
made" [44). Gurney th~n describes both,isual and powers [45). And parapsychologists blame::: me. r2:her tl-! 
auditory codes used by the girls. He conti .5 follows Geller, for the fact that Geller cheated n ~y Jresen 
[44] because, as they pu: it, I did not i:-1pose ;Jff cie..,tly str 

The use of the visual cooe was very gratuitous 
the sisters, since it had been explained to the 

,,)€ part of 
',,)1 we did 

not attach any scientific value to the experin > in which 
they aCled as agent and :Jercipient in sight oi ! "ther, the 
possibility of success u1der these condition;\.'mg been 
abundantly proved. ThE object of our experi· ,ts at Cam· 
bridge on this occasion was, if possible. to :'gthen the 
evidence for Thought·transference (1) when , :~~mbers of 
the family were aware of the thing to be gu 'd, and (2) 
when the sister acting as agent was in a differ room from 
the one acting as perci~;ent. The experiment., which the 
codes were used were i''1tended merely as al 'sement and 
encouragement with a vi~w to increase the Chi'" i: of success 
in the more difficult ones-which were all cor,'ete failures, 
The account which was given as to the earlie· '''fleriments, 
conducted under similar conditions, is that sig, is were very 
rarely used; and not on specially successful L< (:asions, but 
on occasions of failure. when it was fearec; that visitors 
would be disappointed. But of course the reC;1t detection 
must throw discredit or the results of all prc'OUS trials in 
which one or more of th, sisters shared in the ·jgency. How 
far the proved willingness to deceive can be :\;old 10 affect 
the experiments on wh.ch we relied, where ,"ollision was 
excluded, must of course depend on the dvgree of strin· 
gency of the precautions taken against trickery of other sorts 
-as to which every reaeer will form his own opinion. 

This manner of treating the discovery of cheating il
lustrates a number of interwoven themes. The finding of a 
"dirty test tube" ordinarily implies that all the results of the 
experiment are brought into question. Gurney argues that 
only those results clearly attached to the "dirty test tube" 
should be discarded, Sir.ce the girls could not have used 
their code, in his judgment, in those trials in which only 
investigators knew the chosen object, those trials still retain 
their evidential value. Related to this is what the early 
psychical researchers called the problem of "mixed 
mediumship." Psychics and mediums are under constant 
pressure to produce results, yet they have little direct con
trol over their fickie powers. Therefore, in order not to 
disappoint their followers or from fear of losing the atten
tion that goes with mediumship, they learn to supplement 
their real powers with tricks to simulate the phenomena. 
Still another variant of this exploits the apparent fact that 
many mediums and psychics are apparently iii a trance or 
altered state when performing. In such a state they are 
highly suggestible and behave in ways expected of them. If 
skeptics are among the onlookers, they will sometimes 
cheat because this is what is expected of them. The onus 
for the consequent cheaiing is by this means placed upon 
the skeptic rather than the cheater. 

The dirty test tube problem has been with psychical 
research from its beginning and, as we will see, is still very 
much a part of the contemporary scene. The medium 
Eusapia Palladino's long career was noteworthy for the 
number of times she was caught cheating. She readily 
acknowledged that she would cheat if the investigators 

gent conditions to p:~vent him frorl chea: ,ng [22: 
Despite this attempt to save son-" 0: tl-,-; e·.idence frt 

:he Creery experime:lts, the leader; oj the Socie:· for P 
chical Research quie:ly removed th" ex per mE~t ;'om til, 
:?vidential database. But Sir Williai"1 B~rre:: refus::d to 
along with this demoting of the e):JermE-.t. .o..cording 
Gauld, this inciden: sparked dissension Jetwee'l Barr 
2nd the other founders [32), 

Barrett had been the iirst to experim~.'1t with <'e5.'" g . s. and 
they were his special proteges... B"rrel' wC'ulc never 
agree that the later and crude chea:ing in\'<'id,,:eo III the 
earlier resul:s; he considered that 'lis 16:: e. ::Jer~en!5, 
together with his e'periments with :he (re",'5 :oac estab
lished his claim to be the di5co\'~rer of :ho'Jgi':··trans
ference, anc he remained bitter tov.ards th" Sic,,:,- :'<.s for 
the rest of h,s life. -

Not only did Barrett continue te defer.: tr-:e e.-ide 
';alue of the Creery experiments, Jut sc die Ic:er 
;:Jsychologists. In his classic monoFap'i 0' lS;·'; Xl 

5ensory Perception, J B. Rhine inclLded tr ; e:~pe' rr 
among the most evidential of the earl\' resear::h. 
whole the early experiments in E.S.:>. were ad-nir:.::' 
ducted ... as one would expect frem the array ci 
impressive names connected with :hem. ;:ne ex[:"r 
'.'lith the Creery sisters, for instanc:, wer", conc .. K 

Professors William Barrett, Henry Sidgw::k anc ' 
Stewart, by Mrs, Henry Sidgwick, F:ederic'Ay<:rs, Ec 
Gurney and Frank Podmore .... In all this .vork tr:? 
were sufficiently striking to leave nc doub: as w he 
sion of the hypothesis of chance" [.!.S]_ 

Despite these attempts to salvage som::thing :ron 
Creery experiments, I believe it is fair to S2i that toda) 
experiments are not part of the caSE that parapsycholol. 
would make in support of psi. Indeed, my ~ru$al of sev· 
contemporary books and histories of parapsychology 
dicates that the experiments are rarely, if ever, mention 

The same fate befell the very ne~,t major experiment 
telepathy conducted by the same in\·estigators. In H' 
"Second Report on Thought-Transfe:ence:' Gurney and 
colleagues describe the first of their exper;mental findi I 
in which two young men, Smith ar.d Bla6.bum, were 
parently able to communicate telepathicaly under cor' 
tions that prevented normal communicati:>n. If anythii 
the investigators placed even more reliarce upon tn. 
later experiments than in those with the Creer,.- sisters. 

As was the case with the Creery s!sters, Smith and BI2I 
burn soon lost their powers. Smith was then hired by 
Society to assist in the conduct of several successful h 
pathic experiments. In 1908, Blackburn, thir;king that Sn' 
was dead, publicly confessed as to how he and Smith r 
tricked the investigators during the eXPffiments. Sm 
who was very much alive and still employed by the Sod 
denied the charges. In the ensuing debate, the Socie 
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leaders defended Smith. Good accounts of this amazing put under the rub ic of 'extra-senSOI"\' perception (ESi?), ~P 
incident can be found in [38] and [41]. Today, the Smith- became defined as "Knowledge of or response to an ex"r-
Blackburn EApp~daFmO~e~se>~t041*8Qf <mA-RDP9I6filQ00t89ROOI3 OOOGOO~hended ihrough knovn 
parapsychological case for psi. sensory channels' (48). This included telepaihy. c1;lr-

J. B. RHINE 

The founding of the Society for Psychical Research in 
1882 was an attempt to organize and professionalize psychi
cal research. Other societies, such as the American Society 
for Psychical Research quickly followed. Journals and pro
ceedings were published and international congresses were 
held. Despite these steps towards institutionalization, psy
chical research continued for the next 50 years to be an 
uncoordinated activity of amateurs. No agreed upon pro
gram or central body of concepts characterized the field. 

Duri ng this period, psychic researchers disagreed among 
themselves on issues involving subject matter, method
ology, and theory; On one side were those, perhaps the 
majority, who supported the spiritist hypothesis that psy
chic phenomena reflected the activity of departed spirits or 
superintelligent beings. Opposed to these were psychic 
researchers like Nobel Laureate Charles Richet who 
defended the position that the phenomena could be ex
plained in terms of a "psychic force" without assuming 
survival or spirits (47). 

Another division was between those who felt that psychi
cal research should confine itself to mental phenomena 
such as telepathy, premonitions, and clairvoyance. Op
posed to these were those who felt that the physical 
phenomena such as levitation, materialization, poltergeist 
events, and psychokinesis should be the focus of inquiry. 
The majority of psychical researchers believed in telepathy 
but were dubious about clairvoyance. But a strong minority, 
lead by Richet, believed that clairvoy~nce not only existed 
but was the basic phenomenon underlying telepathy. 

Possibly the most divisive issue of all was the question of 
what sort of a research program was appropriate for psychi
cal investigation. A small, but vocal minority wanted psychi
cal research to become a rigorous experimental science. A 
larger group felt that the natural-historical method was 
more appropriate because so many of the important phe
nomena were spontaneous and not observable in the 

,Iaboratory_ Opposed to both these groups were members 
of the societies who felt that the quantification and rigor of 
the natural sciences were irrelevant to the study of psychi
cal phenomena. 

The event that is credited with providing psychical re
search with a common focus and a coherent research 
program was the publication in 1934 of J. B. Rhine's mon
graph Extra-Sensory Perception [46]. -Mauskopf and 
McVaugh [47] provide an excellent surVey of the period 
from 1915 to 1940, which they treat as the period when 
psychical research made the transition from a pre-paradig
matic to a paradigmatic research program. 

Rhine pulled together the various strands already existing 
in psychical research and coordinated them into a coherent 
program. He also coined the terms "parapsychology" to 
refer to the new experimental science which descended 
from psychical research and "extra-sensory perception" to 
refer to the basic phenomenon which was to be studied. In 
agreement with Richet, and in disagreement with the British 
parapsychologists, Rhine viewed clairvoyance as on the 
same footing with telepathy. Later, precognition was also 

voyance, precogn tion, and retrocognition. The P'SYCIC 

phenomena r.ot i volving reception of iniormation w~'e 
included under t e term "psychokinesis" (PK) wluict-s 
defined as "T'Ie i fluence of mind on external object~ Jr 

processes witlout the mediation of known physical 0'1-

ergies or forcEs" [ ) Today both ESP and "K are inclu:d 
under the more eneral term "psi" which is "A gene' ',I 
term to identfy a person's extrasensorimo:er co:nm unu
tion with the environment" [48]. 

Rhine's 193.! mongraph deals only with clairvovance a-d 
telepathy. In 193 he also began research pros rams :n 
precognition and psychokinesis. Apparently, he was -0-

luctant to putl iciz these latter programs too S00n for lo1r 
of making parapsy hology too controversia: and ;Jnacce:(
able to mains:rea science (48). He waited unti: 1938 :P.
fore he publis'Ied nything on precognition and untl,1 i~3 
for the first reJort on his PK results. 

The major irnov tion introduced by Rhine was ,he USE :f 
the five target desi ns: circle, cross, wavy lines, square, 2-d 
star. These pattern were printed on cards and the standa'-:I 
ESP deck cons:ste of 5 cards of each symbol for a tot2' :.f 
25 cards. Rhine a so introduced standard procedures ',:r 
using these ta~get materials. The two most common \'.'''~2 

the Basic Tect-niq e and the Down Throug~ Technic.ue n 
the Basic Tecr.niq e (B.T.), the deck is shuffled and pI2:::d 
face down. the per ipient guesses the value of the top ca-:; 
this is then remo ed and laid aside and the percipie-t 
guesses the v21 ue of the second card; the secor>d care 5 

then removed and aid on top of the first and the percipi~,~t 
now guesses the hird card; etc. This procedure is en
tinued until al: 25 ards have been used. At the er>d o.f he;' 

a "run," a check i made to see how many guesses w~'e 
hits. If the proced re was supposed to test telepathv t;"l:n 
an agent would 10 k at each card at the time the percipi~!-,t 

. was trying to gue s its symbol. If clairvoyance was bel-g 
tested, no one w uld look at each card 2S it was pla:~d 
aside. The Dow Through Technique CD.T.) tesd 
clairvoyance by h ving the percipient guess the symb:is 
from top to ootto before any of them were remov'ed -or 
checking against tJ e call. The D.T. technique is conside~d 
to be superio: mJthodologically in that it better prote::s 
against inadvertenlt sensory cues from the backs of 11e 
cards. 

Extra-Sensory Pe ception attracted the attention of b:rh 
the psychical rese rchers and the skeptics for two reaso-s. 
Rhine's database consisted of 91174 separate trials )r 
guesses over a thr e-year period using a number of nonp-o
fessional individua 5 as percipients. More important waS-:1e 
unprecedented Ie el of success which he reported. Of o1e 
85724 guesses rec rded using the five-symbol ESP dem, 
24364 were "hits: This was 7219 more hits than the 1r.~S 
that would be exrected just by chance. The odds 2gai~st 
this being just an accident are calculated as being pra::i
cally infinite. His s bjects averaged 7.1 hits per run of 2: as 
against the chance expectation of 5. Although this is on!' 2 
extra hits per 25, s ch consistency over this huge numbe- of 
trials and differen subjects had no precedent in the p-or 
history of psychic I research. 

Rhine's best su ject, Hubert Pearce averaged 8 hits :er 
run over a total of 17250 guesses. As Rhine notes [46): 
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/I.\ost people are more impressed by a spectacular series of renowned began ,,$ a direct response to Rhine's mono-
successive hilS !han..br!2~er bU~J¥:mul~~~ngi.Q~~rl4/18 : OIAI=ROP96-00789R0031 00030001-4 
scoring 25 slralghtJj\MH.r;QM~ a r~~a fg,. V Aiter five years oi heroic research, Soal was sure that he 
presence, and Zirkle's 26 straight hits In pure telepathy With . . . . 
my assistant, Miss Ownbey, are the best instances of these. had succeeded on,> In demonstra~tng the laws of chance .. A 
Other subjects have approached these. Linzmayer scored 21 colleague, however. persuaded him to check for a certain 
in 2S clairvoyance, in my presence; Miss Ownbey herself, trend in his data. And this resulted in a new series oi 
unwitnessed. scored 23, pure clairvoyance. Miss Turner's experiments that :.Jf almost 25 vears were hailed as the 
score of 19 in distance P.T. [pure telepathy] work stands out . . '. 
because of the 250 miles between her and the agent. Miss most convincing a~d fraud·proof demonstration of ESP ever 
Bailey scored 19 in P.T. in the same room with the agent, as achieved. Because the experiment and results seemed so 
did also Cooper. The odds against gettin~ one series of 2S impressive, some cities, in a way reminiscent of Carpenter's 
stri,'ght hits by mere chance would be 5-

5 which is nearly attacKs upon Wall~~e and Crookes and within the spirit of 
3OC~ qua?rillions-just one score of 25

1 

A small part of our Sidgwick's False D:hotom)" openly accused Soal of fraud 
90 CO:) tnals. . . 

Rhine's work provided the model for most parapsycho
logical work from 1934 to around 1970. Using card-guessing 
with the five ESP symbols, an astonishing variety of ques
tions about ESP were investigated [48]. Because of its huge 
database, its claims to statistical and experimental sophisti
cation, and its unprecedented rate of success Rhine's re
search gained the attention of scientific and popular audi
ences [47]. At iirst scientists were at a loss about how to 
react. Many scientists, as a result of reading Rhine's work, 
were encouraged to try to replicate the results. A few got 
encouraging results, but most failed. 

The first attacks by the critics were aimed at Rhine's 
statistical procedures. As it turned out, some of Rhine's 
statistical procedures were technically incorrect, but, for the 
most part, his results could not be explained away as due to 
i napp~opriate statistical procedures. The critics turned out 
to be wide off the mark in many of their accusations. On the 
whole, however, the statistical debate led to constructive 
developments and improved clarification about the proper 
use of statistical procedures in such experiments [47). 

Having essentially lost the statistical battle, the critics 
then turned to Rhine's experimental controls. Here, he was 
much more vulnerable. And, ironically, it was the British 
psychical research community that had anticipated the 
critics and which provided the sharpest critiques of Rhine's 
methods [47). The British parapsychologists were astonished 
both by Rhine's apparent ease in finding successful percipi
ents as well as his claims that clairvoyance worked as well 
as telepathy. With only a few exceptions, they had found 
only evidence for telepathy, And their experience had con
vinced them that telepathic powers were very rare. While 
they welcomed Rhine's contribution, they were quick to 
point out many of its defects, especially Rhine's inadequate 
description of his procedures and the ?eeming casualness 
of his experiments. 

During the 19305, nevertheless, Rhine's work as reported 
in Extra-Sensory Perception, was hailed by p.arapsycholo
gists as the best scientific case for ESP ever 'put before the 
world. Today, as I understand it, most parapsychologists, 
although they acknowledge its seminal influence on the 
development of the field, dismiss much of Rhine's earlier 
work as nonevidential because of its loose controls, poorly 
made target materials, and inadequate documentation. 

$, G. SOAl 

Rhine's strongest critic among the British parapsycholo
gists was the mathematician S. G, Soal. Just prior to the 
appearance of Rhine's monograph, Soal had conducted a 
huge series of card-guessing experiments with only chance 
results. But the experiments for which Soal became most 

on no other baSIS t~an that hiS results were too good. Other 
critics attacked hi, on grounds that were irrelevant. As it 
turns out the critic; were right, but for the wrong reasons l 

As soon as Soal -eard about Rhine's successful American 
research, he beg2-: an ambitious program to replicate 
Rhine's findings ir England. Soal started late in 1934 and 
continued his exp~-iments for five years. At the end he had 
accumulated 1282:0 guesses for 160 percipients. This is 
almost 30 percer: more guesses than Rhine had ac
cumulated for his -934 monograph. Soal was sure that he 
had removed all' ,he flaws and weaknesses that had 
characterized Rhin~'s work. Unfortunately, Soal found thai 
this enormous eh:rt yielded "Iiltle evidence of a direct 
kind that the perso~s tested, whether considered as individ
uals or in the r~ss, possessed any faculty for either 
clair"'oyance or tel~Jathy" (quoted in [49]). 

Soal reported th~se results to a stunned pc.rapsychologi
cal world in 1940. At the same time another British para
psycholgist, What~iv Carington, reported the results of 
telepathy experime~,ts which seemed to show a "displace
ment effect." Instead of achieving hits on the target, his 
subjects seemed tJ achieve above chance matches when 
their guesses were matched with either the immediately 
preceding or the r~xt target in the series. Carington asked 
Soal to check his data to see whether he, too, might find 
such a displacement effect [49]. 

$oal was relucta,t to do so. He told Goldney that he 
thought Carington's request was preposterous and he wasn't 
going to waste his time going through his huge batch of 
records. But Carington persisted and Soal finally agreed. 
Soal found, among the records of his 160 percipients, two 
who seemed to show Carington's displacement effect. Al
though this finding was published, presumably Soal real
ized that such a Pfr5t hoc finding had to be replicated [49]. 

Fortunately, one of his two percipients, Basil Shackleton, 
was available for testing during the years 1941 through 
1943. With the coHaboration of K. M. Goldney, 40 sittings 
which yielded a to:al of 11 378 guesses were obtained with 
Shackleton during this difficult period when England was at 
war. As had been the case with the original testing, 
Shackleton's guew:s were at chance level when compared 
with the actual target, but when compared with the symbol 
coming up immediately after the target (precognitive hit
ting), Shackleton's guesses yielded 2890 successes as com
pared with the 2303 expected by chance. The odds against 
this being a chance occurrence were calculated to be more 
than 1035 to 1 [50). 

In 1945 Soal was able to begin experimenting on the 
second percipient who had displayed the displacement 
effect in the original data, Mrs. Gloria Stewart. He was able 
to accumulate a total of 37100 guesses during 130 separate 
sittings. Unlike Shackleton's or her own previous perfor-
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mance, her hitting this time was on the actual target rather the scientific comm nity, including the skeotics, CJuld ncr 

than on theArplll~\r~ftl6tC~8ge~41if6 :SrnA-R[!P96'-Ob7"89~0'l73 00930od1~~n:'s severest ~riti(cs, j 

managed to adiieve 9410 hits which were 1990 more hits man who had spen many years meticulously conductlr'~ 
than would be expected by chance, The odds against such enormous card-gues ing experimen:s with only crdnce r,o-
a result were calculated as 1070 to 1 [50), suits, a man who w s by profession a mathematician, a:-,: 

Soal's stated objective was to make these experiments an experimenter w 0 had seemingly taken eVer\ kr.,o\'.~ 

completely error-free and fraudprooi. The basic procedure, precaution to guard against every loophole and pJssroili:. 
which was varied slightly on occasion, was as follows, The of error, who sudde I)' demonstrated highly succes;ful 1el~-
percipient-Basil Shackleton or Gloria Stewart-sat in one pathic and precognitive results over sustaned pE'ioos c-
room monitored by one of the experimenters (EP), In an time with two perci ients, . 
adjoining room, the sender or agent sat at table opposite Whately Caringto , the parapsycl-ologist who cemi,e",: 
the second experimenter (EA), The door between the rooms Soal to re-examine h s seemingly un;uccessiJI resu~:s, \"'ro:~ 
was slightly open so that the percipient could hear EA's call (as quoted in [51»: 
as to when to make his or her guess, The percipient, of Mr. Soal is a most r markable man, ·'.)r whos~ worK ha'.·;: 
course, could see neither the agent or EA, A screen, with a the highest possibl admiration. Po;.;essed o' a mor~ thj,C1 
small aperture separated the agent and EA, For each block Jobian patience, a d a conscientic·usn€ss, thocOUflne-;s 
of 50 trials EA had before him a list of randomized numbers which I can only de cribe as almost r;:,ltho'ogicdl, he w.)rKe-:) 

in various branche of the subject for many year> wier, 
which determined the target for each trial. Each number nothing but a succ ssion of null re;Jlts to s'low fo: It 
could range from 1 to 5, If the target number for the first Hoping to repeat R ine's experiment; in England, he :2st~D 
trial was, say, 3, EA would hold up a card with the number 3 160 persons, collec ing 128350 ZenF card g Jesses ~,ngle· 
on it so that it could be seen by the agent through the handed, and using the most elabor.:e wec2Jtions c~ains; 
aperture, The agent had lying before him in a row, five every possible sour~e of error,., Ii I had to choos~ orl'2 

single investigation on which to pin my ""hoe faithn th;;o 
cards, Each card had a different drawing of an animal on it: reality of P2ranormrl phenomena, c. with ",hich te con-
elephant, giraffe, lion, pelican, and zebra, Before each block vince a hardened septic (if this be not a ccntradict·}n "n 
of trials, the agent shuffled the order of the picture cards, If terms), I should un esitatingly choo;.~ this se-ies of €:<peri-

EA held up a card with 3 on it, the agent would turn up the ments, which is the most cast-iron pi~ce of wJrk I knew, 25 

well as having Yieldfd the most rem2'kable result;, third card and concentrate upon ,the animal depicted on it. 
The percipient would then try to guess which animal was Si milar sentiment were expres;ed by virt ual'; E'\'e-
being "sent" and write his guess for that trial in the corre' parapsychologist wh commented Ol this v.:>rk. As ust o:-·~ 
sponding place on the response sheet. After every block of illustration, R. A, Mc on nell [52) ph-ased it as follcNs: 
50 trials, the agent reshuffled the target cards so that, for As a report to scientists this is the rn.)st important bOJk en 
that block, only the agent knew which animal corre- parapsychology sin e the 1940 pubkation oi ExtriJ·5~nscn' 
sponded with which number. Perception After Si ty Years, If sciertists wil read it care' 

In addition to this rather elaborate arrangement, indepen- fully, the 'ESP contr versy' will be enjed. 
dent observers were invited to attend many of the sittings, 
Several professors and a member of parliament were among 
the observers. On some blocks of trials, unknown to the 
percipient, the agent did not look at the symbols, This was 
a test for clairvoyance. Other variations were introduced 
from time to time. The experiments with Gloria Stewart, 
while following the same pattern, were admittedly not as 

_carefully controlled. Special precautions were also intro
duced to ensure that the prepared target sequences could 
not be known to agent or percipient in advance. And 
careful safeguards were introduced during the recording of 
the results and the matching of the targets against the 
guesses, Duplicates of all records were made and posted 
immediately after each session to a well-known academic. 

Never before had so many safeguards been introduced 
into an ESP experiment. With so many iRdividuals involved, 
and with prominent observers freely observing, any form of 
either unwitting cueing or deliberate trickery would seem 
to be just about impossible. If fraud of any sort were to be 
suspected, it would seemingly require, under the stated 
conditions, the active collusion of several prominent in
dividuals, Beyond these safeguards, Soal randomized his 
targets, instituted sophisticated checks for randomness, and 
used the most appropriate statistical procedures. Despite 
these elaborate precautions, the two subjects managed to 
consistently score above chance over a number of years. 

50al's findings were hailed as definitive by the para
psychological community and were so good that the rest of 

G, R, PRICE'S CRITlQ E 

Ironically, some ritical scientist; did read it c.~refuli·. 

but, contrary to Mc on nell's progncsis, the (Ontrov2rs'. c:: 
not end. Indeed, on of the first m~jor revi2ws in a seier' 
tific journal raised the controvers,:, to new heiEilts. A

though the Shackl~ton experimen:s had originaly bee
reported by Soal an ~oldney in the Proceedings of th2 
Society for Psychica Research in 19-\3, the scienti1 C v.'or\: 
did not become awa e of those experiments until trey ""'e~2 
reported along wit the later ex;:>eriments witt: Glori. 
Stewart in the 1954 ok Modern Eyperiment5 ;n Telepatr., 
by Soal and Batema [50J, 

What fueled thejontroversy wa~ an unprecede-:lted re
view article, nine pa es in length, appearing in SciEnCe. tl':.'=. 
prestigious journal of the Americ;:n Association for th,= 
Advancement of Sc ence. On August 26, 1955 G~org€ F 
Price's article on" ience and the Supernatural" was th,= 
only feature article f~or that issue. Price, who as far as E ca
tell had never befo e written on parapsychology, was de
scrib'ed as being a r search associate in the Department c' 
Medicine at the Uni ersity of Minnesota. 

Price began his clntroversial article by stating that, "'Be
lievers in psychic ~henomena-sL,ch as telepatby, clai:
voyance, precogniti n, and psychokinesis-appear to haV2 
won a decisive vicory and virtually silenced opposit;jon' 
[53J. Price writes tha such a victory has seemed c1o;e iLl th,= 
past, but always cr tics have managed to find flcv."S_ BI.'C 
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Price sees the time at which he is writing as unique because license. Price's positic.-,. of ~ourse. no longer be:ongs Ie 

practically no scientAip~ecPFd~'RI!U!a>s~1!O'91J1~41'18 : qfAAA.8P9629trNJ9R:e,oJ3l'oa0300'Oi1.Qf>sition seemingI'. 
during the preceding 15 years [53J. IS that no research, no matte: how \\'::11 done, can COnV1In(( 

The victory is the result of an impressive amount of careful 
experimentation and intelligent argumentation. The best of 
the card-guessing experiments of Rhine anj 50al show enor
mous odds against chance occurrence, while the possibil,;y 
of sensory clue; is often eliminated by placing cards ."d 
percipient in separate buildings far apart. Dozens of expe;i, 
menters have oblained tJosilive results in ESP experimen:s, 
and the mathematical p'-ocedures have b~en approved ty 
leading statisticians. 

I suspect that most sc,entists who have studied the wo:~ 
of Rhine (especially as i: is presented in Extra-Sensory Pe' 
apt ion After Sixty Years .. and Soal (de>~ribed in Moden 
Experiments in Telepath,·), ... have founj it necessary ;J 

accept their findings... Against all this evidence, almost 
the only defense rema;"ing to the skeptical scientist is 
ignorance, ignorance C01cerning the wor'< itself and co~' 
cerning its implications. The typical scien:ist contents hi"" 
self with retaining in his :nemory some crilcism thai at most 
appiles to a small fract on of the publis,'1ed studies. Sut 
these findings (which challenge our very concepts of space 
and time) are-if valid-of enormous i:nportance, bO:h 
philosophicall\ and practically, so they ought not to be 
ignored. 

Price then elaborates upon a suggested scheme, usi ng 
redundancy coding, which would make ESP useful, e\'en if 
it is a very weak and erratic form of communication. He 
then presents his version of Hume's argument ag<.inst 
miracles. He quotes Torr. Paine's more succinct versio;l of 
the sa,me argument, ", .. is it more probable that nature 
should go out of her course, or that a man should tell a iie?" 

To justify using Hume's argument as his only ground; for 
accusing the parapsychologists of cheati.1g, Price first tries 
to show that if ESP were real it would violate a number of 
fundamental principles u:1derlying all the sciences. Some of 
these principles are that the cause must precede the effect, 
signals are attenuated by distance, signcls are blocked by 
appropriate shielding, and -So forth. ESP, according to Price, 
if it e:<ists, violates all these principles. Then Price puts forth 
reasons why he considers ESP to be a principle of magic 
rather than merely a previously undiscovered new law of 
nature. "The essential characteristic of magic is that phe
nomena occur that can most easily be explained in terms of 
action by invisible intelligent beings .. , The essence of 
science is mechanism." 

These lengthy considerations back up Price's sol uti on to 
coping with the challenge of parapsychological claims [53): 

My opinion concerning ihe findings of the parapsychologists 
is that many of them are dependent on clerical and statis
tical errors and unintentional use of sensory clues, and that 
all extrachance results not so explicable a:e dependent on 
deliberate fraud or mildly abnormal mental co·nditions. 

Actually, nothing is novel or startling about Price's opin
ion. The same opinion, stated in just about the same words, 
probably is held by all skeptics. Price has carried his opin
ion beyond skepticism, however, The thrust of his article is 
that the best research in parapsychology as exemplified in 
the work of Rhine and Soal cannot be dismissed on the 
basis of "clerical and statistical error and unintentional use 
of sensory clues," Therefore, he concludes that the results 
of this otherwise exemplary research must be due to fraud. 
He does not feel that he requires any evidence of fraud. 
Hume's argument against miracles gives him sufficient 

him of ESP. 
But Price does not h"nt Ie go to .:Juite that extreme .. HE 

says that he still ca~ be convinc"d provided hat thE 
parapsychologists can ;~pph him \\;th just one sL(cessfL 
outcOme from a tru l • irau:proof ~xperiment. "'.Vh",t is 
needed is one comple-~:\' co-vincin~ experiment- ust on~ 
experiment that doe, ~ot hue to te accepted si;-lpl"~ or 
the basis of faith in -Jrnar hones",'. We should requirE 
evidence of such natl'~ tha' It WOL d convince us even i' 
we knew that the chi~; expf"imentE: was a stage con] we' 
or a confidence man.' 

But does not the 50:21 exc.:rimen: with Shackle:on an: 
Stewart meet this critf-:on 7 ',0, says Price, because he car 
imagine scenarios in "vh, cr cheatlg could ha\E t2ker 
place. Price then pres~'1ts 2 -umber of possible \\2)'5 lhc' 
he ieels cheating COl-:;' hav~ occur'2d in the Soa: experi
ments [53). 

I do not claim that I l-c'w ho", Soal cealed if he did c"ea~. 
but if I were myself te <:tem~'- to dup caie his results. :his i 5 

how I would proceE': Fi ~;' of all, : would seek " few 
collaborators, prefera:," peo:ie witi-; good memories Th~ 
more collaborators I r.,j. t7i;: :asier i: would be to pe'io;r;-, 
the experiments, but '~e gr;:Her wo.id be the risk c' dis' 
closure. Weighing tr,:se :w: consic:ra!ions togethe', I'::) 

want four confeder<::; te ;-,itate t-e Shackleton E'pec
ments. For imitating 'ce 5o;e ~art ser :;, I'd probabl .. war: 
three or four-althoL'·' i: ismp055.~le to be cenai- be' 
cause the Stewart sit\ --<:s~a .': not teen reported in -nuc"-, 
detail. In recruiting. I ·.·.Quld a.:peal nc: to desire for ia-ne G" 

material gain but to t~e nd)l:st moti .. ::s, arguing that CTluch 
good to humanity c:clfd rf';ult fro:-; 2 small decE:Jiion 
designed to strengthec reliEic'lS belie' 

After providing a sar,plirog d scen2rios in which chea:ing 
could have occurred, <.i in'\'o'/ing thE collusion of :hree 0' 

more investigators, p21icipa~ts and onlookers, Pr:ce ~up' 
plies some designs o~ wna', he wC'.Jld consider :0 he 2 

satisfactory test. The k.~v to ;: I his dEsigns involves a com
mittee. "Let us somev.:-,at ar:itrarily think of a commiltef 
of 12 and design tests such :hat the presence of 2. single 
honest man on the 'j-ir)" w; I ensu:e validity of the test 
even if the other 11 nem~,·s should cooperate in fraue 
either to prove or disp-ove occurrence of psi phenomena.' 

Perhaps if some e:-,terprising group of scientists col' 
laborated and conduoed an ESP experiment with posilivE 
results according to O:le of ::>rice's approved designs, the 
outcome might very well contince him. But I do not think 
it would, nor should ii, convnce the majority of skeptical 
scientists. Without gOi,1g onto all its other faults, a single 
experiment-no mat,er hQW elaborate or allegedl, 
fraudproof-is simply;: uniiqle even:, Scientific evidence is 
based on cumulative J:ld rep'icable events across laborato
ries and investigators. The rutbish heap of scientific hiswr) 
contains many examples of !>eemingly air-tight experiments 
whose results have been di!>Qrded because later scientists 
could not replicate the resul:s. The experiments on mito' 
genetic radiation would be just one example. No one has 
found fault with the original experiments. But since later 
experimenters could not repkate the results, the origjna I 
experiments have been cast aside. Can anyone doubt that 
this would not also happen to a successful, but nonrep' 
licable, ESP outcome from one of Price's "satisfactory tests?" 
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P"ce tells us, "that I myself bel:eved in ESP about 'IS paper". is, on ne \ hele. a good event for paraps\'~holl£)g" 

yea',; ago, aWo~Ef18T~~~'3ser2mj3>ro4Im ~i~A-ROP9(f-~0789~<M3i O'Oo3000'1lhgetting a lot c insttruc
Yec'" but 1-<Jianged my mind when I b-ecame acquainted tion on parap,'cho op before the scientific co,mumil\ 
wit- the argument presented by Da,id Hume in his chapter 
'Of miracles' in An Enquiry Concerning Human Under
starding." So Hume supplies him \\ith his escape hatch, 

EU all this seems unnecessarily drJmatic Price has fallen 
intc a particularly stark version of the False Dichotomy. He 
ha,. :ieen forced into the very position that Henry Sidgwick 
wa,:ed for the critics. The best ESP evidence is so good that 
eitr."r the critic must admit the real,y of pSI or accuse the 
pro:onents of lying and fraud. In failing into this trap, one 
tha'. critics from the days of Hare a!ld Crookes right up to 
the :;resent keep falling into, Price h2s needlessly attributed 
to ~~e Rhine and 50al results a le\el of evidential value 
wh :n they cannot carry. At the sa:-:1e time. Price has im
plie: that he is sufficiently exper: in pa;apsychological 
resfHch that he can infallibly judge when a given outcome 
unc ,;estionably supports the conciusions of the experi
me':ers. In fact, I doubt that even the parapsychologists are 
rea:'/ to give such power to a single experiment, even one 
so s~emingly well-conducted as 502:'s. 

P"ce writes as if, when confron:ed with experimental 
evie,,"nce for psi, such as can be obtained by reading Extra
Sen:ory Perception After Sixty ~'ears or Modern Experiments 
in -=Iepathy, he must immediateh a) find ways to reject 
the 'indings on the basis of possible sensory leakage, statis
tica artifacts, or loose experimenta' con:ro!s; or b) accept 
the jutcome as proof of psi; or c) 2~cuse the investigators 
of '-wd if he can imagine some scenario, no matter how 
corolex and unlikely, under whicr fraud could have oc
cur:~d. Price just does not understand either parapsycho
log;:al research or scientific researc'1 in general if he truly 
bel'~ves these are the only alternati\es open to him. Unfor
tumtely, Price is behaving like many of the other out
spo<en critics of psychical research. To Price's credit, he has 
at I:;ast tried to make his basis for action explicit. 

Djth Rhine and 50al, in their responses to Price's critique, 
eag;;rly accepted Price's implicit endorsement of their ex
per-nental procedures. 50al commented that, "It is very 
sigrificant and somewhat comforting to learn that Price 
adr.its that 'most of 50al's work' cannot be accounted for 
by any combination of statistical artifact and sensory 
lea~ge" [54]. Soal also examined in detail Price's various 
pro;:;osed schemes for faking the experiments [54]: 

Frice goes to great length in devising variations on this 
t1eme, but they all depend on the Agent being in collusion 
"lith the chief Experimenter or with the Percipient. Now 
l')ur of the Agents with whom Mrs. Stewart was highly 
~Jccessful were lecturers of high academic standing at Queen 
!.\ary College in the University of London. Two were senior 
I~cturers and the other two were mathematicians who had 
cone distinguished creative work. A fifth Agent who was 
i;rilliantly successful over a long period was a senior civil 
y:rvant, in fact an assistant directc)( of mathematiCal ex
emina'tlons in the Civil Service, Now is it plausible to sup
f:ose that I, as chief Experimenter, could persuade any of 
tiiese men to enter into a stupid and pointless collusion to 
~.ke the experiments over a period of years? What had any 
(;/ them to gain from such deplorable conduct? If I had gone 
I') any of them and suggested (as Price recommends) that in 
c good cause a little deception would do no harm, I know 
c:uite plainly that the result would have been a ,first-class 
Kandal in university circles. 

Rhine found even more solace in Price's attack. "Strange 
though it may seem, the publication of the George Price 

Rhine also felt Price' \i\id portrayal of the potent,,1 im.po:· 
tance of ESP was v IU.lble. He welcomed Price's -=ffe:::ti\'~ 

rebuttal agains: the ,:andard criticisms agairllst :5P. An~ 

Rhine eS;:Jeciall'" lik d the fact that Price focusse: on th~ 
point that psi was in~ompatible with the mate:,jlisrTl C 

science 155]: 

[Price) even "'ore t~ 2n any other critical revie-we" gl\~' 
indical!on of 'oo\·in '"ii the force of the eviden<ce ':r E5·:O 
When he turn; the -2:beit a bit too emotional I, -2-d sa·.·~ 
that, cccordir'5 to tr~ current concept of nature. ,SP " 
impos5ible ani the e:ye the parapsychologi~ts mus' Jil t~ 
fakers. he at I~ast ,ra.\, the issue where it can be s:uare'\ 
met. be anS\'.",r 0 tr2 parapsychologist is: "Yes .. ei',-,"r the 
presen: mecheni,ti t"~ory of man is wrong-that is ·'~nd.,,· 
menta 11' incO:'lple e-o:, of course, the paraps',-ch:logls",; 
are all utterly -nistakE- One of these opponents is ~ror.~. 
take it now, i'om hE p2ges of Science! This recognon ,=.: 
the is>Je give; poi 1 :) the findings of parapsycholc'f" ir, c 
way none can easil ,is;. 

Notice that R:1ine ad Price agree on some aspe::s 0: tn , 
controve:sy. 80:h R ire and Price believe that if toe clair.l: 
of parapsychology rt correct the foundation,s c scien~~ 

are seriously threat ned. Rhine welcomes such < desifu:
tion of what he calls materialism. Price seems ,,,illir;g :: 
take the most drast c measures to avoid this O\'e-hro\' .. :
what he calls :he a;;c limiting principles. U-..Jo: 111 :J2;~' 

psychologists agree Win Rhine that the accepta~,:e c·; p:. 
need be incons:ste t \·.:th scientific materialism.) = ne ;SS~I: 

involves what i: merns for contemporary scierxe 'J acce:-
the reality of psi. This concerns matters that are :urr",n:', 
controversial amon philosophers of science. An: so. it " 
probabl; not fruitfu t·J attempt to deal with ther. her;:. 

Rhine and Price ISJ agree that the standard c:gur;:-,er,~ 

agai nst parapsychol g:cal evidence do not hold u; Accor:
ing to reasonable s ientific criteria, the evidence 'or ;:lsi ': 
more than adequatte. And so it is at this ponnt -.lat bo:
Rhine and Price Wr! to have the showdown. hce. as ; 
defende: of the maqer:alistic faith, puts all his morl~y o,n t"," 
hope that the paralpsychologists have faked the dal2. h: 

has no evidence tt back this claim. But if he on irwe-i 
possible scenarios herebye trickery might have t,"en cor
mitted in a given experiment, then he believe: he cc-. 

. under license from David Hume, assume that frwd mL';c 
have taken place. He is not completely dogmatic 2!JOU< th':. 
If the PuapSYChOlorlst can come up with positive results ;~ 
at least one experi ent conducted under what ;:rice co-
siders to be fraud roof conditions, then Price las cor
mitted himself to a cept the consequences. 

Many issues are rpised by Price's dramatic confr:ntalior.il 
posturing. At this Pfint, I will just mention one. ;:rice g~s 
beyond conventional scientific practice when he f:mpowe--; 
a given experimenj v,ith the ability to prove the exislen:c: 
of psi. Once we r alize that no experiment by i:self df+ 
nitely establishes 0 disproves a scientific claim, tr-en Pric::) 
extreme remedies to save his image of scien(f: be-cor.F. 
unnecessary. No matter how well-designed and ,eeming'! 
flawless a given ex eriment, there is always the Joss..ibi1:-! 
that future consid rations will reveal previollsly Jnforse~!'1 
loopholes and wea nesses. 

Indeed, a caref I analysis of the Soal experi:nenl wil 
reveal a variety of eaknesses, For example, in spite of t-e 
number of observ rs and experimenters, 50al a:Wa~ hid 
control over the repared target sequences or over t'-e 
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basic recording. AAi.~P,tJ1v SlpPslet~_f.hd St~wart only" little weight in the face .of .:he e\'.:ence \Ne can rarely 
produced successful 'rerults ~~rr~cfalW<l~~~~efiP'~QMe18 " CIAf-4WP9~~O.~~'Od~bQfit_~d perhaps So~1 

• • . • <; I h' . . was a, clever. It-i;"ruti'r'e"to argue .,:ft ili'e pilson cell IS 
oCcasIOn, without Informing _oa, IS cO-Investigator Mrs. escape'proof when the inma:" has (~Jrlv gone. 
Goldney conducted a sitting v.ith Shackleton. The outcome . 
was unsuccessful. The American parapsychologist J. G. Pratt Mark\,ick, obviously dism~ved a:'1aving discovered that 
ran a series of experiments wit;' Mrs. Stewart without Soal's Soal almost certainly faked rs d-ilt2 suggests two possibl~ 
presence. No evidence for psi was found. And whereas all explanations for why he mif l t ha\'~ done so. One 0: he: 
Rhine's results showed no difference between telepathic hypotheses made use of tr2 ,-,,'e: ·"nown fact that S02: 
and clairvoyance trials, both Shackleton and Mrs. Stewart sometimes did automatic v,riting "1 a dissociated state 
produced successful results only on telepathic trials. Fur· Markwi(.;. suggested the pos;;bili:1\ ',at Soal may ha\e ha:: 
thermore, in spite of the much vaunted measures to guard a ;plit [)'2rsonality and that :le ,c:h:'lting was done by h,; 
against sensory leakage, the aCiual experimental setup, when other se:f. 
carefully considered, offered a variety of possibilities fQr Markwick's second hypoth~sis in.·Jlved data massage an: 
just such unwitting communication. has more universal psycholo~lcar p !Jsibility (although it !; 

None of the foregoing cc·nsiderations, in themselves, not necessarily inconsistent with t-~. first hypothesis). Sh~ 
account for Soal's findings. Sut they make superflous, I assumes that Soal's enormou; accu- Jlation of negative E5,: 
would argue, the hash assuMption that the findings can findings were obtained legit cnatel. She also assumes th2: 
only be explained either by pi or some elaborate form of his post hoc finding of con;:sten! .:splacement efiects i:-: 
dishonest collusion. the data of Basil Shackleto c an,d '::oria Stewart was alsJ 

legitima:e [60J. 

THE DISCREDITING OF SO,AL 

As it turns out, if 50al di:! cheat-and it now seems 
almost certain that he did, he almost certainly did so in 
ways not envisaged by either ?rice or Hansel. The scenarios 
generated by these two criks involved collusion among 
sev<:ral of the principals. Soai'apparently managed the fraud 
entirely on his own, or. at most, with the collusion of one 
oth':r person. Furthermore, h~ probably used a variety of 
different ways to accomplish his goals. 

Ii it had not been ior a 5:!ries of seemingly fortuitous 
events, Soal's experiment might still occupy the honored 
place in the parapsychologists' exhibits of evidence for psi 
[56}-[60J. The discrediting of 50al's data occurred through a 
number of revelations during the period from 1955 through 
1978. Up until 1978 the accumulation of evidence sug
gested that someth'i'ng was highly suspicious about the 
records in the Shakleton experiments. The case was strong 
enough to discredit Soals' results in the judgment of some 
leading parapsychologists, bClt many others still defended 
Soal's findings. 

The final blow to the credibility of Soal's results came in 
1978 when Betty Markwick published her article "The 
Soal-Goldney experiments with Basil Shackleton: New evi
dence of data manipulation" [60J. As with the previous 
revelations of peculiarities in the data, Markwick's stunning 
findings arose out of a series of fortuitious incidents. 

The story is much too complicated to relate here. Essen
tially, Markwick had begun a rather elaborate project to 
clear 50al of the accumulating charges that lie had tampered 
wiith the data. Her plan involved searching the records with 
the aid of a computer to find subtle patterns which, if they 
existed, would account for the anomalies found by the 
critics and would vindicate Soal. Markwick did not find 
such patterns. Instead, she discovered previously unnoticed 
patterns that could be accounted for if one assumed that 
Soal had used a sophisticated plan for inserting "hits" into 
the records while he was apparently summarizing and 
checking the results. Reluctantly, she was forced to con
dude that only the hypothesis of deliberate tampering with 
the data could explain her findings [60). 

Havir'5 embarked upon th: Sh.ac;. ~ion series, o'ne may 
imagi-,e the scoring rate be~ins 10 'lde (as ESP scores are 
wont :0 do after the initial fl_sh oi ;_ccess). 50al. seeing the 
chance slipping awav of g2 "ing s: ~ntific recognition for 
Parap;ychology, a cause in ',.,hic::' ~= passionately belie\·es. 
succU"nbs to the temptatior of '''rf::iying'' a "temporary" 
deficiency. 

Mark wick's second scene -io is :'Jnsistent \ .... ith kno"'·' 
patterns in which scientists lave :=-:1pered with thei~ da:" 
[ell. [62;. The components cJpe.ar ::. be: 1) the investiga!:: 
believes, on the basis of :xe\.'io_s experience, thet tr,~ 

p:,enomenon under invesqati,or,s "real"; 2) for sor.,~ 

unknown reason his curre~t res"lrch fails to reveal t'"'2 
phenomenon; 3) if he repc·-ts rneptive results his reade,'s 
might wrongly believe that tle ph,,":omenon does not exi;t: 
4) as a result, the "truth" and ;:;sumed positive conS2-
quences of the phenomen:>n mi~-:t be lost to humani:\·. 
Given these ingredients, it :akes ;: very small step for he 
investigator to convince hir.self. th: he is helping both the 
truth and a good cause alorg b'Y c-:ctoring his data. 

William James, with refe:enc€ t: his experiences in psv
chical research, suggested tha~ c;'eating in order to con
vince others of the "reality" yow \;-ow to be the case might 
be defensible. James discussed th's matter in his last essay 
on psychical research. He referret to the policy of English 
investigators to consider a mediu"71 who has been caught 
cheating as one who alw2"!s cnem. He indicated that he 
thought this had generally beern 2 wise policy [2]. 

But, however wise as a policy the :.P.R.'s maxim may haVE 
been, as a test of truth I beEeveit ,:' be almost irrelevant. In 
mos: things human the aCtusa~ior of deliberate fraud and 
falsehood is grossly superliciaL "".in's character is too so' 
phis:ically mixed for the alt~rnattive of "honest or dishonest" 
to be a sharp one. Scientifi: men I';emselves will cheat-at 
public lectures-rather than Uet experiments obey their 
well·known tendency towuds ffaih:re. 

James gave two examples of :IJch cheating. And then 
revealed the following aboJt his own behavior [2J: 

To compare small men w:,th gree:. I have myself cheated 
shamelessly. In the early days 0: the Sanders Theater at 
Harvard, I once had charg!: of c ~art on the physiology of 
which Professor Newell Mutin. was giving a popular lecture. 

Protestations to the effect Ihat 50al, a respected scientist, This heart, which belonged to c tl.!l'tle, supported an index' 
would not have cheated in h.is own experiments-and straw which threw a moving sRcckm, greatly enlarged, upon 
that anyway the rigorQus experimental conditions in the the screen, while the heart putsa'ed. When certain nerves 
Shackleton series precluded fraud-seem to me to carry were stimulated, the lecturer said, the heart would act in 
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certain ways 'lOIm!n1owdrl£ect Relea~oo.oaJ..oAl!t8 : CIA-IRD~-OG7~am.O~3bQaQ991rr~ningless and uninter-
far gone and: a'fthough it stopped duly when the nerve of esting, the repetitive guessing over many trials is boring 
arre~t :vas excited, that was the final end ?f its life's t~ther. and, according to the arapsychologists, contributes to both 
Presiding over the performance, I was temfed at the fiasco, . . ... . 
and found myself suddenly acting like one of those military a .Iack of motivatIOn and em~tlonal l.nv~lvement. which 
geniuses who on the field of battle convert disaster into might be needed for t e effective functIOning of pSI. 
victory. There was no time for deliberation; so, with my As a result, one bre k with the past is the increased use 
forefinger und:r a pa:( of the straw tha~ cast ~o. sh~dow, I of more complex and eaningful targets such as reproduc-
found ~yself Impulslvely.and automatically Imltatmg ~he tions of paintings, tray I slides geographical locations and 
rhythmical movements which my colleague had prophesied. '. .. ' 
the heart would undergo. I kept the experiment from failing; emotionally laden ph tographs. I n addition, Instead of the 
and not only saved my colleague (and the turtle) from forced-choice procedu' e of the card-guessing, most experi-
humiliation that but fOf my presence of mind would have menters allow free-res onding on the part of their percipi-
been their lot, but I established in the audience the true ents. Percipients are e couraged on a given trial to free-
view of the subject. The lecturer was stating this; and the . .. . ' . ' . 
misconduct of one half-dead specimen of heart ought not to associate and descnb , bOI," In words and In draWings, 
destroy the impression of his words. "There is no worse lie whatever comes to mind, Tne use of free responses com-
than a truth misunderstood," is a maxim which I have heard plicates enormously th~ problems of scoring and statistical 
ascri~ed to a former venerated P,resident of Harvard. The analysis. But parapsychblogis:s believe the added complica-
heart s fa"~re WOUld. have been misunderstood by the audl- tions are a small pri e to Jay if the newer procedures 
ence and given the lie to the lecturer. It was hard enough to . :. 
make them understand the subject anyhow; so that even produce better psychiC funcl;onlng. 
now as I write in cool ~Iood I am tempted to think that I Along with the free response designs, parapsychologists 
acted quite correctly. I was acting for the larger truth, at any have renewed their in erest in the possibility that psychic 
rate. h?:vever automatically ... To this day t~e memory of functioning may be nhanced in altered states such as 
that wtlcal emergency has made me feel charitable towards . .. . . 
all mediums who make ph~nomena come in one way when dreaming, h~pnosls, :dtt2:lon, se~so~-de~rlved states, 
they won't come easily in another. On the principles of the and progresstve relax tlOn. The baSIC Idea IS that these 
S.P.R., my conduct on that one occasion ought to discredit altered states greatly r duce or block attention to external 
ev.eryth.ing I ever d~. everyth.ing. for exar:nple, I may write in se:lsory information \ hile, at the same time, increasing 
thiS artlcle-a manifest!\, unjust conclUSion. attention to internal m ntation. Under such conditions it is 

I wonder if James would have approved of the way hypothesized that the si sig:lal is easier for the percipient 
William Crookes covered up the cheating of the medium to detect because it as less competition from sensory 
Mary Showers in behalf of "the larger truth?" Mary Showers, inputs [64). One survey of 87 experiments in which percipi-
a young medium, conducted at least one joint seance with ents were in an altered state :ound that 56 percent reported 
Florence Cook in Crookes' home. Apparently Crookes had significant hitting of ta gets [S5]. 
several other sittings with Mary. Daniel Home presumably Another departure fr m tre Rhine paradigm was stimu-
heard rumors that Crookes might be having an affair with lated by developments in electronic technology. Psi experi-
the young Mary Showers. Crookes wrote a letter' to Home ments employing Ran om bent Generators began in the 
explaining how the scandal had originated [63). 19705. Electronic equi ment could be used to generate 

random 'targets as well as au:omatically record the percipi
ent's responses and k ep running tallies of the hits. Al
though such equipmen has been used to test ESP, the most 
widespread use has be n in the study of psychokinesis. In 
such experiments an 0 erato: or "psychic" attempts to bias 
the output of a rando eve;]t generator by mental means 
alone. In 1980, May, Humphrey, and Hubbard found reports 
of 214 such experimerts, "74 of which show statistical 
evjd~nce for an anomalous perturbation-a factor of nearly 
seven times chance ex ectation" (66). 

According to (rookes he had obtained a complete confes
sion from Mary Showe;s in her own handwriting that her 
phenomena were who:~y dependent upon trickery and the 
ocassional use of an accomplice. (rookes said, however, 
that he had undertaken not to reveal the fact that Mary was 
fraudulent even to her own mother, because of "the very 
great injury which the cause of truth would suffer if so 
impudent a fraud were to be publicly exposed." 

THE POST-RHINE ERA 

Rhine's card-guessing paradigm dominated experimental 
parapsychology from 1934 to at least the 1%Os. Since the 
1%05 card-guessing experiments have played a minor role. 
Contemporary parapsychologists have deviated' from Rhine's 
paradigm in a variety of ways. In Rhine's paradigm both the 
possible targets and the possible responses are severely 
restricted. The targets consist of five, deliberately neutral 
and simple, symbols. And, on each trial, the percipient is 
restricted to calling out the name of one of these possible 
five symbols. From a strictly methodological viewpoint these 
restrictions have several advantages. Most percipients have 
no strong preferences for any of the symbols; randomizing 
of targets is straightforward; scoring of hits and misses is 
unambiguous; and the statistical calculations are fairly 
standard. 

But these same features have been blamed by contem-

A third major depart re h2s been the so-called "Remote 
Viewing" paradigm [2 ), [2~], (28), (67), (68). The claims 
made for the ability of this procedure to consistently dem
onstrate ESP with a va iety of percipients are perhaps the 
strongest ever put forth by parapsychologists [28). 

Our laboratory ex peri ents suggest to us that anyone who 
feels comfortable withihe idea of having paranormal ability 
can have it .... In ou experi·ments, we have never found 
anyone who could no learn to perceive scenes, including 
buildings, roads, and people. even those at great distances 
and blocked from ordi ary perception .... 'We have, as of 
this writing. carried 0 t successful remote viewing experi
ments with about twe Iy participants, almost all of whom 
came to us without an prior experience, and in some cases, 
with little interest in p ychic functioning. So far, we cannot 
identify a single indiv dual who has not succeeded in a 
remote viewing task to his own satisfaction. 

porary investigators for the lack of impressive findings since In a more recent ass ssement of remote viewing, Targ 
the spectacular scoring reported by Rhine in 1934 [46). and Harary assert, "In I boratories across this country, and 
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in m.1ny other nations Al>'Pf~"'Qd~reRe:Ieaset~OOCUe4/180]:atJ:le.4im~S.om,&~09~O(t)OlOOt)'f>.r4dict precisely 
have investigated remote viewing. Twenty-three of these when it is going to occur in our carefully planned and 
investigations have reported successful results and pro- rigorously controlled experiments than we can in everyday 
duc€d statistically significant data, where three would be life psychic experienc~.... Predictable repeatability is 
expe.:ted" [68]. unattainable because of the nature of the phenomena" [69]. 

A foul-th emphasis has been the study of personality Pratt argued that parapsychology should give up the 
correlates of the alleged psi ability [4&]. quest for the replicable experiment-an impossible goal in 

In addition to the experimental programs on altered his opinion-and concentrate upon accumulating enough 
state5. random event generators, remote viewing, and per- data on anomalous happenings to convince scientists and 
sona ity correlates contemporary parapsychologists have the public that psi is real. Other parapsychologists, how-
beer; actively doing research in other areas. The various ever, realize that scientists are not going to be convinced 
chap~ers in the Handbook of Parapsychology provide a until some semblance of replicability has been achieved. 
gooc idea of the range of topics [48]. The research on The late Gardner Murphy, while noting that replicability 
reinClrnation, survival after death, paranormal photography, was not necessary for scientific acceptability in some areas 
psychic metal bending, poltergeist phenomena, hauntings, of science, argued that ior supporting claims for such irra-
and 'aith healing, while admittedly colorful. does not de- tional phenome:1a as p;i, replicability was necessary. And, 
serve the serious attention 6f scientists-at least not in its speaking as one of the dominant figures in parapsychology 
curre:1t state. I suspect that most serious parapsychologists in 1971, he mace it clear that he felt that parapsychology 
woulj also not want to rest their case on such research. had a long way to go before it achieved replicab!e results 

Tojay the parapsychologists who want the scientific [70]. 
estatl ishment to take their work seriously do not offer for Perhaps Honorton's position represents the contem-
inspection the evidence that previous generations of psy- porary position of the major parapsychologists [71]: 
chic ,esearchers believed was sufficient-the findings of 
Hare Wallace, Crookes, Gurney, Rhine, or Soal. Nor do 
they offer up the reports on reincara:ion, psychic healing, 
pararormal photography, spoon bending, psychic detec
tion, and the related phenomena which so readily appeals 
to the media and the public. Instead, they ask us to look at 
the i-ends and patterns which they find in research pro
gram; carried out in a variety of different parapsychological 
labor.ltories. 

TWJ aspects of this new type of claim are worth noting. 
One lS the admission that a single investigation, no matter 
how seemingly rigorous and fraud-proof, cannot be accept
able as scientific evidence. The idea of a single "critical 
experiment" is a myth. The second, and felated, aspect is 
that replicability is now accepted as the critical requirement 
for admission into the scientific marketplace. 

Bo:h proponents and critics have previously assumed, 
eithe- tacitly or explicitly, that the outcome ofa single 
inves:igation could be critical. Sidgwick believed that the 
results of the investigation of the Creery sisters were of this 
nature. The evidence was so strong, he argued, that the 
critic; either had to now either accept the reality of telepa
thy or accuse the investigators of fraud [30]. Carpenter, 
rather than withhold judgment until independent investiga
tors had either succeeded or failed in attempts to replicate 
Crook.es' experiments with Home, acted as if he either had 
to agree to Crookes' claim or prove that G-ook~s had been 
duped. Both Price and Hansel insisted that it would be 
sufficient for Rhine and Soal to convince them of ESP if a 
parapsychology could perform successiully a single" fraud
proof' experiment. 

The myth of the single, crucial experiment has resulted in 
needless controversy and has contributed to the False Di
chotomy. Flew is just one who has argued convincingly that 
a single, unreplicated event which allegedly attests to a 
miracle, is simply a historical oddity v.hich cannot be part 
of a scientific argument [3]. 

Apparently not all parapsychologists are convinced that 
the achievement of a repeatable psi experiment is either 
necessary or desirable for the advancement of parapsychol
ogy_ The late j. G_ Pratt argued that, "Psi is a spontaneous 

Parapsychology will ~w1d or fall on its ability to demon
strate replicable and conceptually meaningful findings. Fu
ture critics who are in\~rested in the resolution rath", than 
the perpetuation of the psi controversy are advised to focus 
their attention on sysl~matic lines of research which are 
capable of pro:ucing scch findings. 

PSI AND RE?EATA:ILlTY 

As the preceding quotation indicates, Honorton believes 
that critics shou'd focus on "systematic lines of research" 
which apparentlv display replicable and/or "conceptually 
meaningful" findings. And, as we have seen, contemporary 
parapsychologists have offered us a number of such sys
tematic lines to demonstrate that they have, in fact, already 
achieved the goals of repeatability and conceptual mean
ingfulness. The claims put forth in behalf of the altered 
state, random e\'ent generator, and remote viewing para
digms have already been cited. Similar claims have been 
made for work on correlates of psi such as attitudes and 
personality [72]. 

What can we expect if a critic, in an effort to be open
minded and responsible, accepts the challenge of Honorton 
and his fellow parapsychologists to examine the accu
mulated evidence from one or more of the "systematic 
lines" of inquiry? Thi~ challenge opens up a variety of 
possibilities_ Which eXp'2riments should be included in the 
evaluation? It is impractical to consider all the experiments 
in parapsychology because even in this relatively sparsley 
populated area the number is by now enormous. In just 
considering a subset of experiments in the ESP area, Palmer, 
for example, covered approximately 700 experimental re
ports [72]. Including PK as well as ESP, I would estimate 
that, today, a determined critic, who wants to evaluate 
exhaustively all available experimental reports, might have 
to cope with upwards of 3CXX> experiments. Given my 
recent experience in trying to do justice to just 42 experi
ments on the Ganzfeld psi phenomenon [73], I would 
estimate that it could take a responsible critic over five 
years of almost full-time effort to properly evaluate this 
material. 

Another problem facing both the proponent and critic is, 
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~e.t st.andards ~f sci~ntific a~c~ptability,. but rather, he was ~ar~et, are broug~t ~o the. percipient The percipient. thE'
assigning flaA'p~rot1lE!!trp:l~rcR@fC!~e(!Ob3'lO~f8c~~JA-RDpgsaOO,7I&9RO{j9 OOQl3l(!J1od'fl4' close each of the Ite[":'~ 
to have accounted for the results. And, finally, Akers did in the pool are to t e impressions that occurred to him u 
not consider the possibility that combinations of deficien- her during the Ganzfeld session. The most typical scorin~ 
cies, each in themselves being insufficient, might have procedure classifieslthe outcome as a "hit" if the percipie~( 
been more than enough to account for the reported find- correctly judges the actual target as closest to the Ganzfel: 
ings. 

HYMAN'S CRITIQUE C·F THE GANZFELO EXPERIMENTS 

Although Akers' and my critiques were conducted inde
pendently, and although our samples and procedures dif
fered in many important ways, we came to essentially the 
same conclusion, Ir. spite of claims for both scientific con' 
firmation of psi and repeatibility within certain systematic 
lines of research, both Akers and I concluded that the best 
contemporary resea'ch in parapsychology does not surv~ve 
serious and careful scientific scrutiny. Parapsychology is not 
yet ready to bring its case before the general scientific 
public. 

My approach w<.s to look for a research program in 
parapsychology tha: consisted of a series of experiments by 
a variety of investigators and that was considered by para
psychologists as esr;ecially promising. I quickly discovered a 
systematic body of research which many of the leadi ng 
parapsychologists considered to be the most promising one 
on the contemporary scene. This 'research program was 
based on the Ganz:eld/psi paradigm. 

The word "Ganzfeld" is German for total field. It is used 
to describe a techr.ique in the study of perception which 
creates a visual field with no inhomogeneities. The motiva
tion for creating !:uch a visual field stems from certain 
theoretical predictions of Gestalt psychology. A recently 
developed and simple procedure for creating such a 
Ganzfeld is to tape halves of ping pong balls over the eyes 
of subjects. A bright light is.Jhen directed to the covered 
eyes, The percipient experiences a visual field with no 
discontinuities and describes the perceptual effect as like 
being in a fog. 

The parapsychologists became interested in the Ganzfeld 
when it was repo:ted that subjects who experience the 
Ganzfeld quickly enter into a pleasant, altered state. They 
adopted it as a quick and easy way to place percipients into 
a state that they fe[t would be conducive to the reception 
of psi signals, I n a typical Ganzfeld/psi experiment, the 
percipient has the pin pong balls taped over his eyes and 
then is placed in a comfortable chair or reclines on a bed. 
In addition to a bright light shining on the halved ping 
pong balls, white noise or the sound of ocean surf is fed 
into the percipient's ears through earphones.' 

After 15 min or so in this situation, the percipient is 
presumed ready to receive the psi signal. An agent, in 
another room or building, is given a target which is ran
domly selected from a small pool, say, of four pictures (the 
pool of pictures has been selected, in turn, by random 
means from a large collection of such pools). The agent 
concentrates or studies the target during a predetermined 
time interval. At the same time the percipient, isolated in a 
relatively sound-proofed chamber, freely describes all the 
associations and impressions that occur to him during the 
sending interval. 

At the end of the session the halved ping pong balls are 
removed. The pool of pictures for that trial, including the 

impressions. 
In the typical exp riment a pool of four target candidat:~ 

is used on each tri I. Over a number of trials, the percip· 
ents would be exp cted to achieve hits on 25 percent :> 

the trials just by chance. If the aCiual rate of hitting ~, 

significantly above this chance leve:, then it is assume: 
given that proper fxperimental controls have been er·· 
ployed, that ESP ha probably operated. 

Charles Honorto r the parapsycholr.3ist who first pu:
Ii shed a Ganzfeld/ si ~xperiment [76J and who also h," 
strongly defended the paradigm as "psi conducive." ro' 
sponded to my req est for cooperation by undertaking': 
supply me with cOfies of every relevant report betweE'-
1974-the date of the first published Ganzfeld/psi expe-' 
ment -and the end of 1981-the year I made the reque: .. 
In January 1982 I re eived a package containing 600 pag:', 
of reports on the G nzfeld/psi experiment. 

The experiments in the database given to me for e:
ami nation were ext acted from 34 separate reports writtE'
or published from 1 74 through 1981. By Honorton's courr. 
these 34 reports d scribed 42 separate experi ments. C· 
these, he classified 23 as having achieved overall signi'
cance on the prima measure of psi at the 0.05 level. Th', 
successful replicati n rate of 55 percent is consistent wi':
earlier estimates of uccess for this paradigm which r2ng~~: 
from 50 to 58 per ent [73). Approximately half of the:;~ 

experiments had b en published in refereed journals :1' 
monographs, The remainder had appeared only as abstrac 
or papers delivere at meetings of the ParapsychologiGI 
Association. The st dies had been authored by 47 differe-r 
investigators, many of them prominent members of h~ 
Parpsychological As ociation. 

The details of my analysis and my conclusions have be'.:'-, 
published in the Jo mal of Parapsychology [73). The sa[":'l: 
issue of that journa contains Honorton's detailed rebut~il 
to my critique [77], ere I will merely supply the barebon~s 
of my critique. 

1) I first examine the claim that the proportion of su:
cessful replications f the Ganzfeld/psi experiment was :.J 
percent. This estillJate, it turned out, was based upon 1 

number of questi01able assumptions. Much ambiguity e:
ists as to what the ulnit of analysis should be, In some case;, 
the individual expe imental conditions within a single co:--
plicated experiment were each counted as separate "expe~
ments," In other c ses, the pooled data over a number :f 
separate experimen al conditions were counted as a singe 
unit. That this can ake a difference is shown by the fa:! 
that when I tried 0 apply a consistent criterion to t'e 
database for deter ining individual units, I came up witr a 
success rate closer t 30 than to 50 percent. Other consid:.:r
at ions such as unk own experiments lead me to conclu:e 
that the actual succ ss rate, defining "success" according-o 
Honorton's criterio ,was probably around 30 percent. 

2) But even a su cess rate of 30 percent is impressivE if 
the actual rate of s ccess to be expected by chance was t-e
assumed 5 percent I pointed to a variety of examplesn 
which multiple test were applied to the same data in su:h 
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a way as to inflate the actual probability for success just by The problem that both of us face wh,,"n I_dging :'!e 
chance over the aAppmved.fiQri~k!aser2000~04tr18 : CIA\,IRIDP96\.OO~t3!f:()OOl3OO();1i.:4:ha, w;; are do ~g 
number of factors, I estimated that the actual chance level 
could easily be 25 percent or higher. 

3) In addition to analyses that inadvertently inflated the 
significance levels, I noted a number of other departures 
from optimal experimental procedure that could have artifi
cially contributed to the outcomes. These flaws could be 
clustered into three categories: Security, Statistical, and Pro' 
cedural. Security flaws included failure to preclude sensory 
cues as well as loose monitoring of critical aspects in the 
experiment. Statistical flaws consisted of wrong use of 
statistical procedures. Procedural flaws consisted of inade· 
quate randomization of targets, incomplete documentation, 
and possible problems at feedback, \Vhat was both surpris' 
ing and dismaying to me was that not a single experiment 
in ,he database was free from at least one of these defects. 
These defects were chosen to be those that I assume most 
par apsychologists would agree should not be part of a 
well-conducted experiment. 

l) I tried to make it clear that I was not assuming that 
these flaws were the cause of the observed results. Rather, I 
assumed that the presence of such defects could be taken 
as a symptom that. the experiment had not been conducted 
wi:h adequate care. Indeed, it was clear that at least some 
of the experiments in the database had been intended to 
serve only as pilot or preliminary experiments. Neverthe' 
less, I did look at the correlation between the three clusters 
and success of the experiment. Although the Security and 
the Statistical clusters did not correlate with outcome, the 
Procedural cluster did correlate with the probability of 
ob:aining a significant outcome. Honorton strongly dis
agrees with this conclusion [77). 

As a result of my detailed examination of the claims for 
the Ganzfeld/psi findings, I concluded my long report as 
follows [73]: 

In conclusion, the current data base has too many problems 
to be seriously put before outsiders as evidence for psi. The 
types of problems exhibited by this data base, however, 
suggest interest.ing challenges for the parapsychological 
community. I would hope that both parapsychologists and 
critics would wish to have parapsychological experiments 
conducted according to highest standards possible. If one 
goal is to convince the rest of the scientific community that 
the parapsychologists can produce data of the highest qual
ity, then it would be a terrible mistake to employ the current 
Ganzfeld/psi data base for this purpose. Perhaps the Para
psychological Association can lead the way by setting down 
guidelines as to what should constitute an adequate con
firmatory experiment. And, then, when a sufficient number 
of studies have accumulated which meet these guidelines, 
they can be presented to the rest of the 'scien!ific commun
ity as an example of what parapsychology', at its best, can 
achieve. If studies carried out according to these guidelines 
also continue to yield results suggestive of psi, then the 
outside scientific community should be obliged to take 
notice. 

Honorton,' not surprisingly, disagrees with my condu
siems [77]. After my critique was completed, Honorton car
ried out a revised and different analysis of the database. He 
daims his new analysis eliminates my criticisms about in
flated significance levels. Honorton also developed his own 
scale for evaluating the methodological quality of each 
experiment. According to his ratings, there is no correlation 
between quality of the experiment and its outcome. 

this after the iact. Although we agree on se\':'ral of O'.Jr 
ratings, we tend tei disagree in ways which 5 JggE':'t cur 
presumed biases. Honorton tends to find more deiects in 
the unsuccessful experiments than I do, On i.he ether hrj, 
I tend to find more defects in the succ€ssf.-JI F:perime-::' 
than Honorton does, In the absence of dG':Jbl~·blind ''::' 
ings, thi; aspect of ou; disagreement represents 2 stalem2::: 

HOWever, whether one uses Honorto:l's or 71y ratir 5,. 
the nUflber of departures from accepted n€tC,.)dolog :.:1 
procedu€ is unaccep\ably high for this cat2oas~ Althol.~:l 

Honortc'n and I disagree on whether the obs~nied flc .'. s 
weaken the case for psi, we do not disag~ee lha' the\ e) ,: 
So far 2S I can tell, no parapsychologis: h2s \=,')vided 2'1 

explana:ion of why almost all of the e\pe;im~lt5 in :- s 
databas~ have at least one of these flaws 

CONCLL SIONS 

With ,he exception of the contemporc"}' prc.:sycholc{· 
cal liteuture, the evidence for psi reviewed in :his p2:er 
comes j,'om investigations which today's pa:-ap;: ,cnolog,:s 
would not put before us as part of their strcmg~st case ':x 
psi. Ma'ly of these parapsychologists might be eve I \'.25 

being ulfair in dwelling upon these castoffs fro: the P2,: 
But it is just this fact that the cases I rave eX;llined 2'e 

nOW castoffs which brings up importar,: C'_H:S: )ns ab:~: 
how to approach the contemporary evidence. 

Each ')f the cases from the past which I ;oa\'~ discus",d 
were, in their own time, considered to be b .. the pc-~' 

psychologists of that day examples of scier,tiiiulk SOL":d 

evidence for psi. It is only subsequent gene:.aticns, for :-,e 
most pert, who have set the preceding exer:lplc.·s aside. in 

some Gses the reaso~s for the abandon'Tlenl 0' what \'. ~s 
once a foundation stone in the case for ps; are c1e2~. 

Subsequent investigators or critics found pr£'vi:usly ur -e' 

cognize:! defects in the studies or strong su;.oicions of 
fraud had been generated. Other experime;'lt2' paradig-,s 
have disappeared from the database for le5'5 o:vious r::~' 

sons. 
Some previously successful paradigms ha','€ c:sappea:ed 

because they no longer seem to yield signific::nt resu·;s. 
Others such as the sheep-goats design seem to rave sim;:.iy 
gone out of fashion. One major parapsychologis: once told 
me that it seems to be the ultimate fate of e'ver, success:ul 
paradigm to eventually lose its ability to yii£'ld significant 
results. He believed this was related to thF.' fc,·:t that :lsi 
depends both upon the novelty of the dF.'sigl and l.'le 
motivations of the experimenter. At first a nev, paradigm 
generates excitement and optimism. But aft€r i: has been 
around for a while, the initial excitement a,nd ::nthusia;m 
abates and the experimenter no longer commulicates the 
original emotions that accompanied the parildifll when it 
was still relatively new. 

But, whatever the reason, each generation:'s b::st case for 
psi is cast aside by subsequent generations of parapsycholo-

. gists and are replaced with newer, more t;Jp-to-date!::Ast 
cases. Not only does the evidence for psi lack r€plicability, 
but, unlike the evidence from other scien,ces, it is non
cumulative. It is as if each new generation wvipes the slate 
clean and begins all over again. (onsequenttly, ihe e\;d€:n-
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tial database for psi is always shifting, Earlier cases are Although they hav colieCled large databases for each )t 

dropped and replaced \~th newer and,..A~E;N)t~ll' ~ore ..... w~se RAC9Q~ ~;M~ th~ work has been reported o~,\ 
promising liAAP69Y~~arcRr ~~~~~t-reu'r'tf.{&.,..~1~ ·t~IA-Rurn:r~c"'Mf5h~~o9t'? -m!Y~B~R~cT4indings do seem impr~~-
paper argues that ,'t is only partially true that parapsycho- sive, but they have yet :0 be described in sufficient deiid 

might have some validity, I do not think it changes the effort and the ,op istication of the methodology and--
point I am making here.] strumentation, it will be many years before adequate rer' ' 

The late J. G. Pratt, in challenging his parapsychological cations in indep::!n ent!aboratories will be possible. 
colle2gues' hopes 'or a repeatable experiment, wrote [69]: As promising as this r10s1 recent work by Honorton ,,-,: 

Jahn might see:n f be, none of it has reached a St2~~ 
Or,o could almost pick a date at random since 1882 and f'nd where it is read\ fo a kll-scale critical evaluation. Alrea:'. 
in the literature that someone somewhere had recently 
ob:ained results described in terms implying that others the sharp-eyed critic ca:') detect both inconsistencies w'~ 
should be able te confirm the findings, Among those per- previous findings i the same lines of research and dep<" 
sors or groups reflecting such enthusiasm are the S,P,R, tures from ideal pr clice, As the history of parapsycholc·~". 
Co:nmiltee on Thought-Transference; Richard Hogson (in teaches us, we will ha':e 10 wait for several more ye,'; 
his investigation of Mrs Piper): Feilding, Baggally, and 
Ca7(ington (in their Palladino investigations); J, B, Rhine before we can ade .uat-2ly juo3e if somehow these lak", 
(work. reported in Extra-Sensory Perception); Whately efforts can avoid th fa12 that ,II their promising predec-:,o-
Ca'ington (in his work on paranormal cognition of drawings); sors have suffered, 
Ge:trude Schme dler (in her sheep-goat work); Van 
Bu;sbach, and Anderson and White (in their research on 
teccher-pupil attitJdes); the Maimonedes dream studies; the 
Ste;:Janek investigators; the investigators of Kulagina's 
directly-observabl~ PK effects; research using the ganzfeld 
technique; and tle SRI investigators ("remote viewing"), 
OGe after anothe', however, the specific ways of working 
us~d in these initially successful psi projects have fallen out 
of :avor and faded from the research scene-except for the 
latest investigations which, one may reasonably suppose, 
ha\e not yet had enough time to falter and fade awa, as 
others before theCl have done, 

When Pratt wrote those words in 1978, the "latest investi
gations" included the Ganzfeldjpsi experiments, the Re
mote Viewing investigations, and the PK research using 
Random Event Generators, These would have been among 
the contemporary investigations which, given Pratt's pessi
mistic extrapolations, "one may reasonably suppose, have 

.'. not yet had enough time to falter and fade away as others 
before them have done." Today, signs do seem to indicate 
that these seemingly "successful" lines of research may be " 
much weaker than had been previously advertised [24], [74], 
[75). 

However, as always, new and more promising lines of 
work seem to be ready to take their place. Honorton and 
his colleagues at the Psychophysical Research Laboratories 
in Princeton, NJ, seem to be developing a number of vel)' 
promising lines of research [78), They have been developing 
a completely automated version of the Ganzfeld experi
ment which eliminates many of the problems raised by my 
critique. They have also been perfecting a "transportable" 
experiment-one that can be carried out by any investi
gator who has access to an Apple personal .computer. The 
experiment, also completely automated, is a.va-riation of the 
Random Event Generator paradigm but with a variety of 
built-in safeguards which apparently eliminate almost all 
the options for multiple testing. 

Nearby, but completely independent of the work going 
on at the Psychophysical Laboratories, is the research on 
anomalous phenomena being carried out by Robert Jahn 
and his associates in the School of Engineering and Applied 
Science at Princeton University [1), [79), [80). For more than 
five years Jahn and his associates have been perfecting the 
instrumentation and experimental designs for conducting 
sophisticated variations of both the remote viewing para
di~m and the PK work with random event generators_ 

Perhaps, howeve . his:or:,' dc-es not have to repeat its~': 

in all its depres,:ng aspects And I can see some encour-,~
ing signs of brea 5 wth previous patterns in the Wi''

proponents cam' 0 t and defend their findings and the Wi". 

critics respond, 
Since its incepti II as an institutionalized undertaki·~, 

psychical research as 5uffered from the lack of relevc.-~ 
informed, and co structive criticism, This particular c,-:
ficiency seems to b ch~nging, For one thing, the youn~':~ 
generation of parap ychJlogists have produced some int:·-
nal critics who are boh knol'.ledgeable and effective, 
addition to Akers, there are others such as Susan Blc.:v 
more, Adrian Parke, G:::rd Ho\'elmann, and J. E. Kenne:'. 
who have recog ized the current deficiencies -
parapsychological r search and have a strong committme'~: 
to raising the stand rds, Although it is still difficult to (i-c 
external critics wh are both informed and constructi .'2, 

one can see some ndications that this situation may 2;0 
improve, 

Another positive ign fS the a:tempt to replace subjecti .,-:, 
impressionistic evaluations of the parapsychological li,~'

ature with more ystematic, explicit assessments, Be'-;-, 
Honorton (77) and' [73) have used "meta-analysis" in ['Jr 
dispute over the a equacy of the Ganzfeldjpsi datab2:2 
"Meta-analysis" is term coined to describe the approE.:h 
to reviewing a bod: of res.earch which makes the varicus 
phases as' explicit at quantitative as feasible [81), [82), 

The approach to r earch integration referred to as "meta
analysis" is nothin more than the attitude of data analysi, 
applied to quantitative summaries of individual experiments. 
By recording the roperties of studies and their findings in 
quantitative terms, the meta-analysis of research invites one 
who would integ ate numerous and diverse findings to 
apply the full pow r of stalistical methods to the task, Thu> 
it is not a techniqu ; rather it is a perspective that uses many 
techniques of mea urement and statistical analysis, 

(From [81].) 
Meta-analysis is y no means a panacea. Much subjec'l

ily remains on such matters. as which studies to include a-,d 
exclude from the s mple, how to score the "effect size" or 
degree, of success a a study, ""-hat variables to include, h:'N 
to assign studies v lues on the variables, and what shoJd 
be the sampling u j it. In addition, many serious proble71s 
have to be resolve about how to cope with the fact t'at 
individual studies a e not independent and the analyses ire 
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once a suitable sample of experiments has been selected, Akers the, soee~ed all his 54 studies sequentially through 
how to make an ~PPm>'f~/Tl@l'itReleasQl~qaI(Q4A1~ : ClAcRDJP9i>-Q&7E89ROruUOOOOO0lQi..t.4many could pass 
trends. strengths, and weaknesses characterize the sample. 
Up uniil recently, such a review of a body of literature has 
been an unstructured and highly subjective affair. Under
standably, two individuals surveying the same body of 
literature could, and did, often come up with diametrically 
opposed concl usions. 

As cognitive psychologists have emphasized, the capacity 
of hUlTans to handle mentally a number of items is severely 
limit.ec. What constitutes an "item" varies greatly with the 
structure of the material and the individual's previous 
familia:ity and expenise in a given field of knowledge. Even 
within his field of speciality, a scientist would have great 
difficulty in trying to comprehend patterns in over a dozen 
or so f;:ports without external aids and a systematic proce
dure. 

Whe" the nonparapsychologist critic tries to make sense 
of a la~ge body of parapsychological literature, he is at a 
great disadvantage. His critical capacities have not been 
trained to pick out relevant from irrelevant details in seek
ing interrelationships. Lacking concrete experience with 
many of the experimental designs, he is at a decided dis
advantage in knowing what things could go wrong and 
which sorts of controls would be critical. And when the 
numbe;- of separate ~eports is more than a dozen or so, he 
cannot be expected to be able' to grasp the total picture 
without help from svstematic and quantitative summariza
tion procedures. 

Yet, so far as I can tell, only two critical evaluations of 
"systematic lines" 0; parapsychological research have ever 
been tarried out v.r,th any procedure approximating sys
tematic, explicit, and quantitative guidelines. Both of these 
were carried out fairly recently. One was by Charles Akers, 
a former parapsychologist with both experience and pub
lication.s in the field [74). The other was by myself, acting as 
an external critic who accepted the parapsychologists' chal
lenge tq fairly evaluate a systematic line of research which 
they feel represents their stiOngest case for the repeatable 
experiment [73), [75). 

AKERS' METHODOLOGICAL CRITICISMS OF PARAPSYCHOLOGy 

Akers' methodological evaluation of contemporary para
psychological research represents a landmark in para
psychological criticism. Akers, who holds a Ph.D. degree in 
Social Psychology, has worked as a parapsychologist in 
Rhine's laboratory and knows the contemporary scene from 
the inside. 

After a careful selection procedure, .Akers arrived at a 
sample of 54 ESP experiments. These experiments had all 
been cited in the Handbook of Parapsychology or other 
parapsychological literature as exemplars of the evidential 
database. The selection was restricted to studies in which 
significant results had been claimed for a sample of rela
tively unselected percipients. He excluded unpublished re
ports, studies which were reported only as abstracts or 
convention reports, and studies which were exploratory or 
preliminary to a stronger replication. He also excluded 
experiments which produced scores in the wrong direction 
("psi missing") [74J. 

The final sample of 54 experiments is fairly complete. If it is 
not inclusive, it is at least representative of findings in 
altered state and personality research: 

through all of the:n. He ~irst looked at how many of the 
studies use.:! inadequate f..l.ndomization of the targets. AI· 
though he :ound llmost half of the studies used inferior 
methods tc· rando:nize ta:gets he considered this to be a 
"minor cor~amina:1t." In his opinion, such randomization 
failures as r<2 obse'Ved would not be sufficient to account 
for the abc'e cha,ce results which each of these studies 
optained 

Next he :Joked 3t the~ossibility of sensory leakage. For 
example. ir. severa of the Ganzfeld experiments the agent 
handled th~ slide or piCi'Jre which served as the target. 
Later the p~rcipiert was ~:ven that very same target along 
with some 'oils ad askec to select which item had been 
the target. 'n such a sitLation either inad\'ertent or de' 
liberate cu~; ng is :Iearly 3 possibility. A parapsychologist 
should not :e €:'nti:ied to claim ESP as the explanation for 2 

successful ;electicn by :he percipient under such cir
cumstances Akers assigned a flaw to any experiment which 
had this or one 0: his other categories of possibilities for 
sensory leaLag€:'. A; many as 22 of the 54 experiments were 
cited for he/iog a: least one flaw of the sensory leakage 
kind (some 1ad more thar ooe kind). 

In a similar fashion, Ake's checked for security problems. 
recording e-,ors, o:Jtional stopping, data selection, inade
quate docvnenta:ion, lTultiple testing, and some ad
ditional fl2..·/s of a techrical nature. On each criterion. 
Akers assigr<2d a flaw onl, if, in his opinion, the defect was 
sufficient te accou1t for tle above chance hitting actual I\' 
reported [7L.:. 

Results frcm the ;4'exper''T1ent survey have demonstrated 
that there are m2~Y aiterr,ative explanations for ESP phe
nomen.a; t~e choice is not simply between psi and experi
menter frc,Jd .... The nunbers of experiments flawed on 
various grc.:mds were as fol:ows: randomization failures (13), 
sensory leckag-e (22), SUbjE·:t cheating (12), recording errors 
(10). classi'ocation or scorirg errors (9), statistical errors (12), 
reporting ~iilu,es CO) . ... ",,11 told, B5 percent of the experi
ments wer= consic-ered flawed (46/54). 

In other words, only 8 of the 54 experiments-all of 
which were 5elected to be best cases-were free of at least 
one serious flaw on Akers' criteria. But Akers points out a 
number of r-:asons ,0 be concerned about the adequacy of 
even these "flawless" stud;es (74). 

In conclu5'on. there were eight experiments conducted with 
reasonable care, boJt none of these could be considered as 
methooolc'5ically strong. When all 54 experiments are con
sidered. it can be stated that the research methods are too 
weak to ertabnish the exislence of a paranormal phenome
non. 

Akers' cor.elusion is 'especially damaging to the case fOf 
psi because ne leaned over backwards to give the benefit of 
doubt to the experimenters. In some cases where the docu
mentation v.as incomplete. Akers assumed that the investi
gator had taken the proper precautions against sensory 
leakage. And. Akers did not assign flaws to experiments if 
their randomization procedures were less than optimal (he 
considered this to be only a "minor contaminant"). Experi
ments that were deficien: on his other criteria such as 
optional stopping and others were not assigned flaws if, on 
Akers' judgment. the deficiency on that criterion was insuf
ficient to have caused the total number of hits. In other 
words, Akers was not judging whether the experiment had 
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previously unstructured and subjective assessments, The standards. Then they ave to make sure that members of 
reviewer is forced to make many more of his or her stan- their profession beco e fully aware of these standards and 
dards and procedures explicit. The resulting debate can be recognize the necessit for living up to them. 
more focussed and the specific areas of disagreement can 
be pinpointed more accurately. In addition, the use of 
quantitative summaries often brings out patterns and rela- REFERENCES 
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IV ANOMALOUS-MENTAL-PHENOMENA JOURNAL 
PUBLICATIONS 

The publications in the specialized journals for anomalous mental phenomena date back to the late 

1800's and are too numerous to include here. The papers in this section, however, were selected from a 

large number of excellent papers in the reviewed literature as representative of some of the directions 

for current research. 

The number that appears in the upper right- hand corner of the first page for each publication is keyed 

to the following descriptions: 

16. Ryzl, M., ''A Model of Parapsychological Communication," Journal of Parapsychology, Vol. 30, pp. 
18-30, (1966). If anomalous cognition can increase an individual's chances of correctly guessing 
the toss of a coin, then by using a redundant coding technique, a communications system can be 
constructed that is 100% accurate. Ryzl describes one such successful application in this paper. 

17. Ronorton, C., "Precognition and Real-Time ESP Performance in a Computer Task with an 
Exceptional Subject," Journal of Parapsychology, Vol. 51, pp. 291-319, (December, 1987). 
Ronorton describes a series of experiments with a single subject spanning over 20 years. In this 
rare circumstance, Ronorton finds robust, statistical evidence for precognition that remains stable 
over that time period. 

18. May, E. c., Utts, J. M., Humphrey, B. S., Luke, W. L. w., Frivold, T. J., and 'fiask, V. v., ''Advances 
in Remote-Viewing Analysis," Journal of Parapsychology, Vol. 54, pp. 194-228, (September, 1990). 
This paper describes an application of fuzzy set theory to the analysis of subjective data. It includes 
examples of remote viewing and a comparison with "ground" truth. 

19. May, E. C., Luke, W. L. W., Trask, V. V., and Frivold, T. J., "Observation of Neuromagnetic Fields 
in Response to Remote Stimuli," Proceedings of Presented Papers for the 33rd Annual Convention of 
the Parapsychological Association, National 4-H Center, Chevy Chase, MD, pp. 168-135, (August, 
1990). This paper is a progress report on the use of magneto encephalography to investigate the 
brain's response to anomalous-cognition stimuli. Following techniques commonly used in the 
research of visual evoked responses of the brain, the authors report a statistically significant effect. 
The paper includes discussion about possible artifacts. 

20. Braud, W., Shafer, D., and Andrews, S., "Electrodermal Correlates of Remote Attention: 
Autonomic Reactions to an Unseen Gaze," Proceedings of Presented Papers for the 33rd Annual 
Convention of the Parapsychological Association, National 4-H Center, Chevy Chase, MD, pp. 
14-28, (August, 1990). Continuing a popular research line at the Mind Science Foundation in San 
Antonio, Braud et. al. describe a careful experiments that appears to confirm statistically that one 
can "tell," without looking, when someone is staring. 

21. Lantz, N. D., May, E. c., and Piantanida, T., "Remote Viewing: From what TIme Frame Does the 
Information Originate?" Proceedings of Presented Papers for the 33rd Annual Convention of the 
Parapsychological Association, National 4-H Center, Chevy Chase, MD, pp. 138-150, (August, 
1990). In this paper, Lantz et. al. describe a technically complex experiment to determine the 
temporal source of anomalous-cognition information. While there was statistically robust 
evidence for an effect, no temporal dependence was found. 

\ 
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A MODEL OF PARAPSYCHOLOGICAL 
COl'v1l'v1UNIC}\. TIONI 

By MILAN RYZL 

RECENTLY the application of extrasensory perception (ESP) as a 
mearr6"of communication has been discussed more and more. How
ever,}e numerous popular articles have not been counterbalanced 
by a~qual number of scientific publications, and it is impossible to 
decidP-whether the reason is the sensational exaggeration of rela-

Il 
tivelygscarce material, or whether, for strategic reasons, some of 
the ntDre recent scientific findings have been suppressed. 

B~use of the potential importance of the problem it will be 
inter:ting to see how the question is being· solved in the scientific 

CD 
literaNJre which is accessible. The characteristics of ESP are such 
that i faculty is predestined to serve as a device for gaining in
formaion which is normally inaccessible (6, 17, 18)-whether 
simplt:that of objective events in the outer world in general or the 
inter~ption of coded messages in particular. However, the absolute 
reliabiDty of ESP has not yet been achieved experimentally; the 
experlfuenter cannot as yet rely absolutely on the correctness 0 f the 

;;0 d . . respo:tIJes secure m expenments. 
T;E appraise the degree of reliability of ESP for obtaining in

form<8ion in practice, it is not its occasional spontaneous mani festa
tions $at must be examined, but results of controlled experimenta
tion. ~hc latter do not give ~lIrh dral1l:lfi('ally ~triki\1g re:;ulls. il is 

true; iut they are more suitahle for the exact evaluation necessary 
o 

for t~ application of ESP in conveying information. For this. 
it woid be necessary to be able to tell before the check-up of results, 

and ~ybe even without it. whether the ESP response was correct. o 
Llgfortunately, experimental results in ESP tests have not been 

nearl)tas reliable as sensory perception. The eye or the camera 
~ 

vcry quickly picks lip a great deal of inforlllation, allli radio and TV 

1 This paper is an adaptation of an article by Dr. Ryzl which appeared in a 
Czechoslovakian technical journal. Sdd01'(1ci Tullllika (Co"'''''lJIicatioll Talr-
1Ijquc), Vol. 12 (1964). No.8, pp. 299-302. 
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signals will transmit a considerable amount in a short time unit. 
Errors and inaccuracies in these areas have been reduced to such 
an extent that they can be disrq.~arded in this comparison. 

On the other hand, ESP in simple card-calling tests is so much 
less reliable that it results in only a slight deviation from mean 
chance expectation. More than that, subjects prove to be very un
stable in their ability to demonstrate ESP, their performance being 
subject to considerable fluctuation-even to the temporary disap
pearance of ESP, or to its manifestation as psi-missing. If ESP 
were a technical contrivance for getting information, it would have 
to be reganled today as very ind1icient. 

And yet, even a slight deviation above chance does represent 
the acquisition of information. In order to make practical applica
tion of it, it is necessary only: 

(1) To secure stable performance in a subject, or to be able to 
recognize those times when he is actually using his ESP ability. 

(2) To so concentrate the amount of information picked up in 
ESP tests that the knowledge looked for can be deduced with a 
degree of reliability fixed in advance. 

A third condition should be that this be possible without undue 
cost. In the present study, however, economic aspects will not be 
taken into account, but only the possible practical application of 
ESP. 

I-TISTOHICAI. SUHVEY 

The first accessible published report of an experiment in which 
the 11H'lhnd cmployed lll;]de it possihle tn l~ail1 an ileril of ill forma
tion that could be used practically is the report by Foster (4).' In 
this experiment a question was asked which could be answered either 
by yes or 110. The subjects were given a mixed pack of black 
(lIIcauing- yes) and red (1IIC:tllillg no) cards in opaque ellvelopes, 
HIli I welt' a:,kcd I" :;UI t thclIl 01110 I,Jack ur rcu "target area~," the 
black area indicating trlle and the red area false. When the correct 
answer tn a given q1lestion (whirh Ill\' sl1hj('rt was 10 discover hy 
ES P) was YI'S, black cards should have been found on the black 
area and red cards 011 the red area. 1 f the correct answer to the 
questioIl was 110, an association of unlike colors would be the 
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proper n'1ipOIl1ie, lll1rorlllll;lldy, ill Ihi:-: \'XIH,rilll('lIl (ill which the 

subjects were Indian children), no ESP was shown. 
In most laboratory tests so far, card-calling or card-matching 

tests (with cards enclosed in opaque covers) have been used. In 
order to employ this method to gain specific information, it is neces
sarfi"first to work out a code arrangement for translating the de
sirJa information into a certain sequence of cards. The ESP result 
(if ~SP occurred) must then be decoded to obtain the desired 

CD 
kn()l!;\l1edge. 

'uch a procedure was the basis for a suggestion made by W. H. 
C1a~ (2) to forecast the temperature. Clark suggested that the 
sub.t call.the order of a pack of ESP cards which would be cut on 
a f~re day according to the temperature reading in a given news
pap~ on that day. By a method Clark suggested, high scoring on 
targg series assigned to a certain temperafure could be used as a 
basi~for prediction. 

!:ince ESP, as so far observed in the laboratory, has been too ..... 
impCPfect, it would be necessary for practical usage somehow to 
con~trate the in formation carried in every call. To do this, there 
woulii have to be a large number of independent calls on every 

I 

targiltl. These results could then be statistically evaluated, and the 
unr~bility of individual calls thus compensated for. 
~ W. Fisk and D. ]. West (3) used this procedure in an ex

peri&nt in which different subjects called the same card and the 
maj~ty call was considered the call for that target. They failed 

CD 
in tij:6jr objective, however, for insufficient cvidcnce of ESP was o 
secu~. 

'~lS "repeatea-guessing" technique was also used by R. H. 
Tho&ss (16). In addition to checking the "majority vote," as 
Fisk~nd West had done, Thouless introduced what he called an o 
"ind~ of preference," by which he proposed to compensate for 
the i?ct that subjects prefer certain symbols and have unequal 
numbers of calls for the various targets. In another article, C. 
Scott (12) solved some statistical problems raised by Thouless' 
method. 

The repeated-guessing technique was also used by me in ex
periments with Miss]. K. (8). It proved to yield all illcrease 
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ill til!' ,·c1i:,J,ilily or I~SI' c:tll::, Ilow('vn, ::ill("(· Ih" wode wilh thill 

subject was interrupted (for family reasons), it was impossible to 
develop the method further and to prove that the successful result 
was repeatable. 

Because of the instability of ESP performance, it is necessary :t:
to find a way to determine in advance whether ESP is occurring :g 
in a given experiment and also to what extent. The subject's in- ~ 
trospective statements have not proven to be reliable (7). The first [ 
experimenter who was concerned with finding a way to estimate "T1 

o ., the degree of reliability of ESP responses prior to the check-up 
was C. E. Stuart (13). Later, R. ]. Cadorct (1) adapted a motor 
form of expressing ESP somewhat similar to that of dowsing. 
He tried to measure the reliability of ESP responses by having the 
subject make two parallel sets of caIls, using one of them as an 
"index series" to be checked in advance. It was assumed that the 
level of scoring on the unchecked series would be similar to that 
on the checked. The subject was unaware which series would be 
used as the index. Slightly si!,'11ificant scores were obtained. 

Another method for the same purpose was designed by R. 
Taetzsch (14), who proposed the use of dual-aspect targets; for 
instance, playing cards, buth value and colur (5). In such tests, 
one aspect would be evaluated as an index series, the other as the 
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experilllelllal series. Dual-aspect targets have also ueell used in a 6 
recent experiment by Dr. Schmeidler (11), who also has aimed at ~ 
finding out the most reliable forms of ESP manifestation. Sht; ~ 

emphasizes the comparison of various methods of evaluation, either g 
by appraising both aspects together or either aspect separately ~ 

An original contribution is a psi communication system designed g 
(but never put into practice) by Taetzsch (15). It is a device to 8 

~ 0 
convey information between two points in space or time with a g 
degree of reliability fixed in advance. As corroborated in a paper 7" 

.Iloo 
including the relevant calculations, it is possible to usc even an im-
perfect ESP faculty to deduce reliable information by the selection 
of olle of two possibilities (white-black, yes-no, etc.). The sllbject 
is to JIlake his call by pressing down on one of two buttons. The 
repeated-guessing technique is used and the result is worked out 
hy a COlllpllter ;m the hasis of a program pllt into it previously_ 
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This program ensures the required reliability of information ob
tained. The machine thus determines the number of calls necessary 
to arrive at a reliable result according to the degree of ESP shown. 
It does not give an answer until this degree of reliability has been 
attained. The proposed system also allows for psi-missing by the 
ran~ insertion of index calls between the regular calls. The in
dex a.lIs are to serve as an empirical check as to whether, in the 
givc~ series, ESP is being expressed in a positive or a negative 

II) 
manQer. 

W can be seen, then, that parapsychologists have given consider
ableittention to the problem of finding a way to make ESP practi
callfapplicable. It seems that the difficulty has mainly been the 
fac~hat no way has been found to make the ESP performance so 
per~ct and constant that lawful control ?Ln be obtained. This is 
the8npression one would get from the studies generally accessible 
in ~e scientific press. It has been only in the experiments with 
th~ubject p.s., concerning whose ESP faculties the author re-.... 
po~d previously (9, 10), that a sufficiently stable ESP response 
w¥> attained to warrant an attempt at the reliable conveyance of 
iniirmatioll by ESP with :l r<,:d hnp<, of ~l1cces~. , . 

;;0 
o 
" <0 
0') , 
o o 
~ 

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

FOR SUBJECT P.S. 

~The general objective of the experiment, carried out in 1962, 
~ the identification by ESP of five numbers of three digits each. 
~h of these numbers was to be transmitted as an independent 
c~erimental unit. However, the object of the experiment was not 

:@ll(llIy to attain a practically appli('alile ww of y,:::;p to COIIV(~y 

j~ormalioll (thb could 1101 yet be dUlle, gi VI:II I hI: jIn'bl'lIl ~il "It, It f 

3airs) but to fUl'lIi!lh experimelltal proof that :mch applj(~aljoll of , 
~.s I \ iti p.\:;:iihlr ill plillt"iplr I hal ill fllrlllal inn "all 1)(" ("ollv('y('d 

hy ESP with the required degree of exactness and reliability. /\[ 
the time of planning this experimental series, P.S. was giving re
liable results in distinguishing two colors (white-green) on cards 
enclosed in opaque covers, and therefore this technique was adapted 
to the task of identifying a number by ESP. 
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By means of an arbitrary system, the designated number was 

coded into a certain sequence of the colors of cards. The covers, 
with the cards inside, were submitted to the subject for identifica
tion repeatedly until an adequate number of calls were accumulated. 
The data, treated analytically, gave a reliable indication of the color 
of the uppermost side of the card before actual checking. By 
means of the code, the number could be identified. 

More specificaIiy, the experiment proper was carried out thus: 
First of. all, a code was worked out by which a certain sequence 
of 10 (white or green) colors was allotted to each one of the three
digit numbers ranging from 000 up to 999. Then an assistant drew 
a number by lot. By means of the code, he then transformed it into 
a sequence of 10 colors. He next took 10 opaque covers made of 
stiff cardboard and marked on the reverse side with capital letters 
A, B.. . .. K; and into these he put the white-green cards (mea
suring 105 x 150 mm.) in such a way that the sequence of colors 
indicated by the target number were uppermost in the cover. The 
covers, or "envelopes," were then sealed shut. 
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To these 10 covers the assistant then added another 10 sealed 
covers marked on the back. with small letters a, b.. . .. k, which 

~ 
COlllaiJlcJ U.1l J:; plm:eJ jll:>t the oppn;.i\r In tho~e marked with C;; 
capital letters. The purpose of this second set was a double one. 
First, it represented a parallel, independent test of the same fact as ~ 
the basic set and could thus be a check on its correctness. Second,;b 
this set ensured an equal distribution of target cards. In point of !6 
fact, the chosen code for some numbers resulted in an unequ,aIIy ~ 
balanced sequence of colors so that if the subject should show a g 
preference for calling one color over the other, a distortion couldQ;: 
ha ve resulted. . ~ 

A I'lrl" takill!: frOII\ the as~!islalll Ihe 20 (~llvd(\pt's n·prc~cntinf~8 
the selected llllllliJer, lhe CXI'CrllllClJlcl addcd Io, 1111:111 iillllll,Cf J(~ 

o 
ellvelopes uf the sallie appearall~C, lIlarked 01\ the hilck 1,2., ",lOg 
TIll.""" ",ul"illr.! """IIt,,,I.\' ':rlrdr'! wl1il(' ~:rr('11 "anl,: prpp;unl h~ 
lh(" experimenter, who kept a record of their order. They were t~ 
he checked after the cards had all heen called the required Ilumoet 
of times, and presumably would indicate the quality of ESP which 
had operated in the series. 
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All 30 of the envelopes were of the same external appearance; 
they differed only in the markings on the back, and these were 
hidden from the subject's sight throughout the experiment. It was 
decided beforchallll that if the c:lI'c!s with the nllmbers shollld show 
insufficient evidence of ESP, the entire series would be cancelled, 
It PjSPved unnecessary to do this, for the ESP result was sufficiently 
staige throughout the experiment to give the desired reliability. 

Cil.fter preparing the targets, the cxpcrilllclltcr thuroughly sllumed 
all ~e envelopes and gave them to the suhject to identify the color 
upptlfmost in them. The subject did so, the conditions excluding 
all Rhown possibility of sensory perception. The experimenter kept 
a n$brd of- the subject's call on each individual card as it was pre
senfd to him. Then the experimenter again shuffled the envelopes 
tho:tughly and again handed .them to the subject to be identified. 
Thi~procedure was repeated 50 times so that a total of 50 calls was 
maqs on each envelope. Thorough shuffling between series ensured 
tha~here was a different order each time and that the index targets 
weriS:randomly mixed with the experimental ones. 

fhese 50 individual calls on each of the 30 covers gave 1500 
call{hltogether. The 500 index calls were checked first to get an 
id~f the amount of ESP to be expected on the others. When 
this~roved to be sufficient, the evaluation of the experiment proper 
wascmade. 

~e evaluation of the two sets of experimental calls of 500 
eaclS..vas based on a method which had been worked out earlier in 
coniction with previous experiments with the same subject. The 
crit~a were so chosen th:\1 if II\('y W('I"(~ met they wOllld I~ive 

stro&t promis(' that the content oLth.e-e-J:l.¥C 
fore§ld. The procedure was as follows: 

the total of 50 calls on envelopes with capital letters and 50 011 

corrsponding envelopes marked with small letters were evaluated 
sepa~tely from two points of view. First, the ratio of white to 
greeft' calls on each envelope was computed. This was called "Total 
Score" (See Fig. 1. The total number of white calls is always given 
on the left and the total green calls all the right of the CUIUlIlIl.) 

Then the consistency of the preference for one color or the other on 
a certain envelope was checked. The 50 calls on each card were 
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Fig. 1. An example of the data from which one of the three-digit numbers (in ~ 
this case 242) was identified. Under the heading "Basic Series" is the ratio of 0 
colors (or "total score") guessed for each envelope, and beside it, the results of ~ 
the fiyc lO-number groups (called "Ratio of Outstanding Scores" in the text), gg 
In the "Conclu5ioll" COiUlllllS, a capital letter means that the criteria for indica- ;;0 
lion were met; a small letter, that they were ncarly met. The revision colunUlS 0 
fl'''lII I,-fl 10 ,-ighl ~how Ill!" v.radllal "Iimillalioll of those cards which have- lIlet 8 
the spccIllcd Crltena ot certItude ulltIl, at Ille !;UlIUlll 01 Ihe: /,,",,1 SIUlc1llc1I1 ~ 

col ullin, all tell largc lettered ellvelopes are seen to match the cO,rrect target 0 
art"""f!"II1(,lIt whic-h represents the selected three·digit number. 8 

o 
o 
o 

divided into five consecutive groups of 10 _ calls each. The ratio of 7" 
white and green calls was evaluated in each of these five groups -Iloo 

separately. But only those groups were counted in which the calls 
of olle color predominated considerably over those of the other, at 
least to the extent of 8-2, 9-1, or 10-0. These were called "Out
standing Scores." (See" Ratio of Outstanding Scores" in Fig. 1. 
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On the left is the number of outstanding scores in which white calls 
predominated, and on the right, the number in which green cans 
predominated.) The judgment as to the actual color of the card in 
the envelope was drawn after the results on the envelopes marked 
with capitals had been compared with their opposites marked with 
sm~l letters. 

-crhe definite conclusion as to the color of the card in an enveiope 
"0 

waS not drawn until all of the following conditions had been ful-
fill$! at the same time. These criteria were: 

~. The ratio of colors guessed on a given (capital or small let
ter~) envelope was 35-15 or greater. (Ratios closer to the chance 
exfctation of 25-25 were considered undecided.) 

Cii2. The ratio of "outstanding scores" (8-2 and better in each 
grip of 10 caBs) pointed clearly in the same direction. Hence 
th~reponderance was on the same side a·s the majority data, name
ly,at least 3-0 (or better still 4-1, 4-0, or 5-0). That is, out of 

w . 
fiv~ groups of ten calls a ratIo of 8-2 or 9-1 or 10-0 appeared at 
le~ three times (3-0). 
~. The results of Points 1 and 2 were borne out by the agree

m@t of the opposite cards (smalI or capital lettered, depending 011 

P~t 1) on which there had to he a majority score n() lower than 
3~0 and a simultaneous indication in the same direction based 01\ 

thiratios of "outstanding scores" at a rate of at least 1-0, or better 
(®, 3-1, etc.). 
~. In case Point 3 was not fulfilled, as when the result on the 

oriosite card was not sufficiently convincing, it was decided to re
q~e a more decisive result in the main set of calls to offset this: 

8a. On Point 1 there must be a score of at least 40-10 or better. ..... 
gb. On Point 2 there must be a ratio of "outstanding scores" of 

tlgorder of either 4-0 or 5-0. 
g When the first basic series of 50 calls on each envelope had been 

e~luated, those envelopes which met the above criteria were re
rrnwed from the pack. The remaining ones which did not meet the 
criteria were mixed with a corresponding numher of numbered 
index envelopes. They were thoroughly shuffled and given the 
sub ject again as in a new experiment. 

Al each similar repelition series, SO calls were made un each 
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envelope and the result evaluated as before. Those envelopes which 
again di~ not meet the criteria were put through the same process 
until they did reach the criteria. 

When all 10 colors indicating the given number had thus been 
reliably identified, the number was deduced by the original code. 
Then the result was compared with the assistant's record of the 
target number. 

Altogether, five independent series were carried out in thi~ 
manner and five three-digit numbers were thus identified withou~ 
a single mistake. Figure 1 shows an example of the result fro~ 
which one 6f these three-digit numbers was identified. It show! 
also the way in which the information about the content of the indi~ 
vidual envelopes was determined in the successive experimenta£, 
series until all could be correctly identified. ~ 

CD 
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The basic objective of the experiment was to show the posse 
. -

bility of identifying targets by ESP with a precision which could Ii -specified before the check-up. The bbjectivc was attained. ~ 

A problem remains concerning the efficiency of the metho~ 
For the time being, the procedure is uneconomical and cuniberson5$ 
as compared with other means of communication. Altogether, fiVa 
three-digit numbers were transmitted; but to do this, it was nec~ 
sary to make 19,350 single color-calls (of which 11,978 were hii . I 

and 7,372 were misses). The average speed on,the whole wasabog 
400 calls per hour so that the mere accumulation of the data toii 
some 50 hours (with two persons participating). To this we m ~ 
also add the time necessary for evaluation of results. g 

It must be admitted, however, that this great cons~mption Sr 
experimental time was due partly to the fact that the empiricagr 
chosen criteria were very strict so as to meet the requirement ~[ 
extreme r~liability in the identifications. But in some cases of ~
plication it would be sufficient to usc a statistically expressed rcl,l»
hility of identification, which would make the criteria less stringent 
and redu<;e the number 0 f necessary calls (given the same level 0 f 
ESP per~\.mnance of the subject). Numerous ways of saving us 
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from makillg superfluous calls and of attaining tile re(lllired rdia- Finally, Ilol the Silllpk Illajority vote but all olltstandillg lIla-

bility of identification more economically are afforded by applying jority was used; and in cases when such a majority was not secured, 

communication theory. tIl(' railing was repeated Ilntil it was. Consistency of calling in 
The application of some method of automatically recognizing addition to an adequate majority was a useful auxiliary criterion. 

the point at which identification could be possible would also (:011- Th(' cri!(:ria Wl~n: set empirically, alld these were reached:x!P 
siderably reduce the time involved. It can be seen from Figure 1 the experiment. It well may be that economy of procedure can~e 
titt the calls on quite a number of envelopes exceeded what was improved with the addition of revisions in line with the theory Of 
Jicessary to identify them (e.g., targets H, h in the Basic Series, or probability and of information theory. ~ 
oFf' J l~' l~ " S' ) . a. tfgets " III t Ie 'Irst \.CVISlon cncs. "T1 

a. To find a way to determine the point when further calls would REFERENCES ~ 
b~unnecessary, as Taetzsch has suggested for his case, would save l' bl I" f ESP f P ap hAl 
., 1. CADORET, R. J. The re Ia e app lcatlOn 0 ., ar syc t!:" 
a~east several scores of calls. 1955, 19, 203-27. . . . . re 

CD 2. CLARK, W. H. A practical apphcatlOn of precogmtlOn. I. Pa~ 
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PRECOGNITION AND REAL-TIl'vfE ESP 
PERFORMANCE IN A COMPUTER 'TASK 

WITH AN EXCEPTIONAL SUBJECT 

Bv CIIARl.ES IloNORTON 
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ABSTRACT: An individual participant, Malcolm Bessent, with a history of success 
in laboratory precognitive psi tasks, completed 1,000 trials in a computer-based 
experiment comparing precognition and real-time target modes. A diode-based 
electronic random number generator (RNG) served as the target source. Target 
mode was randomly selected at the outset of each 10-trial run and was unknown 
to Bessent until the completion -of each run. Bessent's task was to identify thc ac
tual target from a judging pool of four graphic "card" images presented on a com
puter graphics display. 

Based on Bessent's prior research history, two formal hypotheses were tested: (a) 
Bessent would demonstrate statistically significant hitting in the precognitive target 
mode, and (b) his precognitive performance would be significantly superior to his 
performance on real-time targets. Series sample size, methods of analysis, and sig
nificance criteria were specified in advance. Both hypotheses were confirmed. Bes
sent's success rate in the precognitive target mode was 30.4% (n = 490, P = .0039). 
This is reliably above the 25% chance level on an estimate of the 95% confidence 
level, which gives 27.2% as the approximate lower bound. Real-time performance 
did not exceed chance expectation (25.9% hits; n == 510, P == .34). The diffen:llce 
between the precognitive and real-time modes was significant (p = .045). Explor
atory analyses suggest that performance was related to response mode and latency: 
Significant hitting occurred when Bessent's responses were based on cognitive 
impressions but not when they were based on feelings or guesses, and he was more 
accurate on trials in which he took more time to make his response. 

Extensive randomness tests document the adequacy of the RNG. The tests in
clude global RNG certification runs testing uniform distribution of RNG byte val
ues (n = 6 x 10' bytes) and sequential biases (n == 8 x 10' bits), as well as tests 
of the ll"tUIlI tllrgel ,c(Iucnec. An cmpiric,,1 croN •• r1u~cl<; control, reccnCly .. dVOCR\cd 
by the critic Ray Hyman, in which Bessent's responses for one run were deliber
ately mismatched against targets intended for another run, also yielded results 
close to chance expectation. 

Various rival hypotheses including sensory cues, faulty randomization, data-han
dling errors, data-selection bias, multiple analysis, and deception an: assessed and 
found to be inadequate. This is the fourth precognition experiment with Hesst·nt, 
each involving a different methodology and each yielding a statistically significant 
outcome. The combined result is highly significant (z = 5.47, P = 2.26 x 10-8

). 

It is concluded that the results provide evidence for a communications anomaly 
involving noninferential precognition. 

I am extremely grateful to Malcolm Bessent for once again making his remarkable 
talents available for this study, and to the late .lames S. McDonnell. Michael Witunski, 
and the James S. McDonnell Foundation for their generolls financial support of Illy 
research over the past 12 years. I also wish to thank George Hansen, Norman I-Ien
berg. and Donald McCanhy for valuable comments on an e'lrlier draft of Ihis paper. 
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This report describes an automated, computer-based experiment 
with an exceptional subject whose prior laboratory testing history 
indicates superior performance in precog-nitive as opposed to con
temporaneous ("real-time") psi tasks. The present experiment was 
designed to furtber· assess this participant's precognitive ability and 
to systematically compare his performance in precognitive and real
time target modes on a blind basis. 

Research Participant 

Pr{'(ognifioll miff R /'([1-Tim!' PnfOI'lIl(1I1(1' 293 

were predefined audio-visual episodes in.volving thema~ically related 
slides and sound effects (e.g., slides of bIrds accompanIed by an au
diotape of bird calls); (b) a complex randomization procedure was 
used 10 selecl an enlJ·y poinl inlo a randolll number table to deter
mine the target episode; (c) the target that served ~s a precognitive 
influence on Bessent's dreams on odd-numbered nIghts served also 
as a presleep influence on the subsequent even-number~d nights, 
allowing comparison of precognitive and presleep sensory Influences 
on Besse~t's dream content; and (d) the target was selected and pre
sented to Bessent approximately 24 hours after commencement of 
the precognitive session. The judging procedure was similar to that 

The participant in this study was Mr. Malcolm Bessent. Bessent, used in the first study. The mean of the three judges' ratings for 
who resides with his f:unily n~ar ~ondon, England, is a businessman. the precognitive nights again yielded a significant result with five 
who first came to our attentIon In the late 1960s as a result ~f a direct bits. Interestingly, tbe results for tbe presleep sensory expo-
series of ostensibly pr~~ognit~ve drear:ns. Bessent ~ame .to .tbe Umted slIrcs yielded chance results. . . . . 
States in 1969 to panlclpate 111 exptnmclIlal SLU(lIcs 01 IllS apparellt In a third precognition expenment III volvmg a bmary random 
psi abilities at Maimonides Medical Center. .. . number generator (Honorton, 1971), Bessent attempted to predict 

DlII·ing the 1969 visit, Ikssclll was the pen:.lplclll 111 two pn:~:()Ko wlticl. of twu colured lalllps would light "ftel. he pressed the UULLOII 

nitive dream experiments involving the use of EEG-REM mOllltor- associated with his choice. The RNG automatically registered the 
ing techniques (Krippner, Ullman, & Honorton, 197 I; Krippner, number of hits in each 16-trial run on a digital counter. In 15,360 
HonorlOlI, & Ullman, I!)72). BOlh silldie~ involved eighl pn'cogni- lI·ials, Bessellt oblained a statistically significant success I.ate of ~ livc decam ""ion, in which B,ss,nt a",mpI,d 10 '''',mu al .. ,,. "'- 51.2%. . '. . 

I bent aspects of target materIal that would be randomly selected In addition to the precogmtlOn studIes, Bessent was the percIp-~ ,amelime arIel Ihe noclurnal dleam ""ion hy Maimonid" ""rf ;enl in IWO "udic, involving mnlcmpocaneou, ("ceal-limc") ESP. ~ personnel who were blind to Bessent's dream content. . These included a long-distance real-time dream study (Krippner, 
~ In the first study (Krippner et aI., 1971). target experIences con- ·Honorton & Ullman, 1973) and a study of "psychic" readings (Stan-~ 'isting of multisensory stimuli wete Clealed on .'he basis of a tan- fOld & P;lmet, 1973). In the 1973 K'ippnet et al. study, Bessen\, 
gg domly selecte~ word m Hall .and Van. de Cas~le s (1966) ?ook: ,The sleeping in the Maimonides Drean: Laboratory, atte~pted to drea~ 
;::c Content AnalYSIS of Dreams, whIch contams speCific content Items ,lIlel about randomly selected target slIdes that were projected to audl-
is fcequencies fo' 500 male dceam ,cpo,,,. The tat'gel epiwd: was en"", at eDnwlS by the lOck group "The G,ateful Dead," held ove, 
b! gencca'ecl and p>esentea",-1lessent upon hIS hnal a.wakefllng m the a six-night peeiod in Po,t Chest .. , NY, appcoximately 45 moles fcom 
g morning. Correspondences between dream transcnpts for each of the Maimonides Laboratory. The results were statIstIcally sIgmficant, 
8 the eight nights and tbe eight target episodes were rated on a bli?d with four of tbe six sessions yielding direct hits. In tbe Stanford and 
g basis by three independent jlldg-es who had no other contact :V llh Pallllel. study. Besscnt altcmpted to provide "psychic" ,.cadings for ~ the study. By chance alone, one would expect that the 1l.1can (~I. the 20 absentee target persons whose hair samples were used as token 
l. judges' ,atings would ces~lt in one ,orrect la'get-ttamcnpI pa"'?g. ohjec". Blind calinlf' of Ihc ceadings inlended fo

C 
each ""get pe,-

The mean of the Judges ratmgs for the correct target-tr~nscr~pt son were compared with the mean ratIngs of readmgs mtended .for 
pail·s wcre highcr (hall Ihose for the incorJ-ect (decoy) .oalJllgs [OJ' three other larget persons. Although an interesting post hoc findll1g . 
five of the eight nights, ~ ~tatistically significant. result. relating to EEG alpha frequency was reported, Bessent's overall suc-

The second precogI1ltlve dream study (Knppner et aI., 197.2) cess rate wasrionsignificant. 
also involved eight precognitive dream sessions. The procedure (lIf- Table I slimmarizes Bessent's ESP testing history. Coluiilll 1 
fered from the first study in the following respects: (a) the targets gives the study reference. Column 2 indicates the apparent psi 
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SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS ESP EXPERIMENTS WITH MAl.COLM 13!-:SSENT 

Reference Mode 

Krippner et Precog. 
al., 1971 

Krippner et Precog. 
a\.. 1972 

Honorton, Precog. 
1971 

KrippnCl" ct Real·t illle 
aI., l\ln 

St;1I\ rOI"< I s.: Real·ti"" .. 
Palmer, 1973 

Prop. hits 

Description Trials MCE Obs. z p 

REM 8 .125 .625 2.70 .0035 
dream 
REM 8 .125 .625 2.70 .0035 
dream 
Binary 15,360 .500 .512 2.89 .0020 
RNG 
REM Ii . 1m .tim :!.o I . ():!:!:! 
drealll 
"I's>',·hi,· ~() I.(n .W~I 

readings" 

z (overall) = 4.15, P = 1.68 X 1-0-', "fail-safe" II = 27 studies 
z (precognition) = 4.79, P = 8 X 10- 7 "fail-safe" 71 = 22 studies 

z (real-time) = 0.69, P = .244 
2,0;11 (p,·ccogllitioll vs. n:al·tilllc) = 2.15,!J = .01-1, two·tailed 

Note. Probability estimates for the REM dream studies are exact f/s based on the 
matching distribution. The results for the Stanford/Palmer study were based 011 a 
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test comparing the rating assigned lO the cor
rect reading lO the mean of three control readings. The resulting 2 score was not 
reported in the abstract. The author thanks Dr. Rex G. Stanford for providing this 
information. 

mode (precognition or real-time ESP), and Column 3 gives a brief 
description of the study. The number of trials and the expected and 
observed proportion of hits arc given in ColumIls 'I-G. Colulllns 7 
and 8 report the z score and one-tailed probability values associated 
with the observed success rate. An overall estimate of Bessenl's suc
cess rate was obtained by computing Stouffer z's (Mosteller & Bush, 
1954; Rosenthal, 1984) across all of the experiments, and separately 
[or pl'l:eogllitioll and rcal-time expcl·illlclltS. Thc "I'ail-sal"c II's" csti

mate the number of unreported studies with z scores averaging zero 
that would he r(,quir(,d 10 r('<1I1("(, Ih(' r('p(H'I('d ;: sco,·,'s 10 Il(lllsil~·

nificancc (Rosenthal, 19H'I) . 

Bessent's overall record or achievement is an impressive olle: 
Statistically signilic<lnt oulCOIllCS were obtaillt:d ill fOllr or Ihc live 
cxpcrimc/Hs, alld he was lIlorc slIccessflll ill precogllilive Ihall ill 
real-time ESP tasks. All three precog-nition experiments wCI'e signif· 
icant, and they yielded signilicantly higher overall z SCOI"CS I han did 
the experiments with contemporaneously existing targets. It is note-

~, 

: . ~ 
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worthy that the three precognition experiments used very different 
procedures and methods. The two precognitive dream studies in
volved different target situations and randomization methods, and 
the precognitive guessing experiment was radically different from 
the dream studies. Across the three experiments, the latency be
tween Bessent's response and the generation of the target ranged 
from a few hundred milliseconds in the RNG study to over 24 hours 
in the second dream study. That ali three experiments yielded sim
ilarly sigllilicallt uutCUlllCS pruvidcs cUllvcrgillg cvidcllcc (Lykkcll, 
\968) that Bessent was demonstrating precognition. 

Bcsscllt went into husilless after reLUrning to England. Although 
he llIaint.ained (}cca~i()nal contact with me, he had no funhcr in
volv(,II}(,1I1 ill p;lI·apsychological lTs<'arch Ilnlil III<' stlmmer or IflR7 
when a busine~s trip to the United States provided an opportunity 
for a brief visit to the Psychophysical Research Laboratories (PRL). 
When asked why he has not been an active participant in psi re
search in the U.K., Bessent responded, "No one ever asked me." 

ilessent was 43 years of age at the time of his visit to PRL in July 
1987. Prior to the experiment, he completed a 55-item personal his
tory survey, the Participant Information Form (Psychophysical Re
search Laboratories, 1983), as well as Form F of the Myers-Briggs 
Type Indicator (Briggs & Myers, 1957; Myers, 1962) and the Per
sonality Assessment System (Saunders, 1986). The report on Bes
sent's performance on the Personality Assessment System was not 
available at the time of this report. 

Participant Information Form (PIP). Bessent believes very strongly 
in the reality or psi and reports personal psi experiences in all fopr 
of the traditional categories (telepathy, clairvoyan~e, precognition, 
and PK). He has had extensive experience with various mental dis
ciplilles including hypnosis, relaxation exercises, EEG and EMG bio
feedback training, and meditation. Although he describes his cur
r(,llt pra,ti,e of meditation as sporadic. at various times he has 
practiced meditation intensively. Bessent reports recalling specific 
dream content, includinf{ lucid dreams, almost every day. He enjoys 
;ll.Iivilic:-. Icqllilill),; all illvolvcllICll1 ill lallta:-.y alld ICPUllS t\tat lie 
frequelltly loses awarelless Or his surroundillgs whell he becomes in= 
volved in an activity. Bessent rates himself as outgoing and moder
ately competitive. 

Myet·s-l3riggs Type Indicator (/vWTJ). in Myel's-Briggs typology, 
Bessellt is classified as all Extraverted, Intuitive, Thinking, Judging 
type (EN'!]). The continuous scores for the t"()lIr scales were: EI = 
77, SN = 139, TF == 95, and JP == 99. Because the cutoff for each 
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scalc is 100 with standard dcviations of approximately 20, lhe "TJ" 
classification is equivocal and Bessent could as easily be classified as 
reflecting the "Feeling/Perceptive" temperament as "Thinking/] udg
ing." Strong cxtravcl'sion and inluition SCOI'CS are il1lcrpn~lcd as in
dicating a general orientation toward the external world and a pre£:' 
erence toward elUending to possibilities over actualities (Myers, 
1980). Myers describes intuitives as being "comparatively uninter
ested in sensory reports of things as they are. Instead, [they] listen 
for the intuitions that cOllie lip froJII their ullcollscious with eIllicing 
visions of possibilities" (Myers,1980, p. 57). 

In addition to the experiment reported in this paper, Bessent 
participated in two ongoing group experiments and served as the 
:;ingk slIbj<:'ct in an RNG-PK ('xpC'rilllC'nt. These experiments will he 
reported elsewhere. The present experiment was conducted be
tween ]uly 14 and 17,1987. 

METIIOD 
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noise cOlllponents froJll each diode are coupled into LM311 com
parators, which perform the digitization of the random analog input 
noise voltages. The outputs of the comparators are 'LSfTTL com
palible, and their I'isetillles ;1I'C /"UJ"litel' illlpnwed by two successivc ~ 
'l,SfTTL buffers. The bitstreams are latched during periods free of:g 
compllter-generated EMI and fed into binary dividers to reduce (3 
first-order effects (unbalance of 1 's or O's). The two data streams are ~ 
then combined in an exclusive-or (half-adder) circuit to further re- ~ 
duce lirst-order effects. The combincd random digital data stream 0 ., 
is clocked inlO an eight-bit shift register at a bit rate given by the ;;0 

Apple clock divided by 32. Eight new data bits (a fresh data output *' 
byte) are accumulated at a rate of approximately 4 kHz (4,OOO/sec). ~ 
Independent bits are available at appwxilllatdy 3~ kHz (3~,OOO/seL). CD 

Appropriate f1ILCring, decoupling, and shielding are included on the ~ 
RNr. hn:II'c1. OOClIllH'lltation of Ihe- ;lfkqll:Wy of thr RNr. a~ a SOIlI"C(, 8 
oj' ralldolll Illlllli>ers is presellled below ill thc Rcsults section. g 
ESPcrciser 

-..... co 

(') 

(') Hardware and Software System General description. ESPercise-'@ is an ESP testing system designed ~ 
~ as a hybrid between conventional forced-choice and free-response eg 
;;0 Computer System ESP tasks. It combines the simplicity of evaluation associated with ~ 
S6 . forced-choice card-calling ESP tasks with the diversity of target ma- ~ 
~ The experiment was run on an Apple ][ Plus computer equipped terial, emphasis on the individual trial, and deployment of cognitive g 
6 with 64 kilobytes of random access memory and two disk drives. strategies such as imagery usually found only in free-n~sponse psi ~ 
~ The computer is connected to an Okidata Microline u82A printer tasks. The program enables systematic comparison of target Ill~de ;g 
CD throllgh a parallC'l illle-rf;l("C' :lI1d 10 a ]fl-illch Tositih;1 ("nlOJ' TV (dain'''Y:IIH"C alld PI"C(""!{lIilioJl) alld n'slH'lIsr lIlo(k (gllC'ssing. fC'C'I- g 
~ through an RIo' modulator. The game comroller, which provides the ing, impressions). ~ 
§ participant's sale mode of interaction with lhe computer, is ,til Ap- The participant's task on each trial is to identify a randomly.se-g 
o pIe game paddle. !cued larget frolll a "pack" containing the tar'gel and three decoys. 8 
g There are 24 packs each consisting of four "cards" bearing_a wide g 
~ Random Number Generator variety of graphic images including ESP card symbols and other ~ 
~ geometric forms, line drawings of people, animals, etc., and image- ,J:.. 
,J:.. A PsiLab J[ random number generator (RNG) served as the ran- evoking words. A target pack is selected randomly on each trial 

domness source for this experiment (Psychophysical Research Lab- without replacement; that is, a different target pack is used for each 
oratories, 1985a). The RNG is a "Bierman-RIPP"-type RNG that has trial within the run. The ordel' of presentation of the four card-
been component tested and modified to PRL specifications. The images is randomly determined. At the beginning of each trial, the 
RNG circuitry is contained on a component board, which plugs into panicipant sees the ESPerciser "Impression Period Screen" shown in 
a peripheral expansion slot in the Apple 11 computer. The hoard FiglJl'e I. . 
converts the analog noise voltage from two independent avalanche The partiCipant is free to take as much time as desired to form 
noise diodes into two digitized data bitstrc<lms. The high fn~qu7ucy impressions' of the target. When he is ready to view the target pack, 
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~ Figure 1. 
eo 

The computer screen during the "impression period." 

n the participant presses a button on a game controller. The amount 
5> of time takell prior to preselllatioll of the target pack (impressioll 
;:b Period Latency) is measured by the computer for each triaL Figure 
S6 2 shows the Response Screen and a target pack. 
~ The participant uses a dial on the game controller to point to 
6 the card he believes is the target. A button-press then registers his 
~ response. The amount of time taken prior to registration of a re
~ sponse (Response Latency) is also measured for each trial. Prior to 
~ receiving feedback to the correct target, the participant uses the 
8 game controller to indicate whether his response was based on an g impression, a feeling, or a guess, defined for the participant as fol
o lows: 
w 
o 
o 
o ..... 
J:.. 

Impression: Your choice was based on a distinct cognitive impression such 
as an image or verhal associat ion. 

Feeli7If,;: You had llO cOg'nitive impression. hut kit drawll to your choice. 

Guess: Your choice was based neither on an impression nor a ICeling. 
You cannot identify any specific reason for your choice. 

Upon registering the type or respollse, the partlClpallt rcceivcs 
feedback to the correct targ-et. Hits are rewarded with the word 
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Figure 2. The computer screen during the response period, in which four 
~~~~p~en~. . 

"lilT" displaycd prOlllillclltiy at the \)ottolll, the SClTCll !lashes, alld 
:appropriate sound effects are produced. 

The above process is repeated for each trial in a run. At the end 
of each run, the data are saved to disk and the participant is shown 
a Results Screen indicating the target mode (clairvoyance or precog
nition), the total number of hits, and a breakdown of trials and hits 
involving each of the three response types. The participant is then 
free to initiate another run by using the game controller to respond 
"Yes" to the prompt "Play again (YIN)?" 

RNG usage. The RNG is used by ESPerciser to select the target 
mode (clairvoyance or precognition) at the beginning of each run. 
The target pack, pack presentation order; and the actual target 'are 
selected through RNG calls on a trial-by-trial basis. Each RNG call 
is based on a single BASIC PEEK to the RNG slot address. Within 
the rlll1, ESP{'1·ri.l-r1" keeps track of which packs have already been 
llsed to illsllre t.hat a difkrent. pack is used on every lI-iai in the run. 
To reduce positional response biases, the targets are presented in 
one of lour randomly selected orders. In clairvoyance runs, the ac- ' 
tual target is. ~elected during the Impression Period, prior to pre
sentation of ' the four target possibilities. In precognition runs, the 
larget is selected after lhe participant makes his response and has 
indicated his-hasis fOl" the response (guess. feeiin~, impression). ' 
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S:cunty. There is only one legitimate way to"exi~, ESPerciser and trial number, participant's response, target, judging sequence, re-
~hal IS by.usmg the"game contl'OlIe~' .w respond No to the pn>ml~1 sponse mode, impl'ession latency, and response latency. After the 
Play agam (YIN)? (When.a pa~'lIclpant h.as completed the ma~l- file is written to disk, it is locked to prevent accidental deletion. 

mum number o.f games specIfied m the,?eslgn module of the Senes ESPerciser was designed by me and coded in Applesoft@ BASIC:t> 
Manager, descnbed below, the prompt You have completed the se- b H' n and me. Hansen was also responsible for the develop-"O 
. ". d' I d I . I' Y anse "0 -6" nes IS ISP aye and p~o~ram cantro IS returned to t le Sen~s ment and coding of several 6502 assembler routines, including a bi- (3 

"0 Manager.) Safeguards bUIlt mto the program control for the POSSI- d t es 'on routine that aIIows the 96 graphics target < 
., b'l' h . . . h 'd 1 h' '11 11 nary a a compr SI CD o I tty t at a partIcIpant mIg t accI enta ly or ot erwlse I ega y ter- d . t b t d tl d'sk a. <. " . car tmages 0 e sore com pac y on I . 
CD mmate execullon of the ESPerasrr progl·;Im. A nag set al Ihe beglll- ~ 

~ ning of each run is written to a special disk file and, upon normal. ., 
o completion of the run, is reset. Any error condition, including an Senes Manager $I ., -
;;0 i1Iegal attempt to terminate the program by pressing control-C or .... re 
~ control-RESET, or removing the data disk before the data are General descnptzon. Senes Manaf!er IS a password-protected, me~u- til 

m stored, will cause the computer to "lock up" and trigger a security driven co~trol program t~at provl~es the only means through. whIch ~ 
CD alarm that can only be deactivated .by physicaIIy turning off the <1.n expe~lmenter may. ~ahdly ~peclfy p~rameters for t~e senes de- g 
I\) power to the computer. Any of the above maneuvers leave the error sIgn, regIster new partICIpants m the senes, set up a seSSIOn, and run ~ 
§ flag set and will cause the Series Manager, when next booted and ESP~rciser. The Series ~anager me?u is access.ed through entry of ~ 
o accessed via the experimenter's private password, to display the a prIvate (and nonechomg) password. As deSCrIbed above, the com- ...... 
~ message, "THERE IS A DISCREPANCY IN THE SYSTEM! [PAR- puter "locks up" and must be rebooted if an unauthorized password co 
co TICIPANT'S NAME] STARTED A GAME OF ESPERCISER AND is entered and fails three times. The ESPerciser Series Man'ager is an Q n DID NOT FINISH IT!" This procedure effectively eliminates the adaptation of Series Manager programs used in the PRL PsiLab J[ t=' 
j> following possibilities: (a) that an incomplete run could he terIlli- alld autog:lIlzfcld experiments (HonorLOIl & Schechter, 1987; Psy- eg 
;0 nated without detection, (b) that program execution could be inter- chophysical Research Laboratories, 1985a). ~ 
~ rupted to list or alter the program code, (c) that someone could pre- Desigon. The Design module prompL~ the experimenter to specify ~ 
~ vent data from being properly recorded by either hitting reset at the (a) the type of series (Pilot, Screening, or Formal); (b) the maximum g 
bend of the game or by removing the data disk before data are re- nllmber of nllls per participant; (c) the maximum number of par- ~ 
~corded. If someone replaces the data disk with another to avoid sav- ticipants in the series; (d) the number of trials per run; and (e) the ;g 
gging "bad" data, that run's data will be missing from the official data series name. No provision is made for changing the Series Design g 
~disk and their absence will be readily detected. Computer "lock up" once accepted by the experimenter, and an subsequent alteration 0 ~ 
Salso occurs from within the Series Manager if an unauthorized pa:ss- 111 t le eSlgn specifications would constitute a deliberate violatiqn of g 
d\'ord IS entered and Elils three times. protocol. The design p;lramelers are saved in a disk file and are 8 
g File format. The data for each run are saved in a standard ASCII passed to the ESPerciser program at the beginning of each-session. g 
~ormat sequential disk file. The file name is concatenated from the Participant registration. This module prompts the experimenter to ~ 
§eries name, participant ID, run number, and series type. (See fol- input the participant'S last name, first initial, and participant iden- .J:,. 
7.lowing section on Series Manager for description of series type.) tification number. This module verifies that the maximum number 
~ach file includes a header section consisting of the series name, of participants specified in Design is not exceeded. (A "SERIES 
series type, experimenter, panicipallt idelltification IIIllllber, parlici- FULL" message appeal's if an attempt is made to register partici-
pant name, d~te, ~un n~mber, ta~get mode, trials per run, t?tal h!ts, pants exceeding the Design specification, and control is then re-
nll~ber ?f tnals lI~v()lvrng-. g-IICSSII~g- H'S.pOIlS{, 111(~d{'., 8"1I(,~sJl1.g-.llItS. IIlrllcd 10 lJIC Series Managel' lIIellll.) 
fe.elll1g tn.als and hilS, and ImpreSSIOn tnal.s and luts. I he II1d~vldual Directory. The Directory maintains a log of the number of runs 
trlal-by-trlal data follow the header and mclude for each trIal the compieted,'by each participant and the date of their last session. 
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Sl~ssi{)n sl'/nl}. The Setup module is entered when the experiment
er is ready to- initiate a session. The participant's name is input by 
the experimenter, and the module verifies that the participant has 
heel! properly registen:d ami has not alt'eady cOlllpleted the Illaxi
mum number of runs specified by the Series Design. 

> Run ESPerci~er. This module runs an assembly language RNG 
'OIerification routine to certify the presence of a PsiLab Jf RNG in the 
~pple computer. (Failure of the RNG verification test results in the 
~essage "NO RNG FOUND" and causes the computer to "lock 
&rp.") ESPerciser is loaded upon verification of the presence of a 
"lJ?siLab][ RNG. 
., The Series Manager was designed by me and was coded in Ap
~plesoft BASIC and G502 assembly language by Rick E. Berger and 
mme. ESPerciser-specific adaptations were made by Hansen. 
til 
CD 
I\) 
o o Bessol! nt·sigll Sjlt'c'iji((/Iiolls 
~ 
~ The design of this experiment called for 'Bessent to complete 50 
~ESPerciser runs in each series. The run size was set to 10 trials, and 
" the number of participants per series was set to one. Thus. each 
~series consisted of 500 trials with an expected chance probability on 
;b each trial = .25. The series were defined as Formal. Two series 
o (MB I and MB2) were completed prior to Bessent's return to Lon
;g don. The above design specifications were input by me for each se-
6 ries while Bessent was in another room. 
e 
....... 
()C) 
CD 

~ Procedure 
o 
~ Prior to beginning MBl, Bessent was shown ESPerciser and was 
g allowed to do several preliminary runs in an informal PRL DEMO 
8 series to familiarize himself with the experimental task, use of the 
g game controller to register his responses and response type, the type 
~ of feedback provided for hits and misses, and the end-of-run feed
./:.. back. As with the DEMO series for other PRL computer experi-

ments, the DEMO series was defined as a Screening type series and 
was used exclusively for the purpose of showing the experiment to 
prospcctivc new participants and PRL visitors. 

Bessent was informed that the target for each trial would be se
lected by an electronic device in the computer and that his task 
would sometimes involve "real-time" ESP (i.e., clairvoyance) and,at ,. 
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other times would involve precoj,{nition. He was j,{ivcn a printed 
sheet defining the criteria to be used in labeling his responses as 
Guesses, Feeiings, or Impressions. Bessent was informed that mean 
chance expectation (MCE) was :2.5 hits per run and that his goal was 
to obtain as many hits as possible on each run. He was encouraged 
to take as much time as desired on each trial. He was further en
caUl-aged to take coffee or cigarette breaks whenever he wished and 
not to do too many runs at anyone time. 

Bessent received no technical information concerning the ESPer
ciser or Series Manager programs or the hardware RNG, nor did he 
at any time ask questions about or otherwise express interest in such 
mailers. I-Ie was not informed of the security measures described 
above, nor was he informed concerning the manner in which data 
were saved, the type or number of data files, the file formats, and 
so on. At the time of this experiment, the only written description 
of ESPerciser was. a one-page, nontechnical account in the 1985 PRL 
linn/wi He/111ft (Psychophysical Research Laboratories, I Y!:l5b), which 
Bcssent had not secn. 

Session Procedures 

The experiment was conducted in an experimental room, adja-
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cent to the main PRL conference area. There are no windows in the () 
experimental room and only one exit, which opens to the confer- ji; 
ence area. Bessent sat in a comfortable reclining chair in front of ;b 
the Apple computer and color TV monitor. At the beginning of ~. 
each session, the overhead fluorescent lights were turned off and ~ 
the room was illuminated by a desk lamp adjusted to avoid screen 6 
glare. -~ 

Bessent got coffee or engagcd in conversation with PRL staff in g 
another room while I set up the session. When ESPerci~p' was ~ 
loaded and ready to run, I escorted Bessent -to the experimental 8 
room. Bessent and I typically engaged in conversation for a few ~ 
minutes at the beginning of the session. When Bessent indicated his g 
readiness to begin. I sat silently to his left for the first run or two, ~ 
occasionally offering words of encouragement. I then left the room g 
while Bessent proceeded with the session. Either I or PRL staff per- T" 
sonnd Mal'ta Quant and Linda i...,[oore occasionally callle into th~ .j::o. 

room to see 'how Bessent was doing and to offer encouragement. 
Such visits ~ere frequent and unannounced. When Bessent was 
ready to quit for the day, he would come and get me, if I was. not 
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already present. I relrieved I he J~·SP{'I'r:i.lf'l' SYSlCIIl disk and lilt' data 
disk and returned them to my oHice. Bessent and 1 then discussed 
the session and how Bessent thought he had done that day. 

Chronology 

MBl. The first series was completed in the three-day period be
tween July 14 and 16, 1987. The results were analyzed on the after
noon of July 16. 

MB2. The second series was completed in a single two-hour ses
sion on Friday, July 17, 1987. Prior to beginning MB2, and while 
Bessent was out of the experimemal room, I changed my password 
and made two modifications ill the ES1)erciser program. The first 
modification, made at Bessent's request, ('<lused the progralll 10 

print a hardcopy of the number of hits at the end of each run. Bes
""' sent requested this change so that he could keep track of his per
g formance from run to run. Following initial analysis of MB 1, Bes
~ sent knew that his precognition pel'fol'lnance had been just olle hit 
:e: shy of statistical significance and that his overall success rate was just 
~ three hits shy of significance. This was the only request for proce-

dural modification made by Bessent during the course or the ex
~ periment. The second program modification changed the file-nam
:b ing proLOcol so that shoneI' filenames (MB01, MB02, ... MB50) 
o would be used. This replaced the rather awkward file-naming con
-;g vention involving concatenation of series name, participant identifi
~ cation number, run number, and series type and was done to ex
g pedite transfer of the files from the Apple to an MS-DOS computer 
~ at the end of the series. Bessent was not informed of the changes 
~ in password and file-naming convention. 
o 
o 
5i Data Hamfttng 
o 
o 
8 Data handling was automated to eliminate any possibility of hu
g man recording errors and to facilitate analysis. At the end of each 
~series, rhe individual data files were tl'ansfcl'I'ed from lire Apple If 
.l::.to a Leading Edge Model D MS-DOS computer using the Kermit 

protocol and a serial link between the two computers. A Microsoft 
Quickllasic pl'Ogl';l111 II'a'l.~latcd lite SlIlIlIlI:llT hc:"Ic,' dala "I' Ihe ill 

dividual run files into records that could be read into a dBASE III 
Plus database file (BESSENT). A similar program translated the in
dividualtrial-by-trial data into a second dBASE file (MBTRIAL), al
lowing analysis of the target sequence, response mode, success ~ate 

" .. ' 
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by lalXc!. pack. impression period, and respollsc period delays. 
Overall hit rate and hit rate by target and response type were ana
lyzed separately for the summary header and trial-by-trial data, and 
no discrepancies were found to exist between the two files. (~ 
should also be noted that there were no discrepancies in hit cou~ 
between the disk files and printouts in MB2.) (3 

Statistical Analysis 

Salllj,/e Size 

< 
CD 
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As stated above, the experimental design called for Bessent t~ 
cOIllplcle 50 runs of 10 trials (i,c" a total of 500 trials) in each series,,", 
Two series were completed prior to Bessent's return to London o~ 
July 19. There was absolutely no data selection, and the number o~ 
series was dependent solely on Bessent's flight schedule, which ha~ 
been alTanged prior to beginning the experiment. ~ 

() 
Prf'riictions and Planned Analyses ~ 

;0 
On the basis of Bessent's prior experimental history, it was pre-O 

dieted that he would demonstrate significant above-chance hitting in-;g 
the precognitive target mode and that his precognition performance 6 
would be significantly superior LO his performance in the c1airvoy- ~ 
ance condition. ~ 

The planned analyses were limited to (a) exact one-tailed ,bino-;o , 
mial probabilities (with p = .25 and q = .75) to test overall hitting g 
by target mode, and (b) an inde enden . ate the 5i --

I erence between the mean run scores of the two target modes: g 
, 0 

The alpha level was set to p = .05, one-tailed. w o 
-' 

Exploratory Analyses 

III addilion 10 (hc fOl'lllal pbnncd analyses, a numbcl' of cxplol'
awry analyses were anticipated. I was particularly interested in the 
relationship between Bessent's success rate and his mode of re
sp,,"~e, BeL.IlI~C uf Be~~cllr'~ callie' ~uu.c~~ ill lite 1', CC-I C~pUll~C 

dream studies, I expected that he might be particularly successful 
in responses based on imagery (i,e., cognitive impressions), but since 
he had also succeeded in a binary guessing task, there was really no 
adequate basis for formulating a prediction. 1 also expected that 

o 
o .... 
.l::. 
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Bessent's performance would fluctuate with respect to the varying 
content and discriminabiiity of the target packs. Once again, there 
was no specific basis for predictions prior to the experiment. 

~ 
'0 

RESUI.TS 

~ Randomness Tests 
o 
< 
CD 
Q. 

fflobal RNG Certification Runs 
o ., 
;;0 The RNG used in this experiment is PRL PsiLab ][ RNG #36. 
iNG #36 has undergone extensive global certification runs using 
~e PRL PsiLab }[ Random Analysis Protocol (Psychophysical Re
~arch Laboratories, 1985a, pp. 3-43) 'both prior to and following 
~e present experiment. The certification runs include both fre
~ency and serial analysis of RNG output generated automatically 
iith no one present. The programs used for this purpose were writ
~n in Applesoft BASIC and 6502 assembly language by Donald J. 
:M:cCarthy, Dept. of Mathematics and Computer Science, St. .John'S 
Wniversity, and were run on the Apple If Plus computer with the 
'1;tsiLab RNG board mounted in peripheral expansion slot #'1. 
~ Frequency analysis. FREQUENCY ANALYZER measures the de
Jree to which the byte values produced by the RNG match the ex
~ected distribution wherein each value (0-255) is equiprobable. In 
8ddition to the full hreakdown using- all 256 values individually, 
OfREQUENCY ANALYZER examines the effect of grouping a~ja
;gent values into 2, 4, and 16 cells. (The present experiment, for ex-
8'mplf', prod1lced \:I1'!{('\ \';!lIlPS hCIW('C'1l \ anc! -1 hy divic!illf{ IhC' \.)'1(' 

~nto four equiprobable parts.) Chi-square and Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
gK-S) tests arc calculated ('or each 0(' Ihe ('our cdl b\'eakdowlI.~. The 
cthi-square test examines the extent to which the RNG has produced 
~n equal distribution of values for each cell breakdown. The K-S 
&est (Knuth, 1981) is a "goodness of fit" test and measures the de
~ree to which the observed distribution of chi-square samples for 

each cell breakdown deviates from the theoretical distribution. A to
tal of 300 s;tmples each consisting of 20,000 FREQUENCY ANA
LYZER trials (i.e., a grand total of 6 x lOll bytes) have been col
lected on RNG #36. Neither the overall chi-square nor the sample
based K-S tests revealed all y consisteIlt departu res frolll the ex
pected distributions. 

;. 

; . ~ 
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Serial analysis. SERIAL YZER performs a generalized Serial test 
(Good, 1953, 1957) on the RNG bitstream. This test assesses the ex
tenl to which successive bilS produced by the RNG are independent, 
that is, devoid of predictable patterns. This type of analysis is par
ticularly important in experiments such as the present one, in which 
pal,ticipants receive trial-by-trial feedback. It is.possible that a target 
generator could appear quite random by the simpler tests for equi
probable frequency of targets yet produce sequential dependencies ~ 
(e.g" a tendency for 3's to follow l's) that might lead a participant '0 

unconsciously or otherwise to a spuriously significant success rate. ~ 
SERIALYZER examines the RNG bitstream for serial patterns to a ~ 
depth of 8 bits. The output of the analysis is a chi-square test for ~ 
each of the three serial depths examined (2, 4, and 8 bits). As with ci' 
the frequency analysis, the results are summarized by a Kolmogo- ., 
rov-Smirnov test that assesses their "goodness of fit" to the expected $' 
distribution of chi-square values. A Runs Test is also produced for CD 
each sample and summarized by a K-S analysis. A total of '100 sam- ~ 
pIes each consisting of 20,000 SERIALYZER trials (i.e., a grand total ~ 
of 8 x lOG bits) have been collected on RNG #36. Neither the over- g 
all chi-square tests nor the sample-based K-S tests revealed any con- ~ 
sistent departures from the expected distributions. ~ ..... 

co 
Tests of the Experimental Target Sequence 

(') 

In addition to the global RNG certification runs, the actual target ~ 
sequence for the Bessent experiment was subjected to a number of 0 
randOllllless tests to insure proper functioning of the RNG during ~ 
the experiment. Cf> 

Distribution of targets. A chi-square test of the' distribution of tar-g 
bel:> indicatc:> tilal thc talbct v.duc!> (I -·1) WCI C 1I1lil'u111l1y Ji;>lIiG~~ 
uted. The X2 with 3 ~f is 3.68, 1) == .298. ~ 

Tests jin' sequential de/Jenillmcy. As indicated in the discussion or theg 
global RNG certification runs, the assessment of potential sequential~ 
dependencies is particularly important in ESP experiments whereg 
participants receive trial-by-trial feedback. The 1,000-trial target se-8 
quence was subjected to an autocorrelation analysis using Versiorg 
3.0 of the SYSTAT statistics package (Wilkinson, 1986). The auto~ 
COITclalioll all,tlysis was performed wilh lags frolll 1 to 9 trials. Th~ 
analysis (Table 2) revealed no evidence of sequential dependencies. 

Eml}i~/al rross-rhrch rontrol. Hyman has recently advocated em
pirical cross-checks as a method for assessing target randomness in 
ESP experiments (Hyman & Honorton, 1986). Such analyses were 
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AUTOCORRELATION OF I,OOO-TRIAL TARGET SEQUENCE 

Lag 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
H 
9 

Correlation 

.O:!/i 

-.032 
-.021 

.044 
-.041 
-.026 

.051 

.014 
-.054 

Standard error 

.O;I:! 

.032 

.032 

.032 

.032 

.032 

.032 

.0:12 

.032 
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~ . ..... Run r-J 
CD frequently performed In conjunctIon wIlh the early card-guessing . . . g 
~experiments (Pratt et at, 194011966). The cross-check control was FIgure 4. Precogmtlon mode results. ~ 
8I?erformed by matc~in~ Bessent's res'p0~ses on r.un n against targets qua~e source of .random numbers and was functioning properly ~ 
C;for run n + 1. ThIS yIelded a nonsIgnIficant hIt rate of .260 (z = dunng the expenment. co 
~.70, P = .243, one-tailed). The associated effect size (Cohen's It; 
ccCohen, 1977, pp. 179-213) is 0.02. Figure 3 shows the outcome of Q 
(the cross-check COil 0'01 in rhe form of a clIl1llll;lIive dcviarioll gl'aph l~xjJaiml'nl(Ll R('s1l11S ~ 
);Vith trend lines indicating the .05, .01, and .0013 alpha levels (i~., ~ 
;0: scores of 1.65, 2.33, and 3.00, respectively). ~ 
CI Planned Analyses (1) 

~~ ~ 
~ Precognitive target mode. As predicted, Bessent's precognition per- ex: 
~ The randolllness tests and empirical cross-check colltrol indicate forlllancc was stati~ti.cally significant. FOrLy-ninc runs (490 trials) in- ~. 
ffilat the target generator used in this experiment provides an ade- volved the precognItIve target mode where the actual target for each g 
;;0 trial was randomly selected after registration of Bessent's response. w 
g "l TIJl'-44s<.~.>(1 pmpol"tiol1 of hits W,IS .304 and IS assoCiated with a. ~ 
~ "1 one-tailed exact binomial p = .0039. This outcome is reliably above g 
0 
0 
0 
w 
0 
0 .9 0 ..... .. 

I '> -1=00 u 
"t:l 

.~ 
;;; 
-a 
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::l 

U 

.0013 the expected chance rate of .25 on a one-tailed 95% confidence in- ~ 
terval, which gives .272 as an estimate of the lower limit of'the true g 
population mean. The associated effect size is 0.12. Figure 4 shows "t 
the outcome of the precognition runs in the form of a cumulative -1=00 

deviation graph. 

---------- .01 

.05 ----
~ p'~.6A_ " ' rJ ""\. /' NV"- ... 'C~:.y:\j-.rv:...-\.-..c"f\...,.c--L v . ---"-' MCE 

111111) r I IIIIIITTTTllTTTTTITIIlTTlrrmrrrrrlTI1TTTlmrrnrrrrnnrn rrrrnnn nTI1Tfmn In nl I 

RUII 

Clairvoyance target mode. Fifty-one nins (510 trials) involved the 
clairvoyance target mode in which the target for each trial was ran
domly selected prior 1.0 Besscnr's response. They yielded a nonsig
nifIc\lll sllc.cess rale or .259 (exact binomial /) = .:H. <: = .42). The 
effect size is .02. Figure 5 shows the outcome of the clairvoyance runs 
in the form' of a cumulative deviation graph. 

Figlll'C:1. ElllfJil'ical <Toss·check c""I .... 1. 
Table 3 sllmmarizes the results of this experiment by series and 

target mode. 
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Figure r •. Clair\,oyall,:e 111,,<1<, results. 
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Precognition vs. clairvoyance. Bessent's success rate in the precog
nition runs was, as predicted, significantly higher than in the clair
voyance runs: t (98) = 1.7 I, P = .045, one-tailed. The mean run score 
for the precognition runs was 3.041 (SD = 1.353), and the mean run 
score for the clairvoyance runs was 2.588 (SD = 1.299). The effect 
size index (1') associated with this difference is . 17. 

Exploratory Analyses 

Overall results. As shown in the last row of Table 3, the overall 
results of the I,OOO-Lrial experiment, combining the precognition and 

TABLE 3 
OVERALL RESULTS 

Prop. Effect 
Target mode Trials Hits hits RunSD z p size (h) 

Precognition 
Series 1 270 79 .293 1.49 1.53 .063 .10 
Series 2 220 70 .318 1.18 2.21 .013 .15 

'1'0111/ ·I!)O I·I!) .:\(J.! 1.:1:. :.!.(;(; .OO:I!) . I:.! 
Clairvoyance 

Series 1 230 60 .261 1.34 .32 .38 .02 
Series 2 280 72 .257 1.29 .23 AI .02 

Total 510 132 .259 1.30 042 .34 .02 

Grand total 1,000 281 .281 1.34 2.20 .014 .07 

Notr. AliI} values arc ('xact nne-Iailed hinomial prohahilities with /J .2:' alld q 'T .. 7:'. 
! scores arc u,lscd 011 Ihc exact ,,·s. • 
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clairvoyance runs, were statistically significant (exact binomial p = ~ 
.014, one-tailed). The overall proportion of hits, .281, is reliably aboveCD 

the expected chance rate of .25 on a one-tailed 95% confidence in-~ 
terval, which gives .258 as an estimate of the lower limit-of the true~ 
population mean. Figure 6 shows the overall results in the form of ag 
cumulative deviation graph. The distribution of scores is presented~ 
ill Table 'I. ~ 

Response mode. As shown in Table 5, Bessent's successful precogQ 
nitive performance occurred largely on trials in which his response~ 
were labeled as cognitive impressions rather than feelings or guesses~ 
The impression response effect size is approximately double that as"'O 
sociated with feeling and guessing responses. Bessent characterize~ 
his impression responses as involving fleeting iU1ages of shapes. H<p 
made responses based on impressions in all of the runs, and the~ 
account for approximately two thirds of his responses. Response", 
based on feelings occurred in 88 of the 100 runs and accouut for 27 <Jig 
of the total trials. Only 28 runs included responses labeled ~is guesse~ 
and they account /'01' less than 7% of the tJ·ials. Bessent chose "1" as 

TABLE 4 
Rl IN SCORE DISTIUlIIITION 

Target Run score 

mode 0 2 3 4 

Precognition 4 14 13 8 
Clairvoyance 2 !O 12 13 11 

TOlal 3 14 2G 2li 19 

5 6 

8 
3 () 

II I 

o 
o 
w 
o 
o 
..... 
I 

oIloo 
Total 

149 
132 

281 
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tarKct lIIode, Bessellt took sli~htly Illore tillle to make respollses I'C

suiting in misses than hits (Mann-Whitney U Test, z = - 0.27, P = 
Target! I'rop. Effecl . 7H7, t wo-tailcd). Thc cOlTdaf.ioll bel weclI respollse lalency and 
response modes Trials HilS hits SD z II size (It) im pression latency was close to zero (r = -.017, t[992] = - .54, P = 
~ .. or prC(()gllilioll .f)H~! .. two-tailed).. .. . . , 
~ Guess 32 9 .281 .457 .24 .405 .07 1 fU'gets. A du-square test of the dl~t~'lbul1ol1 .of ~arget pa~ks indi-

~ 
"0 
"0 
(3 
< 
CD 
a. ~ Feeling I:Hi 39 .2l'l7 .454 .l'l9 .187 .08 cates that the packs (1-21) were umformly dIstributed: X (23) = 

~ Irllpr:essioll :I:!~ 101 .:IJ-l ,'Hi5 :!,5:! '<)()5~) ,1.1 I~.IO,II .= .89!" As descrilw:l e;\Iyel', the 21 1;~rg:1 packs contain;( ~ 
-nor clairvoyance Wide varIety of Images ranging from geometrIc forms such as the ., 
~ Guess 34 7 .20() .'110 -.78 ,782 -.11 standard ESP card symbols to complex drawings of the type common Iy $I 
;;0 Feeling. 134 37 .276 .449 .6f .'271 .06 used in free-response experiments, Although a one-way ANOVA on CD *" ImpreSSIOn 342 88 ,257 .438 .26 .397 ,02 the proportion of hits per pack was nonsignificant (F [1,23] = 1.39, ~ 
l»!ote. All II values are exact one-lailed binomial probablilies wilh /) = ,25 and /' ,= ;251), Bessent'.s s~<:ri/lg, rate .ranged froll! a low of .07 to a high ~ 
CJj = .75, The z scores arc based on the exact.!"s. 01 .13, and the variabIlIty 01 sconng across the 24 packs was sugges- 0 
~. liv('ly !Jigh (B:I/",kll's T('st for" f-folTlof!,('neity of Gn)lfp Variances, ~ 
Bis response ill all (j(j of the trials labeled as guesses, indicatillg thaI yieldillg X~P~:)J = :)2.14, /) = .091), To assess Bessent's scoring con- ~ 
ae used the guess category as a null response or "pass" option. sistency in the two target modes, a Pearson correlation was calculated ~ 
~ Impression latency. Bessent formed impressions and made his re- between the effect size (h) for each pack in the two target modes. The co 
~onses quickly. Impression latency, the period from the beginning resulting r = .342 (l[22] = 1.71,/) = .05 I, one-tailed) indic~tes that (') 

5> rl'the trial to presentation of the target pack, displayed strong vari- Bessent exhibited similar scoring patterns on the packs in the two 
~ility, and four trials thal were extreme outliers were eliminated for laq{CI 1lI()<ies. 
cDe following analyses. Impression latency averaged 5.46 sedtrial (SD Stability of peiformance. Bessent's precognition mode performance 
~ 3.67 sec). Trials involving impression responses were associated was stable across the two experimental series, and there is no evidence 
'ith significantly shorter impression periods than trials involving feel- supporting either learning or decline effects. Although inspection of 
i§5 or guess responses (Mann-Whitney U Test, z = 2.0H, II = .03H, the first two rows of Table 3 indicates that Bessent improved slightly 
towo-tailed). ilesselll showed a gelleral teJldellcy toward shuner 1'1"<1111 SCl'ies I to Sel"ics 2, wilh a 2.5 percellt g-aill ill meall hit I"ate 
i~pression periods as the experiment progressed. This is reflected an? a suggestive, though nonsignificant, decrease in run score vari-
~h at .the level of the run (Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOV A by a?l.hty (F[26,21J = 1.59, P = .141), the correlatioQ between reco-
£nks, 299 == 25) . ' . he 11111.11 Iltt. Iriallcvd "lItne Itlli SU)(en-n run num er IS c ose to zero: r = .0496,t (47) = 
(o'uska~-Wallis one-way ANOVA by Rallks, l[9J = 16.8, /' = .05~). 
lapresslOn latency did not vary significanlJy in relation 1.0 hiuing or 
t<gget mode. 
~Response latency. Bessent's response latency, the period between his 

ir¥LiaI exposure to the target pack and registration of a response, also 
showed considerable variability, and the six trials representing the 
mosl exln"lll(' olltliers lI'('r(' r(,l1lov('d for 111(' following allalvs('s. Re
sponse latency averaged 5.5U sedtrial (SD = ./:l1). In the precognitive 
target mode, Bessellt look SigllifiGlfltly IOllgl!1' to make his respollsc 
on trials reslIlting in hits than Oil Il'ials l"cslIlting in misses (Mallll
Whitney U Test, z = 2.58, /) = .01, two-tailed). In the clairvoyance 
target mode, Bessent took slightly more time to make responses re-,. 

~ .. ,' 

DISCUSSION 

Two fonnal predictions were made prior to beginning the data 
collection phase of this experiment: (a) Bessent would demonstrate 
,"lali,~li('all)' :-;igllifi(,;1111 ;d".vr .. hallf'(' 'wflr'illg ill 11)(' prT("gllili"lI lar'grl 
mode; and (b) his precognitive mode performance would be signifi
cantly sllpel'ior to his performance in the clairvoyance target mode. 
Both predictions were cOllfirmed. 

In this section, I consider various rival hypotheses that might ac
COllnl rOl' the expel'imental olltcome, Ihe degree to which the present 
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experiment viewed in conjunction with the earlier Bessent studies 
constitutes evidence for noninferentiai precognition, and directions 
for future research suggested hy the exploratory analyses. 

Rival Hypotheses 

(3 
< Sensory Cues 
CD -
Q. 

ci' Targets in the real-time clairvoyance mode are stored in computer 
., memory, resulting in a small change in the electromagnetic field. 
?ll Although it is highly unlikely that the human organism is sensitive to 
m such minute fluctuations, this possibility cannot at present be com
ttl pletely excluded. Sensory leakage is .completely ruled out as an ex
~ planation for Bessent's precognitive mode performance, however, be
g cause he could hardly gain sensory cues from targets that were selected 
~ only after he registered his response. o :e: 
~ Faulty Randomization 
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Five different tests have been presented to document both the 
general adequacy of the RNG and its proper functioning during the 
experiment. Extensive global certification runs performed both prior 
to and following the present experiment indicate that the RNG fre
quem:y di.~trihllti()n is w(:l1 within diann' limits and provides 110 ('vi
dence of sequential dependencies. Tests of the tar~et sequence used 
ill the experimellt delllollstrate that the actual targets were Ulli("Ol"lllly 
distributed and revealed no evidence of sequential dependencies. The 
empirical cross-check control, advocated by Hyman, failed to reveal 
any tendency for Bessent's responses to coincide with targets for which 
they were not intended. We conclude that the observed experimental 
outcome cannot be attributed to faulty randomization. 

Data Handling Errors 

Automated registration of targets, responses, the checking of hits, 
and data handling eliminates motivated human checking and record
ing errors as a basis for explaining the observed experimental out
come. I ndependent reanalysis or the ll'ial-by-trial target and response 
data confirmed the summary run hit counts, thus rendering untenable 
the possibility or machine cOllntin~ errors. 

.,' 
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Data Sdu:tion Bias and Multi/)le Ana6,sis 

The sample size parallietel's (number or panicipants, !"tIns, and 
run size) for each series, as well as the Formal status of the series, 
were specified in advance and stored in a computer disk file as re
quired by the Series Manager protocol. Program error-checking rou
tines insured that these parameters were not exceeded. The number 
of series, although not specified in advance, was dictated solely on the ~ 
basis of Bessent's travel plans, which were made prior to the exper- :g 

. imenl. The second and final series was completed on a Friday morn- (3 
ing, and that afternoon was taken up with a visit from the author ~ 
Arthur M. Young and members of the Princeton University Engi- Q. 

. A I' 'TI neermg noma les group. 0 

Advance specification of formal predictions and methods of analy- ;, 
sis obviates problems involving multiple statistical analyses or multiple ~ 
. d' CD m ICes. ~ 

CD 

D 
. I\) 

eceptwn 0 
o 
w -It is unfortunately true that psi researchers have been octasionally ~ 

deceived by dishonest participants. Experiments involving a small::': 
number of selected individuals are particularly vulnerable to the pos- ~ 
sibility of subject deception, and when such experiments are successful Q 
and are relatively free of more prosaic threats to validity, suspicion oft" 
suhject deceptioll is probably inevitable. For these reasons, I believe ~ 
this report would be illcolJlplete without SOllie explicit asseSSllIent or"tI 

• CD 
the likelihood 0(" sllltiect deceptioll. Cf> 

Even though computer-based experiments 'such as ESPerciserg 
eliminate many known sources of human error, they provide no guar-'~ 
an tee against the possibility of deliberate deception. The many media~ 
accounts of computer crime and of ha<:kers breaking into s~pposedlyg 
secure government computers attest to this fact. Deception in exper-~ 
imcnts or this type does, however, require specialized expertise,g 
knowledge of the particular hardware and software systems used, and8 
access to those systems. g 

In assessing the likelihood of deception, one must consider a num-~ 
ber of issues. These include the participant'S prior history, motivation~ 
and technical expertise; opportunities for advance or in situ prepa
ration; the' availability of accomplices; likely methods for deception 
within a specific research context; and whether there is any positive 
1'1Iit/eua consistent with actual or attempted deception. 
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. . . h bee aroused had any calls come at home while I was sleeping.) In the 18 years SInce Bessent first became a research partIcIpant ave n ., . 
. . .. B sse t did not send or receIve any maIl that could have contamed m parapsychology, no doubt has ever been raIsed concermng hIS en. I' . d . 
. . . .. COlTIl)uter dIskettes program IStIngs or ocumentauon. mtegnty No InvestIgator who has worked WIth Bessent has ever C)ucs- . , , . . . 
. :.. . ' . .. To '1('('0\1111 for lhe observcd cxpel'llllelllal rcsulls Oil lhe baSIS 01 :t> 

lIollcd IllS J'cIJalJlllly 01' u·usl.wOJ'tlllllCSS. III worklllg WIth IIlC, BCSSCIII .' .. . I I I .,'!' " th'lt el'ther I)esoent or 'In "0 ' I ' decepllon II WOII ( )e necess,lry () ,1SSlIme, . ~., , 
has always been coopcrallvc and has IlCV('(' allemplcc 10 (helale or . . I" I d .' k I I of' Applesof't .JASIC ('md for ~ 
.. ',.' I d .. accomp ICe 1<1 extensIve now ec ge JJ, 0 

:t> otherwIse exert an Influence on expenmental protocol, InC ee ,I C,lI1- . ' 6502 bl I age) access to the ESPerciser < 
"0 " , . f . , I certam scenanos, assem y angu , CD 
"0 not recall Bessent ever expressIng mterest m detaIls 0 expenmenta d' k d' I th d and try dl'fcerent possibilities a. ., '. . , '. system IS, an time to earn e co e l' • 

o protocol. Bessent IS humamstlcally rather than techmcally InclIned Th 'h' ducted over a four-day period constrains "T1 <. , '. h" at t e expenment was con 0 
CD and IS rather easIly bored by detaIls. Accordmg to IS own testimony, I' t t' II available for extended tinkering. ., a. h . . . '" t 1e tIme po en Ia y 
"T1 e has no traInmg or expertIse In engIneerIng, computer program- Th It fthe randomness tests conducted on the actual target ;;0 . . . " I f h' I Id e resu s 0 CD ~ mIng, st.austI~s, or coru~nng. am not aware 0 anyt mg t 1at wou sequence eliminates any method based on physical intervention wi~h m 
$lcontradICt thIS,. and n~Ither I no~ o~~er members of the PRL s~aff the RNG, for example, forcing the nonrandom occurrence of certam ~ 
iDobserved anythmg durmg Bessent s VISIt that would suggest otherWIse. ttl es or pairings that could later be matched by appropriate 

, . h' d 'd C I' arge va u I\) ~ Bessent vIsIted PRL at IS own expense an was not pal lor lIS "SPOIl 'CS, If additiollal data disks with files colltailling "good" runs 0 

CD participation in this experimen,t., .Bess~n~'s ?est guess, priOl',to arriving ;l~ld s()~ehow been prepared in advance and later substituted for or ~ 
~t PRL, was that he would partiCIpate Jl1 pSI ganzfeld expcnmcnts and co ied onto the official data disk, the culprit would have encountered ~ 
~s.i experiment;; "involving co~puters:" l-!~ did not. receive any de- th~ unexpected change in file naming format introduced by me wi.th- ~ 
~aIled .InformatIOn from me pno~ to hIS VISIt ~egardmg.cu.rrent PRL out Bessent's knowledge immediately prior to t,he two-hour sesslO~ 
~xpen~ents, and, as .stated ~arller, ~10 dctaIled ~escnpuon of the that comprised series MB2. Upon discovery of thIS change, the cul~nt Q 
~SPerctser program eXIsted pnor to thIS report. BeSIdes PRL, Bessent would have had to individually unlock, rename, and relock the copIed ~ 
~as n~t visited any other psi research ce?ters that ?a~e PRL's PsiI~ab 01- subslillltcd fiIes. Hc or shc would tl~cn have to ~esort the disk ~ 
'1!f testIng package and nught have prOVIded a baSIS for advance lll- directory so that the files would appear In chronologICal order, and "'C 

~rmati?n co?ce:~ing the RNG or Series Manager program_ this would require a special disk utility. To successfully modify data ~ 
"'C Dunng hiS VISit, Bessent was my house guest and had access to files, a text editor would have been necessary and changes would have g 
~RL only through me, I did not have an Apple computer, PsiLab j[, had to be made in three separate places for each modified hit count: ~ 
81' ESPerciser software or do~umentation a~ home during Bessent's (a) summary hit count, (b) summary hits by response, ty~e count, ~nd ~, 
(;Py. The program and ?ata dISks were kept In my PRL office b~tw~en (c) the trial-by-trial target or response data, ~ny SU.bStltutlO?S, copyIng g 
!ssions. Bessent occupIed an empty office at PRL and spent hIS tlmc or editing of files, or other attempted malllpulatlpl1S dunng the ex- w 
aading or in conversation with staff when not engaged in the ex- perimental :;e~sion would have had to OCCUl with t~e knowle~ge that, ~ 
~riment. No experiment-related materiais were in the office, At no I or other members of the PRL staff could walk In at any tIme" Of g 
tzme was Besscnt observcd in areas of the laborato,'y whcre he had the 12 experimental runs yielding 5 or more hits, 4 were observed by ~ 
fib reason to be. me and 3 by Quant (including the single run of 6 hits). I waS' present g 
~ Opportunities for consorting with potential accomplices were ex- al lhe beginning of both sCI-ies, and Qlla.nt was present wh~n Bessent 7" 
~mely limited. With one exception, Bessent took his meals with me finished series MB2. The ESPercis~rlSeJ'les Manager sec~nty system, -Iloo 

~ery day during his visit and depended on me for transportation, about which Bessent had n~t been In.f?rmed, was not actJvate~ at any 
fhe exception was July 15, when Bessent went to New York to visit lime, and no proc~dural Irregularllics were observed clunng the 
Eileen and Lisette Coly at the Parapsychology Foundation. Bessent course of the expenment. 
had no guests or other visitors du~ing his stay in the Princeton area. 
Examination of the PRL and my own residence telephone bills during 
Bessent's visit reveals no out-going calls that are not fully accounted 
for, and no one at PRL recalls any incoming phone calls for .Bessent 
that were not accounted for. (I have a telephone by my bed and would 

Precognition 

The experimental results provide further support for the exis
tence of a communications anomaly involving noninferential pr;-ecog-
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nition. This is the 1"011 rI h experimellt illvolving precognit iOIl tasks wit II 
Bessent. Each experiment has had a different methodology: Four 
distinct methods of randomization have been used, including two 
different, complex procedures for gaining entry points in random 
number tables and two automated procedures involving different 
hardware random number generators; the tasks have varied from 

:t>dream-generated free-response imagery matched against multi-sen
"Osory target ensembles by independent blind judges to forced-choice 
~matching of waking state guesses or impressions against machine
~selected random numbers represented by lights or images; the latency 
~etween response and target selection has varied from a few hundred 
~il1iseconds to over 24 hours. All four experiments have yielded 
., statistically significant outcomes, and the combined result is associated 
~with a Z SCore of 5.4 7 (/) = 2.26 x IO-H

). 

CD 
I\) 
til 
CD Precognition vs. Real-Time Psi Performance 
I\) 

g Bessent was not informed of my prediction that he would display 
asuperior performance in the precognition mode, but he was certainly 
:e:aware of his own prior research history. Nevertheless, Bessent strongly 
~believes his abilities include contemporaneous psi functioning as well 
c.:,as precognition, and his superior performance in precognitive psi 
5>tasks is not likely to be based on any conscious bias toward precog
;:b nition. Such bias could not, in any case, account for his differential 
Operformancc in the prescnt experiment because the target Illode was 
~ selected randomly on a run-by-run basis and he was blind to the target 
6 mode until the end of each run. It is unclear whether the systematic 
~ difference observed between precognitive and clairvoyance tasks re
eo Aects a fundamental differellce ill psi modalities or is linked to ill
;g dividual differences in cognitive style as suggested in Isabelle Myers's 
g (1980, p. 57) discussion of the tendency for MBTI-defined intuitives 
~ to be more strongly oriented toward possibilities I·ather than actu;d
g ities. Certainly the present study, along with Bessent's prior ex pcri-
8 mental history, calls into question the generalizability of Tart's (1983) 
g conclusion that precognitioll does not work as weIl as real-time ESP 
~ and suggests the need for further systematic comparisons of different 
,J:.. psi modalities. 

Pn/onnmlO' and CO,I.,'1li/ivl' 5;lrall'[.;il'.I' 

Bessent was most successful in trials involving cognitive impres
sions. The cffect sizc achicvcd Oil pl·ccogllitivc illlpn:ssioll trials was 

,., 

;.' 
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Ilearly double that ubtailled 011 trials based OIl I'cdiIlgs. (As indicated 
earlier, Bessent <:hose to use the "guess" category essentially as a no
response "pass option.") This result is consistent with earlier work 
involving confidence calls and suggests that participants can to some 
extent discriminate between internal cues associated with hits and 
misseS (e.g., McCollum & HOllOrtOll, 1973). Future research will be 
necessary to determine whether impressions are generally more ac
curate than other types of responses or, as seems more likely, thalp 
optimal response modalities are related to individual differences i~ 
cognitive style. ~ 
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ADVANCES IN REMOTE-VIEWING 
ANALYSIS 

By EDWIN C. MAY, JESSICA M. UTI'S, BEVERLY S. HUMPHREY, 

WANDA L. W. LUKE, THANE J. FRIVOLD, AND VII{(;INIA V. TRASK 

ABSTRACT: Fuzzy set technology is applied to the ongoing research question of 
how to automate the analysis of remote-viewing data. Fuzzy sets were invented to 
describe, in a formal way, the subjectivity inherent in human reasoning. Applied 
to remote-viewing analysis, the technique involves a quantitative encoding of target 
Ilnd response milierilli Ilnd pro,·ides Il formlll cOlllpllrison. In Ihi~ I'rogl'es~ ,'cpO"l, 
the accuracy of a response is defined as the percent of the intended target material 
that is described correctly. The reliability is defined as the percent of the response 
that was correct. The assessment of the remote-viewing quality is defined as the 
product of accurdcy and reliability, called the figure of merit. The procedure is 
applied to a test set of six remote-viewing trials. A comparison of the figures of 
merit with the subjective assessments of 37 independent analysts shows good 
agreement. The fuzzy set technology is also used to provide a quantitative defini
tion of target orthogonality. 

Human analysts are commonly used to evaluate free-response 
data, Although there are many variations, the basic idea is that an 
analyst, who is blind to the actual result, is presented with a re
sponse and a number of target possibilities, one of which is the in
tended target. The analyst'S task is to decide what is the best re
sponseltarget match, and frequently includes rank-ordering the 
targets from best to worst correspondence with the response. It is 
beyond the scope of this report to provide a critical review of the 
extensive literature on this topic. 

One aspect, however, of this type of evaluation is that analysts 
are required to mak(' ~lohal jllc!!<iIl1('nts ahout tIl(' o\'(,l'all match 1)('
tween a complex target (e.g., a photograph of a natural scene) and 
an equally complex response (e.g" written words and drawings). In 
a recent book, Dawes (1988) has discussed various decision algo
rithms in general and the difficulty with global techniques, such as 
those used in rank-order evaluation, in particular. I According to 
Dawes, the research results suggest that global decisions of this type 
arc not as good as those based on smaller subclements that are later 

I We are indebted to Professor D. llem. Corncll University. for directing us to 
this valuable source of information, 
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combined. (Sec Dawes, 1988, chap. 10, for references to the re- 1976). This paper outlines some of the progress and presents the 
search.) Humans appear to be capable of deciding what the appro- details for one particular method.2 
priate variables should be in comple~ ~ecision proc~sses, but t~ey . ~wo basic questions are. inherent in the analysis of an~ remote-
have proved to be unreliable at combInIng the~e vanables to arnv.e viewIng da.ta, namely, how IS the target defined, and how IS the re-
at a single decision. Linear algorithms are consistently bett~r at tIllS sponsc c1efIIlCd. 
latter task. Therefore, it seems prudent to develop evaluatIOn tech- In a typical outbound RV experiment, definitions of target and 
nigues that are less sensitiv~ t~ globa~ ?ecision processes and rely on response a~e parti~ularly difficult to ac~ieve. The protocol for such 
combinations of more restnctlve deCiSIOns. an expenment dictates that an experImenter travel to some ran-

Hononon (1975) has pointed out an additional difficulty inher- domly chosen location at a prearranged time; a viewer's task is to 
ern in a global rank-order approach. Asking an analyst to rank- describe that location. One method of trying to assess the quality of 
order a small set of target possibilities converts the free-response the RV descriptions in a series of trials is to require that an analyst 
experiment into a forced-choice one, at least on ~he. pa~t of the ~n- visit each of the sites and attempt to match responses to them. While 
alyst. It is obvious,that in doing so, much quantItatIve mformatIon standing at a site, the analyst has to determine not only the bounds 
is lost. For example, a near perfect correspondence between re- of the site, but also the site details that are to be included in the 
sponse and target will receive only as much "credit" as o~e. t~~t just analysis. For example, if the target location was the Golden Gate 
barely allowed an analyst to discrimi?~te among the f:>0ssIblhues.. Bridge, the analyst would have to determine whether the buildings 

If multiple analysts are used, addItIon probl~ms arIse concernmg of downtown San Francisco, which are clearly and prominently vis-
interanalyst reliability. If an individual ~nalyst Judges a nUI?b~r .of ible from the bridge, were to be considered part of the target. The 
responses in a series, within-analyst consistency becomes an mdlvld- 'RV responsc to the Golden Gate Bridge target could be equally 

ual problem. '" d troublesome, because responses of this sort are typically 15 pages of 
To address these dlfficultIe~, varIOUS computer-automate . pro- dream-like free associations. A reasonable description of the bridge 

Q cedures have been suggested III a? ~ttempt to re~uce the mter- miuht be contained in the response; it might be obfuscated, how-
;-- I ,. I 'l't 1'1 'nc 'c"\sJ"ng wltllm-"m"llyst consIstency. For ex- t> • '. :b ana yst re Ja)1 I Y w 11 e! I, . < , " ever, by a large amount of unrelated matenal. How IS an analyst to 
o amples, see Honorton (1975), Humphrey, May, frask, and approach this problem of response definition? 
~ Thomson (1986), Humphrey, May, and Utts (1988), .1ahn, Dunne: The first attempt at SRI at quantitatively defining an RV re-
O) d J" hn (1980) May (1983) May H umphrey and Mathews . . h . . f d I . 
I an a , '" sponse mvolved reducmg t e raw transcnpt to a serIes 0 ec aratIve 
g (1985), and Targ, Puthoff, and May (1977). . statements called concepts (Targ et aI., 1977). Initially, it was de-...... I th' aper we present the current status of an ongomg re- . . 
~ n IS p h h h' cided that a coherent concept should not be reduced to ItS compo-..., h t . We are not yet ready to propose t at t e tec mques . . 
;;0 searc OpiC. '. nent parts. For example, a small red VW car would he consl o described here be used for free-response analYSIS; however, we hope , . I h [. II d VW 
o . -1--1 ...-ri.f b arI'abIes so smg e concept rather t an our separate concepts, sma , re , , W ~ . s . e ~he communIty to u,=ve op a proper se. v su v '. .' 
~o m~rm . h . I bId .. esses can be and car. Once a transcrIpt had been "conceptuahzed," the hst of that the problems m erent m goa eClSlOn proc ' .. 
g . concepts constItuted, by defimtlOn, the RV response. The analyst 
Wo aVOI~ed. f I I" t' of the mathematical rated the concept lists against the sites. Although the response was Fmal1y we present a success u app Ica IOn . 
00 .' 'f " h l't ror 'a complex target well defined by thIS method, no attempt was made to define the tar-techmques for quantI ymg target ort ogona I y l' . 

7'" get sIte. 
-Iloo pool. In 1982, a procedure was developed to define both the target 

Background 

Substantial progress has been made in methods for evaluating 
remote-viewing experiments since the publication of the initial re
mote-viewing (RV) effort at SRI International (Puthoff & Targ, 

; .. 

and response material (May, 1983)" It became evident that before a 
site can be qualified, the overall remote-viewing goal must be clearly 
defined. If the goal is simply to demonstrate the existence of the 

2 Although th,::',term remote viewing is used throughout this paper, the analysis 
techniques can ea,sily be applied to any free-response data. 
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RV phenomenon, then anything that is perceived at the site is im
portant. BUl if the goal is to gain specilic info\"lnalion abollt the RV 
process, then possibly specific items at the site are important 
whereas others remain insignificant. 

. In 1984, work began on a computerized evaluation procedure 
(May et al., 1985), which underwent significant expansion and re
jnement during 1986 (Humphrey et aI., 1986). The mathematical 
~rmalism underlying this procedure is known as the "figure of 
iPerit" (FM) analysis. This method is predicated on descriptor list 
~chnology, which represented a significant improvement over ear
Her "conceptual. analysis" techniques, both in terms of "objectifying" 
"lAe analysis of RV data and in increasing the speed and efficiency 
~ith which evaluation can be accomplished. Humphrey's technique, 
!!ihich was based on the pioneering work of Honorton (1975) and 
las expansion by J ahn, Dunne, and J ahn (1980), was to encode tar
liet and response material in accordance with the presence or ab
I'Sence of specific elements. 
g It became increasingly evident, however, that this particular ap
~lication of descriptor lists was inadequate in providing discrimina
~rs that were "fine" enough to describe a complex target accurately, 
cand unable to exploit fully the more subtle or abstract information 
(i:0ntent of the RV response. To decrease the granularity of the RV 
~valuation system, therefore, a new technology would have to allow 
;:nhe analyst a gradation of judgment about target and response fea-

. Oures rather than the hard-edged (and rather imprecise) all-or-noth
;&ng binary determinations. Requiring an analyst to restrict subjective 
~udgment to single elements rather. than to complete responses is 
~onsistent with the research reported by Dawes (1988). 
~ A preliminary survey of various disciplines and their evaluation 
;;omethods (spanning such diverse fields as artificial intelligence, lin
gguistics, and environmental psychology) revealed a branch of math
~ematics, known as "fuzzy set theory."s 
o 
o 
o wFuzzy Set Concepts 
o 
o 
~ Fuzzy set theory was chosen as the focal point of the RV analyt-
,J:.. ical techniques because it provides a mathematical framework for 

modeling situations that are inherently imprecise. Because it is such 
an important component in the analysis, a brief tutorial will be pre
sented to highlight its major concepts. 

'We wish to thank S. James P. Spottiswoode and D. Graff, GE, for directing us 
to the fuzzy set literature and for many helpful discussions. 
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Membership Value 
1.0 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.01 0.0 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 • • • 15 • •• 30 

Population in 100 Thousands 

Figure 1. The fuzzy set "kind-of-small" cities. 

In traditional set theory (i.e., crisp sets), an element either is or 
is not a member of a set. For example, the crisp set of cities with 
population equal to or greater than 1,000,000 includes New York 
City, but not San Francisco. This set would also not include a city 
with a population of 999,999. The problem is obvious. There is no 
real difference between cities with populations of 1,000,000 and 
999,999, yet one is in the set and the other is not. Humans do not 
reason this way; therefore, something other than crisp sets is re
quired to capture the subjectivity inherent in RV analysis. 

Fuzzy set theory introduces the concept of degree of membership. 
Herein lies the essence of its applicability to the modeling of impre
cise concepts. For example, if we consider the size of a city, we 
might define certain Juzzy sets, such as very small cities or kind-oJ-smalt 
cities. Using kind-oJ-small cities as a fuzzy set example,. we might sub
jectively assert that a city with a population of 100,000 is definitely 
such a city, but a city with a population of 400,000 is only a little bit 
like. a kind-oJ-small city. As depicted in Figure 1, fuzzy set theory al- . 
lows us to assign a membership value betWeen O.and I that repre
sents our best subjective estimate as to how much each of the pos
sible city populations embodies the concept kind-oJ-small. In this 
example, a population of 700,000 assigned a membership value of 
0.3. 

Clearly, a different set of membership values would be assigned 
to the populations for the fuzzy sets very small cities. medium cities, 
large cities, and, so forth; a population of 100,000 might receive a 
value of 0.2 for very small cities, but a value for 1.0 for kind-of
small cities, depending on context, consensus, and the particular 
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application. These membership values can be obtained through con
sensus opinion, a mathematical forlllula. or by several other mealls. 
Crisp sets are special cases of fuzzy sets, in which all membership 
values are either zero or one. By using membership values, we are 
able to provide manipulatable numerical values for imprecise natu
ral language expressions; in addition, we are no longer forced into 
making inaccurate binary decisions such as, "Is the city of San Fran
cisco large-yes or no?" 

In this example, the crisp set of all cities defines t.he universal set 
of elements (USE). The crisp set of cities with populations of one 
million or more is a subset of USE. The fuzzy sets very small, kind
of-small, medium, and large cities are fuzzy subsets of USE. 

Universal Set of Elements 

" " CD 
• I\) Since targets and the responses will be defined as fuzzy sets, we 
",,, g must specify a USE. The universal set of elements can be quite gen-. a eral and include all aspects of a given target pool, or it can be tai-
'. ~ ~ lored to a specific experiment to test a given concept (e.g., include 

co only geometric shapes). Since the method of fuzzy set analysis crit
() ically depends on the choice of USE, we provide one example that 
j> was derived from a target pool used in earlier experiments. What 
::c follows is ouly an example uf huw one might construct a OSF.. The 
o one we use is not generally applicable to other target pools or other 
'"C • 
CD experIments. 6 We constructed our USE by including a list of features present 
~ in photographs from the National Geographic magazine with ele
~ ments obtained from the RV responses in earlier experiments. This 
;;0 USE is presented in Appendix A as the actual coding forms. For 
g the target features, we focused on direct visual elements. (In the 
~ genelaI case, other perceptual dimensions can be consIdered.) In 
g the case of the RV response-derived elements, an effort was made 
8 to preserve the vocabulary used by the viewers. Some of the ele
g ments, therefore, are either response-dependent or target-depen
~ dent or both, whereas others, particularly at the more abstract lev
,J:.. els, appear to be more universal across possible USEs. 

This universal set of elements is structured in levels, ranging 
from the relatively abstract, information poor (such as vertical lines), 
to the relatively complex, information rich (such as churches). The 
current system is structured into seven primary and three secondary 
levels of elements; the main intent of this structure is to serve as a 
heuristic device for guiding the analyst into making judicious con-

,'. 
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crete element assignments based on rather abstract commentary. 
The lise or levels is advantageolls in that each element level can be 
weighted separately and used or not, as the case may be. This ena-

. bles various combinations of levels to be deployed to identify the 
optimal mix of concrete versus abstract elements. Of course, any ~ 
such weighting scheme must be determined in advance of any ex- :g . ., 
penment. 0 

The determination as to which elements belonged on which level ~ 
was made after consideration of two primary factors: (1) the appar- a. 
ent ability of the viewers to be able to resolve certain features, cou- ~ 
pled with (2) the amount of pure information thought to be con- ~ 
tained in any given element. Some of these "factor one" ~ 
determinations were based on the combined anecdotal experience re 
of analysts and monitors in the course of either analyzing or con- ~ 
ducting numerous RV experiments; some were determined empir- ~ 
ically from post hoc analyses of viewers' abilities to perceive various 8 
elements in previous experiments. 0 

The "factor two" determinations were made primarily by arrang- ~ 
ing the elements such that an element at any given level represents co 
the sum of its constituent elements at lower levels. For example, a () 
port element (Level 7) could be considered to include canal (Level 6) 5> 
and partially bounded expanse of water (Level 5). The world is not a ::c 
vC/'y crisp placc and 1I0t all its dCI/lc/lts arc amcllable to hicrarchical ~ 
structuring. Certain violations of the "factor two" rule appear, ~ 

therefore, throughout the USE example. It should be noted, how- 6 
ever, that some of the more glaring violations were largely driven ~ 
by the "factor one" determinations (i.e., the viewers' abilities to dis- gg 
cern certain elements) enumerated above. ~ 

To emphasize once again, it is very important to,realize that this 8 
universal set of elements was constructed to match our pal titular 6 
special targets, viewers, and requirements. They are shown here to g 
illustrate the procedure. Any particular application of fuzzy set tech- ~ 
nology to the analysis of free-response material requires an a priori g 
construction of an individualized, and improved, USE specific to the 7'" 
target pool and the goals of the experiment. .po. 

Target Fuzzy Sets 

Each target is defined as a fuzzy set constructed by assigning a ' 
membership value to each of the elements in the USE (see Appen
dix A). In gent';ral, membershIp values can vary continuously on the 
interval [0,1].' In this application they represent human judgment 

,,' , 
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and, thus, were constrained to vary in steps of 0.1. In addition, they 
must represent the perceptual dimension used to construct the USE. 
In our example, membership values were assigned to each element 
for each of the targets, according to a consensus (on an eiement-by
element basis) reached by three analysts. This approach was used to 
mitigate the potential influence of any single coder's hiases and idio
syncrasies. A numerical assignment, I.\. (0 ::;;; I.\. ::;;; 1, in steps of 0.1), 
was made for each element in response to the following question: 

:t> How visually important is this element to this photograph? 
:g Encoded by this method, the fuzzy sets served as a formal defi
(3 nition of the targets for the analysis. It should be noted that our 
~ USE defined targets in terms of visual importance.1 If other dimen
~ sions are of interest (e.g., conceptual, functional, allegorical), the 
~ USE would have to be revised to incorporate them. 
;;e In an actual experimental series, it is critical that the target fuzzy 
is sets be defined by analysts before the series begins. Because of the 
~ potential information leakage owing to bias on the part of the ana
CD lyst, it is an obvious mistake to attempt to define the target fuzzy set 
~ on a target-by-target basis in rea) time or post hoc. 
o 
w g Response Fuzzy Sets -..... 
co To define RV response fuzzy sets, membership values I.\. are as
(')signed for each element in the USE by asking: To what degr'ce alll 

~I (the analyst) convinced that this element is represented in this re
;;esponse? For example, if a response explicitly states "water," then the 
S6membership value for the water-element should be 1. If, however, 
~the response is a rough sketch of what might be waves, then the 
6membership value for the water-element might be only 0.3, depend
~ing on the specificity of the drawing. This definition of membership 
ggvalue is quite general and can be used in most applications. 
~ In our example, responses were coded according to this defini-
8tion (but still using the USE in Appendix A). The assigned I.\.'S for 
C;the targets and responses were one-digit fuzzy numbers on the in
gterval [0,1] (e.g., 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, etc.). In some rare cases, two-digit 
~assignments (e.g., 0.05, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35, etc.) were made; any finer 
gassignments, however, were deemed to be meaningless. Thus, the 
tresponse was defined as its fuzzy subset of the USE. 

• Implied visual importance was ignored. For example, in a photograph of the 
Grand Canyon that did not show the Colorado River, water, river, and so on would 
be scored as zero. By definition the target was only what was visible in the photo
graph. 

.' 
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In an actual experimental series, each response fuzzy set is cre
ated by analysts who are blind to the intended target. 

Fuzzy Set Definition oj Figure oj Merit 

Once the fuzzy sets that define the target and the response have 
been specified, the comparison between them to provide a figure of 
merit (FM) is straightforward. In previous work (Humphrey et i' 
1986), we have defined accuracy as the percent of the target mate 1 
that was described correctly by a response. Likewise, we have _ 
fined reliability (of the viewer) as the percent of the response tttt 
was correct. The FM is the product of the two; to obtain a high FJ;I, 
a response must be a comprehensive description of the target a~ 
be devoid of inaccuracies. The mathematical definitions for accur~ 
and reliability for the jth targetlresponse pair are as follows. l!!t 
I.\.k(R;) and I.\.k(T) be the membership values for the kth element 2P 
USE for the ith response and the jth target, respectively. Then ti: 
accuracy and reliability for the ith response applied to the jth tar~ 
arc given by: 0 

2: Wkmin{l.\.k(RJ, I.\.k(7j)} 
k 

accuracYij = aij = 2:W
h
J1.h(T) 

J. 

2: Wkmin{J.1k(RJ,l.\.k(7j)} 
h 

reliability ij = r ij = 2: Wkl.\.k(R
j
) 

k 

W -o 
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co 
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where the sum over k is called the sigma count in fuzzy set terrhinos 
ogy, and is defined as the sum of the membership values. We ha~ 
allowed for the possibility of weighting the membership values wil 
weights Wk in order to examine various leveJJelement contributiOIlD 
to the FM. The index, k, ranges over the entire USE. g 

For the above calculation to be meaningful, the I.\.'S f~r the- ta~ 
gets must be similar in meaning to the I.\.'S for the responses. As ~ 
noted above, in our definition of the membership values, this is n~ 
the case. The target I.\.'S represent the visual importance of the el~ 
ment relative to the scene, and the response J1.'S represent the dJ: 

I 
gree to which an analyst is convinced that the element is reprer;;. 
sented in the response regardless of its relevance to that resporise. 

With advanced viewers it might be possible to change the defi
nition of the respOnse J.1'S to match the definition of the target J.1's. 
In that case, the viewer must not only recognize that an ele!llent is 
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present in the target, but must also provide information as to how 
visually important it is. This ability is currently beyond the skill of 
most novice viewers. Alternatively, we have opted to modify the tar
get Jl. definition by using the fuzzy set technique of (X-cuts. III OUI" 

example, an (X-cut is a way to set a threshold for visual importance. 
All target elements possessing that threshold value or higher are 

... .: :t> considered to be full members of the target set. In fuzzy set par-
~ lance, an (X-cut converts a fuzzy set to a crisp one. The result is that 
~ the target set is now devoid of detailed visual information: a poten
CD lial I:II-gel Cklllt'lIl i:; cilhcr pn':;clll 01' ah:;CIlI ill Ihe 1:II'gcl Sci. rc

~ gardless of its actual visual importance. Even with this conceptual 
~ change in the target definition, the FM formalism described above 
;;0 remains applicable, because a crisp set can be considered as a fuzzy 
iSset with all membership values equal to 0 or 1. It is important to 
~ recognize that the (X-cut is only applied to the target set; the re
CD sponse set remains fuzzy. 
!\) 
o 
o 
~ssessmenl of Quality of the Remote Viewing 
o 
~ 
~ It is difficult to arrive at a general assessment of how well a given 
. 'response matches a specified target. The ideal situation is to obtain 
~ome abso~ute .measure. of goodnes~ ?f.match .. Although the Fl':'f is 
*n apprOXImatIOn to thIS measure, It IS ImpOSSible to assess the Irke
Oihood of a particular FM value because it requires knowledge of the 
~iewer's specific response bias for the session. It is possible to deter
%line general response biases (May et aI., 1985), but that knowledge 
9 only useful on the average. For example, a viewer may love rock 
~imbing and may spend most of his free time involved in that ac
;;ovity. Thus, the general response bias would probably entail aspects 
if mountains, rocks, ropes, and so forth. Suppose, however. that the 
~e'i"ler spent the evening prevIOUS to a given RV session on a ro-
8antic moonlight sail on San Francisco Bay. For this specific RV 
~ssion, the response bias might include romantic images of the 
ioonlit water, lights of the city, and bridges. 
~ The current solution to the problem is to provide a relative as
~ssment of FM likelihood. A relative assessment addresses the fol
lowing question: "How good is the response matched against its in
tended target, when compared to all possible targets that could have 
been chosen for the session?" This is not ideal, since the answer de
pends on the nature of the remaining targets in the pool. An ex
ample of the worst~case scenario illustrates the problem. Suppose 

~ .. 

. • 1 
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that the target pool consisted of 1 00 photographs of waterfalls, and 
the viewer gave a near-perfect description of a waterfall. (We as
slime that this description is not fortuitous.) An absolute assessment 
of the resulting FM should be good, whereas a relative assessment 
will be low. The worst-case scenario can be avoided, to a large de-6" 
gree, by carefully selecting the target pool. (See the later section "A~ 
Quantitative Definition of Target Orthogonality.") ~ 

To pl"Ovide a relative assessment of the likelihood of a given FM,~ 
we define the score for one session 10 be I he fllllJlbel' of targets, n,"T1 
out o/" a total, N, that have an FM equal to or higher than the FM ~ 
achieved by the correct match." The answer to the question: "Given $I 
this response, what is the probability of selecting a target that would CD 
match it as well as or better than the target selected?" is nlN. ~ 

(') 

5> 

Consecutive RV responses by the same viewer are not statistically ~ 
independent, nor can the responses be considered to be random in g 
any sense. The statistically independent random element in the ses- a 
sion is the target. Since targets are selected with replacement, under ~ 
the null hypothesis of no psi, the collection of scores derived over a ~ 
series of m trials constitutes a set of independent random variables, 
each with a discrete uniform distribution. Under the null hypothe
sis, the mean chance expectation for the score in each session is 
given by (N + 1)/2 and the variance is given by (N 2 - 1)/12. If K 
is the sum of scores from a series of remote viewings, then the prob
ability of K, under the null hypothesis, can. be obtained from the 
exact distribution for the sum of ranks given by Solfvin, Kelly, and 
Burdick (1978): 

I 
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CD 
0) 
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CO 
CD 

K N ;;0 

P(K or less) = ~2: 2:(_I)b(m)(a - bIy - 1) g 
_ N a - mb - o b mI' (1)~ 

·0 

If 1Il is hll'ge, then the sum-of-ranks distribution is approximately 
normal and KIm has a mean of (N + 1 )/2 and a variance of 
(N

2 
- 1)/12m. Thus, a z score can be computed from: 

K 
0.5(N + 1) - ;;; 

z(K or less) = ~ 

~~ 

(2) 

5 N must be. the size of the larget pool from which each target was randomly 
selected, and f~r this theoretical discussion, we assume no lies. 
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Ground Truth 

To determine whether the new analytical approach was effective, 
a standard had to be developed against which it could be measured. 
It was determined that this standard-known as "ground truth"
should consist of a "real-world" normalized consensus about the de~ 

~ree of correspondence between RV responses and their intended 
uargets. 
(3 To achieve this objective, we presented analysts (chosen from the 
~eneral SRI staff) with the same test case of six remote-viewing re
-Tiponses and their associated targets. The test case was the data from 
~ single viewer (177) taken from an experimental series in a 1986 
~hotomultiplier tube experiment (Hubbard, May, & Frivold, 1987). 
~he responses (i.e., two to five pages of rudimentary drawings with 
~ome associated descriptive words) were fairly typical of novice 
CDviewer output and represented a broad range of response quality. 
~he targets consisted of six photographs of outdoor scenes selected 
3"rom a National Geographic magazine target pool of 200. Thus, this 
~ata set was ideally suited for an analysis testbed. Appendix B COI1-

::itains the "best" and "worst" trials (Sessions 9005 and 9004, respec
~vely) from this series in the form of their responses, their intended 
gargets, and their fuzzy set encodings (see the next section). 
t=' Each analyst was asked iQdividually for his subjective judgment 
~bout the degree of correspondence between the remote-viewing re
"'CSponses and their respective intended targets. The "degree of cor
~espondence" was purposely undefined; the analysts had to formu
blate their own criteria. The only information provided was that 
~responses typically begin with small bits of information and even
ggtually culminate in a composite drawing at the end. Appendix C 
~contains the coding form that was used to obtain "ground truth." 
8 Each analyst was instructed to examine all of the responses and 
~their intended targets. Theil, OIl a session-by-session basis, he was 
gasked: (1) to assess the degree of correspondence between the 
~remote-viewing response and its intended target, and (2) to register 
gthis correspondence assessment by making a vertical hash mark 
T"across a 10-cm scale ranging from "none" to "complete." 
-Iloo To perform the ground truth analysis, distance measurements 

were taken from the left end point of each scale to the vertical slash 
mark for each assessment. Let the distance obtained for the kth ses-
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sion from the jth analyst be given by xj •• ' To account for analysts' 
biases, the x) .• were nonllalized by a ;: transformation, 

Z - Xi.' - fLi 
j.' - , 

O'j 

where fLj and O'j are the mean and standard deviation of the jth an
alyst's distance scores, xp. The effect of this transformation is to 
convert an analyst's absolute subjective opinion to a relative one. For 
the jth 'analyst, the largest zj.k indicates that the degree of corre
spondence for responseltarget k is higher than any other pair in the 
series. It does not indicate overall quality. This type of transforma
tion was necessary since we wished to combine the assessments from 
a number of different analysts. 

To combine the assessments across analysts, we computed the 
mean Z score for each responseltarget pair, k, as: 

N. 

Zh = - L N ' Zj." 
a ) '=!& I 

where N" is the number of analysts. The number of analysts was 
determined by the data. For the best l'Csponseltarget pair (i.e.; ses
sion 9005, k = 5) we computed the percent change of Z,5 for every 
additional analyst. When the addition of two new analysts produced 
consecutive changes of less than 2%, the process was considered 
complete. For this data set, 37 analysts were required before this 
condition was met. Figure "2 shows the normalized mean for each 
targetJresponse pair, and represents a relative assessment of remote
viewing quality. These means constitute the basis for the ground 
truth against which the fuzzy set technique was measured. We re
cognize that this definition of ground truth is based on global deci
sions and may not be most optimal (Dawes, 1988). 

Results oI the Fuzzy Set Analysis 

To effect a meaningful comparison between ground truth and 
the figure of merit analysis, we also analyzed the same RV series 
that served as the ground truth set by the fuzzy set figure of merit 
method. The fuzzy set memberShip values (fL'S) for the six targets 
and six responses were consensus coded by five analysts ranging 
from expert to novice. A typical spread of fL assignments was ± 0.1 
with an occasi~mal outlier. Some of the elements were vigorously de
bated until.~ consensus was reached. Accuracies, reliabilities, and 
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~ Figure 2. Normalized llIean for each largdlrcsp()ns{~ pair. 
o 
w -~ figures of merit were calculated for each target/response pair (Table 
~ 1). It should be noted that the encoding was a post hoc exercise, but 
~ because the assignment for each element in the USE had to be de
C') fended before a consensus was reached, the FMs shown in Table 1 
~ constitute reasonable estimates of their "blind" equivalents. Appcn
eg dix B shows the target and response elements that were scored from 
"'C the universal sct (see Appcndix A) for Sessions 9004 and 9005. As 
~ an example of the fuzzy calculation, Appendix B also shows the re-
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Figure 3. Comparison with ground truth. 
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TABLE 1 
Fuzzy SET QUANTITIES FOR "GROlIND TRllTH" S~:RIES 

Figure of Fractional 
Session Accuracy Reliability merit Rank rank 

:t> 
9001 .317 .484 .153 80 .403 "0 

"0 
9002 .273 .477 .130 
VOO3 .358 .571 .205 
9004 .212 .379 .080 
900S .573 .594 .340 
9006 .298 .555 .165 

103 .5IS 
31 .155 

142 .713 
3 .015 

13 .068 

., 
0 
< 
CD 
a. 
Il 
0 ., 
';;0 
CD 

suits of the target a-cut, the fuzzy intersection, and the accuracy,re 
reliability, and figure of merit for Session 9005. Table 1 also shows til 
the absolute and relative ranks from a target pool of 200. To deter-~ 
mine the absolute rank for each session, we calculated figures org 
merit for all 200 targets in the pool and placed them in numerical ~ 
ordel' frolll the largest to the smallest. The absolute rank is just the ~ 
position (from the top) of the FM corresponding to the intended ~ 
target. Ties were resolved by choosing the next larger integer rank·· 
number to rhe centroid of the ties. The fractional rank number can Q 
be considered a p value for an individual session and is equal to the ~ 
absolute rankJ200. Using Equation I, the overall p value for the eg 
combined six trials is .052 (N = 200, K = 372, m = 6). Using the "'C 

approximation (Equation 2), we compute z = 1.633, P ~ .05, to ~ 
demonstrate that for six trials, the approximation in reasonable. For g 
completeness, we compute the effect size (r = 0.67). ~ 

To compare the results of the fuzzy set analysis with those of the ~ 
ground truth, we linearly renormalized the ground truth figures to 0 

be within the interval [0,1] and to possess the same maximum and 0 

can be seen fi 
set analysis system parallel those obtained by a consensus of the' 37 
analysts each making a subjective assessment of the matches~, 

These results imply that the combination of (1) the structure of 
the USE (i.e., the linguistic hierarchical structure), (2) the fuzzy set 7" 
mathematics, and (3) a consensus approach to assessing the fuzzy -Iloo 

sets themselves provided a reasonable representation of the subjec
tive scoring of the same data by a large number of individuals. 

A Quantitative Definition of Target Orthogonality 

It is often of interest to define how similar or dissimilar targets 
are to each other. For example, free-response experiments like the 

.' . ' 
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ganzfeld often use target packets, with the unselected targets in a 
packet serving as decoys for judgillg. Assigning potclltial tarl4ets to 
packets would be easier with some measure of target orthogonality, 

Target definition for the purposes of this mode of analysis is ex
actly the same as the one described (i.e., a given target is defined by 
its fuzzy subset of the USE, which has been coded to reflect the vis

:twaJ importance of each target element). The average number of ele
:gments, of the total of 131, that was assigned a nonzero value for the 
C3targets in our pool of 200 was approximately 37, indicating that the 
~uzzy set representation of the target pool is rich in visual infor
~ation. We used this information to determine the degree to which 
tilhe target set contains visually similar targets. 
;; It is beyond the scope of this paper to describe the extensive 
CDwork in the literature seeking to find algorithmic techniques that 
m mimic human assessments of visual similarity. One recent article de
:s scribes techniques similar to the one We uscd (Zick, Carlstcin, & Bu
~descu, 1987). 
8 We begin by defining the simlarity between target i and target j 
o to be a normalized fuzzy set intersection between the two target sets: 
~ 
~ 

co 

o 
» 
I 

;;C 
o 
"'C 

S9 = 

( f Wkmin{J.Lk(T;),Jl.hCQ}) 2 

2: WkJ.Lk(T;) 2: Wk/J-h(1j) 
h k 

~ where the index k ranges over the entire USE. We have allowed for 
6 the possibility of weighting the membership values with weights Wk 

~ to examine various level/element contributions to the target similar
~ ities. 
~ For N targets, there are N(N - 1)/2 unique values (19,900 for N 
8 = 200) of Sij' The values i and j that correspond to the largest value o of Sij represent the two targets that "look" most similar. Suppose 
g another target m is chosen and Sm.; and Smj are computed. If both of 
~ these values are larger than Sm.n (for all n not equal to i or }), then 
g target m is assessed to be most similar to the pair ij. The process of 
7'" grouping targets based on these similarities is called cluster analysis. 
.j::o,. Using this process, 200 targets were grouped into 19 clusters, 

such that the targets are similar within a cluster, and dissimilar be
tween clusters. Table 2 provides an overview of the 19 clusters 
found from the total analysis of the 200 targets. Some of the names 
appear to be quite similar, but, in fact, these sets are visually quite 
distinctive. Figure 4 shows the graphic output of a single cluster in 
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TABLE 2 
NAMES OF Tin: IV CLUSTERS 

No. Name No. Name 
Flat towns 

2 Waterfalls 
3 Mountain towns 

II Cities with prominent geometries 
12 Snowy mountains 

4 Cities with prominent structure 
5 Cities on water 
6 Desert/water interfaces 
7 Deserts 
8 Dry ruins 
9 Towns on water 

13 Valleys with rivers 
14 Meandering rivers 
15 Alpine scenes 
16 Outposts in snowy mountains 
17 Islands 

:t> 
"0 
"0 o 
~ 18 

19 
10 Outposts on water 6' 
----------------------------------------------------~ 

Verdant ruins 
Agricultural scenes Q. 

;;C 
dctail. A much more complex-and visually difficult to under-: 
stand-graph is generated for the full cluster analysis and is not~ 
included here; this smaller subset, therefore, has been chosen to be~ 
illustrative of the whole analysis. All targets in this particular sampleg 
cluster are islands; the island in each photograph is visible in its en-~ 
tirety. Except for one outlier (i.e., a hexagonal building covering an~ 
island), the islands fall into two main groups (i.e., with and without!» 

Linear Geometries 
(e.g., Runways) 

1198 

1138 

1186 

1179 
Many Structures 
(c. g., Town) 

1177 

~~-----------------~ 
Flat And Verdant 

Sand I3ar~ 

Mountains 
1161 

1049 

1038 

1185 

10RI! 

IlcxagonaI l3uilding Covering IsIancl---- __ .. 1003 

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 
1 - Si.j 

Figure 4. Gluster analysis of island targets. 
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manmade elements). The natural islands include three similar 
mountain islands, two sandbars, and two flat verdant islands. 

Using cluster analysis in conjunction with fuzzy set analysis pro-
vides for a quantitative definition of sets of targets that are similar 

:t:J:o each other within a cluster, but visually different across clusters. 
:gOrthogonal clusters can be used to provide visual decoy targets for 
(3traditional rank-order judging. 
< 
CD 

a.Recommendations and Conclusions 
"T1 
o 
~ To apply the analysis in its present form to a long RV series is 
~uite labor intensive and, from the results shown in Figure 3, is 
mmost likely not justified since this fuzzy set technique approximates 
g:human assessment. As we stated in the introduction, however, we 
~re providing only a progress report ~f ongoing research. Because 
~f the decision concepts described in Dawes (1988) and the obvious 
23:>enefits of an automated evaluation system, the effort to improve 
~hat was described in this paper is certainly justified. The proce
cctl.ure can be used "as is" to improve and quantify target orthogo
(pality. 
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cal relationships governing the membership values (lJ..'s) of higher
order elements (e.g., port) vis-a.-vis the combined value of their con
stituent parts (e.g., city, river, boats, jetties, commercial). 

One inadequacy of the system is that it atomizes conceptual :t> 
"units." For example, if the response element is red box, information '0 

is lost in separating red from box. Current research in fuzzy set the- a 
ory indicates that fuzzy aggregates of fuzzy elements-"fuzzy sets of ~ 
fuzzy sets"-are mathematically complex but possible. Some effort a. 
should be made to determine whether this technology could be im- ~ 
plemented as a means to capturing the information content of the ., 
R V response with greater accuracy. ~ 

For the visual analysis, research into visual similarities between m 
pictures of natural scenes may serve as a potential refinement tool. g: 
The aim here would be to enhance the visual orthogonality of rank- I\) 

order analysis decoy targets as much as possible. Experiments in g 
normal perception of similarities would assist in determining ~ 
whether scenes are perceived as similar because of their low-level ~ 
geometries, concrete elements, or some combination of factors. The ~ 
ultimate aim would be to refine the target cluster analysis such that 
it closely simulates ground truth representations of orthogonality. ~ 

ApPENDIX A 

CODING FORMS FOR THE UNIVERSAL SET OF ELEMENTS 

I 

;;0 
o 
"C 
CD 
0) 
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5> Several future research areas are suggested to improve the tech
;b1iques described in this paper. The use of both inter- and intra-level 
~eighting factors needs to be examined systematically. In the analy
~is described above, all levels and elements were accorded equal 
&eight. The ideal goal would be to determine the optimal weighted 
~ix of abstract versus concrete elements, as a means to achieving 

~e following objectives: 'I 'he following coding forms illustrate the use of a universal set of elements 
;;00 '. (USE) that matched our particular special targets view d . . 

o 
o ...... 
co 
CD 

~ 1. Refinement of the cluster analYSIS for targets, In an effort to W . " ,ers, an reqUIrements . 
o e constructed our USE by II1cludll1g a lIst of features pre t' h h 
W simulate, as closely as possible what is meant by "visual simi- [IOn II .. {" . . sen 111 oto ra s 
~ .• ,,' , ~ Ie JYa 1OTW. . eOf5T.a lIe Wll e ements obtamed from the remote-
o lantIes between targets, vlewlI1g responses 111 earlIer experiments. 
o 
~ 2, 
o 
o ..... 
J:.,. 

Refinement of the analysis of responses, in an effort to 
achieve even greater cOlTclations between the fuzzy set r.g-lIn~ 
of merit analysis and various forms of ground truth. 

Another area that requires examination in some detail is the 
USE and the hierarchical nature of its structure. It is probable that 
some elements are more appropriate than others; furthermore, they 
might be more effectively structured in a semantic network as op
posed to a true hierarchy. If a hierarchical structure is retained, 
then some attention must be paid to the formulation of logical con
sistency rules that govern element use. This would include numeri-
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P LEVEL 

_. O .• 1,.. ..... "" ?nn~tn.4/1R . CIA_RDP96-00789R003100030001-4 

ABSTRACT DESCRIPTOR LEVELS I 

QUALITIES 

Experiment: 
nlal: 
Resp.rrarg: 
Coder: 
Viewer: 

COLOR 
OTHER 
VISUAL 

IMPLIED 
TEXTURE 

IMPLIED 
TEMPERATURE 

IMPLIED 
MOVEMENT AMBIENCE 

,,[=:J yellow 71 I=::J shiny (relloctive) 

..,1=:1 "'""9< 721=::J [gold) 

Slc:::l red 13 c:::l (silver) 

"c:::l blue "I=::J [chrome) 

55 c:::::l 0-' "c:::::l [coppe<) 

.. c:::::l (~ "I=::J ~.:.~~ny . 

., c:::::l br1:>Vo<l "I=::J cloudy lloggy. 
(beigel ". misly) 

.. c:::::l black .I=::J old 

OQ r-----l White weathered 
L-.-J ,I=::J (eroded. 7Oc:::::l grey Incomp!ele) 

"'C::J srrooltl 

., c::J hJzrt 

"C=:J ~r.dY. 
"CJ ~.~.d. 

n,.coIed, rough\ 

... c:J """led 

'5c::J hot 

eo c::J cold (snow. Ice) 

,7 c:::J humid 

.. c::J dry (aridl 

ARCHETYPES 

"iii [=:J t\owlng IiIll=:1 
QQ 1=:1 ~tt;ed 

movement ~1=:1 

congested IdI..r-«ed. 
dense. busy) 

serene (peacEltJ. 
unhurried, 
untrenebC) 

ck>Hdin 
(claustrophobicj 

open (spacicJoA 
VIlSt, expan~1 

"'dered (ang~ 

diS()(dered (lun-olod . 
unaligned) 

STRUCTURE ELEVATION INTERFACE UNIOUENESS AMBIENCE 

RECTILINEAR 
FORMS 

rise (vaf1:i.""-aI ns.e 
as well as sloj:~l 

nat 

li9ht'darl< areas 
(bog swaths, 
b:-Jwjaries 

Ia.'"'dwater 
int~ace 

lCJ c:J ~!~~ (horizon) 

104 (:=J ~'!ru~n~r:c!~re 
105 c:J ~~a~s~~~~:ng) 

elements 

I~c::l ~) 
107[=:1 natufal 

ABSTRACT DESCRIPTOR LEVELS " 
Experiment: 
nlal: 

.Resp.rrarg: 
Coder: 
VIewer: 

2-D & 3-D GEOMETRIES 

CURVILINEAR 
FORMS 

112r--. cfrck! {~. 
l---I sphefel 

113 0 (lorusJ 

127 r=J arc (CUIV'8) 

MIXED 
FORMS 

"" 0 cyilnder 

II~D cone 

r--. se<rocifcle 
11~ l---I (herntsphere, 

domel 

1-0 GEOMETRY 

121 r=J wave fcmll~' 
129~Sptral 

IRREGULAR 
FORMS 

l11r-l Irregular 
l--.J forms 

(irregular 
features) 

REPEAT 
MOTIF 

11sD repee1motH 

1 JO [=::J meandering CUrve 
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ApPENDIX B 
Fuzzy SET ANALYSIS TESTBED 

The following pages show the targets, responses, and analysis for two 
~mote-viewing trials. 
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TABl.E BI 
TARG~:T-RF_<;I'()NSE 90D4 

Element Name "rargcl Response 

20 Roads 0.30 0.00 

23 Agricultural fields D.D5 D.OO 

32 l.'rban 0.00 0.50 

33 Rural. pastoral 0.60 0.50 

:t> 44 lown. village 0.00 0.50 

"0 45 City 0.00 0.40 
"0 46 Single peak 0.70 0.00 .. , . ~ ~;. ".~" '\, '. '.~ ··.#1 :;:t- .:i:'~'/,,~ ~~~ :t> ., ." "wt!', " 

47 Hills. slopes. humps. mounds (Ull 0.'10 
• .~'I/" .. " ~ IJ. ........ 

0 '. ". '"'> -. '. 
'.;' ... ~~~\' I t;~~'dlll". "0 

< 48 Mountains 0.00 0.60 ... "~/f-""':' "0 

CD 
~ I '-"~~ IN ~,(; '" . ., 

a. 49 Cliffs 0.00 0.10 , "'" $0\ .. ,. ; '" 0 
< 

"T1 60 Vegetation. trees 0.30 0.00 CD 
0 64 Blue 0.50 0.00 Figure B5. Target for Session 9005. a. ., 
~ 

65 Green 0.30 0.00 "T1 

69 White 0.10 ll.OO "/ czJr M 
0 

~ M 
., 

CD 70 Grey 0.20 0.00 ~~ ~ I\) 76 Obscured. fuzzy. dim. smoky .0.20 0.00 
til CD 
CD 77 Cloudy. foggy. misty 0.20 0.00 

~r~ P5 34-5" I\) 

I\) 79 Weathered. eroded. incomplete 0.00 0.10 til 
0 80 Smooth 0.00 1.00 CD 
0 
W 81 Fuzzy 0.20 0.00 

I\) - 0 
0 82 Grainy. sandy. crumbly 0.20 1.00 

~ 
0 

.Iloo - 90 Other implied movement 0.20 0.00 
w -..... 0 

CO 91 Congested. cluttered. busy 0.10 0.30 .Iloo 
92 Serene. peaceful. unhurried 0.'10 0.00 -..... 

(') 93 Closed in. claustrophobic 0.00 0.10 CO 

5> 94 Open. spacious. vast 0.60 0.00 

.,.{/V! ~ cA. 
I 95 Ordered. aligned 0.00 0.40 

(') 
;;0 5> 
0 97 Buildings. structures 0.00 1.00 I 

'"C 98 Rise. vertical rise. slope 0.60 1.00 <r-~ ;;0 
CD 

99 Flat 0.30 1.00 0 
0) '"C 
6 100 Lightldark areas n.1O 0.00 CD 

o 101 Boundaries 0.30 1.00 0) 

~ 103 Landfsk y interface 0.50 0.00 
I 

0 

CD 104 Single prcdominanl Icaltll'c o'{,o O.O() 
L--CvtA..cI 

0 

;;0 

tv~ 
........ 

0 !O5 Odd juxtaposition. surprising 0.30 0.00 CO 

0 106 Manmade. altered 0.20 0.80 
CD 

w 107 Natural 0.70 0.20 
;;0 

..... 0 

0 108 Rectangle. square. box 0.00 1.00 
./ 0 

0 
W 

0 109 Triangl(·. pyramid. Irap<'wicl 0.00 0.00 ..... 
0 

W 115 COIlC O.(i() O.()O 
0 

0 

0 117 Irregular forms 0.00 0.20 0 

0 118 Repeat motif 0.10 0.60 
W 

..... 0 
I 119 Stepped (1.1 () 0.70 0 

.Iloo 

~Jc 
0 

120 Parallel lines (J.IO 0.00 ..... 
121 Vertical lines 0.10 1.00 

I 
.Iloo 

122 Horizonlal lines 0.10 0.00 

123 Diagollallincs (lAO 0.00 
125 Inverted V-shape 0.70 0.00 
126 Other angles 0.00 0.10 Figure B6. Page one of response (Session 9005, Target 1005). 
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TAIILE B2 
TARGt:T-RESPONSt: 9005 

Element Name Target Response T. _ 0.2 T!lR 

14 Spire, minaret. tower 
20 Roads 
32 Urban 
38 Canal. manmade waterway 
44 'IOWII, village 
45 City 
46 Single peak 
17 Ililis. slop'·s. hlllllpS. IIl()Ululs 

54 Unbounded large expanse water 
56 Partially hOllnrkd war("r 
58 River, strcalll, c..:reck 
59 Coastline 
60 Vegetation, trees 
64 Blue 
65 Green 
67 Brown, beige 
69 White 
70 Grey 
80 Smooth 
81 Fuzzy 
82 Grainy, sandy, crumbly 
83 Rocky, ragged, rubbled, rough 
91 Congested, cluttered, busy 
94 Open. spacious, vast 
95 Ordered. aligned 
96 Disortic-rc-cI.jllmhlcd.III1;,)igll("cI 
97 Buildings, structures 
98 Rise, vertical rise. slope 
99 Flat 

100 Light/dark areas 
10 I Boundaries 
102 Land/water interface 
103 Land/sky interface 
104 Single predominanr feature 
106 Ma 
107 Na 

:0 ' 
ass-hatch, grid 

108 Re· 
III Cr, 
1I2 Ci 'de, oval, sphere 
116 Se nicircie, dome, hemisphere 
1I8 Re peat motif 
119 St 'pped 
120 Pa rallellines 
121 Ve rtical lines 
122 H rizontal lines 
123 D ,&'Onal lines 
125 In erted V-shape 
127 A c. curve 
128 W: ve form 

Totals 

Accuracy = 0.573 
Reliability = 0.594 
Figure of merit = 0.340 

0.00 
0.10 
0.80 
0.00 
0.00 
0.90 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.30 
0.00 
0.00 
0.20 
0.25 
0.20 
0.50 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.70 
0.10 
0.00 
0.30 
0.80 
0.00 
0.50 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.10 
0.10 
0.80 

"'71 

0.30 
0.10 
0.10 
OAO 
0.20 
0.30 
0.50 
0.10 
0.10 
0.00 
0.30 
0.00 

0.20 
0.10 
0.70 
0.10 
O.:lO 
0.70 
0.20 
0.10 
OAO 
0.30 
0.·10 

0.20 
0_20 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
0.70 
1.00 
0.30 
0.00 
0.90 
1.00 
1.00 
0.00 
1.00 
1.00 
0.10 
OAO 
0.80 

0.00 
0.00 
0.30 
0.80 
1.00 
0.30 
1.00 
0.00 
0.20 
0.20 
1.00 
0.10 

~I.~O 

o 
o 
I 
o 
o 
I 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
I 
o 
o 

I 
o 
I 
o 
I 
I 
o 
o 

I 

I 
0 
0 
I 
I 
I 
I 
0 
0 
0 
I 
0 

~2.00 

0.00 
0.00 
0.70 
0.00 
0.00 
0.70 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.30 
o.O() 

0.00 
0.20 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.70 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.90 
0.00 
1.00 
0.00 
1.00 
1.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.80 
0.20 

r.f' 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.80 
1.00 
0.30 
1.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
1.00 
0.00 

IViO 
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~ 
"0 
"0 ., 

Analysts' ITlstructions for Remote-Viewing Series 900X ~ 
CD 
a. 

Thank you for helping us perform a posl hoc assessment of a series.n>f 
I'cmotc vicwings. The targets were actually 35-mm slides that were attac~d 
to a photomultiplier, a device to measure small amounts of light. WewSlJe 
searching for possible physical correlates to remote viewing. ~ 

You will find in your packet 6 remote viewing responses labeled 9oc3-
9006 respectively. Also shown is the target number of the intended phci>-
graph. We have supplied the original, rather than the 35-mm slide. I\) 

We would like you to make a subjective judgment as to the degree~f 
correspondence between the remote viewing response and its associated tSc:t
get. Familiarize yourself with the task by first looking at all the responis 
and their intended targets_ Then, on a session-by-session basis, rate y~ 
assessments_ You are completely free to define what is meant by "Degree~f 
Correspondence." Indicate your judgment by marking one line. across ttn! 
appropriate continuous scale shown below. A vertical line near the "Nor{;' 
cnd of the scale will indicate that you feel there is very little correspondenJ8 
between that response-target pair. Likewise a vertical line near the "Co~ 
plete" end of the scale will indicate that you feel that there is a significacn 
degree of correspondence. ~ 

Many of the responses begin with a little information and build towaii 
a composite drawing at the end. Please assess the response in its entirety ~ 
best you can. Thank you again. ~ 

o 
o 
W 

~P~<:J()N ~~""nrr v,'U,,1' T TARGET O· 
0 

None Complete 0 
w 

I 9001 I 0 
1034~ 0 

0 

I 9002 I 
..... 

1042 I 
-Iloo 

9003 I I 1065 

9004 I I 1094 

9005 I I 1005 

9006 I I 1024 
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OBSERVATION OF NEUROMAGNETIC FIELDS IN RESPONSE TO 

REMOTE STIMULI 

by 

Edwin C. May, Wanda W. Luke, Vll'ginia V. Trask, and Thane J. Frivold 
SRI International, Menlo Park, California 

ABSTRACT 
We have conducted a conceptual replication of an SRIfLangley Porter study in which a single subject's 
central nervous system (CNS) responded to a remote, and isolated flashing light. The CNS activity of 
eight remote viewers was monitored by a seven-channel magnetoencephalograph (MEG). VIslL3.1 stimu
li were randomly presented to an isolated individlL3.l who acted as a "sender" while MEG data were col
lected from a viewer (receiver). The stimuli were5-cm square, linear, vertical,sinusoidal gratings lasting 
100 ms (remote stimuli). Tune markers were randomly inserted into the data stream as control points 
(pseudo stimuli). The dcpendent variable was the root-mean-square (RMS) average phase shift of the 
dominant alpha frequency. Using a MonteCarlo teChnique to estimate p-values, we observed signifi
cant (combined across all viewers) RMS phase shifts resulting from the remote stimuli (Z1 = 1.99, P :s;; 
0.024, effect size = 0.599). Similarly, the combined statistic for the pseudo stimuli was also Significant (Z:r 
= 2.92, p :s;; 0.002, effect size = 0.924). The phase shifts from the remote and the pseudo stimuli are 
independently not characteristic of the data at large. This result was unexpected, and suggests that we 
may havc observed a CNS response to an unintended stimulus (i.e., electrol)1agnetic interference, EMI, 
from the computing hardware). However, in the SRllLangley Porter study, EM! had been eliminated, 
thus, it remains possible that the CNS changes resul ted from an anomalous form of information transfer. 

\ . 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. Physiological Correlates to 
Psychoenergetlc Function
Ing: A Brief History 

Evidence from several laboratories has indicated 
the possible existence of an as-yet-unidentified 
channel wherein information is coupled from re
mote electromagnetic stimuli to the human nerv
ous system. Usually, the coupling has been 
indicated by physiological responses, even though 
there was no evidence of cognitive awareness of 
these stimuli. Physiological measures have in
cluded a plethysmographic response1" and elec
troencephalogram (BEG) activity.2,3 Kamiya, 
Lindsley, Pribram, Silverman, Walter, and others 
have suggested that the whole range of EEG ac
tivity, including evoked potentials, spontaneous 
EEG, and the contingent negative variation 
(CNV) might be sensitive indicators of responses 
to any remote stimuli.4 

In 1974, SRI International conducted a pilot study 
that investigated a single remote viewer'S central 
nervous ~stem (CNS) response to a remote light 
stimulus. In this experiment, the viewer was 
asked to focus attention on a remote flashing 
(l6--hertz [Hz]) light. Control periodS (no light 
flashing) were randomly mixed with effort periods 
(light flashing). The viewer was further asked to 
register when het perceived the flashing light by 
pressing a button. 

During this pilot experiment, the viewer showed a 
significant:!: decrease in alpha production when 
the remote light was flashing, compared with 
when the light was off. His button presses were 
random, however, indicating he was not cogni
tively aware of the flashing light. Tho replications 
of this experiment were conducted with the same 
viewer at Langley Porter Neuropsychiatric Insti
tute in San Francisco by Drs. David Galin and 
Robert Ornstein.6 In the fIrst of two experiments, 
the viewer continued to show a significant de
crease of occipital alpha production only under 
the remote flashing light condition. In a second 
experiment conducted 3 months later, however. 
" References are at the end of this report 

the viewer demonstrated a signifi~nt increas 
. occipital alpha proouction. 

though we found that significant correia ti, 
ppear to exist between the times of light flas. 
nd eNS activity, we considered this result to 
nly suggestive, with a defmitive conclusion 
uiring further experimentation, 

ith the advent of more sensitive eNS morulori 
uipment, known as magnetoencephalograp 
G~ and with an additional 15 years of reme 

ewing experience, SRI conducted an experime, 
t explore possible correlations between CNS acti 

and remote stimuli This experiment is the suJ 
of this report. 

2 Technological Background 
gnetoencephalography is a noninvasive tech 

ni ue used to measure, in three-dimensional space 
etic fIelds produced by neuronal electric cur 

re tS in the cortex of the brain. A magnetoen
halography device (MEG) can dctennine the 

spa ia1 distributions of specific groups of neuronE 
icipating in a given activity and their patterns of 

a ' 'ty over time; This technology has been used in 
r h ranging from evaluating how normal 
b ' s process infonnation to diagnosing clinical 
con 'Hons such as epilepsy and dementias.7 

Neufons that participate in a given functional ac
tivit communicate between themselves and ulti
mat ly other parts of the body by a complex 
com ination of electrical signals and chemical in· 
tera tions. It is beyond the scope of this report to 
desc ibe the cellular physiology involved, but is 
suffi icnt to say that this activity produces mag
netic fields (predominantly dipole) that can be 
sensetexternallY, 
The s nsing device of a MEG is a cryogenic super
cond ting quantum interference device 
(SQU D) coupled with a gradiometer. SQUIDs 
curre tly being used are cooled by liquid helium, 
At a f w degrees above absolute zero, an electri· 
cal cu rent can· flow through a superconductor 
with n applied voltage. The material of the 
SQUl consists of superconducting loops with 
two se tions of thin insulating material connect
ing the (Josephson Junctions). This configura
tion is referred to as a DC SQUID. Some 
electro s can tunnel through this insulation. The 

t 1b k. eep the identity of the viewers confidential, we usc the pronouns he and !is Ihroughoullhb report, regardless of the view-
er's gendee. . 

t Throughout this report, Ihe word "significaDI~ conforms to Ihe st.:lfldard d !inition; p < 0,05, 
. , 
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presence of a weak magnetic field produces a 
phase difference for the wave function of the 
magnetic field [and] produces a phase difference 
for the wave function of the electrons across this 
barrier. The resulting interference pattern pro
duced by the two different wave functions on each 
sidc of the barrier can be used to indicate the 
strength of these extremely weak magnetic fields. 

The neuronal magnetic fields from the human 
brain are only about 10- 13 tesla, while the earth's 
magnetic field is 10-4 tesla and normal urban 
noise is about 10-7 tesla. Care must be taken, 
therefore. to assure that the signal-te-noise ratio 
is favorable. This has been taken into considera
tion by the manufacturer of MEG equipment 
(BTl of San Diego. California). who has designed 
highly shielded sensors that use a second-order 
coupled gradiometer to reduce the environ
mental noise by about 1()6. The use of an alumi
num and Il-metal magnetically shielded room can 
further reduce the noise by a factor of 103. If used 
together, these two precautionary measures can 
reduce the ambient noise by a factor of about 
109 -equivalent to the internal SQUID noise. 

Because a MEG responds best to neuronal cur
rents that are parallel to the skull (Le., currents 
producing magnetic fields oriented tangentially to 
the skull). neuronal currents perpendicular to the 
skull may be missed. In reality, however, few 
neuronal electrical currents are exactly perpen
dicular to the skull. so some tangential compo
nent is almost always available to the SQUID. 

Searching for a closely packed group of neurons 
can be a slow and tedious process. Due to techno
logical restraints, a maximum of seven sensors can 
be used simultaneously to gather MEG measure
ments. Sensors on a seven-channei MEG are lo
cated on a 2-cm equilateral triangular grid 
forming the center and vertices of a regular hexa
gon. A subject wears a spandex cap with grid 
marks lined up with his nasion, inion, and earlobes 
to serve as a head-centered coordinate system.1b 
identify the location of a neuronal-equivalent 
current dipole, many measurements have to be 
taken. lsocontour maps of field strength are used 
to represent the amplitude and polarity distribu
,tion of the !llagnetic fields. A least-squares proce
dure is applied to the observed fields to estimate 
the location of neuronal sources and orientation 
of the equivalent current dipole.8 The estimated 
location of the neuronal source can then be iden
tified anatomically with a magnetic resonance im
age scan of the head. Developments in technology 

. . 

may soon allow for enough channels to cover the 
whole head at once, thereby reducing data collec
tion time and increasing precision. 

MEG technology is based on a cryogenic SQUTD 
opemting in liquid helium. Because the Dewar 
flask cannot exceed a 45-<legree angle. subjects 
must lie prone beneath the apparatus. MEG sen
sors are not attached to the head. but are lowered 
into position over the skull; the subject cannot 
move his head during monitoring without disturb
ing the measurement. For these two re2...'0ns, 
MEG equipment is not suited for long-term 
monitoring of a subject. These problems rr.2-y be 
solved in the near future as new technology. such 
as high-temperature SQUIDs, develops. 

A response from the MEG is a complex waveform 
consisting of a series of negative and positive 
peaks or components. Specific components of this 
waveform can be correlated with perceptllEl and 
cognitive processes. The most commonly 0b
served response to a visual or auditory stirr.ulus, 
for example. is a large component occurrir.g ap
proximately 100 ms after the onset of the s:imu
Ius. One hundred milliseconds appears to be the 
average latency period between stimulus and the 
first correlated neuronal activation in the brcin. 8 

The earlier EEG technology measures electric 
potential, or event-related potentials (ERPs) pro
duced by the electrical activity of the br<1i1. A 
MEG measures the magnetic fields, or event-re: 
laled fields (ERFs) produced by the electrical ac
tivity of specific groups of active neurons i.1 the 
cortex. An EEG and a MEG, therefore. reveal 
different aspects of the electrical activity of the 
brain and are often used as complementary tech
nologies. In some areas, however, the MEG tech
nique has defmite advantages over the EEG: 

(1) ERPs taken from the scalp provide little in
formation regarding the precise three
dimensional distribution of the neuronal sites 
producing the electrical activity. Brain tissues 
of unknown electrical conductivity and thick
ness, individual variations in skull thickness 
and geometry, and proximity to openings in 
the skull all make obtaining such detailed in
formation difficult. The same is not true 
when using a MEG. Neuronal magnetic fields 
can travel through brain tissues without being 
significantly altered; this property, coupled 
with the dipole model, results in high spatial 
resolution of the neuronal activity. 
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(2) EEG procedures are occasionally C0Stty and 
can be invasive: EEG electrodes must be at
tached directly to the skull or to the brain of 
the subject, whereas MEG sensors are ex
tracranial and are simply lowered into posi
tion against the skull. 

(3) There is much C0ntroversy over the appropri-

ate r¢ference electrode in EEG work (a ref
erenqe electrode is required with electric 
poterhial measurements, because only differ
ences\ in electric potential are measured). 
Then~ is no such problem with a MEG, be
cause \the measurement of magnetic fields is 
absol~te. 

II METHODS OF APPROACH 
Our goal was to C0nduct a C0nceptual replication 
of the earlier SRlfLangley Porter experiments. 
Our basic hypothesis is that a viewer's eNS would 
respond to a remote light stimulus. 

1. General Description 
Using a &even-sensor :MEG in a shielded room, 
we investigated the occipital-cortex neuronal 
magnetic activity that might occur in response to a 
remote "visual" stimulus. 

The follOwing deftnitions may be helpful: 

• ~-An individual who attempts extrasen
sorirootor communication with the environ
ment (e.g., the perception of remote stimuli). 

• Direct Stimuli (DS)-VIsual stimuli occurring 
-.0thin the normal visual sensory channels. 

• s..e.rukr-An individual who, while receiving di
rect stimul~ acts as a putative transmitter to a 
remote individual (i.e., viewer) who is attempt
ing to receive the same infonnation via ex
trasensorimotor communication. 

• Reroote Stimuli (RS)-VISual stimuli occurring 
outside the nonnal range of known sensory 
channels. 

• Pseudo Stimuli (PS)-A time marker in the 
data stream with no associated stimuli. 

In this report, a direct stimulus to the sender is 
also considered as a remote stimulus to the view
er. 

2. Protocol 

2.1 General Considerations 
10 begin a session, a sender is isolated in a room 
while a viewer is monitored by a MEG in a 
shielded room about 40 m away. Only the sender 
is presented with a number of direct visual stimuli 
at random jntervals within a l2O-second p<;riod, 

'. 

the length ~f one run. One session usually consists 
of 10 runs.: 

2.1.1 V1e~ers 
Eight viewe\rs were selected for this experiment. 
Four were JePown to be good remote viewers, and 
four were starr members with unknown viewing 
ability. Eac~ viewer contributed a minimum of 
one and a ~aximum of three independent ses
sions. 

2.1.2 Send~rs 
The senders! in all sessions were either various 
staff membe~ who were well known to the view
ers or they "":ere spouses. 

2.1.3 Depe~dent Variable 

The dependent variable is the root-roean-square 
(RMS) phase $hift of the primary alpha activity as 
a result avera~ed over all RS. 

2.2 Specifi,c Protocol Details 
I 

2.2.1 StimUII\ 

Remote stimuii consisted of a standard video en
coded blank ~reen with a 5-cm square, linear, 
vertical, sinusdidal grating lasting about 100 ms. 
These stimuli cpS to the sender) subtended 2de
grees in the lo*,er left visual fteld of the sender. 
This was roaint4ined by asking the sender to focus 
his visual attenpon on a permanent mark on the 
monitor. Duripg the experiments described in 
this report, no ~ttempt was made to monitor the 
sender in any w~,/. Pseudo stimuli consisted of the 
blank screen wi~hout the superimposed grating, 
and were includ:ed as a putative within-run con-
trol. . 

2.2.2 Run nml~g 

Figure 1 shows ~ schematic timing diagram for 
one run. No two ~timuli of any type were allowed 
to occur within a\3-second period of each other. 
Astimulus may *ur, however, any lime within a 

I , 
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4.5-second window thercaIter. The sender was 
presented with a minimum of9 and a maximum of 
15 DS occurring at random intervals within a 
120--second period. In all but the first session, a 
random number of pseudo stimuli (i.e., random 
time markers with no concomitant stimuli-PS) 
were added as a within--run control. A viewer was 
never presented with direct stimuli except in lo
cating the maximal response to the visual areas 
(see Section II.2.2.4). 

Pseudo Stimuli 

t t f f f 
o Remote Stimuli 120 sec 

Figure 1 Schematic Tlffiing Protocol-Single 
Run 

2.2.3 Instructions to Viewers 

In all sessions, the \iewers were completely in
formed about the details of the experiments. 
Prior to their placement on the MEG table, they 
were shown the location of the RS display moni
tor, and were instructed to place their attention 
upon it or the sender during the session. 

For some sessions, the viewer was instructed to 
press a fiber--optic-coupled button when he felt 
that he perceived stimuli. Each button press was 
marked in the data record. Button pressing was 
retained in this protocol as part of the conceptual 
replication. 

2.2.4 Sensor-array Placement and Calibra-
tion 

We selected the location for the sensor array by 
optimizing the viewer's response to direct visual 
stimuli. Inherent in this choice is an assumption 
that may not be valid: namely, that neurons par
ticipating in a reaction to RS are the same as those 
that respond to DS. The sensor locations were 
then marked on an acetate transparency to allow 
for acCurate repositioning of the sensors in later 
sessions. One such placement (right occipital
minus centimeters from the inion indicate the 
right hemisphere) is shown for viewer 002 in Fig
ure 2. It should be noted that MEG sensor place
ments do~ot necessarily correspond to 
conventional EEG electrode placement. 

For a calibration, the viewer was fitted with a 
spandex cap with grid marks aligned with his in-. \ . . 

\ . 

ion, nasion, and earlobes (i.e, head-centered c0-

ordinate system). The viewer was then placed as 
comfortably as possible on an observation table 
beneath the MEG. He must lie face down and 
look though a hole in the table to view the DS via a 
system of mirrors. These stimuli were displayed by 
a projector located outside the entrance to the 
shielded room. The sensors of the MEG weie 
lowered from above to touch his head over the 
right occipital lobe. In this configuration, the sen· 
sor array was moved at the end of 30 DS to a pilii· 
tion that optimized his response to the DS. Once 
found, the array position was marked on the CGp 
for subsequent repositioning. 

4 
3 
2 

Distance 1 
(cm) 0 

-1 

. 
1 

• 
3 

• 
7 

• 
2 

-~~1~-2~-~3--~4~-5~-~6--~7--~8-~~~10 

Distance (em) 

Figure 2 Sensor Position Relative to the Inion 
(0,0) for Viewer 002 

2.2.5 Sequence of Events for a Session 
The following is the schedule of events for' a ses
sion: 
• Collect approximately 10 minutes of back

ground data with· no viewer or sender present 
and the MEG in full operation. 

• Isolate the sender with the stimulus display de
vice. 

• With the viewer on the table, position the sen
sor array at the calibration point. 

• At time - 0, start the monitoring of data with 
computer-generated trigger. Data are col
lected the entire 120 seconds at a rate of 200 
samples per second. 

• At time < 120 seconds, present 9 to 15 remote 
and 9 to 15 PS to the sender. 

• At time > 120 seconds, allow the viewer to re
lax for about 2 to 5 minutes without leaving the 
table. This break generally consists of the send
er entering the shielded room to engage the 
viewer in conversation. 

• Collect nine additional runs with the same pro
cedure while the viewer remains positioned on 
the table under the MEG. 
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3. Data Analyses 
If our initial assumption about sensor positioning 
is true, and if the earlier results are replicated, we 
expect to see a change in alpha production as a re
sult of the RS. We might also expect an evoked re
sponse similar to visual ERFs. Figure 3 is an 
idealized illustration of these expected results in 
the time-series data. Tunes less than zero are 
prestimuluS; times greater than zero are poststi
mulus. The stimulus lasts 100 ms. 

-500 0 500 
TIme (nt!) 

Figure 3 Idealized Results for a Single 
Stimulus 

For each session, thefoUomng wa'> computed for 
each RS and PS, r~spectively: 

(1) Five hundred ms of pre- and post-stimulus 
time-series data were separately detrended 
and filt~red (40 Hz lowpass). 

(2) The power spectrum was computed for each 
SOO-ms pre- and post-stimulus period. 

(3) The relative phase change of the dominant 
alpha frequency from pre- to post-stimulus 
period was computed as the arctangent of the 
ratio of the imaginary and real component of 
the transfer function. The transfer function 
is defined as the ratio of the FFT of the post
stimulus period divided by the FFf of the 
pre-stimulus period. 

(4) One thousand ms of time-series data (i.e., 
500 ms pre- and post-stimulus) was sepa
rately detrended and filtered (40 Hz 100vpass). 

In addition, the following averages were com
puted across all RS and PS, respectively: 

(5) The average power pre- and post-stimulus. 

(6) The root-mean-square (RMS) average 
phase shift. 

(7) The 1{XX}-ms time average of the pre- and 
post-stimulus periods taken as a single re
cord. 

(8) The "power s~ctra" of the pry- and post
stimulus time averages were computed. (¥Ie 
recognize that ~ power spectrum of a time av
erage is not an $ccurate representation of the 
average power ~ectrum, however it is an in
dicator of phasf shift.) 

; 

4. Monte Catlo Calculations 
i 

The analysis of cm~ activity has always been prob
lematic, because al~ha bursts lasting from 0.1 to a 
few seconds occur ~t random intervals. From a 
statistical point of ~iew, the data fail to satisfy at 
least two underlying assumptions of the usual sta
tistical methods (et, ANOVA and MANOVA). 
Most standard stat,istical tests assume that all 
samples of the datalare independent. MANOVA 
can be configured ~o remove this particular as
sumption, nonethel~ss, it and the other tests as
sume that the proc¢ss under study is stationary; 
that is, whatever tile statistical properties are, 
they remain constartt over time. In other words, 
the measured prope;rties should not depend upon 
when the activity is ~mpled. CNS time series data 
do not satisfy either! of these assumptions. 

10 avoid these diffic~lties, and to obtain probabil
ity estimates of the!observed RMS phase shifts, 
we adopted a simp* Monte Carlo approach. In 
the usual statistical\ analysis, the phase shift is 
compared to an ideal distribution, or its likelihood 
of occurrence is cor/Jputed using some nonpara
metric technique. B~th teChniques attempt to de
termine the degree ~o which the observed phase 
shift is exceptional, Jgiven the universal set of all 
possible data. The Nionte Carlo method that we 
used, however, can Qnly determine the degree to 
which the observed! phase shift is exceptional, 
given the available 'data sample. Thus, a new 
Monte Carlo estimaQe must be computed for each 
individual data set. 1 

i 
The general Monte Carlo procedure is as follows: 

i 

(1) Using the samei timing algorithm to create 
the original RS, generate N sets of M stimuli, 
where M is the ~umber of original RS. 

(2) For each pass (l...N), compute the RMS 
phase shift aver~ged over M remote stimuli. 

(3) Sort the resultinf N values to form the RMS 
phase shift distri~ution in the given data sam-
ple. . 

(4) Compute the p~obability that the observed 
value would be a~ large (or larger), given a re
peated random stmple of the data. Note that 

~ i 
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this p-value is not the probability that the 
measure is as large, given a different data 
sample. 

We have used this technique to compute p-values 
[or the RMS phase shifts throughout this report. 

III RESULTS 
Eight viewers (002, 007, 009, 372, 374, 389, 454, 
and 531) from SRI International participated in 
the effort. Viewers 002,009,372, and 389 were ex
perienced, with strong track records. Viewers 
007,374, and 531, had not previously participated 
in remote viewing experiments. Viewer 454 had 
participated in novice remote viewing training 
and has produced significant evidence of remote 
viewing ability. 

1. Calculations 
To illustrate the reduction of the raw data, we use 
the 25 September 1988 session from viewer 002. 

Figure 4 shows the time average over all RS ofthe 
amplitude (femto Thsla) of the magnetic eNS ac
tivity of viewer 002's response to RS. The data 
from all seven sensors are displayed in a pattern 
that is similar to the physical sensor array. Each 
sensor is labeled in a highlighted box. The number 
of stimuli comprising the average (118) is shown in 
the key. The onset of the lOO-ms stimulus is rep
resented at time = 0, so negative time represents 
the pre-stimulus period and positive time repre
sents the post-stimulus period. The total time pe
riod shown is 1 second. Because the stimuli are at 
random times relative to any uncorrelated eNS 
activity, averaging has reduced random single-sti
mulus amplitudes by../ii where n is the number of 
stimuli. Sensor 7 shows a clear change from a 

'. 

slow, regular alpha rhythm during the pre-stimu
lus period, to one of higher frequency. post
stimulus. 

Figure 5 shows this change of alpha in the fre
quency domain. For each sensor, the power spec
trum of its corresponding time series is d~""?layed 
from 0 to 40 Hz. The power spectra are sho""TI in
dependently for the pre- and post-stimulus peri
ods (separated by a dashed vertical line). Sensor 7 
shows a strong 10-Hz peak pre-stimulus that van
ishes post-stimulus Similar alpha reductions can 
be seen in all of the other six sensors. 

The power spectrum of a time series average is not 
an indicator of the average power spectrur.J of the 
eNS activity, because time averages are phase 
sensitive and power spectra are not. Figure 6 illus
trates this by showing the average power spectra 
(i.e., calculated on a stimulus-by-stimulus basis 
and then averaged) for the pre- and post-stimu
lus periods. There was little change of eNS 
power across the stimulus boundary thro-.:ghout 
the frequency range. 

Because a time average is sensitive to relative 
phase and a power spectrum is not, these data sug
gest that a relative phase shift occurs between 
pre- and post-stimulus periods. Figure 7 shows 
this relative RMS phase shift computed from 0 to 
40 Hz for all sensors. As was the case for the time
series data, the RMS average was computed over 
n =llBRS. In accordance with the protocol (Sec
tion 11.3), the dependent variable was the RMS 
phase only at the dominant ~-frequency. 

At this point we, are unable to detennine if the 
variations seen in Figures 4 through 7 are mean
ingful. Thward that end, the identical quantities 
for the PS are shown in Figures 8 through 11. The 
"power" of the time averages for the remote stim
uli differ markedly from those of the PS spectra 
(Figures 5 and 9). 
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Figure 7 Viewer 2: Date 8/25/88: Session 1: RMS Phase 
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2. Monte Carlo Estimates of 
SIgnificance 

To determine if the changes that are seen qualita
tively are exceptional, we analyzed the data by the 
Monte Carlo procedure outlined in Section II.4. 
We simulated the RS by generating 500 sets of 
Monte Carlo stimuli using the same random tim
ing algorithm and number as in the original data. 
For each set, the RMS phase was calculated as de
scribed in Section II.3. The resulting 500 Monte 
Carlo RMS phases were sorted as a descending 
array, and the fraction of phases equal to or larger 
than the observed RS value was represented as a 
p-value. (The p-value is bounded on the low end 
by 1/500.) Figure 12 shows a histogram of one such 
Monte Carlo run, again using the data from 
viewer 002 as an example. The values of the RMS 
phase for the remote and pseudo stimuli are 
marked by vertical lines (see the key in Figure 12). 

In accordance with the earlier stucty6 in which we 
observed changes in alpha power, we established 
a single criterion for the selection of a sensor for 
analysis: the pre-stimulus average alpha power 
above background is larger than it is in any other 
sensor. Table 1 shows the viewer identification, 
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j 

date,! sensor chosen for analysis, and the p-value 
(as d¢rined above) for the RMS phase shift for the 
remoite and pseudo stimul~ respectively. 

The ~values shown in Thble I are all single tailed 
(i.e., ~he area in the upper taU). Because the distri
butior of means is approximately normal, we have 
conv~rted the empirical p-values to their respec
tive two-tailed z-scores. U the p-value was less 
than p.5, the z-score shown in Thble 1 was com
puted! from the inverse normal distribution as
sumirig a p-value twice the one shown. U the 
p-val~e was more than 0.5, we subtracted it from 
1.0, d~ubled the result, and computed the z-score 
as abQve. Th test the null hypothesis that the com
binedi RS phase shifts are characteristic of the 
data, te computed a standard Stouffer's Z (Zs)for 
the 111 sessions shown in Thble 1. There is statisti
cal ev~dence that the data within ± 0.5 seconds of 
the RS are not characteristic of the data at large 
(Zs =11.99.p < 0.024. effect size = 0.599). Simi
larly. ,he combined statistic for the PS indicates 
that these data are also not characteristic (Zs = 
2.92. A :::;; 0.002. effect siu = 0.924). Therefore, 
there 4ppears to be some statistical ~.nomaly asso
ciated :with the RMS phase shifts for both stimuli 
types·l 
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Thble 1 

Results of Monte Carlo Calculation for RMS Phase 

J.D. Date Sensor 
P-Value (I-tail) Z-&:'Ore (~-IlIi1) 

Remote 

009 06/24/88 6 0.650 
002 08/25/88 2 0.002 

08/26/88 6 0.904 
372 10/19/88 7 0.094 
374 03/29/89 6 0.154 
007 03/29/89 7 0.970 
389 05123/89 4 0.288 

05124/89 5 0.260 
05/25/89 4 0.120 

531 OS/24/89 4 0.814 
454 OS/25/89 4 0.732 

3. Results: Button Presses 

In the early SRI study6, significant changes in al
pha production were observed in response to an 
RS. The statistical evidence, however, did not in
dicate that the viewer was able to recognize an RS 
cognitively (Le., the viewer's button presses rela
tive to the RS did not exceed mean chance expec
tation). 

In the current experiment, viewers 002,009, and 
372 were asked to press a button whenever they 
"perceived" an RS. The total number of stimuli 
during a session of 10 runs was not known in ad
vance because of the randomization procedure. 
The null hypothesis is that the probability of a 
time interval having a stimulus is the same for 
those intervals with a button press as for those 
without a button press. In other words, the pres
ence or absence of a stimulus is independent of 
the presence or absence of a button press. We 
tested this null hypothesis to determine if a viewer 
is cognitively aware of the RS. 

In Thble 2, the fractional hitting rate is PI ... 
AI(A + B), and the fractional missing rate is P2 -= 
C/(C + D). The total number of I-second inter-

Pseudo Remote h-eud<:> 

- -0.52~ -
0.848 2.653 0.513 
0.966 0.871 U91 
0.168 0.885 0.~23 

0.810 0.501 0.3D5 
0.180 1.555 0.353 
0.040 -0.191 1.~05 

0.016 -0.050 1.852 
0.922 0.706 1.011 
0.134 0.274 0.619 
0.052 -0.090 1.259 

valsisN = (A+B+C+D),cndthetotalstimulus 
rate is PO = (A + C)IN. 

Table 2 

Data Schema for Interval Conditions 

Stimulus 

Yes No 

Response Yes A B 

No C D 

Then, under the null h)'lX"'hesis., the following 
statistic is approximately :J.orrnally distnouted 
with a mean of 0 and a vari.mce of 1: 

Thble3 shoWSN,PO.Pl.]J2. z, J=-value, and the effect 
size, r, for the three sessio:ls for which button
press data were collected. As in the earlier SRI 
study, there is no indication that the viewers were 
cognitively aware of the RS. 

Thble 3 

Button Pressing Results 

Viewer· N Po PI P2 Z 

002 1210 0.167 0.198 0.164 0.951 
009 1280 0.091 0.068 0.094 -0.978 
372 1089 0.157 0.119 0.160 -0.996 

\ 
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IV DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION$ 
We have found statistical evidence that the rela
live phase shift from -0.5 to 0.5 seconds of an RS 
are not characteristic of the data at large (Zs ~ 
1.99, p ::; 0.024, effect size "" 0.599). The com
bined statisticfor the PS indicates that the relative 
phase shift from -0.5 to 0.5 seconds of a PS are 
also not characteristic of the data at large (Zs -= 

2.92, p ::; 0.002, effect size = 0.924). Averaged 
across all viewers, the magnitude of the resul ts, as 
indicated by their effect sizes of 0.599 and 0.924, 
respectively, is considered robust by accepted be
havioral criteria defmed by CohenY' 

1. Root-Mean-Square Phase 
Searching for a change of phase as a result of an 
RS is a natural extension of results quoted in the 
literature. For example, Rebert and ThrnerO re
port an example of photic driving (i.e., an extreme 
example of phase locking) at 16 Hz. In their work, 
a subject was exposed to a 16-Hz visual DS ran
domly balanced with no stimulus during 4-second 
epochs. The average power spectra showed ap
proximately 10-Hz alpha activity during the no
light epochs, and a strong 16-Hz and no lO-Hz 
peak during the 16-Hz epochs. 

One interpretation of their result is that the alpha 
rhythm was blocked, and the CNS "locked" on to 
the flashing stimulus. Eason, Oden, White and 
White, 10 report a phase-shift phenomenon when 
a rare stimulus, which is random relative to the in
ternal alpha activity, is presented as aDS: 

" ... when a stimulus flash is presented, the 
resulting primary evoked response acts as a trigger 
stimulus which temporarily synchronized a 
certain percentage of the neural elements 
nonnally under the influence of an internal 
pacemaker. ... Desynchronization of the elements 
participating in the evoked response would occur 
as the elements are brought back under the 
influence of an internal pacemaker or are affected 
by neurons not involved in the response. " 

In other words, the internal alpha is momentarily 
interrupted by an external stimulus, and, in the 
absence of continuing external stimuli, returns 
back to its original frequency, but at a random 
phase relative to its pre-stimulus state . 

Th understand what w~uld be expected in our ex
periment for the distri~ution of RMS phases dur
ing the Monte Carlo ~imulations, we examine a 
hypothetical case. SupQose that the viewer's alpha 
activity was a continu\:ws wave at a single fre
quency. A phase chang~ is computed between 500 
ms before and 500 mS afler each Monte Carlo 
"stimul us." Thereforej regardless of the entry 
point, the relative pha~e change would be zero, 
and the RMS phase qver many such "stimuli" 
would also be zero. ; 

Real alpha activity, hoWever, is not continuous, 
Rather, it appears in ~ursts lasting .from 100 to 
5(XX) ms. Random Mo~te Carlo "stimuli" would 
sometimes occur withitt such bursts and some
times near the edges. Thus, we would expect a 
nonzero RMS phase 6~er many such "stimul~ " 
but the individual relaGive phases would not be 
uniformly distnbuted. qepending upon the view
ers' alpha characteristie'$, the distributions would 
be enhanced near zero;RMS phase. 

i 
If we assume that Easo!1, et aI., are correct, and 
that a phase shift is exp~cted as a result of an RS, 
then the expected dist~bution of RMS phases is 
uniformly distributed o~ [-'IT, TIl. In this case, the 
phase change is related to the relative timing be
tween the external st 'Ius and the internal al-
pha-a completely , relationship. Thus, 
the variance of the RMS' in the experimen' 
tal condition should be than those com-
puted during the Monte 

I 

schematic represen ' 

i Conlinuow AJpha 0 
i Remote Stimulus Wim 

Monte Carlo 

Figure 13 Idealized 'ributions for Relative 
Phase Shifts 

• Values of 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 correspond to small, medium, and large effects, respectively. 
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As a first step in testing these models, we com
puted the expected variance for the RMS phase, 
given that the individual phases are unifonnly dis
tributed on [TI, TI]. Using a Thylor Series expan
sion for RMS phase, the variance is given by:!!> 

~ = ;5 ;rr2 [. 1 __ 1_] (rad 2 ) ,or 
y n 30n 

2160 (d 2) ""-- eg, 
n 

where n is the number of individual phases. 

Thble 4 shows the viewer identification, the two
tail cd z-score from Thble 1, the number of RS, the 
theoretical variance for the RMS phase, the 0b
served variance from the Monte Carlo runs of 500 
passes each, and the X2 and its associatcd p-valuc 
for a variance-ratio test. 

Combining the X2 across all 11 sessions gives an 
overall significant result (X2 - 5121.5. df = 5489. 
P ::s; 0.0002). This indicates that the },{ontc
CarlCH:Ierived variances are significantly &maller 
than the theoretical variances based on unifonnly 
distnbuted phases. The two viewers who demon
strated the largest z-scores (002 and 00";) also 
show sharply reduced Monte Carlo varian.:es. 

'Table 4 

Comparison Between Monte Carlo Phases and Theory 

Z-Score Number of Variance of RMS Phase X2 
LD. 

(RS) RS Theoretical 

009 -0.524 96 22.50 
002 2.653 118 18.31 

0.871 76 28.42 
372 0.885 90 24.00 
374 0.501 102 21.18 
007 1.555 93 23.23 
389 -0.191 97 22.27 

-0.050 92 23.48 
0.706 98 22.04 

531 0.274 101 21.39 
454 -0.090 52 41.54 

We must conclude that a uniform distribution for 
the phase is not a good assumption. Th detennine 
what the phase distnbution was for the RS, we 
constructed histograms from the raw data. 

Figure 14 shows the distribution of phases for the 
RS and Monte Carlo stimuli for viewer 002. 
While the RS distribution is enhanced near ±189 
degrees and suppressed near 0 degrees compared 
to the Monte Carlo distribution, the differences 
are small (X2 = 10.62, df ... 8, p $ 0.224) and, 
therefore, the random-phase model does not ap
pear to be a good fit to the da.ta for viewer 002 on 
his 25 September session. 

Figure 15 shows the same distributions for viewer 
007. In this case, the RS distribution is nearly uni· 
(orm on [-180,18O) degrees, but it differs only 
slightly from the Monte Carlo distribution 
(X2 = 9.47, df = 8, p < 0.304). 

df = 499 
P-Value 

Observed 

25.46 564.6 0.978 
13.63 371.5 4.9xllT-6 
24.43 428.1 0.010 
23.25 483.4 0.316 
18.64 439.2 0.025 
18.66 400.8 4.6xl<r4 
23.35 523.2 0.7&0 
22.29 473n 0.214 
20.22 457.8 0.093 
21.05 491.1 0.408 
40.48 487.3 0.363 

From the data shown in Thble 4, we see that theX2 

indicates significantoverall differences between 
the theoretical and observed phase distnDutions. 
However, Figures-l4 and 15 show that the differ
ences between RS and Monte Carlo distributions 
are small. It is most probable, therefore, that the 
RS coupling to the CNS is weak, in general, and 
that the position of the sensor array is not neces
sarily optimized to sense the phase changes. 

2. Viewer Dependencies 
Viewers 002, 009, and 372 have produced consis
tent remote viewing results for many years-since 
1972 for viewers 002 and 009, and since 1979 for 
viewer 372. Viewer 389 is a recent addition, and 
has produced examples of excellent remote view
ing in the only experiment in which he has partici· 
pated; however, he has produced significant 
results in another laboratory. Whereas viewer 002 

• We thank Pr.ofcssor Jessica M. Ults, SlatisliC3 Depar1menl, University .of CAlifornia, Davis, California, for suggesting this 
approach. . 
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produced the largestz-score (Zs - 2.653), viewer . 
009 produced the smallest (2s - -0.524). The 
combined effect size for the experienced viewers 
is 0.621, and is 0.559 for the inexperienced view
ers. The difference is not signlficant. 

There are two considerations that prevent draw
ing conclusions about the viewer dependence of 
the data. The number of independent samples is 
small, but the most compelling argument against 
drawing conclusions is that placement of the sen
sor array is a seriously confounding factor. As 
stated in Section 11.2, we positioned the array in a 
location that maximized the response to aDS. 
This may not be the appropriate positioning for 
everyone. Indeed, it might not be optimal for any
one. 

Th determine if there were any "obviousH spatial 
dependencies that might indicate a more optimal 
array placement, we computed a complete set (all 
sensors) of Monte Carlo distributions for one ses
sion for viewer 002. Figure 16 shows the single
tailed p-values for the RMS phases for the RS 
and PS. They are displayed in the standard sen
sor-array connguration. The pattern for the RS 
suggests that a more optimal positioning of the ar
ray would be in the sensor 2-7 direction as indi
cated by an arrow in Figure 16. 
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Figure 14 Phase Distnbutions for Viewer 002: 
8f25/88 
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Figur;e 15 Phase Distributions for Viewer 007: 
3/29/89 

Figure 16 Phase p-valuesfor Viewer!OO2: 8/25/88 

3. Pseudo Stimuli 
It was initially thought that the PS would act as a 
\llithin-run control. The results indicate, how
ever, that there was, on the average, a larger re
sponse to the PS than to the RS. While the 
difference was not significant, it is important to 
note that both of the responses are considered 
statistically robust (effect sizes of 0.599 and 0.924 
for the RS and PS, respectively). A number of 
viewers' responses appear to produce phases on 
opposite sides of the Monte Carlo distributions 
(e.g., viewers 002 and 007), but there is no overall 
correlation between the RS and PS p-values. 

A brief description of the hardware and software 
that isiresponsible for stimulus generation may 
help i.ri understanding this outcome. The stimuli 
and th~ir timing are imitated by an HP computer, 
but ar~ controlled by an IBM PC. Each stimulus 
type h~s its own frame buffer within the PC. Our 
RS con~ists of a pattern of Is and Os that represent 
a sinusOidal grating in the center of an otherwise 
blank field. The PS pattern, a blank field that con
sists of:all Os, resides in a separate buffer. An in
terfacel board between the PC and a standard 
video ~onitor has its own internal frame buffer, 
which ~ automatically and continuously scanned 
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at 30 Hz to provide a standard interleaved video 
signal. See Figure 17. 

When the HP computer signals the PC to provide 
the appropriate stimulus, the follOwing sequence 
of events arc followed (see Figure 17): 

(1) Phase locked to 60 Hz, the interface frame 
buffer is loaded with a copy of the appropriate 
stimulus frame buffer (either RS or PS). 

(2) The interface board automatically sends this 
pattern interleaved at 3O-Hz. 

(3) After a preset time, approximately lOO-ms in 
our experiment, the PC resets the interface 
frame buffer to zero (blank screen), and waits 

Main HP 

until another stimulus signal is received. 

At the video monitor, the PS are indistinguishable 
from the between-stimuli blank screens. At the 
PC, however, the PS are distinguishable from the 
blank screen background, because the PC must 
copy a frame buffer (albeit all Os) into the output 
frame buffer. 

In our experiment, the RS and PS results were 
statistically identical, and independently, both 
were significantly different from the Monte Carlo 
distnbutions. This raises the question as to Wh.H 

constitutes the target stimulus. Our result is un
expected given the target was considered to be 
what was displayed on the remote monitor. 

IBM PC Monitor 

f 
..A. 

/ ...... "\ r- A: ~ f A 
~ 

Stimulus 
RS 

30 Hz Inter-
Type RS/PS 

Frame 
leaved Video 

Stimulus Initiation Buffer Output 
~ Frame 

Buffer 
PS Frame 

Buffer 

Figure 17 Sequence of Events for Stimuli Generation 

It is conceivable that the internal activity of the 
PC, or its companion computer, was acting as an 
unintended target. If this were true, then there 
might be an electromagnetic (EM) coupling be
tween the viewer's CNS and the internal elec
tronic activity of the computers. It is well known 
that computers radiate EM energies at relatively 
high frequencies; for frequencies above 100 Hz, 
the shielded room is transparent. Analysis of the 
background runs (Le., data collected in the ab
sence of a sender or viewer) showed no EM cou
pIing into . the MEG electronics; therefore, it 
remains p<?ssible that the statistical effects we 
have seen are due to CNS responses to remote 
bursts of EM energy. 

Let us assilme that the overall RS and PS effects 
are meaningful. Since the PSs are indistin
guishable at the monitor from the between-stim
uli background but are distinguishable at the IBM 

, 

PC, then the present experiment demonstrates 
that the source of stimuli is the mM PC. 

During the SRIlLangley Porter study in 1977, SRI 
developed an entirely battery operated stimulus 
generator as a special precaution against the pos
sibility of system artifacts in the form of EM 
pickup. They reported significant CNS responses 
to remote stimul~ nonetheless.6 Therefore, it re
mains possible that we have observed an anoma
lous information transfer. 

Before further research is conducted, it is impor
tant to measure the EM radiation, and to see if it 
is of sufficient strength to be detected (by the ap
propriate hardware) in the shielded room. 

By adjusting the PC program, the PS internal C:C

tivity can be eliminated. It would be interesting to 
see if the similarity between the RS and PS results 
persists. 
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Electrodermal Correlates of Remote Attent:on: 
Autonomic Reactions to an Unseen Gaze 

William 8raud, Donna Shafer, and Sperry Ar.~=ew8 

Hind Science Foundation 

ABSTRACT 

Anecdotal reports and a small number of prior laboratory studies sug;~st that 
persons are able to become aware of being stared at by anc~her person, even in 
cases that preclude conventional sensory mediation. Previ=us studies ~ssessed 
deliberate, conscious detection of staring by asking subjec~s to make v:rbal or 
motor "guesses" whenever they felt stared at by another, sensor~ly ~solated, 
person. Such guesses were consistently accurate, but the effec~s were 
relatively weak. We hypothesized that stronger effects ~ight be obt~ined if 
relatively "unconscious" autonomic nervous system activi~y were use~ as the 
indicator of staring detection, rather than conscious guessing. We r~asoned 
that autonomic reactions might be less distorted by higher =ognitive pr~cesses 
and might therefore provide a "purer" and more sensitive i::dicatcr. ::·';0 sets 
of sessions were conducted in which sympathetic nervous system activa~:on was 
assessed by means of electrodermal monitoring during ra::domly interspersed 
remote staring and nonstaring (control) periods. The monitored subject ~as, of 
course, unaware of the number, timing, or pattern of these two t:7es of 
periods. The possibility of sensory cueing was eliminated tr .. :::ough the L:S€! of a 
closed-circuit television system for staring. Sixteen ~~trained s~~jects 

evidenced significant autonomic discrimination, becoming more activatec during 
staring than during nonstaring periods. Sixteen subjects who ha~ been 
extensively trained to become more aware of their intercon::ections wit~ 'other 
people and less defensive about their connectedness also evi~enced sigr.::icant 
autonomic discrimination, but became more calm during s~aring than iuring 
nons taring periods. Unconscious autonomic detection did indeed appear tc yield 
stronger effects than did previous conscious verbal (or =otoric) de~ection 
assessments. 
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Autonomic Staring Detection 

INTRODUCTION 

Have you ever had the feeling that someone was staring at you from behind and, 
upo~ turning around, found you were correct? From time to time, most of us 
have had such a feeling, which appears to be a common part of the :'uman 
experience. The feeling of "being stared at" is treated as a matter of course 
in countless novels by Tolstoy, Dostoyevsky, Hugo, Lawrence, Huxley, anc many 
others. In surveys conducted in California (Coover, 1913) as early as :913, 
68-86 percent of respondents reported having had the experience on at leas~ one 
occasion, and a more recent Australian survey (Williams, 1983) placed the 
fig~re at 74 percent. In a survey of San Antonio respondents recently 
completed as part of the present project, the figure was found to be 
approximately 94 percent. 

DE!spite its widespread occurrence and familiarity, the staring experience has 
bee~ subjected to surprisingly little scientific scrutiny. Is the presumed 
abi~ity to detect an unseen gaze merely a superstition, a cultural myth without 
rea: substance, an over-inflation of coincidental occurrences, a response to 
sub~le sensory cues, or could the experience have a paranormal component? 

In 1898, Cornell University psychologist E. B. Titchener published a short 
article in Science i:1 which he addressed the "feeling of being stared at." 
Titchener mentioned that he had conducted a series of laboratory experiments on 
this topic and that the experiments had yielded negative results; he reported 
no details whatsoever regarding those experiments. Titchener indicated that 
such experiments "have their justification in the breaking down of a 
superstition which h~s deep and widespread roots in the popular conscious~ess" 
(p. 897). He attempted to provide a psychological interpretation 0: the 
prevalence of the "staring" belief .based on nervousness in social situa'.:ions, '. 
attracting the attention of the starer, turning, and noticing the starer's 
gaze. 

In 1912-1913, experimental research on staring detection was carried :ut by 
Stanford psychologist J. Edgar Coover. This was the first project that Coover 
undertook in his post as Fellow of Psychical Research--a position endowed (at 
$50,000 in 1911, then at $526,000 in 1918) by Thomas Welton Stanford, younger 
brother of the founder of the California school. In a paper published in the 
American Journal of Psychology (Coover, 1913), Coover reported the results of a 
study in which each of 10 subjects made 100 guesses of whether he or she was 
being stared at by an experimenter seated behind the subject in the same room; 
the subject kept his or her eyes closed and "shaded with one hand." The 
staring versus nonstaring schedule was determined by tossing a die. The 
duration of a staring or nonstaring trial was 15-20 seconds; the 100 '.:rials 
were distributed over 3 to 4 hourly sessions :hat were spaced one week apart. 
Overall, the subjects' accuracy of guessing did not depart significantly from 
chance. Coover discussed qualitative differences in the subjects' imagery and 
subjective impressions that he thought were correlated with the degree of 
confidence or certainty of their guesses, but did not substantiate his 
conclusions with quantitative data. He interpreted his findings as support for 
Titcherier's claim that the belief in staring detection was empirically 
groundless. 

In 1959, J. J. Poortman of Leyden University (Netherlands) reported a 
preliminary staring detection study in the Journal of the (British) Society for 
Psychical Research. Poortman himself served as a subject for 89 trials 

'. 
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(distributed over a 13 month period) in which he attempted tq guess whether or 
not he was being stared at by another experimenter; the sam~ person served as 
experimenter throughout the tests. Poortman was seated ~n a separate room 
adjoining that of the starer, with his back to the st~rer. Staring and 
nonstaring trials were of 2-5 minutes duration and were ran~omly scheduled by 
means of card shuffles. Portman achieved a 59.55 percent adcuracy rate which 
he called "suggestive and highly promising" although not si~nificant. (A re
analysis of Poortman's data by the present authors yield~ a one-t~iled p = 
.04). Poortman also provided several interesting observation~ of psychological 
conditions that appeared, in his own experience, to facililtate or to impede 
accurate staring detection. 

In the Coover 
controlled. The 
adjoining rooms 
nonstaring periods 
cueing possibility 
Williams (1983). 

and Poortman experiments, test conditibns were poorly 
subject and the starer 'o'Iere in the sam1[ room or in ooen 

and the subject could have discriminated staring from 
by means of subtle, unintentional aud~tory cues. This 
was eliminated in two recent studies by pe~erson (1978) and 

, 

Donald Peterson conducted two preliminary pilot studies ard a third formal 
experiment as part of a final year project for his M.~. degree in the 
Psychology Department of the University of Edinburgh; thes~ experiments are 
still unpublished. The pilot studies were relatively informal and were 
conducted in order to ascertain effective procedures that wopld later be used 
in the formal experiment. That formal experiment involved n~ne starer-staree 
pairs of participants. The starer and staree occupied se~arate, adjacent, 
closed cubicles. Special lighting and the use of one-way ~irrors permitted 
visual access in one direction only--i.e";, the starer could ~ee but could not 
be seen by the staree. Isolation was increased further by re~iring the staree 
to listen to sound-masking white noise through headphones. T~e staree pressed 
a pushbutton whenever he or she felt "stared at"; the buttonipresses marked a 
chart recorder and provided "time on target" measures. iThe staring and 
nonstaring periods were scheduled randomly by means of specia+ equipment. The 
actual test trials were preceded by brief training periods iniwhich the staree 
received feedback in an attempt to develop an appreciationiof internal cues 
that might be associated with staring detection. The me~ers of each dyad 
reversed roles during the experiment so that each person had ~n opportunity to 
serve as both starer and staree. There were 36 experimental ~essions overall, 
each of six minutes duration; each session contained three jO-second staring 
periods. Analysis of results indicated significantly accu4ate detection of 
staring (p = .012, two-tailed). ! 

The experimental design was improved even further by Linda Williams, who 
conducted her studies in the Psychology Department of t~e University of 
Adelaide (South Australia) as" part of her B.A. honors thesi~ work. Williams 
presented portions of this still unpublished work at a j1983 conference. 
Williams (1983) provided excellent sensory isolation of her st~rers and starees 
by stationing them in separate, closed rooms 60 feet apart. ~ather than using 
a one-way mirror, the starer watched the subject by means of ~ closed-circuit 
video camera/monitor arrangement. Twenty-eight starees par[ticipated in the 
study and indicated their staring detection guesses by ~eans of button 
presses. Each staree experienced 52 12-second staring trials jand 52 12-second 
nonstaring trials; the two trial types were scheduled randbmly by means of 
signalling tapes created on the basis of random numbers. conve!ntional measures 
of accuracy,. as well as sensitivity m~asures (d') derived from ~ignal detection 
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theory, yielded significant results {p .04, one-tailed). 

Table 1 

Summary of Previous Staring Detection Experiments 

Scoring E:fect 
Investigator Affiliation Design Features 

Rate Size 

E.B. Titchener (1898) Cornell University no data reported 

J.E. Coover (19l3) Stanford U~iver9ity same room 50.20% .004 

J.J. Poortman (1959) Leyden University adjoining rooms 59.55% .18 

D.H. Peterson (1978) Edinburgh u~iversity one-way mirrors 54.86% .42 

L. Williams (1983) Adelaide University closed-circuit TV 51.31% .32 

Three of the four empirical studies reviewed above yielded suggestive ev~cence 
that persons are able to consciously discriminate periods of staring from ~!1ose 
of nonstaring, even in the two cases in which the possibility of subtle se~sory 
cues was eliminated. In fact, an examination of the tabulated results (see 
'rable 1) reveals that scoring actually improved as test 'conditions were ~ade 
more stringent, especially if success is measured in terms of effec~ size 
(defined as z-score or equivalent z-score divided by the square root ~f the 
number of contributing score units; see Rosenthal, 1984). 

The effect, however, although consistent, was not particularly striking. A 
plausible reason for this is that the testing method used in these studies was 
not the most appropriate one. The laboratory experiments were designed to 
encourage deliberate conscious guessing in order to identify staring periods. 
Such a procedure would be expected to maximize possible cognitive interferences 
and distortions of subtle internal 5~aring-related cueSi it would be difficult 
or impossible for .the staree to avoid the use of guessing strategies, response 
~iases, intellectual analysis and interpretation, etc. In the everyday life 
context, on the other hand, staring detection frequently takes the form of 
spontaneous unconscious behavioral and bodily changes. Often, such changes are 
nlpotted to be rich in physiological content (e.g., tingling of the skin, 
prickling of neck hairs) and automatic movements (e.g., spontaneou6 head
turning, unplanned glances). Higher cognitive functions seem to play minor 
roles in these staring detection contexts. 

On the basis of these considerations, it was hypothesized that an experimental 
design based upon more unconscious autonomic nervous system reactions m!ght be 
more sensitLve to staring detect~or. than would one based upon conscious motor 

\ 
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guessing. Therefore, we designed an experi~ent in which we woul~ be a:~e 1 

monitor sympathetic autonomic nervous syste~ activity (us:ng e~ectro:srma_ 
I , ~ 

recording techniques) in the staree during sitar ing and nons:ar ir.; perl :,_s tc 
determine whether those periods could be unco~sciously diffe:entiated. As i 
the Williams study, separate closed rooms ~nd a closed c~rcui: tele~~sic 
system would be used to eliminate conventiona~ communication chan~els be~wee~ 
starer and staree. We also sought to comparelthe autonomic stari~g dete:tio~ 
ability of two groups of subjects. One group ~tested in PhaSE 1) consisted o~ 
untrained subjects. Another group (tested it' Phase 2) cons~sted of sut:ect 
who had undergone special training designed to ncrease their ~~ders:andi~; ant 
experience of human interconnectedness and ~o help them jeal with :~ei: 
psychological resistances to feeling interconnec~ed with others. 

HETHOD 

Subjects 
i 

Thirty-two subjects participated as starees in! this experiment. T~e sub:ecte 
were unselected (perhaps a better description wo~ld be "self-se~ecte::") pe:~ons 
from the local community who were interested! in our experiments and wb!: hac 
become aware of the Mind Science Foundation's\work through media ~nform!:io~ 
(local radio, newspaper, and newsletter descfiptions) and infor~ation :ro~ 
previous subjects. The participants ranged in:age from 22 to 71 years; :~ere 

were 24 females and 8 males. The 32 subjects we~e tested in two phases. ?~ase 
1 involved 16 subjects who were "untrained." P~ase 2 involved 16 s~jject5 whc 
had been ("self-") selected from the same genera~ subject pool; these subje:ts, 
however, were tested following their parti~ipation in a "coc~ecte~~ess 
training" program (see below) conducted by the t~ird author (S.A.). ~he sc:~nc 

author (D.S.) played the role of both experim~nter and starer thrc~ghout :he 
experiment; she, too, participated in the colnnectedness tra:"ning follc'--:'n~ 
Phase 1 but before Phase 2. ' 

Apparatus 
\ 

The experimental apparatus consisted of s~lver/silver chlorice pa~~ar 
electrodes, a skin-resistance amplifier, and tn analog-to-digital conve~er 
interfaced with a microcomputer. This egui~ent was identical to :~at 

described in previous reports (Braud & schlitz, \1983; Schlitz & Bra\:d, 1985). 
A closed circuit television system was addedJ so that the staree coulc be 
viewed by a distant starer without sensory dueing. A color viceo camera 
(Hitachi camcorder VM-2250) was set up on a tri~od in the staree's room. :he 
camera's radio frequency (RF) output was boosited by a 10 dB ampli:ier t:-.en 
conveyed via heavy duty 300-ohm impedance twin-lea~d cable to a 19-inch color TV 
monitor (Sony Trinitron KV-ll14) situated in the st~rer's room. : , 
Procedure 

i 
The experimenter met with the subject in the Foundation's library, ~here t~e 
subject completed the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator! (Form F: see Briggs & Myers, 
1957), a 55-item personal history survey (partictpant Information Form [PIFj) 
developed at the Psychophysical Research Laborato~ies (Psychophysical Resear=h 
Laboratories, 1983), and a brief staring questionnaire. The staring 
questionnaire asked whether the subject had ever ~elt an unseen person stari~g 
at him or her and whether such an experienc~ took the form of a physical 
sensation or, a conscious thought; the questionnair~ also asked that the subje=t 

I 
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describe the experience. After completing these assessments, the subject was 
taken to the starer's room, shown the television monitor, and informed of the 
details of the procedure. 

Next, the experimenter led the subject to the staree's room, which was located 
in an entirely different suite area across an outside corridor. The two rooms 
were separated from each other by two inner hallways, an outer corridor, and 
four closed doors. Conventional sensorimotor communication between these two 
rooms, under the conditions of the experiment, was not possible. The staree's 
room was brightly illuminated by means of overhead fluorescent lights. The 
camera was mounted on a tripod six feet away from the subject's chair, at eye 
level, and at an angle of approximately 45 degrees left of center (from the 
subject's point of view). The camera's zoom lens was set so that the subject'S 
shoulders, neck, and head would be visible on the monitor in the starer's room. 

The subject was seated in a comfortable recliner chair (which remained in an 
upright position throughout the experiment), and the experimenter attached two 
silver/silver chloride electrodes (7 mm diameter) filled with partially 
conductive electrode gel to the subject's left palm by means of adhesive 
electrode collars. The subject was asked to sit quietly for the next 20 
minutes, to refrain from unnecessary movements (especially of the left hand and 
arm), and to think about whatever he or she wished during the experiment. The 
'subject was told that the camera would be on throughout the 20-minute session, 
but that the experimenter would watch the monitor only at certain randomly 
determined times during the experiment; at those times, the experimenter would 
stare intently at the subject's image on the distant monitor and" would attempt 
to gain the subject's attention. The subject was asked to "keep in the back of 
your mind a gentle wish that the experiment will be successful." The 
experimenter then left the subject alone in the staree room and went to the 
distant starer's room, closing all doors behind her. 

In the starer's room, the experimenter recorded the subject's basal skin 
resistance, then retrieved from a hidden location a sealed, opaque envelope 
that contained the random staring/nonstaring periods sequence for that 
session. Thirty-two such envelopes had been prepared previously by W.B., who 
had used the random algorithm of G W - BASIC to generate the random sequence of 
the 10 staring and 10 nonstaring periods for each session. In a hidden 
location known only to him, W.B. kept his own copies of the 32 random 
sequences. The experimenter started the microcomputer program that controlled 
the timing of the various events of the experiment and recorded the subject'S 
electrodermal activity during each of 20 30-second recording periods. Each of 
the 20 recording periods was signalled by a low-pitched tone (audible only to 
the experimenter, through headphones); a 30-second rest period followed each 
recording period. The experimenter consulted the contents of the session 
envelope to learn which of the 20 recording periods were to be devoted to 
staring and which were to serve as the nonstaring, control periods. If the 
random sequence indicated a staring period, the experimenter swiveled her chair 
around so that it faced the TV monitor; she stared intently at the subject'S 
monitor image throughout the 30-second recording period. During nonstaring 
periods, the ·experimenter kept her chair turned away from the monitor, so that 
ahe could not see the monitor's screen; she busied her mind with things 
unrelated to the experiment. All reflective surfaces had been carefully 
covered so that inadvertent glimpses of the monitor screen were not possible. 
The experimenter did not receiv~ electrodermal feedback of any type during any 
phase of the ,experiment. 
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At the end of the experimental session, the computer printed the electroderma = 

results for each of the 20 recording periodsl' These scores represented th,_. 
integrated then averaged values of all spontareous skin resistance reactions 
that occured during each recording period ('see Braud & SchlLtz, 1983, for 
details). The experimenter carefully tore of!f the paper printout, folded i!
without looking at the electrodermal scores,! and filed it away in a SpeC1.8. 
location. Then, she went to the staree's ropm and discussed the experiment 
with the subject in general terms. Neither e~perimenter nor subject had any_ 
kr.owledge of the numerical results for the sessi~n. Only after all 32 sessionc
had been completed did W.B. analyze the re~ults and give the experimentel 
feedback. The experimenter later provided fredback to those subjects who 
requested it. I 

I 
The first 16 subjects who participated in Phas~ 1 of the study had no specia; 
preparation. The 16 starees of Phase 2, howeverl had received "preparation" in 
the form of participation in "connectedness training" workshops conducted a t---c , 
Mind Science Foundation by the third author (s.A.). Workshop participants hac 
spent approximately 20 hours engaging in intellectual and experiential 
exercises involving feelings of interconnecte9ness with other people and 
dealing with their own psychological re8i8tanc~8 to merging with others. Th~~ 
workshop began with a group viewing of a vid$otape based on Peter Russell's 
book, The Global Brain (Russell, 1983). This!was followed by discussions o! 
the videotape, lectures by S.A., and expJriential· exercises in which 
participants became increasingly comfortable 4nd adept at "connecting H witr~ 
each other. The latter took the form of staringiinto another person's eyes for 
long periods of time, becoming comfortable ~ith this, observing how one's 
physiological reactions came to more closely r~semble those of the other, and 
conversing and retrieving information while ~aintaining eye contact (rather~ 
than averting the gaze upward or sideward, as woJld usually occur during memor~_ 
retrieval and cognitive processing; see Baka~, 1980). Individual and group 
discussions were devoted to learning about ~nd dealing with psychological~ 
resistances that interfered with the process of Iconnectedness or with feelings~ 
of merging with another person. The experiment~r/starer for· the present study 
(D.S.) actively participated in all work_hop se.sions. All workshop 
participants were aware that .the workshop.wOU~d be followed by an experiment-=! 
involving physiological detect~on of starl.ng, ~ut were not aware of any more 
details of the study than were the 16 untrained s~bjects of Phase 1. 

! 
i 

In the present study, we simply explored the posisible effects of connectedness 
training. We did not make any predictions abo~t scoring direction in the two 
phases, and therefore planned to use two-tailed t1ests in their evaluations. It 
could be argued that the training may have increa~ed the sensitivity of Phase 2 
subjects to whatever effects occurred in Phase~. Alternatively, the training 
may have resulted in a qualitatively different rea'ction pattern in Phase 2. 

RESULTS 

For each of the 32 sessions, a total score was c~lculated for all 20 recording 
periods (10 staring and 10 nonstaring). This total score was divided into the 
sum of the electrodermal activity scores for the 10 staring (S) periods; the __ 
process was repeated for the 10 nonstaring (N) i periods. In the absence of a ~ 

I 
remote staring effect, these two ratios [S/(S + N), N/(S + N) should 
approximate 50. percent. A remote staring effect would be indicated by a 
significant departure of the scores from ~he 50 percent mean chance~ 
expectation. Single-mean tests were used to asse~s the departure of the ratios-

20 -
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from H.C.:::. (50 percent). This is equivalent to calculating dependent 
(matched) : tests to compare the raw scores for each subject for staring versus 
nonstaring periods. We have consistently used ratio scores in our various 
projects a3 a method of "standardizing" scoring so that scoring magnitude could 
be more IT,eaningfully compared for the different response systems that we 
measure. 

First, an analysis was performed on the staring/total activity ratios of the 16 
untrained 3ubjects of Phase 1. A single mean t test indicated that the 16 
untrained 3tarees exhibited significantly greater spontaneous electrodermal 
activity c:lring staring periods than during nonstaring, control periods. The 
mean perce~t electrodermal activity for staring periods was 59.38%, rather than 
the 50.00% expected by chance. The single mean t test comparing the 16 staring 
period per:ent scores with 50% H.C.E. was 2.66 which, with 15 degrees of 
freedom, has an associated two-tailed p = .018, and a calculated effect size = 
.59; the 95% confidence interval is bounded by the values 51.86% and 66.90%. 
Thus, these subjects were significantly activated (in terms of sympathetic 
autonomic activity) by remote staring, compared to the nonstaring, control 
periods. 

Next, a Farallel analysis was performed on the scores for the 16 Phase 2 
subjects · ... ·:",0 had experienced connectedness training prior to their experimental 
sessions. A single mean t test indicated that the 16 trained starees exhibited 
significant:y less spontaneous electrodermal activity during staring periods 
than duri~g nonstaring, control periods. The mean percent electrodermal 
activity !~r staring periods was 45.45%, rather than the 50.00% expected by 
chancH. 7~e single mean t test comparing the 16 staring period percent scores 
with 50% ~.C.E. was 2.15 which, with 15 degrees of freedom, has an associated 
two-tailed p = .048, and a calculated effect size of .50; the 95% confidence 
interval is bounded by the values 40.9~% and 49.95%. Thus, these trained 
subjects ~ere significantly calmed (in terms of sympathetic autonomic activity) 
by remote s:aring, compared to the nonstaring, control periods. 

If the sccres for the subjects of the two Phases are directly 'compared by means 
of an incependent groups t test, a significant difference is found between the 
untrained and the trained subjects (t = 3.39, df = 30, P = .002, two-tailed). 

Secondary analyses were performed to test the equivalence of the Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 subjects in terms of their personality (HBTI) and physiological 
(electroder~al activity) characteristics; a summary of these analyses is 
presented in Table 2. For the MBTI scores, group means are presented for the 
continuous scores of the extraversion/introversion, sensing/intuition, 
thinking/feeling, and judging/perceiving dimensions. A score of 100 represents 
themidpo:'nt of each .continuum. Scores less than 100 indicate tendencies 
toward ex~raversion, sensing, thinking and judging; scores greater than 100 
indicate ~endencies toward introversion, intuition, feeling and perceiving. 
For electrodermal activity scores, group means are given for the sum of 
spontaneous skin resistance responses integrated over all 20 recording epochs 
(total SRR) and for the subjects' initial basal skin resistance (BSR) in ohms. 
High total SRR scores and low BSR scores are associated with increased 
sympathetic· autonomic arousal, whereas low total SSR scores and high BSR scores 
are associated with,decreased sympathetic arousal. Analyses indicated that the 
Phase 1 and Phase 2, groups did not differ significantly on any of these six 
measures. 

II 
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Table 2 

Group Heans and Statistical comparisoris of Personality and 
Physiological Characteristics of Phase ~ and Phase 2 Subjects 

\ 

\ 

MBTI Continuous scor$s Electrodermal Activity 

E I S N T F J P Total SRR BSR 

Phase 1 (Untrained) 87.12 123.00 605.19 343,506 

Phase 2 (Trained) 98.75 133.69 98.06 i 103.50 656.06 289,00 

t 1. 49 1. 44 1.23 1.52 0.54 0.82 

P (2t) .15 .16 .28 .14 .60 .42 

We are now able to supplement the findings'prefiously summarized in Table 1 
with the results of the present investigation (see ~ab1e 3). 

Table 3 

Summary of Present'Autonomic Staring Det1ction Experiments 

Investigator 

Present study (1990) 

untrained subjects 

trained subjects 

Affiliation 

Mind Science 
Foundation 

\ 

! 

Design Fe~tures 
i 

closed ci~cuit TV 
autonomic \measures 

\ 

Scoring Effect 

Rate Size 

59.38% .59 

54.55% .50 

A more detailed statistical summary of all relevant 1 staring detection research 
I 

is presented in Table 4. If effect size is taken ito be the most appropriate 
measure. of the strength of an obtained outcome, it\appears that the autonomic 
recording method of the present study does indeed ~ield stronger results than 
do the conscious guessing measures of staring ~etection used in previous 
studies. ! 

22 
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Table 4 

Statistical Summary of All Staring Detection Experiments 

Effe~t 

study test p (l-t) z n 
Size 

Coover ( 1913) z = 0.126 .4499 0.126 1000 .004 

Poortman (1959) z = 1. 70 .044 1. 70 89 .18 

Peterson (1978) t 2.648 .006 2.51 36 .42 

WUiiams (1983) t 1. 77 .044 1. 70 28 .32 

Present: untrained subjects t 2.66 .009 2.37 16 .59 

Present: trained subjects t =-2.15 .976 -1. 98 16 -.50 

The statistical values of Table 4 may be used in a preliminary meta-analysis of 
all staring detection studies reported to date. The. table lists t~.e 

statistical test presented in the original report, the one-tailed p va1~e 
associated with that test, the z-score equivalent of :hat one-tailed p value, 
the number of units contributing to the analysis, and the effect size 
(calculated by dividing the equivalent z score by the squ.are root of n). 
combining all six tabulated entries yields a mean z = 1,07, a Stouffer z = 2.62 
(with associated one-tailed p = .0044), and a mean effect size = .17. T~e 
Stouffer z procedure, a preferred method for combining probabilities of several 
studies testing essentially the same hypothesis, is described by Rosenthal 
(1984); this source also provides an excellent disc~ssion of various effect 
size measures. 

A comment is necessary regarding the last entry of 7able 4. In the presen: 
research, we sought to determine whether the subjects would autonomically 
discriminate the staring from the nor-staring (control) periods; indeed, the:.: 
were able to do this in both Phases. No prediction was made regarding the 
direction of their differential autonomic response, i.e., whether their 
electrodermal activity would be greater or less during staring periods 
(compared with nonstaring periods). For this reason, two-tailed tests were 
used for each Phase, and results for both Phases were ·successful." However, 
for purp<:>ses of meta-analysis, it is customary to use only one-tailed tests anc 
p-values in the tabulations. It is also customary to use a negative sign for a 
result that is inconsistent with the bulk of the results (see Rosenthal, 1984, 
p. 95). We have followed this convention when entering the results for the 
trained subjects (Phase 2) of this study. This provides a conservative 
estimate of overall results, because the autonomic discrimination of the 
trained, Phase 2 subjects was just as effective as that of the untrained, Phase 
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1 subjects, but happened to be in the "calm" as 0ppos!,!d to the "active" 
direction. This "reversal" of direction becomes understandab~e when considered 
in relation to the nature of the training experienced by these subjects (see 
below) . 

It should also be pointed out that the units of analysis fo~ the effect sizes 
reported in Table 4 are not comparable for all studies. Ef~ect sizes for the 
first two studies (those of Coover and of Poortman) are based iupon trial units, 
whereas those of the remaining studies are based upon subj\ect units. These 
differences should be borne in mind when evaluating these effeclt sizes. 

\ 
DISCUSSION 

Prior research had yielded suggestive evidence that pers~ns were able to 
discriminate staring and nonstaring periods by means of deli~erate, conscious 
guesses. The aim of the present project was to determine whilther staring and 
nonstaring periods could be differentiated by means of mre "unconscious" 
physiological reactions. The electrodermal activity diferences between 
staring and nonstaring periods indicated that such differentia~ion could indeed 
occur. We chose to measure spontaneous electrodermal fl~ctuations (i.e., 
changes in skin resistance reactions) because such measurerr(ents are easy to 
make, are sensitive indicators, and are known to be useful per~pheral measures 
of the activity of the sympathetic branch of the autonomic nerv~us system. The 
occurrence of many or of high amplitude skin resistance reactions (SRRs) is 
symptomatic of increased sympathetic activation or arousal, which may in turn 
reflect increased emotionality (see Braud, 1981; Edelberg ,11972; Prokasy & 
Raskin, 1973). On the other hand, the occurrence of few or ~f low amplitude 
SRRs indicates decreased sympathetic activation or arousal, w~ich may in turn 
reflect decreased emotionality and, therefore, a greater deg~ee of emotional 
and mental quietude or calmness. 

The results of both phases of this study indicate reli\able autonomic 
discrimination of staring and nonstaring periods, and the r~latively large 
effect sizes suggest that autonomic detection may be a more powerful method 
than conscious guessing for the detection of staring effects. Ppase 1 findings 
suggest that the starees were more activated during the staring than during the 
nonstaring epochs. Phase 2 findings suggest that those starees\were more calm 
during staring than during nonstaring periods. This latter ~inding does in 
fact make sense in view of the training experienced by the Ph~se 2 subjects. 
That training was designed to allow persons to become more cqmfortable with 
staring and with "connecting" with other people, and permitted ~he trainees to 
reduce at least some of their defenses or resistances to starin~, being stared 
at, and "merging" with another person. In the course of their\training, many 
trainees reported that their staring encounters became quit,e positive and 
pleasant interactions, and they expressed disappointment when :):he encounters 
ended. We speculate . that similar processes may have ocCUrred[' during remote 
staring: The trained subjects of Phase 2 may have "missed" contac with and the 
attention of the starer (with whom they had become increasingly f iliar during 
the course of the training), and may have become more relaxed!and calm when 
that attention was provided, albeit in remote form, during the ~taring epochs 
of the experiment. A useful analogy for the reader might be\the alarm and 
distress that occur upon the removal of an imprinted obj~ct from the 
environment of an imprinted precocial fowl or other organism, and \the distrees
reduction that occurs when the imprinted object is re-introduced \(see Bateson, 
1966; Johnson, 1989, Peoch, 1988; ·Ratner & Denny, 1964). Fo~ the Phase 1 

\ I 
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starees, who did not have the benefit of the connectedness training, bei~g 

stared at (even in its remote form) may have been experienced in a more typical 
way, Le., as threatening (see Argyle, 1975) and sympathetically activati~.g 
(rather than calming). 

The above comments apply not only to the starees, but also to the starer. 
Although she attempted to behave identically and maintain identical attitudes 
in the two phases, when she began Phase 2, the starer (D.S.) had, of course, 
participated actively in the connectedness training and may well have been more 
comfortable and relaxed about merging with her subjects in Phase 2 than she r.ad 
been in Phase 1. This increased comfort and relaxation could have bee~ 
reflected in the "calming" direction of the Phase 2 results. 

It is possible, of course, that the different patterns of findings for Phase 1 
and Phase 2 are manifestations of a differential effect contributed by the 
experimenter/starer's experience of two juxtaposed sets of experimental 
sessions (see Rao, 1965, 1985). Alternatively, it is possible that t::e 
different patterns are contributed by a nonequivalence of characteristics of 
the subjects in the two phases. This latter hypothesis is not a convinci~g 
one, since the subjects for the hlo phases came from the same general 
participant pool and did not appear to differ importantly in terms of ?:? 
characteristics, MBTI profiles, or overall electrodermal reactions (eitter 
basal skin resistance or total electrodermal activity for the session, both c: 
which reflect general arousal level, nervousness, etc.). It would appear tha~ 
the participants in the two phases were suffidiently similar in their initial 
characteristics to rule out differences attributable to those facto~~ alone. 
The participants' training (that of the starees and of the starer in Phase 2) 
appears to have been more critical in determining the results. Further 
research will clarify these issues. 

In addition to its relevance to staring detection, the present findi"gs 
contribute to our understanding of processes involved in our ongoing series of 
"biological psychokinesis" (bio-PK) or "remote mental influence" experiments. 
In those experiments, we have found that "influencers" can produce directio"al 
changes in electrodermal activity and other reactions in spatially distant 
living target systems through the use of intentional and imagery strategies 
(seE) Braud & Schlitz, 1989, and Braud, Schlitz & Schmidt, 1989, for summaries 
of these findings). The findings of the present staring-detection stcdy 
indicate that the mere focusing of attention or awareness upon a remote living 
system may perturb that system in a nontrivial manner, even in the absence of 
deliberate attempts to influence a specific aspect of the system in a 
particular direction. It is significant that such attention-mediated effects 
can occur (as they did in the present research) without the provision of real 
time sensory feedback to the attention source. Our bio-PK experiments, 
therefore, would appear to include two important components: (a) a specific, 
directional influenc·e (determined by the experiment's protocol), as well as (b) 
a more general, nonspecHic effect contributed by the deployment of the 
influencer's pure attention or awareness upon the target system. Similar 
effects 6f attention per se have been reported in other experiments with living 
systems (e.g., Pleaes & Dey, 1985). The effects of components (a) and (b) 
would, of course, be expected to be modulated by the predispositions of the 
systems or persons being influenced in these experiments, and the "influencees" 
could provide. additional components that could combine additively or 
multiplicatively with influences (a) and (b). 
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It would be of great interest to repeat the prese~t experiments using 
instrumentation that permitted real-time monitoring o~ brain electrical or 
magnetic activity, instead of or in addition to th~ peripheral autonomic 
measures used here. Such a project, involving five in?ependent, cooperating 
brain research laboratories, has been designed by S.A. and is currently being 
pursued as a collaborative research effort. Spatio-tempo#al topographical maps 
of electroencephalographic or magnetoencephalographiq activity, recorded 
simultaneously in starer and staree, could reveal \ subtle and complex 
interactions that have heretofore evaded detection. i Several suggestive 
investigations of this type have already been reported (\Grinberg-Zylberbaum & 
Ramos, 1987; Grinberg-Zylberbaum, Delafor & sanchez-Ar\ellano, 1990i Orme
Johnson, Dillbeck, Wallace & Landrith, 1982). The n~wly developed brain 
electrical activity mapping (BEAM) technology, which embloys traditional EEG 
scalp electrodes and amplification, but intensive real tirr.~ computer processing 
(fast Fourier transformations and extensive high resolutioh color topographical 
displays), promises to be the instrumentation of choice for such future 
investigations. BEAM technology allows the display of ~rain maps that rival 
those produced by computerized axial tomography (CAT iscans) or positron 
emission tomography (PET scans), but without the disc~mfort, invasiveness, 
potential risks, or expense of the latter two methods. I 

The present finding of a correlation between the attentidnal processes of one 
person and the physiological activity of another, spatia lily separated, person 
(along with the findings of numerous "bio-PK" investigat~ons and, indeed, of 
the entire body of evidence from parapsychology and psychical research) is 
consistent with a conceptualization in which people are! viewed as sharing a 
special interconnectedness. Such an interpretation is alfo consistent ~ith a 
view of mind as unitary and non local (see Dossey, 1989, for the most recent, 
and perhaps the single most satisfactory, exposition of this\theme). 
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REMOTE VIEWING: FROM WHAT TIME FRAME DOES THE 

INFORMATION ORIGINATE? 

ABSTRACT 

by 

Nevin D. Lantz, Edwin C. May, and Thomas Piantanida 
SRI International, Menlo Park, California 

In order to determine from what time frame remote viewing information originates, we have examined 
the role of precognition and feedback on remote viewing quality. We displayed the feedback tachistos
copically at the end of an otherwise standard remote viewing protocol. The cognitive awareness of the 
feedback experience was minimal, and 2 of the 8 intensities used for visual display of the feedback were 
below subliminal threshold. We hypothesized a number of possible relationships between feedback in
tensity and remote viewing quality, including one based on precognition (Le., the remote viewing data 
originated from the future feedback). Four viewers contnbuted 40 trials each (5 at 8 different intensity 
bands). Using a sum-of-ranks statistic, two viewers produced independently significant evidence of re
mote viewing (0 S 3.5 X 10-6, effect size = 0.711, andp S 0.012, effect size - 0.357, respectively). None 
of the data showed significant correlation of feedback intensity with remote viewing quality. This result 
is discussed with regard to precognition in general and the troublesome unfalsifiablity aspect of truly 
goal-oriented precognition. 
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INTRODUCTION 

One model of remote viewing, which is based on precognition, is that the data originate from the future 

feedback to the viewer. If we are to understand the process of remote viewing, we must examine and 
understand the process of precognition. Unfortunately, precognition itself is not understood. For some 

experimenters, it is simply a "clean" methodology for conducting free-response experiments, while oth
ers have attempted to understand its mechanisms. Our interest was to explore the properties of precog
nition by examining the relationship between feedback and remote viewing quality. 

For the purposes of this paper we have assumed that precognition is real. While there are many exam

ples in the parapsychological literature, we cite Honorton and Farrari's meta-analysis of the forced
cho:-ce experiments from 1935 to 1987 as convincing evidence for the phenomenon.1 Using 309 studies, 

they found ov(~rall significance (Z = 11.4l,p:::;; 1.8 X lO-3C). In their analysis, they examined a variety of 

var.1bles, including ftIe-drawer and quality considerations. 

Given thai precognition is real, it Gppears that we have little understanding about its physical process. 

One approach to understanding precognition, has been to examine quantum mechanics. De Beauregard 

has explored the inherent time symmetries at the microscopic scale and the correlations implied by the 
Ei.re:.'1ein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox. He found that precognition is consistent with fully relativistic quan

tum mechanic:s. 2,3 Schmidt has suggested that retro:.causal interactions (i.e., PK effects propagating 
baci:ward in time) is also not inconsistent with quantum theory.4,5 

Mo:e recently, E. Thrg and R. Thrg conducted an experiment to explore the structure of precognition.6 

Nar.,ely, do individuals have access to actualized or probable futures? Their evidence suggests that pre

cog::ition is independent of a priori target probabilities. However, in a simi! ar experiment, Radin found 
sigrdicant evidence contradicting tneir result.7 

In a carefully constructed experiment, Vassy found that a goal-oriented model of precognition did not fit 

his .:.ata.8 His result was at least superficially inconsistent with Schmidt's finding that RNG results were 
inde.,:Jendent of the internal complexity of the hardware.9 

One of us (May) has been exploring the nature of precognition and suggests that precognition experi

mei.:S are relatively easy to construct and nearly impossible to understand. For example, ifprecognition 
is gcal-oriented (Le., individuals can "peek" into the answer book), then process-oriented experiments 
are jifficult, if not impossible, to interpret. It is always possible to include all the complexity of any given 
experiment into a "black box" and consider the final result as the "answer book." Thus the intervening 
corr.;Jlexities ar.e simply not apropos. 

One obvious problem with this perspective is that goal-orientcd precognition is not falsifiable-an unac
cep:.lble circumstance in science. For any experiment to be valid, there must be a result. No matter how 

Remote VJewllng: From What TIme Frame Does the IntormaUon Originate? 
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II METHOD OF APPRPACH 
• I 

1. Conceptual Description 
In a typical remote viewing (RV) trial, a viewer and monitor are sequestered in a laboratory. t.n assistant 

, I 

randomly selects the target from a pre-defmed set (Le., target pool). At a pre-detennin¢d time, the 

viewer attempts to describe the target. At the end of the session, the data are secured, and the intended 

target is shown to the viewer as feedback. Nonnally the feedback includes a presentation 4f the target 
and a complete debriefmg of the RV experience. . 

In this experiment, we eliminated all debriefrng of the RV experience, and presented t~e feedback 
tachistoscopically. The display intensities varied from zero to a level that just exceeded the ~isual recog

nition threshold (Le-., that intensity where the target could be easily seen and described in ·ldetail). Ex
treme care was taken in order to insure that the viewer was the only individual who was simpltaneously 
aware of both the target and the response. 

Figure 1 shows four hypothesized feedback dependencies:' 

(1) Precognition-The infonnation originates from the future feedback experience. 

(2) Real-time-The information originates from the target during the remote viewing. 

(3) Mixture-At low feedback intensities, the infonnation originates from the target, but a,t higher in-
tensities, it originates from the feedback. . 

(4) Null Hypothesis-No evidence of remote viewing is observed. 

High Real-time and (3) 
Precognition 

Precognition (1) 

1-.-:;~t--7'-----_-..J'-- 'Real-time (2) 

tc---t----------t---Nullllypothcsis (4) 
Um~ __ ~ __________________ ~ ____ _ 

Subliminal 
Threshold 

Intensity of Feedback - Recognition 
Threshold 

Figure 1 Idealized Relationships Bctween RV Quality and Intcnsity of Feedback: 

• Assuming. of course. that prccognitiOl1 is not excllUively goal oriented. 

Remote Vlewlng: From What TIme Frame Does the InformaUon Originate? 
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One important implicit assumption must be true before the various hypothetical models shown in Fig
ure 1 can be valid. Namely, the feedback experience is assumed to be proportional to the cognitive aware
ness of the visual feedback. Based on this assumption, the amount of infonnation available as f ~edback 
constitutes the independent variable. 

2. Detailed Description 

2.1 Calibration of the Tachistoscopic Intensities 
We assume that the magnitude of the feedback is directly proportional to the duration of the viewer's 

exposure for a given level of luminance, or (because of Bloch's Law) proportional to the lumin2Jce at a 
fixed exposure time.· A tachistoscope was loaded with 80 color photographic 35 mm slides (5 opaque and 
75 having various luminance contrasts) of natural and man-made scenes (photographs from National 

Geographic) randomly chosen from a larger pool of 2OO.t 

Figure 2 shows an ideal relationship between visual detectability and luminance for this experirr.!nt. To 
lessen the sensitivity to individual differences in perceiving the feedback, we required that the ;:Jsycho

metric curve rise rapidly through the 50% detection level. We identified eight levels of feedback :"''1tensi
ty that would be used as the values of the independent variable in the experiment. Two were below 

subliminal threshold (Le., 0.0 detection probability), and one of these was completely opaque. Three 

were at 25, SO, and 75 percent detection threshold, respectively, and tWQ were above recognition :hresh
old (Le., > 100 percent). These points are shown as arrows in Figure 2. 

1.00 

~ 
~ 0.75 '" ..0 
0 

&:: 0.50 c 
0 

°B 
<..l 0.25 .... 
<..l 
0 

Luminance 

Figure 2 Ideal Psychometric Function 

Visual detection, however, is not related to lu,minance alone. For a fixed luminance, scenes witb differ
ing contrasts will be detec;ed with differing probabilities. At the same luminance, for example, a photo
graph of a checkerboard will be easier to detect than a photograph of a mountain cabin in a snow storm. 

Thus, each of the candidate target slides had to be calibrated with human observers in order to detennine 

the empirical relationship between detectability and luminance . 

• For presenlalion lime! shorter lhan about l00lTl.5, lhe prcx:luct of time and intensity i.! a constant. 1O 

t The opaque slides were also p(lotographs from the Nationd GtOf?'r1phic magazine, but they were covered with opaque black 
tape. 

\ 
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Th accomplish this, we varied the luminance contrast of the slides over an intensity range of 212 by dupli
- "I 

cating them at one of 12 f-stops (including 0 luminance). - -
, 

The 80 target slides were back-projected by a Gerbrands G 1170 two-field projection tachistoS¢ope onto a 
I 

14-inch-square frosted glass window. The tachistoscope was programmed to present each ~lide in nu-

merical order for 50 ms, followed by a five-second pause during which the next slide was CYcle~ into posi

tion. Slides were attenuated by projecting them through a pair of plane polarizers: one fixled and the 

other variable. The luminance of the projected image could be adjusted by rotating one of the ~larizers. 

Two females participated in the calibration: A complete data set was obtained from one, and ~ta trends 

were confumed by the other. ' 

The calibration procedures were as follows. The subject was seated approximately 1 m from ;the projec-
I 

tion screen, which was positioned at eye level in the wall between the room which housed th¢ apparatus 

and the experiment room. The subject was permitted to view the screen and the other cont;ents of the 

room freely for several minutes to ensure that she adapted to the ambient illumination level. to mask the 

sounds of the tachistoscope, the subject listened to white noise through earphones. The re~nse was 

registered by a foot switch that the subject pressed to indicate detection of the target. -

In a typical calibration session, the variable polarizer was set at a predetennined value, and ea¢h of the 80 

slides was presented five times. Tho sessions were conducted at each polarizer setting, provi~ing 10 data 

points per slide per polarizer setting. An alternative procedure was used when the variable polarizer was 
set near one of the extremes of the experimental range. (By uextreme" we mean that the ~ubject saw 

I 
nearly all slides or very few of them.) Th reduce the tedium, only those slides near the detectIon thresh-

old were presented. 

Figure 3 shows a sample of the psychometric curves generated from these data. Six of the ~ slides are 

shown by plotting the probability of detecting a given slide as a function of the variable polari?er setting. 

The following example illustrates the procedure that was used for all target slides to selectl those that 

met the criteria shown in Figure 2. Using the data shown in Figure 3: i 

(1) Fix the variable polarizer at 50 degrees. 

(2) Observe that slide s1 is detected with 0.5 prOOability (Le., one of the requirements shown ~ Figure 2). 
, 

Suppose that we wish to include slide 56 in the 0.5 detection group. It was detected. however, 150 percent 
I 

of the time when the polarizer was set at 87.5 degrees-a change of37.5 degrees from 50 to 87[.5 degrees. 

To account for this difference: 

(3) Compute the cosine of the angle difference' and square it [i.e., cos2(37.5) = 0.629]. 

(4) Decrease the exposure of slide 56 until the luminance is reduced by 0.629. 

Kow slide 56 will also be detected only 50 percent of the time when the polarizer is set at ~ degrees. 

In actual practice, we could only change exposure by an integral number of [-stops, so change~lof intensi

ty were always by factors of 2. Working backward, however, the position of all the target sli~es on the 

curve shown in Figure 2 could be determined. Furthermore, all the slides were grouped into ~ands near 
1 

the arrows shown in Figure 2 . 

• They did not participate in the remote viewing porlion or the experiment. 
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Figure 3 Degrees of Polarizer Rotation (Scaled for Equal Luminance Intervals) 

Normally, data would be collected from a larger sample of individuals in order to arrive at an average 

function, but in this experiment, data from two persons were sufficient for several reasons. First, pilot 

studies indicated that interpersonal variability of target slide detection was quite low. Second, to collapse 

interpersonal variability even further, we generated a steep psychometric curve by sampling the 

abscissae coarsely. For example, ifwe sampled target slide contrast at only two values-O and 100 percent 

contrast-all observers would respond identically, thus eliminating interpersonal variation. In this study, 

we sampled target contrasts at intervals that were found in pilot studies to produce low interpersonal 

variability. Finally, for the purposes of this study, interpersonal variability was not significant because it 

only shifts the psychometric function along the abscissa by some unknown amount without changing the 

shape of the function. Thus, interpersonal,variability could only result in an erroneous estimate of the 

absolute magnitude of the feedback, but the relative magnitude of the feedback is independent of these 

errors. 

2.2 Experiment Protocol 
Forty targets (selected from the original 80) were prepared into eight intensity groups of five targets each 

using the calibration data described above. Each intensity group represented the cognitive awareness 

that each viewer would experience (on the average) from the feedback. The top two intensities were 

sufficient to experience nearly complete cognitive awareness of the feedback. By defmition, those below 

subliminal threshold could not be cognitively sensed. 

To attempt to maintain some control over precognitively available "answers," we arranged that at no 

future time would a response be cognitively compared to its intended target. Three pieces of information 

are needed to provide complete knowledge of a session: (1) the target, (2) the response, and (3) the com

parison between them. The target system was prepared by individuals who had no access to the re

sponses. Furthermore, the RV monitor, the assistant, and the viewers had no access to the targets. 

Finally, the analysts were never informed which were the correct results on a trial-by-trial basis. 

The slide tray in the tachistoscope was controlled by a computer (Sun Microsystem 3-160) in such a way 

that everyone was blind to target selection during a trial. Th avoid cuing, for example, the tray always 

began and ended in the zero position. When the computer moved the tray, an independent electrical 

unit, which could be accessed by the computer, counted the tray steps to assure that the intended target 

was displayed at the correct time. 

Remote VieWing: From What TIme Frame Does the Information Originate? 
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Three experienced viewers (VIewers 009,105, and In) and one novice (Viewer 137) each contnbuted 40 

trials (five at each of the eight intensity levels). Each viewer averaged about 5 trials per week.l 

A random order of intensities of feedback was determined (by computer) once (and differently) fdr each 
I 

viewer prior to the start of the viewer's nest trial. Once the order had been set, the trials cycled thr0l1gh the 

list of intensities until the 40 trials were complete. The sequence of events for each trial was as fO~IOWS: 

(1) A monitor and a viewer entered a laboratory that contained a table, two chairs, a computer tertninal, 
and a covered 14-inch-square frosted glass window. The window served as a projection scr~en for 
the tachistoscope in the adjacent laboratory. ! 

(2) When the viewer was ready for the session, the monitor initiated an automatic target selectidin pro-
gram on the terminal. : 

(3) Using a standard feedback shift-register algorithm, which was seeded from the system cl~k, the 
computer randomly selected (with replacement) a target from within the set of five for thti given 
intensity, stepped the slide tray to that target, and notified the monitor that the trial could ~egin. 
Because of the closed tachistoscope shutters, no illumination of the slide was present on the ftosted 

! 

screen. 

(4) The monitor indicated that the trial should begin. For the next 10-15 minutes, the viewer dre~ and/ 
or wrote responses to the il1t~nded target. ! 

(5) At the conclusion of the session, the monitor collected the response, and the vieweropen¢d the 
screen cover in such a way to shield the monitor from the feedback material. : 

(6) When the viewer was ready, he or she pressed a but ton that initiated a single tachistoscope dis~lay of 
the target. One, and only one, 5O--ms display appeared on the translucent window screen. (Eleftron
ics prevented the viewer from receiving more feedback after the first button press.) The mq>nitor 
was instructed not to discuss the experience with the viewer in any way at any time. ! 

(7) The monitor ended the session, and notified the control program.[rom the computer terminal.:After 
the computer had returned the slide tray to zero, then, and only then, did the monitor and Viewer 
leave the room. All target data were preserved in a computer file. . 

2.3 Data Analysis 
The rank-order analysis used in this experiment has been described elsewhere, so only an overvjew is 

presented here. II Using cluster analysis, all 200 targets had previously been assigned to orthogona~ cl us
ters of similar targets (Le., every cluster of similar targets differed from every other cluster). An ass~tant 
prepared packages (one for each viewer) consisting of all the responses randomly ordered. Next, the 

assistant computer-generated a list (ordered by target number) of seven targets for each respons~ con
sisting of the actual target and six decoys (a different set of seven for each response). The decoys Jwere 
chosen from clusters different from each other and different from the target cluster. The decoy clusters 

I 

were chosen randomly from a set of 18, weighted by the-number of targets in each cluster. Once a cluster 
was selected, the decoy was randomly selected from within the cluster. 1 

The response material and the target/decoys set of seven photographs (i.e., one target, six decoys) were 
presented to two analysts for judging. The analysts arrived at a consensus to rank order each set of s!:even 
targets for each response in accordance with the best to the worst response/target match. For each yiew
er, a sum-of-ranks statistic was computed for the sessions. In addition, the data were plotted as RV qual-, ; 

ity (i.e, one minus the assigned rank) versus feedback intensity. i 

Remote VIewIng: From What TIme Frame Does the Information Originate? 
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III RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table 1 shows the sum of ranks, associated p-value, and effect size for each viewer in this experiment. 

Thble 1 

Results of the Thchistoscope Feedback Experiment 

Results 
Viewer 

Sum of Ranks p-value Effect Size (r) 

009 131 0.012 0.357 

105 182 0.962 -0.281 

137 159 0.4&4 0.006 

177 104 3.5 X 10-6 0.711 

Viewers 009 and 177 produced independently significant results (I-tailed). We can combine the data for 
all viewers in many ways, but the most conservative is a binomial calculation assuming an event probabil

ity of 0.05. Two successes in four trials corresponds to an exact p-value of 0.014. A more realistic estimate 

is provided by a minimum p-value technique12 which yields 1.4 X 10-4. The important point, however, is 

that this experiment produced strong evidence for an information-transfer anomaly: 

Figures 4 through 7 show RV quality plotted against intensity of the feedback for the four viewers. The 

lowest possible quality was zero and the maximum was seven. Shown also is a regression line and its 

associated linear correlation coefficient for each viewer. These figures should be compared to Figure 1, 

the hypothetical expectations. 

The relationship that is easiest to understand is hypothesis 1 in Figure 1 (i.e., increased RV performance 

with increased feedback intensity). W~ did not observe any such correlation with either of the significant 

viewers. In fact, the linear correlation coefficients were not significantly different from zero. 

This lack of positive correlation, in conjunction with significant evidence of RV; complicates the interpre

tation considerably. The most obvious conclusion is that the viewers obtained their data in real time and 
not from the feedback. However, because of the conceptual difficulties outlined in the introduction of this 

paper, alternative explanations must be considered . 

• ru an aside. we note that all viewers complained about the lack of "experiential" feedback. 

Remote Viewing: From What TIme Frame Does the Information Originate? 
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Figure 7 RV Quality' as a Function of Feedback Intensity: Viewer 105 

One alternative is that the absolute position of the psychometric eurve is important. Feedback might be 

related to the cognitive experience but only at large values of luminance contrast. IT this is true, then we 

might not expect functional dependence of remote viewing quality on the feedback in this particular 

experiment. 

The most important alternative, however, is that precognition may be exclusively goal oriented, and 

thus, we are faced with the unfalsifiablity issue. We might not ever be able to interpret process-oriented 

experiments if this aspect of precognition is true. Therefore, the question of from what time frame does 

RV data originate remains unanswered at the p·resent. 

Remote Vlewtn'g: From What Tlme Frame Does the InformaUon OrigInate? 
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V MAGNETOENCEPHALOGRAPHY 
The papers in this section primarily support the anomalous cognition neuromagnetic experiments. 

The number that appears in the upper right- hand corner of the first page for each publication is keyed 

to the following descriptions: 

22. Biotechnologies, Inc., "Identification of Sources of Brain Activity Using Magnetic Source 
Localization and Magnetic Resonance Imaging," Research Review. Biotechnologies, Inc., 
publishes a number of very brief research reviews. This one discusses the potential for localizing 
the response to a 1000 Hz audio stimulus. 

23. Sato, S., Balish, M., and Muratore, R., "Principles of Magnetoencephalography," Journal of 
Clinical Neurophysiology, Vol. 8, No.2, pp. D1-D13, (1991). This paper is a technical tutorial for 
magneto encephalography. Although it is clinically oriented, the discussion is broad enough to 
cover matters of interest to the research community (e.g., evoked responses). 

24. Lehmann, D., Ozaki, H., and Pal, L, "EEG Alpha Map Series: Brain Micro-states by 
Space-oriented Adaptive Segmentation," Electroencephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology, 
Vol. 67, pp. 271-288, (1987). This technical research paper is included because it is a primary 
reference for paper number 19. Among other technical issues, it describes the phase shift of alpha 
activity as a result of external stimuli. 
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Identification Of Sources Of Brain Activity 
Using Magnetic Source Localization And 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

Pantev, c., Hoke, 1'.1., Lehnertz, K., Lutkennoner, B., Fahrendorf, G .. Stober, U. 

Identification of sources of brain neuronal activity with high spatiotem
poral resolution through combination of neuromagnetic source localization 
(NMSL) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Electroencephalography 
and clinical Neurophysiology, 1990; 75: 173-184. 

In this study, the locations of the origin of 
the MlOO wave of the auditory evoked 
magnetic field in response to tone bursts of 
different frequencies, obtained through 
dipole localization methods, were related to 
cerebral structures by comparison with 
coronal MRI tomograms of each subject. 

Four normal subjects were presented with 
contralateral tone burst stimuli of 250, 500, 
1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz, and average 
evoked magnetic fields were recorded over 
a matrix of positions covering one 
hemisphere. The waveform data for one 
subject at 60 recording positions are shown 
in Figure 1, as is an equi-contour map of the 
magnetic field values at the instant of time 
where the M100 peak reaches its maximum 
value for the 1000 Hz stimulus. 

The dipole localizations for the MlOO peak 
for stimulation with tone frequencies from 
250 Hz to 4000 Hz confirmed previous 
results showing a linear increase in the 
depth of the dipole source with the 
logarithm of tone frequency. Moreover, all 
source localizations corresponded to the 
primary auditory cortex located on the 
surface of Heschl's gyrus. A comparison of 
the dipole localizations for one subject with 
the subject's MRI tomogram is shown in 
Figure 2. 

The results highlight the exceptional 
capabilities of a combination of these two 
non-invasive, high-resolution techniques for 
functional diagnosis. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the results of functional localizOIIion obtained for one subject (Fig. 2) with 
the same subject through magnetic re~onance imaging. ECD locations are marked by black 

C. PA~TEV ET AL. 
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SU8J.: HW RECORDING SIDE: RC 60 MEASUREMENT POSITIONS 96 SVEEPS 
DATA TYPE: HEAN AMPLITUDE 
SCALING: -600.00 - 600.00 fT TIME: -200 - 600 m. 

Fig. 1. Top: synopsis of averaged response wave forms measured from 60 positions over the right cerebral hemisphere (stim~lus 
frcqucncy 1000 Hz). Bottom: distribution of the auditory evoked field at that instant of time when wave M100 assumes its ma)(im~m. 
projected onto the rough outline of the supralateral surface of the brain. Circles: measurement positions; arrow: calculated posi:ion 

and direction of the ECD (taken from Hoke 1988). 
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Principles of Magnetoencephalography 

Susumb S~to, Marshall Balish, and Robert Muratore 

Neurophysiology Unit. Medical Neurology Branch, National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke. National Institutes 
of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, US.A. 

Summary: Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is a new, noninvasive fun.ctional 
test equivalent to EEG. It has been used to localize the sources of evoked re
sponses and interictal and ictal epileptifonn discharges and to study patients 
with psychiatric illnesses. cerebrovascular accidents. and migraine. In epilepsy 
research. it is hoped that MEG will provide information similar to that yielded 
by depth or subdural electrode recording, or that the combination of these meth
ods will provide more information than ·either one alone. The application of 
MEG appears to be widening. although it is not yet a routine clinical diagnostic 
tool. The utility of MEG is limited by technological problems. but new and more 
efficient systems are becoming available. Within several years. advances in the 
technology and understanding of MEG may modify the courseofits application. 
Key Words: Magnetoencephalography-Instrumentation-EEG-Evoked re
sponses-Epilepsy. 
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Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is a new, non
invasive functional test equivalent to EEG. MEG 
has been u'sed to localize the sources of evoked re
sponses and interictai and ictal epileptiform dis-· 
charges and to study patients with psychiatric ill
nesses. cerebrovascular accidents. and migraine. In 
epilepsy research. it is hoped that MEG will provide 

.- informaii6ii""similar to' tnaT yielded by depth or sub
dural electrode recording. or that the combination of 
these methods will provide more information than 
either one alone (Wood et aI., 1985). 

between a magnetic field and its assoc"iated current 
was empirically defined by Jean Patiste Biot and 
Felix Savart. Biot-Savarfs law states that the mag
netic field due to a smail current element varies as the 
inverse square of the distance of the current element, 
varies directly with the current, and varies with the 
si ne of the a ngle between the dJrections .QHb_~.<:JJ.rrent. 
and ofth~feading to it. In modern notation. _ VeGM 

PHYSICS OF MEG 

Generation of Biomagnetic Fields 

The decrease in force with increasing distance of 
both the magnetic and electric forces suggests that 
electricity and magnetism are related. The relation 

Address correspondence and reprint requests to Dr. S. Sato at 
Building 10. Room selOl. NationallnstitutcorNeurologicat Dis
orders and Stroke. National Inslitutes of Health. Bethesda. MD 
20892. U.S.A. 

DI 

- dB = Po idL X ; 

471 ,2 

where dB is the differential magnetic field in tesla, 
J.lo is the magnetic permeability of free space and is 
assigned the value of471 X 10-7 Tm/Ai is the current 
in amperes, dl the length of the current element in 
meters, P is th;unit vector pointing from the location 
in space at which the magnetic field is evaluated to 
th.e-Iocation of the current element. and r is the dis
tance between those two locations in meters. The 
cross-product can be interpreted by the right hand 
rule: dB is mutually perpendicular to both dl and P. 
This relation is understood by placing the right hand 
in space at the location at which the magnetic field is 
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to be evaluated, Point the hand parallel to the cur
rent element idl. Excepting the thumb, point the fin
gers parallel tof: Extend the thumb, and it will point 
along the direction of dB. A bit of finger play shows 
that a magnetic field encircles a straight wire carry
ing current and forms a dipolar (donut-shaped) re
gion around a loop 'of current. The superposition 
principle, which states that the field produced by a 
sum of sources is equal tathe sum of the fields of the 
individual sources, allows the total magnetic field B 
to be calculated by summing up the contributions 
from the individual current clements, In this way, 
the magnetic field for a particular source model can 
be determined, Williamson and Kaufman (1990) 
have reviewed this subject in detail. 

Instrumentation 

The measurability of the neuromagnetic field pro
duced by the flow of electric current in cerebral neu
rons is made more likely by the columnar arrange
ment of the cortical neurons, which leads to the 
summation and re-enforcement of the field of each 
of the firing neurons. Nonetheless. a typical neuro
magnetic field is on the order of 10- 12 T, several 
orders of magnitude less than the magnetic field of 
the earth, The measurability of the magnetic field is 
made successful by shielding the subject and the 
measuring instrument from extrinsic noise, a nd by 
the exquisite sensitivity of the measuring instru
ments .. ', 

.vff!Qszln'ng Devices 

If an electric current can give rise to a magnetic 
field, it is natural to ask if a magnetic field can give 
rise to an electric current. A magnetic field can give 
rise to an elect ric current as long as the magnetic field 
is changing. This effect is called induction and is the 
basis for the detection of magnetic fields. If a coil of 
wire is placed in a changing magnetic field, an elec
tric current is generated in the coil. Th is current then 
becomes the signal of the field. Reorienting the coil 
and changing the numher and distrib,ution of wire 
turns in the coil change the signal. ' 

One device ha~ become standard in neu romagnetic 
measurements. thesuperconductingquantum inter
ference device (SQUID), which allows very sensitive 
measurements.S,Cthe magnetic field. A SQUID is 
made of a ~A~ng with a weak link, all extremely 
h' L.>.L"o~l. '\ • • 

t In gapl\whlch t. unnelmg occ.u.,..~. 

There are two types of SQUID: rf-SQUID," 

J Cliff N~uruf'h)'.<illl" Vol ,~, Nil J, IIJ9I 

which has a weak link and is biased with radiofre
ql¥ncy current, a~d DC-SQUID, which has two 
weak links and is biased by DC current. The latter is 

les> f\"j5~ l, than the former and therefore 
has been used tn niost of the recent magnetometers, 
The SQUID itself ~an be used as a magnetometer, 
but its combinatio~ with detection coils of various 
configurations allo;ws a flexible design ofrnc;:!suring 
devices, : 

i . 
Erne (1983) has reviewed SQUIDs as 

'. I 
used In blOmagnetlsm. 

Detection coil coin figurations can be classified by 
the aspect of the rilagnetic field to which they are 
most responsive, I~ this system, a magnetometer is a 
zeroth-order gradidmeter, A first-order gradiometer 

-is sensitive to the fiirst spatial derivative of the field, 
and so on. Coils a~igned axially are sensitive to the 
derivatives along their axis, and coils aligned in a 
plane are sensitivelto the derivatives in that plane, 
The most commori design is a second-order axial 
gradiometerwith it$ axis approximately perpendicu
lar to the head, H~wever, this configuration intro
duces the possibihh' of signal loss or reduction of 
sensitivity by virtu¢ of layers of coils (the distance 
between adjacent ~oils is a baseline). The recent 
trend is to u tilize t~e first-order gradiometer config
u ration. In facl. the rrst-order gradiometer is already 
used in the recent l!lrger neuromagnetometers (Bio
magnetic Tech noldgies, 1989; Gudden et al. 1989), 

In a typical arra~gement, detection coils are in
ductively coupled t9 a SQUID. Associated circuitry 
provides an electri~al potential that is proportional 
to the magnetic field near the detection coils, The 
detection coils and!SQUID are cooled to supercon
ducling temperatu~es by a liquid heliumhalh.,in a 
dewar. Although its primary purpose is the opera
tion of the SQUIG, the cold bath provid~J?me 
benefits and incon~eniences. The chief~dtantage of 
the cold bath is the,' ~ reat reduction in Ktiise. Among 
the inconvenience$ are the need to maintain the 
liquid helium and t~e necessity for dewar insulation, 
which inhibits the $echanical positioning orthe de
vice ~QlOQ. :l 4$° ~.jlt. These problems hamper ef
forts to incorporate large numbers of sensors into the 

I 
dewar. A cryocool¢r system with multiple stages of 
gaseous cooling wJs developed to try to overcome 
this inconvenience~ The prototype was,used at New 
York University" ~j.H, 5",.,.,e ~ ... c.u-.o; h\)w~"e,..--ru.... 
f\~ ...... ~~ of S~" I~ ,,,ib i{ 1; ...... ;~4A ~J.-}1.......c... c..r~ 
.,,, j.>-(... SO ........ (.2.0 ,,,-, j.-"JJ,.u:J. 
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Increasing the number of sensors in the dcwarpro
vides the ability to take simultaneous recordings 
across large areas of the head': as in EEG. Early 
MEG systems used a single channel. As the arrays 
grew, a hexagonal arrangement became popular, 
and the next largest size was the 7-channel machine. 
Currently, Z »\01"<': ri n(ofcoilsh4w.. been successfully 
added, producing 37-cnannel machines that cover 
an area of 14.4 or 20 cm in diameter for the Birunag
netic Technologies system and Siemens' system, re
spectively. Machines with as many as 100 channels 
for full head coverage are being designed. 

circuitry, a gantry for movement of the demr, and a 
chair or bed for a human subject. The inner room is 
called the shielded room, and its walls are usually 
made of several layers of a conductor such as alu m
inum or copper, which provides eddy current shield
ing of higher frequency noise, and several layers of 
mu-metal or other highly magnetically permeable 
material, which provide shielding of lower frequen
cy noise. Erne and Romani (1990) have reviewed 
magnetically shielded rooms. 

The use bfhigh-temperatu re superconducting ma
terial is well in line with technology advancement in 
biomagnetism but preliminary experiments suggest 
that a SQUID made with such materials is too noisy 
to be of practical use (£larke and Koch, 1988). 

In some measuring environments, gradiometer 
coil designs provide spatial filtering of magnetic 
fields, which might oQviate the need for extensive 
and expensive shielding. In the hospital environ
ment, however, ".,j~~ ",,0.1"1 Y medical machines 
(;lrx\ ~ ......... uo"-$ ·b-l-ht.v s'ourcesofinterference, a 

magnetically shielded room is mandatory. 

Shielding COMPARISON OF MEG AND EEG 

Magnetic shielding is typically provided by build
ing a smaller room inside a larger one. The smaller 
room houses the dewar with the SQUID, associated 

There are some important differences between 
EEG and MEG. The electrical potentials measured 
by EEG are field potentials. or so-called volume cur-
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FIG. 1. EEG i.s recorded hetween Iwo electrooes(a and b) placed over the scalp. whereas MEG records the magnetic fields emanating from 
a tangential source (A). The magn.etic field (e) is not distorted by the scalp. skull. and dura. but theEEG signal is dispersed. attenuated. and 
distorted hy them (E). A radial dipole (B) generates magnetic fields (D) parallel to the detection coil (M). and they may not he detected. 
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rents; they are easily attenuated, diverted, and dis
torted by the dura,skull, and scalp, ~hereas the mag
netic fields are not affected by these structures (Fig. 
J). However. it is well known that the magnitude of 
the magnetic fields decays at a rate of 1/,1 to 1/? 
(where r = distance from the source). Therefore, 
there is some concern about the ability of MEG to 
detect deeper sources (Cuffin and Cohen, I 977a). 
Electrodes and conductive gel are used in EEG, but 
not in MEG. The quantity measured by EEG is a 
relative value. namely. a potential difference be
tween two electrode positions, whereas MEG mea
sures an absolute value when the distance ofa source 
is within the baseline of the detection coil (Wikswo 
and Roth. 1988) and a relative value when a source is 
deeper than the baseline distance. The EEG contour 
maps are often monopolar and occasionally dipolar. 
The MEG maps are usually dipolar or multipolar 
and rarely monopolar. The MEG pattern is rotated 
by90° from the EEG pattern,and the MEG maps are 
about one-third tighter that the EEG maps (Cohen 
and Cuflln, 1983). EEG is known to measure the 
field potentials of current sources oriented in all 
directions, \\;th radially oriented current sources 
measured somewhat preferentially. MEG measures 
chid~the radial component of the magnetic fields, 

kt. ... u$e of +h.../"ou.yh 5pJ.. ..... .-c:.+J.or:- +k .h44.J tI"'.{ }-~ 
conlJguration oitne magnetometer. This pecuJlamy 
of MEG has been interpreted to mean that MEG 
measures tangential cu rrent sources located in 
sulci; Jj'ecause about l\vo-thirds of the cortex is in" 
sulci, it is thought that loss of information due to 
MEG's inability to measure current sources in the 
gyri is minimal (Hari and Kaukoranta, 1985). . 

Calculation of three-dimensional coordinates 
from EEG data requires six parameters: three for 

- -'Iocation; one for magnitude; one for orientation, and 
one for conductivity. whereas MEG does not require 
a parameter for conductivity (Stok, 1986). 

Because of the tissue-induced attenuation and dif
fusion of the EEG, the dipole depth calculated by 
EEG mapping may turn out to be deeper than the 
actual depth. The direction of current flow estimated 
by evoked magnetic fields is opposite the direction 
estimated by evoked potentials, suggesting that the 
magnetic fields are generated by high-density intra
cellular current, whereas the electrical potentials are 
produced by volume current (Kaufman and Wil
liamson, 1982) .. 

These comparisons suggest that MEG may have a 
somewhat beller spatial resolution than EEG (Co
hen and Currin, 1983). 

J. Clift. N(·'lfuphyu/li. Vt~/ . ."1. XII }. IYCJI 
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MobELING IN MEG 

A knowledge of~he so-called forward and inverse 
problems is essenti!al for understanding biomagnet
ism and its analysi$, but there is no unique solution 
to the inverse probl:em. For MEG analysis, informa
tion concerning th!e geometry of the head and the 
current source orsolurces must be obtained. Asimple 
spherical model ~th a single curren! ii\P9le has 
been lIsed most cOlnmonly, although ott1'e-r models 
may be more apprqpriate in some situation·s. These 
subjects have beenlreviewed by Nunez (198 ~I). Ilmo
niemi et a1. (l985),l-~ari and Ilmoniemi (1986), Stok et 
aI., (1986,1987), Salvas (1987). and Williamson and 
Kaufman (1987). ! 

~ead Geometry 

The simplest mobel of the head is the homoge
neous half-space nlodel with a single dipole (Wil
liamson and Kauf~an, 1987),in which the magnetic 
field at any point is ~asily predicted by Biot-Savart's 
law, allowing estim~tion of the location and direc
tion of such a dipok from the magnetic field map 
and the interextrem~ distance. In practice, the head 

.is most commonly n?0deled as a uniform conducting 
sphere. in which raqia1 current dipoles are assumed 
to have no measurable external magnetic field (Co
hen and Hosaka, 1976; Cuffin and Cohen, I 977b). In 
this model, it is als~ assumed that volume currents 

,-.' make no contribution to the field and that simple 
relations exist betw~en field maxima and the dipole 
Jocation and depth.! This is probably the most fre
quently used mode:1 in MEG: however, there are 
important problemd with this model. Such a simple 
model does not reRresentthe temporal lobe well;
causing an angulati~n problem between the sensors 
and the inner surfac!e of the skull, and the results are 
susceptible to the eff:ects of volume currents (Barth et 
aI., 1986; Rose et al.j 1987b, 1989a). 

More pre,cise moidels bas:d on the actu.al s~ull 
shape obtamed bYI magnetIc resonance Imagmg 
(MRI) have been su~ested (Meijs et aI., 1987; Meijs 
and Peters, 1987) a~d give more accurate localiza
tion in in vitro modFls, although at some computa
tional expense. Suc~ a model was recently applied to 
localization of scalp-recorded spike discharges in 
the temporal region ~lnd appeared to give reasonable 
accuracy of discha~ge localization compared with 
that obtained by su~dural electrodes (Ducla-Soares 
et a I.. 1989). 
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Source Models ... 
M.odeling spike foci as a current dipole source is 

simplistic; the foci are probably more distributed. 
Nunez (1986) discussed possible effects of multiple 
dipole sources, and Barth et al. (1989) attempted to 
solve the sources of interictal activity with multiple 
current dipoles. each with its own temporal proper
ties. A more complicated distributed current source 
is probably more representative oft.,pe epileptogenic 
focus, and work is underway on the interpretation of 
MEG sources with respect to such a model (Clarke et 
aL 1989; Ioannides et aI., 1989; Kado et al.. 1989). 
although this has not yet been applied to the field of 
epilepsy. 

SPONTANEOUS ACTIVITI' 

Alpha Rhythm 

In 1968, alpha rhythm was magnetica1Jy measured 
with an induction coil for the first time (Cohen, 1968). 
There is a good correlation between MEG and EEG 
alpha rhythm (Hughes et al.. 1976: Cohen, 1979: 
Cohen and Cuffin, 1979: Modena et al.. 1982). The 
amplitude of alpha rhythm is largest over the parieto
occipital regions (Reite et aI., 1976). and the largest 
magnetic flux of alpha rhythm occurs over thelongi
tudinal midline (Cohen, 1979). The maximum am
plitude of the magnetic alph'a rhythm is 2.5 pT peak 
to peak (Carelli et al.. 1983). Many investigators have 
attempted to localize the sources of alpha activity. 
and'some have suggested that the alpha activity has 
multiple sources in or nearthevisual cortex (Vveden
sky et a!.. 1986; Carelli et al., 1989). Recent work sug
gests that magnetic alpha rhythm arises from many 
discrete sources. oscillating one after another and 
occasionally overJappi ng temporally. These sources 
~~iie·clus·tered near the midline: extending to a depth 
of several centimeters (Williamson et al.. 1989). 

Sleep Spindles 

Sleep spindles were initially difficult to record 
with MEG (Hughes et aI., 1976; Fr~edman. 1981). 
With a laboratory-built single-channel magnetome
ter, however. sleep spindles (12.5-l6Hz) were recent
ly detected at the central vertex, predominantly as a 
radial magnetic component. in three normal volun
teers (Nakasato et aI., 1990). 

Epileptiform Activity 

The use of MEG in epilepsy research has been re
viewed by Rose et a!. (1987c). A worldwide surge of 

interest in MEG occurred when investigators from 
the United States and Italy publishecltheir results on 
localization of epileptiform discha rges in 1982 ancl 
1984 (Barth et al.. 1982. 19840; Modena et a!.. 1982; 
Ricci et aI., 1984). MEG is used to study interictal and 
ictal discharges and also background activity. be
cause all ofthcm are important for localization of the 
seizure origin. 

Inrerictal Activity 

Hughes et al. (1977), followed later by Modena et 
al. (1982), first reported that the spike component of 
epileptiform discharges was well defined magneti
cally, but the slow-wave component was not. Simul
taneous MEG and EEG recordings showed that 
EEG slow waves and MEG multiple spikes often oc
curred together or that EEG changes occurred with
out accompanying MEG signals or vice versa (~ 
et a!., 1983; Sutherling et aI., 19880). 
- Spike averaging. At each sensor position, as many 
as 10-20 similar EEG spikes are sampled, and their 
magnetic signals are averaged using an EEG chan
nel as a trigger. Then a map of the magnetic field is 
constructed and used for calculation of equivalent 
current dipole sources for spike discharges. The pur
pose of spike averaging is to improve the signal-to
noise ratio, and the eventual localization is usually 
expressed as a point or central point (centroid) (Suth
crling et aI., 19880). Even though the epileptogenic 
focus is' physiologically not a point, dipole source 
modeling is an important step toward further under
standing of a complex problem such as epileptic sei
zures (Barth et a!., 1982, I 984o.b: Sutherling et aI., 
19880). Unfortunately, spike-averaging methods 
may result in loss of spatial and temporal informa
tion and of details concerning individual ~pik.~.type~:. 
The temp'l~t~ meth~ (Salu'stri and Chapman. 1989) 
can be used to find similar spikes for averaging. 
With a larger MEG system, such as a 37-channel 
machine, this process becomes easier or unnecessary 
because the magnetometer does not have to be 
moved around to scan the patient's head. 

Single-spike analysis. Individual spikes can be 
mapped and their location estimated without aver
aging (Sato et aI., 1985; Rose et aI., 1987a). With this 
method; important information riding on "waves" 
will not be "averaged out." Although individual 
EEG spikes appear somewhat dissimilar in mor
phology, amplitude, and distribution. it nonetheless 
seemed possible to group spikes according to their 
similarities, thereby yielding several dirrerent types 
ofspikcs (Rose et a!.. 19870). With a single-channel 
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or seven-channel system, the entire head cannot be 
measured simultaneously, causing difficulties in 
combining events dispersed in time. Therefore, the 
selection of signals with a good signal-to-noise ratio 
becomes essential but is tedious. The method of 
identifying spike types is typically visual, although 
other methods are available (Salustri and Chap
man, 1989). Nevertheless, less IIlformation may be 
lost with single-spike analysis than with averaging 
techniques. With a 37-channel magnetometer, con
secutive spikes can be analyzed with good results on 
localization (Sa to et aI., 1990). 

Rellllive covariance method. MEG and EEG are 
recorded simultaneously, the EEG activity of interest 
(frequency band) is identified by Fourier transform 
techniques, and then MEG and EEG are digitally fil
tered to a narrow band surrounding the frequencies 
of interest. The covariance of the filtered MEG and 
EEG signals at each sensor site is calculated and 
divided by the variance of the filtered EEG, giving 
the "relative covariance." This calculation is per
formed at all MEG locations, and the EEG channel 
or channels used are consistent for all MEG loca
tions, although different EEG channels may be com
pared (Ricci et a!.. 1984, 1985, 1987; Romani and 
Leoni, 1985: Chapman. 1989). It is claimed that the 
relative covariance is proportional to the value of the 
magnetic field perpendicular to the head at a given 
location (Ricci et al.. 1985). A contour map of the 
relativecovariance is constructed. and an equivalent 
dipole c~urrent source may be localized. The locali
zation step is typically based on a spherical model 
assuming that only radial magnetic components are 
measu red (Ricci et al.. 1985). 

The relative covariance method is important, be
cause it allows analysis of background activity and 
localization in the absence·ora spike focus if there is 
detectable abnormal rhythmic activity. In principle, 
a similar analysis could be applied to stereotyped 
seizures with rhythmic activity. 

leta! Activity 

The capturingofan ictal event with MEG is diffi
cult, particularly with the single-channel and seven
channel systems. Nevertheless. ictal recording is not 
entirely precluded. because the patient usually does 
not move for 5-10 s during the initial phase of the sei
zure (Sutherling et al.. 1987) orduring simple partial 
seizures (Rose et a!.. I 989b). Simple recordings of 
ictal events such as 3/s spike-and-wave discharges 
were done early in the development ofM EG (Modena 
et aI., 1982), but detailed studies to determine spatial 

J C/in N<·lIr""h .... ""1. v,,/ II. So. !. /WI 
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! 

localization of sources are difficult inasmuch as 
events would hav~ to be recorded at many locations 
(in the absence oq large multichannel magnetome
ters) and the infdrmation from different seizures 
combined. In p~tients \vith jacksonian seizures, 
MEG was thoughtito provide localizing information 
despite the absence of abnormal EEG findings (Mo
dena et aI., 1982; ~icci, 1983). 

! 

, Migraine 

Spreading corti¢al depression. which is a slowly 
changing potentia~, has been implicated in migraine 
to explain the ev~lution of the clinical manifesta
tions associated wi,th the disorder. AJthough spread
ing cortical depr9ssion has never been observed 
spontaneously in hjumans, biphasic waves lasting for 
less than 10 s with amplitudes ranging from 800 IT to 
13 pT were recor~ed with MEG in patients with 
migraine (Tepley e:t aI., 1989). This area of research 
requires further i~vestigation and confirmation of 
results. i 

I , 

EVO~ED RESPONSES 

While studies of!evoked magnetic responses have 
not yet provided u niique clinical information, they do 
provide informatiqn on cerebral functional proc
essing and, when d,ombined with imaging informa
tion, establish in~eresting functional-anatomical 
correlations. The linformation provided by MEG 
complements and /n some cases resolves ambigui
ties remaining in Icomparable studies of evoked 
potentials. AJI m01alities may be studied by MEG, 
but stimuli must npt generate significant magnetic 
fields. i 

; 

Auditoty Evoked Responses 
I 

Shon-Latiency Evoked Responses 

The detection of!brainstem-evoked fields is tech
nically quite diflicuh. When signals somewhat above 
background noise Jere recorded in a shielded room, 
using a magnetome;ter (not a gradiometer) and aver
aging from 12,000 t196.000sweeps (Erne et aI., 1988), 
wavefonns corresJ1nding to brainstem-evoked po
tential waves V and) VI could be recorded, and their 
amplitudes were diITerent at different recording lo-
cations. I 

! 
Midd!e- and LoIg-Latency Evoked Responses 

The auditory stir\,lUlus is generally led by plastic 
tube to the patient i to avoid interference from the 
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magnetic field generated by the usual transduc.ers or 
headphones. Table I shows recording parameters ., 
and details of stimuli from a samp1e-of studies. Re-
sponses to approximately 100 stimuli are usually re
corded at each magnetometer position. _ The mag
netometer is moved (by some investigators randomly) 
over the region of interest in order to avoid system
atic bias resulting from a change in state, which has a 
significant effect on responses. Filter settings given 
in Table I reflect the final bandpass; the signals 
typically are recorded through analog filters with a 
wider bandpass and are subsequently filtered dig
itally. 

Reite et a!. (1978) demonstrated the feasibility of 
recording magnetic fields to auditory stimuli. Hari et 
811. (1980) described the time course and spatial dis
tribution of auditory evoked responses. In particu
lar, major peaks at a latency of 100 ms (N 1(0) and 200 
ms (P200) were described in addition to a subsequent 
slow sustained field. For the most part, when source 
localization has been attempted,simple models stich 
as a single equivalent dipole in half space (Pantev et 
a!., 1988) or a single equivalent dipole in a spherical 
conductor (Papanicolaou et aI., 1990) have been 
used. 
. Early work (Hari et aI., 1980; Elberling et al., 1982) 

suggested that the generators of the NIOO were prob
ably located on or near the planum temporale. More 
recent studies with gross anatomical correlation 
(Pantev et aI., 1988) or MRJ correlation (Pantev et a\.. 
1990; Papanicolaou et aI., 1990) have largely con
firmed this localization. The generators ofa peak at 
50 ms (Reite et a!" 1988) are also near the planum 
temporale. 

Reiteet al. (1981) showed that the amplitude of the 
NIOO peak is larger when the stimulus is from the 

'cotltralaleral side. Papanitolaou et al. (1990) found 
that the equivalent dipole for the NIOO was located 
more posteriorly and medially when stimuli were 
contralateral. Rogers et a!. (J 989, 1990) suggested 
that successive time points in the NIOO peak had 
generators that moved anteriorly, and this was clear 
when stimulation was contralateral, nbt ipsilateral. 
These and other studies, then, suggest the possibility 
that somewhat different cortical areas are activated 
by contralateral and ipsilateral stimulation. 

Elberling et al. (1982), on the basis of the NIOO 
response, suggested that equivalent dipoles over the 
left hemisphere are posterior to those over the right. 
Reite et al. (1988) made similar observations on the 
50-ms response, although MRI correlation allowed 
localization of the equivalent dipole near the plan
um temporale. 
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Early studies using a steady-state technique (Ro
mani et aI., 1982a,b).suggested a tonotopic arrange
ment of the responses. a nd more recent work (Pantev 
et aI., 1988, 1990) is in basic agreement; the depth of 
the equivalent dipole generating the NlOO increases 
with the logarithm of the stimulus frequency. The 
mapping is not clear for the later waves at 160 ms. 

Various paradigms involving speech elements as 
stimuli, or so-called oddball paradigms, have been 
used in studies attempting to el ucidate cerebral proc
esses underlying attention and speech perception 
(Sams et aI., 1985; Makela et aI., 1988; Han, 1989a,b; 
Hari and Lounasmaa. 1989). Th is work is beyond the 
scope of the present review, but such studies. when 
combined with MRI findings. for example, should 
provide impressive functional-anatomical infor-
mation. 

Somatosensory Evoked Responses 

The basic stimulation paradigms for somatosen
sory evoked responses are not greatly different from 
those used in recording somatosensory evoked po
tentials (SSEPs). Recordings may be successfully 
performed even without a shielded room (Sutherling 
et a!., 1988b). The current pulse is brief enough not to 
interfere with subsequent recordings. An overview 
of methodology is given by Hari and Kaukoranta 
(1985); they also brieny discuss fields evoked by 
noxious. stimuli. Huttunen (1986) has described 
methodology for recordings of fields evoked by tac
tile stimulation. The recording bandpass and sam
pling rate determine to a large extent whether or not 
early peaks corresponding to the "cortical" com
ponents of SSEPs are emphasized. 

Several investigators have reliably recorded com-
·ponents corresponding to cortical SSEPs (Rossini et 
a!., 1988; Sutherling et aI., 1988b: Tiihonen et aI., 
1989). Tiihonen et a!. (1989) found that the equiva
lent dipole for the 27-ms peak (P27m) was located on 
the average I cm anteromedially to sources for the 20-
ms peak(N20m). Theirfindings were consistent with 
a tangential source (posterior bank of central sulcus) 
as thegeneratorofthe N20m. Sutherlinget a!. (l988b) 
compared localization of somatosensory evoked re
sponses based on MEG. EEG. and electrocorticog
raphy (ECoG). The average distance of localiza
tion from the central fissure was 4 mm in EEG and 
MEG and 3 mm in ECoG. Averaging MEG and 
EEG distances yielded localizations comparable to 
those of ECoG. These results. although from only 
three patients. suggest that MEG and EEG may re
liably and noninvasively localize somatosensory 

1. Clin. Neurophysiol .. VIII. II. Nu.! 11)91 

cortex. Suk et a1. d989) attempted to correlate local
izations from stinlulation of different fingers with 
MRI-based struct¥ral information. Their studies 
suggest that such m

l
' oninvasive mapping of the sen

sory homunculus ~s possible. 
! 

Visu~1 Evoked Responses 

Teyleret al. (1975D were among the first to report on 
studies of visual evoked magnetic responses and 
described a meth04 based on briefnashes. Because 
cathode-ray tubesigenerate large magnetic fields, 
more sophisticatedlstimuli (i.e .. patterns or gratings) 
require the useofptojection equipment and mirrors. 
Kouizjer et a!. (198~)and Aine et al. (1989) described 
their techniques fqr stimulation and recording of 
visual evoked respQnses. As in other modalities, in 
the absence of lar~e multiarray systems. obtaining 
field patterns requires repeating the averages at dif
ferent locations. ~ilter settings and sampling are 
otherwise similar to recording visual evoked poten
tials. The appropri~te treatment of field maps. even 
if apparently dipollar, is controversial. Stok et al. 
(1986) argued that t~e inverse problem should prob
ably take into acc00nt a realistic head shape. rather 
than relying on spherical models. In spite of this 

I 

objection, George e~ al. (J 989),using sinuspidal grat-
ing stimuli, localiz~d apparent equivalent dipoles 
that, when projecte~ on MRI scans, were near cal
carine cortex and ~ppeared to evolve temporally. 
Under some conditjons of stimulation and at some 
time points, two diff¢rent dipoles appear necessary to 
explain the evoked pelds (Ai ne et a!.. \989). 

I 
P~emotor Fields 

I 
Premolor fields ar~ studied by recordi ng magnetic 

activity prece'ding se~f-paced or triggered movemen ts 
(Mizutani eta!., 198~~. Table2showsselected param
eters used by severalj investigators. The electromyo
graphic (EMG) burst is frequently used as the trigger 
to average the preee~ing magnetic activity. The pro
cedure must be repe*ed at each magnetometer posi
tion, and the time trapsients then can be used to form 
contour maps. Dependingon the resultingcontours, 
an appropriate mod~1 can be used (i.e .. dipole in a 
sphere) to make infhences about source localiza
tion. Great care mU$t be taken 10 eliminate epochs 
with a large amount!of eye or head movement (An-
tervoetal., 1983). \ 

Slow changes in ~he magnetic field with topo
graphic variation h~ve been recorded as much as 
I s before foot (Ant~rvo ct al.. 1983) and comrlex 

: 
I 
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hand (Deecke et a\., 1985) movements. The slow
changing field preceding movement is designated 
the "readiness field" (RF) or "bereitschaftsmagnet
feld" (Deecke et aI., 1985). There is also a large move
ment-related response 90- J 30 ms after EMG onset 
designated the "movement-evoked field" (MEF). 
Cheyne et a\. (J989) found systematic variations in 
the location of the equivalent current dipole gen
erators for both the RF and the MEF when face, 
hand, index finger, and thumb movements were 
studied. Their data arc consistent \vith the motor 
homunculus, although explicit MRI 'correlation is 
lacking. 

Advances in Evoked Magnetic Responses 

Studies of evoked magnetic fields hold promise for 
increasing our knowledge of cerebral sensorimotor, 
and possibly cognitive, processes. Localization of 
sources by MEG is probably less affected by volume 
currents than localization based on EEG. In some 
cases, underlying ambiguity of sources and their 
orientation may be better evinced with MEG be
cause of its sensitivity to tangentially (as opposed to 
radially) oriented current sources. A problem with 
many of the studies is that responses are sensitive to 
changing cognitive~. The present direction of 
these studies includes the measu rement of responses 
to more complex stimuli (i.e., oddball paradigms), 
the comparison of evoked response information 
with that obtain~d by imaging modalities, and the 
incorporation of greater sophistication in source 
modeling, as in modelingspatiotemporal sources, as 
described by Scherg et al. (1989) and Baumgartner et 
a\. (1989). Future directions that seem appropriate 
include (I) the developmentofJarger, multiarray sys
tems so that responses can be recorded simultane
ously over the e'ntire head, thus avoiding the'unwant~' 
ed variation in cognitive state; (2) the development of 
algorithms to utilize.EEG and MEG information for 
source localization; and (3) the use of more realistic 
source and volume conductor models (i.e., based on 
MRI data). The clinical utility of these advances 
remains to be determined, but they clearly are of 
importance in ourunderstandingofthe mechanisms 
of brain function. 

PRESURGICAL EVALUATION OF 
EPILEPTIC PATIENTS 

Although MEG has been used to study a rather 
large nu mberof epileptic patients worldwide, it is not 
an established diagnostic tool. Furthermore. MEG 
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cu rre~tly does not inllucnce the decision-maki ng for 
the surgical treatment of epilepsy. When larger sys
tems with faster and more realistic methods of analy
sis become available. the value of MEG may change 
sign ifica ntly in this respect. 

VALIDATION OF MEG 

The point localization of sources predicted by 
MEG is unphysiological, so that the results cannot 
be compared \\;th the widespread discharging re
gion -identified on ECoG recording. Invasive tech
niques such as depth or.:;ubdural electrode record
ings are often used to validate the MEG and EEG 
findings (Sato et a!.. 1989). but spikes recorded with 
these methods are different from the scalp-recorded 
spikes in terms of amplitude. waveform, and distri~ 
bution, and they cannot be compared on a one-to
one basis. Many small. independent spikes detected 
by depth or subdural recording may not be detected 
\\;th the scalp-recorded EEG or MEG unless a wide 
area of the cortex fires synchronously. 

An alternative way of comparing these three meth
ods is to compare the areas explored by each method. 
ECoG delineates regions of epileptiform discharges 
on the cortical surface (Ajmone-Marsan. 1986: Rose 
et aI., 19870), whereas EEG and MEG may not easily 
provide regional information. Assuming that each 
spike represents a slightly different discharging re
gion, analysis of many spikes willlC<!9 to an aggre
gate of many points. which in turn leads to a region 
(Sato et aI., 1990). In this way, the discharging region 
identified with ECoG can be compared with that 
predicted by MEG. 

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES IN 
MEG RESEARCH 

Although the MEG localization of sources. espe
cially deep beneath the skull surface, is not as arrected 
byvolume currents as a similar localization based on 
EEG mapping, MEG may have some difficulty in 
detecting deeper sources because of the quick decay 
of magnetic fields. MEG studies need to be com
pared with detailed EEG studies to assess the utility 
of each. Validation of each of the techniques must be 
performed in larger groups of patients treated su r
gically or studied with invasive techniques to assess 
the true utility of MEG. 

A severe limitation ofthecurrentlyavailtlhle MEG 
systems in their inability to record events over the 
entire head simultaneously. This deficiency Illay 
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introduce additiomal error, because nonsimultane
ous events must b¢ combined for analysis. 

Without doubt, ~EG is an excellent experi mental 
tool but has yet to ~e proved a reliable clinical diag
nostic methodolo~. Simultaneous EEG and MEG 
recording is alway~ done to ensure that comparable 
signals at differeQt locations are being compared; 
however, this also ~recludes the optimal use of MEG 
as an independen~ measurement. MEG technology 
is evolving, howe~er, and a recent report from Fin
land cr!}~onen et ail., 1990) describes a magnetometer 
that has seven senSiors and a scanning area 93 mm in 
diameter. Furt.herrore .. two 37-channel systems are 
now commerClallX avaIlable, and many other re
search institutes ~nd commercial firms have ex
pressed interest i~ producing even larger units to 
scan the entire he~d at once, It will be several more 
years until the routine clinical utility of MEG is es
tablished. Meanw~ile, MEG and EEG will conti nue 
to complement each other, and both together will 
provide more info~ation than either one alone. 

! 
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EEG alpha map series: brain micro-states by space-oriented adaptive 
segmentation I 

D. Lehmann, H. Ozaki 2 and 1. Pal J 

D"porr""'nt of Nellr%r,)'. UnIVersity lIospita/. ;1091 Zurich (Sk'il:er/olldj 

(Accepted for publication: 18 Dccember, 1986) 

Summ~ry The spontaneous EEG. viewed as a series of momentary scalp field maps. shows stable map configurations (of 
periodically reversed polarity) for varying durations. and discontinuous changes of the configurations. For adaptive segmentation of 
map series into spatially station~hs. the maps at the times of maximal map relief are selccted and spatially described by the 

.!..:.'::..o locations of maximal and minimal (extreme) potentials: a segment ends if over time an extreme leaves its pre-s.et spatial ",indo""" 
Over 6 subjects. the resting alpha EEG showed 210 msec mean segment duration; segments longer than 323 msec covered 50% of the 

total time: the most prominent segment class (1.5% of all classes) covered 20% of total time (prominence varied strongly over classes: 
not all possible class<:s occurred), Spcct'i-al power and phase of averages of adaptive and pre-determined segments demonstrated the 

lI_dctjuacy of the strategy. and the homogeneity of adaptive segment classes by their reduced within-class variance, It is suggested that 
different segment classes manifest different brain functional states exerting diffen:nt effects on information proce~sing, The spatially 

$tationary segments might be basic building blocks of brain information processing. possibly operationaliring consciousness time and 
uff~ring a <:umm(ln phenomenology for spontaneous activity and event-related potentials, The functional significance of ~egments 

might be modes or steps of information processing or performance. tested. e,g .. as reaction time, 

Key words: Adaptive EEG segmentation: Spatial characteristics; Multichannel EEG segmentation: Alpha EEG momenta,)' maps; 
Spectral analysis Nyquist diagrams 

The functional state of the brain as manifested 
in the EEG determines the fate of information 
which is processed while the slate exists. for exam
ple in wakefulness and sleep (see Koukkou and 
Lehmann 1983)_ The functional state is con
strained by several factors (Koukkou et al. 1980); 
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I h.spital. MO<)I Zurich (Switl,erland), 

gross constraints are maturational stages (EEG: 
Katada et a!. 1981). periodic circadian and ultra
d ian processes (reaction time: Williams et a!. 1966; 
brain e\cctrical responses: Halasz et a!. 1985). and 
metabolic, drug. and disease conditions, The func
tional state is fe-adjusted continuously wi thin the 
constrained range in much shorter intervals for 
optimal processing of the information which is 
momentarily being treated (basically via the ori
enting response, see Ohman 1979; Rohrbaugh 
1984), and the functional state varies as sponta
neous short-term fluctuations (see 'nuctuations of 
attention' in Woodworth and Schlosberg 1954) in 
the realm of seconds or less. Various relationships 
between EEG data and short-term nucluations of 
perception, vigilance and brain electrical re
sponses have been shown using single-channel 
EEG data assessment (e.g., Lehmann et a!. 1965; 
Keesey and Nichols 1967; Bohdanecky et al. 1984) 
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and ati:tplj\'l: segnlt:nt;lli()n of singk chanllel EI:us 
(Galh el ;d, 19X3, 19X5), 

The infnrllwlion in Pile EEG chanllel is ;1 sm:ill 
fruction of Ihe entire EEG scalp field d:ll;1. Data 

(

from N electrodes can be combined into 

N • (N - 1)/2 

different EEG derivations (recording channels), 
i,e" 120 diffs;n'nl waV!' shapes can be produced 
with 16 electrodes (Lehmann 19~4; Lehmann et 
al. 1986). Adaptive time segmentation of the EEG 
into stationary epochs in the range of seconds has 
used time-oriented approaches and typically 
analyses data in one channel (Darlow et al. 1981; 
Lopes da Silva 1981; Gath et aI. 1983). Different 
channels yield different segment boundaries. For 
more than one channel. a combination of the 
informations from the individually treated chan
nels is proposed; up to 4 channels have been used 
(Jansen ct al. 1982; Barlow -1985; Crcutzfeldt el al. 
1985 ). 

Conceplualizing functional states as global con
ditions which involve the entire brain (Ashby 1960; 
Koukkou and Lehmann 1983; Wright et al. 1985), 
the scalp field ought to be considered as a whole. 
ACcordlngl\', for t~~i9~ntification of different 
states, information from :.III locations ought to De 
used with e9~_~~~~~.rg~t. ';IT~9~Te~_e:s_~~e::~~r:9~~;1-
sub-set of the available data:-Jhis can be achieved 
by using the spatial co~figurations of the series of 
momentary EEG field maps as unbiased informa
tion for adaptive time segmentation of global brain 

\.f\ ~states. The underlying rationale is as follows: dif-
....-Q, _ ferent spatial configurations of the scalp field 

-;;;, ~, maps must have been produced by the activity of 
\ V different neural generator populations (Sidman et 
&"";.'" al. 1978; Grandori 1984), hence they are candi-
~)'& \dates for functionalli different brain states. Iden-Jfir... -'- ---. __ w -'.--. __ • _____ , __ ~.-

.r tical field configurations, on the other_h~!).~. T].1.!.ght 
\-., Q;.flt:c:1 tbe .acti.YilX..Jif:~,ib~'=;iLll!e-ne~~~e~·C"rators 

\> 2nd therefore, 9L(\J.!1,SJi.l),~~.I).Y2.~rnl!~s~.:..licnce, 
the task is to determine epochs of v:lriable Ic.:ngth 

(
during which the configuf:.ltion of the scalp field 
maps is stationary. Given the periodic nature of 
the spontaneous activity of neural populations 
with their repetitive polarity rever.~als, only the 
maps' spatial configuration, not their ~Grity, 
should be used as descriptor of the states. 

I). LElt:'I:\SN I:'t .. \ 

! 
To studv the fUllclinn~ll states in lkuil. tli,' 

pre,\l'nt paper uses a llletillOd of ati:lpti\'ci.v ~eg· 
rnenting lEG map series \into lime ~egrllenl~ <\1 
variable Icngth and slatiol1bry spatial ell.lr~IClcri~· 
lies, Sincc there is virtuall\y no literature ()n the 
micro-phenomenology of s~ontaneous alrha EEG 
map'scries, the following s~ction rcview). somc <1" 

their basic properties whic~ :Jre the ba~is llf se~· 
mentation appro:Jche,. i ' 

C/wr(JClerisfics oj alpha ~ EG l11ap series, Fig. I 
shows an example of such a\ ma~ series. during t\\'o 
alpha cycles. The m<l~ <Ire basl~lIJ" ~~'!£!!;_LL:b
mann 1971, 1975) and tend tb be concffilriJ:..ilIQUnd 

.two extreme potential val~es, a maximal and._~ 
~linimal, in some cases a eund 3 extrema. The 
configuration of momenta/)' maps is not depen
dent on the chosen referebce, only the voltage 
values of the contour lines pr colours of the con· 
tour intervals depend on it. f· iming at spatial data 
reduction and feature extr ction, a map's basic 
'spatial characteristics can e given by the loca
.'tions of 'the peak and trou h potentials (the ex
,trema locations) as shown~' Fig. 2. This 2-point 
characterization of a map ,an be usecl with any 
number of electrodes and is analogous to descri b
ing a pOlential field by Ine equivalenl model 
dipok, The charat.:temationl of a map oy its ex
trema locations implies thall all recording points 
are considered with equal . -eight, and that the 
extracted descriptors do not \depend on the choic~ 
of the reference. : 

The accumulated extrema\locations from a time 
series of successive alpha IEEG maps exhibit a 
distinct spatial distributio~ (fxample Fig. 48): the 
extrema occur frequently 111 Irestflcted scalp are:Js 
at few electrodes, and infreq~ently at many other 
electrodes (see also Fig. 9 irl Lehmann 1971 and 
Figs. 15 and 18 in Lehman~ 1981). This map of 
the occurrence of field extr¢ma over time is. as 
expected (Lehmann 19X4; Lthrnann et al. 191<6). 
very simil:Jr to the map of slpectr:J1 power of the 
EEG wave forms during the Isamc analy:.is epoch 
if the average ref erencc is ~sed (Fig. 4('). The 
unequal spatial distrihution bf the extn:ma loca
tion~ over time is the consequ\ence of the tentkncy 
of extreme va,lues, ~nd lhus ()~ Im~r e(}nfi~uratio,Il~. 
to t:hange qUIt.:kly In a non-contllluouS, Jump-like 

I 
illanner to di ffert:llt con fi&u ra ti(lnS (Ldllllann 

I 
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Fig. 1. Serie~ of momentary isopotential tontour maps of the scalp field distributions recorded from 16 electrodes during two c:cles 
of alpha activity (epoch 'A' in Fig. 7) covering 211 msec. ~!aps at intervals of 7.8 msec (128 maps/sec). numbered consecuti,·e!y. 
White positive. hatched negative relative to average reference; isopotential contour lines in steps of 10 I"V; head seen from rcar. left 
e~r left. elet:trodc array see s::hematic; most anterior electrode at Cz, most posterior O.S cm above inion at about equidistJr.ccs. 
A,tcrisks mark the 4 maps of max.imal relief (maximal glohal field power); see al.~o Fig. 3. Note that polarity reverses for succc;,ive 
m~p~ of maximal glohal field power. but that their spatial configuration remains stable. Fig. 2 (below) displays the major sp;;tial 
ch~r~\:teri~tics of this map series. 

Fig. 2. Feature extraction of the major spatial characteristics of 
the m:lp serie~ in Fig. I. The configuration of each map is 
characteri1.ed hy the locations of the positive and negative 
extreme potential values which afe indicated by dots and 
connected hyaline. Maps at times of maximal glohal field 
power m:lrked hy asterisks. Note that the configurations of the 
maps remai~ stahle for several successive maps around the 
times of maximal glohal field power (see also Fig. 3J. and 
changc stcpwise during times or low field power. 

1971,1981,1984). The momentary maps show no 
wave fronts and their major characteristics do not 
propagate or travel continuously over large field 
distances (Lehmann 1971, 1981). 

V. 

The series of maps in Fig. 1 illustrates that 
twice during a spontaneous alpha cycle there are 
large differences between the potentials at the 
most positive and the most negative locations. as 
indicated by a larger number of isopotentiallines: 
and that at two other times, the maps tend to be 
flat with few isopotential lines (Lehmann 1971). 
Using the values at all electrodes, the degree of 
relief or hilliness in a map can be assessed numeri
cally by the' hillincss index' (Lehmann 1971) or 
the directly related measure 'global field power' 
(Lehmann and Skrandies 1980); these are refer
ence-independent. 

Global field power (formula 1 in Appendix) of 
the data shown in Fig. 1 is plotted as a function of 
time in Fig. 3. For the alpha band. global field 
power typically shows maximal values about every 
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GLOOAL FIELD POWEll 
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Fig. J. Global field power per map'""nd global dissimilarity of 
succcssi\'e maps of the 211 msec map series of two cycles' of 
~Iph:i activity shown in Figs. I and 2. Times of maximal global 
licid power marked by asterisks. Note longer periods of low 
dis~imilarity, i.e .. stahility of the spatial configurations of the 
maps during times of high global field power. and shorter 
p.:ri<X.Is of changes of map configurations during low field 
powcr. Vertical scales in arhitrary units. i\bp numhcring corre
~?<,nds to Fig. I. 

50 msec (Fig. 3; sec also Fig. 7, bOllom). The lime 
hctwecn two m~xim~ of global field power corre
~ponds to a h~lf-wave t.f convcntional voltage 
wave form records (see ulso Fig. I), since there is 
l)ne maximal and one minimal vuluc of global 
field power for each hulf cycle of a rhythmic brain 
activity (Lehmann 1971). Globul field power is u 
one-number statement for all electrodes, and the 
~L"lual location of the m~p's peuk or lrough is 
unimportunt for the detection of the 20/sec max
ima of global field power during 10/sec alpha 
~I\;tivit\'. 

In the rno~t basic GISt.: the maps at successive 
times of maximal field power during an alpha 
L~..:Ie arc.: similar in configuration, but reversed in 
p,llarity (d., the maps m;lrKcd with asterisks in 
Fig. ). It will be .~t:en lhat in otht:r cases there is a 
,'!l;lnge of map configuratillll netwc.:en two .~uccr.:s

~I\e tilllt:.~ of maximal field power. 
Tht: differc.:ncc in .\pali;tI configllralitlll hetween 

D. 1.I;.I10ANN ET AI 

maps can he assessed ny the o~le-lIumher 1lIc.:;tsurl' 
(formula 2 in Appendix) of '~Iobal t1issimilarilY' 
(Lehm;lnn and Skr<lndies 19X~). U~ed on succe.~
sive p;lirs of maps, global dissilmilarilY as a fum:
tion of time indicates period\~ of stability and 
instability of map configuratio~s. 

Fig. 4A and B illustrate that \he map configura
tions do not change continuo.Gsly from rn~p ltl 
map. hut rather change stepwi~e. being stable for 
relatively long times. Figs. 1 a~d 3 illustrate that 
stable configurations arc typiFally seen during 
times of high global field p,owd and that changes 
to new map configurations. whi!,;h arc manifest as , 
high values of global dissimilar1ty. occur quickly. 
typically during times of low &Iobal field power 
(Lehmann 1971. 1981; Lehmanniet al. 1986). 

Accordingly. exclusive sampl\ng of extrema lo
cations (data reduction in space \via feature extrac-

I 
\ 

A 

~~ ..... /. , 
. ,~, , 

:"~~F 
,~ . 

fig. 4. ,'l.lapping of dig;I;lIly bandpas!>Cd R-!12 Hz alpha ,1I:1;l"il) 
<iuring an epex:h of ~4 ~ee dural ion. A: ;map of Ihc ~palial 
dislrihulinn ,,( Ihe extrcma locations (po.'i~il"e and negali,'c in 
each map) ac·.:umul:!led from the 461 m;,ps :,1 Ihe lii1ll'~ "f 
"':I.\il1l;1I glohal field power during lhe <'pIlCh. B: nwp of lhe 
sp;rlial dislri!>uli"n of Ihe exlremc pOlcn':lial Il><:aliom :'C(U· 

'Ililialed (rom ;"1 momcnlary II,"P' (12H/'~c: 3U72 map.,) duro 
i,,~ Ihe ep,x:h. C: lIIap "f Ih~ spalial dislrih~lion of Ihe ,pe.:!ral 
hand pow"r dem,lv of Ihe 1'.1'.(; "'ave f01"1.' ,". Ihe awrage 
rekrc·Il,·c during Ih~ cp" ... h. Ifigh values hl~d. 'IlL"lliull1 I':dul" 
halL"ilL"d. I"", value, while. ('olliour lincs l"~"'il""1 irlll'rpoialcd 
C'IU;'( v;,Jue, ,,( ''I','IHrCIll"e (rCl.juCilc.y or ,~.cclr;d haild power. 
("ro.\ses arc det:I""/c /o,·;,lion,. NOll' Ihe si,hibrilY pf Ih~ Ihr,'c , . 
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lion) only at the moments of nwxin1al glohal field 
power (data reuuction in lime) is expected to be 
representative of the entire epoch under study. 
This is supported by the similarity of the maps 
ohtaineu with extrema locations from all sampling 
times. with extrema' locations from only the times 
of maximal global field power, and with values 
from all locations at all times, as shown in Fig. 
4A. Band C (see also Ia ter Fig. 11). ,.I:xcl usive 
sampling at limes Qr m~)jimal field power has the 

,additional advantage that extrema de~~~~~i.sm 
in these maes with high rel~:!~wiIJY-~_)~~~_:_':1.~I.1er
able to noise than in maps with low relief. -'-.. -.----~- ·-----~ ...... _ ... __ t ...... 

. II I 

12'~ 
I . 
, ;! l! 

The example of fig. 5 shows :1 series of mo
mentary maps selected at successive times of mH
imal global field power during spontaneous activ
ity. In each map, the locations of the most positive 
and most negative potentials are marked. Obvi
ously, these locations remain in restricted area, for 
several reversals of field polarity. This illustr3lcS 
how the maps at times of maximal global ficld 
power tend to spatially stable configurations ovcr 
successive alpha half cycles: after a quick change 
to a new map configuration, the maps again tend 
to be stable for several half cycles (see also Leh
mann 1971, 1984). The segmen tation procedure 

"~ 
~ 

'3~2111 . "'~I !3.3, !J~ij, 
, .! ,! I 

I I " 
III ! I .. I .. 

Fig. 5. Auaptiv~ scgmenUltion of a series of momentary scalp fi~ld maps covering 1585 mscc of alpha aCli"ity (epoch' B' of Fig. i) 
recvrueu from 16 cJcctrode~. The maps at successive times of maximal global field power are used. Average time between maps is S4.7 
mscc; numbcrs iuentify orig.inal sampling time poinls (l28/~cc): white positive, hatched negative relative to average referent>:: 
is(lpotcntiai contour linc~ in steps I.f 10 p.V. In each map, the locations of the maximal and minimal potentials arc marked by dots 
and conncctcu by a linc. A 4-ekctrodc square window is used for segmentation (see lext). Segment terminations are marked by 
vertical :lffClWS and the l-Cgmcnt numbers correspond to those in fig. 7. See Fig. II for maps or the segmenl classes. 

'. 

\ . 
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used in this paper is designed to identify the~e 

hrief epochs of stability. It is hoped that the 
results clarify the micro-phenomenology of the 
LEG. 

Methods 

fEG data'were obtained as 16-channel r~cords 
from 6 normal. unselected. right-handed. male 
volunteers between 25 and 35 years of age. Grass 
gold cup electrodes were placed with Grass EC-2 
cream at about equidistant spacing over an area 
between the vertex and 0.5 cm above the inion. 
using the array schematic shown in Fig. 6. Using 
one of the electrodes as common reference. the 
spontaneous EEG was recorded from the comfort
ably seated subjects in a sound-shielded chamber. 
After 5-8 min of adaptation to the recording 
surrounds. ADC started 30 soc after the request to 
close the eyes. After anti-alias filtering. the data 
were sampled for 2 min at 128 samples/sec. and 
digitally filtered off-line using a finite impulse-re
sponse linear phase filter (McClellan et al. 1973) 
with a bandpass of 8.6-11.6 Hz (3 dB points; 20 
dB down at 7 and 13 Hz). The data were refor
matted into series of momentary voltage maps for 
further analysis. For display and comparisons. the 
maps were recomputed vs. the average reference. 

SC'f',IIIC'l1lalion 

Global field power was computed for each map 
and examined over time. The maps at all time 
points of maximal global field power were selected 
and only these were used for segmentation. In 
these mnps the locntions of l.he-positive ilnd .ijjC 
l)egative field extre_me pot~ntials ~~re determined. 
;:. segf))~_nt was accepted to continue as long as the 

" /r;-2-3"'-. . , 
(4 5 fj 7 8'1 
I 9 10 1\ 12 13) 

14 15 16/ 

Fig. 6. &h~lI\alic or Ihe array o( c:lc,'lrodes (nllrnixrcLi). 11c:1Li 
~cen (rom rear. mOM anlerior eleclrode al Cz. 111m I r"~lcrj"r 
0.5 cm ahove inion. ahoul cljllal inlcr-ekclrode Jj,I.IIK':'. 

D. LEHMANN ET AI.. 

t:xtrem;! of succcssilt: mars Ifl:mained in the 'two 
spatial window ;m:as whil'h[ arc defined oy the 
locations of the extrema in !he first maps of the 
segment. We used ~r:ltial \l'ir~dows consisting of a 
square array of 4 ekctrodt:s tbut a segment might 
terminate without extrema h: ving occurred at all 4 
electrodes). Thl! dectroue \I' ere the extreme oc
curred in the first map of a kgment is the initial 
location. If. in a subseque~t map. an extreme 
occurs at a neighbor electrod~ in the transverse or 
sagittal direction. the wind~w is defined in the 
respective direction. :1I1d if itjoccurs at a diagonal 
neighbor electrode, the wind1w is defined in both 
directions. If an extreme ~curs outside of the 
window. or farther away from the initial location 
than one electrode distan~e. the segment is 
terminated. and both windoivs are reset for the 
next segment. It is possible t~at the two windows 
of a segment overlap paninll)j. . 

As an example. let one ext~eme in the first map 
occur at electrode 10 in Fig. ~. If in a subsequent 
map an extreme occurs at ele<trode 4 (or 6; or 15). 
the square window is compretely defined. com
prisi ng electrodes 4. 5. 9 and 110 (or 5. 6. 10 and 

1 
11; or ]0. 11. 14 and 15).llf. after the initial 
location. the extreme occurs ad electrodes 5 or 9 or 
11 or 14. the window is d~fined in only one 
direction. and complete definiition requires an ad
ditional occurrence location (if the extreme oc
curred at electrode 9 and 14.\ the wiridow would 
consist of only 3 electrodes).l As long as subse
quent extremes occur within jhe set window. the 
segment continues, unless thel other extreme left 
its window. An example Of~' the application of 
these rules to a sequence ofwmentary maps at 
successive times of maximal g,obal field power is 
shown in Fig. 5. I 

1 

The class to which a segmenit belongs is defined 
by the two electrode locations ~one in each spatial 
winuow) with the highest occ~rrence frequencies 
of extrema over all analyzed mnps of the segment. 
Following the above-described!window definition, 
120 different segment classes a~e thcoretically po.\
sihle for our 16-electrooe <Jrra~. If a tic of occur
rence frequencics existed betwcfn electrodes within 
a winuow arC;I. i.e .. if 2 or even! 3 electrodes in the. 
window had the same frequencr of extreme occur
rence during the segment's c,luratiol1. tht:n tilt: 

! 
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higher sum of the global fit:ld power values of tht: 
momt:ntary maps out of which the extrema were 
collected would decide the electrode which de
fint:d the segment class. 

Resul(s 

A sample of adaptive segmenlation of an alpha 
bandpassed recording of several seconds is il
lustrated in Fig. 7, where the segment boundaries 
are drawn into the EEG wave shapes (recomputed 
vs. the average reference) during the firs.t 8 sec of 

the recording of one of the suhjects. Tht: unequal 
durations of the segments arc evident. The ~eg
ments which were found during the 4.7 sec q,och 
. C of the wave shapes of Fig. 7 are ill ust ra ted in 
Fig. 8. This figure gives for each segment an 
interpolated map of the accumulated extrema of 
all momentary maps at max.imal field power times 
during the segment (these maps of extrema occur
rence are of the same type as those in Fig. 4A and 
B). Fig. 8 shows that, in most segments, there is a 
very clear preponderance of the extreme occur
rence at one of the 3 or 4 electrodes in the spatial 

~~ ISEC 

Fig. 7. Wave sh:lpe~ vs. lhc avcragc refcrenc<: recorded during 8 sec in 16 channels (eleclrode array of Fig. 6) and digitally filtered 1O 
R-12 Hz. Vertical distance hetween zero lines of successive channels is 90 I'V. BOllom trace shows global field power. Vertical lines 
show the adaptively dctermined segment boundaries; segment numhers at bottom corrcspond to the numbers in Figs. 5 and 8. Epoch 
'A' WilS used for Figs. 1,2 and 3, 'B' for Fig. 5, and 'C' for Fig. 8. 

'. 
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fig, X. M;Jp' of 'l<.:currencc of extreme r,'lcnlial values durir.g thc suc:c:es~ivc scgmenls of the 4.7 sec epoch 
:II,bplJ\'cly delermineJ segment. Ihe momcnlury maps ul :III IIme~ of maximal glonal ficlll power WC're sea 
IV.,. c.\!fcme p,l(enli;Jls: Ihe,c loc:Jlion, .. ae :lccumulaled and linearly intcrpolalcd hetween cic't:lroJcs to 

(The numha "f i,,>-(re4ucncy·o(-occ:urrencc ,lines Ihercfore is reluted 10 Ihe numher of timc~ of maxi 
fi~ure 1<1 Ihc lefl hclow each m:lp is the '"gllleni numher usee! in Fig. 7. The figure 10 Ihc righl ah""e e:lch 
"f mu.\im:d glooal field power during the .,cgmcnl: since ma,~imal glohal field powcr OCl'urs :It ~h<lul SO ; 
;i~hl figure mulliplied hy SO indic:.ttcs >-t:gmcnt dUr:Ilion in rn~cc. I 

winuow, even ror relatively long segments. Only 
scgments 49, 51 (lnJ 62 showed cqu(ll occurrencc 
;11 2 clcctroucs within a window, and had to hc 
da~scd (;on.\lucring thc sumrncu riclu rowcr val
llC~. Thcrc i~ no ohvious rule or sCYllcncc ror Ihe 
dirkrcnt .\cgl11cnt classes in Fig. X. The successivc 
seglllcnt cl;lsscs arc very uifrercnt in spatial char
:Jcterisli(;s, e.g .. the series or 10 'anlerior Idt tl) 
poslerior righi' orienlcu' mar conrigllralions llr 
segillcilt 53 ill Fig. X is rolloweu hy lhe 6 ';Jnteri,lr 
righl to roslerior lert' conriguratiul1S or lhe ne.\1 
~egrnelll, which is rollowed hy 'hc 'anlerior Illld-

line to posterior right' ~egme 
'posterior tcmporal right to 
segment 56, 

i 

Table I gives an ove:rview f the major reatures 
of the segments ror the: indivi ual suhjects and the 
mcans for the sarnrlc popula ion, On the average: 
over subjeels the segmt!nls'l duration W,I~ 

21D msec The dislribulion 0 total time (;Overe:d 
hy segmenls or il1L'ft!;Jsing u ration was strong.l:
skewed (Fig. 9): over suhjeet. "hout 70% or lhl 
10lal litlll: was L'(l\'ercu by IS or 210 nlsec 
dllr;ilion or longer, 50'k or to I 
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ADAPTIVE MULTICHANNEL EEG SEGMENTS VIA MAP. CRITERIA 279 

TAULE I 

Numerical characteristics of alpha hand segments <,f 2 min analysis cpoch in c:I.:h <,f 6 subjects. Entries for individual ,uh)cr\, "ere 
n>und~d if greater than 3; mcans and standard dC\'iations over suhjects "~rc cor.lputc·d bL'fore ",unding. 

Suhjcct no. 

2 

(A) All segmmt.r d'lfinfi 'h,' IJnuZi'S"" "I'(J{'h "f.' ",i" 
Dur~tion of segments. 

mean (msec) DR 201 
50% of total time was 

covered by segments 
longer than (msec)' 

25% of total time was 
covered by segments 
longer than (msec) 

Number of segment 
classes in 2 rni n 

Number of segments/min 
Number of segments/ 

class/min 

JS9 

610 

52 
252 

5 

310 

487 

65 
298 

3 

225 

336 

538 

60 
268 

4 

4 

259 

387 

619 

45 
232 

5 

(B) Segmenls of the class ,,'hieh covered maximal Iota I lime of all classes 
Duration, mean (msec) 471 329 337 403 
% time covered 28 16 15 26 
% of all segments 14 10 10 17 
Number of segments/min 36 29 28 39 

(0 SegmenlJ of Ihe closs cOl.winy' s<,cond 10 muximal/Olallime of all classes 
Duration. mean (msec) 307 243 265 258 
% time covered 9 12 13 11 
% of all segments 7 10 11 11 
Number of segments/min 17 30 31 26 

(D) Segmenls which lasled longer Ihan 600 msec 
Duration, mean (msec) 852 834 
% time covered 27 19 
% of all segments 8 5 
Number of segments/min 19 14 
Number of segments/ 

class/min 1.7 1.5 
The segments belonged 

to how many classes II 9 
or, % of all classes 11 14 

Of these segments over 
600 msec, how many were 
over 1000 msec?/min 

Longest segment (mscc) 
4 

1910 
3 

132R 

831 
19 
5 

14 

1.2 

11 
18 

2 
1638 

848 
26 

8 
19 

1.6 

11 
24 

3 
1492 

5 

~60 

555 

53 
270 

.'1'1 

:8 
16 

331 
16 
11 
29 

933 
19 
5 

13 

2.1 

6 
11 

2 
2656 

6 

117 

155 

237 

85 
516 

6 

152 
8 
7 

34 

192 
7 
4 

21 

609 
0.5 
0.1 
0.5 

0.5 

1.2 

o 
609 

Mean (n = 6) 

210 

323 

508 

60 
305 

5.0 

345 
20.2 
12,3 
34.6 

266 
11.3 
9.0 

25.7 

817 
18.4 

5.2 
12.9 

1.4 

8.2 
13.2 

2.2 
1605 

SU. 

)(J 

141 

14 
104 

0.6 

108 
8.4 
3.9 
6.2 

49 
3.1 
2.9 
5.6 

109 
9.5 
2.9 
6.7 

0.5 

4.0 
7.6 

1.2 
675 

longer than 323 msec, and 25% by those longer 
than 508 msec, In all 6 subjects, only about 50% of 
the theoretically possible 120 different segment 
classes were actually found during the analyz.ed 2 
min records. (With increased analysis time there is 
an expected, but lcvelling .. off, increase in the num
ber of dasses, e.g., in subject no. 1: 28 classes in 

30 sec, 47 in 60 sec and 52 in 120 sec.) In addition, 
the different segment classes showed very differ
ent frequencies of occurrence. On average, there 
were 5 segments/class/min, but the frequencies 
varied greatly: the segment class which covered 
most total time per subject (' most prominent' 
class, Table IB) occurredabout 35 times/min. and 
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5 

O+-----r-----r----,r----,r=~~-L~~, 
o 500 1000 msec 1500 

F,~. C; T,'lal ~. lime (vertical) l'\l\'cred hy 'q;JIlellt, "r d.rkrcnl 
Jurat:,'n' (horizonlal). Mean and S.I:. owr Ihe (, .,uhjecb. 

th.: class which cov.:reo the next most time (Table 
Ie) occurred about 26 times/min. These two most 
prominent classes also had significantly increased 
me;l;) segment durations over subjects (paired 
Wilcoxon P smaller than 0.025). longer by more 
than 50%. and 25%. respectively. than the :Jveragc 
~eg.r.~;!nt duration. Hcmever. long segm.:nts over 
600 ms.:c. which constituted only 5% of all seg
men~s. belong.:d to many different c1assc.:s (T:lbk 
ID) ;lno showed an avaage occurrence pc.:r class 
of o:1ly 1.5 segments/cl:lss/min. 

T.1C most prominent segment class on the aver
:lgc.: ewer suhjects covered about 20% of tile total 
time with only aht)ut 12% of all segments. and the 
twn ;no;;t prominent classes together cover.:d over 
~Og;: of the tim.: with 21 % of all segments. The 
c1;JS~;:s which cover.:d most time (Pig. 10) in sub
Ject, I through 5 were quite similar. helonging to 
the 'anterior left (or midlin.:) to posterior right' 
type. which r.:fiects the frequent right hemisphere 
ulph:J dominunce: only suhject 0 and a most 
prominent class of the 'anterior midline to pos
terior left' type. Fig. 10 shows also th:lt the c1:lsSCS 
which covered th.: second most total time differed 
more hetween suhjects. In all hut suhject 4. the 
long~~t segment helongeo to onc of the two fl)ost 
prominent c1:lsses. 

Our segment class definition makes it pl)ssihk 
that successive segments might helong t(1 the saille 
c/;JS'. This. however. occurred only 2:-: times 
(O.OS%,) among the 36('(, segment OllLJlldaries found 
in tr:e pre~ent entin; material. 

Tne :-.egrnent houndaries in our pfllCcJure might 
dcp.::nd on the starting point or the analy.\i5. since 

n. I.EIlMANN ET 1\1.. 

:""·~"t\Y/"r~:(\~""(~ (/) ~\ '--- ~ '~'- '--./ , 

~'J"'\'('!~'l A';-Wti!~r.nvy({ ~~l~~l/ y "~MAil)!'\~:;">-~ ", ... e, (._\/ ~ _.. "'-" / ~ ) 
~UnJ(C I , ;0 J ! .c J 

Fig. 10. &hematiL" o( ~~gm~nt l'la"L which c()\'~r<'d Ill'" I lillie 
(urrer row) and ~<'C<lntl most time Illmer rllw) in Ihe record p( 

each ,uhJec!. i . 

I 
i 

the first occurrence of un I extreme outside the 
initial locution decides the IJution of the window. 
This problem is not serious\ since the segmenta
tion becomes unambiguous alta the first boundary 
which is caused by a chang~ of an extreme loca
tion by more than one eiectjrode. an event which 
occurs very frequently, in t~e present material in 
nearly 40% of the segments. \ 

! 

V(J/ioa/ion , 
For feature extraction aho segmentation. we 

applied a data reduction in !time by ~electing the 
maps at the times of maxim~1 global field power, 
and in space by selecting t~e two extrema loca
tions in each map as crucia~ features. This char
acterization of the segments ~Y two extrema omits 
map characteristics of seconfary strength. We ex-

(

nmined the possihle impor~ance of the omitted 
information by comparingithe two-extrema de
'scription of adaptively dcterh1ined segments with 
power m:lps of the samc seg+ents computed from 
all originally available data. \\'e also tested whether 
adaptive segmentation which is based on the re
duced data set successrully Ipds to reduced vari
:lnce over time and increase~ variance over space. 
i.e.. to more stationary an~ more pronounced 
average map relief than pre-~etermined segmenta-
tion. . 

Fourier transforms of the ~omplete data sets of 
adaptivdy determined segmfnts were computed. 
Epoch length for transforn1~tion was 594 msec. 
covering 76 data points: :~ 1/10 cosine taper 
window preceded FFT, and! the spectra were 3-
point-smoothed (1/4. 1/2. IY4). Power was com
puted vs. the average refercrlce. i.e .. using spatial 

I 

DC rejection. a meaningfull and physiologically 
interpretable way to exami~c local variance of 
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field potentials over time (Fig. 48: see also Leh
lllann 197\. 1984; Walter et al. J9S4; Bertr:lnd et 
:II. I ns; Lehmann et a1. 1986). Fig. II shows 
maps of the 10.1 Hz. spectral power of the wave 
shapes of the adaptively determined segments. 
These power maps of the complete data set arc 
compared with our 2-location descriptions of the 
~ame dat;). 

The power maps vs. the average reference of 
the individual adaptively determined segments are 
Yay similar within a given class and reflect their 
respective classes well (Fig. 1 JA and B), while 
lhose of the pre-determined fixed-length consecu
tive segments (Fig. llC) differ considerably one 
from another. However, even though mean maps 
of spectral band power of wave shapes of longer 
data epochs (example Fig. 4C) almost always show 
3 spatial peaks of power, very short, pre-de
termined segments such as in Fig. 11 C sometimes 
have only two spatial peaks of power, probably 
because much of the short analysis epoch is 

/I 

~ ... ·.?i· ......... . 
... : ..... -:~ .. ~ 

/I ,r;----.. 
fo· I 

:\~.f) 

nwercd h~ (lne class ()f :IJaptivdy dctermined 
:;egI11clltS. The e\ample of ;Jveraged Slne-L(I~lne 

veet,lr di:lgrams (Lehmann L't al. 1986) in Fig.. I ~ 
illuqr;ltes that th.: variance of phase :lnglc~ he
twe.:n different electrodes ewer segments i~ I11Udl 
sm:1ilcr (sil.e of circles ar0und electrode elltri.:~) 

f(lr ad:lptively determined th;)n for pre-determined 
segm.:nts. The adJPtively segmented data in these 
v(:ct(lr diagrams also show J more distinct config
urati~ll1 of the entries, with twO electrodes ckarly 
at the extreme positions (in Fig. 12A: electrodes 
16 and 4, and Fig. 12B: electrodes 16 and 2) Jnd 
thus showing maximal power of the wave shJpes 
over time, whereas in the pre-determined segment 
averJges, several electrodes are close to the eX
treme positions and show overlapping standard 
deviations, indicating a less distinct spatial distri
bution of spectral power computed over time. 

When comparing adaptively determined seg
ments (Table lIA) and predetermined segments 
(Table IlB and C). there are 3 expectations if one 

/I 

" 

~: 
Fig. II. bu-power conlour map" of Ihe 10.1 Hz poinl of Ihe Fllurier-lfan~formed wave ~hapcs vs. Ihe avcrage rdercm:c of Lbla 
>eglllcnl> of 594 mse..: durali,'n, frum one subject. A: power maps tlf 5 adaplivcly delermined >egmenls of das~ 'u' (sehemalic un Ihe 
righl). Il: po ..... er llIaps of 5 adaplivcly delermined segmenls uf .-lass' h: (': power 11);11" "f Ihe first 5 ,uL'ce"ive prc-dclerrnlned 
,cgmcllh of Ihe epoch u,cd in Tahlc lie. High power Mipplcd. low power while; i,o.power L'onlours in e<;ual steps. Nt'le c"n,i'lcnc~' 
of ,p;lIi;11 cllnfigur:llion of powcr m;lps of adaplivcly dClermined segmenls and Iheir agrcemenl with Ihe ,,;hemalic (,egmenl da,,). 
and illL't)O\i,ICIlL'y helwcen pre-delermined segmenls. 

\. 
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i 

I 
Fig. l~. Sine-cosine vector diagrams (NY4ui£t diagrams) of the 10.1 H7. point of 16-channcl wave ~hape~. fourier-transformed in 
>cgmt!nh of 594 mset! duration and averaged over N epochs using tht! he,t fit rotation method (Lehma~n ct al. 1986). Cosine 
cocfficient horizontal, sint! cocfficit!nt vt!rtical. Numoers of cntrit!s indicate electrode po£ition~ (sct! Fig. 6)\ hca\'Y numoer~ mark 
ekc:troJes with maximal power in A and 3. Circles give tht! standard dt!viation of the cntrit!s. Tht! center or thq di:.gr:lI11 is the average 
reference point. the mean of all entries. A: 5 adaptivcJy dett!rmincd segments of class 'a' were averaged. B: 6iadaptivcly determined 
segment, of class' 0' averaged. C: 6 successive. pre-dctt!rmincd segrnt!nts were averagcd. D: average of :the first 5R successive 
pre-determined 5cgrncnts of a continuous recording. Note larger standarJ deviations :lrllUnd :.verage vaILe., or prt!-dctermined 
segments than adaptivdy determined segments. ' 

considers :.III sampling poinls in lime :.Ind space: 
(I) Within a given class of :.Idaptively determined 
~egments, the variance of the configuration of 
maps of spectral band power of EEG wave shapes 
(Table II, column 5) should be minimal over seg
ments (even though they occur non-consecutively), 
<lnd it shuuld be smaller than the variance of 
power map con figu ra tions over successive, pre-uc
termined segments. (2) It follows frolll this that 

I 
the relief of the mean power mllp over the power 
maps of several segments (Ta~le II, column 3) 
should be more pronounced ~or :tdaptively de
termined segments of a given qlass than for pre
determined segments. (3) It alsb follows that for 
adaptivdy uetermined segmel1tsjthe mean value of 
relief of the puwer ma.ps of all sEgments ~f :.1 c1:ISS 

(Table II, column 4) Ideally shpuld he Stllltl:lf to 
the relief value. of the mean nowJ.:r map of the 
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Ch;lr:lCICri,lics of l',)nfiguralinn; p( n1;'p' of Ih~ 10.1 ill, '1',·clr;.I power ,.f Ihc wavc ,h:'I'''' "f d.,la c[,<,<:I" 1,,"~111"":' "f '<J~ "",,

durati\ll\. fr{Hll lh~ 2 Tnin recording (lr poc ~UhJ< .. ·',,:L Till! map:-- \\l'ft..' IllHln:ili'lcu for unit), rL'ilcf magnilud ... : 11\ ,,'-dcr h\ '·,''O( .. :u", I'll Ill.Ii' 

",'n('gl1r"li,'n. (/\) Mc"n power maps of "II ;,d.'rl1\·dy dClcrmillcd ,~gIllCllls which bd"llgCU 1<1 Ih,' 4 da',c, ,,( 'q:mcn:. "il~, Ihrce pr 

llh.re ,cgll,clll, of 594 or morc Ill,CC dU,.alioll Jurillg Ihe rccordll1g lillle. (11) Mcall p,mcr 111;,1" pf 4 )',r,'"I" 1:-" d""cc I" r.1.Ikh ;-.;, 

'11/\) ,.f 'cg,ncn" which w,'re r"nu,,,nly .,dcc:.:,! from Ihc 5~ <:<""C,'l1li\'c. prc·delermincd ,cg,ncnlS ill C. (e) ~LJll p,,'.<r '''Jp "f Ihe 

fir'l 5~ prc·dClcrmineu ,cgmenls "f Ihc rccllrdin~. Thc <:"Il'l'ulall<'n of Illap rdief alld di"i",ila"IY W;" d"nc .... Ier f,'c-wIJ,' II) .I:"! 

0) in Ihc IC)'\. 

(I) ("I."s/group 
(If .'~gmL'nlS 

(2) S<:gmenls (N) (J) Relief 

(ficlJ powcr) 

of Ihe mcan Illap 

()( Ihe N maps 

(4) ~kall rdief 

(fidJ power) 

of lhe relid, 

o( the N map' 

(5) Disslll1'Jril y 
hct\Q:cn lr,~ lndi\·I~·J~t1 

IH:JrS \\·hil..·~ conln"-Jtt.:C 

t" Ih~ m~Jr. map 

IA 1,\[<'11" 111.1 H: power m"ps of ~ ,hl/ereH' ciVJ.H'S 01 {)"ap'''l'e!~' ","efmin,'" 5cl:",ef!(s 

1. N = 5 0.259 0.262 0.10g 

0.105 
O.04S 
0.OS7 

2. N = 6 0.249 0,262 
3. N=3 0.232 0.236 
4. 1"=3 O,2R2 0.299 

/\ l'~rag~ (N = 4) 0.256 ••• 0.265 ~ ~ ~ 0.087 '" '" • 
(S.D.) (0.0209) (0.0259) (0.0276) 

(H) ,1/"<1" 10.1 II: POl"ef maps of': .~fUJIPS (N,\ IIwlched ({J dOlO ill AI of [lre·dell'",,!"e" segme"ls "'llIth ..... ere roncl,,,",\' ,·c!~,·~J fn". C 

1. N = 5 0.165 0.250 0.206 
2. N = 6 0.196 0.272 0.19-) 
3. N = 3 
4. N=3 

/\ \'erag~ (N=4) 
(S.D.) 

,"", 

0.187 
0.168 

0.179 ••• 

(0.0149) 

0.229 
0.258 

0.252 ~ •• 

(0.0179) 

0.139 
0.1 il 

0.1 ii ••• 

(0.028l') 

Ie) M""" 10.1 II: [lower m"[1 of 58 ttIlLHTwil','. [lft'·d"It'm,,.,,,,d s,'.~"'e"/J 
I. N=5S 0.159 
(S.D.) 

(I" = II 
(S.D.) 

0.159 ••• 

(0) 

O.2SR ... 
(0.0261 ) 

0.201 

0.20'1 ••• 

(0) 

••• The averag.e relief and JissimiiJrity values of class mean maps of ndaplh'cly dclermincJ segmenls (A) arc ';gnifi<:~"lly cifkrcnl 

fmm the c(\fre~p(lnding values of the ranJnmly s<!\c<:led pre·dclermincd segm<!nls (8) and from lhosc ('( ~:I 5X F~·dt:l~rmined 

segmenls (C). wilh all' leSI P lc\cls smaller lhan O.OOS (non-pooled vurianc<!s. dl = 6 and JI = 3, r<!sp<!Cti\'d~), 
••• The Jiffcrencc helween the rdid of the mean map (column 3) and the mean relief (If all N maps (C<)IW~ln 4) ,s significantly 

Mll"llcr for lhe aJaplivdy delcrmincJ segments (Al than for the pre·(h:lermined segmenls W) ,111<.1 (Cl: hoth , !~'l P \:;!ucs (A \'s. B 
and A \'s. C) were smaller lhan n.OO5 (non,pllolcJ variances, til = 6 und til = 3. rcspeL·livciy). 

class. while for pre-determined segments. value 
differences are expected. since the mean map will 
be averaged from individual maps with different 
configurations and hence is expected to tend to a 
natler 'landscape.' The data in Table I I include all 
adaptively determined segments. from one arbi
trarily selected subject. which were 594 msec or 
longer and helonged to segment classes which 
o(,;currcd at least 3 times; also included in Table II 
arc size-matched sets of pre-determined segments 
as controls. Table II shows that all 3 cxpectutions 

are met. In summary. the maps of adaptively 
determined segments show significantl: .. more dis
tinct spatial characteristics than those of pre-de
termined segments. 

The results in Table II were computed from the 
complete data sets. i.e .• from all sampling time 
points and from all locations. but used the r~rified 
data set as criterion for adaptive segmentation. 
Therefore. these results support the notion that 
the description of the maps at ma:..imal iield power 
times by the peak and trough Incations permits 
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rl'l'ngniti(lll of tilt: hOlilltLirit:s of sp:ltially st;l
li');::lry data t:ppchs. 
. Evt:n t/tough conventional averaging of pfl.:-de
tt:rr:lillt:d scglllt:nts results ill rinttent:d avt:ragt: 
m:J;n l)f powt:r, it ohviously dot:s not product: 
structurt:kss powt:r maps, Thert: is still :lpprecia
hit: variance of hand powt:r over space (Tahle lie) 
:J~ -:an ;lIso he seen in the now popular powcr-
1l1;l;Jpin'g. systems, This i$ explained by the rci:ltive 
prqolldcrance of occurrence of few preferred field 
cla.>.ses: most frequent arc right-posterior-to-ante
rior types, to a lesser degree left-posterior-to-ante
rior types (Figs. 4 and 10; sec also Lehmann 1971 
Fig. 9, 1981 Fig. ]8). 

Lsing alpha hanupassed white noise (random 
ove~ space and time) as input to the segmentation, 
the mean segment duration (109 msec. S.D. ,= 76 
mse.:, 1098 segments/2 min) was significantly 
shorter ({ test. P < 0.005) than the mean segment 
dur::.tion obtained in our subjects (210 msec). The 
whi:e noise segments were even significantly 
shl1r:er (P < 0.025) th:ln those of su bject 6 who 
sho',; ed the shortest mean dura tion. Con trary to 

the real d:lta. all possible 120 classes occurred in 
the white noise segmentation and, as expected. the 
while noise data showed a uniform distribution of 
ex trcma over space. 

Discussion 

T1e adaptively determined segments of the map 
serie,: belong to different classes as defined hy 
thei r spatial characteristics (' landscapes'). There 
<Jppt:Jrs to be no obvious, simple rule for the 
succ<!ssion of the different segment classes in the 
results in Fig. X and in other examined examples 
of s.:gment sequences, but comprehensive studies 
still need to be done. Ilowever. from <J psycho
phy~:\)I()gic;!1 viewpoint we do not expcl:t ~ys

tem:.!:ic scqucnces since we hypothesize th<Jt the 
Jiff.:;ent micro states or segment classes arc in
st;JlkJ hy tht: hrain as a cot\sequent:e of the type 
and content of tile inforillation which is Illomcn
taril~ tre<Jlco (sec Koukkou and Lehmann 19113). 
Frllll~ thi~ viewpoint, a crucial factor for the pre
dicti"Cl of tht: next .~t<Jte is tht: individual-specific 

, 
! . 

D. 1.1'.I1t-.t:\NN 1':1 :\1.. 

illlpMtance pf til.: l1l\lll1.:r~tarily tn:aled informa
t ion. 

Intt:resting forlll;t1 a~pc~ls ()f sl;lte dl;lllgl'~ arc 
()ffered hy Wrighl .:t al. (i %5) who di~Llrss Ilon
line;lr transiti(lns hetwecd line:lr st;i1cs. and hy 
Ilaken's (]9~3. p. 264) ;,hproach llf syncrgelics. 
which ~hows that changidg a control p:lrallletL'r 
causes seif-org<Jnizing sysitcms to pas.' thr(lu\!h 

~ - I ~ 

several instabilitics, i.c .. lp form a hierarchy of 
spalial pal terns, and that 9ifferent patlerns occur 
after each identical param~lcr l:h:lnge, .,uggesting 
that different sequences or, brain micro states arc 
triggercd by identical singl¢ input events. , 

~ 
We used tirne- <Jnd sp:de-redul:ed daw for the 

segmentation of the EEG[ m<Jp series. Segment 
boundaries of spatially red~l:ed (fe:lture-extracte~) 
and non-reduced data can ~e compared systematI
cally by using global dissifnilarity (formula 2 in 
Appendix) on segment series of complete nwps. 
employing voltage ranks in!,stead of absolute volt-
ages to concentrate on con~iguration anJ to avoid 
dfects of magnitude: glob~1 dissimilarity is com
puted for successive pairsi of maps at til}leS of 
.nl<Jximal field power: e;Jch ;dissimilarity comput<J- .. 
tion is done twice, using thc\ two maps as thev are. 
and using one map reve~sedlin polarity (equi:'alcnt 
to rectification); the lower qf the two dissimilarity 
values is accepted, since no !assumptions arc maJe 
a hou t the succession or cqnfigu r<J t.ions; after J
point smoothing to repress ispurious effects. time 
points of m<Jximal values id the curve of t1issimi
iarity betv,Ieen successive ~aps are accepted as 
segment boundaries. Agrqement hetween this 
global dissimilarity proceJurte and our extrema-In
cation method can be teste~ with the c.;hi-squ<Jre 
statistic for comparing twol simultaneous neur<J1 
spike trains (Gerstein et alj ]n?;). For ins[;lncc. 
the d<J(a in Fig. 8 which crl nsist of 90 maps at 
maxi nwl glob<J1 rield POWl:[ times yiddeJ 17 seg
ment boundaries with the d ssimilarity procedure 
and 19 oound;lries with Ithe extrema-location 
mt:thod: 9 coincided :.!t iqeCltical time points: 
gotldne~~ of correspondentc of the seg.ment 
hOllnd<Jries was significant w~th X~ ~~ 12.75. df = I. 
I' < O.O{J I. i 

Non-linearly interpolated J\l:IP v;tiucs (e.g .. 
AshiLia el al. '1979; Coppodl et ;ti. 1%2) would 
orfer the possibilitv to usc j,)c;ttillns or extrcma - , 
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which ;nc: I\ot restricted to dC:L'trnde positions: in 
thl~ case, circular spatial windows of finely graded 
m;lgnitud..: could be used, but a vc:ry large nUlllber 
of p(\<;sihk segment classes would result, which 
w()uld rC:ljuire clustering proceduJes even ftH ;1 

first sum:y of n:sults. Physiologically meaningful 
sizc:s of the spatial windows might be derived from 
kn~)w\cdge about the spatial frequencies which 
exist in momentary maps (but at present no such 
systcmatic knowledge is available). 

In our spatial approach to adaptive segmenta
tion as w..:11 as in other, time-oriented, approaches, 
the periodic polarity reversals of the electrical 
fields are accepted as a basic properly of a stable 
br:lin state. The functional significance of these 
EEG polarity reversals is still unclear: only a 
small effect on reaction time is known (Callaway 
1962; Dustman and Beck 1965). It migh t neverthe
less be hypothesized that similar brain field con
figurations of reversed polarity are produced by 
sp:ltially different neural populations, and hence 
might show unequal spatial voltage gradients. We 
tested this in one of our subjects, examining the 
maps at the times of maximal global field power 
of the 6 segment cl:lsses which each had more than 
13 such maps: the segment claS's with the largest 
number of cases had 93 maps. There was no 
significant difference of the gradient magnitude 
between maps of opposite polarity in any of the 6 
classes. This supports the concept that a segment) 
is represented by a spatially stable generator pro
cess of periodically reversing polarity. 

This paper reports alpha bandpassed data from 
awake subjects who showed appreciable alpha 
power during the analysis time. Full hand adap
tive segmentation produced related but, ex
pectedly. not identical results. Global field power 
curves for full band are somewhat more noisy, 
with occasional dominant waves slower than 
20/sec (examples in Lehmann 1971). For adaptive 
segmentation of full hand multichannel EEG data 
from grossly different 'states such as sleep and 
wakefulness one might employ a two step ap
proach: first, a time-oriented procedure to seg
ment ad:Jptively tht: single, global field power 
curve of the multichannel data into temporally 
stationary segments in the range of seconds; and 
secondly. our space-oriented procedure for adap-

ti,·~' segmcntation of these larger' frr.:yu":I1(\·de
fi l1..:d· ~egmen ts int() ~pa tially ddi ned mint) ~:;I te~. 

The minimal seg.ment duratil)/l in l)lJr ~":ll'L" 

h;l~cd procedure is about a half wave (,r dl)I111nanl 
temporal frequency of the conventlL)n::li wave 
sh;lpes (about 50 msec for alpha rhythm) and thus 
is C0nsidcrably shorter than i n time-ori~n ted Jdap
ti,·c segmentations where minimal tim~s of :!bout 
a 5ccond or more arc required (e.g., CreulzfciJt el 
al. 1985). In addition. and contrary to time-ori
ented segmentations, the space-oriented procedure 
can classify a momentary single-map stlte. (Either 
the momentary map or the map at the lime of the 
closest maximal value of the global field power 
curve might be used.) This possibility to cbssify 
momentary single maps might permit the recogni
tion of brief state discontinuities such as epileptic 
events whose momentary spatial maps (Lehmann 
19i2) differ greatly from normal map configura
tions. 

The functional significance of the seg:nent 
classes cannot be deduced from their formal 
aspects. Viewing a segment as a manifestation of 
an ongoing brain processing step or processing 
mode, one might speculate that the duration of 
individual 'thought packages' or 'atoms of mind' 
are indicated by segment durations. Possibly. the 
putative time for conscious experience (Libet 1982) 
may be operationalized for spontaneous thoughts .. 
by EEG segmentation. It is conceptually im
portant that about 25% of the analysis time in our 
data was covered by segments which lasted longer 
than 500 msec; this is the minimal duration of 
stimulation for conscious experience if stimuli are 
applied at an intensity. below which no sens:ltion 
at all is possible (Libet 1982). Related time spans 
have been reported for switching of atlention 
(Reeves and Sperling 1986: 400 msec). for effec
tive times of leading visual masks (DiLollo 1980. 
Fig. 7: over 160 msec). and for maximal inter
stimulus intervals compatible with continuous 
stereo percepts (W. Skrandies. pers. commun.: 250 
msec) and with backward masking of \'isualtargets 
(Michaels and Turvey 1979, Fig. 13: over 200 
msec). This also suggests that functions which arc 
manifest in early components of evoked potentials 
might not qualify for conscious experience be
cause of their short durations. 
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Thl' ide;t1istic g\l;t1 of ;Idaptive tilile :-'Cl,!.lllCIl
I;ili\lll pf hrain ekctrical rield~ is thc rCl'(l)!,llitiI11l 
Ilf hOn\tlgelle\)us hasic ou i Idi Ill;!. hlpd s of hr;1 i n 
inform;ltion procc%ing. the Illicro ~t;lte~ which 
constitute the' atoms' of hrain activity. The n1l1-
melltary hrain miero slate as glohal entity is l'l\Jl

ceiveLl to consist of the states of the nlllller(\lI~ 

parallel. automatic brain processcs and of the 
~tate of the brain's limited capacity.channel llf 
controlkd processing (consciousness). Moue of in
formation processing (possibly reiateu to 'carrid 
and including' housekeeping' L:onditions), step \If 
information processing and information content. 
however, have to be considered in such concepts, 
since expectedly all of these are manifest in the 
momentary brain electrical field. This expecl<ltion 
can be extrapolated from studies which examined 
EEG epochs in the range of a few seconds and 
reported different EEG characteristics for many 
psychological measures (e.g .. Berkhout et ill. 1969: 
Koukkou and Lehmann 1976: Antrobus 1978: 
Ehrlichman and Wiener 1980: Lehmann et al. 
19R I), even though very few ll1easu res were ex
amined in anyone given study. 

We would like to propose the adaptivcly de
termined segments of stationary spatial character 
as a unifying concept for event-related anu spon
taneous, EEG analysis. Space-oriented adaptive 
segmentation of event-relateu potential data as a 
polarity-considering version (Lehmann and 
Skrandies 1984) of th.: present strategy has been 
applied successfully to questions in cognitive psy
<:hophysiology (Brandeis and Lehmann 19l16). 
Certain classes of spontaneously occurring seg
ments might have a, map configuration which is 
similar to that of event-related segments ('compo
nents') of known significance (example Fig. 16 in 
Lehmann and Skrandies In4) and thus might he 
ascribed a putative, testable functional signifi
cance during ongoing EEG ;)<:tivity. In addition. 
we expect that the study of miL:n> states leads to ;1 

Jeepened understanJing of EEG pheIHllllcnolog:', 
More information I)n the functional signifi

<:ance of the different llIicro ~tates whidl arc 
Ilwnifest as e1asses of EE(i segmcnts l'an he ex
pected from varilllls typc:~ Ilf expairllellts. Possihle 
physiological varia hies include event-rl'!ateLl 
potential data wlll,-,e Jiffcring configuratitlilS in 

! 
!. 

t), U:IIM:\Ni" L'I .. \I" 

re:-p(ln~e {II rl'pctitivc stimuli even during. ~ll\lrl 
rcc,'rding c:pllch~ (Zcrlin andl [);Ivis 19(7) Illi)!,ht 
tkl'cnJ (\n the nHlllh':llt<lry l1la~-defilled minll ~t;ilc 
;11 ~{imuILls ;Irrival, a~ suggcstfu hy single-ch;lllild 
re.'ldts of I!me scr,ies-Lldined l~egl11ents kg" (i,:'lh 
et al. 19X): Halasz et al. 9~5). As t\l 1l1iCrO 
state-related hehavitlral varia~lcs, we found ill ;1 
recent (unpublisheLl) study O? R normal :-'Uhj~l'ts 
significant Jifferen<:es in sele4tive motor re:lctilln 
{i Ille depcnd ing on the momJ,n tary seg.mcnt cl ass 
at ~timulus delivery: the $ubj~cts had to re~r\lI1J 
to the rare, high pitch tone s~imuli which at ran
dom rcpl:.Iced some of the lowtr pitch tone stimuli 
which were prcsented in a reg:ular series ('oddball 
parJdigm'), during spontaneoysly varying segment 
classes; each subject response~ to 337 rare stimuli: 
over subjects, there were sirpilar differences in 
rea.:tion time for the 26 diffe~ent segment classes 
which occurred in all subjects lFriedman A?\OVA 
X~ ~O.6. dj= 25, P < 0.025). V\nother behavioral 
variabk might he different tYRes of private. spon
taneous experiences, which t~ained subjects can 
report as brief statements upo~ a signai presented 
in different mi<:ro states. The'jspeculat;on be per
milled that psychotic disturbalnces of brain func
tioning might be manifest as pn aberrant mosaic 
of the micro ~tates. i.e., as jherrant occurrence 
frclluency or Sl'tjuen<:e or dura\ion of the dificrcnt 
segment dasses. 

,AppendiX 

Gluhal jield {JiJII'I!T uf a iliaI' 
Compute thc N-weighted st,lndard deviation of 

the voltages measured at all dectrodes vs. one of 
the ~ de<:troLles (Lehmann anid Skrandies 19liO): 

\ 

[
In ,]11 ~ 

gloh;i1 field power = -.L (ll - U r 
~ 11 I". I 

(forrnll!;, I) 

where 11 i" the JluJllher of c1ect~oJes on the ~l';dr. 
ll, i, the volt:lgc at de<:trode i,l and li is the Illcan 
voltal!.l' of tht.: n ele<:trodes (this mean volt;I!!C i, 
thc "irtual, :-.o-c;dlcd average rdft.:rt.:nce), ~ 

'I he value is zero for a cOll1pbely flat field. and 
ri~c:~ with incre;lsing hilliness or rclicf of the field, 
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Clohal dissimilarity of maps 
Compute the st,lndard deviation of the volt:lges 

at each electrode over all maps (= compute mean 
map and the S.D.s at. all electrodes) \Ising the 
average rderence; sum the standard deviations 
over :111 electrodes; divide by the number of elec
trodes (Lehmann and Skrandies 1980): 

I n [1 III 'lO'~ global dissimilarity = - L - L (V'J - V, r n
i
_

1 
m

j
_

1 

(formula 2) 

where n = the number of electrodes, m = the num
ber of maps, vij is the voltage a t electrode i vs. the 

average reference in map j, and Vi = J... Lj_ I vij m 
(the mean voltage over aIJ m maps at electrode i 
vs. the average reference). 

(For m = 2 maps, simply compute the foot of 
the sum (divided by 2) of the squared voltage 
differences (using the average reference) over all 
electrodes; divide by the number of electrodes): 

If dissimilarity of configuration between maps 
is to be assessed excluding influences of relief 
magnitude, the maps must first be scaled to unity 
global field, power, or ranks of voltages must be 
used. .'. 

The value is zero for completely identical maps. 
and rises with increasing dissimilarity between 
maps. 

Tnc ~ulhors ..... ish to thank D. Brandeis, M. Koukkou. G. 
Ponte, W. Skrandies and two anonymous revie ..... ers for helpful 
criticism, G. Simon for advice on digital filtering. and R. 
Muller for collaboration during the data collection. 
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VI PHYSICS 

The papers in this section provide plausibility arguments for a number of potential theoretical models 

of anomalous mental phenomena. 

The number that appears in the upper right- hand corner of the first page for each publication is keyed 

to the following descriptions: 

25. Tipler, F. J., "Rotating Cylinders and the Possibility of Global Causality Violation," Physical 
Review D, Vol. 9, No.8, pp. 2203-2206, (April, 1974). The precognition data suggests that causality 
must be stochastic to avoid the classic problems such as redundant histories. This paper is a 
teclmical general relativity argument that shows that under extreme circumstances, causality may 
be violated. 

26. Morris, M. S., Thorne, K. S., and Yurtsever, V., "Wormholes, TIme Machines, and the Weak 
Energy Condition," Physical Review Letters, Vol. 61, No. 13, pp. 1446-1449, (September, 1988). 
Whereas paper number 25 suggests extreme conditions for possible causality violation, this one 
demonstrates that time travel may be possible under relatively normal conditions. Morris et. al. 
find they must allow casualty to be stochastic to maintain the validity of the Einstein field 
equations. 

27. Redmount, 1., "Wormholes, Time navel and Quantum Gravity," New Scientist, p. 57, (April, 
1990). In a non-technical article, Redmount describes how current relativity models might allow 
for realizable time travel. He, too, must invoke a statistical nature for causality. 

28. Misra, B. and Sudarshan, E. C. G., "The Zeno's Paradox in Quantum Theory," Journal of 
Mathematical Physics, Vol. 18, No.4, pp.756-763, (April, 1977). In an important paper in the 
modern development of quantum theory, Misra and Sudarshan point out that under certain 
circumstances, physical systems might behave considerable different under "observation" than 
they do when unobserved. This physics speculation contains implications for anomalous 
perturbation. 

29. Aharonov, Y. and Vardi, M., "Meaning of an Individual 'Peynman Path,'" Physical Review D, Vol. 
21, No.8, pp. 2235-2240, (April, 1980). This theoretical paper extends the concepts from Misra 
and Sudarshan by showing that under continuous observations a physical system conforms to the 
implications of the measuring system rather than to the physical laws usually governing its 
behavior. 

30. Aharonov, Y. and Bohm, D., "Significance of Electromagnetic Potentials in the Quantum 
Theory," The Physical RevieW, Second Series, Vol. 115, No.3, pp. 485-491, (August, 1959). One 
promising possible approach to understanding the transmission characteristics of anomalous 
mental phenomena is the vector and scalar potentials of the standard electromagnetic theory. 
This is the initial paper that theoretically showed that these special potentials are not just 
mathematical improvements, but rather are physically measurable. 
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Rotating cylinders al~~ the:p'6-~'~i~b::;~ity of global causality violation * 

Frank J. Tipler 
Departrne71t 0/ Physics Qnd Astronomy, University 0/ Marylr.nd, College Park, Maryland 20742 

(Received 6 November 1973) 

In 1936 van Stockum solved the Einstein equations Gp " = -c;;T p" ior the gravitational field of a 
rapIdly rotating in.finite cylinder. It is shown that such a field violates causality, in the sense 
that it allows a closed timelike line to connect any two events in sj)J.cctime. This suggests that 
a finite rotating cylinder would also adt as a time machine. 

Sincp- the wo;k ofBawk~ng and Penrose, I it has nontrivial CTL. though the region of causality ',i-
become accept.ed that.p~a.ssical general relativity olation is coniinect within an event horizon; cat:sal-
predicts some sorioi' pathological behavior ... How... ity violation from this source could never be 00-
ever, the exac.t. nat~re .. of uie. pathology is und'er '. served by terrestrial physicists. s In addition, 
intense debate..atpres~nt, primarily because so- since the CTL must thread their way through ~ re~ 
lutions to the fieJct ·~q~~~o.n~,.· 98,!1. ~e' fo'Und which ex- gion near the singularity, it is quite possible t.hat 
hibit virtually ,£Ily.tYP~~9.f..l:ii.zar"re behavi.or.2,3 It matter of a collapsing star will replace this re-
is thus of utll19f'~i!n~~~·£~~.f~ .. tr;>Jmow·W:1at types of gion, as matter replaces the past horizon in the 
pathologies mi~.~e exp,,'ct¢d t9 occur in actual: case of spherica~ collapse. lo The final Kerr field 
phYslcal sjtuati~;s::.:· ,(1).8 'o{these' t;athologies is with collapsed star could be causally well behaved, 

, causalU)T vlolatio:;;':.a~d i'n 'thlsp'~~i' (shall argue so the CTL pal1)ology might still be eliminatec. 
that if we make .!..;~ assumptions' 'co"Ii:cerning th·~ be - from ge nera! relativity's physical solutions. . ' .. ,) '. . ... :. . . 
haylor of m;J.ti:.er:?1l4.n'fl;.nM9\q .. ~~~al i~ general rel- :1 doubt this, because nontrivial causality vic:3.-
a'dvity, then it;,srnw.l..d bo po,s'sftilii 'iii p-rinclple .. ·to cibn also occurs in the field generated by a rapidly 
Bet np «1'1 exp?~:j.l~erif'i..ri' Wl)~ch fuiiparfic~raI pa- rotating infinite cylinder. 

. .. .' ~ ,,' : ~.~. :", .. .:.~ .. 
thology .could))~:QbB.exv.ed..... . . .... ': .. '-. The field of such a cylinder in which the centrif-

B0Cl1.u1;e ge1J'e~:ai:~'~i~t~';diY:l's a··i~c-i.iiH~ory with tigal forces are balanced by gravitational attraction 
no a prio;--i r·~?-~r~~ti.qi;~i:~·~:·:Ql:e.globaT't'OPb:logy~" . was discovered by. van Stockum in Hi36. 11 The 
causality \'iolatio'nc'a~ 'bi(lntroCitic'~tr' rritb"'solutioils':' 'metric is. expressed in Weyl-Papapetrou form: 
qu!tt' eH~ny by,:~~~~ai~iQ.~s··Gh6~des ~h~llorogy;::for. (n 
e:;;a!JlJ.~(!, we.c"oUi,(~~8im~~ihaftfte Arn(h.ii&rcoor~... .'ds

2 
=H(dr2 +riz

2
) +L<1cp2 ;-2Afdcpdt -Fdt

2
, -, 

ciinate in th&.M!...~qY!1?~t·.~e'tric :i.s: p~ri'o:dic; 'or we"" where z me~1:!\.lres distance along the cylinder axis, 
could make :>I:0{;w.J1gh;id,in~ific~·~ioh.s· ,in Rei'ssner:";: ' .. r is ·the radial'distance from the axis, If) is the an-

. Nordstrom ~..li",p.e} .. :rj)botti 'otTh'e~e'-c;a:§es the cau":··· gle coordinate, and t is required to be timelike :it 
: sality ViolRt'iQ~'~~¥:'6: ~~.~q~lflo~ S~~~.~~.r-~~l1ke . r = O. (-«; < Z <<0, .• 0<: < "", 0.;; cp .;; 211, -<t".> < t <.".) 
, lines (CTL).,.'JY%9;h>?..;j~: l]qtbQl.l\RtOPlS"to 'Zero; and· ,; The metric tensor is a function of r alone, and ll)e 

. those noed ~g\l.~~.:~o·:~i9.'i·ties· ·sfii~.~ '~:¥." c·~ be re- coordinate condition F L + M2 =r 2 has been imposed 
moyed by re.il!~.q~r,eJ~~.!?,!~e, met~lC in: a.' ¢6v'ering (units G =c = 1). 
spaco (follCf.w..~!~.:9arte.~,~:;~::n;.J.:.. re~p.va?le ?1 such It is clear that since g= detg flU = -r 2[f2 ill JlElga-

me~aUJ will ~.,~~J..edJi:'hV,~;u.~qtJ'.le·rs. will be called tive, the metric signature is (+++-) for all r>O, 
nontrivial).:;;;;;.:., :.';: ::, ': .. '" ,:;::.,;:,.~.::.: .. ~ '.',:.' . provided H¢O. van St~ckuin assumes the Einstein 

In 1949, hO~~W~l;., §q,(,l.16.;g~I'l~.0'v.ered ':;i' solution equations 
tl) the nEllcL~uati.qns willi' noniero cosmologic'al 
constant that ~.p;tai;;~9\ilOntrjvlitl·CTL: . Still, it 
could l'e argue.djh~f.'th.~"G6dei :s'olutton is without 
physical signv.i.c.a:nc.~:··.::si~~~ 'if corresponds to a 
rotating, stationa.ry .. q·os·mology,· wher'eas the actual 
universe is expanding and apparently nonrotating. 

Th .. low··,angular-momentum Kerr field, on the 
other hand, cannot be claimed to be without physi
cal relevance: It appears to be the unique final 
state of gravitational collapse,' and so Kerr black 
holes probably exlst somewh<Jre, possibly in the 
center of olir galaxy. ~ This field also contains 

\ 

where p is the particle mass density. Also 

dr dz -=-",0 
ds ds ' 

dC/Jjdt -:-- - = constant 
as ds I 

T =T~; =-D 

9 . 2203 
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(particle paths required to be timelike). 
In a frame in which the matter is at rest, the 

equations give for the interior field 

H=e-'~r~; L=r~(1-a2r2), p=4a~e·2r', 

M=ar 2
, F=I, 

where a is the angular velocity of the cylinder. 
For r> l/a, the lines. l' = constant, t = constant, 

(2) 

z = constant are CTL (in fact, by a theorem due to 
Carter/ nontrivial CTL can be found which inter
sect any two events in the manifold), but one could 
hope that the causality violation could be climi'
nated by requiring the boundary of the cylinder to 
be at r =R < 1/a. Here the interior solution would 
be joined to an exterior solution which would be 
(hopefully) causally well behaved; indeed, the re
sulting upper bound to the "velocity" aR would 
equal'1, the speed of light in our units (though the 
orbits of the particles creating the field are time
like for all r). 

van Stockum has developed a procedure which 
generates an exterior solution for all aR > O. When 
o <aR <t, the exterior solution is 

Rr sinh(3E + e) 
L = c-2'--s-inh-2-E""c-o-s-h":"'E ' 

M = r sinh(E + e) 
sinh2e: ' 

rsinh(E - e) 
F = -R-Sl-'-' nh-E--'- , #-.. 

with 

e = (1 - 4a2 R2)1/2ln{r:/R) , 

€ = tanh -1(1_ 402 R2)1/~ . 

For aR =t, 
H=e-1H(r/R)-1/2, 

·L =tRr{ 3 +In(r/R)] , 

M =tr[ 1 +In(r/R)], 

F=(r/R)[ 1-ln(r/R)]. 

For aR>t, 

H=e-· 2/t\r/R)-2. 2/t2, 

L = Rr sin(3.B +y) 
2 sin2,B cosf3 ' 

M= rsin(f:J+y) 
sin2,B '. 

F = rsin(f:J - y) 
R sinB ' 

with \ 

\ . 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

l' =:( 4a 2 R2 - 1 )I/~ In(r/R), 

,B =tan- I (4a2 R2 _1)1/2 

[as in ~'1e interior solution, F L + M2 = r 2, so the 
metricisignature is (+++-) for R ",~·<ooJ. 

We s~e that causality violation is avoided for 
I 

aR':; ±oi but Carter's theorem tells us that it is 
possible to connect any two events by nontrivial 
CTL when aR > t. 

Ther!e are several objections to be met before 
this r~sult can be interpreted physically. First c 
all, E1s. (3), which van Stoch'Um derived by as
sumin~ a special functional form for the g~v' 
might rot be the only candidates for the exterior 
field; r is known, for instance, that the gravita
tional hid (3a) is static l2 in the sense that a 
"trans~ormation" of the form 

i 
t' tAt +Bcp, A, B, C, D constants 

( 4 
cp '= Ct + Dcp 

I 

will e~i!:linate the g<1t component. [Transforrnati 
is pla¢ed in quotes since t' is a periodic coordi
nate: it';; t I +B21f. Interpreted globally, the new 
metri1 covers a manifold with topology 

52 ~ (half plane) . 
I 

We can return to the original topology by taking: 
covedng space, an operation which is not equiva 
lent tq changing a coordinate system.] 

Forr.:.ately, it is easy to prove that (3) are the 
only wssible exterior fields for a rotating infini: 
cylin~er. Levy and Robinsonl3 have shown that L 
this cf=' the Weyl-Papapetrou metric can be 
writt~n lmodulo (4)1 in the form 

I 
d~2 = _e 2W (dt + adcp 'f + t?k -v) (dr 2 + dz 2) 

·1 +r 2e-2W dcp2,' 

Wher~ u, a, k are functions of r only. A pro~edUl 
devel4>ped by Davies and CaplanH and myself al
lows ~e equations R I'V = 0 to be integrated; the s 
lutio$ are equivalent to (3). (Details of the 
uniqutness proof can be found in the Appendix.) 

Singe the causality problems come from the 6i 
nusoi~ factors of (3c), we might hope to'avoid 
theselfactors by "transforming" (3a) via (4) and 
then~ttempting to join the interior field to the 
"new·i (topologically distinct) field. But the 
"tranrrormation" (4) will not change the exponer 
of r, :which for aR > t become imaginary-in fac 
for ak>t. (3a) is (3c) with the substitutions E: =1 

and el= iy. 
Th9s we expect causality violation to occur in 

the niatter-free space surrounding a rapidly rot 
ing irlrinite cylinder. As Thorne15 has emphasiz 
howei-cr, it is risky to claim that the prcpertie! 
of SU~h a cylinder also hold for realistic cylindE 
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In addition to the already mentioned static nature 
of the field, there is the fact that it is not even 
asymptotically Min.\.;owskian (especially when aR 
> ~). Still, the graYitational potential of the cylin
der's Newtonian analog also diverges at radial in
finity, yet this potential is a good approximation 
near the surface in the middle of a long but finite 
cylinder, and if we shrink the rotating cylinder 
down to a "ring" sir.gularity, we end up with the 
Kerr field, which also has CTL. These facts sug
gest that there is a region near the surface of a 
finite cylinder where g"" becomes negative, im
plying causality vio:ation. 

Since H*O for r of- 0, there are no event horizons 
around the infirlte cylinder. By analogy with the 
static case,I6 I expect this to be true for a finite. 
cylinder; if so, then a timelike line from any 
event in the universe could enter the region where 
g".; is negative and return to any other event. 17 

In short, general relativity suggests that if we 
construct a sufficiently large rotating cylinder, 
we create a time machine. 

I would like to thank Dr. D. Schmidt for helpful 
discussions, and Professor D. R. Brill for reading 
the manuscript. 

AP'i'ENDIX: PROOF THAT VAN STOCKUM'S EXTERioR 
SOLUTIONS (3) ARE THE ONLY POSSIBLE 

EXTERIOR FIELDS FOR AN INFINITE 
ROTATING CYLINDER 

Davies and Capla.'l have shown14 that the field 
equations R ~v = 0 for the Levy-Robi~son metric 
[Eq. (5)] reduce to .-- .. 

(Al) 

(A2) 

! dk _ 2 ( au)2 + _1_ e4v ( da )2 = 0 
r dr dr 2r 2 dr . (A3) 

We have three coupled equations for three func
tions: second order in u, second order in a, first 
order in k. Thus we expect five arbitrary con
stants. A general physical solution to the above 
system will be defined to be a set of functions 
a, u, k in which the five constants are allowed to 
assume all real. values from -«> to co. I will show 
that this general solution is given by Eqs. (3a)-
(3c). ' 

Equation (A2) can be written 

r .!l... ( .!e4,. da) =0. 
dr r dr, . 

. Thus (l/r)e~· da/dr = 2.w (where w is a constant). 
Substituting thi~ into (A l), we 'obtain 

d 2U 1 du 2 l -4" 0 
dr 2 + :;:- dr + w e =. (M) 

Suppose first that w = O. Then a little manipulation 
yields 

u=A(lnr)+B, k=Al(lm')+C, a=D, 

where A, B, C, D are constants. 
By the transformation t=t'-arp, rp=rp', z=z', 

r =r', we discover that except for global topology 
this solution is just the Weyl solution (3a). 

Suppose now that w'" O. It is at this point that 
Davies and Caplan err; their "general" solution in 
fact places implicit restrictions on the value of 
their constant A. The complete general solution is 
obtained via the following procedure. Let v = e-" , 
p=(wr)2, so that u=-tln(v), andd/dr 
=2w2r(d/dp}, which gives 

du 1 du 
- =---2wl r 
dr 4v dp . 

Equation (A4) becomes 

~ ~ (r dU) + 2w2e-4v 
r dr d~· 

or 

.!l... (E. dv ) _ 2v = 0 
dp v dp . (A5) 

Letw=pv, givingdvldp=v'=w'/p-wlpl. (A5)be
comes 

.!l...(PW')_2W=O. 
ap w p . 

Let t =In(p), d/dp = (l/p)dldt. (A6) becomes 

d~(:)-2W=0. 

(A6) 

(A7) 

Let Q = ~=dw Idt, dldt = (Q)d/dw. (A 7) becomes 

d (Q) . Q- - -2w=0 
dw w 

or 

~(9.) -2 ~=O. 
dw w Q 

Thus 

or 

(Qlwr =4w±A2, 

which can be written 
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(AS) 

The next integral depends on the sign choice in 
(A8). First choose the + sign. Then performing 
the integration, we obtain 

1 [(4W+A2)1/2_A] 1 
A In (4w+A2)1/2+A =lnp+ A lnB . 

[The constant of integration (l/A)lnB has values 
from -«l to «l, though O<B<<<>.] This Gan be in
verted (alter the appropriate substitutions are 
made) to give' 

_l . [(1_w 2A r 2AB):] 
u- 4 In A2(wr)2A-2B ' 

which is identical to Eq. (2.3) of Davies and Caplan 
(in Ref. 14). The computation proceeds as they 
outline to obtain k and a. Frehland 14 ,has shown 
that this solution is the same as the Weyl solution 

-, ,(3a). 

Suppose now that A = O. We get 
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\ . 

, 

g i =g = Fr- 1/l 
~'TT , 

g~1 = -r(l- Ew lnw'/·lD2), 
, 0 

g~1 = wr In(w2r 'D'), 

g~1' =-rE(2 +Ew lnw2r2D2), 

v;her~ E, D, F are constants. These soldions al 
identijCal to (3b), with a suitable choice of con
stant~. Suppose now that the integration constar 

is -At. We obtain 
! 

gll= 2wr cos[ln(wArA)+C], 
, A 
! 
! l 

g I =g =Fr-(l+A )/2 
z.cl, rr J 

i 
gll'!=r{ sin[ln(wArA)+C] 

\ 
+D cos[ In(:J/rA) +cl}. 

(Al 

g"" is \determined by the relation FL +M' =r2, 
where~, C, D, F are constants. 

Thus\ the general exterior field is giver: by (3). 

\ . 
regio~there g "" changes sign (see HeL 7). Penrose 
has a~uei (in Proceedings of the SLx-'J:! Tex2.s Sym-

PJSi~;on Relativistic Astrophysics, 1972 (\l:lpub
lished) llJat a naked Kerr singularity would be a good 
nodel or a rapIdly rotating star which has collapsed 
ir.to a . sk. CTL would be expected when e '" 0, but 
one mibt contend that these occur so close to the 
singula}ity (and hence in regions where we expect 
genera~ relativity to break down 2..'lyway) that they are 
V.ithout!physical significance. van Stocl-.-UIll'S work 
SbOWS't'hOwever, that,CTL are not necessarily assoc! 

ated wi extreme curvature in physically sigtificant 
situatio . 
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Wormholes, Time Machines, and the Weak Energy Condition 26 

Michael S. Morris, Kip S. Thorne, and Ulvi Yurtsever 
Theoretical ASlrophysics, California Instillile of Technology, Pasadena, Cahjor,:ia 91 I 25 

(Received 21 June 1988) 

It is argued that, if the laws of physics permit an advanced civilization to create and maintain a 
wo~mhole in space for interstellar travel, then that wormhole can be converted into a ti::1e machine with 
which causality might be viola table. Whether wormholes can be created and maintai~ed entails deep, 
ill-understood issues about cosmic censorship, quantum gravity, and quantum field thee:-)', including the 
question of whether field theory enforces an averaged version of the weak energy conditiJn. 

PACS numbers: 04.60.+n, 03.70.+1:., 04.20.Cv 

Normally theoretical physicists ask, "What are the 
laws of physics?" and/or, "What do those laws predict 
abou t the Universe?" In this Letter we ask, instead, 
"What constraints do the laws of physics place on the ac
tivities of an arbitrarily advanced civilization?" This 
will lead to some intriguing queries about the laws them-
selves. . 

We begin by asking whether the laws of physics per
mit an arbitrarily advanced civilization to CDnstruct and 
maintain wormholes for interstellar travel. Such a 
wormhole is a short "handle" in the topology of space, 
which links widely separated regions of the Universe 
(Fig. I). The Schwarzschild metric, with an appropriate 
choice of topology, describes such a wormhole. 1,2 How
ever, the Schwarzschild wormhole's horizon prevents 
two-way travel, and its throat pinches off so quickly that 
it cannot be traver'sed in even one direction. 2,3 To 
prevent pinchon (singularities) and horizons, one must 
thread the throat with nonzero stress and energy. 4 One 
then faces two questions: (j) Does quantum field theory 
permit the kind of stress-energy tensor that is required to 
maintain a two-way-traversible wormhole? (jj) Do the 
laws of physics permit the creation of wormholes in a 
universe whose spatial sections initially are simply CDn
nected? These questions take on added importance when 
one recognizes (see below) that, if the laws of physics 
permit traversible wormholes, then they probably also 
permit such a wormhole to be transformed into a "time 
machine" with which causality might be viola table, In 
the remainder of this Letter we discuss in turn the 
creation of wormholes, their maintenance by quantum
field-theoretic stress-energy tensors, and their CDnversion 

FIG. I. A wonnhole'and-the external universe at a specific 
moment of lime, embedded in a fictitious higher-dimensional 
spa~. 

into time machines. 
Wormhole creation.- Wormhole creation, with such 

mild spacetime curvature that classical general relativity 
is everywhere valid, must ~ 8CCDmpanied by closed 
timelike curves and/or a noncontinuous choice of the fu
ture light CDne,5 and also by 8 violation of the "weak en
ergy CDndition." 6 Specific space times with such worm
hole creation are known. 7 However, it is not known 
whether the stress-energy te~,sors required by the Ein
stein equations in those sp2.~times are permitted by 
quantum field theory. 

Wormhole creation aCCDm?anied by extremely large 
spacetime curvatures would be governed by the laws of 
quantum gravity, A seemingly plausible scenario entails 
quantum foam 1,8 [finite probability amplitudes for a 
variety of topologies on length scales of order of the 
Planck-Wheeler length, (Ch/c 3)1/2_1.3xlO- 33 cm): 
One can imagine an advanced civilization pulling a 
wormhole out of the quantum foam and enlarging it to 
classical size. This might be analyzable by techniques 
DOW being developed for computation of spontaneous 
wormhole production by quantum tunneling. 9 

Wormhole maintenance.-For any traversible worm
hole a two-sphere surrounding one mouth (but well out
side it where spacetime is nearly fiat), as seen through 
the wormhole from the other mouth, is an outer trapped 
surface. This implies 10 (since there is no event horizon) 
that the wormhole's stress-energy tensor T.~ must violate 
the averaged weak energy condition II. (A WEe); i.e., 
passing through the wormhole there must be null geo
desics, with tangent vectors k C -dx"/ds, along which 
foTc~-kakPds < O. (Our conventions are those of Ref. 
2,) Thus, if one could show that quantum field theory 
forbids violations of A WEe, one could rule out advanced 
civilizations maintaining traversible wormholes. 

Specialize to a static, spherical wormhole, with space
time metric~ 

ds 2 - -e 24>dt 2+dI 2+ r2(de'+sin 2ed¢2}, 

where cI> and r are functions of proper radial distance I. 
Set 1-0 at the throat (/ < 0 on the "left" side of the 
throat and I> 0 on the "right" side). Far from the 
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throat, ~~19Y--Mln(l/l/ro) and ¢~-2M/lll, \ T 
where M is the wormhole's mass. As I increases from ! I: :1 __ ,~2 
- 0:> to 0, r decreases monotonically to a minimum value l " 11 

ro. the throat's "radius"; and as I increases onward to Ca::ch H' 16 :., """ 10 
, om n t' " " + 00, r increases monotonically. ¢ is everywhere finite "\ . "' ,~ 

(no horizons). for such a wormhole, A WEC is violated ""\"',\!". }~ \: •. :, j, 
on radial null geodesics, and its violation can be ex-· ... ~)\\2-, .1 " 9 ~:, 
pressed as It,CT-p)e-¢>dl>O for any 11<0. Here p Caustic-:;:j<"'j\ 'J " /,// 
and T are the energy density and radial tension, p -e 2¢> I ::~o :: 1 .' :;/ // 
x Ttl, T - - T", and the affine parameter is r - Ie ¢> dl. " i 9"' '/ / ., I ::. / 

The following model explores the use of the "Casimir \ 8" / 

vacuum" 12 (a quantum state of the electromagnetic field "Ii 7 

that violates the unaveraged weak energy condition 1 I) to 6 
! 5 

support.a wormhole: At 1- ± s/2, we place two identi- I 4 " 

cal, perfectly conducting spherical plates with equal elcc- \ 3 

tric charges Q; we require s« ro; and we carry out our I 2 

,analysis only up to fractional errors of order s/ro. Be- I 1 :''/ 

tween the plates the electromagnetic field is in the ~L-O 
Casimir vacuum state for which p, T, and the lateral . I 

.... z 

pressurep=.Te8-T~,areI3 FIG. 2. Spaceti~e diagram for conversion of a wormhole 

r- 3p - - 3p - (3Tr 2/720)(h/s 4) =. re. into a time machin4' 

Outside the plat~s is a classical, radial Coulomb field I 
with r -p - p - Q 2/8,Trr4, which produces a Reissner- parametrized by ~ tIme coordinate I introduced below. 
Nordstrom spacetime geometry.2 Force balance at the At T-O, the Jprmhole's mouths are at rest near each 
plates requires Q - (8Trrt re) 1/2. The Einstein field equa- other. Subsequerttly, the left mouth remains at rest 
tions can tben be satisfied throughout if4 (j) re while the right Jouth accelerates to near-light speed, 
- (8Trr6) -I, so that s - (Tr 3 /30) 1/4 (ro-lfi) 1/2 f.s -10 -10 then reverses its rhotion and returns to its original loca-
em for ro - (distance from Sun to Earth)];. (jj) the tion. The advancbci beings can produce this motion by 
wonnhole's charge Q and mass M, as measured by dis- pulling on the rig~t mouth gravitationally or electrically. 
tant observers, are both equal to ro (aside from fraction- This motion caus~s the right mouth to "age" less than 
al corrections -:Sslro); and (iii) the energy per unit area the left as seen fr~m the exterior. Consequ~ntly, at late 
a of each plate is such as to violate AWEC: 2a < r res, times by traversinig the wormhole from right mouth to 
or more precisely r reS - 2a > O( res2/ro). left, one can tratel backward in time (i.e., one can 

This violation of A WEC is compatible with a total traverse a closed \imelike c~rve) and thereby, perhaps, 
nonnegative energy of plates plus Casimir field, 2a+ ps violate causality. J 
-2a - t res ~ O. However, if quantum field theory re- The metric insi~e the accelerating wormhole and out-
quires that the plates' mass-to-charge ratios exceed that side but near its m?uths is 
of an electron, 4Trr6a/Q > m/e, then 2a < t reS corre- \ . 
sponds to a plate separation smaller than the electron ds 2 - - Cl + gIF~se) 2e 2¢>dt 2+dI 2+ r2(de2+sin 28d¢2). 
Compton wavelength, ' 

which might well be forbidden. To deterrnine whether 
0' < t reS is allowed would require' explicit study of 
quantum-field-theory models for the plates (a task we 
have not attempted) or a general theorem that quantum 
field theory forbids violations of A WECo 

Conversion of wormhole into time machine.- Figure 
2 is a spacetime diagr~m for the conversion of a spheri
cal, traversible wormhole into a tiIl1e machine. Shown 
unstippled is the nearly fiat spacetime outside the worm
hole, with Lorentz coordinates T,Z (shown) and X,Y 
(suppressed), Shown stippled is tbe wormhole interior, 
i.e., the region of large spacetime curvature. The central 

'_lines of the stippled stnps are the wormhole throat, 

Here ¢-ct>(/) and\ r-r(1) are the same functions as for 
the original, static\wormhole; F-F(/) is a form factor 
that vanishes in thf left half of the wormhole 1:::5 0, and 
rises smoothly from 0 to ] as one moves rightward from 
the throat to the tight mouth; and g - g(r) is the ac
celeration of the tight mouth as measured in its own 
asymptotic rest fr~me. Just outside the right and left 
mouths the transf4rmation from wormhole coordinates 
to external, Lore~tz coordinates (with ds2~ -dT2 

+dX2+dy2+dZ 20 is T-TR+Vr1cos8, Z-ZR+rl 
xcos8, X-ISine~;s¢, Y-/sin8sin¢; T-I, Z-ZL +1 
xcos8, X-/sin8 ,sip, Y-lsin8sin¢. Here ZL is the 
time-independent location of the left mouth's center; 
Z-ZR(r),T-TR() is the world line of the right 
mouth's center With\ dt 2 -dT} -dZlu(r) =dZR/dTR is 
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the velocity of the right mouth; and rCt) == (1 - v 2) -112. in fact, that the Cauchy horizon is fully stable and thus 
The acceleration appearing in the wormhole metric is constitutes a counterexample to the conjecture of strong 
g(t) - r2dl,/dl. The right mouth's maximum accelera- cosmic censorship.l~ 
tion gma~ and the distance S through the wormhole from For Misner space 15 (as also for Taub-NUT space 10.16) 

left mouth. to right must satisfy g max5« 1, gmax I dg/ the. extension of spacetime through the Cauchy horizon 
dt I -I »5. This guarantees that with tiny fractional H is not unique: In one extension all "leftward" causal 
changes of Tall, the wormhole's size and shape are held geodesics (those with initial rightward velocities less 
nearly constant throughout the acceleration. than a critical value) are well behaved, while all "right-

The region of spacetime containing closed timelike ward" causal geodesics terminate at H after finite affine 
curves is separated from that without such curves by a parameter; in another extension the rightward geodesics 
Cauchy horizon. One might have expected this Cauchy , are well behaved and the leftward tenninate, Byanalo-
horizon to be unstable Gn accord with strong cosmic cen- gy, one might expect there to exist other extensions (be· 
sorship 14). Indeed, in the analogous two-dimensional sides Fig. 2) of the 4D wormhole spacetime beyond H; 
(2D) Misner space 15 [obtainable from 2D Minkowskii one might even bope that in the real universe such a 
spacetime by identification of (T,Z) -(~,o) with (T,Z) wormhole would actually find and evolve into an exten· 
- (r~,L - rt,n, where L > 0, v> 0, r - (J .:.- v2) -1/2, sion (possibly non analytic) with no closed timelike 
and ~ runs from - 00 to L/rv] the Cauchy horizon H curves. However, because the set of spacetime geodesics 
[located at T - Z - LI(B - I) where B == (1 + v) 1/2/ that terminate on H is of "measure zero" (it is a four-
CI - v) 1/2] is unstable. Rightward-propagating waves in parameter set compared to six parameters for generic 
Misner space get boosted in frequency by a factor B with geodisics), we suspect (provided H is indeed stable) that 
each passage through the identification world line, and the extension beyond H is uniquely that of Fig. 2. More 
they pass through it i-nfinitely many times as they ap· genera1Jy, we speculate that whenever a spacetime has a 
proach the Cauchy horizon, H. As a result, the stress- fully stable Cauchy horizon, its evolution through that 
energy tensor of such waves diverges at H-presumably horizon is unique. Similarly, we speculate (as has been 
thereby preventing the spacetime from evolving the suggested to us by Friedman 7) that in such a spacetime 
closed timelike curves that it otherwise would have physical fields, both quantum and classical, evolve 
beyond H. [This is the same instability as occurs at the through and beyond H in unique ways.18 For example, if 
Misner hypersurface in Taub·NUT (Newman-Unti- initial data for a classical scalar field V' are specified at 
Tamburino) space, 10,16) T-O in the spacetime of Fig. 2, the resulting evolution 

In our 4D wormhole spacetime the Cauchy horizon H via DV' -0 beyond H will exist and be unique, This is be-
seems not to suffer this particular instability. There H cause the set of causal geodesics to the future of H, 
possesses precisely one closed· null generator 17: the c\lrve which do not extend back through T -0, is of measure 
C in Fig. 2, which runs along the Z axis from left mouth zero (is only a four-parameter set); and such geodesics 
to right mouth, through the throat, then along the Z axis experience an infinity of "diverging-lens" wormhole 
again. The remainder of H consists of null geodesics traversals as one follows them backward in local time to 
(very thin lines in Fig. 2) which peel off C to form a fu- points from which they' could carry unspecified initial 
ture light cone of the wormhole's left mouth (with caus- data. This makes us doubt that any "new" field Ii' can 
tics, where future-directed generators leave the horizon, propagate into the spacetime along them. 
along the Z axis to the left mouth and right of the right This wormhole spacetime may serve as a useful test 
mouth). The most likely place for the Misner-type insta- bed for ideas about causality, "free will," and the quan-
bility is on C. Indeed, a light ray (dashed curve of Fig. tum theory of measurement. As an infamous example, 
2), running along the Z axis before horizon fonnation, can an advanced being measure SchrOdinger's cat to be 
gets Doppler shifted by the factor B with each traversal alive at an event P (thereby "collapsing its wave func-
through the wormhole; and it traverses the wormhole tion" onto a "live" state), then go backward in time via 
infinitely many times as it asymptotes to C. However, . the wormhole and kill the cat (collapse its wave function 
the wormhole's A WEC violation causes the throat to act onto a "dead" state) before it reaches P? 
like a diverging lens with focal length J=r0/2. Corre- For helpful discussions or correspondence, we thank 
spondingly, if D is th'e Z distance between wonnhole Bruce Allen, Phillip Candelas, S. Chandrasekhar, Bryce 
mouths as measured along C, waves propagating along DeWitt, Sam Finn, John Friedman, Robert Geroch, Leo-
the dashed curve get reduced in amplitUde by JID Dard Parker, Don Page, Nicolas Papastamatiou, Thomas 
==rol2D with each round trip from left mouth to right Roman, Carl Sagan, and Robert Waldo One of us 
and through the wormhole. If the advanced beings ar- (K.S.TJ thanks the Departments of Physics and Astron-
range that (J/ D)B < 1, the reduction in amplitUde will omy and the Phenomenology Group of the University of 
dominate over the boost in frequency, thereby reducing Wisconsin at Madison for hospitality during this 
the wav(~ energy with ~~ch round trip and leaving t~e research. This work was supported in part by National 
Cauchy horizon immune to this instability. We suspect, Science Foundation Grant No. AST85-14911. 
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Wormholes, time travel and quantum gravity 
"Wormholes" in space and time have suddenly become a focus of attention. Large ones might be 

used as time machines; small ones may determine the values of all the constants of nature 

Ian Redmount 

T HE PAST few yeats 
have seen an explosion 
of interest in what 

theoretical physicists call 
··wormholes". These are tun
nels in the geometry of spate 
and time, connecting other
""ise distant or completely 
disconnected regions of the 
Universe. In fact, there have 
been two explosions in two 
almost unrelated subjects. 
One is macroscopic worm
holes, the kind that science' 
fiction writers or sufficiently 
advanced civilisations might 
use for space travel across 
cosmic distances. The other is 
microscopic wormholes, on a 
scale 20 orders of magnitude 
smaller than an atomic nu
cleus. At this scale, space and 
lime should obey the rules of 
quantum physics rather than 
classical laws. 

Neither type of wormhole 
is a new idea. Theorists have 
known about large-scale 
wormholes for more than 70 " 
years--since shortly after Albert Einstein put forward the 
general theory of relativity, which relates gravity to the 
geometry of sp·ace and time. For 30 years, physicists have 
conjectured that microscopic wormholes might playa crucial 
role in understanding the structure of elementary particles or 
in developing a quantum theory of gravity. Recently, however, 
researchers have found that both types of objects may have 
some remarkable, previously unsuspected properties. Large
scale wormholes could provide a relatively easy means of 
travelling backwards in time, with all the potential complica
tions that entails. Microscopic wormholes might, through their 
contribution to the quantum mechanics of the Universe, deter
mine the values of aU the constants in all the laws of physics. 
Much Qf this wormhole work is speculative and some very 
controversial, but that is why these subjects have generated 
such excitement lately. 

Michael Morris and Ulvi Yurtsever, and their PhD thesis 
adviser Kip Thorne of the California Institute of Technology, 
began discovering new features of large-scale wormholes in 
1985. They were trying to flesh out the idea of using wormholes 
for interstellar spa~ travel, as described in Carl Sagan's novel 
Contact. What, they asked, do the known laws of physics 
require for such a thing to work? 
. A classical, large-scale wormhole is a solution of the field 
equations of Einstein's general theory of relativity, a geoinetry 
of space and time, or "space-time" , in which two regions of the 
Universe are connected by a short, narrow "throat". The pest
known such geometry is the spherically symmetrical, matter
free solution discovered bf Karl Schwarzschild in 1916. A 
p<;>rtion of this solution, bmitting 'One of the ex!erior regions 
~ ... rI th.o thrl'\~' c."pn'~'(.· tt' rtpC'rrih,., rht' c;:n~rpo ... t1mpo ::\rnllnn ~ 

spherical, non-rotating star, 
planet, or other object. A 
slightly larger portion de
scribes a non-rotating, elec
trically neutral black hole. 
But neither of these objects 
connects distant regions of 
the Universe. Only the full 
wormhole geometry does 
that (see Figure 1). 

Figure 1 is deceiving, how
ever. The wormhole shown is 
not a static structure; it repre
sents the shape of space at the 
single instant of maximum 
expansion of the throat. The 
Schwarzschild wormhole ac
tually expands from zero 
throat radius to the maximum 
shown in Figure 1, then 
shrinks back to zero. It does 
this so quickly that no trav
eller, even one moving at the 

c speed of light, can ever pass 
g from one mouth of the hole to 
~ the other. Such a wormhole 
~ is not "traversable". Any 
~ matter falling into the worm-

hole from the surrounding 
space hastens the contraction, so that the traveller cannot even 
come close to making a safe passage. 

Other wormhole solutions to Einstein's equations-for an 
electrically charged or a rotating black hole, for example
while they are ostensibly traversable, suffer from the same 
problem. Any matter that falls in, or any radiation, is so 
concentrated and amplified by the gravitational fields of the 
hole that its own gravity alters the spacetime and closes off th<: 
hole. Moreover, all these wormholes exert tidal gravitational 
forces as strong as those of a black hole of the same size; a hole 
that is metres or kilometres in size would shred travellers 
of human dimensions long before they even got near it. Oearly 
a hole suitable for space .travel requires some novel 
modifications. 

What the team from Cal tech did was to construct mathemat
ically wormhole geometries that would allow passage, with 
throats that stayed open and gravitational fields such that 
travellers encountered only modest accelerations and tidal 
forces. The equations of general relativity then told them what 
kinds of matter and energy were needed to make up the holes. 
They found that the throats of their holes had to be threaded by 
matter or fields with enormous negative pressure, in other 
words, the matter would have to have a tension, rather like a 
stretched spring. 

For a hole a kilometre or so across, the size of this tension is 
similar to the pressure at the centre of a neutron star (a star 
with about the same mass as our Sun, occupying the volume of 
a large mountain on Earth). For a smaller hole, the tension 
would be greater. Most crucially, the magnitude of the tension 
must be greater than the energy per unit volume (the energy 
cll'n~itv) of thp m:lItp.r it~l':lf . 
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. Malter with this property is called "exotic". In familiar Washington Univdrsity St Louis, has found a kinJ uf 
matter, te~d'IF~;IJRetE$~:h~a20tJ3A~qr ~t@MbRDP96r@0V39I1laO§tItOO0600:0Jit4can pass through it v:ithout 
energy de"nslt'Y: fh"e-breaK!ng tenslO~ o,rsteel, forexampJe" is enc?untering any ~atter, exotic or otherwise, and ,without 
some 12 or~ers of mag~ltude (10 1

• !Jmes) smaller than .Its f~hng an~ forces alt aD. He takes two copies of what ,IS call,cd 
energy denSIty. A tensIOn larger, than ~he en,ergy denSIty Mmkowskl space-time-this is infinite, empty space-t~me \~'lth 
implies that some observers-movmg rapidly wIth respect to no matter or gravitational fields-and excises an Identical 
the wormh~le-,,:,ilI ~b~rve the matter to ha~e. negative reg~on fro~ each, :and joins them at the boundaries of the 
energy densIty. Elnstem s general theory of relativIty rel,ates eXCIsed regIons. rie energy \lensities and pressure~ pn the 
the density and pressure, or tension, measured by one set of boundary surface i now the throat of the wormhole, are 
observers to those of another. The relationship guarantees specified by Einst~iri's field equations, If, for example, the 
a positive energy density for all observers if pressure or junction surface is '~CUbe. then all the exotic matter is confined 
tension is smaller than energy density for anyone observer, to "struts" on the e ges ~f the cube. A traveller can pass from 
but not otherwise,· Einstein's field equations imply that one Minkowski reg on to the other through a face of the cube, 
any traversable wormhole must contain some form of this untouched by any atter or force, Visser's work also suggests 
exotic matter, that wormholeS like' this Could be made stable-they would 

W.e ,d,o not know whether this requirement ~l.es out the neither cOlIapse·hoEi~p,lcid.e, clearly another requirement for 
POSSIbIlity of traversable wormholel> or not. PhYSICIsts usually holes usable fortra~et~:.!1·::: . . 
assume that matter obeys certain energy conditions, among In a similai'veln, recent work by Ian Moss, Felicity 
which is the requirement that all observers measure positive Mellor, and paur~aVie'S at the University of Newcastle upon 
energy densities. Situations exist, however, in which these Tyne indicates"iha in our expanding Universe, some worm
conditions are known to be false, holes may not be f reed to collapse by the effects of infalling 

The electromagnetic field between two metal plates can, for matter and .,radia9on. So this may not be the problem 
examp~e" give rise to a negat~ve energy de,nsity. Becaus~, f<?ti~orm~ol~J.!1.Q~t·~*p~~ding Universe that it is for holes in 
accordmg to q.uantum mechamc;;, the ~le~tnc and magnetIc h~hetlcal.~~~p)i~~time. 
fields obey HeIsenberg's uncertamty pnnclple, they fluctuate . - : ;··~;:'W· ~h;'I" l' h' 
minutely, rather than holding precise, classical values. Even . .)';: .?t .... 0 es as Ime mac mes 
the vacuum contains these field fluctuations, The energy of the The biggest'stirp~se in all this is that if the laws of physics do 
fluctuations in the field between conducting plates is actually permit wormholes ~uitable for space travel, then they provide 
less than that in the free vacuum; that is, it is negative. This a simple means ofitime travel as well. A wormhole may be 
effect is named after the Dutch physicist Hendrik Casimir, turned into a time machine by keeping one mouth of the hole 
who calculated it in 1948, and it has since been confirmed in fixed with respect t~ the distant stars,' while ~oving the ,oth,er. 
the laboratory. (From outside, a wlormhole mouth IS an ordmary gravltatmg 

The evaporation of black holes, discovered by Stephen body, You could niove it using the gravitational attraction of 
Hawking at the University of Cambridge in 1974, also involves another body. or b,¥ giving it an electric charge and moving it 
negative energy densities, with electric fields. ~ Clocks fixed to the moving mouth advance 

No one knows whether exotic matter of the density and more slowly than tqose at the stationary mouth; they undergo 
extent required to make a traversable wormhole can exist or "time dilation" wi~h respect to distant clocks, a well-known 
not. If it can, and if it interacts weakly enough with other effect predicted by· the special theory of relativity. However. 
matter to avoid harming the traveller. or can be confined they remain linkedlto clocks at the stationary mouth through 
within the wormhole away from the traveller's path, then the wormhole. ! 
traversable wormholes remain a physical possibility. . Enter the worm~ole at the moving mouth when clocks there 

The results of other theorists support this. Matt Visser of read 12:00 and you will emerge from the stationary mouth with 
the clocks there reaaingjust after 12:00. The accumulated time 
dilation of the mo~ing mouth, then, makes backward time 

(a) travel possible. Eventually, you'can travel from the stationary 
mouth to the moving one, through the intervening space. and 
reach the moving ~outh when clocks there read an earlier 
value than those at the stationary mouth did when you left, 
Travel back throuj:jh the hole, and you arrive at your starting 
point at an earlier ~ime than you left (see Figure 2). You have 
made a journey, through the wormhole, back in time. 

This is not the unrestricted time-travel of science fiction, 
There is a surfaceJ in the wormhole space-time, defined. as 
shown in Figure 2, by the first cyclic journey when no time has 
elapsed, before whIch no backward time-travel can take place, 

(b) But in tbe space1time beyond this boundary cyclic trips 
through time are' possible, Hence we must face all the 
paradoxes associa~ed with time-travel, or re-evaluate our 
familiar ideas of causality and time evolution. 

Notions of caus~lity-that causes precede effects, that the 
past determines th:e present and the futu~e, and so on-are 
deeply ingrained i~scientific thought. The team from Caltech, 
in collaboration ""1ith Igor Novikov of the Space Research 
Institute. Moscow) and other physicists, are examining the 
implications for th~se ideas of wormhole time machines. They 
supplement causal~ty with the principle of consistency: the 
evolution of a phy~ical system should be self-consistent, even 

Figure 1 A wormhole can connect two r(gions. as in a,or two pointJ. when you includeiinfluences from the future acting back in 
of a single region as in b time. This means t~at if you travel back in time and attempt to 

. , 
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Figure 2 A wormhole time machine. You travel from the stationary 
mouth S to the moving mouth M through the intervening space at 
speeds up to that of light c. You return immediately through the 
wormhole to the point where t. equals tm where you entered M. After 

the boundary shown, sllch journeys can take you back in time 

shoot your parents before your birth, your gun misfires or you 
miss; the sequence of events already includes the effectS of 
your attempt. 

The researchers find that a simple "free" field in space-time 
with a wormhole evolves in a consistent and well-determined 
way from any initial conditions specified well' before the 
wormhole's time-travel boundary. Obtaining consistent evolu
tion from conditions specified after that boundary is more of a 
problem; the initial conditions may have to be restricted or 
specified at various times. 

Interacting systems present further complications, as illus
trated by the problem of colliding "billiard balls" in a 

S ' .• -" - - ••..•.••• M 

e:u~,' ~ -y 
; 0 

I \ 

C I s - '::::- ........ :. M 

e- • 
~. : 

Figure 3 Consistency with a wormhole time machiM. For the iighJ 
initial velocity as in a, the billiard ball emerges from the staJionary 
mouth S, after backward time travel, just in time to knock ilMlJ.,bacJr. 
illto the mOI'ing mOlllh M. Solution b is inconsistent: the billiard ball 
fails 10 enter M to produce the earlier collision. More tlulJl QIU 

consistent outcome is possible jQr the. s,ajrie initial conditiOns: [Ii c, ihe 
ball passes between the wornihole n:ouths,withp,utJ!lJerfCtiij!)dif~, it 

emerges from S after backward lime travel to knofblsdJ mtd M 
" .. ",. ..':~'=-~ . , .. ,;:": :. ;.~ 'r···. j-l."!:;-. 

wormhole space-time. Consistency restricts the range"of 
possible initial conditions (see Figure 3 a and b). With the right 
initial velocity, a ball can be knocked into the wormhole and 
travel back in time to knock itself into the hole, in a consistent 
way, With the wrong velocity, the ball emerging from the time 
machine fails to knock itself into the hole; this is excluded by 
the principle of consistency. But more is needed. Some initial 
conditi(;ms imply more than one distinct, consistent solution, as 
in Figure 3 c and d. A ball can pass undisturbed between the 
wormhole mouths, or it can be deflected into the hole, travel 
back in time, and emerge to cause the deflection. Both are 
consistent outcomes of the same initial conditions. The 
researchers from Cal tech and Moscow resolve this paradox by 
treating the bal\s according to the laws of quantum mechanics. 
In this light, both outcomes occur with some probability, but 
the probability distributi~n for the bal1s evolves in a unique 
and consistent way. While much more remains to be under
stood, it appears that time travel may be more physically 
reasonable than everyone had thought. .. 

, :'-;.".~'. ,"C'."" 'New 's;pace~till1e,g~ometries fOJt'qua:iifum' 
',i ~~e :such instant'to 'another, in oth~r w~·rds, 

it is ,the fOI1!-dimensional geometry of' 
space:time between the instants. In quan
tum gravity, a sum over,such four-dimen· 
sional histories should give some measure 
of the probability for space to evolve from 
one three-dimensional geometry to an· 
other course this is a rough, general 
n"'~:crilnt;r'n ,Both the precise construction 

its 

sum
gravity-

though not everyone agrees him-and 
has used this approach)o evaluate the sum 
for very simple models:of_the .Universe. 

The theorems that forbid the creation 
of a 'wonnhole in:'a smooth. classical 
space-time, as men'tioned in the main text, 
do not . four-dimensional 

.. ; .... , 

• ',; ,-<:' : . ~ . 



,~ One problem that remaiAs_ 
unsolvccA~Rf~'tS~~If~~ 
ing a wonnhole in the first 
place. Theory shows, for 
example, that you cannot 
create a wormhole in a, 
smooth, classical space-time, 
with well-defined time direc
tions everywhere, unless the 
space-time geometry already 
allows travel in time. Most 
theorists conjecture that on 
very small scales the geome
try of space-time fluctuates in 
accord with the quantum un
certainty principle, giving rise 
to a "foam" of tiny wonn
holes. Perhaps a macroscopic 
wonnhole could be obtained 
by enlarging one of these in 
some way. Only here does the 
matter of traversable worm
holes and time-machines 
touch upon the physics of the 
other sort of wormhole-the 
microscopic wormhole. 

In the late 1950s, John 
Wheeler, then at Princeton 
University, was already 
proposing that elementary 
particles might consist of 
microscopic wormholes 
threaded by electric or other 
field lines. This did not prove 
a useful description, but, 
since then, theorists have 
held that space-time should 
be permeated by wormholes 
on scales at which quantum 
mechanics affects pavity. This happens near the'''Planck 
scale", around 10.3 metres. These wormholes should play an 
important role in any quantum theory of gravity. 

In 1987, Stephen Hawking derived some concrete con
sequences of this; his results indicated that such wormholes 
modify quantum mechanics and alter the constants of,nature in 
unpredictable ways. In 1988, Sidney Coleman of Harvard 
University contested Hawking's conclusions, though not his 
calculations, claiming instead that quantum wormholes ac
tually fixed the values of certain physical constants in a 

Figure 4 A quantum wOf!tl.hole· geometry, The jnterior of the 
wormhole is a "baby universe" separated from a larger space 

ther t~eorists quickly joined 'in, some 
's conclusions, some denying them. 
that a proper quantum-mechanical treat
Box on previous page) should include the 

iCr<)soobiic wormhole geometries such as the one 
Such a geometry represents a "baby 

of the wormhole) branching off and 
verse. He calculated that the contribu
processes was equivalent to a simple 

ntary particles and baby universes. 
an interaction would cause a loss of 

, information (down e wormholes) from quantum systems in 
"the larger Universe The interaction would also shift the values 
of the constants' the original theory describing the ele
mentary particles, amounts that depended on the internal 
states of all possibl aby universes. This means that even if we 
had a comprehens "theory of everything", it would he 
useless. Nothing uld be calculated from it without first 
making an infinite I' of measurements to determine all 
the shifts caused b ~ baby universes. 

Coleman's isputed this. They argued that Hawking's 
"loss of inform II would not be observable. They went on 
to a much more , conclusion: that the shifting of 
physic;:al constants I universes could solve the long-
standmg' problem", and more. 

The t is the coefficient of a term in 
Einstein's field equations~}t9n be interpreted as 
an "energy lof the yacuum":~' a ,~ensity th~t remains 

. constant as the, expands or contracts. (Unhke matter 
or radiation, the doesn9t become more or less dense 
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as the volume of the Universe even certain that the whole_ '!PP!9.ach to quantum gravity used. 
<Re~e .aoOalQ4(~;t~A~6rBQ7~0Ii1lOOD~9s1 i1twell .defined.· William 
vacuum.) Einstein ptitthe Unruh of the Uniyersity of British., Co1umbia. has found 
constant into his equations in pax:ticularly devastating results along these lines. He claims 
order \0 obtain a .so.l.~qon,.:that Coleman and Hawking omit a whole class of histories from 
describing the Unive/-se' as it . their su'm-; when these are included the sum fails to give a ~nite 
was believed to be prior to t~e pr.ediction.for any physical.pr~. If Un.ruh is correct! then' 
late 192Os-filled. WIth mIcroscopIc wormholes become a r~ductlO ad absurdum for 
matter, but static. Einstein's this approach. (That would be nearly as significant as solving 
motives for using the constant the cosmological constant problem, but it is not a result most 
have since vanished-we physicists would like.) 
know the Universe is expand- Even if Coleman's calculations are correct, the theory could 
ing-and observations show still founder when compared with observations. If the theory 
it to be very small or zero, but forces Newton's constant to a minimum value that turns out to 
theorists are still. having trou- be zero or negative, it is undone. Recent results also suggest 
ble getting rid of .it. .' that the theory may predict masses for ele~entary particles in 
. Elem~ntarx~B~I1~c1e ph~";:;~JIa~nt disagr.eeg:t~nt wjththeir,measured values! or!,: density 
I~ predIcts ,vacuum energtes '2~;Q;f,~rnhol75 In spac:e-time large eno~gh to conflIct ~th well-

, ansmg ... ,f!:PFLL;" .q~f!;.IJ~~~ ~')(~O~ partIcle phY~lcs. :.. ," Xt;f1: . '; , .;>_ ~' 
-, '-fluctuatlOns, like the casllrtlrJit-~, 'The controversy 1S far from oveOMicroscoplc wormholes 

energy mentioned earlier. may provide a breakthrough in our understanding of quantum 
.. ' The total {! , ,).s,+,~.:~~v.lty,\ <?r. they may compl~t,ely ,iIl:"a)N~te o~~ p~~f!models, 

., mag-.:·" ot '~e\i may vet prov.e. to be a q~!tc!$nd;:~~:tr[~:::.:;..::.?'··.z: .... : ... ' 
;"·JJc'''"'''~·L'.,~',~ ':"f.. .. is consis:~~'t-15$'¥itha's ever~hseNe:tll'Wormrtote','<iai'ie'o'r ~all: ~AIl 

tent with the':'obse-rvati9:ns::::. ~h~)deasthat I 1(av<,.oescnbecf:ar1:f¢xiensions ofiheoiy, 
To reconcile this, the theo-" reasqnilbly well-founded in the c1assieafease, but less so in the 
rists need'to arrange for the quantum case. It is the hoPe of every physicist wofJ~ing .on 
contributions from different' either subject to come up with pnysical effects resulting from 
types of particles to cancel these speCUlations that will bnng them within reach of the 
each other to 120 decimal experimenter or the observer. 0 
places (unlikely) or to find 
some other way to get rid of 
the constant. Hawking sug
gested in 1984 that quantum 
gravity might do this; Cole
man placed the idea on a 
firmer footing by invoking 
the effects of wormholes. 

Ian Redmount is a research associate in physics at Washington U<wersity, 8t 
Louis. Missouri. He was formerly B PhD student 01 Kip Thome at ea.'ech. 

WHERE ELSE COULD YOU. 
The wormholes contribute 

to what is called "sum-over-histories"in a quantum descrip· 
tion of gravity. This gives the probability of a physical process 
in terms of a sum over all possible "paths" that the process can 
take. Coleman argued that if you take into account the 
contributions of microscopic wormholes in the "sum-over
histories" (see Box) for quantum gravity, it is' completely 
dominated by histories in which the cosmological constant, in 
large regions of the Universe like our own, is zero. Any 
physical observation that we make to measure the constant 
must, therefore, give a zero result. Moreover, the completely 
dominant histories are also those for which Newton's gravita
tional constant, and other physical quantities appearing in the 
sum, take their minimum values. These requirements should 
determine all the internal states of the baby universes-all of 
Hawking's shifts in the physical constants-hence all the 
values of all those constants of nature. No wonder Coleman 
calls this "the big fix". 
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r- ---------------------------------------- -, The possibility that .quantum gravity could have such 
dramatic effects, and that they might be calculated, has drawn 
many theorists to the subject. It has become a hotbed of 
activity in the past two years. Many variations on the original 
calculations, and new calculations, have been published-to 
test the validity of the assumptions that were made, to examine 
in full detail particular models of wormholes, or to search for 
particular observable effects. • 
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The arguments of Coleman and others have flaws, however, 
that' may invalidate all their conc\usions.S9me careful TaEPI-IONE - Rural u r les 
calculations of the "sum-over-histories" that Coleman uses Send to: Dept AI. 6 Aberystwyth Science PuX.' Y Y a 
indicate that the histories wit~ zero cosmological constant do. ~= ~1d:~7'o Trt7~~ '" .~.;:.~ . -1k NtiiI (!~ L~ ____________________ ~~_~~ __________________ ~ 

not dominate as he claim~\ but are actually suppressed .. H,is not .H:'i·;' . ;): :i .. ,. 

-, .' .~. o-'~ .' . 'Of :~ .. \::...;.-.. .....L.~~·.;. 
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The Zeno's paradox in quantum theory 
B. Misra and E. C. G. Sudarshan' 

~ntu Jor Particle Throry. Uniw"ity oj Tu.ru at Au.rrin. AU..!rin. Tv= 78712 
(Recdvcd 2~ February 1976) 

We seek a quantum-theoretic expression for th( probability that an unstable particle prepared initially in a 
well defined state p will be found to decay som(fime during Q given inl(r-ai. It is argued that probabilities 
like this which pertain to continuous monitori:lg possess opuational meaning. A simple natural approach 
to this problem leads to the conclusion that an unstable particle which is continuously observed to see 
whether it decays will never be found to decal I Since recording the track of an unstable particle (which 
can be distinguished from its decay products) ;:.pproximaltlr realizes such continuous observations. the 
above conclusion seems to pose a paradox which we call Zeno's paradox in quantum theory. The relation 
.of this result to that of some previous works and its implications and possible resolutions Ire brieOy 
discussed. The mathematical transcription of the above-mentioned conclusion is a structure theorem 
concerning semigroups. Although special cases of this theorem are known. the leneral formulation and 
the proof given here are believed to be new. We also note that the known "no-go" theorem concerning 
the semigroup law for the reduced evolution of any physical system (including decaying systems) is 
subsumed under our theorem as a direct corollary. 

,. INTRODUCTION 

The object of this paper is to discuss a seemingly 
paradoxical result in quantum theory concerning tem
poral evolution of a dynamical system under continuous 
observation during a period of time. For reasons that 
will become clear shortly we call this complex of de
ductions Zeno's paradox in quantum theory. 

Let us consider schematically the theory 01 an un
stable quantum system. Naturally the states corre
sponding to the decay products als() should be included 
in the space of all states which we take to be a Hilbert 
space H. Let us denote the (orthogonal) projection onto 
the subspace spanned by the undecayed (unstable) states 
of the system by E. This projection E thus represents 
the observable that corresponds to the "yes-no experi
ment" for determining whether the system is in an 'un
decayed state or in a decayed state. The evolution in 
time of the states of the total system will be described 
by a unitary group U(t);: exp(- iEi) labeled by the real 
time parameter t. In this setting the quantity 

q (l) = Tr[ pU· (i) EU (t)) (1) 

is interpreted as the probability, at the instant i, for 
finding the system undecayed when at time 0 it was pre
pared in the state p. Correspondingly, the probability 
that, at the instant t, the system will be found to have 
decayed is the complementary quantity 

pet) = 1 - q(t) = Tr[ pU· (t) E lU(t)), 

All lliese are, of .course, standard. 

Quantum theory, in fact, provides an unambiguous 
algorithm for computing the probability distributions 

(2) 

of time, given the knowledge of the initial state of the 
of) time, given the knowledge of the initial state of the 
same system and its law of time evolution. Expressions 
(1) and (2) are o~y\·particular instances of this well
known algorithm. 

sider the following probabilities for which quantum 
theory has no ready expressions: 

(1) The probability that the system prepared in t.he 
undecayed state p at time 0 is found to decay sometime 
during the interval A = [0, t). We denote this by prO, t; p' 

(2) The probability Q(O, t j p) that no decay is found 
throughout the interval A when the initial state of L'le 
system was known to be p. 

(3) The probability that the syste~ prepared ini,ially 
in the state p will be found to be undecayed throughout 
[O,tIJ=A, but found to decay sometime during the sub
se.quent period [tl' t];: A 2, 0 < II < t. We denote this by 
R(O, tl , t; pl. 

It is important to distinguish the probabilities 
Q(O, tj p) from q(t) since there is the temptation to iden
tify them [and hence also P(O, I; p) with p(t)J.I The prob. 
ability q(t), however, refers to outcomes of measure
ment of E at the time t, ihe system being left unobserv, 
after the initial state preparation until t. 

The operational meaning (if any!) of the probabilities 
P, Q, R on the other hand is to be found in terms of thE 
ou~comes of continuously ongoing measurement of E 
during the entire interval of time b.. The notion of such 
continuously ongoing observations (or, equivalently, 
measurements) is obviously an idealization. 

We may consider llie process of continuing observa
tion as the limiting case of successions of (practically) 
instantaneous measurements (of E) as the intervals be
tween successive measurements approach zero. Since 
lliere does not seem to be any principle, internal to 
quantum llieory, that forbids the duration of a single 
measurement or the dead time between successive 
measurements from being arbitrarily small, the pro
cess of continuous observation seems to be an admissi
ble process in quantum theory. 

It may be argued, however, that what are measurabl, 
or not are governed not only by llie fundamental princi-

In contrast to .the· above-mentioned probabilities ples of quantum theory but also by the actual constituen 
which refer to a specified ·instant of time we may con- of llie real world and llieir interactions. 
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We, thus, feel that the notion of continuous observa
tion should be accepted, at least for the present, as 
physically meaningful and quantum theory should be 
pressed to yield an answer to questions relating the 
probabilities pertaining to such observations. 

Continuous observation processes seem to be realized 
in practice also, at least apprOximately, by the tracks of 
unstable charged particles in bubble chambers and other 
detecting media. The observation of the track amounts 
practically to a more or less continuous mOnitoring of 
the existence of the unstable particle and thus a mea
surement of E during the period of the particle's flight 
through the detection chamber. We are therefore led to 

:.accept,.as operationally meaningful the P(O, tiP), Q{O, tiP), 
ind R{O, ii' tiP). To be a complete theory, quantum 
theory must provide an algorithm for computing these 
probabilitie,s. 

In the next section we describe what appears to be 
the natural approach to determining quantum-theoretic 
expressions for these probabilities. Our investigation 
leads to the paradoxical result mentioned at the begin
ning of this section: An unstable particle observed con
tinuously whether it has decayed or not will never be 
found to decayl Since this ,evokes the famous paradox of 
Zeno denying the possibility of motion to a flying arrow, 
we call this result the Zeno's paradox in quantum theory 

In fact, 'if E is taken to be the projection to the set 
of localized states of a particle (or, a quantum arrow) 
in a given region D of space, then one conclUdes that 

, the particle will never be found to arrive in a disjoint 
region D' provided it is continuously observed whether 

'it has entered D' or not: The "arrow" cannot move to 
where it is not! 

This result acquires an even more picturesque and 
. paradoxical formulation when it is applied to the "hell
ish contraption" considered in the Schrodinger's cat 

: paradox. 2 It may be recalled that the contraption coo
'sists of an unstable (qull.ntum) particle placed in a box 

. equipped with an efficient counter and a cat inside a 
steel. chamber. II the particle decays, the counter 

. triggers and, in its turn, activates a tiny hammer which 
breaks a container of cyanide in the steel chamber. 
MOnitoring the vital functions of the cat amounts to ob
serving if the particle has decayed or not. In view of 

the quantum Zen?'s paradox will be brieily discussed in 
the concluding s~ction of the paper. 

! 
Fina.lly it maylbe mentioned that the conclusion cilled 

here the Zeno's ,paradOX in quantum theory has beer. 
noted in some pr;evious works, ~-G but the present 
analysis of the ptoblem is carried out in a more ge:;eral 
and mathematically rigorous setting than the previc\ls 
works. This, we!feel, is not merely a dispensable 
luxury, but is nefessary to locate the precise assur:::p
tions on which thr' "Zeno's para~oxn rests. 

I 
2. QUANTUM T~EORETICAL EXPRESSIONS FOR 
P(O, t;p) AND R~LATED PROBABILITIES 

I 
The three pro~ability functions P, Q, R introduced 

in the previous ~ection relate to the results of cont.nu
ous observation .Ithroughout an interval of time. By 
their very definihons they must obey the relations 

I 
I 

P(O, ti p) + Q(IO, ti p) = 1 

and i· 
i 

R(O, tl , tiP) =jQ{O, tl ; p) P(O, f - t l ; PI)' 

where PI is the ~tate in which the system (preparec 
initially in the s~ate p) finds jtseli at II 'after being con
tinuously observ~d and found to be undecayed throughout 
[0, tsJ. We may therefore concentrate our attention on 
calculating Q an4 PI' 

We start with ~e system in the state P and make a 
series of n + 1 m:easurements, which are idealized to be 
instantaneous, at times 0, tin, 2tln, .•• , (n - l)tln, and 
i. We seek the probability Q(A, niP) that it be found 
undecayed in eac~ of these measurements. It is natural 
to assume that Q(A i p) E Q(O, ti p) can be evaluated as 
the limit of Q(A,~;p) when n- oo , provided the limit 
exists. I 

Let us denote ~y pen, t) the state in which the system 
finds Hseli after 'the (n + 1) measurements at 0, tin, 
2tln, .•. , t and b~ing found to be undecayed in each of 
these measurem1nts. NOW, according to the orthedo); 
theory of measur,ement, if a measurement of E on the 
system is carrie~ out yielding the result "yes" (that is, 
"undecayecl"), th~n the state of the system collapses to 
a new (unnormaliFedl) state p' of the form 

P'=~ AjPA,! (3) 

with 

the Zeno'sparadox formulated above, should we con
clude that the particle will never decay? Will the cat 
escape lJle cruel death awaiting it, against which it has 
00 defense, provided its vital signs are ·constantly 
'Watchea with loving care? " - ~ Aj AJ=E. : (4) 
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The collapsed state pi given by (3) is, in general, not 
uniquely determined by the measured observable E and 
the observed outcome but depends also on the details of 
the measuring apparaLlls. This circumstance is re
flected in the nonuniq1.:leness of the operators AJ satis
fying (4) .. 

The mapping (3) of the density matrices is very 
closely related to the "completely positive maps" de
fined by 

p -L~ Va PV! =A(V.,)p, 
0' 

The "state collapse" caused by "nonselective" measure
ments of E is described by such maps. They will be 
considered in a future publication in the context of re
peated and continuous nonselective measurements. 

Quantum theory envisages also the possibility of 
ideal measurements under which the collapse of the 
state proceeds according to the simple law 

p-p'=EpE (5) 

when the measurement of E on the state p yields the 
result "undecayed. " . 

The considerations of this paper will be restricted 
to such ideal measurements only, since in such cases 
we can exploit the positive definiteness of the 
Hamiltonian in a direct manner. If we were to consider 
the more general collapses (3) we would have to pro
ceed more indirectly using the von Neumann-Liouville 
generator which is however not positive definite. The 
study of the probabilities Q(t., p), etc. would then in
volve new technical problems obsc;uring the essentials 
of Zeno's paradox. We plan to present the study of the 
more general situation in a subsequent paper. I 

Accordingly, to determine p(n, t) we allow the system 
to collapse at each measurement according to (5) but at 
the intervening time intervals it undergoes the usual 
Schrodinger time development. The (unnormalized) 
state p(n, t) is then easily seen to be 

p(n" t) = T.(t) pT! (t), 

where 

T.(t) = [EU(t/n) E)· 

a [E exp(- ilit/n) E)·. 

Moreover, it is also easy to show that the standard 
interpretation of the quantum theoretical formalism 
entails the formula 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

In fact., (8) is a special case of a more general formula 
for the probability connections between several succes
sive observations. a It is important, however, to bear 
in mind that the general formula discussed ina [and, a 
/oriio-;ri, formula ~B)] holds only under the assum~ion 
that the successive measurements under consideration 

Returning to 'ideal measurements we have to Proceed 
to the limit for n- OO • We define 

p(t) = s-lim p(n, I), (9) .--
Q(t.;p) = lim Q(t.,n;p), (10) .--

provided the limits on the right-hand side exist. Hence, 
ii the limit 

s-lim T.(t) E s-lim [EU (t/n) E]· = T(t) 
,..... " .... 

exists for t .. 0, then we may make the identification 

p(t) = {Tr[ T(t) pT * (t)J}-1 • T(t) pT *(t) (11) 

for the resultant (normalized) state obtained as a result 
of continuous observation and veriiication that the sys
tem remained undecayed throughout the interval. The 
probability Q(t.; p) for this outcome is given by 

Q(t.jp) = lim Tr[Tft(t)PT!(t)J 
ft --

= Tr[ pT'" (t) T(t) J. (12) 

Once Q(t. i p) is obtained in this manner we may calcu
late P(t. i p) to be 

P(t. i p) = Tr[ p( 1- 1'* (t)) T(t) J. (13) 

For a given group U(t) of time-evolution the existence 
of the operator T(t) for t", 0 imposes a nontrivial 
restriction on the projection E. This restriction may be 
viewed as a necessary condition in order that the ob
servable represented by E admits a pontinuous ideal 
measurement. 

It is known5 Q:lat the operators T(t) (ii they exist) form 
a strongly continuous semigroup for t> O. The continuity 
of T(t) at t = 0 does not generally follow from the 
existence of T(t), but on physical grounds, we shall as
sume it; 

S-lim T(t) = E. 
1- 0. 

(14) 

This condition expresses the essentially desirable re
quirement that the probability Q(t. j p) given by (12) ap
proaches the probability Tr(pE) as t - O. that the sys
tem is undecayed initially. 

To prove the existence of T(t) and its continuity at 
the origin, (14), in specific examples of !X1ysical inter
est poses nontrivial mathematical problems. We hope 
to consider these in a subsequent paper. 

3. ZENO'S PARADOX IN QUANTUM THEORY 

In the preceding section we arrived at formula (13) 
for the probability P(t. i p) that the system prepared 
initially in the undecayed state p will be observed to 
decay sometime during the interval t. = [0, d. Despite 
the natural derivation of (13) we now show that the 
probability P(t.; p) vanishes for all finite intervals t. 
provided that the initial state was undecayed, 

Tr(pE)=1. (15) 

are ideal in the sense described above. For nonideal We are thus led to the paradoxical conclusion that an 
successive measur~ments these formulas do not yield unstable particle will not decay as long as it is kept 
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.ment is ilie following theorem. • - - : 

Theorem 1: Let V(t) sexp(- iHt), t real, designate a 
strongly continuous one-parameter group of unitary 
operators in the (separable) Hilbert space H. Let E 
denote an orthogonal projection in H. Assume that: 

(i) The self-adjoint generator H of the group U(t) is 
semibounded. 

(ii) There exists an (antiunitary) operator e such that 

eE(J-t = E, 

eU(t) e- t = U(- t) for all t. 

(iii) s-lim" __ [EU (tin) E)" s T(t) exists for all t ~ O. 

(iv) s-lim" _ o.T(t) = E. 

Then s-lim. __ [EU(tln)E)"sT(t) exists for all real i 
and possesses the following properties: 

(a) The function t - T(t) is strongly continuous and 
for all real t and s satisfies the semigroup law: 

T(t) T(s) = T(t + s), 

(b) and 

T·(t) = T(- t). 

. . Remarks: (1) The conclusions of the theorem imply 
- -the r'elation: 

T*(t) T(O = E for all real t (16) 

so that P(6;p)=Tr(p(I-E))=O for all p satisfying (15). 

(2) With e interpreted as the time-reversal (or CPT) 
operation, the assumption (ii) of the theorem turns out 
to be only a weak version of T or CPT invariance of the 
theory. Moreover it should be noted that assumption 
{iii) is used only once in the proof for concluding the 
existence of the strong limit (iii) for t < Oas well. 

(3) It is easy to give a relatively elementary proof 
of the theorem under the additional assumption that E 
is a on-e-c!imensional projection onto a vector in the 
domain of H. The theorem is also known to hold in the 
special case that H = - Vl and E is given by 

(E/fi)(x) = x (x) ~(x), /fiE L2(R3), 

where X is the characteristic function of a (suitably 
smooth) region of R3. 10 Theorem 1 generalizes this re
sult to arbitrary semibounded H and arbitrary 
projection E. 

(4) The semiboundedness of H is necessary: Consider 
the following countereXample. Let V(t) be the operator 

. family 

(V(t)rJi)=I/I(x-t), !/JEL'(R). 

Let E be defined by 

{ 
I/J(x) 

(ErJi)(x) = 0 
x "0, 
x> 0. 

It is then easy to verify that 

- Elc(t)EV(s)E=EV({+s)E 

for all I, s~ 0, 80 that 

for all t ~ 0, but! 
I 

T* (t) T(t) = E! V(t') E V(t) E 

=0*U)EV(t);!E for all t>O. 

i . 
Thus the conclu*ion of the theorem is violated, thOt:gh 
the assumptionsllin its formulation except the semi
boundedness of tjhe self-adjoint generator V(t) are met. 
[Strictly speak.dg, assumption (ii) about the existence 
of e is also not ~atisfied' but it was necessary only to 
prove the existe ce of T(- t) and T(- t) is trivially \"eri
fied to exist in e present example. ) 

We now turn t~ the 
I 

Proof oj Theoten: 1: The existence of 

T(t)ss-lim [tuUln) E)" (17) 
"... ! 

! 
I 

for all real t io11ioW5 immediately from the assumed 
existence oi T(t) lior positil'e t and assumption (ii), In 

I 

fact for t ~ ° I 
T(- t);: s;~~ml[ElJ(- tin) E)" 

i 
= S;!i_, e[EU(tln) EJ" e- t 

=eT(t)e-1• (18) 

To prove asserti~n (b) we observe that 
I 

[EU(- tln)E)1={IEU(tln)E)"}* 
i 
: - T*(t) weakly as n - "". 

On ~e other han~, " 

[EU(- tin) E)t - T(- t) strongly as n - 00. 

The assertion (bl follows immediately. 

It remains to ¥ove (a), e'specially assertion (16). 
Let us make a s~ght notational change an~ write 

W(t) s T(- t) =Is-lim (E exp(iHtln) E)". (19) 
I ,,--

The statement (a~ can be transcribed into a correspond
ing statement on IW(t). We shall also assume, without 
loss of generalit~, that H is sell-adjoint and positive. 

I 

For convenienqe in exposition we shall break up the 
proof of statemeryt (a) into the following three lemmas: 

Lemma 1: Let ~ be a positive self-adjoint operator 
of the Hilbert s3ce II and let F.(z) be the operator
valued function d fined by 

Fn(z)E(Eexp,iHz/n)E]", (20) 
! 

Then i 
(1) Fn(z) is defi~ed and continuous (in the strong 

operator topologyr for all complex z with Imz ~ ° and it 
is holomorphic inl the open upper half-plane Imz > 0. 

l 
(2) The runctio~ F.(z) has the integral representation 

_ (z + i)21- F.(t) 
F.(z)- 2ITi _; (t+i)Z(t-z) dt, Imz>O, (21) 

, 
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(3) 

1 j - F.(t) dl _ 0 1rru < O. 
2lTi (I + ill (t - Z) - , .- (22) 

Proof of Lemma 1: The assertion (1) follows from 
the positive self·adjointness of H and its proof is 
standard. To prove assertion (2) we start with Cauchy's 
integral formula for the function F.(z)/(z + i)2 which is 
holomorphic in the open upper hall-plane, 

F (z) ___ 1_ f Fn(z') I 

(z ~ i)2 - 271i (ZI + i)'(z' _ z) dz, Irru> 0, 
c 

where C is any simple closed rectifiable contour en
closing the point z and contained entirely in the open 
upper half-plane. A similar integral representation 
holds of course for the holomorphic function Fn(z) itself. 
But with the choice we have made the integrand vanishes 
faster than Iz'l-l as Iz'l-oo. Hence if we choose the 
closed contour C to be the axis running from - 00 + ie 
to + 00 + ie a nd an infinite semicircle we could rewrite 
the contour integral as an open line integral 

F (z) = .(z + ~) 
n 271t 

2J" 
." 

(t + i + £e)2 (I - z + ie) , 
(21') 

Imz>e>O. 

The (operaLor) norm of this integrand is dominated by 
the integrable functioR 

for all e with 0:;; e < Eo < Irru. Moreover, 

s -lim F.(t + ie) = Fn(t). 
f - o. 

Hence the conditions for the application of Lebesgue's 
dominated convergence theorem for operator-valued 
integralsll are met and (21') goes over to the desired 
representation (21) in the limit e - 0 •• The relation (22) 
is similarly obtained from the vanishing of the contour 
integral 

1 i F.(ZI) d 1 flO 
21fi (Zl +i)2(Z'_ z) z or mz < . 

c 

Lemma 2: With the same notation as in Lemma 1 let 
us assume that 

W(t) E s-limF.(t);: 8-lim [E exp(iHt/n) E) n ".... " .... 
exists for all real t. Then: 

(1) W(z) " s-lim.. _ Fn(z) exists for all z with 1mz > O. 

(2) The function W(z) is holomorphic in the open upper 
half-plane and satisfies the semigroup composition law 

(23) 

(3) There exists a nonnegative and sell-adjoint opera
tor B and a projection G such that 

Prooi of Lemma 2: To prove (1) we start willi. the . 
representation (21) fQr Fn(z). By assumption, W(t) 

E s-lim.._ F.U) for all real t and 

11(i+~)i«(l-z)ll.; (~1~)I·1 for all n. 

We can therefore apply again the Lebesgue theorem on 
dominated convergence and conclude that 

W(z) = s-lim Fn(z) .... 
exists and has the representation 

(z + i)2 J" W(t) 
W(z) = ~ (t + ;)2(1 _ z) dt, 1rnz> O. .- (25) 

From the well known Vitali's theorem!! we can conclude 
that W(z) is holomorphic in the open upper hill-plane. 

To prove the semigroup property of W(z) we show 
first that this law holds for PJre imaginary values, 

W(is) W(it) = W(i(t + s)) 

for all IX>sitive 1 and s. 

To this end, first consider the case where t and s are 
rationally related so that there exist positive integers 
p, q for which 

s + t s t 
r( p + q) = rp = rq 

for all integers r. For such s, t we can deduce 

[ ( 
t + s ) J r<, .. l 

E exp -H ( ) E r p+q 

= [E exp ( - H ~) EJ ., [E exp ( - H :q) EJ rq 

which, in the limit r - 00 yields 

W(i(t + s)) = W(is) W(it). 

Once this is established for rationally related positive 
sand t by continuity it can be extended to all positive s 
and t. Since W(is) is holomorphic it is, a fortiori, con
tinuous for s> O. 

To prove assertion (3) we observe that the operators 

W(is):; s-lim [E exp(- Hs/n) E) n .. -
form a semigroup of sell-adjoint operators for s> O. 
According to a well known structure theorem for such 
semigroupsll there exists a self-adjoint nonnegative 
operator B and a projection G such that 

BG=GB=B 

and 

W(is) = G exp(- Bs) G, s> O. 

The function z - G exp(iBz) G is holomorphic in the open 
upper hall-plane and assumes the same values W{is) as 
the holomorphic function W(z) for z = is (s> 0). The 

GB =BG=B, uniqueness of holomorphic functions, then, immediate-
and ly establishes the representation (24). The semigroup 

. 12.r2,.pe!!Ll2~Uor z.H,zri in the o~n upper hall-plane 
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w-Ii m W(s + i1)) e W(s) for almost all real s. 
q - o. 

(26) 

Proof of Lemma 3: To obtain this weak limit let us 
start from the integral representation (25) rewritten in 
the form 

On the other hand, from (22) and the Lesbegue domi
nated convergence theorem 

0= (s + i + i1))2 JM W(t) di 
2ITi .M (t+i)2(t-S+i1)) ,7»0. 

Therefore, 

W(s + i ) = (s + i + i7))2 J - Wet) 7) d 
7) rr _ (t+02 (t-S)2+7)2 t. 

For any two vectors If, ¢ in H we may write 

(tP, W(s + i1]) ¢) 

_ (s + i+ i1))2 f~ (tP, Wet) ¢) 7) d 
- IT (t+i)l (t-d+7)2 t. --

Since the quantity (If, W(t) cp)/(i + i)2 considered as a 
.. : ~u.ncti.9n of t is integrable, it follows that 

lim (lit, W(s + i1)) ¢) = (If, W(s) ¢) 
~ - 0. 

for almost all s. 

(27) 

To complete the assertion of Lemma 3 a technical 
difficulty is to be resolved. For a given pair 1/1, ¢ of 
vectors, the assertion (29) has been shown to hold for 
almost all s. The exceptional set (of measure zero) 
where this result may not hold may appear to depend on 
tlje pair l/I, cp chosen. To show that there is at most a 
single null set outside which (27) holds for all pairs 
1/1, ¢ we proceed as follows: LetO be a countable dense 
subset of the separable Hilbert space H and let N be 
the union of the countable family of exceptional null 
sets corresponding to all pairs J/I, cp with 1/!E[), cpE[). 
This set N is a set of measure zero and the weak 
limit (26) holds everywhere outside this set for 1/!, ¢ in 
0, but then (27) will hold in the complement of N for 
all pairs 1/!, ¢ not necessarily in O. In fact, writing 

A{s, 7) = W{s + h) - W(s) 

we may obtain 

(1/!,A(s,7) CP)=(!JI-If., A(s,T]) cp) + (If., A(s,n)(,p - CP.)) 

+ (If., A(s, 7) CP.). 

We see that for s outside the exceptional set N the first 
two terms on the right-hand side tend to zero as n - ""', 
since we may choose . 

s-lim 1/1. = 1/!, s-lim ¢. =,p. 
"-- fI-. 

preceding lemmas,! 

W(s) = wq-_l~;n w/s + i1]) = w~-_li;n G exp[iB(s + iT)) ) G 

= GexP(Wf) G for almost all real s. (24') 

Thus W(s) 'W"(s) = 4 for almost all real s. Accordil\g to 
assumption (iv) in tihe statement of Theorem 1, 

i 

w-lim W(s) W' (~) = w-lim T(- s) T' (- s) 
,-0, I ,-0, 

I =w-limT*(s)T(s)=E. 
I •• 0, 

Thus G == E and we ~ay rewrite (24) in lhe form 
i 

W(s)=Eexp(iB~)E for almost all s, 
i 

EB=BE=B. 

(28) 

(29) 

But we can now str~ngthen this relation for W(s) to read 
! 

W(s)=Eexp(iB$)E for all s (30) 

in view of the strork continuity of W(s). Combining (29) 
and (30) we immedi!ately deduce the validity of 
assertion (a). I , 

Although not of Pttmary interest for lhe discussion 
in this paper, we rfcall the known result l that if H is 
semibounded, the operators EU(t) E canr:ot form a 
semigroup for t;:. 0iiexcept in the event 0: E commuting 
with U(t) for all re I t. We may subsume this result 
as a corollary to T eorem 1. 

Corollary: Let th~ seli-adjoint operator H be semi
bounded, let E be ~ orthogonal projection and let U(t) 
stand for exp(- iHt)t If {EU(t)E II;:' O} form a semigroup, 
then ! 

EU(t) = U(I) E fJr all real t. . (31) 

Proof: The semi~roup property for E1,;(t) E, i. e., the 
relation i 

EU(t)EU(s)E=,tU(t+s)E for all real s,t (32) 
j 

will imply 

EU{t)EU*(t)E=iE for all real t 

and hence .! 
(32') 

E .. U (t) EU'" (0 ~or all real t. 

Multiplying this equi,ation from the left by U(- t) and the 
right by U*(- t) willi yield 

I 
I 

U(- t) EU*(- t) ~IE for all real t. 
I 

Together these two ~nequalitieS imply 

E=U(t) EU"'(t) ~or all real / 
I 

or, equivalently, . 

EU(t)=U(t)E f1r all reall. 

The proof of the ciorollary is thus reduced to the 
proof of (32) or (32'f' 

i 
Since the operators EU(i) E are assumed to form 

~ semigt'oup for I ~ P and [EU(t) Er = EU(- t) E, for all 
The third term, by hypothe.sis; goes to zero as 7) - o. an al 

. since rp~, ,p. are chosen to lie in O. (The proof of this positive integers n Jd 1 real t we have 

lemma incorporates a·auggestloil due to K. Sinha.] (EU(t/n)E)"=£l1{t)E. 

.' I 
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Hence 

s-lim[EU{t/n) E)" = EU{!) E. T{I) 
"--

exists for all real t and all the assumptions of Theorem 
1 are verified, except for (ii). But as we have pointed 
out, this assumption itseU was needed for the sole 
purpose of guaranteelng the existence of T(t) for all 
real t. Thus we can safely conclude that Theorem 1 ap
plies in this case also and hence (32) holds for all real 
t and .s. 

4. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION 

What conclusions must we draw from Zeno's paradox 
in quantum theory? Is it a curious but innocent mathe
matical result or does it have something to say about 
the foundation of quantum theory? Does it, for exam
ple, urge us to have a principle in the formulation of 
quantum theory that forbids the continuous observation 
of an observable that is not a constant of motion? 

The answer to the first two questions appears to de
pend on whether it is operationally meaningful to seek 
the probability that the particle makes a transition from 
a preassigned s':lbspace of states EH to the orthogonal 
subspace EJ.H sometime during a given period of time. 
We have endeavored to present arguments that such 
probabilities possess operational meaning in terms of 
the outcome of successive (in the limit, continuous) 
measurements of an appropriate quantum mechanical 
observable. If this is -accepted, it follows that to be a 
complete theory quantum mechanics must provide an 
algorithm for computing these probabilities. The quan
tum Zeno's paradox shows that the seemingly natural 
approach to this problem discussed in the preceding 
sections leads to bizarre and physically unacceptable 
answers. We thus lack a trustworthy quantum-theoretic 
algorithm for computing such probabilities. Until such 
a trustworthy algorithm is developed the completeness 
of quantum theory must remain in doubt. 

The lack of a trustworthy quantum- theoretic algorithm 
for probabilities like P(O, tj p) is intimately connected 
with the difficulties involved in defining an operator of 
"arrival time" (or, more generally, "time of transi
tion") in quantum theory. ~ Let us briefly discuss this 
problem in the context of the "time of decay" of an un
stable particle. 

From the definition of P(O, tj p) it must have the 
following properties: 

(1) P{O, Ij p) .. ° for all t .. ° 
(ii) P(O, tj p) .. P(O, s j p) for t .. s 

(iii) P(O,tjp)-l for 1- 00 

(iv) P(O, Ij p) - Tr[ pF-) for, 1-0 •. 

(33) 

(1) B{O, I) .. 0, . 

(ii) B(O,t) "'B(O,sh t"'s, 

(iii) B(O, t) - I (strongly), 1-<>0, 

(iv) B(O,t)-E' (strongly), I-D., 

(v) B(O, t) is a strongly continuous function of t. 

The family B' (0, t) • EB (0, t) E restric ted to the sub-
spac e EN of the (unstable) undecayed states will then 
form a "generalized resolution of the identity" (GRI). 
Unlike the more familiar (projection-valued) resolution 
of the identity, a GRI does not necessarily determine 
a densely defined operator, but under some mild addi
tional assumptions (which we need not specify expliciUy 
here) the GRI B'(O, t) will determine a Hermitian (though 
not necessarily seU-adjoint) operator T so that 

(1/1, 71/J)= f Id{¢,B'(O,t)¢) for all rJ!eO(T). 

The operator T thus defined may then be interpreted 
as the operator of "time of decay. " 

(35) 

Conversely, if there exists a positive Hermitian 
"time of decay" operator T associated with the subspace 
EH of undecayed states and 8'(0, t) denotes a GRI asso
ciated with it, then through (33) we may define the prob
ability P(O, Ii p) which may be interpreted as the prob
ability that the system prepared initially in the (unde
cayed) state p will be found to decay sometime during 
the interval (0, t). 

Looked at from this point of View, the Zeno's paradox 
thus strengthens and sharpens the pessimistic conclu
sion of Allcoc~ and others concerning the possibility 
of introducing an observable of "arrival time" in quan
tum theory. We must emphasize that in our study here, 
the conclusion is not based on certain a priori, but 
questionable, assumptions about T; such, for instance, 
as the assumption that robe "canonically conjugate" to 
the Hamiltonian, or that T be a self-adjoint operator in 
the Hilbert space. In the literature such requirements 
were implicitly or explicitly placed on T. 

We have so far supposed that it is operationally mean
ingiul to ask about probabilities such as P(D, tj p) and 
Q(D, Ij p), We have also taken the stance that the ob
served tracks of unstable particles in a bubble chamber 
or photographic emulsion is in contradiction with the 
conclusion we have called Zeno's paradox in quantum 
theory, It is, however, possible to adopt one of the 
following attitudes: 

(1) Probabilities such as P(O, Ij p) have no operational 
meaning: There is a fundamental principle in quantum 
theory that denies the possibility of continuous 
observation. 

Since so far no such principle has been derived from 
or incorporated into quantum theory, this is not a 
satisfactory way of resolving the paradox at the present 
time. 

In addition, P(O, liP) may be assumed to be continuous 
as a function of t. If we were to succeed in finding a 
formula (2) Zeno's paradox is based on the assumption that the 

(34). continuous measurements are ideal measuremenls. But P(O,tjp)=Tr[pB(O,tl), . 
measurements (or, observations) involved in the re-

then the opera. tor B(O, t) would have the following . [:f~b~ 0..(~'h,t.rM-.l$.~hl\9-t~~tff~4particle in a detect-
properties: Approved For Release 2003/04/18 . CIA-~m~mlYrh~WV!~Ria~M'1:n'ai'e sense of (3). 
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This is a tgrpv~<it ~ i~~~~~9Q~'0NJ1!tYCIA-~%~-Pe<lbAA~Q~41 ~qQ~qg.2Ditilities such as 
of Theorem 1 as stated and proved in this paper. It has Q(A; 1), p) (or Q(A; p)llthat pertain to the outcomes of 
the somewhat unsetUing side effect that Pie, t; p) and successive measure~ents (or continuous measure-
hence the "observed lifetime" of an unstable particle ments) depend on thellaw according to which "state 
is not a property of the particle (and its Hamiltonian) collapses" occur at *-e time of measurements. Thus 
only, but depends on the details of the observation one may say that the {'collapse of state vector" caused 
process. At the present time we have no indication that by measurement, wh~ch has haunted the foundation Of .. 
this is so. quantum mechanics Ite an invisible ghost becomes V1S)

ble through probabili ies such as Q(A; T), p), etc. The 
(3) The record of the track of a particle is not a con- probabiLities pertaini g to the outcomes of several suc-

tinuous observation that the particle has not decayed, I cessive (as well as c~ntinuous) measurements there-
but only a discrete sequence of such observations; while fore deserve further It.heoretical as well as experimenW 
Zeno's paradox obtains only in the limit of continuous t study than they have eceived so far. 
observations. 

While this is tenable, the sufficiently repeated moni
toring of the particle should again lengthen the life
time. There is, ~owever, no indication that the life
time of a (charged) unstable particle (say, a muon) is 
appreciably inc reased in the process of its track for ma
tion through bubble chamber. To shed additional light 
on this question a quantitative investigation of the effect 
of repeated monitoring on the lifetime of particles (in 
specific models) is in progress. 13 

(4) Natural though it seems, it is wrong to assume 
that the temporal evolution of a quantum system under 
.continuing observation can be desc ribed by a linear 
o~.rator of time-evolution such as T(t). It can be de-

. scribed only in terms of a persistent interaction between 
the quantum system and the classical measu'ring ap
paratus. When this is done the quantum Zeno's paradox 
will either disappear or ii it survives, at least, it will 
be understandable as the drastic change in the behavior 
of the quantum system caused by its continuouS'inter
action with a classical measuring apparatus. 

This point of view is at present only a program since 
there is no standard and detailed theory for the actual 
coupling between quaritum systems with classical mea
suring apparatus. A beginning in this direction is made 
in a forthcoming paper. 1( 

. Havlng been forced into such unusual points of view 
by the quantum Zeno's paradox one is prompted to draw 
also some parallels between it and certain empirical 
findings in the study of human awareness. We shall 
present such close parallels between the quantum Zeno's 
paradox and the findings of sensory deprivation and 
other experiments pertaining to the study of conscious
ness in a separate publication. 

In conclusion, it seems to us that the problems posed 
by Zeno's paradox have no clean cut resolution at the 
present time and deserve further discussions. It may 

\. 
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In this anicle we give an operational meaning to an individual "Feynman path." In other words, we 
describe a process of dense measurements. made in tanporal sequence; which eheck whether the panicle 
moves along any given trajectory in space· time. We sbow that in this process lk two 8SSumptions of the 
spllce·time formulation of quantum mechanics, 8ft realized: (a) The weight that the particle moves along 1\ 

trajectory' that has boen checked by this process is the same for all trajectories. and in fact, we show that 
the panicle follows, with probability I, the tra~tory that is being checked, (b) A phase is systematically 
accumulated. so thAt, at the end of this process, tbe state is multiplied by tbe familiar factor 
exp[(i/Ii)S L dt). ~ an immedia~ extension of tbe above formalism, we suggest a setup that measures the 
relative phase between any two trajectories. Finally, our approacb points toward the possibility of extending 
tbe Feynman formAlism in order to cover more general Hamiltonians, 

lNTROPUCTION 

In 1948 Feynman published what is essentially a 
third formulation of quantum mechanics,l As is 
well known, the main idea in this formulation is to 
associate a probability amplitude: exp [&/n) f L dt), 
with each possible classical trajectory that con
nects two space -time points [L is the classical 
Lagrangian, and the integral is evaluated along the 
path X(t)], Each possible trajectory is assigned 
the aame weight, and the sum (integral) over the 
rr;,,(ributions from all possible trajectories has to 
be car::-ied out in order to get the transition am
plitude betwee~l these two space -time points. 

The concept of a trajectory in quantum mechanics 
is not a straightforward one because of the uncer
tainty principle involved. 2 Therefore, attempts 
have ooen made to apply the notion of continual ob
servation' (which was mentioned by Feynmanl , 
p. 370) in order to investigate the operational 
meaning of the trajectories, which are the building 
blocks of this formalism. 

This notion of continuous observations (or mea
surements) in quantum mechanics has recently 
attracted some attention, S-7 because of the in
teresting features that were revealed. In particu
lar, the following paradoxical property of such 
measurements was found; Consider the case where 
repeated observations are carried out in order to 
find the exact moment at which a transition from 
some initial state takes place. It turns out that, . 
because of these observations, the transition never 
occurs. A particular example is the decay of an 
unstable system4

; If the system is continuously 
observed, then it will never decay. Another ex-

21 

ample is the one of continuously observing a sys
tem that is initially confined to afinite space re
gion,S and because of these observations it remains 
con-fined the re. In this paper, we first show that the 
above paradoxical situation is a special case of a 
more general property of continuous measure
ments. Namely, if one checks by kontinuollsM -
~rvations if a gi,en quantum system evolves 
!rom some initial state. to some other final state, 
along a speCific trajectory in Hilbert space, the 
result is always positive, whether or 'not the sls-
tern would have dobe SO'OD its own accord 

- When the above result is applied to the evolution 
of'a state along a trajectory considered by Feyn
man, we find that the particle follows, with cer
tainty, the trajectory that is being checked, There
fore, it is now meaningful to consider measure
ments of individual trajectories in space-time and 
their properties. In particular, the phase associ
ated with the probability amplitude for motion 
along a given trajectory can be evaluated. 

When this calculation is carried out, the phase 
turns out to be the one assumed by Feynman, 
(within a constant independent of the trajectory). 

The possibility is therefore open to consider 
setups that measure directly the relative phase of 
any two individual trajectories (which have com
mon end points); we descrioo in detail such a 
setup. 

Finally, we point out that our analysis can be 
applied to more general trajectories in Hilbert 
space than those corresponding to the classical 
trajectories. We discuss briefly the relevance of 
this to the question of extending the Feynmanform
alism in orderto cover arbitrary Hamiltonians. 
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~236 Y. A H A RON 0 V AND M. viA R D I 21 

cONTINUOUS MEASUREMENTS ON A SPIN·HALF SYSTEM 

Consider a spin-half particle placed in a con
stant magnetic field pointing in the z direction with 
the initial direction of the spin in the +x direction. 
The time evolution in this case is simply a rotation 
in the xy plane with the Larmor frequency (de
fined by H = ; • B '" tlfwa,). II we now want to check 
when the spin moves out of its initial orientation 
by performing a dense set of measurements (in 
time) of a., we find that it does not move out at all 
(in analogy to the results discussed in the litera
ture"'). This can be seen as follows: In the in
finitesimal time 6t the free Hamiltonian rotates 
the direction of the spin, or equivalently changes 
the state by 

I O'(6t) =exp(- kH6t) 10'.=+ 1) 

where 

1 0"(6t) is the eigenstate of the operator, 

with the eigenvalue plus one. 
II we now measure a., the probability that the 

state collapses to las=+ 1) is 

Pr(o'.=+ 1)= 1(0'.=+ lla(ot»12 

= cos2 w6t '" 1- (wot)2 (for wlit« 1). 
2 4 

II we repeat the same measurement at intervals of 
lit the probability that all of them will give the 
same result is obviously [l-(wot)2/4]H. We now 
note that if lit = TIN, where T is the total period of 
observation, and we approach the limit of very 
dense measurements (,N - 00), we end up freezing 
the state in its initial value 1 O"s = + 1), since 

lim(1 - 1/N2)H = lim exp(-l/N) = 1. 
Jf--. N-" 

For future reference we refer to this as case a. 
. Case b. Still with the same system as before, 

we show how it is possible to bypass the feature of 
freezing while insisting on continuous observa
tions. To achieve this we use the so-called "de-
terministic observations ,"8 namely, we measure 
the dense set of operators defined as follows: 

,.. \.... .... 
0'.= 0". cosa.+ O"y sma. , 

: 
i . 

n = I, ... N. Thus it seems that we have found a , I 

way to m9nitor the time evolution of a system 
without fr~ezing iUn its initial state. g 

Case c. i In this case we show that the seemingly 
innocent deterministic observations described 
above ha~e unsuspected features. Consider again 
the spin-~aU particle, initially with o'. = + 1, but 
without a !magnetic field. II we measure the same ~ 
dense se~ of operators as in cas e b, we tiro the 
following f 

The coJditional probability to get an = 1 if 

0""-1 = + 1 1s 
Pr(n)p 1(0'.=+ 110",,-1 =+ 1) 12 

I 
L1+cosw61_ ...2 ( "t/2) j- 2 COb Wv , 

I 
I 

where w~ have used the eigenvector of a. (that 
belongs }o"a.=+ 1), namely = 

I~=~ 1i="A ~ 1]. 
I e fa" 
J 

Thus, ~for sufficiently large N, the probability 0~ 
finding in ='+1 in all the measurements is essential-= 
ly one. mus is so even though no magnetic field v 
present; therefore, the only reasons for the spin 
rotation are those measurements. This result is 
quite s~rprising because of the accepted assump~ 
tion tha1t if the outcome of a measurement of SOD" 
dynamical variable is certain (i.e., with probabL. 
one), t~en the sta~e of the system was not dis-
turbed.! -, 

The ~ove conclusion can also be derived by tT 
followi~ simple argument: II we analyze case a 
from ajrotating-frame-of-reference point of vie~" 
so tha.tj in the new frame the inertial field exact'::: : 
cancelf the original constant magnetic field ,10 ;I 

end up lin the same situation as in case c (in which 
the cOI).tinuous measurements were made at the 
rate d~ctated by the Larmor frequency). There' 
fore,~. we accepted that the measurements in 
case a f~oze the system in the state 10".=+1), ~ 
end up wlth the result of case c as a necessary-' 
cons uence. 

! 
I TIlE PARTICLE FOLLOWS A TRAJECTORY ~ . 
I IN PHASE SPACE 

wefave shown in a simple example that it is 
possi le to define a set of operators that repre~, 
sent dense sequence of measurements, so t~:- . 
the' ,mal state of the system evolves along th 

tates of these operators, and the probabili 
to ge each of the corresponding eigenvalues iC~ 

where a.=Wn6t, w is the Larmor frequency, and one. This idea can be generalized to more co 
7! = 1, ... , N. We then obviously find 0".= 1 for plica ed systems, and we now apply it to_~btain : 
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21 MEANING OF AN INDIVIDUAL HFEYNMAN PATH" 2237 

operational definition of a" Feynman path." We 
recall that in Feynman's formulation of quantum 
mechanics,l trajectories in space -time are as
signed equal weights, and each trajectory is mUl
tiplied by the factor exp [(i/h) J L dt], L is the 
Lagrangian of the system, and the integral is along 
the trajectory. The sum (integral) of the contribu
tions of all trajectories gives the transition am
plitude between the two end points. 

As in the case of the spin -half system, we can 
define a dense sequence of measurements which 
check whether the particle moves along any given 
trajectory in space -time. This will lead to a posi
tive answer, i.e., the particle moves along any 
chosen trajectory with probability one. 

Consider the set of projection operators 

fi. = I nXn I, for n = 1, ... , N, 

where In) (in the x representation) is given by 

In)=Cexp{-(X -X(~.))2/(2AX)2}exp[~p(t.)XJ . 

X(t.), P(tn) are evaluated along a particular clas
sical trajectory, at a sequence of times t n = nOt, the 
total period of observation is T and Of = T /N ,C is 
a normalizing factor, and AX is the uncertainty. 
Note that since the classical trajectory is smooth, 
X(tn) and P(tn) are well defined and so are OX. 
=X(t.)ot·and oPn=P(tn)ot. 

We shall now prove that if the initial state is a 
localized wave packet around X(to) =Xo, and we 
measure the set of operators TI. (while letting 
N - <Q), the initial state will evolve along the eigen
states of ft. with probability one. We will also 
show that the change of the phase associated with 
the evolving state is well defined in terms of the 
sequence of operations; this change will be evalu
ated and shown to be equal essentially to the clas
sical action (divided by If). 

We first note that in the infinitesimal time Ot 
between any two measurements, the state evolves 
according to the Schr5dinger equation and we can 
write the following general expression ll

: 

II/IU. +6t) =: 1 n) exp( - ~<n I H I n)Ot ) 

+ b II/I!>+ 0(0[2), (l) 

where I f,,) is a state orthogonal to In) ¥1d b is 
proportional to Ot. If we now measure n.+1 am get 
a positive answer (which is indeed the case12

), we 
end up in the state In+l), and the probability am
plitude for this transition is 

+ 0(0'£) . (2) 

It then follows that 
If If 

I ¢(final» = /N)exp [-~ ~(nIHln)Ot] U<n+ lin) 

+ 0(6l). (3) 

For a particle described by a Hamiltonian1J 

H=p2/2m+V(X), the expression (nIHln) turns out 
to be 

(niH-In) =(nlp2/2m+ V(X)!n) 

= ( 01 [p ~~;In) f + V(X -X(tn»IO ) 

=P~~~)+V(Xn)+ e(~2l+ (ol~lo), (4) 

In the limit in which 6X - 0,14 the above expres
sion will simply be the classical Hamiltonian eval
uated along the classical trajectory X(t) plus a 
constant term independent of the trajectory. 

The scalar product of two adjacent eigenstates 
ii;l Eq. (2), gives the following contribution to the 
phase: 

i XU )+XU ); . _-tJ.p n n+l =':"P(t )X(t )Ot 
11 2 Ifn n 

+ ~[P(l.)X(tn) -P(I".l)X(t ... l)]· 
.. , 

(5) 

USing expressions (3)-(5), and going to the limit 
N - "" (~- J), we find that tl)e accumulated phase 
~sociated with the probability amplitude for mo
tion along the trajectory is the sum of the familiar 
(i/If)JLdt, the end terms in Eq. (5), and a term 
independent of the trajectory (Olp2/2m 1 O)T); note 
that the terms proportional to (Ot)2 are negligible 
because N- <Q as 11M and therefore NXO(ot2)- O. 

SETUPS TIlAT MEASURE THE RELATIVE PHASE OF ANY 
TWO TRAJEcrORIES 

No physical meaning can be attached to the phase 
assigned to an individual trajectory. However, our 
approach opens up the possibility of considering 
experimental arrangements that can measure in 
principle, the relative phase between any two tra
jectories. 

We shall now write the Hamiltonian describing 
such a setup. This Hamiltonian has to include the 
degrees of freedom of the measuring device (MD) 
(following the well-known approach introduced by 
Von NeumannU ), in order to hzve a full description 
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of the process as well as to prove that. indeed. the 
particle follows the observed trajectory with 
probability one: 

! 

I ~e for O.s; t c; ( 

g(t)= i 

d otherwise 
! 

~: 

21 

i ~ 

where II "(1) is the projection operator I n)(n I. with 
the state I n) parametrized with the coordinates of 
the first trajectory. and 11;2) is similarly defined. 
The measuring device is described by the a;") 
(n = 1, 2, "', N), such that initially they are, say, 
in the spin-up state, and by a proper choice of the 
functiong(t) (as given afterwards), a registration 
(a positive result in the measurement of the pro
jectiQ.n operator In)(n I) at t =in =nOt will be in
ferred-from the fact that the nth spin did not flip. 

The function g(t) is defined as follows: 

and we eve tallY go to the limit (- 0, ge-'" 
while keep' go(:= IT. This is an impulsive mea
surement therefore (<< M. He is the Hamil
tonian des1ibil1g the particle and H)I.D is the 
Hamiltoni of the apparatus not including the 
interaction term, (we obviously demand 
[al<~),HWDJ o and [alO),HIID]=O,i=x,y,z). = 

cr."') is th~ operator describing the spin of a par - ~ 
ticle in the/measuring device that, according to 
its initial ~alue, the process of dense measure
ments will1evolve, i.e., if a ~O):= + 1 the process will~o 
evolve alorfg trajectory one, if a.(e)= - 1, along tra
jectory tw~, and if in a superposition of the two 
state, the rocess of measurements will also be a ~ 
superposit on of two processes, in the sense de- -
scribed be ow. We will show that if the initial 
state of th whole system is given by 

IIJI{O» = 72 exp[ - (x - xo)2!(2Ax)2] [exp(~xpo) I a.<e )=+ 1) exp ti oPo) 
. N 

+ exp(~xp~)la;O)= -1) exp (-~Xop~)]U la.<n)=+ 1) 

H I 

","cexp[-(x-Xo)2!(2AX)2j l a ;O)=+1)TI".la.<"):+.1) : 
+..+ I (7 a)...., 

[the last (approximate) equality is due to t:..x - 0; remember that ,e always go to this limitHj, then the final 
state will be _ I ~ 

!I/\final» ex rzexp{ -[x- -x(tn))2 /(2Ax )2} [I a.<O)= + 1) + exp(~ a) 11,(0)= -1)] IT I a.(") = + 1), (7b 

where a& j1Ldt - j2L~; this means that the directi~n of the zer:oth spin i~ sensitive to a. 
Let us outline the steps that lead to the above result: First, as~ume that the initial state (of the whole 

system) is the one corresponding to the measurement of the firstitrajectory; then we find that the state 
evolves as follows: i -

(a) In the infinitesimal time ()t before the first measurement w1 end up with [see Eq. (1)] 

I <'(I) = [10) exp (- f(OI HI CJ)6t - ix~p,) "I O'J+ 0("')] I MD''') )1 

I 

where I MD CO
» means rio spins have been flipped in the measurinF device, etc. 

(b) At t = fJt we have an impulsive measurement (i.e., only the 1teraction with the MD is relevanr~). ThiE 
changes 11JI(t» into i -

11JI(t = fJt) = [(11 (1) exp (-~(Ol HI O)ot -~xoP 0) + o (Ot2)J 11) I MD+ 

+ [ViI, 10)"'+~ (01 HI 0)6' -x,P ,) +0(")] 1",,)1 MOl,,), 
i 

where I~) is a state orthogonal to 11). ! 

This proce9.ure .can be reP;eated. Le., the free Hamiltonian act~ on the state (in between measurement , 
and then'the interaction term (which is impulsive) takes over, ~tc., N times. 

1 

I 
• I 
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21 MEANING OF AN INDIVIDUAL "FEYNMAN PAT~" 2239 

Letting N - 00 and ot - 0 while keeping Not = T we realize that the probability that one of the spins had 
been flipped (in the measuring device) is a sum of N terms each proportional to (0t)2 (and higher orders), 
so that N(ot)2 -N- .. 0. This is so because of the fact that terms in the amplitude that are proportional to 
{)t are multiplied by orthogonal states of the measuring device. Then, using Eqs. (3)-(5) we can write the 
fihal state as follows: 

If we superpose two such states coming from dif
ferent trajectories and recall that AX - 0 (which 
will make the end term disappear), we end up with 
the final state given by Eq. (7b), which means we 
also observe the relative phase between any two 
trajectories. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have shown that it is possible to 
define trajectories in Hilbert space connecting 
any two states. If one measures successively a 
dense set of projection operators corresponding to 
the states that define a trajectory, 16 one moves with 
probability one from the initial state to the final 
state thrm:lgh the whole set. 

We pointed out that the problem of freezing a 
state as a result of continuous cbservations is a 
particular case of this more general notion of tra
jectory. We have applied the above notion to give 
an observable meaning to an individual Feynman 
path, and we have shown that a phase is systemat
ically accumulated during this process of observa
tion. 

An experimental arrangement was suggested in 
order to measure the relative phase between any 
two trajectories; this phase was shown to agree 
with the one postulated by Feynman. The concepts 
of trajectories and their associated phases can 
serve as the starting point for an extension of the 
Feynman formalism to include more general Ham
iltonians (see the Appendix). These ideas will be 
further discussed in a future publication. 

IR. P. Feynman, Rev. Mod. Pbys. 20, 367 (1948). 
2L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz, Quantum Mechanics 

(Pergamon, New York, 1974), p. 7. 
~Ch. N. Friedman, Ann. Pbys. (N.Y.) 98, 87 (1976). 
4 -B. Mlrea and E. C. G. Sudarshan, J: Math. Pbys. ~, 

756 (1977). 
':I. BlOch and D. A. Burba, Pbys. Rev. D 10, 3206 (1974~ 
'0. R. Allcock, Ann. Pbys. (N.Y.) 53, 253(1969). 
T(a) E. Eberle, Lett. Nuovo Clmento20, 272 (1971); (b) 

H. Eistein and A. J. F. 81'egerert, Ann. Phys. (N.y.) 
68, 508 (1971). More relevant references can be found - . ' ~ 

We thank Professor E. Lerner for helpful com
ments. 

APPENDIX 

Consider, for example, the following trajectory 
that does not have a classical counterpart. We use 
the eigenoperators of the two-slit experiments ' 
which are defined as follows; 

_ sin(1Tx !n 
0'3= I sin(1Tx!ZlI ' 

al = cos(Pl!h) - sin(pl!hps , 

a2 = sin(pl!h)+ i cos(pl/h)Os , 

wherex is the position operator along the line con
necting any two given points in space, and the ori
gi n (x = 0) is in the middle, of the two. 

Assuming that the initial state 10) and final state 
IN) of the previOUS example are localized wave 
packets with negligible overlap, we can define a 
trajectory cOIU1ecting them, as follows: 

Let us call 10) and iN) the "spin-up" and "spin
down" states of a3 , respectively. Then, if we per
.form the sequence of measurements aa, = as cosa. 
+0'2sinan, n= 0,1, ... , N, where a.=nTi/N and let 
N - 00, we find that the initial state 10) will evolve 
along the trajectory defined by the eigenoperators 
of. a"n' finally reaching the state IN).11 The proof 
goes in complete analogy to the one we gave for the 
spin-half system. Note that in this last example 
the Hamiltonian includes a nonlocal term. IS 

in tbe above-mentioned articles (Refs. 3-6l. 
Jy. Aharonov et al., Int. J. Theor. Phys. 3, 443 (1970). 
'Note thaJ; in the case of the decaying system, the de

terministic measurements have to Involve also the field 
degrees of freedom. 

I~hls Is equivalent to the unitary transformation 
U= exp [(iIK)(wM/2») where H= j!. B -lildJ/2. 

lI!hls Is evident from the folloWing relations: 

fIJ) .. ,,(0) + ~(0)6t+ 0(6t2), 

~(O) = (1/or)fl,,(O) (SchrOdinger equation a.t t = 0); by in-
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sertlng (b) Into (a) we get 

ffl) = 1/'(0) + (1/00HI/'(0)6t+ 0 (&2), 

<¢(O)II/'(t~= 1+ (1/jJf)(O!HI~6t+ 0(6t 2
) 

= exp [~(tIK)(ojBI~6IJ+ 0(6/ 2
), 

Now we write an alternative Identity for 11/'(/», namely, 

~(t)= al/'(O)+bl IJIP, 
where a;: exp [(illr)(oIHIO) 61 J+ 0(6I l ) and I tt\ is an 
orthogonal state to 1/'(0). Ftnally we note that b ~ 61 
since 

1 = (1/'(llil/'(t» ~ lall(I/'J 11-0) + (I/'~ I/'t)1 b 12 

and becaUBe (1jJ (0) 11/'(0» =1 and (tii IIjJP ~ 1, 
I bll~l-1 aI 2 =0(6t l ), 

IlSee a detailed analysis of the measurement in the last 
section of the paper, but note that a straightforward 
proof can be given In analogy to the spin case, where 
the only dliferences are the following: (a) Instead of 
the magnetic field we now have a more general Hamil
tonian, but still the probabUity that the state escapes 
from the original one Is of the order (6t)2 (more exact
ly, I (n I I) 12= 1 - [(6t)!;1I! J(t:. E)! + 0(6(3), v.·here a E is 
the uncertainty of the energy In the state I r.) and I t) 
Is the state between t" and tn+1). (b) Instead of measur
Ing the same projection operator at Inten'als 6t, we 
now measure projection operators of states that are 
"slightly" shifted, namely, I (n + lin) 12 ~ (6If. It is 

easy to !SboW now that I ~ + 11 I) 12 ~ (6tl 2, and frO::l ~. 
this polpt the argument follows the one given In the spin 
case. I 

°It can be generalized straightforwardly to the three dl"'" 
menSlor: case Including a vector potential. 

URecall. at we demanded n~. Ii ~+ 11 n) 2_1 a.s N- 00, 

which I satisfied if 1(6x)nu.x It:.xfN- 0 as N -00 (~e
cause I~n+ Iln)ll~ expt~ (6xlt:.xYJ and (6Xhnu Is 1..:: == 
maxlmF distance between the centers of two edja.::en 
Gaussl¥ls along the traje~tory), then using the f8.i:: 
that N=I TI61 an::! (6x)rn.u~ Xmu 61 we get 

! = 
• i 2 

T~ .. 61 .0, 
)2 61-0 

This lnjeans that we first have to go to the limit &; - C
ane! then to choose t:.x arbitrarily small. 

15See, fo~ example, Y. Aharonov and J. L. Safko, :I.o..n. 
Phys.{'N. Y.) 91, 279 (1975). 

161n the ense that if a total of N measurements are mi""" 
(in so e given period of time Tl then the probability ""'" 
of suc eBS 10 eacb measurement has to be at least of 
the or r (1 -liN 2), and N »1. 

lIThe pa'rticle makes quantum Jumps from its initi":' pr 
Bitlon io the final position without going through ::teI~ 

, mediat.e ones, 
l'The re!aUzation of these types of Hamiltonians 15 :on
slder~ in a recent paper by Y. Aharonov and E, :ec_ 
er, PIfS' Rev. D 20, 1877 (1979). . 
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Signi,ficance of Electromagnetic Potentials in the Quantum Theory 
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n. 11. 1J'il/s Physics J,abora/0ry, Vlli:""sily (If nris/ul, Br:s/cl, EI!~I'lHd 
(Rccei\'cd May 28,1959, revised ~anu5Cript received ]t::\c 16, 19S9) 

In this p:1pt'r, wc discus; 50mc intc~C's\ing properties of the tlectroma;;;-.etic potential; in tbe quantum 
domain. Wc ~hal\ show that, C("Intrary tn tbe. conclusions of cla"ical mech;;:-,ic.5, thcre exi;t effects (If jJClt<:n' 
tial, on chargcJ particles, e"cn in the rC'gion \\'hcr<; all the fIeld,; (and tber~;N~ the forces on tb<: p:lrticks) 
v:lni,h. \\'c,sh:\1\ then di,CIl';" po:;~il.\C experimcllts tn tcst these c,)nC\usio~.;; and, finally, we shall suggcst 
further possible dc\'\!lopments in thc interpretation of the pot('ntill;. 

30 

1. INTRODUCTION 

I ;.:; classicll electrodynamics, the ,"cctor and sr.?br 
pot<:nti~ls were first introduced as a cODY<:nient 

mathematir.al aid for calculating the fields. It is true 
th;\( in order to obtain a classical canonical formalism, 
the potentials are nccdrd. Nevertheless, the fund a
rn<:nl~l cqu:\tions of motion can alw-ays be txpressed 
directly in tcrn:s of the fields alone . 

assume this aln,ost e\'erywhere in the fol1o\\'iag dis
cussions) wc k\'e, for the rl'.;ion inside tbe cage, 
l[ = Ih+ F (I) IYJE:re 110 is the Hamiltonian ",hn the 
generator is mi. functioning, anti 1'(/)=e';'(I). If 
""o(x,t) is a solution of the Hamtltonian Ho, then the 
solution for II will be 

. In the quantum mechanics, however, the canonical 
f6im~lism is neces~ary, and as a result, the potentials 
(';\nl\ot be eliminated from the basic equations. Ntver
theless, these equations, as well as the physical quan
tities, arc all gauge invariant; 50 that it may seem that 
('wn in quantum mechanics, the potentials themselves 
h;\\'C no independent significance. 

In this paper, we shall show that the above conclu
sions arc not correct and that a further interpretation 
of the potentials is needed in the quantum mechanics. 

I/;=I/;uriS!f:, s= f V(I)dl, 

which follows from 

The new solution differs from the old one just by a 
phase factor and this corresponds, of CO\lrse, to no 
change in any physical r<:sult. 

No\\' consider a more complex experiment iii which a 
single coherent electron btam is split into two p::..rts and 

2. POSSIBLE EXPERIMENTS DEMONSTRATING each part is then allowed to enter a long cylindrical 
THE ROLE OF POTENTIALS IN THE metal tube, as shown in fig. 1. 

QU~TUM THEORY After the btams pass through the tubes, they arc 
In this section, we shall discuss several possible ex- combined to interfere coherently at F. By means of 

I'erimcnts which demonstrate the significance of poten- time-determining electrical "shutters" the beam is 
ti:ds in the quantum theory. We shall begin with a chopp(;(\ into wa\'e packets lhat are long compared 
~:mph; example. wilh the wavekngth ", but short compared with the 

Suppose wc have a charged particlc inside a "Faraday length of the tubes. The potential in tach lube is deter
r;\gc" connected to atl external generator which causes mined by a time delay mechanism in such a way that 
Ihl' potential on the cage to ahernatc in time. This will the- potential is zero in region I (unlil each packet is 
:!cJd to the Hamiltonian of the particle a term F(:I:,t) well inside its tube). The potential thell grows (15 a 
which is, for the region inside the cage, a function of funcLion of time, but diITcrently in cach lube. Finall)", 
time only. ,In the nonrelativistic limit (and we shall it falls back to zero, bl:fore the electron comcs ncar the 

485 
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FIG. L Schematic experiment to demonstrate interference with 
time· dependent scalar potential. A, E, C, D, E: suitable devices 
to ~parate and divert beaDl5. W" WI: wave packets. ],[1, ],[1: 
cylindrical metal tubes. F: interference region. 

other edge of the tube. Thus the potential is nonzero 
only while the electrons are well inside the tube (region 
II). When the electron is in region III, there is again no 
potential. The purpose of this arrangement is to ensure 
that the electron is in a time-varying potential '\\'ithout 
ever being in a field (because the field does not penetrate 
far from the edges of the tubes, and is nonzero only at 
times when the electron is far from these edges). 

Now let f(x,t) =fl0(X,t) +I/Il (x,t) be the wave func
tion when the potential is absent (1/110 and 1/120 repre
senting the parts that pass through tubes 1 and 2, 
respectively). But since V is a function only of t 
wherever f is appreciable, the problem for each tube 
is essentially the same as that of the Faraday cage. The 
solution is then 

where 

It is evident that the interference of the two parts at 
F will depend on the phase difference (SI-S2)/n. Thus, 
there is a physical effect of the potentials even though 
no force is ever actually exerted on the electron. The 
effect is evidently essentially quantum-mechanical in 
nature because it comes in the phenomenon of inter
ference. \Ve are therefore not surprised that it does not 
appear in classical mechanics. 

From relativistic considerations, it is easily seen that 
the covariance of the above conclusion demands that 
there should be similar results involving the vector 
potential, A. 

The phase difference, (SI-S2)/h, can al.so be ex
pressed as the integral (e/II).f rpdtaround a closed 
circuit in space-time, where cp is evaluated at the place 
of the center of the wave packet. The relativistic gener
alization of the above integral is 

where the path of integration nol\' goes over any closed 
circuit in space-time. . 

As another special case, let us now consider a path 
in space only .(t= constant). The above argument 

I 
FIG. 2. Schematic eXJXriment to ~e01onstrat: interference 

?rith time.independent v~tor pote!Jtlal. 

I 
suggests that the associated pha~e shift of the electron 
wave function ought to be I 

e fl 
AS/h= -- !A.dx, 

en ! 

where .fA,dx=fH·ds=4> (th~ total magnetic fll.L,( 
inside the circuit). I 

This corresponds to another ~xperimental situation. 
By neans of a current flowin~ ~hrough a ver), closely 
'\\'ound cylindrical solenoid of r1dius R, center at the 
origi:l and axis i~ the % ~irectionl",we cre~te.a rnagnet:c 
field, H, which 15 essentIally cOljillned wlthm the sole· 
noid. However, the vector I1tential, A, evidently, 
cannot be zero everywhere outsi~: th: solenoi~, ?ecauoe 
the total flux through every flicult contauung the 
origo is equal to a constant I 

4>0= J H·.ds= ~A.dX. 
I 

To demonstrate the effects of ~e total fll.L,{, "e begin, 
as before, with a coherent beam lof electrons. (But no:
there is no need to make wave packets.) The beam 15 

split into two parts, each going ~n opposite sides of the 
solenoid, but avoiding it. (The sblenoid can be shielded 
from the electron beam by a tbIin plate which casts a 
shadow.) As in the former ex~mple, the beams are 
brought together at F (Fig. 2). ! 

The Hamiltonian for this easel is 

[P- (e/4.\J2 
HI' 2m 

I 
In singly connected regions, i'here H=vXA=O, we 

can always obtain a solution for ,the abo\'e Hamiltonian 
by taking 1/I=l/Ior,SJA, where fb is the solution when 
A=O and where VS/h= (e/e)A. ~ut, in the experiment 
discussed above, in which we ha~'e a multiply connected 
region (the region outside tbeisolenoid), for iSlA is a 
non-single-valued function l anl therefore, in general, 
not a permissible solution of c.hrOdinger's equation. 
Nevertheless, in our problem it is stUI possible to use 
such solutions because the wal'e function splits into 
two parts 1/I=I/II+f2, where fl Ijepresents the beam on 

! 
I Uclcss r:.,-~hc/e, where" is an in:teger. 
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one side of the solenoid and,p! the beam on the opposite 
side. Each of these beams stays in a simply connected 
region. We therefore can write 

where 5) and 52 are equal to (e/c)JA·dx along the 
paths of the fi.rst and second beams, respectively. (In 
Sec. 4, an exact solution for this Hamiltonian will be 
given, and it will confirm the :above results.) 

The interference between :the two beams will eVI
dently depend on t.h.c phase difference, 

This effect will exist, even though there are no magnetic 
forces acting in the places ""here the electron beam 
passes. 

In order to avoid fully any possible question of 
contact of the electron with !.be magnetic field we note 
that our result would not be changed if we surrounded 
the solenoid by a potential ibarrier that reflects the 
·~1tCtrons perfectly. (This, too,; is confirmed in Sec. 4.) 

It is easy to devise hypothetical experiments in which 
the vector potential may in.fimence not only the inter
ference pattern but also the momentum. To see this, 
consider a periodic array of sOOenoids, each of which is 
shielded from direct contact v;ith the beam by a small 
plate. This will be essentially :a grating. Consider first 
the diffraction pattern without the magnetic field, which 
will ha\'e a discrete set of ciirections of strong con
structi\"e interference. The effoct of the vector potential 
will be to produce a shift of the relative phase of the 
waye function in different elements of the gratings. A 
corresponding shift will take place in the directions, 
and therefore !pe momentum of the diffracted beam. 

3. A PRACTICABLE EXPE,RIMENT TO TEST FOR 
THE EFFECTS OF A POTENTIAL WHERE 

THERE ARE lfO FIELDS 

As yet no direct experiments have heen carried out 
~'hich confirm the effect of potentials wberethere is no 
field. It would be interesting therefore to test whether 
such effects actually exist. Such a test is, in fact, within 
the range of present possibilities.2 Recent experiments'·' 
have succeeded in obtaining interference from electron 
beams that ba.ve been separated in one case by as much 
as 0.8 mm.3 It is quite possible to wind solenoids which 
are smaller than this, and therefore to place them 
between the separate beams. Alternatively, we may 
obtain localized lines of flm of the right magnitude (the 

I Dr. Chmlx!rs is now mWnf:; ~ preliminary experimentAl 
study of this question at Bristol. 

I L. Marton, Phys. Rev. 85, 1057 (1952); 90, 490 (1953). 
~rarton, Simpsoll, and Suddeth, Rev. Sci. Instr .. 2S, 1099 (19.>4). 

'G. :!IioJiensledt, NatU~len' 042, 41 (1955); G. 
~oUenste9t and H. DUker, Z. Physik 145,377 (1956). 

magnitude has to be of the order of ¢o= 2lrcn/ ,""'4 X 10--7 

gauss cm~) by means of fine permanently magnetized 
"whiskers".i The solenoid can be used in ).lartog's 
device,' while the whisker is suitable for another experi
mental setup' where t.h.e separation is of the order of 
microns and the whiskers are even smaller than this. 

In principle, we could do the experiment by observing 
the interference pattern with and without the magnetic 
flux. But since the main effect of the flux is only to 
displace the line pattern without changing the interval 
structure, tbis would not be a convenient e:-,:periment 
to do. Instead, it would be easier to vary the magnetic 
flux within the same e),:posure for the detection of the 
interference patterns. Such a variation would, according 
to our previous discussion, alter the sharpness and the 
general form of the interference bands. This alteration 
would then constitute a verification of the predicted 
phenomena. 

When tbe magnetic flux is altered, there will, of 
course, be an induced electric field outside the solenoid, 
but the effects of this field can be made negligible. For 
example, suppose the magnetic flux were suddenly 
altered in the middle of an exposure. The electric teld 
would then exist only for a very short time, so that o:1ly 
a small part of the beam would be affected by it. 

4. EXACT SOLUTION FOR SCATTERING PROBLE!,!S 

We shall now obtain an exact solution for the problem 
of the scattedng of an electron beam by a magnetic 
field in the limit where the magnetic field region te:1ds 
to a zero radius, while the total flux remains ·Ji,ed. This 
corresponds to the setup described in Sec. 2 and shown 
in Fig. 2. Only tbis time we do not split the plane wave 
into two parts. The wave equation outside the magnetic 
field region is, in cylindrical coordinates, 

[ 
a2 1 a 1 ( a ) 2 ] -+--+- -+ia +k2 ,+,=0, 
ar1 r ar r2 j)e 

(1) 

wbere k is the wave vector of the incident particle and 
a= -~/ch. We have again chosen the gauge in whicb 
A,=O and A,=¢/27rf'. 

The general solution of the above equation is 

., 
f= I: ei""[o",J",+a(kr)+b.J __ <m+a) (kr)], (2) 

,...j---.o . 

where a", and b .. are arbitrary constants and J "'-i-a (kr) 
is a Bessel function, in general of fractional order 
(depe'1dent on ¢). The above solution holds only for 
r>' ,. [ r<R (inside the magnetic field) the solution 
has tL_t'. worked out.6 By matching tbe solutions at 
r=R it is easily shown that only Bessel functions of 
positive order will remain, when R approaches zero. 

I See, for exAmple, Sidney S. Brenner, Acta Met. 04, 62 (1956). 
• L. Page, Phys. Rev. 36, 444 (1930). . 
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This means that the probability of finding the particle 
inside the magnetic field region approaches zero with R. 
It follows tbat tbe wave function would not be changed 
if the electron were kept away from the field by a barrier 
whose radius also \\'ent to zero with R. 

The general solution in the limit of R tending to zero 
is therefore 

'" y.,= L a",JI",+alei..J. (3) 

We must then choose am SO that y., represents a beam 
of electrons that is incident from the right (8=0). It is 
important, however, to satisfy the initial condition tbat 
the current density, 

h(y.,*vy.,-y.,\'y.,*) e. 
j = -Ay.,*y." (4) 

2im me 

shall be constant and in the x direction. In the gauge 
that we are using, we easily see that the correct incident 
wave is y.,iDC= e-ikre-ial. Of course, this wave function 
holds only to the right of the origin, so that no problem 
of multiple-valuedness arises. 

We shall show in the course of this calculation that 
the above conditions will be satisfied by cboosing 
a",=(-i)lm+al , in wbich case, we shall have 

'" y.,= L (-£)I"'+"'J1m+ale.im.!. 

It is convenient to split y., into the following three parts: 
y.,='h+y.,2+y.,a, where 

., 
y.,1== L (-i)m+"Jm+aeim.!, 

... -1 

-1 

y.,2= L (_i)m+"J .. +ae.im~, 
,,---00 

.. 
= L (-i),"-aJm_"c-im.!, (5) 

... -1 

Now y.,1 satisfies the simple differential equation 

where we have used the well-known formula for Bessel . . 
functions: \ 

As a result, we obtain 

(7) 
1 ., I 

=- L (- i)""+a J "'+ae.im"j( - ie.i&+i-Ie- il ) 

2 .. '-1 i 
I+H -i)a[J a+1-ie. iJ J m]. 

So i 
I 

iJ.fJ! ar' = - i COs8'fI+~ (-t1)a (J a+l- iJ tIe. ~). 
I 

This differential equation caq be easily integrated to 
g~e i 

r' I 

y.,1 == A ~ eir' """[Jt+l-iJ "eilJdr', 

where I 

(8) 

A = H - i)"ef ir' cooJ. 

The lower limit of the integration is determined by the 
requirement that when " goef to zero, y.,1 also goes to 
to zero because, as we have I seen, y.,1 includes Bessel 
functiolls of positive order onl~· ... 

In order to discuss the as~mptotic behavior of ..pI, 
let us write it as y.,1=.'1[1I-I;2J, where 

! , 

11= IX eir'C:O~[J"~I-ie"JaJdrl, 
I 

I~= fO: eir,oo,.![Jtl-ieilJaJdr" 

. I 
The first of these integrals is ~no"·n7: 

f
'" ei[auc 'iD(P/~)] 

ei~rJ,,(k,)= i , O<{3<k, 
o (P-.B~)ll 

! 
i 

In our cases, (3= cosO, k= 1, ~ tbat 

[

eianr-I'I) ! eHa+I)(lr-il l )] 

11= iet . 
IsinBI I I sin8 i 

I 

(9) 

-2<a. 

(10) 

Because the integrand is eve~ in 8, we have v;ritten the 
final expression for the above integral as a function of 
181 and of I sinOl· Hence I . 

[~e-illl-iei'] II==e.i"nr--1ID i IsinO! 

=0 for o<d, 
i (11) 

== c- ia'2ia f9r 8> 0, 
, 

where we have taken 8 as go~ng from -71" to Jr. 

1 See, for example, \\'. GriibDerjnnd N. Hufreiter, [IIlcgralllJid 
(Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1949). i • 
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\\'c shall see ]lrc-scntl), til:l! II rcpresents the largest 
t('rlll in the asympwtic cxpilllsion of ifl. The fact that 
it is zero for 0<0 shows that this part of ~'I passes 
(a~)'mrtoticallr) ollly on the upper side of the singu
larity. To ('xplain thb, we nole thaI ifl contains only 
positive \'alll{,s of 1II, and therefore of the angular 
m()lllentUI1l. It is quite natural then that this p:lrt of Ifl 
~~ocs on the upper side of the singuhrity. Similarly, 
sincc· according to (5) 

I/;j(r',O,a.) ='h(r', -0, -a), 

it follo\\'s that ~'! 'sill behave oppositely to {I in this 
regard, 50 that to;cther they will make up the correct 
incident \\,a\·e. 

)\0\\', in the Jim:l of r' -; C1) we arc allO\\'ecl to lake 
ill the integrand 0; 1 ~ the first asymptol ic tcrm of 1 a,s 
namely 1 0 -; (2/",)1 cOS(f'-~a-h). \\'c obtain 

12= JU: c;··oo..fl(Ja';.l-ic;oJa)dr'-;C+D, 
r 

Then 

(.'= f"" c ir ' < .. ,f[e ;~"-lln+1 ,,-! r) 

r 

dr' 
+c;I"-I(O+lJ.-l'I~-

(2r.r ')? 
.: ( 2)! (- i)0.;.l f·r 
= - . exp( +i:::;2)dz 

7i (1 +co"I)! 1"(1+<0;8))1 

(12) 

+ (:)! j0-H _ JX! exp( _ iz2)dz, (H) 
'IT' (l-cosO)1 1,'0-<,",8»)1 

where wc have put 

z=[r'(1+cos8)J! and z=[r'(l-co58)]1, 

respectively. 
Using ]lOW the \\'cJ\-kn~\\'n asymptotic hehavior of 

I he error fund ion,' 
. -

. f'" -i(:xp(-ja~) 
exp( -iz~)J~ - - , 

a • 2 a 

(15) 

I E. Jahnke and F. Emdc, Tables {If 1-'lIIrclill/l5 (Do vcr Pub
li'ation~, )l1c., l\CIl' York, 19-13), fourth editi(lll, p. BS. 

, Rdcrcnrc 8, p,24. 
'- . 

4St) 

C=[(-i)a+II-_(;_i,_' __ 

(2r.-) 1 r'(1+cos8n l 

io+1 c- i,' ] + _______ eiT':o,&, 

(2,,)1 [r'(1-co~orJ 
(1 G) 

Noll' adding (16) and (17) togelher and using en) nnd 
(9), wc lind tllJt the term of 1/(/)1 in the as::mptolic 
expansion of 1/;1 is 

(-i)! [ eir
' 1+c·1 e- ir

' I-e;' J 
-- (-l)o---+i-· . (1S) 
2 (2r.r (r')l1+cosO (r')ll-cos0 

l'sing l!g;!in tl:·: n:btion IIl'll':i:clI ~'I :-Inrl y~ \ ~ olJ:::in 
for the corresr>:>nding term in y~ 

(-i)l[ cir'l+e- il e-i"I-'C-;iJ 
-- (-l)-o----·-+i------. (1\)) 
2(2 .. )1 (r')1 l+co~O (r' )! 1-cos:', 

Adding (18) l\l~d (19) !lnd lIsing (11), we linil!Iy gt:t .. 

There remains the corllriiJution ()f I/;J, whose as;'mptotic 
behavior is [sc-e Eq. (12)J 

(-i) 1":11,,1 (r') -; (- i)lu l (~)! c05(r'- t'lT'- ~ I a i r.). 
7if 

Collecting all terms, I\'e find 
eiT' e-~/~ 

if;='h+"'~+if;" -; e-i(oHr' CO'!)+ ___ sin7r((----, 
(270';") I CDS (0/2) 

(21) 

where the ± sign is chosen 3.(;('()rding t() the sign of a. 
The first term in equation (21) repr('s~nls lht incidcnt 

wave, and the: second the scattered \\·a\,(:.lo The scat
tering cross s(:ction is thcrefore 

.. ) 
Slll' .. (.( 

q=-=--.----. (22) 
270 cus~(0.'2) 

10 In this way, \\'~ \'eriCy, Clr cot:r:>(', lhal our ch.)ic'c r,: till' Or. fur 
ECJ. (3) satisfit;S the correct J.,olJnda~r cor.ditior,;;. 
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I 
\\ 'ben a= 11, where II is an integer, then (J vanishes. 
This is analogous to the Ramsauer effect. 1I 

(J has a 
maximum when a=11+!. 

The asymptotic formula (21) holds only when we are 
not on the line 8= 'Ir. The exact solution, which is needed 
on this line, would show that the second term will 
combine with the first to make a single-valued wave 
function, despite the non-singlt-valued character of the 
two parts, in the neighborhood of 8=1(. \\'e shall see 
this in more detail presently for the special case a = 11+!. 

In the interference experiment discussed in Sec. 2, 
diffraction effects, represented in Eq. (21) by the scat
tered wave, have been neglected. Therefore, in this 
problem, it is adequate to use the first term of Eq. (21). 
Here, we see that the phase of the wave function has a 
different value depending on whether we approach the 
line 8= ±~ from positive or negative angles, i.e., from 
the upper or lower side. This confirms the conclusions 
obtained in the approximate treatment of Sec. 2. 

We shall discuss now the two special cases that can 
be solved exactly. The first is the case where a = 11. Here, 
the wave function is 1/;= e-ihe-ia~, which is evidently 
single-valued when a is an integer. (It can be seen by 
direct differentiation that this is a solution.; 

The second case is that of 0:= 11+1. Because] <"+1) (r) 
is a closed trigonometric function, the integrals for y., 
can be carried out exactly. 

The result is 

(23) 

This function vanishes on the line 8= 71'. It can be seen 
that its asymptotic behavior is the same as that of Eq. 
(2) with a set equal to tl+!. In this case, the single
valuedness of if; is evident. In general, however, the 
behavior of if; is not so simple, since if; does not become 
zero on the line O=1i'. 

5. DISCUSSION OF SIGNIFICANCE OF RESULTS 

The essential result of the previous discussion is that 
in quantum theory, an electron (for example) can be 
influenced by the potentials even if all the fiekl regions 
are excluded from it. In other words, in a field-free 
multiply-connected region of space, the physical proper
ties of the system still depend on the potentials. 

It is true that all these effects of the potentials depend 
only on the gauge-invariant qua:1tity j'A·dl= fH·ds, 
so that in reality they can be e'q)ressed in terms of the 
fields inside the circuit. HOlY' ", , .lccording to current 
relativistic notions, all fields fl., "interact only locally. 
And since the electrons cannot reach the regions where 
the fields are, we cannot interpret stich effects as due 
to the fields t~emselves. 

11 See, for example, D. Bobm, QIIOIIIIIIII Theary (Prentice-Hall, 
Icc., EnglcI,"ood Cliffs, New Jcrsey, 1951). ' 

. In classical me;:hanics, wet! recall that potentials 
cannot have such significance ,ecause the eqtLltion of 
motion involves only the field quantities themselves. 
For this reason, the potentialsj ba ve been regarded as 
purely mathema tical au:tiliari~s, while only the field 
quantities were thought to ~a\'e a direct physical 

• I meamng. i 

In quantum mechanics, the dsential difference is that 
the equations of motion of a pa~!ticle are replaced by the 
SchrOdinger equation for a ave. This Scbr6dinger 
equation is obtained from a ca onical formalism, which 
cannot be expressed in terms iof the ~elds a \o;le , but 
which also requires the potent~als. Indeed, the poten
tials playa role, in Schrodinger's equation, n-hich is 
analogous to that of the indef of refration in optics, 
The Lorentz force [eE+ (e1c)'!f

I

, XH] does not appear 
anywhere in the fundamental tjheory, but appe"J'S only 
as an approximation holding ~ the classical limit. It 
would therefore seem naturali' t this point to propose 
that, in quantum mechanics, e fundamental physical 
entities are the potentials, wh Ie the fie!ds are derived 
from them by differentiations. 

The main objection that co~ld be raised aga~t the 
above suggestion is grOUndedf'n the gauge jm-ariance 
of the theory. In other wor ,if the potentials are 
subject to the transforrriation Ap ---t A/=ApTOfjaxl" 
where I/; is a continuous sca~r function, then all the 
known physical quantities arf left unchanged. As a 
result, the same physical beh~.or is ob~ined from any 
two potentials, Ap(:r) and A/ x), related by tbe above 
transformation. This means ,at insofar as tbe poten
tials are richer in properties t an the fields, there is no 
n-ay to reveal this additional ·chness. It was therefore 
concluded that the potentials sannot ha\'e any Ljeaning. 
except insofar as they are ysed mathematically, to 
calculate the fields. J 

\Ve have seen from the erP1es described in this 
paper that the above point ,f view cannot be main
tained for the general case. course, our discussion 
does not bring into question I the gauge invariance of 
the theory. But it does show ~hat in a theory LrlVolving 
only local interactions (e.g., ISchrOdinger's or Dirac's 
equation, and current quantpm-mecharucal field the
ories), the potentials must, in certain cases, be con
sidered as physically effectivd, even wben there are no 
fields acting on the charged p~rtic'les. 

The above discussion sug!gests that some further 
development of the theory lis needed. Two possible 
directions are clear. First, wt may try to formulate a 
nonlocal theory in which, ~r example, the electron 
could inleract with a field at was a finite distanCe 
away. Then there would be 0 trouble in interpreting 
these results, but, as is we~lI known, there are severe 
difficulties in the way of doi g this. Secondly, we may 
retain the present local th ry and, instead, we m:J.Y 
try to give a further new in erpretation to the poten-

, ! 
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Gals. In ocher ~ords, we are led to regard A~(x) a5 a 
physical \·ariable. This means that we must be able to 
define the physical difference between two quantum 
states which differ only by gauge transformation. It ~\'ill 
be shO\\'D in a future paper that in a system containing 
an undefined number of charged particles (i.e., a super
position of states of different total charge), a ncl\' 
Hermitian operator, essentially an angle variable, can 
be introduced, which is conjugate to the charge density 
and \\'hich may gin a meaning to the gauge. Such 
states have actually btcn used ID connection with 

\ 

recentlheories of superconducti\ity ahd supertluidityl2 

and we shall show their relation to this problem in more 
detail. 
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